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THE ADVENTURES OF AUGIE MARCH







CHAPTER I

I am an American, Chicago bom—Chicago, that somber city—^and go

at things as I have taught myself, free-style, and will make the record in

my own way first to knock, first admitted; sometimes an innocent

knock, sometimes a not so innocent But a man’s character is his fate,

says Heraclitus, and m the end there isn’t any way to disguise the nature

of the knocks by acoustical work on the door or gloving the knuckles.

Everybody knows there is no fineness or accuracy of suppression;

if you hold down one thing you hold down the adjommg.

My own parents were not much to me, though I cared for my
mother. She was simple-minded, and what I learned from her was not

what she taught, but on the order of object lessons She didn’t have

much to teach, poor woman My brothers and I loved her. 1 speak for

them both; for the elder it is safe enough, for the younger one, Georgia,

I have to answer—he was born an idiot—^but Fm in no need to guess,

for he had a song he sang as he ran dragfooted with his stiff idiot’s trot,

up and down along the curl-wired fence in the backyard:

Georgie Mahchy, Augie, Simey

Winnie Mahchy, evwy, evwy love Mama.

He was right about everyone save Winnie, Grandma Lausch’s poodle,

a pursy old overfed dog Mama was Winnie’s servant, as she was

Grandma Lausch’s Loud-breathing and wind-breaking, she lay near

the old lady’s stool on a cushion embroidered with a Berber aiming a

rifle at a lion. She was personally Grandma’s, belonged to her suite;

the rest of us were the governed, and especially Mama Mama passed

the dog’s dish to Grandma, and Winnie received her food at the old

lady’s feet from the old lady’s hands. These hands and feet were small;

she wore a shriveled sort of lisle on her legs and her slippers were gray

—ah, the gray of that felt, the gray despotic to souls—^with pink rib-
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bons Mama, however, had large feet, and around the house she wore

men’s shoes, usually without strings, and a dusting or mobcap like

somebody’s fanciful cotton effigy of the form of the brain She was

meek and long, round-eyed like Georgie—gentle green round eyes and

a gentle freshness of color in her long face. Her hands were work-

reddened, she had very few of her teeth left—to heed the knocks as

they come—and she and Simon wore the same ravelly coat-sweaters

Besides having round eyes, Mama had circular glasses that I went

with her to the free dispensary on Harrison Street to get Coached by

Grandma Lausch, I went to do the lying Now I know it wasn’t so neces-

sary to lie, but then everyone thought so, and Grandma Lausch espe-

cially, who was one of those Machiavellis of small street and neigh-

borhood that my young years were full of So Grandma, who had it

all ready before we left the house and must have put m hours plotting

It out in thought and phrase, lying small m her chilly small room under

the featherbed, gave it to me at breakfast The idea was that Mama
wasn’t keen enough to do it right. That maybe one didn’t need to be

keen didn’t occur to us; it was a contest The dispensary would want

to know why the Chanties didn’t pay for the glasses So you must say

nothing about the Charities, but that sometimes money from my
father came and sometimes it didn’t, and that Mama took boarders.

This was, in a delicate and choosy way, by ignoring and omitting cer-

tain large facts, true It was true enough for them, and at the age of

nine I could appreciate this perfectly Better than my brother Simon,

who was too blunt for this kind of maneuver and, anyway, from books,

had gotten hold of some English schoolboy notions of honor. Tom
Brownes Schooldays for many years had an influence we were not in a

position to aflord.

Simon was a blond boy with big cheekbones and wide gray eyes

and had the arms of a cricketer— go by the illustrations; we never

played anything but softball. Opposed to his British style was his patri-

otic anger at George III The mayor was at that time ordering the

schoolboard to get history books that dealt more harshly with the

king, and Simon was very hot at Cornwallis. I admired this patriotic

flash, his terrific personal wrath at the general, and his satisfaction

over his surrender at Yorktown, which would often come over him
at lunch while we ate our bologna sandwiches. Grandma had a piece

of boiled chicken at noon, and sometimes there was the gizzard for

^bristleheaded little Georgie, who loved it and blew at the ridgy thing

more to cherish than to cool it. But this martial true-blood pride of

Simon’s disqualified him for the crafty task to be done at the dispensary;
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OF AUGIE MARCH
he was too disdainful to lie and might denounce everybody instead I

could be counted on to do the job, because I enjoyed it I loved a piece

of strategy. I had enthusiasms too; I had Simon’s, though there was

never much meat in Cornwallis for me, and I had Grandma Lausch’s

as well As for the truth of these statements I was instructed to make

—

well, it was a fact that we had a boarder. Grandma Lausch was our

boarder, not a relation at all. She was supported by two sons, one from

Cincinnati and one from Racme, Wisconsin The daughters-in-law did

not want her, and she, the widow of a powerful Odessa businessman

—

a divinity over us, bald, whiskery, with a fat nose, greatly armored m
a cutaway, a double-breasted vest, powerfully buttoned (his blue

photo, enlarged and retouched by Mr Lulov, hung m the parlor,

doubled back between the portico columns of the full-length mirror,

the dome of the stove beginning where his trunk ended)—she pre-

ferred to live with us, because for so many years she was used to direct

a house, to command, to govern, to manage, scheme, devise, and in-

trigue in all her languages. She boasted French and German besides

Russian, Polish, and Yiddish, and who but Mr. Lulov, the retouch

artist from Division Street, could have tested her claim to French? And
he was a serene bogus too, that triple-backboned gallant tea-dnnker.

Except that he had been a hackie m Pans, once, and if he told the truth

about that might have known French among other things, like playing

tunes on his teeth with a pencil or singing and keeping time with a

handful of corns that he rattled by jiggmg his thumb along the table,

and how to play chess.

Grandma Lausch played like Timur, whether chess or klabyasch,

with palatal catty harshness and sharp gold in her eyes. Klabyasch she

played with Mr. Kremdl, a neighbor of ours who had taught her the

game. A powerful stub-handed man with a large belly, he swatted the

table with those hard hands of his, flinging down his cards and shoutmg
''Shtochf YascW Menel! Klabyaschr Grandma looked sardonically at

him. She often said, after he left, “If you’ve got a Hungarian friend you

don’t need an enemy ” But there was nothing of the enemy about Mr.

Kreindl He merely, sometimes, sounded menacing because of his

drill-sergeant’s bark. He was an old-time Austro-Hunganan conscript,

and there was something soldierly about him. a neck that had strained

with pushing artillery wheels, a campaigner’s red m the face, a power-

ful bite in his jaw and gold-crowned teeth, green cockeyes and soft

short hair, altogether Napoleonic. His feet slanted out on the ideal of

Frederick the Great, but he was about a foot under the required height

for guardsmen. He had a masterly look of independence. He and his
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THE ADVENTURES

wife—a woman quiet and modest to the neighbors and violently quar-

relsome at home—and his son, a dental student, lived in what was

called the English basement at the front of the house The son, Kolzie,

worked evenings in the comer drugstore and went to school m the

neighborhood of County Hospital, and it was he who told Grandma
about the free dispensary. Or rather, the old woman sent for him to

find out what one could get from those state and county places She

was always sending for people, the butcher, the grocer, the fruit

peddler, and received them in the kitchen to explain that the Marches

had to have discounts. Mama usually had to stand by. The old woman
would tell them, “You see how it is~^o I have to say more? There’s no

man in the house and children to bring up ” This was her most frequent

argument. When Lubin, the caseworker, came around and sat in the

kitchen, familiar, bald-headed, in his gold glasses, his weight com-

fortable, his mouth patient, she shot it at him: “How do you expect

children to be brought up?” While he listened, trying to remain com-
fortable but gradually becoming like a man deteimined not to let a

grasshopper escape from his hand. “WeU, my dear, Mrs. March could

raise your rent,” he said. She must often have answered—for there were

times when she sent us all out to be alone with him—“Do you know
what thmgs would be hke without me? You ought to be grateful for

the way I hold them together.” I’m sure she even said, “And when I

die, Mr. Lubin, you’ll see what you’ve got on your hands.” I’m one
hundred per cent sure of it. To us nothing was ever said that might

weaken her rule by suggesting it would ever end Besides, it would
have shocked us to hear it, and she, in her miraculous knowledge of us,

able to be extremely close to our thoughts—she was one sovereign who
knew exactly the proportions of love, respect, and fear of power in

her subjects—understood how we would have been shocked But to

Lubin, for reasons of policy and also because she had to express feel-

ings she certainly had, she must have said it. He had a harassed patience

with her of “deMer me from such chents,” though he tried to appear

master of the situation. He held his derby between his thighs (his suits,

always too scanty in the pants, exposed white socks and bulldog shoes,

crinkled, black, and bulging with toes), and he looked into the hat

as though debating whether it was wise to release his grasshopper on the

lining for a while,

“I pay as much as I can afford,” she w^ould say.

She took her cigarette case out from under her shawl, she cut a

Murad in half with her sewing scissors and picked up the holder. This

was still at a time wl|en women did not smoke. Save lie intelligentsia

—
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OF AUGIE MARCH
the term she applied to herself. With the holder in her dark little gums
between which all her guile, malice, and command issued, she had her

best inspirations of strategy. She was as wnnkled as an old paper bag,

an autocrat, hard-shelled and Jesuitical, a pouncy old hawk of a Bol-

shevik, her small ribboned gray feet immobile on the shoekit and stool

Simon had made in the manual-training class, dingy old wool Winnie

whose bad smell filled the flat on the cushion beside her. If wit and

discontent don’t necessarily go together, it wasn’t from the old woman
that I learned it. She was impossible to satisfy, Elremdl, for example, on

whom we could depend, Kiemdl who earned up the coal when Mama
was sick and who instructed Kotzie to make up our prescriptions for

nothing, she called “that trashy Hungarian,” or “Hungarian pig.” She

called Kotzie “the baked apple”, she called Mrs. Kxeindl “the secret

goose,” Lubin “the shoemaker’s son,” the dentist “the butcher,” the

butcher “the timid swindler.” She detested the dentist, who had several

times unsuccessfully tried to fit her with false teeth She accused him

of burning her gums when taking the impressions. But then she tried

to pull his hands away from her mouth. I saw that happen: the stolid,

square-framed Dr. Wemick, whose compact forearms could have held

off a bear, pamfully careful with her, determined, concerned at her

choked screams, and enduring her scratches To see her struggle like

that was no easy thing for me, and Dr Wemicl: was sorry to see me
there too, I know, but either Simon or I had to squire her wherever she

went. Here particularly she needed a witness to Wemick’s cruelty and

clumsiness as well as a shoulder to lean on when she went weakly home.

Already at ten I was only a httle shorter than she and big enough to

hold her small weight.

“You saw how he put his paws over my face so I couldn’t breathe?”

she said. “God made him to be a butcher Why did he become a dentist?

His hands are too heavy The touch is everything to a dentist. If his

hands aren’t right he shouldn’t be let practice But his wife worked hard

to send him through school and make a dentist of him. And I must go to

him and be burned because of it
”

The rest of us had to go to the dispensary—^which was like the dream

of a multitude of dentists’ chairs, hundreds of them m a space as enor-

mous as an armory, and green bowls with designs of glass grapes, dnlls

lifted zigzag as insects’ legs, and gas flames on the porcelain swivel

trays—a thundery gloom m Harrison Street of hmestone county build-

ings and cumbersome red streetcars with metal grillwork on their win-

dows and monarchical iron whiskers of cowcatchers front and rear.

They lumbered and clanged, and their brake tanks panted m the slushy



THE ADVENTURES

brown of a winter afternoon or the bare stone brown of a summer’s,

salted with ash, smoke, and prairie dust, with long stops at the clinics

to let of! dumpers, cripples, hunchbacks, brace-legs, cnitch-wielders,

tooth and eye sufferers, and all the rest

So before going with my mother for the glasses I was always m-
stnicted by the old woman and had to sit and listen with profound care.

My mother too had to be present, for there must be no siip-up She must

be coached to say notlnng “Remember, Rebecca,” Grandma would re-

repeat, “let him answer everything ” To which Mama was too obedient

even to say yes, but only sat and kept her long hands folded on the

bottle-fly iridescence of the dress the old woman had picked for her to

wear. Very healthy and smooth, her color, none of us inherited this

high a color from her, or the form of her nose with nostrils turned back

and showing a little of the partition “You keep out of it If they ask

you something, you look at Augie like this ” And she illustrated how
Mama was to turn to me, terribly exact, if she had only been able to

drop her habitual grandeur. “Don’t tell anything Only answer ques-

tions,” she said to me My mother was anxious that I should be worthy

and faithful Simon and I were her miracles or accidents; Georgie was

her own true work m which she returned to her fate after blessed and

undeserved success “Augie, listen to Grandma. Hear what she says/’

was all she ever dared when the old woman unfolded her plan.

“When they ask you, ‘Where is your father?’ you say, T don’t know
where, miss ’ No matter how old she is, you shouldn’t forget to say

‘miss.’ If she wants to know where he was the last time you heard from

him, you must tell her that the last time he s. nt a money order was

about two years ago from Buffalo, New York. Never say a word about

the Charity The Charity you should never mention, you hear that?

Never. When she asks you how much the rent is, tell her eighteen

dollars. When she asks where the money comes from, say you have

boarders. How many? Two boarders. Now, say to me, how much
rent?”

“Eighteen dollars.”

“And how many boarders?”

“Two.”

“And how much do they pay?”

“How much should I say?”

“Eight dollars each a week.”

“Eight dollars.”

“So you can’t go to a private doctor, if you get sixty-four dollars a
month. The eyedrops alone cost me five when I went, and he scalded
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OF AUGIE MARCH
my eyes. And these specs”—she tapped the case

—
“cost ten dollars

the frames and fifteen the glasses.”

Never but at such times, by necessity, was my father mentioned. I

claimed to remember him; Simon denied that I did, and Simon was
right. I liked to imagine it.

“He wore a uniform,” I said “Sure I remember. He was a soldier.”

“Like hell he was. You don’t know anything about it.”

“Maybe a sailor
”

“Like hell. He drove a truck for Hall Brothers laundry on Marsh-
field, that’s what he did 1 said he used to wear a uniform. Monkey sees,

monkey does; monkey hears, monkey says.” Monkey was the basis of

much thought with us. On the sideboard, on the Turkestan runner, with

their eyes, ears, and mouth covered, we had see-no-evil, speak-no-evil,

hear-no-evil, a lower trinity of the house. The advantage of lesser gods

is that you can take their names any way you like “Silence m the court-

house, monkey wants to speak; speak, monkey, speak.” “The monkey
and the bamboo were playing in the grass ...” Still the monkeys
could be potent, and awesome besides, and deep social critics when the

old woman, like a great lama—^for she is Eastern to me, m the end

—

would point to the squatting brown three, whose mouths and nostrils

were drawn in sharp blood-red, and with profound wit, her unkmdness
finally touching greatness, say, “Nobody asks you to love the whole

world, only to be honest, ehrlich Don’t have a loud mouth The more
you love people the more they’ll mix you up A child loves, a person

respects. Respect is better than love. And that’s respect, the middle

monkey.” It never occurred to us that she sinned mischievously herself

against that convulsed speak-no-evil who hugged his hps with his

hands; but no criticism of her came near our mmds at any time, much
less when the resonance of a great principle filled the whole kitchen.

She used to read us lessons off poor Georgie’s head. He would kiss

the dog. This bickering handmaiden of the old lady, at one time Now
a dozy, long-sighing crank and proper object of respect for her years

of right-minded but not exactly lovable busyness But Georgie loved

her—^and Grandma, whom he would kiss on the sleeve, on the knee,

taking knee or arm in both hands and putting his underlip forward,

chaste, lummoxy, caressing, gentle and diligent when he bent his nar-

row back, blouse bagging all over it, whitish hair pointy and close as

a burr or sunflower when the seeds have been picked out of it. The old

lady let him embrace her and spoke to him in the following way: “Hey,

you, boy, clever junge, you like the old Grandma, my minister, my
cavalyer? That’s-a-boy. You know who’s good to you, who gives you
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THE ADVENTURES

gizzards and necks'^ Who*? Who makes noodles for yon? Yes Noodles

are slippery, hard to pick up with a fork and hard to pick up with the

fingers You see how the little bird pulls the worm"^ The little worm
wants to stay in the ground The little worm doesn’t want to come out.

Enough, you’re making my diess wet ” And she’d sharply push his

forehead off with her old prim hand, having fired off for Simon and me,

mindful always of her duty to wise us up, one more animadversion on
the trustful, loving, and simple surrounded by the cunnmg-hcartcd and
tough, a fighting nature of birds and worms, and a desperate mankind
without feelings Illustrated by Georgie But the principal illustration

was not Georgie but Mama, m her love-onginated servitude, simple-

minded, abandoned with three children This was what old lady Lauscb

was dnving at, now, m the later wisdom of her life, that she had a second

family to lead

And what must Mama have thought when in any necessary connec-

tion my father was brought into the conversation‘s She sat docile I con-

ceive that she thought of some detail about him—a dish he liked,

perhaps meat and potatoes, perhaps cabbage or cranberry sauce; per-

haps that he disliked a starched collar, or a soft collar; that he brought

home the Evening American or the Journal She thought this because

her thoughts were always simple, but she felt abandonment, and greater

pains than conscious mental ones put a dark streak to her simplicity,

I don’t know how she made out before, when we were alone after the

desertion, but Grandma came and put a regulating hand on the family

life. Mama surrendered powers to her that maybe she had never known
she had and took her punishment in drudgery; occupied a place, I

suppose, among women conquered by a supenor force of love, like

those women whom Zeus got the better of in animal form and who next

had to take cover from his furious wife. Not that I can see my big,

gentle, dilapidated, scrubbing, and lugging mother as a fugitive of im-

mense beauty from such classy wrath, or our father as a marble-legged

Olympian. She had sewed buttonholes in a coat factoiy m a Wells

Street loft and he was a laundry driver—^there wasn’t even so much as

a picture of him left when he blew. But she does have a place among
such women by the deeper right of continual payment. And as for

vengeance from a woman, Grandma Lausch was there to administer

the penalties under the standards of legitimacy, representing the main

body of married womankind.

Still the old lady had a heart. I don’t mean to say she didn’t. She was
tyrannical and a snob about her Odessa luster and her servants and

governesses, but though she had been a success herself she knew what it
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OF AUGIE MARCH

was to fall through susceptibility. I began to realize this when I after-

ward read some of the novels she used to send me to the hbrary for.

She taught me the Russian alphabet so that I could make out the titles.

Once a year she read Anna Karenina and Eugene Onegin Occasionally

I got into hot water by bringing a book she didn’t want “How many
times do I have to tell you if it doesn’t say roman I don’t want it'^ You
didn’t look inside Are your fingers too weak to open the book"^ Then

they should be too weak to play ball or pick your nose For that you’ve

got strength^ Bozhe moy^ God in Heaven! You haven’t got the brains

of a cat, to walk two miles and bring me a book about religion because

it says Tolstoi on the cover
”

The old grande dame, I don’t want to be misrepresenting her. She

was suspicious of what could have been, given one wrong stitch of

heredity, a family vice by which we could have been exploited She

didn’t want to read Tolstoi on religion. She didn’t trust him as a family

man because the countess had had such trouble with him. But although

she never went to the synagogue, ate bread on Passover, sent Mama to

the pork butcher where meat was cheaper, loved canned lobster and
other forbidden food, she was not an atheist and free-thinker. Mr.

Anticol, the old junky she called (search me why) “Rameses”—after

the city named with Pithom in the Scnptures maybe; no telling what
her inspirations were—was that. A real rebel to God. Icy and canny,

she would listen to what he had to say and wouldn’t declare herself He
was ruddy, and gloomy; his leathery serge cap made him fiat-headed,

and his alley calls for rags, old iron
—

“recks aline,” he sung it—made
him gravel-voiced and gruff. He had tough hair and brows and
despising 'brown eyes, he was a studious, shaggy, meaty old man.
Grandma bought a set of the Encyclopedia Americana—edition of

1892, 1 think—^from him and saw to it that Simon and I read it; and he
too, whenever he met us, asked, “How’s the set"?” believing, I reckon,

that It taught irreverence to rehgion What had made him an atheist

was a massacre of Jews in his town. From the cellar where he was
hidden he saw a laborer pissmg on the body of his wife’s younger
brother, just killed. “So don’t talk to me about God,” he said. But it

was he that talked about God, all the time And while Mrs. Anticol

stayed pious, it was his idea of grand apostasy to dnve to the reform

synagogue on the high holidays and park his pink-eye nag among the

luxunous, whirl-wired touring cars of the rich Jews who bared their

heads inside as it they were attendmg a theater, a kind of abjectness m
them that gave him grim entertainment to the end of his life. He caught

a cold in the rain and died of pneumonia.
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Grandma, all the same, burned a candle on the anniversary of Mr
Lausch’s death, threw a lump of dough on the coals when she was bak-

ing, as a kind of offering, had incantations over baby teeth and stunts

against the evil eye. It was kitchen religion and had nothing to do with

the giant God of the Creation who turned back the waters and exploded

Gomorrah, but it was on the side of religion at that And while we’re

on that side Fll mention the Poles—we were just a handful of Jews
among them m the neighborhood—and the swollen, bleeding hearts on
every kitchen wall, the pictures of saints, baskets of death flowers tied

at the door, communions, Easters, and Chnstmases. And sometimes
we were chased, stoned, bitten, and beat up for Christ-killers, all of us,

even Georgie, articled, whether we liked it or not, to this mysterious

trade. But I never had any special grief from it, or brooded, being by
and large too larky and boisterous to take it to heart, and looked at it

as needing no more special explanation than the stone-and-bat wars

of the street gangs or the swarming on a fall evening of parish punks to

rip up fences, screech and bawl at girls, and beat up strangers. It wasn’t

in my nature to fatigue myself with worry over being born to this occult

work, even though some of my friends and playmates would turn up
in the middle of these mobs to trap you between houses from both ends

of a passageway. Simon had less truck with them. School absorbed him
more, and he had his sentiments anyway, a mixed extract from Natty

Bumppo, Quentin Durward, Tom Brown, Clark at Kaskaskia, the mes-
senger who brought the good news from Ratisbon, and so on, that kept

him more to himself. I was just a slow understudy to this, just as he
never got me to put in hours on his Sandow muscle builder and the gim-

mick for developing the sinews of the wrist. I was an easy touch for

friendships, and most of the time they were cut short by older loyalties.

I was pals longest with Stashu Kopecs, whose mother was a midwife
graduated from the Aesculapian &hool of Midwifery on Milwaukee
Avenue. Well to do, the Kopecses had an electric player piano and
linoleums in all the rooms, but Stashu was a thief, and to ran with him
I stole too: coal off the cars, clothes from the lines, rubber balls from
the dime store, and pennies off the newsstands. Mostly for the satisfac-

tion of dexterity, though Stashu invented the game of stripping in the

cellar and putting on girls’ things swiped from the clotheslines. Then
he too showed up m a gang that caught me one cold afternoon of very

little snow while I was sitting on a crate frozen into the mud, eating

Nabisco wafers, my throat full of the sweet dust. Foremost, there was
a thug of a kid, about thirteen but undersized, hard and grieved-

looking. He came up to accuse me, and big Moonya Staplanski, just
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OF AUGIE MARCH
out of the St. Charles Reformatory and headed next for the one at

Pontiac, backed him up
“You little Jew bastard, you hit my brother,” Moonya said.

“I never did I never even saw him before.”

“You took away a nickel from him. How did you buy them biscuits

else, you?”

“I got them at home.”

Then I caught sight of Stashu, hayheaded and jeering, pleased to

sickness with his deceit and his new-revealed brotherhood with the

others, and I said, “Hey, you lousy bed-wetter, Stashu, you know Moon
ain’t even got a brother.”

Here the kid hit me and the gang jumped me, Stashu with the rest,

tearing the buckles from my sheepskin coat and bloodying my nose.

“Who is to blame?” said Grandma Lausch when I came home “You

know who’ You are, Augie, because that’s all the brains you have to

go with that piss-m-bed accoucherka’s son. Does Sunon hang around

with them? Not Simon He has too much sense.” I thanked God she

didn’t know about the stealing And in a way, because that was her

schoohng temperament, I suspect she was pleased that I should see

where it led to give your affections too easily. But Mama, the prime

example of this weakness, was horrified Against the old lady’s authority

she didn’t dare to introduce her feehngs during the hearmg, but when

she took me into the kitchen to put a compress on me she nearsightedly

pored over my scratches, whispenng and sighing to me, while Georgie

tottered around behind her, long and white, and Winnie lapped water

under the sink.
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CHAPTER II

After the age of twelve we were farmed out in the summer by the old

woman to get a taste of life and the rudiments of earning. Even before,

she had found something for me to do. There was a morning class for

feeble-minded children, and when I had left Gcorgie m school I re-

ported to Sylvester’s Star Theatre to distribute handbills. Grandma had

arranged this with Sylvester’s father, whom she knew from the old

people’s arbor in the park.

If it got to our rear flat that the weather was excellent—warm and

still, she liked it—she would go to her room and put on her corset,

relic of when she was fuller, and her black dress Mama would fix her

a bottle of tea. Then in a chapeau of flowers and a furpiece of tails

locked on her shoulder with badger claws she went to the park. With a

book she never intended to read. There was too much talk in the arbor

for that. It was a place where marriages were made. A year or so after

the old atheist’s death, Mrs. Anticol found herself a second husband

there. This widower traveled down from Iowa City for just the purpose

of marriage, and after they were married the news came back that he

kept her locked a prisoner in his house and made her sign away all

rights of legacy. Grandma did not pretend to be sorry; she said, “Poor
Bertha,” but she said it with the humor she was a crackerjack at, as

thin and full of play as fiddle wire, and she took much credit for not

going in for that kind of second marriage. I quit thinking long ago that

all old people came to rest from the things they were out for in their

younger years. But that was what she wanted us to believe
—

“an old

baba like me”—^and accordingly we took her at her word to be old

disinterested wisdom who had put by her vanity. But if she never got

a marriage offer. I’m not prepared to say it made no difference to her.

She couldn’t have been so sold on Anna Karenina for nothing, or an-

othfer favorite of hers I ought to mention, Manon Lescaut, and when
she was feeling right she bragged about her waist and hips, so, since
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she never gave np any glory or influence that I know of, I can see it

wasn’t only from settled habit that she went into her bedroom to lace

on her corset and wind up her hair but to take the eye of a septuage-

narian Vronsky or Des Gneux. I sometimes induced myself to see,

beyond her spotty yellowness and her wnnkles and dry bangs, a

younger and resentful woman m her eyes.

But whatever she was after for herself, in the arbor, she wasn’t for-

getting us, and she got me the handbill job through old Sylvester, called

“the Baker” because he wore white ducks and white golfer’s cap. He
had palsy, this the joke of his making roils, but he was clean, brief-

spoken, serious in the aim of his bloodshot eyes, reconciled, with an

effort of nerve that was copied straight into the curve of his white horse-

shoe of mustache, to the shortness of his days I suppose her pitch with

him was as usual, about the family she was protecting, and Sylvester

took me to see his son, a young fellow whom money or family anxiety

always seemed to keep in a sweat Something, his shadow busmess and

the emptiness of the seats at two o’clock, the viohnist playing just for

him and the operator m the projection box, made it awful for him and

misery to come across with my two bits It made him act tough. He
said, “I’ve had kids who shoved the bills down the sewer. Too bad if I

ever find out about it, and I have ways to check up.” So I knew that he

might follow me along a block of the route, and I kept watch in the

streets for his head with the weak hair of baldness and his worry-

wounded eyes, as brown as a bear’s “I’ve got a couple of tricks myself

for any punk who thinks he’s going to pull a fast one,” he warned me.

But when he beheved I was trustworthy, and at first I was, following

his directions about rolling the bills and sticking them into the brass

mouthpieces over the bells, not fouling up the mailboxes and getting

him in dutch with the post office, he treated me to seltzer and Turkish

Delight and said he was going to make a ticket-taker of me when I grew

a little taller, or put me in charge of the popcorn machine he was thmk-

mg of getting; and one of these years he was gomg to hire a manager

while he went back to Armour Institute to finish his engmeermg degree.

He had only a couple of years to go, and his wife was after him to do it.

He took me for my senior, I suppose, to tell me this, as the people at

the dispensary did, and as often happened, I didn’t understand all that

he told me.

Anyway, he was just a little deceived in me, for when he said his

other boys had dumped bills down the sewer I felt I couldn’t do less

either and watched for my chance. Or gave out wads to the kids in

George’s dummy-room when I came at noon to fetch him at the penal-
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looking school built in the identical brick with the icehouse and the

casket factory which were its biggest neighbors. It had the great gloom

inside of clinks the world over, with ceilings the eye had to try for and

wood floors* trailed with marching Summers, one comer of it was kept

open for the feeble-minded, and, coming in, you traded the spray of the

icehouse for the snipping, cooing hubbub of paper-chain making and

the commands of teachers. I sat on the stairs and divided the remaining

bills, and when class let out Georgie helped me get rid of them. Then I

took him by the hand and led him home.

Much as he loved Winnie, he was scared of strange dogs, and as he

carried her scent he drew them. They were always sniffing his legs,

and I earned stones to pitch at them.

This was the last idle summer The next, as soon as the term was

over, Simon was sent to work as a bellhop m a resort hotel in Michigan,

and I went to the Goblins’ on the North Side to help Cobim with his

newspaper route. I had to move there, for the papers came into the shed

at four in the morning and we lived better than half an hour away on the

streetcar. But it wasn’t exactly as though I were passing into strange

hands, for Anna Goblin was my mother’s cousin and I was accordingly

treated as a relative. Hyman Goblin came for me m his Ford; George

howled when I left the house; he had a way of demonstrating the feel-

ings Mama could not show under ban of the old woman George had

to be shut up in the parlor. I sat him down by the stove and left. Cousin

Anna wept enough for everybody and plastered me with kisses at the

door of her house, seeing me dog-dumb with the heartbreak of leaving

home—a very temporary kind of emotion for me and almost, as it

were, borrowed from Mama, who saw her sons drafted untimely into

hardships. But Anna Goblin, who had led the negotiations for me, cried

the most. Her feet were bare, her hair enormous, and her black dress

misbuttoned, ‘T’ll treat you like my own boy,” she promised, “my own
Howard.” She took my canvas laundry bag from me and put me in

Howard’s room, between the kitchen and the toilet.

Howard had run away. Together with Joe Kinsman, the undertaker’s

son, he had lied about his age and enlisted in the Marine Corps, Their

families were trying to get them out, but in the meantime they had been

shipped to Nicaragua and were fighting Sandino and the rebels. She

grieved terribly, as if he were dead already. And as she had great size

and terrific energy of constitution she produced all kinds of excesses.

Even physical ones: moles, blebs, hairs, bumps in her forehead, huge

concentration in her neck; she had spiraling reddish hair springing with

no ne^igible beauty and definiteness from her scalp, tangling as it
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widened up and out, cut duck-tail fashion in the back and scrawled out
high above her ears. Originally strong, her voice was cnppled by weep-
ing and asthma, and the whites of her eyes coppery from the same
causes, a burning, morose face, piteous, and her spirit untamed by
thoughts or the remote considerations that can reconcile people to

awfuier luck than she had Because, said Grandma Lausch, cutting her

case down to scale with her usual satisfaction m the essential, what did

she want, a woman like that‘s Her brothers found her a husband, bought
him a business, she had two children in her own house and a few pieces

of real-estate besides. She might still be in the millinery factory where
she started out, over the Loop on Wabash Avenue. That was the ob-

servation we heard after Cousin Anna had come to talk to her—as one

comes to a wise woman—amassed herself into a suit, hat, shoes, and

sat at the kitchen table looking at herself m the mirror as she spoke,

not casually, but steadily, sternly, with wrathful comment; even at the

bitterest, even when her mouth was at the widest stretch of tears, she

went on watching. Mama, her head wrapped in a bandanna, was singe-

ing a chicken at the gas plate.

*'Daragaya, nothing will happen to your son; hell come back,’* said

the old woman while Anna sobbed. “Other mothers have their sons

there.”

“I told him to stop going with the undertaker’s. What kind of friend

was that for him? He dragged him into it.”

She had the Kinsmans down for death-breeders, and I found out that

she made a detour of blocks when shopping to avoid Kinsman’s parlors,

though she had always boasted before that Mrs. Kinsman, a big, fresh,

leery-looking woman, was a lodge sister and friend of hers—-the rich

Kinsmans. Coblin’s uncle, a bank ofiScer, was buried out of Kinsman’s,

and Friedl Coblin and Kinsman’s daughter went to the same elocution

teacher. She had the impediment of Moses whose hand the watching

angel guided to the coal, Friedl, and she carried her stuttering into

fluency later. Years after, at a football game where I was selling hot-

dogs, I heard her; she didn’t recognize me in the white hat of the day,

but I remembered coaching her in “When the Frost Is on the Funkin’.”

And recalled also Cousin Anna’s oath that I should marry Friedl when
I was grown. It was in her tears of welcome when she pressed me, on

the porch of the house that day. “Hear, Owgie, you’ll be my son, my
daughter’s husband, mein kind!” At this moment she had once more

given Howard up for dead.

She kept this project of marriage going all the time. When I cut my
hand while sharpening the lawn-mower she said, “It’ll heal before youi
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wedding day,” and then, “Ifs better to marry somebody you’ve known
all yonx life, I swear. Nothing worse than strangers. Yon hear me?
Hear!” So she had the future mapped because little Friedl so resembled

her that she lived with foreknowledge of her difficulty; she herself had

had to be swept over it by the rude Providence of her brother. No
mother to help her. And probably she felt that if a husband had not

been found for her she would have been destroyed by the choked power

of her instincts, deprived of children And the tears to shed for them
would have drowned her as sure as the water of Ophelia’s brook The
sooner married the better Where Anna came from there was no en-

couragement of childhood anyhow. Her own mother had been married

at thirteen or fourteen, and Friedl therefore had only four or five years

to go. Anna herself had exceeded this age limit by fifteen years at least,

the last few, I imagine, of fearful grief, before Goblin married her.

Accordingly she was already on campaign, every young boy a prospect,

for I assume I was not the only one but, for the time being, the most

available. And Friedl was being groomed with music and dancing les-

sons as well as elocution and going into the best society in the neighbor-

hood. No reason but this would have made Anna belong to a lodge;

she was tod gloomy and house-haunting a woman, and it needed a great

purpose to send her out to benefits and bazaars.

To anybody who snubbed her child she was a bad enemy and spread

damaging rumors. “The piano teacher told me herself. Every Saturday

it was the same story. When she went to give Minnie Carson her lesson.

Mister tried to pull her behind the door with him.” Whether true or

not, it soon became her conviction. It made no difference who con-

fronted her or whether the teacher came to plead with her to stop. But
the Carsons had not invited Friedl to a birthday party and got them-

selves an enemy of Corsican rigor and pure absorption.

And now that Howard had run away all her enemies were somehow
implicated as hell’s agents and deputies, and she lay in bed, crying and

cursing them: “O God, Master of the Universe, may their hands and
feet wither and their heads dry out,” and other grandiose things, every-

day language to her. As she lay in the summer light, tempered by the

shades and the catalpa of the front yard, flat on her back with com-
presses, towels, rags, she had a considerable altitude of trunk, the soles

of her feet shining from the sheets like graphite rubbings, feet of war
disasters in the ruined villages of Napoleon’s Spanish campaign; flies

riding in echelon on the long string of the light switch. While she panted

and butchered on herself with pains and fears. She had the will of a

martyr to carry a mangled head in Paradise till doomsday, in the suffer**
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tag mothers' band led by Eve and Hannah. For Anna was terribly reli-

gions and had her own ideas of time and place, so that Heaven and

eternity were not too far; she had things segmented, flattened down^

and telescoped like the stages and floors of the Leaning Tower, while

Nicaragua was at a distance double the circumference of the world,

where the bantam Sandino—and who he was to her is outside my
power to imagine—^was killing her son.

The filth of the house, meantime, and particularly of the kitchen,

was stupendous. Nevertheless, swollen and fire-eyed, slow on her feet,

shouting incomprehensibly on the telephone, and her face as if lit by

that gorgeous hair which finally advanced her into royalty, she some-

how kept up with her duties. She had meals on time for the men, she

saw to it that Fried! practiced and rehearsed, that the money collected

was checked, counted, sorted and the coins rolled when Coblin wasn't

on hand to do it himself, that the new orders were attended to.

'*Der . . . jener . . . Owgie, the telephone ringt. Hear! Don't

forget to tell them it’s now extra the Saturday afternoon paper!”

And when I tried to blow on Howard’s saxophone I learned how
quickly she could get out of bed and cover the house. She tore into

the room and snatched it from me, yelling, “Already they’re taking his

things away from him!” in a way that made the skin gather down my
head and the whole length of my neck. And I saw where a son-m-law

—

granted, only a prospective one—^ranked with respect to her son. She

did not forgive me that day, though she knew she had scared me. But

I guess I looked less wounded than I felt, and she assumed I had no

sense of penitence. What really is more like it is that I had no grudge-

bearing power, unlike Simon with his Old South honor and his codo^

duello dangerous easiness that was his specialty of the time. Besides,

how could you keep a grudge against anyone so terrific? And even

while she pulled the saxophone out of my hands she was hunting hei

reflection m the small mirror on top of the long chest of drawers. I

went down to the cellar where the storm windows and the tools were,

and there, after I decided I couldn’t cut out for home just yet only to be

sent back by Grandma Lausch, I became interested in why the toilet

trickled, took the hd off the waterbox, and passed my time below there,

tinkenng while the floor of the kitchen bowed and crunched.

That would be Five Properties shambling through the cottage,

Anna’s immense brother, long armed and humped, his head grown

off the thick band of muscle as original as a bole on his back, hair tender

and greenish brown, eyes completely green, clear, estimating, primi-

tive, and sardonic, an Eskimo smile of primitive simplicity opening on
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Eskimo teeth buried in high gums, kidding, gleeful, and unfrank; a big-

footed contender for wealth. He drove a dairy truck, one of those elec-

tric jobs where the dnver stood up like a helmsman, the bottles and
wood-and-wire cases clashing like mad He took me around his route a

few times and paid mf half a buck for helping him hustle empties.

When I tried to handle a full case he felt me up, ribs, thighs, and arms

—

this was something he loved to do—and said, “Not yet, you got to

wait yet,” lugging it off himself and crashing it down beside the icebox.

He was the life of the quiet little lard-smelly Polish groceries that were

his stops, punching it out or grappling in fun with the owners, head ta

head, or swearing in Italian at the Italians, 'Tungoor and measuring

off a chunk of stiff arm at them. He gave himself an awful lot of delight.

And he was very shrewd, his sister said. It wasn’t so long ago he had

done a small part in the ruin of empires, driving wagons of Russian

and German corpses to burial on Polish farms; and now he had money
in the bank, he had stock in the dairy, and he had picked up in the

Yiddish theater the fat swagger of the suitor everybody hated: “Five

prope’ties. Plente money,”

Of a Sunday morning, when the balloon peddlers were tootling in

the sweetness and calm of the leafy street and blue sky, he came down
to breakfast in a white suit, picking his teeth finely, Scythian hair stroked

down under a straw katie. Nonetheless he had not cast off his weekday
milk smell. But how fine he was this morning, windburned and hearty-

blooded, teeth, gums, and cheeks involved in a bursting grin. He
pinched his copper-eyed sister who was sullen with tears.

“Annitchka.”

“Go, breakfast is ready.”

“Five prope’ties, plente money,”

A smile stole over her face which she morosely resisted. But she

loved her brother.

“Annitchka.”

“Go! My child is missing. The world is chaos.”

“Five prope’ties.”

“Don’t be a fool. You’ll have a child yourself, and then you’ll know
what wehtig is

”

Five Properties cared absolutely nothing about the absent or the

dead and freely said so Hell with them. He had worn their boots and
caps while the stiffs were bouncing in his wagon through shot and ex-

plosion. What he had to say was usually on the Spartan or proconsular

model, quick and hard. “You can’t go to war without smelling powder.”
“If granny had wheels she’d be a cart.” “Sleep with dogs and wake
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with fleas.” ‘‘Don’t shit where you eat.” One simple moral in all,

amounting to, “You have no one to blame but yourself” or, Frenchy-

wjse—^for I have put in my time in the capital of the world
—‘Tw Vas

voulu, Georges Dandin/'

Thus you see what views Five Properties must have had on his

nephew’s enlistment But he partly spared his sister.

“What do you want? He wrote you last week ”

“Last week!” said Anna. “And what about meanwhile?”
“Meanwhile he’s got a little Indian girl to tickle and squeeze him.”

“Not my son,” she said, turning her eyes to the kitchen mirror.

But in fact it appeared the boys had found someone to shack up
with. Joe Kinsman sent his dad a snapshot of two straight-haired native

girls in short skirts and hand in hand, without comment. Kinsman had
shown it to Coblin. The fathers weren’t exactly displeased; at least they

didn’t see fit to show displeasure to each other. On the contrary. But
Cousin Anna didn’t hear of the picture.

Coblin had fatherly fears of his own, but not Anna’s rage against

Kinsman, and he kept up the necessary liaison with him at his office, for

of course the undertaker couldn’t enter the house. Generally speaking,

Coblm’s mam lines were outside anyway, and he led a hfe of move-
ment, steady and square-paced. By companson with Anna and her

brother he appeared small, but he was really a good size himself,

sturdy, and bald in a clean sweep of all his hair, his features also big,

rounded and flattened, puffy at the eyes which were given to blinking

]ust about to the point of caricature. If you took this tic of his with

the standard interpretation of meekness—well, there are types and
habits that develop to beguile the experience of mankind He was not

beaten down by Anna or Five Properties or other members of the

family. He was something of a sport, he had his own motives and he

had established his own right of way with the determination of a man
who is liable to be dangerous when he makes a fight And Anna gave

in. Therefore his shirts were always laid away in the drawer with strips

of whalebone in the collar, and the second breakfast he took when he

came back from mormng deliveries had to include cornflakes and hard-

boiled eggs

The meals were of amazing character altogether and of huge quan-

tity—^Anna was a strong believer in eating. Bowls of macaroni without

salt or pepper or butter or sauce, brain stews and lung stews, calves’-

foot jelly with bits of calves’ hair and sliced egg, cold pickled fish,

crumb-stuffed tripes, canned com chowder, and big bottles of orange

pop All this went well with Five Properties, who spread the butter on
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his bread with his fingers Coblin, who ate with better manners, didn’t

complain either and seemed to consider it natural But I know that

when he went downtown to a earners’ meeting he fed differently.

To begin with, he changed from the old check suit in which he did

Ms route with a bagful of papers, like Millet’s “Sower,” for a new check

suit In his snap-brim detective’s felt and large-toed shoes, carrying

accounts and a copy of the Tribune for the Gumps, the sports results,

and the stock quotations—he was speculating—and also for the gang-

war news, keeping up with what was happening around Colossimo

and Capone in Cicero and the North Side O’Bannions, that being about

the time when O’Bannion was knocked off among his flowers by some-

body who kept his gun-hand m a friendly grip
—

^with this, Coblin got

on the Ashland car For lunch he went to a good restaurant, or to

Reicke’s for Boston beans and brown biead Then to the meeting,

where the circulation manager gave his talk. Afterward, pie a la mode
and coffee at the south end of the Loop, followed by a burlesque show

at the Haymarket or Rialto, or one of the cheaper places where farm or

Negro girls did the grinds, the more smgle-purposed, less playful

houses.

Again, it’s impossible to know what Anna’s idea was of his down-

town program. She was, you might say, in a desert, pastoral condition

of development and not up to the fancy stage of Belshazzar’s Feast of

barbaric later days. For that matter, Coblm wasn’t really up to it

either. He was a solid man of relatively low current in his thoughts;

he took the best care of his business and wouldn’t overstay downtown
to an hour that would make it difficult for him to get up at his regular

time, four o’clock. He played the stock market, but that was business.

He played poker, but never for more than he carried in his change-

heavy pockets. He didn’t have the long-distance burrowing vices of

people who take you in by mildness and then turn out to have been

digging and tunneling all the while—^as skeptical judges are proud to

point out when they see weU-thought-of heads breaking through the

earth in dark places. He was by and large okay with me, although he

had his sullen times when he would badger me to get on faster with

filling in the Sunday supplement. That was usually Anna’s effect, when
she obtained the widest influence on him and got him on war-footing

with her in the smoke of her trenches. But on his own he had an entirely

different spirit of private gayness, as exemplified by the time I walked

in on him when he was in the bathtub, lying in the manly state, erect,

and dripping himself with the sponge in the steamy, cramped steerage

space of the small windowless bathroom. It might have been more
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troublesome to ponder that the father of a Marme and of a young
daughter, and the husband of Cousin Anna, should be found in so little

dignity—^much more troublesome, I see now, than it actually was. But

my thoughts on this topic were never of any great severity; I could not

see a debauchee where I had always seen Cousin Hyman, largely a

considerate and merciful man, generous to me.

In fact they were all generous. Cousin Anna was a saving woman, she

sang poor and did not spend much on herself, but she bought me a pair

of winter hightops with a jack-knife on the side. And Five Properties

loved to bring treats, cases of chocolate milk and flouncy giant boxes

of candy, bricks of ice-cream and layer cakes Both Cobhn and he

were hipped on superabundance. Whether it was stnped silk shirts or

sleeve garters or stockings with clocks, dixies in the movies or cracker-

jacks in the park when they took Fnedl and me rowing, they seldom

bought less than a dozen, Five Properties with biUs, Cousin Hyman
with his heaps of corns, just as flush. There was always much money in

sight, in cups, glasses, and jars and spread on Coblin’s desk. ITiey

seemed sure I wouldn’t take any, and probably because everything was
so lavish I never did. I was easily appealed to m this way, provided that

I was given credit for understandmg what the setup was, as when
Grandma sent me on a mission I could put my heart into a counterfeit

too, just as easily. So don’t think I’m trying to put over that, if handled

right, a Cato could have been made of me, or a young Lincoln who
tramped four miles m a frontier zero gale to refund three cents to a

customer. I don’t want to pass for having such legendary presidential

stuff. Only those four miles wouldn’t have been a hindrance if the right

feelmgs were kindled. It depended on which way I was drawn.

Home made a neat and polished contrast on my half-days off. At
Anna’s the floors were washed on Friday afternoon, when she got

down from bed and waded barefoot after the strokes of the mop, going

forward, and afterward spread clean papers that soaked and dried

and weren’t taken up again till the week was over. Here you smelled

the daily cleaning wax, and everything was m place on a studious plan

—^veneer shining, doilies spread, dime-store cut-glass, elkhom, clock

set in place—as regular as a convent parlor or any place where the love

of God is made ready for on a base of domestic neatness and things

kept well separated from the sea-composition of brutal and noisy trou-

ble that heaves over every undefended wall. The bed that Simon and

I slept m bulged up in full dress with pieces of embroidery on the pil-

low; books (Simon’s hero’s hbrary) stacked; college pennants nailed in

line; the women knitting by the clear, wall-browned summer air of
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the Mtchen window, Georgie among the sunflowers and green wash-

line poles of the yard, stumbling after slow Winnie, who went to smell

where sparrows had lighted.

I guess it troubled me to see how absent Simon and I could be from

the house and how smooth it went without us. Mama must have felt

this and fussed over me as much as was allowable; she’d bake a cake,

and I was something of a guest, with the table spread and jam dishes

filled. That way my wage-earning was recognized, and it gave me pride

to dig the folded dollars out of my watch pocket. Yet when any joke

of the old woman’s made me laugh harder than usual a noise came out

of me which was the echo of the whooping cough—I was only that

much ahead of childhood, and although I was already getting rangy

and my head was as big as it would ever grow, I was still kept in short

pants and Eton collar.

“Well, they must be teaching you great things over there,” said

Grandma “This is your chance to learn culture and refinement.” She

meant to boast that she had already formed me and we had nothing to

fear from common influences But a little ridicule was indicated, just

in case there should be any danger,

“Is Anna still crying?”

“Yes.”

“All day long. And what does he do?—^he looks at her and blinks

with his eyes. And the kid stammers. It must be lively. And Five Prop-

erties, that Apollo—still looking for an American girl to marry?”

That was her deft, scuttling way. With the small yellow bone of her

hand, the hand that had been truly married in Odessa to a man of real

weight, she threw the switch, the water rushed in and the clumsy sank

—^money, strength, fat, silks, and candy boxes, and all—and left the

witty and superb smiling to contemplate the ripples. You had to know,

to get this as I did, that on Armistice Day of 1922, when Grandma
turned her ankle coming down the stairs at eleven o’clock while the

factories brewed up their solemn celebrating noise and she should have

been standing still, Five Properties picked her up while she was spitting

and wincing and rushed her to the kitchen. But her memory specialized

in misdemeanors and offenses, which were as ineradicable from her

brain as the patrician wrinkle was between her eyes, and her dissatis-

faction was an element and a part of nature.

Five Properties was keen on getting married. He took the question

up with everybody and naturally had been to see Grandma Lausch
about it, and she masked herself up as usual and looked considerate

and polite while in secret she checked off and collected what she wanted
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for her file. But also she saw a piece of change in it for her, a match
maker’s fee. She watched for business opportunities. Once she had
masterminded the smuggling'^of some immigrants from Canada, And
I happen to know that she had made an agreement with ICreindl about

a niece of his wife, that Kremdl was to act as go-between while the

old woman encouraged Five Properties from her side. The scheme fell

through, although Five Properties went into it eagerly at first, arriving

to present himself brushed and burnished, flaming from his shave up
to the Eskimo angle of his eyes, at KreindFs basement where the meet-

ing was to be. But the girl was thin and pale and didn’t satisfy him. He
had in mind a bouncing, black-haired, large-lipped, party-going peach.

He was gentlemanly about his refusal and took the thin girl out oiice

or twice; she got a kewpie doll from him and one of those cartwheel

crimson Bunte candy boxes, and he was done. The old woman then

said she gave him up. However, I believe her arrangement with Kreindl

stood for some time after, and Kreindl didn’t quit. He still went to the

Cobims’ on Sundays, and he did a double errand, as he had Hebrew
New Year’s cards to sell on commission for a pnnter. It was one of his

regular lines, like buying job-lots and auction goods and taking people

from the neighborhood to the Halsted Street furniture stores when he

got wind of their needing a suite.

He worked on Five Properties craftily, and I would see them con-

fabbing in the shed, ICremdl with his rolled legs and his conscript’s

history pasted on his eager, humiliated back, his beef-eater’s face in-

flated to the height of his forehead with the fine points of the young
lady of that day. of good family, nourished from her mother’s hand
with the purest and whitest food, brought up without rudeness or col-

lision, producing breasts on time, no evfl thoughts as yet, giving nothing

but the clearest broth, you might say—and I can put myself in Five

Properties’ thoughts as he hstened, crossed his arms, grinned, and
appeared to scoff. Was she really so gentle, swell, and white? And if

she overflowered into coarseness and grossness, after a little marriage,

and lay in the luxury of bed eating fig newtons, corrupt and lazy, send-

ing messages by window shade to sleek young boys? Or if her father

was a grafter, her brothers bums and cardsharks, her mother loose or

a spendthrift? Five Properties wanted to be awfully careful, and he

didn’t lack warnings and cautions from his sister, who, by ten years of

seniority, could tip him off to American dangers and those of American
women for green, old-country boys especially. She was comical when
she did it, but grimly comical, for it was time taken from mourning.

‘Tt’ll be something different than with me, somebody that under-
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stands life. If she wants a fur coat, like her swell friends, youll have
to buy a fur coat, and she won’t care if it takes your last drop of blood

to do It, a fresh young thing.”

''Not me,” said Five Properties, in somewhat the way Anna had
said, "Not my son.” He was rolling bread pills in his broad fingers and
smoking a cigar, his green eyes awake and cold.

Busy at his accounts in his BVDs—^the afternoon was hot—Coblin

blinked me an extra smile, observing how I neglected my book to listen

to this conversation He never had it in for me because I broke in on
Ms privacy in the bathroom; just the contrary

As for the book, it was Simon’s copy of the Iliad, and I had been
reading how the fair Briseis was dragged around from tent to tent and
AcMlles racked up his spear and hung away Ms mail.

Early risers, the Coblins went to bed soon after supper, like a farm

family. Five Properties was the first up, at half-past three, and waked
Coblin. Coblin took me out with Mm to have breakfast at a joint on
Belmont Avenue, a night-crowd hangout of trackers, conductors, postal

clerks, and scrubwomen from Loop offices Bismarcks and coffee for

Mm, flapjacks and milk for me. He was in a big mood of sociability

here, with the other steady patrons and with the Greek, Christopher,

and the waitresses He had no repartee but laughed at everything. At
the convict hour between four and five when even those with the least

to fear are darkened and sober, and back away from waking. It wasn’t

so for Mm; m the summer, at least, he loved to get out of the house and

have the coffee before Mm and the bulldog edition under his arm.

We would go back to the shed to meet the paper tracks that came
booming down the alley, tearing off leaves, with punks on the tail gate

(to be on newspaper tracks was as sure a stage in their advancement to

hoodlums as a hitch in Bridewell or joy-ridmg in stolen cars), booting

off bundles of Tribunes or Examiners. Then the crew of delivery boys

showed up with bicycles and coasters, and the route was covered by

eight o’clock, Coblin and Ms older hands taking the steep back porches

where you needed the knack of pitching the paper up to the third floor

over the beams and clotheslines. MeanwMle Cousin Anna was awake

and back at her specialties—as If the charge of them in the cottage had

ran down overnight—^tears, speeches, lamentations, and bothering the

morning mirrors with her looks. But also second breakfast was on the

table, and Coblin ate before setting out on collections and the light

banging of screen doors, in polite panama hat, blinking rapid-fire. He
had morning gossamers on his trousers from being the first one through

file yards, and he was ready for any conver^tion with up-to-the-minute
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gang news of the bloody nights of the beer barons and the last curb

quotations—everybody was playing the stock market, led by InsuU.

And I was at home with Anna and the kid. Usually Anna went to

Northern Wisconsin to escape the pollen in August, but this year, be-

cause of Howard’s running away, Friedl was deprived of her vacation.

.\nna often signed off with the complaint that Friedl was the only one

of the better-class children to have no holiday. To make up for it she

fed her more than ever, and the child had the color of too much nourish-

ment in her face, a hectic, touchy, barbarous face. She couldn’t be got

to close the door when she went to the can, as even Georgie had been

taught to do.

I hadn’t forgotten that Friedl had been promised to me when I kept

out of sight at the football game that day—the players bucking and

thudding on the white lines of the frozen field. She was a young lady

then, corrected of all such habits, I’m sure, grown big like her mother,

and with her uncle’s winesap complexion, and wearing a raccoon coat,

eagerly laughing and flagging a Michigan banner. She was studying to

be a dietitian at Ann Arbor. This was about ten years removed from

the Saturdays when I was given the money by Coblin to take her to the

movies.

Anna did not object to our going, but she herself wouldn’t touch

money on holy days. She observed them all, including the new moons,

from a little Hebrew calendar, covenng her head, lighting candles, and

whispering prayers, with her eyes dilated and determined, going after

religious terrors with the fear and nerve of a Jonah dnven to enter

frightful Nineveh. She thought it was her duty while I was in her house

to give me some religious instruction, and it was a queer account I got

from her of the Creation and Fall, the building of Babel, the Flood,

the visit of the angels to Lot, the punishment of his wife and the lewd-

ness of his daughters, in a spout of Hebrew, Yiddish, and English,

powered by piety and anger, little flowers and bloody fires supplied

from her own memory and fancy. She didn’t abridge much in stories

like the one about Isaac sporting with Rebecca in Abimelech’s gardens,

or the rape of Dinah by Shechem,

‘‘He tortured her,” she said.

“How?”
•^Torturedr

She didn’t think more was necessary and she was right. I have to

hand it to her that she knew her listener. There wasn’t going to be any

fooling about it She was directing me out of her deep chest to the great

eternal things.
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Even at that time I couldn’t imagine that I would marry into the Cob-
lin family. And when Anna snatched Howard’s saxophone, my thought

was, “Go on, take it. What do I want it for! I’ll do better than that.”

My mind was already dwelling on a good enough fate.

While the old lady, following her own idea of what that fate would
be, continued to find various jobs for me.

Saymg “various jobs,” I give out the Rosetta stone, so to speak, to

my entire life.

These earliest jobs, though, that she chose for us, they weren’t gener-

ally of the callousing kind. If hard, they were temporary and supposed
to lead to something better. She didn’t mtend us to be common laborers.

No, we were to wear suits, not overalls, and she was going to set us on
the way to becoming gentlemen despite our being bom to have no
natural hope of it, unlike her own sons with the German governesses

and tutors and gymnasium uniforms they had had. It was not her fault

that they couldn’t do better than to become small-town businessmen,

for they had been brought up to give the world a harder shake. Not that

she ever complained of them, and they behaved with decent respect

toward her, two sizable broad men in belted overcoats and spats, Stiva

driving a Studebaker and Alexander a Stanley Steamer. Roth were in-

clined to be silent and bored. Addressed in Russian, they answered in

English, and apparently they weren’t so enormously grateful for all she

had done. Perhaps she worked so hard over Simon and me to show
them what she could do even with such handicaps as ours; and maybe
she sermonized us both about love because of her sons. Although she

had a quick way of capturing their heads when they bent down to give

her the kiss of duty.

Anyway, she had us under hard control. We had to brush our teeth
with salt and wash our hair with Castile, bring home our report cards,

and sleeping in skivvies was outlawed; we had to wear pajamas.
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What did Danton lose his head for, or why was there a Napoleon,

if it wasn’t to make a nobility of us all? And this universal eligibility

to be noble, taught everywhere, was what gave Simon airs of honor,

Iroquois posture and eagle bearing, the hthe step that didn’t crack a
twig, the grace of Chevalier Bayard and the hand of Cmcmnatus at the

plow, the industry of the Nassau Street match-boy who became the king

of corporations. Without a special gift of vision, maybe you wouldn’t

have seen it in most of us, lining up in the schoolyard on a red fall

morning, standing on the gravel m black sheepskins and twisted black

stockings, mittens, Western gauntlets, and peeling shoes, while the

drum and bugle corps blasted and pounded and the glassy tides of wind

drove weeds, leaves, and smoke around, struck the flag stiff and

clanked the buckle of the rope on the steel pole. But Simon must have

stood out, at the head of the school police patrol, in starched linen Sam
Browne belt ironed the night before and serge cap. He had a handsome,

bold, blond face; even the short scar on his brow was handsome and

assertive In the school windows Thanksgiving cut-outs were hanging,

black and orange Pilgrims and turkeys, strung cranberries, and the

polished glass showed the blue and the red chill of the sky, the electric

lights and the blackboards inside. A red and dark buildmg; an abbey,

a mill by the Fall River or the Susquehanna, a county jail—^it resembled

each somewhat,

Simon had a distinguished record here. President of the Loyal

League, he wore the shield on his sweater, and was valedictorian. I

didn’t have his singleness of purpose but was more diffuse, and any-

body who offered entertainment could get me to skip and do the alleys

for junk, or prowl the boathouse and climb in the ironwork under the

lagoon bridge. My marks showed it, and the old lady would give me
a going-over when I brought them in, calling me “cat-head” and, in

her French, "‘meshantj* threatening that I’d go to work at fourteen.

“I’ll get you a certificate from the Board and you can go like a Polack

and work in the stockyards,” she’d say.

Other times she’d take a different tone with me, “It isn’t that you

don’t have a brain, you’re just as smart as anybody else. If Kreindi’s son

can be a dentist you can be governor of Illinois. Only you’re too easy

to tickle. Promise you a joke, a laugh, a piece of candy, or a lick of ice-

cream, and you’ll leave everything and run. In short, you’re a fool,”

she said, taking her shawl of woolen knitted spider-circles in her hands

and drawing it down as a man draws on his lapels. “You don’t know
what’s coming if you thmk you can get by with laughing and eating

peach pie.” Coblin had given me a taste for pie; she scorned and
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despised it. “Paper and glue,” she said with hatred and her Jehovah

jealousy of outside influences. “What else did he teach you?” she

menacingly asked.

“Nothing.”

“Nothing IS nght!” And she would make me stand and endure a

punitive silence, a comment on myself and my foolishness, overgrown

and long-legged m my short pants, large-headed, with black mass o^

hair and cleft chm—a source of jokes. And also a healthy complexion

wasted on me evidently, for she would say, “Look, look, look at his

face! Look at it!” grinning and gnpping the holder in her gums, smoke
trickling up from her cigarette.

She once caught me in the street, which was being paved, chewing

tar from one of the seething tar-pots, with my friend Jimmy Klein

whose family she didn’t approve of anyhow, and I was m her bad books

for a longer time than ever These periods kept increasing, my mis-

demeanors growing worse. From taking my punishments very hard,

consulting Mama as to how to be forgiven and asking her to approach

the old lady for me, and shedding tears when I was pardoned, I got to

the stage of feeling more resistant, through worldly comparisons that

made me see my crimes more tolerantly. That isn’t to say that I stopped

connecting her with the highest and the best—^taking her at her own
word—with the courts of Europe, the Congress of Vienna, the splendor

of family, and all kinds of profound and cultured things as hinted m her

conduct and advertised in her speech—she’d call up connotations of

the utmost importance, the imperial brown of Kaisers and rotogravures

of capitals, the gloominess of deepest thought. And I wasn’t unaffected

by her nagging. I didn’t want to go out at fourteen with a certificate and

work m the packing plants, so occasionally, for a spell, I’d pick up;

I’d do my homework and almost climb out of my seat, wagging my arm
with zeal to answer questions. Then Grandma would swear that I’d not

only go to high school but, if she lived and had strength, to college.

“Just so you want! Heaven and earth will be moved,” And she spoke

of her cousin Dasha who had rolled on the floor nights to stay awake,

studying for her medical exam.

When Simon graduated and gave the commencement address I was
skipped a grade, and the principal mentioned us in his speech, both

March brothers. The whole family was present—^Mama at the back
where she had placed herself with George, in case he should act up.

She wasn’t going to leave him at home today, and they were in the last

row, where the floor and the bottom of the gallery came the closest I

was sitting up in front, in the feather-trailed air, with the old lady, who
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was dressed up in dark silk and multiply-wound gold chains with the

heart of a locket that one of her teething children had dented, she was
narrow-nosed with pride, and distinguished, in a kind of fury of silent

trying, from the other immigrant relatives, her double spray of feathers

busy hanging in two directions This was what she had been attempting

to get over to us, that if we did as she said we could expect plenty of

results like this public homage.

“Now I want to see you up there next year,” she said to me
But she wasn’t going to It was already too late, notwithstanding

that I had applied myself enough to skip; my past record was against

me, and anyhow I didn’t take permanent inspiration from this success.

I wasn’t cut out for it.

And besides, Simon didn’t keep it up himself. He remained more
attentive to school than I, but he went through a change the summer
he waited on tables m Benton Harbor, and came back with some dif-

ferent aims from his original ones and new ideas about conduct.

A sign of his change, and of great importance for me, was that he
returned in the fall brawnier and golden-colored but with an upper-

front tooth broken, sharp and a little discolored among the whole and
white ones, and his face, laughter and all, altered by it. He wouldn’t

say how it had happened. Was it m a fight that someone had cracked it?

“Kissing a statue,” he said to me. “No, I was biting a dime in a

crap game.”

Six months before such an answer would have been unthinkable.

Also, there was money not accounted for to Grandma’s satisfaction.

“Don’t tell me all you made m tips was thirty dollars’ I know that

Reimann’s is a first-class resort, and they have people all the way from

Cleveland and St. Louis I expected you to spend something on your-

self when you were away the whole summer, but
—

”

“Well, sure, and I did spend about fifteen dollars.”

“You always have been honest, Simon. Now Augie brought us

home every cent
”

“Have been? I am!” he said, mounting up on his pride and tallest

falsehood-spuming dignity. “I brought you my wages for twelve weeks,

and thirty bucks besides.”

She let the matter drop with a silent, piercing glitter from the flat

of her gold-wired goggles and a warning-off from a false course in her

grayness and wrmkles and a quick suck of her cheek She indicated

she could strike a blow when the moment came. But for the first time

I felt from Simon that he was thinking you didn’t have to worry about

that. Not that he was ready to jump off mto rebellion. But he had some
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ideas, and by and by we were saying to each other things that couldn’t

be said before the women.

At first we often worked in the same places. We went to Goblin’s

sometimes when he needed us for his crew, and down in Woolworth’s

cellar we unpacked crockery from barrels so enormous that you could

walk into them; we scooped out stale straw and threw it m the fur-

nace Or we loaded paper mto the giant press and baled it It was

foul down there from the spoiled food and mustard cans, old candy,

and the straw and paper. For lunch we went upstairs. Simon refused

to take sandwiches from home; he said we needed a hot meal when we
were working For twenty-five cents we got two hotdogs, a mug of

root beer, and pie, the dogs in cotton-quality roils, dripping with the

same mustard that made the air bad below. But, it was the figure you

cut as an employee, on an employee’s footing with the girls, in work
clothes, and being of that tm-tough, creaking, jazzy bazaar of hard-

ware, glassware, chocolate, chickenfeed, jewelry, drygoods, oilcloth,

and song hits—that was the big thing, and even being the Atlases of it,

under the floor, hearing how the floor bore up under the ambling weight

of hundreds, with the fanning, bieathmg movie organ next door and

the rumble descendmg from the trolleys on Chicago Avenue—the

bloody-rmded Saturday gloom of wind-borne ash, and blackened forms

of five-story buildings rising up to a bhnd Northern dimness from the

Christmas blaze of shops.

Simon moved on soon to a better job with the Federal News Com-
pany, which had a concession of the stands in the railroad stations and
the candy and paper sales on trams. The family had to lay out the

deposit on a uniform, and he began to keep midnight hours, down-
town and on the trains, smart and cadet-like m the spanty new uni-

form. Sunday mornings he rose late and came out in his bathrobe, sit-

ting down to breakfast big and easy, emboldened by his new earning

power. He was shorter than before with Mama and George, and occa-

sionally he was difficult with me
“Lay off that Tribune before I get to it. Christ, I bring it home at

night, and in the morning it’s ail in pieces before I can look at it!”

On the other hand he gave Mama some of his pay without Grandma’s
knowledge, to spend on herself, and saw to it that I had pocket money
and that even George got pennies for soldier-caramels. There was
never anything mean about Simon where money was concerned. He
had kind of an oriental, bestowing temperament; he had no peace or

rest if he ever lacked dough and would sooner beat a check altogether

than go out of a lunchwagon without leaving a good tip. He banged
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me on the head once for taking up one of the two dimes he put under

our plates in a coflee shop Ten cents seemed to me enough.

“Don’t let me catch you doing such piker things again,” he said to

me, and 1 was afraid of him and didn’t dare talk back.

Those Sunday mornings in the kitchen, then, with his uniform seen

inside the bedroom, hung with care from the foot of the bed, and com-
fortable tears of mist running on the windows, he felt the strength of

his position as the one getting ready to take the control of the family

into his own hands. For he sometimes spoke to me of Grandma as of

a stranger.

“She’s really nothing to us, you know that, don’t you, Aug?”
It wasn’t so much rebellion as it was repudiation she had to fear,

not being heeded, when he spread his paper over the entire table and

read with his hand to his forehead and the darkening blond hair fall-

ing over it Still, he didn’t have any plan for deposing her and didn’t

interfere with her power over the rest of us—especially over Mama,
who remained as much a slavey as before. And with her eyes deteriorat-

ing, so that the glasses fitted the year before were no longer strong

enough We went back to the dispensary for a new pair and cleared

another inquisition, we only just cleared it. They had Simon’s age on

the record and asked whether he wasn’t working I thought I didn’t

need Grandma’s rehearsing any more and could invent answers my-
self; and even Mama didn’t obey as usual by being silent, but lifted up

her odd clear voice and said, “My boys are still m school, and after

school I need them to help me out
”

Then we were nearly caught by the clerk in the making out of the

budget and were terrified, but we were favored by the crowd that day

and got the slip to the optical department. We were not ready yet to do

without the old woman’s coaching.

Simon’s news became the chief interest of the house now, when he

was shifted from the trams to a stand in the La Salle Street Station and

then to the central stand that carried books and novelties, just where

the most rushing and significant business was done, in the mam path

of travel. There he was able to see the celebrities in their furs or stet-

sons and alpacunas, going free in the midst of their toted luggage,

always more proud or more melancholy or more affable or more lined

than they were represented They arrived from California or from

Oregon on the Portland Rose in the snow whirled from the inhuman

heights of La Salle Street or cleaving hard in the speed lines of the

trains; they took off for New York on the Twentieth Century, in their

fiower-garmshed, dark polished parlor-like compartments upholstered
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k deep green, washing in silver sinks, sipping coffee out of china,

smoking cigars.

Simon reported, “I saw John Gilbert today m a big velour hat,” or,

‘‘Senator Borah left me the change of a dime from his Daily News/'

or, “If you saw Rockefeller you’d believe that he has a rubber stomach,

as they say.”

When he gave these accounts at the table he set off the hope that

somehow greatness might gather him into its circle smce it touched him

already, that he might appeal to somebody, that InsulFs eye might be

taken by him and he would give him his card and tell him to report at

his office next morning I have a feeling that soon Grandma began to

blame Simon in her secret thought for not making the grade. Maybe
he didn’t care enough to seem distinguished, maybe his manner wasn’t

right, impudent, perhaps Because Grandma believed in the stroke or

inspiration that brought you to the notice of eminent men. She col-

lected stories about this, and she had a scheme for writing to Juliuj.

Rosenwald whenever she read that he was making a new endowment
It was always to Negroes, never to Jews, that he gave his money, she

said, and it angered her enormously, and she cned, “That German
Yehuda^'' At a cry like that the age-crippled old white dog would stand

up and try to trot to her.

“That Deutschr
Still, she admired Julius Rosenwald, he belonged to the inside ring

of her equals, where they sat, with a different understandmg from ours,

and owned and supervised everything

Simon, meanwhile, was trying to find a Saturday place for me in the

La Salle Street Station and rescue me from the dime-store cellar, where
Jimmy Klein had taken his place. Grandma and even Mama were after

him to do something

“Simon, you must pull Augie in.”

“Well, I ask Borg every time I see him. Holy Jesus, folks, everybody
has relatives there!”

“What’s the matter, won’t he take a bribe?” said Grandma. “Be-
lieve me, he’s waitmg for you to offer him one Ask him for dinner and
I’ll show you, A couple of dollar bills m a napkin.”

She’d show us how to practice m the world Short of brushing the

throat of a rival or hindrance with a poison feather at the dinner table,

of course, as Nero had done. Simon said he couldn’t invite Borg, He
didn’t know him well since he was only an extra, and he didn’t want
to look like a toady and be despised.

“Well, my dear Graf Potocki,” Grandma said, narrowing down her
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look, cold and dry, while he in his impatience was already out of

breath. “So you’d rather leave your brother working at Woolworth’s

with that foolish Klein boy in the basement!”

After months of this Simon at last got me on downtown, proving

that her power over him wasn’t ended yet

He brought me in to Borg one morning. “Remember now,” he
warned me on the streetcar, “no funny stuff. You’ll be working for old

foxy grandpa himself, and he isn’t going to put up with any fooling. On
this job you handle a lot of dough and it comes at you fast. Anything

you’re short at the end of the day Borg will take out of your httle en-

velope. You’re on probation. I’ve seen some dopes go out on their ear.”

He was particularly severe with me that morning It was stiff cold

weather, the ground hard, the weeds standing broken m the frost, the

river giving off vapor and the trains leghorn shots of steam into the

broad blue Wisconsin-humored sky, the brass handgrip of the straw

seats finger-polished, the crusty straw golden, the olive and brown of

coats in their folds gold too, and the hairs of Simon’s sizable wrists a

greater brightness of the same; also the down of his face, now shaved

more often than before. He had a new tough manner of pulling down
breath and hawking into the street And whatever the changes were

that he had undergone and was undergoing, still he hadn’t lost his fine-

framed independent look that he controlled me with. I was afraid of

him, though I was nearly his size. Except for the face, we had the same

bones.

I wasn’t fated to do well at the station. Maybe Simon’s threats had
something to do with this, and his disgust with me when I had to be

docked the first day. But I was a flop, and nearly as much as a dollar

short each time, even by the third week Since I was allowed only two

bits above my carfare—^forty cents to the penny—^I couldn’t cover my
shortages, and Simon, grim and brief, told me on the way to the car

one night that Borg had given me the boot.

“I couldn’t run after people who short-changed me,” I kept defend-

ing myself. “They throw the money down and grab a paper; you can’t

leave the stand to shag them.”

At last he answered me coldly, with a cold lick of fire in his eyes,

on the stationary wintrmess of the black steel harness of the bridge

over the dragging unnamable mixture of the river flowing backwards

with its waste. “You couldn’t get that money out of somebody else’s

change, could you!”

“What?”

“You heard me, you dumbhead!”
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"^Why didn’t yon tell me before?” I cried back.

"Tell yon?” he said, pushing angrily by me. “Tell you to keep your

barn buttoned, as if you didn’t have any more brains than George!”

And he let the old woman yell at me, saying nothmg m my defense.

Before this he had always stood up for me when it was any senous

matter. Now he kept aside in the low lights of the kitchen, his fist on

his hip and his coat slung over his shoulder, once in a while lifting the

lid on the stove where our supper stood warming, and proddmg the

coals I took it hard that he was disloyal to me, but also I knew I had

let him down with Borg, whom he sold a bright brother that turned

out stupid But I had been at a small stand under a pillar, where I

seemed to get merely stragglers, and Borg gave me only the coat of a

uniform, gone in the lining, with ragged cuffs and the braid shot. Alone,

I had nobody to point out celebrities to me if any came that way, and

I passed the time mooning and waiting for lunch relief and the three

o’clock break, when I would watch Simon at the main stand and ad-

mire the business there—where the receipts were something to see

—

the pour of money and the black molecular circulation of travelers

knowing what they wanted m gum, fruit, cigarettes, the thick bulwarks

of papers and magazines, the power of the space and the span of the

mam chandelier I thought that if Borg had started me here instead of

in my marble comer, off on the edge where I heard only echoes and

couldn’t even see the trains, I would have made out better.

So I had the ignominy of being canned and was read the not act in

the kitchen. Seemingly the old lady had been waiting for just this to

happen and had it ready to tell me that there were faults I couldn’t

afford to have, situated where I was m life, a child of an abandoned
family with no father to keep me out of trouble, nobody but two
women, feeble-handed, who couldn’t forever hold a cover over us

from hunger, misery, crime, and the wrath of the world. Maybe if we
had been sent to an orphanage, as Mama at one time thought of doing,

it would have been better. For me, at least, in lessons of hardness, since

I had the kind of character that looked for ease and places where I

could he down. She shook the crabbed unit of her hand at me with

the fierceness of the words, till now spoken only to herself, bitterly,

and with them there came out an oceanic lightning of prophecy that

had gathered in her skull by the stove-side through days not otherwise

very lighted.

“Remember when I am in my grave, Augie, when I will be dead!”

And the falling hand landed on my arm; it was accidental, but the
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effect was frightful, for I yelled as if this tap had tenfold hit my soul.

Maybe I was yelling about my character, made to feel the worst of it,

that I’d go to the grave myself with never the hope of another and

better; no power to relieve me of it, purify and redeem me from it;

and she was putting herself already beyond life to make her verdict

on me binding beyond recall

''Gedenk, Augie, wenn ich bin todtr

But she couldn’t stand to dwell long on her death. Heretofore she

hadn’t ever mentioned her mortality to us, so it was a sort of lapse;

and even now she was like a Pharaoh or Caesar promising to pass into

a God—except that she would have no pyramids or monuments to

make good the promise and was that much inferior to them. However,

her painful, dreadful, toothless, gape-gummed crying the cry of judg-

ment in the lock of death worked hard on me She had the power to

make a threat hke this more than the threat of ordinary people, but she

also had to pay the price of her own terror at it.

Now she switched back to our fatherlessness It was a bad moment,
and I had brought it on Mama. Simon kept silent by the nickel and
bitumen black of the stove, fiddling with the poker-handled steel coil

of the lid lever In the other comer sat Mama, sober and guilty, the

easy mark of whoever was our father. The old lady was out to bum me
to small ash that night, and everyone was going to get scorched.

I couldn’t go back to my old Woolworth job. And so Jimmy Klein

and I went together to look for work, despite Grandma’s warnings

against him. He was highly sociable and spirited, slight and dark-faced,

narrow-eyed, witty-looking, largely willing to be honest but not over-

strapped by conscience—^the old lady was right about that. He couldn’t

come to the house; she wouldn’t encourage me to keep bad company,

she said. But I was welcome at the Kleins’, and even Georgie was.

Afternoons, when I had to take him out, I could leave him there play-

ing with the little chicks they raised, or tried to raise, in the dark,

clay areaway between buildings, and Mrs. Klein could keep an eye on

him from the cellar kitchen, where she sat at the table, handy to the

range, paring, peeling, slicing, cutting meat for stew, and molding

meatballs.

Weighing more than two hundred pounds, and with one leg shorter

than the other, she couldn’t keep long on her feet. Unworried and

regular-looking, brow bent to brow, nose curving and short, she dyed

her hair black with a liquid ordered by mail from Altoona; she applied

it with old toothbrushes she kept in a glass on the bathroom window;
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this gave her braids a peculiar Indian luster. They fell along her cheeks

down to the multiform work of her chins. Her black eyes were small

but merciful to confusion; she was popelike and liberal with pardons

and indulgences. Jimmy had four brothers and three sisters, some of

them occupied mysteriously, but all were genial and glad-handing,

even the married elder daughters and the middle-aged sons. Two of

her children were divorced and one daughter was a widow, so that

Mrs. Klein had grandchildren in her kitchen at all times, some coming

from school for lunch and after school for cocoa, others creeping on
the floor or lying in buggies. Everyone in those prosperous days was
earning money, and yet all had trouble. Gilbert had to pay alimony;

the divorced sister, Velma, was not getting hers regularly. Her husband
had knocked out one of her teeth in a brawl, and now he often came to

beg her mother to plead with her to come back. I saw him lay his red

head on the table and cry while his sons and daughters were playing in

the seats of his taxi. He made good dough, still he wouldn’t give Velma
enough, figuring she’d come back to him if he kept her needy. She bor-

rowed, however, from her family. I’ve never seen such people for bor-

rowing and lending; there was dough changing hands in all directions,

and nobody grudged anyone.

But the Kleins seemed to need a great many things and bought them
all on the installment plan. Jimmy was sent out—and I with him—^the

money put inside the earflaps of his cap, to make payments On the

phonograph, on the Singer machine, on the mohair suite with pellet-

filled ashtrays that couldn’t be overturned, on buggies and bicycles,

linoleums, on dental and obstetrical work, on the funeral of Mr. Klein’s

father, on back-supporting corsets and special shoes for Mrs. Klein,

on family photos taken for a wedding anmversary. We covered the city

on these errands. Mrs. Klein didn’t mind our going to shows, as wc
often did, to hear Sophie Tucker whack herself on the behind and sing

‘*Red Hot Mama,” or see Rose La Rose swagger and strip in the in-

dolent rhythm that made Goblin her admirer. ‘‘That girl is not just a
beautiful girl,” he said “There are a lot of beautiful girls, but this girl

feels men’s hearts. She doesn’t drop off her dress the way others do,

she pulls it over her head. That’s why she’s the top of her profession

today.”

We were in the Loop much more than we ought to have been and
were continually running into Goblin standing in theater lines during
school hours. He never told on me. He only said, like a sport, “What’s
today, Augie? The mayor closed up the school?” Gheerful as usual,

grinning and happy in the limy and red lights of the marquee, like the
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old Mug of the Scotch mists who had half a face of emerald and half

of red jewel.

“Whafs the feature?”

**Bardelys the Magnificent plus Dave Apollon and his Komarinsky
dancers. Come along and keep me company.”
We had a reason, at that time, for keeping away from school. Steve

the Sailor Bulba, my lockermate, brute-nosed and red, with the careful

long-haired barbering and toutish sideburns that gave notice that he
was dangerous; bearish, heavy-bottomed in his many-buttoned, ground-

scufling sailor pants and his menacing rat-peaked shoes; a house-

breaker who ^tole plumbing fixtures and knocked open telephone coin

boxes in recently vacated flats—^this Bulba had taken my science note-

book and turned it in as his own. Smce there was nothing I could do
with Bulba, Jimmy lent me his notes, and I carelessly erased his name
and wrote my own over it. We were caught, and Simon had to be called

in. Simon didn’t want Mama to be brought to school any more than I

did He was able to get around Wigler, the science teacher, eventually.

But all the while Bulba, small-eyed and looking mild, his forehead

peaceful and blind, wrinkled to the gentle winter light of the classroom,

was trying to make his clasp-knife stand up on its blades, like a homy
insect.

After this it wasn’t hard for Jimmy to induce me to go downtown
with him, especially on science afternoons, to ride, if there was noth-

ing better to do, m the City Hall elevator with his brother Tom, from

the gilded lobby to the Municipal Courts. In the cage we rose and

dropped, rubbing elbows with bigshots and operators, commissioners,

grabbers, heelers, tipsters, hoodlums, wolves, fixers, plaintiffs, flatfeet,

men in Western hats and women m lizard shoes and fur coats, hot-

house and arctic drafts mixed up, brute things and airs of sex, evi-

dence of heavy feeding and systematic shaving, of calculations, grief,

not-canng, and hopes of tremendous millions in concrete to be poured

or whole Mississippis of bootleg whisky and beer.

Tommy sent us to his bucket-shop stockbroker on Lake Street, back

of the panels of a cigar-store front, later a handbook. Tommy was in

a good position to get leads. But even in those money-minting days he

never did more than break even. If you didn’t count the gains that went

into his wardrobe and the gifts he gave his family. The Kleins were

all gift-givers. Gift robes and wrappers, Venetian mirrors and chateaux-

in-ffie-moonlight tapestries, teacarts, end tables, onyx-based lamps,

percolators and electric toasters, and novels—^boxes of thmgs stacked

up in the closets and under the beds, awaiting their time of usefulness.
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And yet, except on Sundays when they dolled up, the Kleins looked

poor. Old Klein wore his vest over his long-sleeved undershirt and

rolled his cigarettes in a little machine.

The one unmarried daughter, Eleanor, had a gypsy style and got

hCTself up in flaming, bursting flowers and Japanese dyes. Fat and pale,

with an mtelligent Circassian bow to her eyes, very humane, overrecon-

ciled to a bad lot, taking it for granted that she was too fat to get a

husband and forgivmg her married sisters and mobile brothers their

better luck, she had a genial cry, almost male and fraternal. She was

especially kind to me, called me “lover” and “little brother” and “heart-

breaker,” told my fortune in cards and knitted me a three-peaked skat-

ing cap m yellow and green so that I would look like a Norwegian

champion on the pond. When she was well enough—she suffered from

rheumatism and had female disorders—she worked in the wrapping

department of a soap factory on the North Branch; and when she was

at home sat with her mother m the kitchen, wrapped in a flamboyant

floral material, heavy black hair slipping back loose and tuberous from

a topknot, dnnking coffee, kmtting, reading, shaving her legs, playing

operettas on the gramophone, paintmg her nails, and, doing these

necessary or half-necessary or superfluous things, invisibly paid her-

self out farther and farther into the mood of a long-seated woman.
The Kleins respected and admired Grandma Lausch for the task

she undertook with us. However, Grandma heard, from one of her

Pinkerton sources, that Georgie was seen with the chicks between the

buildings—they never reached full size, these animals, from lack of

sunlight and good feed, but moulted and died scraggly and in a queer

state of growth—and she called the Kleins some ugly names.

She didn’t come down to give them a piece of her mind because it

was no use fightmg; they were sometimes able to get me some small

job or other, through the influence of Jimmy’s uncle Tambow, who
delivered the vote of his relatives in the ward and was a pretty big wheel

in Republican ward politics. We had a very good month before elec-

tions, passing out campaign literature Tambow often had use for us

when someone put a piece of business in his way, like lost articles in

the post office or distressed goods in a bankruptcy. It had to be some-
thing worth while to pull him away from his card game, but when he
had made his buy of razors, leather straps, or doll dishes, toy xylo-

phones, glass-cutters, hotel soap, or first-aid kits, being exempt from
licenses, he’d set up a stand on Milwaukee Avenue and hire us to run

ft. His own sons refused to work for him.

He was divorced and lived in a single room. He had a huge nose,
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and a countenance loose in the skin, with the eye“bags of a fishing

bird, seamy, greenish, and gray. Patient, dihgent-lookmg, and gross,

on his chair like a vaquero deep sunk in the saddle, he whistled when
he breathed from his burden of weight and the bite on his cigar; hair

grew from his nose and about the various rings on his knuckles. All

times of the year were alike to him May or November, he had his

eleven o’clock breakfast of tea with milk and lump sugar and sweet

rolls, dinner of steak and baked potatoes, he smoked ten or twelve

Ben Beys, wore the same pants of aldermamc stripe, a hat of dark con-

vention drawing the sphere of social power over his original potent

face while he considered what to meld and when to play jack or ace,

or whether he could give his son Clementi the two bucks he often came
in to ask for Clementi was the younger son who lived with his mother

and stepfather back of their mfants’-wear store. “Mine boy, with pleas-

ure,” or, “Tomorrow, with pleasure,” Tambow said Tambow didn’t

say no to sons who had a stepfather. And, a good five rmds inside his

old Adam, in the grease, tea, and onion blaze of his restaurant head-

quarters, crumbling ashes on his lap and picking up his cards with one

hand, he wasn’t, with his other sms, worried over money; he was
grand-ducal with it, like the Kleins. And Clem was an easy spender

too, and stood treat. But he wouldn’t work, not for his father or for

anyone else. So old Tambow set us up m the Milwaukee Avenue
throng with, usually, Sylvester m charge, put m a fix with the cops so

we wouldn’t be bothered, and went back to his card game.

It was a bad time for Sylvester. He had lost the lease on his movie,

which had been failing anyway—it was now a wallpaper and paint

shop—and he was living with his father, for his wife had left him and,

he told us himself, threw stones at him when he tried to come through

the backyard to see her He had given her up for crazy and sent a letter

agreeing to an annulment. To raise the money for his fees at Armour
Tech, where he was trymg to finish his work for an engineer’s degree,

he had sold his furniture and movie equipment, and now he said that

he had been away from school too long to sit in a classroom. Eyes

tearing in the November wind as he stood with us on Milwaukee
Avenue, thick hands m his overcoat pocket, neck sunk, foot knocking

foot, he made depressed jokes. The difference in our ages was no con-

sideration with him. He told all his thoughts When he finished his de-

gree he was off to see the total globe Foreign governments were cry-

ing for American engineers, and he could write his own ticket. He’d go

to Kimberley, where he understood it was true that the natives tried

to hide the diamonds m their guts. Or to Soviet Russia—^now giving us
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the whole story, that he sympathized with the Reds and admired Lenin,

and especially Trotsky, who had won the civil war, traveling in a tank

and reading French novels, while czar, priests, barons, generals, and
landlords were being smoked out of the palaces.

Meantime, Jimmy and I were sitting on Tambow’s two big suit-

cases, and we called, “Get ya blades here!” and tended to business.

Sylvester collected the money.
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CHAPTER IV

All the influences were lined up waiting for me. I was bom, and there

they were to form me, which is why I tell you more of them than of

myself.

At this time, and later too, I had a very weak sense of consequences,

and the old lady never succeeded m opening much of a way into my
imagination with her warnings and predictions of what was preparing

for me—^work certificates, stockyards, shovel labor, penitentiary rock-

piles, bread and water, and lifelong ignorance and degradation. She

mvoked all these, hotter and hotter, especially from the time I began

to go with Jimmy Kdein, and she tried to tighten house discipline, m-
spected my nails and shirt collar before school, governed my table

conduct more sharply, and threatened to lock me out nights if I stayed

in the streets after ten. “You can go to the Kleins, if they'll take you
in. Listen to me, Augie, I’m trying to make something of you. But I

can’t send Mama out to follow you and see what you do. I want you
to be a mensch. You have less time to change than you thmk. The
Klein boy is going to get you into trouble. He has thievish eyes. The
truth now—^is he a crook or not? Aha! He doesn’t answer. Tme,” she

said, pushing sharply. “Say!”

I answered emptily, “No,” and wondered what she knew and who
had told her For Jimmy, like Stashu Kopecs, did take what he wanted

in stores and from stands. And at this very time we were engaged in a

swindle in Deever’s neighborhood department store, where we were

Christmas extras in the toy department, Santa Claus’s helpers, in elves’

costumes, with pamted faces.

High-school sophomores, we were getting too big for this sort of

thing, but Santa Claus himself was enormous, a Swedish stoker and

handyman, from the alley side of the store, a former iron-boat fireman

from Duluth, with treUis-wmdmg muscles and Neanderthal eye-sockets,

hootch-shining lumps in his forehead and his beard-hidden hp packed
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with Copenhagen Seal snuff. Over an undershirt full of holes, he

strapped pillows for girth, wadded up his pants, for his legs were long

and thin, and we helped pull on his coat. Painted and rouged with

theater greasepaint and dusted with mica snow, Jimmy and I marched

around the store with tambounnes and curl-tongued noisemakers,

turning somersaults in our bilhard-felt jester’s suits, and we gathered a

gang of kids to lead to the third floor where the Swede Santa Claus

sat in his sleigh, with reindeer artfully hung from the ceiling, the toy

trains snicking and money baskets mousing swift and mechanical on
the cables to the cashier’s cage. Here we were in charge of a surprise-

package barrel done up in red and green paper, hollies and diamond

powder and coils of silver bristles. These Chnstmas packages sold for

two bits, and Jimmy decided that no inventory of them was possible

and began to pocket every tenth quarter. For several days he didn’t

tell me this, only stood me to lunch. Then he let me into his secret as

the volume of business got heavier. We were supposed to carry the

money to the cashier when we had accumulated ten dollars “She dumps
it straight in the sack with the rest of the change,” he said “She doesn’t

mark down where it comes from because she’s too busy raking it in,

so why shouldn’t we take a cut?” We had many discussions about it

and raised the percentage to two quarters in every ten. There was a
great thriving noise and glitter; all minds were dispersed into this

Chnstmas tinkling, whirring, carols, and signal chimes, and what we
were doing in secret with our hands wasn’t observable. We stole con-

siderable money. Jimmy was ahead of me. Not only had he started

earlier, but I was out several days from the effect of butterscotch cream

pie and other rich stuff we treated ourselves to. Or perhaps from a
heightening of nerves through the brilliance and success of the wrong
we were doing and the problem of how to spend the money, Jimmy
spent a lot on presents—elegant slippers and string-feathered mules

for everyone, smoking jackets, jazzy ties, rag rugs, and Wearever
aluminum. From me, Mama got a bathrobe, the old woman a cameo
pin, Georgie plaid stockings, and Simon a shirt. I gave presents to

Mrs. Klein and Eleanor too, and to some girls at school.

Days when we weren’t working I stayed by preference at the Kleins’,

where the window sills were level with the sidewalk, and got a taste of

what it was to be sitting on parlor furmture while outside something

was shaping up from our misdeeds, as for a Roger Touhy, Tommy
O’Connor, Basil Banghart, or Dillinger, who had had surgery on their

faces, acid on their fingertips, who played solitaire, followed the sports

results, sent out for hamburgers and milkshakes, and were trapped at
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last going to the movies or on a roof Sometimes we lettered on Jimmy’s

genealogical chart, it bemg a belief of the Kleins that they went back

to a Spanish family called Avila, in the thirteenth century They had a

cousin m Mexico City who manufactured leather jackets, and he was
the author of this theory. Me, I was perfectly willing to believe in such

lucky breaks of descent. I worked with Jimmy on the sheet of

mechanical-drawing paper, lettering out his family tree in red and

india inks. I was uneasy.

At the end of the Christmas holiday Deever's caught up with us.

The department manager came and had a talk with Grandma There

had been an inventory of the packages. We didn’t attempt to deny the

theft, and I at any rate didn’t argue the figure of seventy dollars that the

manager gave, though the amount we took was actually less The old

lady at first refused to see me through Icy, she told Simon he had

better call in Lubm, the caseworker, for she didn’t have the strength

to give and had only undertaken to help bring up children, not to

handle criminals Simon brought her around because, he said, the

Chanties would want to know how long we had been working and

why they weren’t told Of course the old lady never had the slightest

intention of iettmg me be sent to reform school, as was threatened But

the threat was made, and I was prepared to go to Juvenile Court and

pass on to the house of correction with a practically Chinese acquies-

cence in their nght to pumsh that foretold what I’d let be done with

me. It partly showed I felt people were nght because they were angry.

On the other hand, I lacked the true sense of being a criminal, the

sense that I was on the wrong side of the universal wide line with the

worse or weaker part of humankind, carrying brow marks or mutilated

thumbs and slit ears and noses.

There wasn’t just threatening and scolding this time but absolute

abasement. After the firSt giant crash, in full brass, Grandma put me
on cold treatment. Simon was distant to me I couldn’t throw it up to

him that he had given me advice about short-change; he’d only say

curtly that I was a chump and act as though he didn’t know what I

was talking about. Mama must have felt she was in one of her star-

crossed hou^s, and that the result of her unlucky capitulation to our

father was beginning to show its final retributive shape. Even she said

a few sharp things to me. I suffered like a beaver. However, they

couldn’t get me to beg and entreat—^though I wasn’t unmoved by the

thought of a jail sentence, head shaven, fed on slumgullion, mustered

in the mud, buffaloed and bossed. If they decided I had it coming, why,

I didn’t see how I could argue it.
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But I was never in real danger of the house of correction The robe,

cameo, and other things were given back. Enough money was saved

out of my wages at Coblm’s to pay up. Jimmy’s family got him off too.

He was clobbered by his father, his mother cried, and the whole thing

was done with long before my disgrace was lifted a single degree We
had It much austerer at our house. Nor did the Kleins remain angry

with me; in their eyes it wasn’t a great subject for anger nor thought

of as a disfigurement of my soul. In a few days I was as welcome as

ever, and Eleanor was calling me “lover” and knitting a muffler for me
to replace one I had to return

When Jimmy came out of his scare, having carried himself unmoved
and cynical all along and taken his father’s sharp, erratic wallops, given

by his undershirted arm, without shrinking, he was indignant that

Deever’s had made a profit on us. They had, too. He had some ideas

about revenge and went as far as speaking of setting a fire, but I had had
as much trouble as I wanted with Deever’s, and, really, so had he, but

it took some of the sting out of it for him to plot at least.

Clem Tambow, Jimmy’s cousin, had a healthy laugh on us for the

debate on burning down the store and the other desperado proposals

He suggested that if we wanted to make up some of the money we
had lost we could get into the Charleston contest at the Webber and
try to earn an honest dollar. He wasn’t kidding He wanted to be an
actor and had already tried amateur night, imitating a Britisher who
tried to tell a long story about an incident in the Khyber Pass The Poles

and Swedes booed him, and the master of ceremonies sent out the hook.
His brother Donald had actually won five dollars, singing “Marquita”
and doing a tap dance. Donald was the handsome one, black and curly—^the mother’s son. She too was handsome and dignified, and wore
black dresses and pince nez in her shop. Her special subject was her
brother the industnalist, who had died in Warsaw of typhus during
the war. Clem had his father’s looks, high color, bony head and beak,
low-grown pomt of hair, large lips, everything but the weight; his legs

were nervous and long. He would have had a chance to win the city

half-mile if he hadn’t hurt his wind with cigars tmd—^he bragged about
it—-what the health manuals called self-abuse and depletion of man-
hood. He jeered at his wickedness and at all the things that make the
admonitory world groan. He strutted on the track, his thighs as skinny
as his calves and covered with straight black hairs, nifty and super-
cilious toward his competitors, the squares who were prancing and
bracing. But he was all the same a little dubious and haunted, his black
eyes in the long joke-austerity of his head often very melancholy. He
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could be as melancholy as dirt. He said there was nothing I couldn’t

do better than he, if I wanted to try ‘‘Oh yes,” he said, “you could

make broads who wouldn’t even look at me.” It was this, mainly, that

he gave me credit for. “With teeth like yours. They’re perfect. My
mother let me min mine. If I ever do get into big-time I’ll have to

wear a plate.” I laughed at nearly everything he said, and he often told

me I was dim-witted “Poor March, anything can make him laugh.”

On the whole we got on very well. He was lenient about my green-

ness, and I had some support from him and Jimmy when I took sick

with love, with classic symptoms of choked appetite and utter absorp-

tion, hankenng, great refinements of respect in looks, incompetent,

and full of movie-bom ideas and phrases of popular songs. The girl’s

name was Hilda Novinson, and she was fairly tall but small-faced,

with pallor and other signs of weakness of the chest, light-voiced, hasty-

spoken, and shy. I never said a word to her, but came by with a misera-

ble counterfeit of merely passing, secretly pumped with raptures and
streaming painfully. I clumped by, looking unfeeling and as if I was
thinking about other things. With her Russian facial angle and pale

eyes, placed low and denying you a direct glance, she had the look

of an older woman. She wore a green jacket, she smoked, she walked

with a raft of schoolbooks held to the breast and in open galoshes,

the clasps chnking. The spread of those open, high-heeled galoshes and
their quick clink acted on my love-galled spirit like little fever-feeding

darts and made me bristle with an idiot desire to fall before her. Later,

when I wised up and was debeatified, I was more sensual. Those first

times I was in the state of courtlmess, craving pure feeling, and I was
well stocked, probably by inheritance, in all the materials of love.

I had no idea that Hilda might be flattered by my followmg her and

was astonished when Clem and Jimmy said it was so. I trailed her in

the corridors and maneuvered myself behind her at basketball games,

joined the Bonheur Club so that I might be in the same room with her

one hour a week, after school, and, suffering badly, stood on the rear

platform of her streetcar when she went home. She descended at the

front end, and I jumped down from the rear into the high-piled sooty

snow and gray, soaked boards of the West Side street. Her father was

a tailor, and the family lived behmd the shop Hilda went through the

curtain and—^what did she do? Take off her gloves? The galoshes?

Drink a cup of cocoa? Smoke? I didn’t smoke myself. Fiddle with

her books? Complain of a headache? Confide to her mother that I

was hunkering around in the glints of the dark street on a winter after-

noon, heavy-stepping and in a sheepskin coat? I didn’t think she’d
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do that. And her tailor father didn’t seem to know of my being there,

this lean, unshaved, back-bent man, and I could gaze at him as much

as 1 liked while he pinned, sponged, and pressed, fatigued-looking and

oblivious. Anyhow, once she had gone in Hilda didn’t come out again;

she sunk into the house and seemed to have no business whatever out

of doors.

“With all the babes there are to fall for'” said Clem Tambow, scorn-

ful and ugly-nosed “Let me once take you to a whore, and you’ll

forget all about her,” he said Of course I didn’t answer. “Then I’ll

write her a letter for you,” he offered, “and ask for a date. As soon as

you’ve taken one single walk with her and kissed her you’ll be washed

up. You’ll see how beanbrained she is, and she’s not pretty; she has

lousy teeth.” I declined this too. “All nght. I’ll talk to her then. I’ll

tell her to grab you while you’re still blind She’ll never get anybody

handsomer, and she must know it. What gets you about her? That she

smokes, I bet.” Finally Jimmy sr.id, “Don’t bother him, he wants to

cany the torch,” and they grabbed their genitals obscenely and threw

themselves around on the furniture of the Kleins’ living room, which

was our club. But I didn’t stop this sadhearted, worshipful blundering

around or standing like painted wood across the street from the tailor

shop in the bluey afternoon. Her scraggy father labored with his

needle, bent over, and presumably thinking nothing of his appearaiv-c

to the street in the lighted glass; her chicken-thm little sister in black

gym bloomers cut paper with the big shears.

It took several weeks before the acute part of this passed, and mean-
while I was still in the doghouse at home. It didn’t improve things that

during this love-struck time I brought in very little money Simon now
had strange hours for coming and gomg, and he couldn’t be ques-

tioned about them, since he was working. We no longer came home
for lunch; consequently Mama had the chores we used to do at noon,

lugging up the coal, airing Winnie, fetchmg George from school, and
domg all the hard wringing of sheets by herself on washdays, growing
leaner and more haggard from the extra work. Anyhow, there was a
tone and air of anarchy and unruliness around, and of powers thicken-

ing with age and delays, planning the stroke that would make the palace

ring as in old times and knock the courtiers’ noggins on the walls

when they were least dreaming of it.

“Well, Augie? What? Are you through working?” Grandma said to
me. “Finished work, eh? You want to live on the Charities all your
life?”

I did have a sort of job at the time, in a flowershop. Only, on the
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afternoons when I was attending the meetings of the Bonheur Qub or

trailing Hilda Novinson in her heart-trap galoshes through the slush,

I could easily say that Bluegren had no deliveries for me.

Bluegren gave me what he felt like giving on any particular after-

noon; and that, usually, was more for helping him shake down and

wire the straw cores of wreaths (he had a big gangster clientele) than

for deliveries, when he reckoned I would get tips, which by and large

turned out pretty fair. I didn’t like traveling on streetcars with large

wreaths or floral doorpieces for funerals, because early in the evening

I struck the home-going traflSc and had to fight for space and hold a

comer against conductors and wmter-moody passengers, covering the

flowers with my body, and was pretty harassed. And then if it was an

undertaker’s I was bound for, swinging my package overhead like a

bass fiddler and making slow way through the beeping, gnnding, and
the throng, there hardly ever was anyone in the quilted, silent plush

and rose glow of mahogany in the parlor to give me a tip, but only

some flunky received me in my pointed skating cap and with my runny

nose kept just decent by an occasional touch of my wool glove. Once in

a while Fd strike on a wake where there was a jar of bootleg red-eye

passing around, m one of those offside green bungalows approached

by a boardwalk over the long marsh of the yard, a room of friends

and mourners. When you came mto one of those whisky-smelling

mourning rooms with your flowers, why, nobody was so absorbed that

you were ignored, as in other sorts of grieving that I’ve seen, and you
were sure to come out with a buck or so in change weighing down your

cap. But anyway I preferred to be in the shop—^in that Elysian Fields’

drift of flowers piled around the loam boxes of the back room or

stacked behind the thick panes of the icebox, the roses, carnations, and

chrysanthemums Especially as I was in love

Bluegren was an imposing man too, fair, smooth, and big, with con-

siderable healthy flesh—a friend of gangsters and rum-ranners, very

thick with people like Jake the Barber and, in his time, the chief of the

North Siders, Dion O’Bannion, who was a florist himself after a fashion

and was knocked off in his own shop by three men said to have been

sent by Johnny Torrio nd who got away in a blue Jewett sedan. Blue-

gren used gloves to pruiect himself from thorns when he whipped out

a rose to treat it to the shears. He had blue, cold eyes, prepared for

any kind of findings, and a big fleshy nose, a little sick of things. I sup-

pose the confusion will happen of having sharp thoughts and a broad

face, or broad thoughts and a sharp face. Bluegren’s was the first kind,

from, I reckon, the connection he had with gangsters, and the effects
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of fear or temporariness. This was what made him that way. He could

be rude and bitter, very shrewish sometimes, especially ^ter an im-

portant murder of a Genna or Aiello. And a lot of guys were shot that

winter.

It was a bad winter for everyone—^not just for notables but for peo-

ple oblivious of anything except their own ups and downs and busy

with the limited traffic of their hearts and minds. Kreindl, say, or

Eleanor Klein, or my mother. These days Kreindl had operatic nerves

and made bitching scenes in his English-basement flat; he threw dishes

on the floor and stamped his feet. And Eleanor was in a slump of

spirits and often wept in her room over the general drift of her life.

There was plenty of such impulse, enough to reach and move all, just

in the tone of days. I might have felt this moie myself if it hadn’t been

for Hilda Novinson.

Mama also was very nervous; it was something you had to know how
to detect since she didn’t give any of the usual signs. I noticed it from

the grimness that showed through her docility, and the longer rest of

her weak green eyes on things around her, and sometimes the high-

breasted breathmg that didn’t £irise from any exertion at her work.

She had a dizzy watchfulness from the buzzing of some omen or other.

Presently we all knew what was up; the old woman was ready to

deliver her stroke. She waited for an evening when we were all at sup-

per. I came m from delivering death-flowers; Simon was off from the

station. The old woman hit out in her abrupt way and declared it was

time we did somethmg about Georgie, who was growing up. There

was beef stew on the table, and everybody, the kid mcluded, continued

to eat meat and wipe up gravy. But I never assumed, like the old

woman, that he was an unwitting topic; not even the poodle was en-

tirely that but knew even when she became deaf before her death that

she was spoken of. And sometimes Georgie had the Gioconda’s own
look and smile when he was being discussed, I declare he did, a subtle

look that passed down his white lashes and cheeks, a sort of reflex from

wisdom kept prisoner by incapacity, something full of comment on
the life of all of us. This wasn’t the first time Grandma had spoken of

Georgie’s future, but now it was not just another observation but get-

ting down to cases. I assume Mama already knew about it, from the

look of waiting that came on her face. Sooner or later something had
to be done about him, said the old woman. He was hard to manage,

now he was growing so tall and beginning to look like a man. What
would we do if he got it in his head to take hold of some gjrl, she said,

and we had to deffi with the police? This was her rebuke in full for
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al our difficulty, disobedience, waywardness, and urnnindfulness of

our actual condition, and I was the main cause of it, as I realized very

well. She said Georgie should go to an institution. It was common sense

anyhow that he couldn’t stay with us all his life, and we hadn’t shown

much ability to carry burdens so far. Besides, Georgie had to learn to

do something and be tramed in basketry or brush-makmg or what it

was they could teach the feeble-minded, some trade that would help

pay his keep. She finished strong, with the threat that neighbors with

little daughters already were angry, seemg him roam around the yards,

ready to put on long pants. Not making her distaste any too fine, she

said he had reached his development of a man. As something lewd that

had, however, to be faced She got this across, in her granny grimace

of repugnance, and left us with her horror.

Ah, it was great for her to make us take a long swig of her mixture

of reality and to watch the effect come up sober in our eyes. Finishing

her speech, she had a ternfic look of shrewd pleasure. Her brows were

standing up. I maintam that Georgie had an idea of the topic, while

he went on and wiped up the beef gravy. I don’t want to make out

that her position was all wicked evil while his was nothing but subhmity.

That couldn’t be true. She had a difficult practical burden, that of sug-

gesting this shockmg thing by which supposedly we would benefit. We
wouldn’t have had the strength or wisdom to propose it. Like so many
loving, humane people who, however, have to live, just like everyone

else, and count on tougher souls to carry them along. But 1 am allow-

ing Grandma her best excuse. Because there still remains the satisfac-

tion this gave her. She breathed that tense “Aha!” to herself with which

she closed a trap in chess. It was always this same thing; we refused

to see where our mistakes were leading,' and then the terrible conse-

quences came on. Similar to Elisha’s bear that rushed on the children

who were taunting him; or the divine blow that cracked down that

Jew so thoughtless as to put out a hand to keep the ark of the covenant

from falling off the wagon. It was punishment for mistakes there would

be no time now to correct, that was what it was. She was happy when
she could act in behalf of this mexorabihty she was all the time warning

us about.

George sat there with one foot stepping on the other and ate the

gravy in that unconscious, mind-cnppled seraph’s way of his by con-

trast to this worldly reasoning. Mama in her hurt, high voice tried to

answer but only spoke confusion. She was anyway incapable of saying

much that was clear, and when she was excited or in pain you couldn’t

understand her at aE. Then Georgie stopped eating and began to moan.
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“You! Quiet!” said the old woman.

I spoke up on his side and Mama’s. I said that George hadn’t done

wrong yet and that we wanted to keep him with us.

She had counted on this from me and was prepared. "Kopfmensch

meiner,” she said with powerful irony. “Genius! Do you want to wait

until he gets in trouble? Are you here to take care of him when you’re

needed? You’re m the streets and alleys with Klein, that hoodlum,

learning to steal and every kind of dirt. Maybe you’d enjoy being an

uncle to a bastard by your brother from a Polish girl with white hair,

and explain to her stockyards father that he would be a fine son-in-law

to him*? He’d murder you with a sledgehammer, like an ox, and bum
down the house.”

“Well,” Simon said, “if Augie really wants to take charge of him—

”

“Even if Augie were better than he is,” she answered quickly, “what
would be the good of it? When Augie works once in a while, there’s

more trouble than money. But if he didn’t work at all, imagine how
fine it would be! He’d leave the boy at the Kleins’ anyhow, and bum
with his friend. Oh, I know your brother, my dear boy; he has a big

heart if it costs him no trouble, pure gold, and he can promise you
anything when his heart is touched. But how reliable he is I don’t have

to tell you. But even if he were as good as his word, could you afford

for him to stop bringing in the little he makes'^ What? Did you inherit

a fortune‘s Can you have servants, gouvermntkes, tutors, such as

Lausch laid down his life to give our sons? I have done as much as I

could to give you a little education and an honest upbringing, even tried

to make gentlemen of you. But you must know who you are, what you
are, and not get unreal ideas. So I tell you that you better do for your-

self, first, what the world will do anyway for you without kindness. I’ve

seen a little more than you; I know how mistakes are corrected, and
how many ways there are to die just from foolishness alone, not to say

other things. I tried to explain something about this to your brother,

but his thoughts are about as steady as the way a drunkard pees
”

Thus she went on with this ominous crying and prophecy. She didn’t

have to win Simon over; in this one matter of Georgie he was with her.

He wasn’t openly going to ]oin her because of his feeling for Mama,
but when we were alone in the bedroom he let me make all my accusa-

tions and arguments, waiting me out with a superior face, taking it

easy full-length on the sheets—-sewed together of Ceresota sacks—and
when he thought I was ready to hear him he said, “Tell it to the Marines,
kid. Whyn’t you use your brains once in a while before they turn to

powder and blow away? The old woman is right and you know it. And
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don’t think you’re the only one that cares about George either, but

something has got to be done with him. How do you know what he

might pick up and do? He’s not just a sprout any more, and we can’t

be watching him all his life.”

Simon had been rough on me smce I had lost the job at the station

and during my tnals with Wigler and Sailor Bulba and my crooked-

ness at Deever’s. Nor did he think much of Clem and Jimmy, and I

had made the mistake of telling him how I felt about Hilda and laid

myself open to ndicule. “Why,” he said, “Friedl Coblin’ll be better

looking than that when she grows up. She’ll probably have tits any-

how.” Of course Simon knew I wasn’t a real grudge-bearing character

but the type that comes down as fast as he boils up And he considered

that he had the right to treat me hke this, because he was making

progress while I was making a fool of myself, and he intended to carry

me along with him, when it was time, the way Napoleon did his broth-

ers. During my worst difficulties with the old lady he’d be stiff and

keep a distance, but then he’d also tell me that I could expect him to

help me out of real trouble as long as I was reasonably deserving. He
didn’t like to see my bubble-headed friends get me in dutch. Yes, he

had a sense of duty toward me, and toward George too. I couldn’t say

he was being hypocritical about George.

“I was sore as hell there for a while when you just let Mama talk

and didn’t say anything,” I told him. “You know damn well I can’t

do much about the kid unless I quit school and take care of him. But

if Mama wants him home you should leave that up to her. And you

shouldn’t have sat there and let her make a holy show of herself.”

“Ma might as well get it all at once as in installments.” Simon lay

on the dark iron bedstead, brawny and blond. He spoke out strongly.

Then he paused and took a calm touch of his broken tooth with his

tongue. He seemed to have expected that I would light into him harder

than I did, and when I had said my sharpest words he went on to let

me hear what I pretty well knew without being told. “She got you dead

to rights, Augie. You know you’ve been pretty damn sloppy. But any-

way we wouldn’t have had the kid with us more than another year.

Even if you were m there pitching, which you’re not,”

“Well, she thinks she’s boss now.”

“Let her think,” he said He cleared the passages of his head with

the loud, short pull that had got to be the mark of his soberest moments

and tripped the light switch with his foot. He began to read.

So there wasn’t much I could do after that I couldn’t any longer

acknowledge Grandma to be the head of the family, and it was to
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Simon that some of the old authority became attached. I stayed in the

room with him rather than go out and face Mama, who, when the

dishes were done and the crumbs shaken off the cloth, would be more

lying than sitting in her chair with the Prussian-spiked bulb emitting

its glossy Viliam light through the head on the squashlike wens and

bubbles and hard-grained paint of the walls. When she had a grief she

didn’t play it with any arts; she took straight off from her spirit. She

made no fuss or noise nor was seen weeping, but in an extreme and

terrible way seemed to be watching out the latchen window, until you

came close and saw the tear-strengthened color of her green eyes and

of her pink face, her gap-toothed mouth; she laid her head on the wing

of the chair sideways, never direct. When sick she was that way also.

She chmbed into bed in her gown, twisted her hau: into braids to keep

it from tangling, and had nothing to do with anyone until she felt able

to stay on her feet It was useless for us to come with the thermometer,

for she refused to have it; she lay herself dumbly on the outcome of

forces, without any work of mmd, of which she was mcapable. She

had some original view on doom or recovery.

Well, it was now decided about George, and, not reproaching any-

one, she did her work while Grandma Lausch made speed to carry

out her project The old lady went down to the drugstore herself to

phone Lubin, the caseworker. That in itself was significant, because she

scarcely ever set foot m the street when snow had fallen after that

icy Armistice Day when she had twisted her ankle. Old people often

suffered out their days with broken bones that couldn’t mend, she

observed. Besides, even if it were only for a block, she couldn’t go in

ahousedress It wasn’t right She had to get herself up and change from
worsted stockings—actually golf hose held with snarled elastics—^to

silk, to black dress, put up her triple-circle coif and, looking mean,
powder her face. Not canng how ungentle she looked to us, she

mounted her air-sweeping feathers with hat pms and, got up in the con-

dition of ceremony, she went out with an aged quickness of anger, but
as she walked down she still had to set both feet on each tread of the

stairs.

It was an election day, and crossed flags were himg over the polling

places, burly party men were in the snow, breathing steam and flapping

long sample ballots. School was closed, and I was available to accom-
pany her, but she wouldn’t have me. And half an hour later when I

went out with the ash drawer of the stove I saw her on one knee in the

snowy passageway. Fallen. It was hurtful to see her. She never before
had gone out without protection. I flung away the tin drawer and ran
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to her, and she fastened on my thin-shirted arm with the snow-wet
gloves. Once on her feet, though, she wanted no support from me,
either because of a big, swollen consciousness of sacrifice or maybe
a superstitious thought of retribution. She got up the stairs alone and
limped straight through the house to her room, where she further

laid out precedent by locking the door. Till then I had never even

known there was a key; she must have kept it hidden from the earliest

days, with her jewels and family papers Mama and I stood outside,

astonished, and asked if she was hurt, until we got the answer of firm

rage to go away and let her alone, and I was enough shaken up by
having seen her snow-spitten face to tremble now at the cat-intensity

of her voice And there wsls a change m the main established order:

that a door less to be thought of locked than the door of a church, and
always accessible, should have a key, and that that key should be used!

The significance of this election-day fall was all the deeper since usually

all her cuts and kitchen bums were treated with great seriousness and
much business, with downright melancholy and the haunting of the

ultimate threat After applying the iodine or oil and bandages she would

take a cigarette for her nerves. But the Murads were m her sewing

basket in the kitchen and she didn’t come out of her room.

Lunchtime passed, and it was well on in the afternoon before she

came out. She was wearing a thick bandage on her leg She came along

the old paths of the house, the parrot colors of the rug worn down to

fiber on a line skirting the parlor stove and enteiing the short hall

that gave on the kitchen, where the trail changed to brown in the

linoleum, a good part of this the work of her own feet and flint-colored

slippers going steadily along this fox run for the better part of ten

years. She wore her everyday clothes and shawl again, so that every-

thing was to be presumed back to normal or almost so; whereas it

was actually nerve-silent, and her face, attempting to be steady and

calm, was blenched as if she really had lost blood, or else her long-

time female composure at the sight of blood She had to have been

horribly moved and scared to lock her door, but apparently she had

decided that she had to come back and, moony-pale as she was, turn

on her influence. But there was something missing. Even the frazzled,

pursy old bitch whose white wool had gone brown around her eyes,

took a slow walk with clickety claws, as if she sensed that new days

were pushing out the last of an old regime, the time when counselors

and ministers see the finish of their glory, and Switzers and Praetorian

Guards get restless.

I now began to spend full time with Georgie, in the last month, puH-
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ing him around on the sled, walking him in the park, and taking him
to the Garfield Park conservatory to see the lemons bloom. The ad-

ministrative wheels were already going; eleventh-hour efforts did no
good. Lubin, who had always said that Georgie would be better off in

an institution, brought the commitment papers, and Mama, without

Simon’s support against the old lady (and probably even that would
not have stopped her, since Grandma was m a decisive action and
was carried along with the impulse of a doom), had to sign. No,
Grandma Lausch couldn’t have been withstood, I’m convinced. Not
now, not in this. Everything considered, it was, no matter how sad,

wiser to commit the kid. As Simon said, we would later have had to do
it ourselves But the old lady made of it something it didn’t necessarily

have to be, a test of strength, tactless, a piece of sultanism; it originated

in things we little understood; disappointment, angry giddiness from
self-imposed, pndeful struggle, weak nearness to death that impaired
her judgment, maybe a sharp utterance of stubborn animal spirit, or
bubble from human enterprise, sinking and discharging blindly from
a depth.

Do I know? But sending Georgie away could have been done dif-

ferently.

At last notice amved that there was place for him in the Home. I

had to go and buy him a valise at the Army-Navy store—a tan, bull-

dog gladstone, the best I could get. The thmg would be his for life, and
I wanted it to be right. I taught him how to work the clasps and the
key. Where he was going there would always be people of course to
help him, but my idea was that he should be master of a little of his
own, when he went from place to place. We also bought him a hat in
the drygoods store.

It was sunless but snow-melting weather at the late start of spring,
and the trees and roofs dripped. In that grown man’s hat and the coat
he didn’t wear intelligently—^not appearing to feel the need to settle it

right on his shoulders—^he looked grown up and like a traveler. In fact,

beautiful, and the picture of a far traveler, with his pale, mind-crippled,
impotent handsomeness. It was enough to make you break down and
cry, to see him. But nobody did cry; neither of us, I mean, for by then
there were only my mother and I—Simon had given him a kiss on the
head when leaving in the morning and said, “Good-by, old socks. I’ll

come and see you.” As for Grandma Lausch, she stayed in her room.
Mama said, “Go and tell Gramma we’re ready to go.”
“It’s Augje,” I said at Grandma’s door. “Everything is set.”
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She answered, “Well? Go, then.” This she said in her onetime deci-

sive and impatient way, but without the brightness or what you might

call the sea ring of real command. The door was locked, and I suppose

she was lying on the featherbed in her apron, shawl, and pointing slip-

pers, with the bric-a-brac of her Odessa existence on her vanity table,

dresser top, and on the walls.

“I think Mama wants you to say good-by,”

“What is there to say good-by? Fll come and visit him later on.”

She didn’t have the strength to go and look at the results she had
worked hard to get and then still keep on trying to hold power in her

hands. And how was I supposed to mterpret this refusal if not as feeble-

ness and a cracking of organization?

Mama showed at last the trembling anger of
^
weak people that it

takes much to bring on. She seemed determined that Georgie should

get the treatment of a child from the old woman. But in a few minutes

she returned alone from the bedroom and said with harshness not

intended for me, “Pick up the satchel, Augie.” I took hold of Georgie’s

arm through the wide sleeve and we left by the door of the front room,

where Winnie was snoozing under the ferns. Georgie softly chewed
at a comer of his mouth as we went. It was a slow trip on the cars; we
changed three times, and the last stretch on the West Side took us by

Mr. Novinson’s shop.

We were about an hour getting to the Home—^wired windows, dog-

proof cyclone fence, asphalt yard, great gloom. In the tiny below-stairs

office a moody-looking matron took the papers and signed him into

the ledger. We were allowed to go up to the dormitory with him, where

other kids stood around under the radiator high on the wall and watched

us. Mama took off George’s coat and the manly hat, and in his sliirt of

large buttons, with whitish head and big white, chill fingers—^it was

troubling that they were so man-sized—^he kept by me beside the bed

while I again showed him the simple little stunt of the satchel lock. But

I failed to distract him from the terror of the place and of boys like

himself around—^he had never met such before. And now he realized

that we would leave him and he began to do with his soul, that is, to

let out his moan, worse for us than tears, though many grades below

the pitch of weeping. Then Mama slumped down and gave in utterly.

It was when she had the bnstles of his special head between her hands

and was kissing him that she began to cry. When I started after a

while to draw her away he tried to follow. I cried also. I took him

back to the bed and said, “Sit here,” So he sat and moaned. We went
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down to the car stop and stood waiting by the black, humming pole for

the trolley to come back from city limits.

After that we had a diminished family life, as though it were care of

Georgie that had been the main basis of household union and now
everything was disturbed. We looked m different directions, and the

old woman had outsmarted herself. Well, we were a disappointment to

her too. Maybe she had started out by dreaming she might have a

prodigy in one of us to manage to fame Perhaps. The force that directs

these thmgs in us higher beings and brings together lovers to bear the

genius that will lead the world a step or two of the slow march toward

Its perfection, or find the note that will reach the ear of the banded

multitude and encourage it to take that step, had come across with a

Georgie instead, and with us We were far from having the stuff in us

that she must have wanted. Our parentage needn’t have mattered so

much, and it wasn’t just a question of high or even legal birth. Fouch6

got as far as Talleyrand What counted was natural endowment, and

on that score she formed the opimon bitterly that we were not bom
with talents. Nonetheless we could be trained to be decent and gentle-

manly, to wear white collars and have clean nails, brushed teeth, table

manners, be brought up to fairly good pattern no matter what office we
worked m, store we clerked m, teller’s cage we reliably counted in

—

courteousm an elevator, prefatory in askmg directions, courtly to ladies,

grim and unanswering to streetwalkers, considerate in conveyances,

and walkmg in the paths of a grayer, dimmer Castiglione.

Instead we were getting to be more common and rude, deeper-

voiced, hairy. In our underpants, mormngs while getting dressed, we
punched and grappled in play, banging to the springs, to the floor,

knocking over chairs. Passmg then into the hall to wash, there, often,

we saw the old woman’s small figure and her eyes whitely contemptu-

ous, with a terrible little naked yawn of her gums, suck-cheeked with

unspoken comment. But power-robbed. Done for. Simon would
say sometimes, “Wha’che know. Gram?”—even, occasionally, “Mrs.

Lausch ” I never repudiated her that much or tried to strike the old

influence, such as it had become, out of her hands. Presently Simon
too took a less disrespectful tone. By now, however, it didn’t matter

much. She had seen what we were and what we were capable of.

The house was changed also for us; dinkier, darker, smaller; once
shiny and venerated things losing their attraction and richness and
importance. Tin showed, cracks, black spots where enamel was hit
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off, threadbarer, design scuffed out of the center of the rug, all the

glamour, lacquer, massiveness, florescence, wiped out The old-paste

odor of Winnie m her last days apparently wasn’t noticed by the house-

dwelling women; it was by us, coming in fresh from outdoors.

Winnie died m May of that year, and I laid her in a shoe box and

buried her in the yard.



CHAPTER V

William Einhora was the first superior man I knew. He had a brain

and many enterprises, real directing power, philosophical capacity, and

if I were methodical enough to take thought before an important and

practical decision and also (N.B,) if I were really his disciple and not

what I am, Fd ask myself, “What would Caesar suffer in this case?

What would Machiavelh advise or Ulysses do"^ What would Emhom
think?” Fm not kidding when I enter Emhom in this eminent list. It

was him that I knew, and what I understand of them in him. Unless

you want to say that we’re at the dwarf end of all times and mere

children whose only share in grandeur is like a boy’s share in fairy-tale

kings, beings of a different kind from times better and stronger than

ours. But if we’re comparing men and men, not men and children or

men and demigods, which is just what would please Caesar among us

teeming democrats, and if we don’t have any special wish to abdicate

into some different, lower form of existence out of shame for our de-

fects before the golden faces of these and other old-time men, then I

have the right to praise Emhom and not care about smiles of deroga-

tion from those who think the race no longer has in any important

degree the traits we honor in these fabulous names. But I don’t want to

be pushed into exaggeration by such opmion, which is the opinion of

students who, at all ages, feel their boyishness when they confront the

past.

I went to work for Einhom while I was a high-school junior, not

long before the great crash, during the Hoover administration, when
Einhom was still a wealthy man, though I don’t believe he was ever so

rich as he later claimed, and I stayed on with him after he had lost

most of his property. Then, actually, was when I became essential to

him, not just metaphorical right hand but virtually arms and legs. Ein-

hom was a cripple who didn’t have the use of either, not even partial;

only his hands still functioned, and they weren’t strong enough to drive
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a wheel chair. He had to be rolled and drawn around the house by his

wife, brother, relations, or one of the people he usually had on call,

either employed by or connected with him. Whether they worked for

him or were merely around his house or olfice, he had a talent for mak-
ing supernumeraries of them, and there were always plenty of people

hoping to become rich, or more rich if already well-to-do, through

the Emhoms. They were the most important real-estate brokers m the

district and owned and controlled much property, including the enor-

mous forty-flat building where they lived The poolroom in the comer
store of It was owned outright by them and called Einhorn’s Billiards.

There were six other stores—hardware, fruit, a tin shop, a restaurant,

barbershop, and a funeral parlor belonging to Kinsman, whose son it

was that ran away with my cousin Howard Coblm to join the Marines

against Sandino The restaurant was the one in which Tambow, the

Republican vote-getter, played cards. The Emhoms were his ex-wife’s

relatives; they, however, had never taken sides in the divorce. It

wouldn’t have become Emhom Senior, the old Commissioner, who'

had had four wives himself, two getting alimony still, to be stnct with

somebody on that account. The Commissioner had never held ojOSice,

that was just people’s fun. He was still an old galliard, with white Buf-

falo Bill Vandyke, and he swanked around, still healthy of flesh, in

white suits, looking things over with big sex-amused eyes. He had a

lot of respect from everyone for his shrewdness, and when he opened

his grand old mouth to say something about a chattel mortgage or the

location of a lot, in his laconic, single-syllabled way, the whole hefty,

senous crowd of businessmen in the ofiice stopped their talk. He gave

out considerable advice, and Coblm and Five Properties got him to

invest some of their money. Kreindl, who did a job for him once in a

while, thought he was as wise as a god. “The son is smart,” he said,

“but the Commissioner—^that’s really a man you have to give way to

on earth.” I disagreed then and do still, though when the Commissioner

was up to something he stole the show. One of my responsibilities in

summer was to go with him to the beach, where he swam daily until

the second week in September. I was supposed to see that he didn’t

go out too far, and also I handed him lighted cigarettes while he floated

near the pier in the pillow striping of his suit with large belly, large old

man’s sex, and yellow, bald knees; his white back-hair spread on the

water, yellowish, like polar bear’s pelt, his vigorous foreskull, tanned

and red, turned up; while his big lips uttered and his nose drove out

smoke, clever and pleasurable in the warm, heavy blue of Michigan;

while wood-bracketed trawlers, tarred on the sides, chuffed and va-
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pored outside the water reserved for the bawling, splashing, many-

actioned, brilliant-colored crowd; waterside structures and towers, and

skyscrapers beyond m a vast right angle to the evading bend of the

shore,

Einhom was the Commissioner’s son by his first wife By the second

or third he had another son who was called Shep or, by his poolroom

friends, Dingbat, for John Dingbat O’Berta, the candy kid of city

politics and friend of Polack Sam Zincowicz. Since he didn’t either

know or resemble O’Berta and wasn’t connected with Thirteenth Ward
politics or any other, I couldn’t exactly say how he came by the name.

But without being a hoodlum himself he was taken up with gang events

and crime, a kind of amateur of the lore and done up in the gangster

taste so you might take him for somebody tied in with the dangerous

Druccis oi Big Hayes Hubacek. sharp financial hat, body-clasping

suit, the shirt Andalusian style buttoned up to the collar and worn
without a necktie, tnck shoes, pointed and pimpy, polished like a tango

dancer’s; he clumped hard on the leather heels. Dingbat’s hair was

violent, brilliant, black, treated, ripple-marked Bantam, thm-muscled,

swift, almost frail, he had an absolutely unreasonable face. To be dis-

tinguished from brutal—^it wasn’t that, there was all kind of sentiment

in it. But wild, down-twisting, squint-eyed, unchangeably firm and

wrong in thoughts, with the prickles coming black through his un-

methodical after-shave talcum* the puss of an executioner’s subject,

provided we understand the prototype not as a murderer (he attacked

with his fists and had a killer’s swing but not the real intention) but as

somebody intractable. As far as that goes, he was beaten all the time

and wore a mishealed scar where his cheek had been caught between

his teeth by a ring, but he went on springing and boxmg, rushing out

from the poolroom on a fresh challenge to spin around on his tango

shoes and throw his tense, weightless punches. The beatings didn’t

squelch him I was by one Sunday when he picked a fight with that

huge Five Properties and thrust him on the chest with his hands, failing

to move him; Five Properties picked him up and threw him down on
the floor. When Dingbat came back punching, Five Properties grinned

but was frightened and shied back against the cue rack. Somebody m
the crowd began to shout that Five Properties was yellow, and it was
thought the right thing to hold Dingbat back, by the arms, struggling

with a blinded, drawn face of rage. A pal of his said what a shame that

a veteran of Chateau Thierry should be shoved around by a greenhorn.

Five Properties took it to heart and thereafter stayed away from the

poolroom.
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Dingbat had had charge of the poolroom at one time, but he was

unreliable and the Commissioner had replaced him with a manager.

Now he was around as the owner’s son—tracked up balls, once in a

while changed color hke a coal when a green table felt was ripped

—

and m the capacity of key-man and bravo, referee, bet-holder, sports

expert, and gang-war historian, on the watch for a small deal, a fighter

to manage, or a game of rotation at ten cents a ball Between times he

was his father’s chauffeur. The Commissioner couldn’t drive the big red

Blackhawk-Stutz he owned—^the Einhoms never could see anything in

a small car—and Dingbat took him to the beach when it was too hot

to walk. After all, the old man was pushing seventy-five and couldn’t

be allowed to risk a stroke. I’d ride with him in the back seat while

Dingbat sat with mauled, crazy neck and a short grip on the wheel,

ukelele and bathing suit on the cushion beside him; he was particularly

sex-goaded when he drove, shouting, whistlmg, and honking after

quiff, to the entertamment of his father Sometimes we had the com-
pany of Clem or Jimmy, or of Sylvester, the movie bankrupt, who was
now flunking out of his engineer’s course at Armour Tech and talking

about moving away to New York altogether. On the beach Dingbat,

athletically braced up with belt and wristbands, a bandanna to keep

the sand out of his hair when he stood on his head, streaked down with

suntan oil, was with a crowd of girls and other beach athletes, dancmg
and striking mto his ukelele with*

Ani-ka, hula wicki-wicki

Sweet brown maiden said to me,

And she taught me hula-hula

On the beach at Waikiki . . .

Eandled enough, he made it suggestive, his black voice cracking, and

his httle roostensh flame licked up clear, queer, and crabbed. His old

sire, gruff and mocking, deeply tickled, lay like the Buffalo Bill of the

Etruscans in the beach chair and bath towel drawn up bumoose-wise

to keep the dazzle from his eyes—additionally shaded by his soft,

flesh-heavy arm—^his bushy mouth open with laughter,

he said to his son.

If the party began after the main heat of the day William Einhom
might come down too, wheel chair brought on the baggage rack of the

Stutz, and his wife carrying an umbrella to shade them both He was

taken pick-a-back by his brother, or by me, from the office into the car,

from the car to the nght site on the lakeshore; all as distmguished, ob-

serving, white, untouched and nobiliare as a margrave. Quickeyes.
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Originally a big man, of the Commissioner’s stature, well formed, well

favored, he had more delicacy of spirit than the Commissioner, and of

course Dingbat wasn’t a patch on him. Einhom was very pale, a little

flabby in the face; considerable curvature of the nose, small lips, and

graying hair let grow thickly so that it touched on the ears; and con-

tinually watchful, his look going forward uninterruptedly to fasten

on subject matters His heavy, attractive wife sat by him with the para-

sol, languorous, partly in smiles, with her free, soft brown fist on her

lap and strong hair bobbed with that declivity that you see in pictures

of the Egyptian coif, the flat base forming a black brush about the back

of the neck. Entertained by the summer breezmess and the little boats

on the waves and the cavorting and minstrelsy.

If you want to know what she thought, it was that back home was

locked There were two pounds of hotdogs on the shelf of the gas

range, two pounds of cold potatoes for salad, mustard, a rye bread

already sliced. If she ran out, she could send me for more. Mrs. Einhom
liked to feel that things were ready. The old man would want tea. He
needed to be pleased, and she was willing, asking only in return that he

stop spitting on the floor, and that not of him directly, being too shy,

but through her husband, to him it was merely a joking matter. The

rest of us would have Coca-Cola, Emhorn’s favorite drink. One of my
daily chores was to fetch him Cokes, in bottles from the poolroom or

glasses from the drugstore, dependmg on which he judged to have the

better mixture that day.

My brother Simon, seeing me carry a glass on a tray through the

gathering on the sidewalk—^there was always an overflow of business-

men in front of Einhom’s, mixing with the mourners from Kinsman’s

chapel and the poolroom characters—gave a big laugh of surprise and

said, “So this is your job! You’re the butler.”

But It was only one function of hundreds, some even more menial,

more personal, others calling for cleverness and training—secretary,

deputy, agent, companion. He was a man who needed someone beside

him continually; the things that had to be done for him made him
autocratic. At Versailles or in Pans the Sun King had one nobleman to

hand him his stockings, another his shirt, in his morning levee. Emhom
had to be lifted up in bed and dressed. Now and then it was I who had

to do it. The room was dark and unfresh, for he and his wife slept with

the windows shut. So it was sleep rank from nights of both bodies. I

see I had no sense of criticism about such things; 1 got used to it quickly.

Einhom slept in his underwear because changing to pajamas was a task,

and he and his wife kept late hours. Thus, the light switched on, there
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was Einhom in his BVDs, wasted arms freckled, gnzzled hair afly from

his face that was inclined to flatness, the shrewd curved nose and

clipped mustache. If peevish, and sometimes he was, my cue was to be

quiet until he got back his spirits. It was against policy to be out of

temper in the morning He preferred to be jocular Birdy, teasing, often

corny or lewd, he guyed his wife about the noise and bother she made
getting breakfast. In dressing him, my experience with George came m
handy, but there was more style about Emhom than I was used to. His

socks were of grand silk, trousers with a banker’s stripe; he had several

pairs of shoes, fine Walkovers that of course never wrinkled below the

instep, much less wore out, a belt with a gothic monogram. Dressed

to the waist, he was lifted into his black leather chair and pulled on

quaky wheels to the bathroom. At times the first settling m the chair

drew a frown from him, sometimes a more oblique look of empoisoned

acceptance; but mostly it was a stoical operation. I eased him down and

took him, traveling backwards, to the toilet, a sunny room with an ea:;t

window to the yard The Commissioner and Einhom, both rather care-

less in their habits, made this a difficult place to keep clean But for

people of some nobility allowances have always been made in this re-

gard. I understand that British aristocrats are still legally entitled to

piss, if they should care to, on the hind wheels of carnages

There wasn’t anything Mrs. Einhom could do about the wet floor.

Once in a while when Bavatsky the handyman was gone too long in

Polack Town or dmnk m the cellar, she asked me to clean up. She said

she didn’t like to impose on me because I was a student. Nevertheless

I was getting paid For unspecified work of a mixed character. I ac-

cepted It as such, the mixed character of it was one of the things I liked.

I was just as varietistic and unfit for discipline and regularity as my
friend Clem Tambow; only I differed from Clem in being a beaver, once

my heart was attached to a work or a cause. Naturally, when Emhom
found this out, and he quickly did, he kept me going steadily; it suited

him perfectly because of the great number of things he had to be done.

Should he ran out, my standing by made him mvent more. So I didn’t

often get the toilet detail; he had too many important tasks for me.

And when I did get it, why, what I had had under Grandma Lausch

made an inconsiderable thing of it to be porter for an hour.

But now in the toilet with Emhom: he kept me by him to read the

morning headlines from the Examiner, the financial news, closing quo-

tations from Wail Street and La Salle Street. Local news next, some-

thing about Big Bill Thompson, that he had hired the Cort Theatre,

for instance, and presented himself on the stage with two caged giant
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rats from the stockyards whom he addressed by the names of Republi-

can renegades—

1

came to know what items Einhom would want first.

‘‘Yes, it’s just as Thompson says. He’s a big gasbag, but this time it’s

true. He rushed back from Honolulu to save what’s-his-name from the

penitentiary.” He was long and well-nigh perfect of memory, a close

and detailed reader of the news, and kept a file on matters of interest

to him, for he was highly systematic, and one of my jobs was to keep

his files in orderm the long steel and wood cases he surrounded himself

with, being masterful, often fussy for reasons hard to understand when
I placed something before him, proposing to throw it away. The stuff

had to be where he could lay his hands on it at once, his clippings and

pieces of paper, in folders labeled Commerce, Invention, Major Local

Transactions, Crime and Gang, Democrats, Republicans, Archaeol-

ogy, Literature, League of Nations. Search me, why the League of

Nations, but he hved by Baconian ideas of what makes the man this

and that, and had a weakness for complete information. Everything

was going to be properly done, with Emhom, and was thoroughly or-

ganized on his desk and around it—Shakespeare, Bible, Plutarch, dic-

tionary and thesaurus, Commercial Law for Laymen, real-estate and

insurance guides, almanacs and directories; then typewriter m black

hood, dictaphone, telephones on bracket arms and a little screwdriver

to hand for touching off the part of the telephone mechanism that regis-

tered the drop of the nickel—^for even at his most prosperous Emhorn
was not going to pay for every call he made; the company was raking in

a fortune from the coinboxes used by the other businessmen who came
to the office—^wire trays labeled Incoming and Outgoing, molten Aetna

weights, notary’s seal on a chain, staplers, flap-moistening sponges,

keys to money, confidential papers, notes, condoms, personal corre-

spondence and poems and essays When all this was arranged and in

place, ail proper, he could begin to operate, back of his polished barrier

approached by two office gates, where he was one of the chiefs of life,

a white-faced executive, much aware of himself and even of the freak-

ish, willful shrewdness that sometimes spoiled his dignity and proud,

plaque-like good looks.

He had his father to keep up with, whose business ideas were perhaps

less imaginative but broader, based on his connections with his rich

old-time cronies. The old Commissioner had made the Emhom money
and still kept the greater part of the titles in his name, not because he

didn’t trast his son, but only for the reason that to the business com-
munity he was the Einhom, the one who was approached first with

offers. William was the heir and was also to be trustee of the shares of
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his son Arthur, who was a sophomore at the University of Illinois, and

of Dingbat. Sometimes Emhom was unhappy about the Commis-

sioner’s habit of making private loans, some of them sizable, from the

bankroll he carried pinned inside the pocket of his Mark Twain suit.

More often he bragged about him as a pioneer builder on the Northwest

Side and had dynastic ideas about the Emhoms—^the organizer coming

after the conqueror, the poet and philosopher succeeding the organizer,

and the whole development typically American, the work of intelli-

gence and strength in an open field, a world of possibilities But really,

with all respect for the Commissioner, Einhom, while still fresh and

palmy, had his father’s overnding powers plus something else, states-

manship, fineness of Ime, Parsee sense, deep-dug intrigue, the scorn of

Pope Alexander VI for custom. One morning while I was reading from

a column on the misconduct of an American heiress with an Italian

prince at Cannes, he stopped me to quote, ‘Dear Kate, you and I

cannot be confined within the weak list of a country’s fashion We are

the makers of manners, Kate, and the liberty that follows our places

stops the mouth of all find-faults . . That’s Henry Fifth for you.

Meaning that there’s one way for people at large and another for those

that have something special to do Which those at large have to have

in front of them It braces them up that there’s a privilege they can’t

enjoy, as long as they know it’s there. Besides, there’s law, and then

there’s Nature. There’s opimon, and then there’s Nature. Somebody

has to get outside of law and opinion and speak for Nature. It’s even a

public duty, so customs won’t have us all by the windpipe.” Emhom
had a teaching turn similar to Grandma Lausch’s, both believing they

could show what could be done with the world, where it gave or re-

sisted, where you could be confident and run or where you could only

feel your way and were forced to blunder. And with his son at the

university I was the only student he had to hand.

He put on a judicious head, and things, no matter how they ran, had

to be collared and brought to a standstill when he was ready to give

out. He raised his unusable arms to the desk by a neat trick that went

through several stages, tugging the sleeve of the right with the fingers

of the left, helping on the left with the right There wasn’t any appeal

to feelings as he accomphshed this, it was only an operation But it had

immense importance. As a robust, full-blooded man might mount up

to a pulpit and then confess his weakness before God, Einhom, with

his feebleness demonstrated for a prelimmary, got himself situated to

speak of strength, with strength It was plenty queer to hear him on

this note, especially in view of the daily drift of life here.
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But let’s take it back to the toilet, where Einhom got himself ready

in the morning. At one time he used to have the barber in to shave

bitn Blit this reminded him too much of the hospital, he said, where

he had put in a total of two and one-half years. Besides he preferred

to do things for himself as much as possible; he had to rely on too many

people as it was. So now he used a safety razor stropped in a gadget

a Czech inventor had personally sold him, he swore by it. To shave took

better than half an hour, chin on the edge of the sink and hands in

the water, working round his face. He fished out the washrag, muffled

himself in it; I could hear him breathe through its papillae. He soaped,

he rubbed and played, scraped, explored with fingers for patches of

bristle, and I sat on the cover of the pot and read. The vapor woke up

old smells, and there was something astringent in the shaving cream

he used that cut into my breath. Then he pomaded his wet hair and

slipped on a httle cap made of an end of woman’s hose. Dried and

powdered, he had to be helped into his shirt, his tie put on, the knot

inspected many times by his fingers and warped exactly into place with

some nervousness about the top button. The jacket next, finished off

with the dry noise of the whiskbroom. Fly re-examined, shoes wiped of

water drops, we weie all set and I got the nod to draw him into the

kitchen for breakfast.

His appetite was sharp and he crowded his food. A stranger with a

head on him, unaware that Einhom was paralyzed, would have guessed

he was not a well man from seeing him suck a pierced egg, for it was
something humanly foxy, paw-handled, hungry above average need.

Then he had this cap of a woman’s stocking, l5:e a trophy from another

field of appetites, if you’ll excuse a sporting reference, or martial one,

on his head. He was conscious of this himself, for pretty much every-

thing was thought of, and his mind m its way performed admirable work
with many of the things he did; or did not care to stop himself from
doing; or was not able to stop; or thought it only creaturely human
nature to do; or enjoyed, indulged; was proud his disease had not killed

his capacity for but rather left him with more capacity than many
normal men. Much that’s nameless to many people through disgust or

shame he didn’t mind naming to himself or to a full confidant (or pretty

nearly so) like me, and caught, used, and worked all feelings freely.

There was plenty to be in on; he was a very busy man.
There was a short executive period, after coffee, when Einhom

threw his weight around about household matters. Wrinkled, gloomy
Tiny Bavatsky, string-muscled, was fetched up from the basement and
told what he must do, warned to lay off the bottle till night. He went
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away, Mtch-gaited, talking to himself in words of menace, to start Ms
tasks. Mrs Einhom was not really a good housekeeper even though she

complained about the floor of the toilet and the old man’s spitting. But

Einhorn was a thoughtful proprietor and saw to it that everything was

kept humming, runmng, flushing, and constantly improved—^rats killed,

cement laid m the backyard, machines cleaned and oiled, porches re-

timbered, tenants sanitary, garbage cans covered, screens patched, flies

sprayed. He was able to tell you how fast pests multiplied, how much
putty to buy for a piece of glazing, the right prices of nails or clothes-

line or fuses and many such things; as much as any ancient senator

knew of husbandry before such concerns came to be thought wrong
Then, when everything was under control, he had himself taken into his

office on the specially constructed chair with cackly casters. I had to

dust the desk and get him a Coke to drink wjth his second cigarette,

and he was already on Ms mail when I got back with it. His mail was

large—^he had to have it so, and from many kinds of correspondents in

all parts of the country.

Let It be hot—^for I’m reporting on summers, durmg vacations, when
I spent full time with him—and he was wearing Ms vest m the office.

The morning, this early, was often gentle prairie weather, long before

the rugged grind—^hke the naivete you get to expect in the hardest and

toughest-used when you’ve been with them long enough— refer to

busmess and heat of a Chicago summer afternoon. But it was breathing

time. The Commissioner wasn’t finished dressing yet; he went into the

mild sun of the street in his slippers, his galluses hung down, and the

smoke of his Claro passed up and back above Ms wMte hair, while Ms
hand was sunk comfortable and deep below his waistband. And Ein-

hom. away back, the length of the office, slit open Ms letters, made
notes for replies, dipped mto his files or passed things on for me to

check on—^me, the often stumped aide, trying to get straight what he

was up to in his numerous small swindles In this respect there was

hardly anything he didn’t get into, like ordering things on approval he

didn’t intend to pay for—stamps, httle tubes of lilac perfume, packages

of hnen sachet, Japanese paper roses that opened in water, and all the

sort of Items advertised in the back pages of the Sunday supplement.

He had me write for them in my hand and give fictitious names, and he

threw away the dunning letters, of course, and said all of these people

calculated losses into what they charged. He sent away for everything

that was free: samples of food, soaps, medicine, the literature of all

causes, reports of the Bureau of American Ethnology and publications

of the Smithsonian Institution, the Bishop Museum in Hawaii, the
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Congressional Record, laws, pamphlets, prospectuses, college cata-

logues, quack hygiene books, advice on bust-development, on getting

rid of pimples, on longevity and Coueism, pamphlets on Fletcherism,

Yoga, spirit-rapping, anti-vivisectioii; he was on the mailmg list of the

Henry George Institute and the Rudolf Steiner Foundation in London,

the local bar association, the American Legion. He had to be in touch

with everything And all this material he kept; the overflow went down
to the basement. Bavatsky or I or Lollie Fewter, who came in three

days a week to do the ironing, carried it below. Some of it, when it went

out of prmt, he sold to bookstores or libraries, and some he remailed

to his clients with the Einhom stamp on it, for good will. He had much
to do also with contests and entered every competition he got wind of,

suggesting names for new products, slogans; he made up bright sayings

and most embarrassing moments, most delightful dreams, omens he

should have heeded, telepathic expenences, and jmgles:

When radio first appeared, I did rave,

And all my pennies I did save.

Even neglected to shave.

Ill take my dear Dynamic to the grave.

He won the Evening American’s first prize of five dollars with this, and

one of my jobs was to see that what was sent out to contests, anagrams

on the names of presidents or on the capitals of states, or elephants

composed of tiny numbers (making what sum?) , that these entnes were

neat, mounted right, inside ruled borders, accompanied by the neces-

sary coupons, boxtops, and labels. Furthermore, I had to do reference

work for him in his study or at the library downtown, one of his projects

being to put out an edition of Shakespeare indexed as the Gideon Bible

was: Slack Business, Bad Weather, Difficult Customers, Stuck with

Big Inventory of Last Year’s Models, Woman, Marriage, Partners. One
thousand and one catchpenny deals, no order too big, no sum too small.

And, all the time, talkative, clowmng, classical, philosophical, homi-

letic, corny, passing around French poses and imitation turds from the

Clark Street novelty stores, pornographic Katzenjammers and Some-
body’s Stenog; teasing with young Lollie Fewter who was fresh up from
the coal fields, that girl with her green eyes from which she didn’t try

to keep the hotness, and her freckled bust presented to the gathering

of men she came among with her waxing rags and the soft shake of her

gait. Yea, Einhom, careful of his perch, with dead legs, and yet denying

in your teeth he was different from other men. He never minded talking

about his paralysis; on the contrary, sometimes he would boast of it as
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a thing he had overcome, in the manner of a successful businessman

who tells you of the farm poverty of his boyhood. Nor did he overlook

any chance to exploit it To a mailing list he got together from houses

that sold wheel chairs, braces, and appliances, he sent out a mimeo-
graphed paper called “The Shut-In ” Two pages of notices and essays,

sentimental bits cribbed from Elbert Hubbard's Scrapbook, tags from

“Thanatopsis
” “Not hke the slave scourged to his quarry” but like a

noble, stoical Greek; or from Whittier: “Prince thou art, the grown up
man/Only is Republican,” and other such sources. “Build thee more
stately mansions, O my soul!” The third page was reserved for readers’

letters This thing—I put it out on the mimeograph and stapled and
carried it to the post office—^gave me the creeps once in a while, uneasy

flesh around the neck But he spoke of it as a service to shut-ins It was
a help to him as well, it brought m considerable insurance business, for

he signed himself, “William Emhom, a neighborhood broker,” and
various companies paid the costs Like Grandma Lausch agam, he

knew how to use large institutions. He had an important bearing with

their representatives—clabber-faced, with his intelligent bit of mus-
tache and shrewd action of his dark eyes, chicken-wmged arms at rest.

He wore sleeve garters—another piece of feminine apparel. He tned

to maneuver various insurance companies into competitive bidding to

increase his commissions.

Many repeated pressures with the same effect as one strong blow,

that was his method, he said, and it was his special pride that he knew
how to use the means contributed by the age to connive as ably as any-

one else; when in a not so advanced time he’d have been mummy-
handled in a hut or somebody might have had to help him be a beggar

in front of a church, the next thing to a memento mori or, more awful,

a reminder of what difficulties there were before you could even be-

come dead. Whereas now—^well, it was probably no accident that it

was the cnpple Hephaestus who made ingenious machines, a normal

man didn’t have to hoist or jack himself over hindrances by means of

cranks, chains, and metal parts. Then it was in the line of human ad-

vance that Emhom could do so much; especially since the whole race

was so hepped-up about appliances, he was not a hell of a lot more de-

pendent than others who couldn’t make do without this or that com-

modity, engine, gizmo, sliding door, public service, and this being

reheved of small toils made mind the chief center of trial Find Emhom
in a serious mood when his fatty, beaky, noble Bourbon face was

thoughtful, and he’d give you the lowdown on the mechanical age, and

on strength and frailty, and piece it out with httle digressions on the
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history of cripples—the dumbness of the Spartans, the fact that Oedipus

was lame, that gods were often maimed, that Moses had faltenng

speech and Dmitri the Sorcerer a withered arm, Caesar and Mahomet
epilepsy, Lord Nelson a pinned sleeve—but especially on the machine

age and the kind of advantage that had to be taken of it; with me like

a man-at-arms receiving a lecture from the learned signor who felt like

passing out discourse.

I was a listener by upbringing And Einhorn with his graces, learn-

ing, oratory, and register of effects was not out to influence me prac-

tically. He was not like Grandma, with her educational seventy-fives

trained on us. He wanted to flow along, be admirable and eloquent.

Not fatherly. I wasn’t ever to get it into my head that I was part of the

family. There was small chance that I would, the way Arthur, the only

son, figured in their references, and I was sent out when any big family

deal began to throb around. To make absolutely sure I wouldn’t get

any such notions, Einhorn would now and then ask me some question

about my people, as if he hadn’t informed himself through Coblm,

Kremdl, Clem, and Jimmy. Pretxy clever, he was, to place me this way.

If Grandma had ideas about a wealthy man who might take a fancy

to us and make our fortune, Simon’s and mine, Einhorn had the re-

verse. I wasn’t to think because we were intimately connected and be-

cause he liked me that I was going to get into the will. The things that

had to be done for him were such that anybody who worked for him

was necessanly intimate with him. It sometimes got my goat, he and

Mrs Einhorn made so sure I knew my place. But maybe they were

right; the old woman had implanted the thought, though I never enter-

tained It in earnest. However, there was such a thought, and it bulged

somewhat into my indignation. Einhorn and his wife were selfish. They
weren’t mean, I admitted in fairness, and generally I could be fair about

it; merely selfish, like two people enjoying their lunch on the grass and

not asking you to join them. If you weren’t dying for a sandwich your-

self It could even make a pleasant picture, smacking on the mustard,

cutting cake, peeling eggs and cucumbers. Selfish, Einhorn was, never-

theless; his nose in constant action smelled, and smelled out every-

thing, sometimes austerely, or again without manners, covert, half an
eye out for observers but not to be deterred if there were any, either.

I don’t think I would have considered myself even remotely as a
legatee of the Commissioner if they hadn’t, for one thing, underlined my
remoteness from mheritance, and, for another, discussed inheritances

all the time.

WeU, they were steeped and soaked necessarily in insurance and
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property, lawsuits and legal miscarriages, sour partnerships and welsh-

ings and contested wills. This was what you heard when the connois-

seurs’ club of weighty cronies met, who all showed by established marks
—^nngs, cigars, quality of socks, newness of panamas—^where they were

situated; they were classified, too, m grades of luck and wisdom, dark-

ness by birth or vexations, power over or subjection to wives, women,

sons and daughters, grades of disfigurement; or by the roles they played

in comedies, tragedies, sex farces; whether they screwed or were

screwed, whether they themselves did the manipulating or were roughly

handled, tugged, and hobbled by their fates; their frauds, their smart

bankruptcies, the fires they had set; what were their prospects of life,

how far death stood from them. Also their merits: which heavy char-

acter of fifty was a good boy, a donor, a friend, a compassionate man,

a man of balls, a lucid percentage calculator, a fellow willing to make
a loan of charity though he couldn’t sign his name, a giver of scrolls to

the synagogue, a protector of Polish relatives. It was known; Einhom
had it all noted And apparently everybody knew everything There

was a good circulation of frankness and a lot of respect going back and
forth. Also a lot of despicable things Be this as it might, the topic inside

the railed space of benches or at the pinochle game in the side-office

annex was mostly business—^receiverships, amortizations, wills, and

practically nothing else. As rigor is the theme of Labrador, breathing

of the summits of the Andes, space to the Cornish miner who lies m a

seam under the sea And, on the walls, insurance posters of people in

the despair of firetraps and the undermming of rats in the beams, house-

wives bnnging down the pantry shelves in their fall. Which all goes to

show how you couldn’t avoid the question of inheritance. Was the old

Commissioner fond of me? While Mrs. Einhom was a kindly woman
ordinarily, now and again she gave me a glance that suggested Sarah

and the son of Hagar. Notwithstanding that there was nothing to

worry about. Nothing. I wasn’t of the blood, and the old man had

dynastic ideas too. And I wasn’t trying to worm my way into any legacy

and get any part of what was coming to her elegant and cultivated son

Arthur. Sure the Commissioner was fond of me, stroked my shoulder,

gave me tips; and he thought of me no further.

But he and Einhom were an enigma to Tillie. Her pharaoh-bobbed

hair grew out of a head mostly physically endowed; she couldn’t ever

tell what they might take it mto their minds to do. And especially her

husband, he was so supple, fertile, and changeable. She worshipfully

obeyed him and did his biddings and errands lust as the rest of us did.

He’d «end her to City Hall with requests for information from the
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Recorder’s OfiBice of the License Bureau; he wrote notes, because she

could never explain what he wanted, and she brought back the informa-

tion written out by a clerk. To get her out of the way when he was up
to something he sent her to visit her cousin on the South Side, an all-

day junket on the streetcars. To be sure she’d be good and gone; and
what’s more, she knew it.

But now suppose we’re at lunchtime, in Einhom’s specimen day.

Mrs Einhorn didn’t like to bother in the kitchen and favored ready-

made or easy meals, delicatessen, canned salmon with onion and vine-

gar, or hamburger and fried potatoes And these hamburgers weren’t

the flat lunch-wagon jobs, eked out with cornmeal, but big pieces of

meat souped up with plenty of garlic and fried to blackness. Covered

with horseradish and chili sauce, they didn’t go down so hard. This

was the food of the house, m the system of its normalcy like its odors

and furnishings, and if you were the visiting albatross come to light,

you’d eat the food you ne’er had eat and offer no gripe The Commis-
sioner, Einhom, and Dingbat asked no questions about it but ate a

great deal, with tea or Coca-Cola as usual Then Einhorn took a white

spoonful of Bisodol and a glass of Waukesha water for his gas. He
made a joke of it, but he never forgot to take them and heeded all his

processes with much seriousness, careful that his tongue was not too

coated and his machinery smooth Very grave, he was sometimes, when
he acted as his own physician He liked to say that he was fatal to

doctors, especially to those who had never given him much hope. ‘T

buned two of them,” he said “Each one told me I’d be gone in a year,

and before the year was out he croaked.” It made him feel good to tell

other doctors of this. Still, he was zealous about taking care of himself;

and with this zeal he had a brat’s self-mockery about the object of his

cares, bottomless self-nbbing; he let his tongue droop over his lip,

comic and stupid, and made dizzy crosses with his eyes Nevertheless

he was always thinking about his health and took his powders and iron

and liver pills You might almost say he followed assimilation with

his thoughts, all through his body that death had already moved in on,

to the Washington of his brain, to his sex and to his studying eyes. Ah,
sure, he was still a going concern, very much so, but he had to take

thought more than others did about himself, since if he went wrong he

was a total loss, nowise justified, a dead account, a basket case, an

encumbrance, zero. I knew this because he expressed everything, and
though he wouldn’t talk openly about the money he had m the bank or

the property he owned, he was absolutely outspoken about vital things,

and he’d open his mind to me, especially when we were together in his
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Study and busy with one of his projects that got more fanciful and mud-
dled the more notions he had about being systematic, so that in the end

there’d be a super-monstrous apparatus you couldn’t set m motion

either by push or crank.

“Augie, you know another man in my position might be out of life

for good. There’s a view of man anyhow that he’s only a sack of crav-

ing guts, you find it m Hamlet, as much as you want of it What a piece

of work is a man, and the firmament frotted with gold—^but the whole

gescheft bores him. Look at me, I’m not even express and admirable

in action You could say a man like me ought to be expected to lie

down and quit the picture. Instead, I’m runmng a big busmess today”

—

that was not the pure truth; it was the Commissioner who was still the

main wheel, but it wasn’t uninteresting ail the^ same—“while nobody
would blame me for rottmg m the back room' under a blanket or for

crabbing and blabbmg my bitter heart out, with fresh and healthy peo-

ple going around me, so as not to look. A kid hke you, for instance,

strong as a bronco and rosy as an apple. An Alcibiades beloved-of-man,

by Jesus. I don’t know what bram power you’ve got; you’re too frisky

yet, and even if you turn out to be smart you’ll never be in the class of

my son Arthur. You shouldn’t be angry for hearing the truth, if you’re

lucky enough to find somebody to hear it from. Anyhow, you’re not bad
off, being an Alcibiades. That’s already way and above your fellow crea-

tures And don’t think they didn’t hate the ongmal either. AU but

Socrates himself, ugly as an old dog, they tell us Nor just because that

the young fellow knocked the dongs of the holy figures off, either, be-

fore he shipped for Sicily. But to get back to the subject, it’s one thing

to be buried with all your pleasures, like Sardanapalus; it’s another to

be buried right plunk in front of them, where you can see them. Ain’t

it so? You need a genius to raise you above it . .

Quiet, quiet, quiet afternoon in the back-room study, with an oil-

cloth on the library table, busts on the wall, invisible cars snoring and

trembling toward the park, the sun shining into the yard outside the

window barred against house-breakers, billiard balls kissing and bound-

ing on the felt and sponge rubber, and the undertaker’s back door still

and stiller, cats sitting on the patlis in the Lutheran gardens over the

alley that were swept and garnished and scarcely ever trod by the chm-

tied Danish deaconesses who’d come out on the cradle-nbbed and

always fresh-pamted porches of their home.

Somewhat it stung me, the way in which he compared me with his

son. But I didn’t mmd being Alcibiades, and let hun be in the same

bracket with Socrates in the bargain, since that was what he was driving
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at. We had title just as good as the chain-mail English kings had to

Brutus If you want to pick your own ideal creature in the mirror coastal

air and sharp leaves of ancient perfections and be at home where a great

mankind was at home, Fve never seen any reason why not. Though un-

able to go along one hundred per cent with a man like the Reverend

Beecher telling his congregation, “Ye are Gods, you are ciystalline,

your faces are radiant^” Fm not an optimist of that degree, from the

actual faces, congregated or separate, that Fve seen; always admitting

that the true vision of things is a gift, particularly in times of special

disfigurement and world-wide Babylonishness, when plug-ugly ma-
cadam and volcanic pepermo look commoner than crystal—^to eyes

with an ordinary amount of grace, anyhow—and when it appears like

a good sensible policy to settle for medium-grade quartz. I wonder

where in the creation there would be much of a double-take at the cry

''Homo sumf*' But I was and have always been ready to venture as far

as possible; even though I was never as much imposed on by Einhorn

as he wanted me to be in his big moments, with his banker’s trousers

and chancellor’s cravat, and his unemployable squiggle feet on the

barber-chairlike mount of his wheeled contraption made to his speci-

fications. And I never could decide whether he meant that he was a

genius or had one, and I suppose he wanted there should be some
doubt about the meaning He wasn’t the man to come out and declare

that he wasn’t a genius while there was the chance he might be one, a

thing like that coming about nolens volens. To some, like his half-

brother Dingbat, he was one. Dingbat swore up and down, “Willie is a

wizard. Give him two bits’ worth of telephone slugs and he’ll parlay it

into big dough,” His wife agreed too, without reservations, that Einhorn
was a wizard. Anything he did—and that covers a lot of territory—^was

all right with her. There wasn’t any higher authority, not even her cousin

Karas, who ran the Holloway Enterprises and Management Co. and
was a demon moneymaker himself. Karas, that bad, rank character,

cinder-crawed, wise to all angles, dressed to kill, with a kitty-cornered

little smile and extortionist’s eyes, she was in awe of him also, but he
wasn’t presumed to be in Einhorn’s class.

But Einhorn wasn’t exactly buried in front of his pleasures. He car-

ried on with one woman or another, and in particular he had a great

need of girls like Lollie Fewter. His explanation was that he took after

his father. The Commissioner, in a kindly, sleepy, warm-aired, fasci-

nated way, petted and admired all women and put his hands wherever
he hked. I imagine women weren’t very angry when he saluted them in

this style because he picked out whatever each of them herself prized
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most—color, breasts, hair, hips, and all the little secrets and con-

nivances with which she emphasized her own good things. Yon couldn’t

rightly say it was a common letch he had; it was a sort of Solomonic

regard of an old chief or aged sea hon. With his spotty big old male
hands, he felt up the married and the unmarried ones, and even the

little girls for what they promised, and nobody ever was offended by it

or by the names he invented, names like “the Tangerines,” or “the Little

Sled,” “Madame Yesteryear,” “the Six-Foot Dove.” The grand old

gentleman. Satisfied and gratified You could feel from the net pleasant-

ness he earned what there had been between him and women now old

or dead, whom he recognized, probably, and greeted in this nose or that

bosom.

His sons didn’t share this quality. Of course you don’t expect younger
men to have this kind of evening-Mississippi serenity, but there wasn’t

much disinterestedness or contemplation in either of them. There was
perhaps more of it in Dingbat than m his brother There scarcely was
a time when Dingbat wasn’t engaged to a mce girl. He scrubbed himself

and dressed himself to go to see her in a desperate, cracked rage of

earnest respect. Sometimes he would look ready to cry from devotion,

and m his preparations he ran out of the perfumed bathroom, clean

starched shirt open on his skinny hairmess, to remind me to fetch the

corsage from Bluegren’s. He could never do enough for these girls and
never thought himself good enough for them. And the more he re-

spected them the more he ran with tramps between times, whom he
picked up at Guyon’s Paradise and took to the Forest Preserves in the

Stutz, or to a little Wilson Avenue hotel that Karas-Holloway owned.

But Friday evenings, at family dmner, there was often a fiancee, now a
piano teacher, now a dress designer or bookkeeper, or simply a home
girl, wearing an engagement ring and other presents; and Dingbat with

a necktie, tense and daffy, homagefuUy calhng her “Honey,” “Isabel,

hon,” “Janice dear,” in his hoarse, thin black voice.

Einhom, however, didn’t have such sentiments at ail, whatever senti-

ments he entertained on other scores. He took the joking liberties his

father did, but his jokes didn’t have the same ring; which isn’t to say

that they weren’t funny but that he cast himself forward on them toward

a goal—seduction. What the laugh was about was his disability; he was

after a fashion laughing about it, and he was not so secretly saying to

women that if they’d look further they’d find to their surprise that there

was the real thing, not disabled. He promised. So that when he worked

his wicked, lustful charm, apparently so safe, like a worldly priest or

elderly gentleman from whom it’s safe to accept a little complimentary
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badinage or tickle, he was really singlemindedly and grimly iSixed on
the one thing, ultimately the thing, for which men and women came
together. And he was the same with them all; not, of course, foreseeing

any great success, but hoping all the same that one of them—^beautiful,

forward, intrigued with him, wishing to play a secret game, maybe a

trifle perverse (he suggested), would see, would grasp, would crave,

bum for him. He looked and hoped for this in every woman.
He wouldn’t stay a cnpple, Einhom; he couldn’t hold his soul in it.

Sometimes it was dreadful, this, he’d lose everything he’d thought

through uncountable times to reconcile himself to it, and be like the

wolf in the pit in the zoo who keeps putting his muzzle to the comers
of the walls, back and forth, in his exhibition jail It didn’t happen

often; probably not oftener than ordinary people get a shove of the

demon. But it happened. Touch him when he was off his feed, or had a

cold and a little fever, or when there was a rift m the organization, or

his position didn’t feel so eminent and he wasn’t getting the volume of

homage and mail he needed—or when it was the turn of a feared truth

to come up unseen through the multitude of elements out of which he

composed his life, and then he’d say, ‘T used to think I’d either walk

or swallow iodine, and I’d have massages and exercises, and drills when
I’d concentrate on a single muscle and think I was building it up by my
will, and It was all the bunk, Augie, the Cone theory, etcetera. For the

birds. And It Can Be Done and the sort of stuff that bigshot Teddy
Roosevelt wrote in his books Nobody’ll ever know all the things I

tried before I finally decided it was no go I couldn’t take it, and I took

it. And I can't take it, yet I do take it. But how! You can get along

twenty-nine days with your trouble, but there’s always that thirtieth

day when goddammit you can’t, when you feel like the stinking fly in

the first cold snap, when you look about and think you’re the Old Man
of the Sea locked around Sinbad’s neck; and why should anybody carry

an envious piece of human junk*? If society had any sense they’d give

me euthanasia or leave me the way the Eskimos do their old folks in

an igloo with food for two days. Don’t you look so miserable. Go on
away. See if Tillie wants you for something.”

But this was on the thirtieth day, or more seldom, because in general

he enjoyed good health and looked on himself as a useful citizen and
even an extraordinary one, and he bragged that there was hardly any-

thing he couldn’t bring off if he put his mind to it. And he certainly did

some bang-up things. He’d clear us all out of the way to be alone with

Lollie Fewter; he’d arrange for the whole lot of us to drive out to Niles

Center and show the Commissioner a piece of property. Ostensibly get-
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ting ready to occupy himself with a piece of work while we were away
—^the files and information were laid out for him—^he was unhurried,

engaging, and smooth-tempered in his tortoiseshells, answering every

last question in full and even detaining the excursion to have some last

words with his father about frontages or improvements “Wait till I

show you on the map just where the feeder-bus comes through. Bring

the map, Augie.” He’d have me fetch it and kept the Commissioner

till he became impatient, with Dmgbat grinding the klaxon and Mrs.

Einhom already settled with bags of fruit in the back seat, calling,

“Come, it’s hot. I’m fainting here.” And Lollie m the passage between

the flat and the ofiices sauntered up and down with the dustmop m the

polished dimness, big and soft, comfortable for the heat in a thin

blouse and straw sandals, like an overgrown girl walking a doll and
keeping a smile to herself about this maternal, matrimonial game, lazy

and careless and, you could say, saving force for the game to follow.

Clem Tambow had tried to tell me what the score was but hadn’t con-

vinced me, not just because of the oddness of the idea, and that I had
a boyish respect for Einhora, but also because I had made a start with

Lollie myself I found excuses to be with her in the kitchen while she

was ironing She told me of her family in the Franklm County coal

fields, and then about the men there, and what they tned and did She

rolled me in feelings From suggestion alone, I didn’t have the strength

to keep my feet. We soon were kissing and feeling; she now held off my
hands and now led them inside her dress, alleging mstruction, boister-

ous that I was still cherry, and at last, from kindness, she one day said

that if rd come back in the evemng I could take her home. She left me
so horny I was scarcely able to walk. I hid outm the poolroom, dread-

ing that Einhora would send for me. But Clem came with a message

from her that she had changed her mmd. I was bitter about that but I

reckon I felt freed, too, from a crisis. “Didn’t I tell you?” said Clem,

“You both work for the same boss, and she’s his httle nooky. His and

a couple of other guys’. But not for you. You don’t know anything and

you don’t have any money.”

“Why, damn her soul!”

“WeU, Einhora would give her anything. He’s nuts about her.”

I couldn’t conceive that. It wouldn’t be like Emhom to settle his

important feelings on a tramp But that exactly was what he had done.

He was mad for her. Emhorn knew, too, that he shared her with a few

hoodlums from the poolroom. Of course he knew. It wasn’t in his life

to be without information; he had the stowage of an anthill for it, with

weaving black lines of approvisioners creeping into the crest from every
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direction. They told him what would be the next turn in the Lingle

case, or what the public-auction schedule would be, or about Appellate

Court decisions before they were m print, or where there was hot

goods, from furs to school supplies; so he had a line on Lollie from the

beginning to the end.

Eleanor Klein asked me sentimental questions. Did I have a sweet-

heart yet? It was a thing I appeared ripe for. Our old neighbor, Kreindl,

asked me too, but in a different way, on the q.t. He judged I was no
longer a kid and he could reveal himself, his cockeyes turning fierce

and gay. *'Schmeist du schon, Augie? You’ve got friends? Not my son.

He comes home from the store and reads the paper. S'mteresiert ihm

nisht. You’re not too young, are you? I was younger than you and

gefdrlich. 1 couldn’t get enough. Kotzie doesn’t take after me.” He
much needed to pronounce himself the better, and m fact the only,

man in his house; and he did look very sturdy when he massed up his

teeth and creased his out-of-doors, rugged face to smile. He saw a lot

of weather, for he went through the entire West Side on foot with his

satchel of samples. Because he had to count every nickel. And he had
the patience and hardness of steady pavement going, passing the same
lead-whited windows of a factory twenty times a month and knowing

to the last dent every empty lot between him and a destination. Ar-

riving, he could hang around hours for a six-bit commission or a piece

of information. “Kotzie takes after my missis. He is kaltblutig/* Sure I

knew it was he himself that did all the trumpeting, screaming, and
stamping down in his flat, throwing things on the floor.

“And how is your brother?” he said intriguingly. ‘T understand the

little maidelech wet their pants for him. What is he doing?”

As a matter of fact 1 didn’t know what Simon was up to these days.

He didn’t tell me, nor did he seem curious as to what was happening

to me, having decided in his mind that I was nothing but a handyman
at Einhorn’s.

Once I went with Dingbat to a party one of his fiancees was giving,

and I met my brother with a Polish girl in a fur-trimmed orange dress;

he wore a big, smooth, check suit and looked handsome and sufficient

to himself. He didn’t stay long, and I had a feeling that he didn’t want
to spend his evenmgs where I did. Or maybe it was the kind of evening

Dingbat made of it that didn’t please him, Dingbat’s recitations and

hoarse parodies, his turkey girding and obscene cackles that made the

girls scream. There were several months when Dingbat and I were
very thick. At parties I horsed around with him, goofy, his straight man;
or I hugged and pitched on the porches and in the backyards with girls,
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exactly as he did. He took me under his protection in the poolroom,

and we did some friendly boxing, at which I was never much good, and

played snooker—a little better—and hung about there with the hoods

and loudmouths. So that Grandma Lausch would have thought that

the very worst she had ever said about me let me oif too light, seeing

me in the shoeshine seat above the green tables, in a hat with diamond

airholes cut in it and decorated with brass kiss-me pins and A1 Smith

buttons, in sneakers and Mohawk sweatshirt, there in the frying jazz

and the buzz of baseball broadcasts, the click of markers, butt thomp-

mg of cues, spat-down pollyseed shells and blue chalk crushed under-

foot and dust of hand-slickening talcum hanging in the air. Along with

the blood-smelling swaggeroos, recruits for mobs, automobile thieves,

stick-up men, sluggers and bouncers, punks with ambition to become

torpedoes, neighborhood cowboys with Jack Holt sideburns down to

the jawbone, coliegiates, tinhorns and small-time racketeers and pugs,

ex-servicemen, home-evading husbands, hackies, truckers and bush-

league athletes. Whenever someone had a notion to work out on me

—

and there were plenty of touchy characters here to catch your eye in a

misconstrued way—^Dingbat flew around to protect me.

*This kid IS a buddy of mine and he works for my bro. Monkey with

him and you’ll get something broke on your head. What’s the matter,

you tough or hungry!”

He was never anything but through and through earnest when the

subject was loyalty or honor; his bony dukes were ready and his Cuban
heels dug down sharply; his furrowed chin was already feeling toward

its fighting position on the shoulder of his starched shirt, prepared to

go into his stamping dance and start slugging.

But there weren’t any fights over me. If there was one doctrine of

Grandma Lausch’s that went home, it was the one of the soft answer,

though with her this was of tactical not merciful origin, the dust-off for

heathen, stupes, and bruteheads. So I don’t claim it was a trained spirit

turning aside wrath, or integer vitae (how could I?) making the wolves

respect me; but I didn’t have any taste for the perpetual danger-sign,

eye-narrowing, tricky Tybalt all coiled up to stab, for that code, and

was without curiosity for what it was like to hit and so I refused all the

bids to outface or be outfaced.

On this I had Einhom’s views also, whose favorite example vras his

sitting in the driver’s seat of the Stutz—as he sometimes did, having

been moved over to watch tennis matches or sandlot games—and a coal

heaver running up with a tire tool because he had honked once or twice

for the Stutz to move and Dingbat wasn’t there to move it. “What could
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I do,” said Emhorn, ‘‘if he asked me no questions but started to swing

or punch me in the face? With my hands on the wheel, he’d think I was

the driver. Fd have to talk fast. Could I talk fast enough‘s What could

make an impression on an animal like that*^ Would I pretend to faint

or play dead? Oh my God^ Even before I was sick, and I was a pretty

husky young fellow, Fd do anything possible before I started to trade

punches with any sonofabitch, muscle-minded ape or bad character

looking for trouble. This city is one place where a person who goes out

for a peaceful walk is liable to come home with a shiner or bloody nose,

and he’s almost as likely to get it from a cop’s nightstick as from a

couple of squareheads who haven’t got the few dimes to chase pussy

on the high rides in Riverview and so hang around the alley and plot

to jump someone. Because you know it’s not the city salary the cops

live on now, not with all the syndicate money there is to pick up There

isn’t a single bootleg alky truck that goes a mile without being convoyed

by a squad car. So they don’t care what they do. I’ve heard of them
almost killing guys who didn’t know enough English to answer their

questions.” And now, with eager shrewdness of nose and baggy eyes,

he began to increase his range; sometimes, with that white hair bunched

over his ears and his head lifted back, he looked grand, suffering more
for than from something, relaxing his tense care of himself. “But there

is some kind of advantage in the roughness of a place like Chicago, of

not having any illusions either Whereas m all the great capitals of the

world there’s some reason to think humanity is very different. All that

ancient culture and those beautiful works of art nght out m public,

by Michelangelo and Christopher Wren, and those ceremonies, like

trooping the color at the Horse Guards’ parade or burying a great man
in the Pantheon over m Paris, You see those marvelous things and you
think that everythmg savage belongs to the past. So you think. And then

you have another think, and you see that after they rescued women
from the coal mines, or pulled down the Bastille and got rid of Star

Chambers and lettres de cachet, ran out the Jesuits, increased educa-

tion, and built hospitals and spread courtesy and politeness, they have
five or six years of war and revolutions and kill off twenty million peo-

ple. And do they think there’s less danger to life than here? That’s a
riot. Let them say rather that they blast better specimens, but not try

to put it over that the only human bemgs who live by blood are away
down on the Ormoco where they hunt heads, or out m Cicero. But the

best specimens always have been maltreated or killed. I’ve seen a pic-

ture of Aristotle mounted and ridden hke a horse by some nasty whore.

There was Pythagoras who got killed over a diagram; there was Seneca
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who had to cut his wrists; there were the teachers and the saints whe
became martyrs.

‘'But I sometimes think,” he said, “what if a guy came in here with

a gun and saw me at this desk? If he said ‘Stick ’em up’’ do you think

he’d wait until I explained to him that my arms were paralyzed? He’d
let me have it He’d think I was reaching in a drawer or pushing a signal

button, and that would be the finish of Emhom Just have a look at

the hold-up statistics and then tell me I’m dreaming up trouble What
I ought to do IS have a sign put up above my head saymg ‘Cnpple.’ But
I wouldn’t like to be seeing that on the wall all the time. I just hope the

Brink’s Express and Pinkerton Protective labels all over the place will

keep them away.”

He often abandoned himself to ideas of death, and notwithstanding

that he was advanced in so many ways, his Death was still the old one
in shriveling mummy longjohns; the same Death that beautiful maidens
failed to see in their mirrors because the mirrors were filled with their

white breasts, with the. blue hght of old German rivers, with cities

beyond the window checkered hke their own floors. A cheating old

rascal with bones showing in his buckskin fringes, not a gentle Sir

Cedric greeting young boys from the branches of an apple tree. Emhorn
had no kind famihar thoughts of him, but superstitions about this fnght-

ful snatcher and he only played the Thanatopsis stoic but maneuvered

to beat this other, who had already gained so much on hun. Who maybe
was the only real god he had.

Often 1 thought that in his heart Einhom had completely surrendered

to this fear. But when you believed you had tracked Einhom through

his acts and doings and were about to capture him, you found yourself

not in the center of a labyrinth but on a wide boulevard; and here he

came from a new direction—a governor in a limousine, with state

troopers around him, dominant and necessary, everybody’s lover,

whose deatn was only one element, and a remote one, of his privacy.
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CHAPTER VI

What did I, out of all this, want for myself? I couldn’t have told you.

My brother Simon wasn’t much my senior, and he and others at our

age already had got the idea there was a life to lead and had chosen

their directions, while I was circling yet. And Einhom, what services

he needed of me he pretty well knew, but what I was to get from him

wasn’t at all clear. I know I longed very much, but I didn’t understand

for what.

Before vice and shortcoming, admitted in the weariness of maturity,

common enough and boring to make an extended showing of, there

are, or are supposed to be, silken, unconscious, nature-painted times,

like the pastoral of Sicilian shepherd lovers, or lions you can chase away
with stones and golden snakes who scatter from their knots into the

fissures of Eryx. Early scenes of life, I mean; for each separate person

too, everyone beginning with Eden and passing through trammels,

pains, distortions, and death into the darkness out of which, it is hinted,

we may hope to enter permanently into the beginning again. There is

horror of grayness, of the death-forerunning pinch, of scandalous

mouth or of fear-eyes, and of whatever is caused by no recollection of

happiness and no expectation of it either. But when there is no
shepherd-Sicily, no free-hand nature-painting, but deep city vexation

instead, and you are forced early into deep city aims, not sent in your

ephod before Eli to start service in the temple, nor set on a horse by
your weeping sisters to go and study Greek in Bogota, but land in a

poolroom—^what can that lead to of the highest? And what happiness

or misery-antidote can it offer instead of pipes and sheep or musical,

milk-drinking innocence, or even merely nature walks with a pasty

instructor in goggles, or fiddle lessons? Friends, human pals, men and
brethren, there is no brief, digest, or shorthand way to say where it

leads. Crusoe, alone with nature, under heaven, had a busy, com-
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plicated time of it with the inhuman itself, and I am in a crowd that

yields results with much more difficulty and reluctance and am part of

it myself.

Dingbat, too, for a short while, had his effect on me, speaking of

deep city aims. He thought there was a lot he could teach me that even

his brother couldn’t. I learned about Dingbat that he was full of the

thought of justifying himself before the Commissioner and Einhom
and aimed to produce a success, one that was characteristic of him.

He swore he would, that it was in him to make a fortune and a reputa-

tion, and he wanted to glitter as a promoter, announced on the radio

among the personalities that pass through the ring before the main
event, his specs like diamonds. Now and then he got a fighter to man-
age, somebody mesmerizable. And at this time he became the manager
of a heavyweight. At last, he said, he had a good one. Nails Nagel.

Dingbat had had middles and welters, but a good heavyweight fighter

was the biggest dough of all, provided he was championship material,

which, Dingbat declared—rried out in his smcerest ready-for-battle

assertion—Nails was. Nails sometimes allowed himself to think so too;

at heart probably not, or he would have thrown himself full time into

it and stopped going back to his job in the auto-wreckmg yard. He
was both slow and spasmodic in the way he used the gnme-crowned
hands that ended his rugged white arms, lashed with extra reinforce-

ments of smew at the joints. His dull and black jaw was similarly rein-

forced, and it backed stiffly down on his shaven throat to shelter from
punches; the top of his head was surrounded by a cap and the visor

stuck forward over lair-hidden eyes. Hurt, decent manhood, meaning

no wrong or harm, a horsehair coil or ragged ball of slob virility, that

was what he made you feel. He was very strong and an angel about

taking punishment; also his big white flanky body moved fast enough,

for a heavy’s What he didn’t have was rmg wit. He depended on Ding-

bat to tell him what to do, suffered himself to be run, and he couldn’t

differ effectively because his tongue, among missing teeth, was very

slow, and the poolroom wisecrackers said, “Change to light oil; she

won’t turn over in this weather.” He was miscast as a fighter, the

chicken-woman’s son His niothg^ had worked for years m a poultry-

shop back, plucking hens and ^ese, a burlap-dressed woman who
couldn’t close her mouth over her teeth. She made good dough, and

Nails still took more from her than he ever earned. He was in a racket

he only had a strong apparent capacity for.

However, he was cuckoo about being admired as a fighter, and he
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was unbelievably happy one time when Dingbat brought him along to

stand by while he, Dingbat, gave a talk to a boys’ club in a basement

on Division Street, invited by a poolroom buddy who was sponsor. It

went somethmg like this: both Dingbat and Nails in their best clothes,

black suede shoes and wearing spotless, eye-cramming fedoras and

key chains “Boys, the first thing you got to understand is how impor-

tant it is to live clean, tram hard, get plenty of milk and vegetables,

and sleep with open wmdows. Take a fighter like my boy here”

—

happily grinning Nails, toughly sending them his blessings
—

“on the

road, makes no difference where, Nagel works up a full sweat at least

once a day. Then, hot shower, cold shower, and a fast rub. He gets the

body poisons out of his pores, and the only time he gets to smoke is

when I give him a cigar after a vicl’ry. I was reading where Tex
Rickard wrote the other day in the Post, that before the Willard fight,

when It was a hundred in the shade out there in Ohio, Dempsey was
framed so fine that when he took a nap before the event, m his under-

wear, they were crisp and there wasn’t a drop of sweat on him. Boys,

I want to tell you, that’s wonderful! That’s one of the worth-while ways
to be. So take my advice and don’t play with your dummy. I can’t tell

you how important that is. Leave it alone. Not just if you want to be
an athlete, and there’s few things that’s finer, but even if you got other

ambitions, that’s the first way to go wrong. So hands off; it’ll make your
brains fuzzy. And don’t play gidgy with your little girl friends. It don’t

do you or them any good. Take it from me, I’m giving it to you straight

because I don’t believe in shady stuff and hanky-panky. The hot little

punks I see around the street—^just pass them by. If you got to have
a girl friend, and I don’t see why not, there’s plenty of honest kids to

choose from, the kind who’d never grab you by the fly or let you stick

around till one a.m. mushing with them on the steps”—and on and on,

with his glare of sincerity to the membership on camp chairs

Being a manager was perfect for Dingbat. And it was just what he
needed, to make speeches (his brother was a lodge and banquet orator),

and to drag Nails out of his room m the morning for road work in the

park, and to coax, coach, neigh, and brandish around and dispute the

use of equipment in Trafton’s gym, always angrily on his rights over
tapes and punchmg bags m the liniment-groggy, flickety-rope-time,

tm-locker-clashing. Loop-darkened rooms and the Polish, Italian,

Negro thump-muscled, sweat-glittering training-labor, where the smart
crowd of owners and percentage-figurers was. When he had gotten
Nails into condition he took him on the road, out West by bus, with
money borrowed from Emhom, but wired from Salt Lake City where
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they landed broke, and they came back hungry and white. Nails had
won two fights in six, and it was hard going among the gibes in the

poolroom.

But Dingbat was out of the fight racket for a while; it was at the

time of the great jailbreak at Joliet, and he was a corporal in the Na-
tional Guard called in by the governor. He was around at once m his

khakis and corded campaign hat, not hiding the worry that he might
be in the patrol that cornered Tommy O’Connor or Larry the Aviator
or Bugsy Gonzalez whom he admired.

“Fall m a ditch, stupid, and stay there,” Einhom said to hun. “But
the state troopers will have them rounded up before you’re on the

train, and the worst you’ll have is a crowded ride and beans to eat.”

The Commissioner, whose health hadn’t been good lately, called

from bed, “Let’s see you, Cholly Chaphn, before you leave,” and
when Dingbat, looking wronged, and leg-bound in the deforming
breeches, stood up to him, he said, colossally amused, —
Dingbat drawn up in a consumption of misunderstood feelings. Mrs.
Einhorn was frightened by the uniform and wept, hanging on LoUie
Pewter’s neck Dingbat was bivouacked around Joliet in rainy weather
for a few days and came back leaner, blacker, ground mto tiredness,

with provoked eyes squinty from fatigue. But he took up with Nails

immediately He had gotten him a match m Muskegon, Michigan.

Einhorn sent me along to get the lowdown on what happened to Ding-

bat and Nagel m the sticks He said, “Augie, I owe you a holiday. If

your friend IQem, whom I don’t trust too much, will pinch-hit for

you here a couple of afternoons, you can go and have an excursion.

Maybe it’ll give Nagel confidence to have somebody in his comer.

Dingbat cracks the whip over him too much and gets him down. Maybe
a cheerful third party—sursum corda. How good’s your Latin, kid?”

Einhorn was happy as the devil with his idea; when what he wanted

comcided with a good deed, it made his emotions warm. He called

his father and said, “Dad, give Augie here ten bucks. He’s going on a

trip for me”—^thus to show that his generosity had an obstacle to pass.

The Commissioner gladly gave, bemg openhanded and bland about

any amount; in parting with dough he was exemplary.

Dingbat was glad I was coming, and he made a speech to all, with

that animal effrontery of his whenever he was in charge “All right,

fellas; we’ve got to click this time . . Poor Nails, he didn’t look

good in the Wasps AC mulberry jacket bagging over his muscles, and

his togs in the bag hung down to his bowed giant gams as heavy as

plumbefs tools. An immense face like raked garden soil in need of
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water. And in this porous dryness, a pair of whity eyes fearing the

worst, and a punch-formed nose.

The worst, for that day, had already happened to somebody else;

one of the Aiello brothers had been found shot to death m his roadster.

There was a big spread on it in the Examiner: we read it in the pier-

bound trolley, and Nails thought he had played softball once against

this Aiello. He was downcast But it was still very early, right after

dawn, when the slum distances of the morning streets were hollow,

with only a white drop of sun on the brinks of buildings. When we
walked down the pier to the City of Saugatuck and came out of the

shed, suddenly the town gloom ended in a flaming blue teeter of fresh

water, from the black shore-ends down mto the golden whiteness east-

ward. The white-leaded decks had just been washed down and were

sparkling with colors of water m a Gulf of Mexico warmth, and the

gulls let the air currents carry them around Dingbat was finally happy.

He got Nails to do his road work around the ship before the decks be-

came too crowded. Eight hours on the water without exercise and he’d

be too stiff to fight that night. So Nails threw himself into a trot, smil-

ing; he was a changed man in this swift-water sunshine and the gulls

dropping almost from a standstill to the surface for pieces of bread.

He unpacked a few jabs from the top of his chest, ginger, technical,

and dangerous, and Dingbat, in stripes like a locust’s leg, advised him

to put more shoulder into them. They were pretty convinced they

were sailing to a victory. The two of them went into the rosy carpet-

ing of the lounge for coffee. I stayed on deck in joy of the sun, the

colors, up in the hay odors from the hatch where there were the

horses of a yokel-circuit circus; it sent my blood happy to sit there in

the blue and warm, with the slow air coming up against me from my
feet in pretty much frazzled gym shoes, large-sized, lettered in india

ink, up my jeans, and my head with plenty of hair to cushion it against

the bulkhead.

When we were well out on the warm, unsalty water Dingbat walked

out of the salon with two young women, friends of Isabel or Janice,

whom he had met there, both in tennis whites and ribboned-up hair,

starting on vacation, to run and straight-arm high-bounders on the

tenms lawn of a Saugatuck resort and canoe their nice busts on the

idle shore water. He pointed out the departing sights with his hat, his

outstanding hair getting a chance to live in the sun and evaporate its

perfumes—^what was there better for a rising young fight manager
than to stroll in his white shoes and with yachtsman’s furl to his pants

on a sweet morning indulgent to human hopes and be the cavalier to
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girls? NaUs stayed in the salon, trying to win a prize on a machine
called the Claw, a little derrick in a glass case filled with cameras,

fountain pens, and flashlights embedded in a hill of chickenfeed candy.

For a nickel you could maneuver it by two gadgets, one that aimed and
another that gripped the claw. He had nothing to show for fifty cents

except a handful of waxy candy. He wanted a camera for his mother.

So he shared the candy with me, on deck, and then declared that

he had strained his eyes at the machine and felt dizzy, but it was the

motion and the water bursting smoothly at the bow that got him, and
when we were in close to the Michigan shore and its groundswell he
turned death-nosed, white as a polyp, even m his deepest wrmkles.
While he vomited. Dingbat supported him fiercely from the back—^his

boy, he’d see him through hell—and pleaded with an unhidable bitter-

ness of disappointment, “Oh, man, hold up, for Chnssakes!” But
Nails went on heaving and tearing air into his chest, his hair lapping

down over his cold face and land-longing eyes When we touched
Saugatuck we didn’t dare tell him that we were hours yet from Muske-
gon. Dingbat took him below to he down. Nails could feel secure only

m a few streets of all the world.

At Muskegon we led him off, yellow and flabby, down the planks of

the pier where there wasn’t enough motion over the sand of the bot-

tom to camouflage the perch from the afternoon anglers. We went to

the YMCA and washed him, got a meal of roast beef, and then went to

the gym. Though he complained of a headache and wanted to lie down,
Dingbat forced him through his paces. “If I let you, you’ll only lie

there and feel sorry for yourself, and you won’t be able to fight worth

a damn tonight. I know what you need. Augie’ll go over and get a

pack of aspirms. You go on and start running off the meal.” I got back
with the pills, and Nails, white and crampy from his ten laps of the

bhnd, airless room, sat and panted under the basketball standards, and

Dmgbat rubbed his chest and tried to pump him with confidence but

only gave him more anguish, not knowmg how to raise hopes without

threats. “Man, where’s your will power, where’s your reserves!”

It was BO use. Already sunset, and the bout an hour away, we sat

out in the square, but there was a fresh-water depth smell there, and

Nails was queasy and sagged with a hinging head on the bench. “Well,

come on,” Dingbat said. “We’ll do the best we can.”

The fight was m the Lions’ Club. Nails was in the second event

against a man named Prince Jaworski, a dnll-operator from the Bruns-

wick plant who got all the encouragement of the crowd, especially as

Nails shambled and covered from him or held him in clinches, look-
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ing frightened to death in the dry borax sparkle of the ring and gawp-

ing out into the ringside faces and the student blood yells. Jaworski

padded after him with wider swings. He had both height and reach

on poor Nails, and, I estimate, was about five years younger. Dingbat

was frantic with anger at the boos and scouted at Nails when he came

to the comer, “If you don’t hit him at least once this round Fm
gonna walk out and leave you here done,” “I told you we shoulda

taken the train,” said Nails, “but you were going to save four bucks.”

He listened, however, to the noise against him, startled in the eyes,

and plunged out with more spirit the second round, carrying the fight

to Jaworski, reckless, with slum motions of deadliness in his giant white

knots. But m the third round he was hit where he could least stand a

blow, in the belly, and he went deadweight flat, counted out m a terror

of roars and barks, accusations of dive-takmg and fixed fight, with

Dingbat mounted on the first rope and flapping his hat at the referee,

who made a headstall of his hands and covered his ears Nails came

doubled out of the ring, dead-eyed in the white electric bnlliance and

with a wet moss of whiskers on the stony sponge of his cheeks. I helped

him dress and took him back to the YMCA, where I got him into bed

and locked him m the room, then waited m the street for Dingbat so

that he wouldn’t go and kick at his door. But he was too glum and

droopy for that. He and I took a walk together and bought lard-fried

potatoes at a street wagon, and then turned m.

In the morning we had to cash in our return tickets to pay the hotel

biU, for Dingbat had counted on a purse and was flat broke We hitched

rides toward Chicago and spent a night on the beach at Harbert, a little

way out of St. Joe, Nails wrapped m his robe and Dingbat and I shar-

ing a shcker. We went through Gary and Hammond tliat day, on a

trailer from Flint, by docks and dumps of sulphur and coal, and flames

seen by their heat, not light, in the space of noon air among the black,

huge Pasiphae cows and other columnar animals, headless, rolling a

rust of smoke and connected in an enormous statuary of hearths and

mills—^here and there an old boiler or a hill of cinders in the bulrush

spawning-holes of frogs. If you’ve seen a winter London open thun-

dering mouth in its awful last minutes of river light or have come with

cold clanks from the Alps into Torino in December white steam then

you’ve known like greatness of place. Thirty crowded miles on oil-

spotted road, where the furnace, gas, and machine volcanoes cooked

the Empedocles fundamentals into pig iron, girders, and rails; another

ten miles of loose city, five of tight-^—^the tenements—and we got off

fee trader not far from the Loop and went into Thompson’s for a stew
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and spaghetti meal, near the Detective Bureau and in the midst of the

movie-distnbutors’ district of great posters.

There was nobody much interested in our return. For there had been
a fire at Einhom’s meanwhile. It destroyed the living room—^big reek-

ing black holes in the mohair, the onental rug ruined, and the mahogany
library table and the set of Harvard Classics on it scorched and soaked
by the extinguishers. Emhom had filed claim for two thousand dollars;

the inspector didn’t agree that the cause of the fire was a short-circuit

but hinted it had been set, and there was opinion heard that he wanted
to be paid off. Bavatsky wasn’t around; I had to take on part of his

duties for a while but had better sense than to ask about him, knowing
he must be in hiding. The day the fire broke out TiUie Einhom had
been visiting her cousin-in-law and Jimmy Klein had taken the sick

Commissioner to the park The Commissioner looked vexed about it.

His bedroom was off the parlor, where the smell lasted for weeks, and
he lay with silent frowns, condemning his son’s way of domg business.

TiUie had been asking for a new suite, so he had it m for her too

—

furniture-insatiable women and their nest-windmg thoughts.

“Wouldn’t I give you the five, six hundred doUars you’U chisel out

of the company,” the Commissioner said to his son, “so I wouldn’t

have to smell this ipisch m my last days*^ WiUie, you knew I was sick.”

This was certainly true Beaky, white, and solemn, Einhorn took the

rebuke as deserved, filially, from the Commissioner nsen out of bed,

in his long underwear and his open, brocaded, heel-touching dressing

gown, standing enfeebled in the kitchen and refusing the natural sup-

port of the back of a chair, independent. “Yes, Dad,” Emhom an-

swered, the sense of a bad piece of work settled about his neck in two

or three loose rings; and without humor but strenuously and almost

fiercely he looked at me. Now I had come to know definitely that he

was the author of the fire, and probably it was in his thoughts that I was

getting to learn all his secrets. They were safe with me, but it injured

his pnde that they should get out. I made myself inconspicuous and

didn’t remind him when he forgot my pay that week. Maybe that was

too much delicacy, but I was at an exaggerating age.

Summer passed, school reopened, and the insurance company still

wasn’t satisfied. I heard from Clem that Einhom was after Tambow
Senior to get somebody m City Hall to approach a vice-president about

the claim, and I know he got off quite a few letters himself, complain-

ing that one of the biggest brokers couldn’t get a small fire settled. How
did they expect him to convince clients that their losses would be

covered promptly? As you’d expect, he had insured himself with the
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company that got most of his business. Holloway Enterprises alone

paid premiums on a quarter of a million dollars’ worth of property, so

that there must have been pretty clear proof of arson, for I’m sure

the company wanted to be obliging. The reeking, charred furniture,

covered with canvas, remained until the Commissioner wouldn’t have

it around any more, and it was moved into the yard where the kids

played Kmg of the Hill on it and the junkmen came offering to take it

away, sweating around the office humbly till Einhorn would see them

and say, no, he was thinking of donating it to the Salvation Army
when the claim was settled.

Really, he had already promised to sell it to Kreindl, who was going

to have it re-covered. Especially because of the inconvenience, Einhom
was set on getting full value out of it. And because of the scorn of the

Commissioner. But on the whole he thought he had been right; that

this was the way you answered your wife’s request for a new living-

room suite. He made me a present of the Harvard Classics with the

covers ruined by the carbonic spray. I kept the volumes in a crate under

my bed and started on Plutarch, Luther’s letters to the German nobil-

ity, and The Voyage of the Beagle, in which I got as far as the crabs

who stole the eggs of stupid shorebirds.

I couldn’t read more because I didn’t have much studious peace at

night. The old lady had become loose in the wires and very trouble-

some, with the great weaknesses of old age. Although she had always

claimed she hadn’t taught Mama anything if not to be a great cook,

she now wanted to cook for herself and set aside pots and pans for

her own use, and groceries and little jars in the icebox covered with

paper and bound with elastic, forgot them till mold set in, and then was

scratching mad when they were thrown out, accused Mama of stealing.

She said two women could not share a kitchen—^forgetting how long

it had been shared—especially if one was dishonest and dirty. Both

trembled. Mama from the scare more than from the injustice; she tried

to locate the old woman with her eyes, which were deteriorating very

fast. To Simon and me Grandma scarcely ever spoke any more, and

when the puppy her son Stiva gave her—she couldn’t really accept a

successor to Winnie but anyway demanded a dog—^when it ran to us

she cried, “Belch du! Belch!” But the tawny little bitch wanted to

play and wouldn’t lie at her feet as the old dog had done. She wasn’t

even named or housebroken properly, such was the condition the

women were in now. Simon and I agreed to take turns cleaning; Mama
couldn’t any longer keep up with it. But Simon worked downtown, so

there was no way to make a fair division. And there wasn’t any longer
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enough character in the house even to give a name to and domesticate

this pup. I couldn’t go on crawling under Grandma Lausch’s bed,

one of the dirtiest places, while she, glaring into a book, refused to say

a single word, blind and dumb toward me unless her beich yipped

around my cuffs, when she would shnek. This was where much of my
time was going.

And, furthermore, since Mama couldn’t go alone to visit Georgie,

because of her eyesight, we had to take her to the far West Side George
was bigger than I now, and sometimes a little surly and offended with

us, though still with the same mmd-cnppled handsomeness, a giant

moving with slow-pants, mature heaviness in the dragfoot gait of his

undeveloped legs. He wore my hand-me-downs and Simon’s, and it was
singular to see the clothes worn so differently. At the school they had
taught him broom-making and weaving and showed us the thistle-

flower neckties he made with wool on a frame But he was growing
too old for this boys’ Home; in a year or so he’d have to move on to

Manteno or one of the other downstate institutions Mama took this

very badly. “There maybe once or twice a year we’ll be able to visit

him,” she said. Going to see this soft-faced man of a George wasn’t easy

on me either. So, afterward, on these trips, as I had money in my
pockets these days, I’d take Mama into a fancy Greek place on Craw-
ford Avenue for ice-cream and cakes, to try to raise her out of her

rock-depth of heavy trouble, where, I guess, the greater part of human
beings have always spent most of their silent time. She let me divert

her somewhat, even if rattled by the fancy pnces, and protesting in high

tones of a person unaware of what a sound she is making. To which

Fd say calmingly, “It’s okay, Ma Don’t worry.” Because Simon and I

were still at school we were still on charity, and with both of us work-

ing and George in the institution, we had more dough than we’d ever

had Only it was Simon who took care of the surplus, and no longer

Grandma, as in the old administration.

Sometimes I had glimpses of Grandma in the parlor, at the light

end of the dark hallway, in her disconnection from us, waiting by her-

self beside the Crystal-Palace turret of the stove, in dipping bloomers

and starched dress with hem as stiff as a line of Euclid. She had too

many wrongs against us now to forgive us, and they couldn’t be dis-

cussed. From weakness of mind of the very old. She that we always

had thought so powerful and shock-proof.

Simon said, “She’s on her last legs,” and we accepted her decline

and dying. But that was because we were already out in the world,

whereas Mama didn’t have any such perspective. Grandma had laid
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most of her strength on Mama as boss-woman, governing hand, queen

mother, empress, and even her banishment of George and near-senile

kitchen scandals couldn’t shake the respect and liege feeling so long

established. Mama wept to Simon and me about Grandma’s strange

alteration but couldn’t answer her according to her new folly.

But Simon said, “It’s too much for Ma. Why should the Lausches

get away with sloughing the old woman off on us? Ma’s been her

servant long enough She’s getting older herself and her eyes are bad;

she can’t even see the pooch when it’s under her feet.”

“Well, this IS something we ought to leave up to Ma herself.”

“For Chrissake, Augie,” said Simon, blunt—^his broken tooth

showed to much effect when he was scornful
—

“don’t be a mushhead

all your life, will you’ Honest to God, you make me think I was the

only one of us bom with a full set of brains What good is it to let

Mama decide"?” I usually didn’t find much to offer when it was a ques-

tion of theory or reality with regard to Mama We treated her alike

but thought about her differently. All I had to say was that Mama
wasn’t used to being alone and, as a fact, my feelings took a bad drop

when I imagined it. She was already nearly blind. What would she do

but sit by herself? She had no friends, and had always shambled around

on her errands m her man’s shoes and her black tarn, thick glasses

on her rosy, lean face, as a kind of curiosity m the neighborhood, some

queer woman, not all there.

“What kind of company is Grandma though?” said Simon.

“Oh, maybe she’ll come around a httle. And they still talk some-

times, I guess,”

“When did she ever? Bawls her out, you mean, and makes her cry.

The only thing you’re saying is that we should let things ride That’s

only laziness, even though you probably tell yourself you’re just an

easygoing guy and don’t want to be ungrateful to the old dame for what

she’s done. We did things for her too, don’t forget She’s been nding

Ma for years and put on the ritz at our expense. Well, Ma can’t do it

any more. If the Lausches want to hire a housekeeper, that’s a fair

way to settle it, but if they don’t they’re going to have to take her out

of here.”

He wrote a letter to her son in Racine, I don’t know what things

were like with these two Quaker-favored men in their respective towns.

I’ve never gone through a place like Racine without thinking which

house with the rubber-tire swing for kids and piano-practicmg inside

was like Stiva Lausch’s, who had two daughters brought up with every

refinement, including piano lessons, and how such little-speaking
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Odessa-bred sons had gotten on a track like this through the multi-

verse. What did they go for, that they were so regular and unexcitable

of appearance"? Well, there was at least a hint of what m the note that

Stiva sent, pretty calmly saying that he and his brother didn’t feel

a housekeeper was the solution and that they were making arrange-

ments for their mother to live in the Nelson Home for the Aged and

Infirm, and would consider it a great service if we would move her

there Which, considering our long association with their mother (a

dig at our ingratitude), they didn’t hesitate to request

“This IS it then,” said Simon, and even he looked as if we had gone

too far But the thing was done, and there were only last details to

attend to. Grandma had received a letter in Russian at the same time,

and took it with considerable coolness, as you expect from somebody

with that degree of pride, boasting even, “Ha’ How well Stiva writes

Russian’ In the gymnasium, when you learned, you learned some-

thing ” We heard from Mama also what Grandma said about the

Home, that it was a very fine old place, just about a palace, built by a

millionaire, and had a greenhouse and garden, was near the university

and therefore most of the people retired professors Going to a better

place And sHe was glad of rescue from us by her sons; where she would

be among equals and exchange mtelligent views. Mama w^as con-

founded, aghast at the thing, and not even she was so simple-minded

as to believe that Grandma, so many years bound to us, would have

thought It up herself, as she now apparently claimed

The packing went on for two weeks Pictures came off the walls,

the monkeys with scarlet nose holes, the runner from Tashkent, egg

cups, salves and medicines, her eiderdown from the closet shelf. I

brought up her wood trunk from the shed, a yellow old pioneer piece

with labels from Yalta, Hamburg Line, American Express, old Rus-

sian journals m its papered mterior of blue forest flowers, smelly from

the cellar. She wrapped with caution each of her things of great value,

the crushable and breakable on top, and covered all with the harsh

snow of mothflakes On the final day she watched the trunk wag down

the front stairs, on the back of the mover, with an amazing, terrible

look of presidency, and supervised everythmg, every last box, in this

fashion, gruesomely and violently white so that her mouth’s comer

hairs were mmutely apparent, but in rigid-backed aristocracy, full face

to the important transfer to somethmg better, from this (now that

she turned from it) disgracefully shabby flat of a deserted woman and

her sons whom she had preserved while a temporary ^est. Ah, re-

gardless how decrepit of superstructure, she was splendid. You forgo!
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how loony she’d become, and her cantankerousness of the past year.

What was a year like that when now her shakiness of mind dropped

off in this moment of emergency and she put on the strictness and

power of her most grande-dame days? My heart went soft for her, and

I felt admiration that she didn’t want from me. Yes, she made retire-

ment out of banishment, and the newly created republicans, the wax
not cool yet on their constitution, had the last pang of loyalty to the

deposed, when mobs, silent, see off the limousine, and the prince and

princely family have the last word in the history of wrongs.

‘‘Be well, Rebecca,” said the old woman. She didn’t exactly decline

Mama’s weeping kiss on the side of the face, but was objective-bound

pnmarily. We helped her into the panting car, borrowed from Einhom.

Tensely, with impatience, she said good-by, and we started—me man-
aging around with the big, awkward apparatus of the hostile tomato-

burst red machine and its fire-marshal’s brass. Dingbat had just taught

me how to drive.

Not a word passed between us. I don’t count what she said in the

Michigan Boulevard crush, because that was just a comment about
the traffic. Out of Washington Park we turned east on Sixtieth Street,

and, sure enough, tnere was the university, looking strange but restful

in its Indian summer rustle of ivy. I located Greenwood Avenue and
the Home. In front was a fence of four-by-fours, sharp angles up, sur-

rounding two plots of earth and flower beds growing asters that leaned

on supports of sticks and rags; on the path to the sidewalk black

benches made of planks; and on the benches on the limestone porch,

on chairs in the vestibule for those who found the sun too strong, in

the parlor on more benches, old men and women watched Grandma
back down from the car. We came up the walk, between the slow,

thought-brewing, beat-up old heads, liver-spotted, of choked old blood

salts and wastes, hard and bone-bare domes, or swollen, the elevens

of sinews up on collarless necks crazy with the assaults of Kansas heats

and Wyoming freezes, and with the strains of kitchen toil, Far West
Cincinnati retailing, Omaha slaughtering, peddling, harvest-

ing, laborious or pegging enterprise from whale-sized to infusorial that

collect into the labor of the nation. And even somebody here, in old

slippers and suspenders or in corset and cottons, might have been a

cellar of the hidden salt which preserves the world, but it would take

the talent of Origen himself to find it among the terrible appearances

of white hair and rashy, vessel-busted hands holding canes, fans, news-
papers in all languages and alphabets, faces gone in the under-surface

flues and in the eyes, of these people sitting in the sunshine and leaf-
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biimittg outside or in the mealy moldiness and gravy acids in the house.

Which wasn’t a millionaire-biiilt residence at all, o^y a onetime apart-

ment house, and no lovely garden in the back but com and sunflowers.

The truck arrived with the rest of Grandma’s luggage; she wasn’t

allowed to have the trunk m her bedroom, for she shared it with three

others She had to go down to the basement where she picked out

what she would need—too many things, m the opinion of the stout

brown lady superintendent. But I earned the stuff up and helped her

to stow and hang it. I then went to the back of the Stutz to search, on

her orders, for anythmg that might have been forgotten. She didn’t

discuss the place with me, and of course she would have praised it if

she had found anythmg to praise to show what an advantageous change

she had made But neither did she let me see her looking downcast.

She ignored the matron's suggestion tnai she get mto a housedress and

sat down in the rocker with a view of the com, sunflower, cabbage

lot in the back, m her Odessa black dress. I asked her if she would

care for a cigarette, but she wasn’t having anythmg from anyone and

especially not from me—the way she felt Simon and I were repaying

her years of effort. I knew she needed to be angry and dry if she was

to avoid weeping. She must have cried as soon as I left, for she wasn’t

so rattlebramed by old age that she didn’t realize what her sons had

done to her.

“I have to bring back the car, Grandma,” I said at last, *‘so I’ll have

to go now, if there isn’t anythmg else you want done,”

“What else? Nothing.”

I started to leave.

She said, “There’s my shoebag I forgot to take. The chintz one

inside the clothescloset door,”

“I’ll bring it out soon.”

“Mama can keep it. And for your trouble, Augie, here’s some-

thing ” She opened her purse of dull large silver antennae and with

short gesture she gave me an angry quarter—^the payoff—which I

couldn’t refuse, couldn’t pocket, could scarcely close my hand on.

Thmgs were in a queer way at Emhoms’ too, where the Commis-

sioner was dying in the big back roon); while up front, in the office,

deeds were changing hands with more thousands and greater prosper-

ity than ever. A few times a day Emhom had himself wheeled to his

father’s bedside to ask advice and get information, now everything

was in his hands, grave and brow-drawn as he began to feel the un-

rulmess of what he had to manage, and all the social chirping of the

office became the dangerous hmts of the desert. Now you could see
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how much he had been protected by the Commissioner. After all, he

became a cripple at a young age. Whether before or after marriage

I never did find out—Emhom said after marriage, but I heard it told

here and there that the Commissioner had paid off Mrs. Einhom’s

cousin Karas (Holloway) and bought his paralytic son a bride. That

she loved Emhom wasn’t any evidence against this, for it’d be con-

stitutional with her to adore her husband Anyhow, regardless of what

he bragged, he was a son who had lived under his father’s protection.

That’s something that I wouldn’t have failed to see. And his world-

gypping letters and operations, and all his poetical schemes, even if he

had a son at the university himself, were doings of a boy. And, in-

dulged so long, into middle age, how was he going to get over it? He
thought, by being fierce and serious. He stopped his old projects; “The

Shut-In” wasn’t published any more and the on-approval packages no

longer opened—I toted them down to the storeroom with the pam-

phlets and the rest of the daily prizes of the mail; and he got himself

consumed by business and closed and opened the deals on the Com-
missioner’s calendar, began or dissolved partnerships in lots or gro-

cenes in the suburbs, and, on his own—the kind of thing he loved

—

cheaply bought up second mortgages from people who needed ready

money. He insisted on kickbacks from plumbmg, heating, or painting

contractors with whom the Commissioner had always been cronies,

and so made enemies. That didn’t bother him, to whom the first thing

was that the faineants shouldn’t be coming after Charlemagne—^as long

as people understood that And furthermore, the more difficulty and
tortuousness there were, the more he felt safe So there were quarrels

about broken agreements; he’d never pay bills till the last day of grace;

and most people who put up with this did it for the Commissioner’s

sake. He grabbed command very loughly. “J can argue all day the

runner didn’t touch base,” he said, “even if I know damn well he did.

The idea shouldn’t get started that you can be made to back down.”
This was the way the lessons and theories of power were taught to

me in the intervals of quiet that became fewer and fewer; and these

lessons were self-addressed mostly, explanations of what he was doing,

that it was nght.

At this time all his needs were very keen, and he wanted things in

the house he hadn’t cared much about before—a special kind of coffee

that only one place in town earned, and he ordered several bottles

of bootleg rum from Kreindl, which was one of Kreindl’s sidelmes;

he brought them in a straw satchel from the South Side, where he was
in second- or third-hand touch with all kinds of demon, dangerous
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elements. But Kreindl had an instinct to get people what they had a

craving for—of a steward or batman or fag or a Leporello or pimp.

He hadn't quit on Five Properties. And now that the Commissioner

was dying, and Dingbat, who would inherit a lot of money, was still

unmamed, Kremdl hung out at Emhom’s, keeping the Commissioner

company in the bedroom, talking to Dingbat, and having long con-

versations privately with Einhorn, who made use of him in various

ways.

One of their subjects was Lolhe Fewter, who had quit in September

and was working downtown. Einhorn su3ered over her no longer be-

ing in the house, impossible as it would have been during his father's

sickness and his mcreased work to put the blocks to her as in the

leisurely summer. There were always people in the flat and ofiSce.

But it was now that he wanted her and kept sending her notes and

messages and harping about it. And at such a time^ It hurt him too.

Nevertheless he kept thinking how, in spite of the time, he could carry

it off, and didn’t merely brood, but discussed, obstinately, how it could

be done. I heard him with Kremdl And still he was the family leader,

the chief, the man of administration and thought, responsible cus-

todian, remarkable son of a remarkable father. Awfully damn remarka-

ble. Even the nsing of his brows toward his whitening hair was that

And what if, together with this, he had his inner and personal growths

of vice, passion, even prurience, unbecoming obscenity? Was it un-

becoming because he was a cripple? And then if you satisfy that dif-

ficult question by saying it’s not up to us to declare what a man should

renounce because he is crippled or otherwise cursed, there’s still the

fact that Emhom could be ugly and malicious. You can know a man
by his devils and the way he gives hurts. But I believe he has to run a

chance of injuring himself too. In this way you can judge, if he does

it safely for himself, that he is wrong. Or if he has no spur gear to

something not himself. And Einhorn? Jesus, he could be winsome

—

the world’s charm-boy. And that was distracting. You can grumble

at it; you can say it’s a ruse or feint of gifted people to sidetrack you

from the viper’s tangle and ugly knottedness of their desires, but it

the art of it is deep enough and earned far enough into great play, it

gets above its origm. Providing it’s festive, which sometimes it was

with Einhorn, when he was not merely after something but was gay.

He could be simple-hearted. Nevertheless I was down on him oc-

casionally, and I said to myself he was nothing—^nothing. Selfish,

jealous, autocratic, carp-mouth, and hypocritical. However, in the

end, I every time had high regard for him. For one thing, there was
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always the fight he had made on his sickness to consider No doubt

smiting the sledded Polack on the ice was more, or being a Belisarius,

and Grail-seeking was higher, but weighing it all up, the field he was
put into and the weapons he was handed, he had made an imposing

showing and, through mind, he connected with the spur gear that I

mentioned He knew what retnbutions your devils are liable to bring

for the way you treat wife and women or behave while your father is

on his deathbed, what you ought to think of your pleasure, of acting

like a cockroach; he had the intelligence for the comparison. He had
the intelligence to be sublime But sublimity can’t exist only as a special

gift of a few, due to an accident of ongin, like being bom an albino.

If it were, what interest could we have m it"^ No, it has to survive the

worst and find itself a dry corner of retreat from the mad, bloody

wet, and mud-splashing of spike-brains, marshals, Marlboroughs, gold-

watch-consulting Plugsons, child-rumers, human barbecuers, as well

as from the world-wide livery service of the horsemen of St. John. So

why be down on poor Emhom, afflicted with mummy legs and his

cripple-irritated longings?

Anyway, I stood by him, and he said to me, “Oh, that bitch! That

lousy freckle-faced common coal-mine whore'” And he sent messages

by Kremdl to her, downtown, with lunatic offers. But also he said,

“I know I’m no goddam good to have pussy on the brain at a time like

this. It’ll be my downfall ” Lollie answered his notes but didn’t come
back. She had other ideas for herself.

And meantime the Commissioner was passing out of the picture.

At first he had lots of friends coming to see him m the onetime

sumptuous bedroom, furnished by his third wife, who had left him
ten years ago, with an Empire four-poster bed and gilded mirrors,

Cupid with his head inside a bow. Spittoons on the floor, cigars on the

dresser, check stubs and pinochle decks, it had become an old busi-

nessman’s room. He seemed to enjoy himself, when old-country and

synagogue buddies and former partners were there, telling them he was
done for. It wasn’t a habit he could check, joking, having joked all

his life. Coblin came often, on Sunday afternoons, and Five Properties

in the milk truck during the week—^for a young man, he had considera-

ble orthodoxy; respectful form, anyhow. I can’t say I believe he cared

a whole lot, but his presence was not a bad thing and showed he knew
at least where the right place for the heart was. And probably he ap-

proved of the way the Commissioner was making his death, his first-

class stoicism. Kinsman the undertaker, the Emhorns’ tenant, was very

disturbed that he could not visit and stopped me in the street to ask
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after the Commissioner, begging me not to mention it. ‘Those are my
worst times,” he said “When a friend is passing I’m about as welcome

as old Granum who works for me.” Old Granum was the deathbed

watcher and Psalm reciter, feeble and nimation-faced, in Chinatown

black alpaca and minute, slippered feet. “If I come,” said Kmsman,
“you know what people thmk.”

As the old man made deeper progress toward death fewer visitors

were allowed, and the klatch ruled by his deep wisecracking tones

ended Now Dingbat was with him most, and he didn’t need to be

urged by Emhom to come out of the poolroom to tend feir father but

was much affected, he had been the last to accept the doctor’s forecast

and said confidently, “That’s the way all croakers talk when an old

fellow is sick Why, the Commissioner is really built, he’s powerful!”

But now he hastened m and out of the room on his noisy and clumping

tango-master’s heels, fed the Commissioner and rubbed him down
and shagged away the kids who played on the furniture in the back-

yard. “Beat it, you little jag-offs, there’s a sick person here. Damn
snots, where’s your upbringing!” He kept the sickroom dark and

camped on a hassock, reading Captain Fury, Doc Savage, and other

pulp sports stories by the vigil light. I saw the Commissioner afoot

only once, at this stage, when Emhom sent me to his study to fetch

some papers, and m the darkness of the living room the Commissioner

was rambling slowly in his underclothes, looking for Mrs. Emhom, to

demand an explanation for nussing butlc/ns, annoyed that from neck

to bottom there were only two and he was exposed and naked between.

“That’s no way!” he said. “Lfg a nakeUer/' He was angry still about

the fire.

At last Dingbat surrendered his place in the bedroom to Kinsman’s

Granum, when the Commissioner seldom roused and, awake, didn’t

easily recognize anyone. But he did recognize the bricky, open sponge-

ball cheeks of the old watcher in the towel-looped twelve-watt light,

and said, ""Du? Then I slept longer than I thought.” Which Emhom
repeated scores of tunes, mentioning Cato and Brutus and others noted

for the calm of their last moments; he was a collector of facts like

these, and shook down all he read, Sunday supplements, Monday re-

ports of sermons, Haldeman-Julius blue books, all collections of say-

ings, for favorable comparisons. Things that didn’t always fit. Not that

this old lover the Commissioner doesn’t deserve citation for having no

alarm and dying undisgusted, without last minute revision of lifetime

habits.

He was laid out that night in a colossal coffin, at Kinsman’s. When
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I came m the morning the office was shut, with the shades in green

and black wrinkles against the cold sunshine and dry fall weather,

and I went round the back. The mirrors had been covered by Mrs.

Einhom, m whom superstition was very strong, and a candle burned

down in a pale white ecclesiastical glass in the dark dining room by

a photo of the Commissioner taken when his Bill Cody whiskers were

still full and glossy. Arthur Einhom had come from Champaign for

his grandfather’s funeral and sat at the table m detached college ele-

gance, hand in his woolly intellectual hair, taking it easy in the expected

family folly of such an occasion; he was engaging and witty, though

not youthful in appearance—^he had lines in his cheeks already—
despite his raccoon coat that was lying on the buffet with a beret

dropped on it. Einhom and Dingbat had razor slits m their vests,

symbolizing rent clothes. The ex-Mrs, Tambow was there, m duenna

hairdress and arched pince-nez, along with her son Donald, who sang

at receptions and weddings; and, also on family duty, Karas-Holloway

and his wife, she with poodle tuft on tlb front of her head and her

usual concentrated unrest or dislike She had a lot of flesh, and her

face was red, resentful, criticizing. I was aware that she was always

after her cousm-m-law to protect herself from the Emhorns. She didn’t

trust them. She didn’t tmst her husband either, who gave her every-

thing, a large super-decorated flat on the South Side, Haviland china,

Venetian blinds, Persian rugs, French tapestry, Majestic radio with

twelve tubes. That was Karas, in a sharkskin, double-breasted suit

and presenting a look of difficulties in shaving and combing terrifically

outwitted, the knars of his face gotten-around and his hair flattened.

His smoothness was a huge satisfaction to him, as, also, his extraordi-

nary English that hadn’t hampered him in making a fortune, plus his

insignificance in the old country—^people gave way before his supple

wrinkles and small eyes and, comparably, the onslaught of his six-

cylinder car, a yellow Packard,

Long afterward I had a queer ten minutes with Mrs, Karas, in a

bakery near Jackson Park where I came in with a Greek girl she as-

sumed to be my wife because we were arm in arm, in summer flannels,

intimate early in the morning. She recognized me on the spot, with a

coloring of extreme pleasure, but with errors of memory there was no

stopping or correcting, they were so singular. She told the girl I had
been practically a relative to her, she had loved me as much as Arthur,

and received me in her own house like kin—all joy and happy re-

union, she was, embracing me by the shoulders to say how fine and
handsome I had become, but then my complexion had always been
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the envy of girls (as if I had been Achilles among the maidens, in the

office and poolroom). I must say I was stumped by such major will

to do over the past with affection and goodness. People have been

adoptive toward me, as if I were really an orphan, but she had never

been like that, but only morose with her nches, and mad at her mystify-

ing, dapper husband, and cntical of the Emhorns. I had been in her

flat only as Emhom’s chauffeur and sat in another room while they

visited Tillie Emhorn, not the hostess, brought me sandwiches and

coffee from the table. And now Mrs Karas, who had come out to buy

rolls for breakfast, fell into a lucky chance to adorn the past with

imaginary flowers grown m worned secret. I didn’t deny anything; I

said It was all true, and allowed her her enthusiasm. She even chided

me for not coming to visit her. But I remembered her off-with-their-

heads stony-facedness and the breakfast before the funeral when I

helped out in the kitchen Bavatsky made the coffee.

Emhorn, weary but not crushed, had his black homburg on the back

of his head as he smoked—no word to spare for me but an occasional

one of command Dingbat insisted with dry, roughened voice that he

was gomg to wheel his brother into Kinsman’s parlors. After that it was

I who earned Emhorn, not Arthur, who walked alongside with his

mother On my back, I took him m and out of the limousine, in the

autumn park of the cemetery, low-grown with shrubs and slabs; back

again to the cold-cuts dinner for the mourners, and afterward, at night-

fall, to the synagogue m his black duds, his feet riding stirrupless and

weak by sides and his cheek on my back.

Einhora wasn’t religious, but to go to the synagogue was due form

and, regardless of what he thought, he knew how to conduct himself.

The Coblins belonged to this congregation too, and I had strung along

with Cousin Anna m the onental, modified purdah of the gallery while

she wept for Howard amid the coorooing and smelling salts of the

women m finery, sobbing at who would be doomed the coming year by

fire or \vater—as the English text translated it. This was different,

however, from the times of crowds praying below in shawls and busi-

ness hats, and the jinking of the bells on the velvet dresses of the two-

legged scrolls It was dark, and a small group, the shaggy evening

regulars, various old faces and voices, gruff, whispered, wheezy, heart-

grumbled, noisily swarm-toned, singing off the Hebrew of the evening

prayers Dingbat and Emhorn had to be prompted when it came their

turn to recite the orphans’ Kaddish.

We went back in Karas s Packard, with Kreindl. Emhorn whispered

to me to tell Kremdl to ro home. Dingbat turned in. Karas was off to
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the South Side. Arthur had gone to visit friends; he was leaving for

Champaign in the morning. I got Emhom into more comfortable

clothes and slippers. There was a cold wind pouring and moonlight in

the backyard

Emhom kept me with him that evening; he didn’t want to be alone.

While I sat by he wrote his father’s obituary m the form of an edi-

torial for the neighborhood paper ‘The return of the hearse from the

newly covered grave leaves a man to pass through the last changes of

nature who found Chicago a swamp and left it a great city. He came

after the Great Fire, said to be caused by Mrs, O’Leary’s cow, in flight

from the conscription of the Hapsburg tyrant, and m his life as a

builder proved that great places do not have to be founded on the bones

of slaves, like the pyramids of Pharaohs or the capital of Peter the

Great on the banks of the Neva, where thousands were trampled m
the Russian marshes. The lesson of an American life like my father’s,

in contrast to that of the murderer of the Strelitzes and of his own
son, is that achievements are compatible with decency. My father was

not familiar with the observation of Plato that philosophy is the study

of death, but he died nevertheless like a philosopher, saying to the

ancient man who watched by his bedside in tlic last moments . .

This was the vein of it, and he composed it energetically in half an

hour, pnnting on sheets of paper at his desk, the tip of his tongue for-

ward, scrunched up in his bathrobe and wearing his stocking cap

We then went to his father’s room with an empty cardboard file,

locked the doors and turned on the lights, and began to go through the

Commissioner’s papers. He handed me things with instructions. “Tear

this. This is for the fire, I don’t want anyone to see it. Be sure you
remember where you put this note—^I’ll ask it tomorrow. Open the

drawers and turn them over. Where are the keys? Shake his pants out.

Put his clothes on the bed and go through the pockets. So this was the

deal he had with Fineberg? What a shrewd old bastard, my dad, a

real phenomenon. Let’s keep things in order now—^that’s the mam
thing. Clear the table so we can sort stuff out. Lots of these clothes

can be sold, what I won’t be able to wear myself, except it’s pretty

old-fashioned. Don’t throw any little scraps of paper away. He used

to write important things down that way. The old guy, he thought he’d

live forever, that was one of his secrets. I suppose all powerful old

people do. I guess I really do myself, even on the day of his death. We
never learn anything, never in the world, and in spite of all the history

books written. They’re just the way we plead or argue with ourselves

about it, but it’s only light from the outside that we’re supposed to take
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inside. If we can. There’s a regular warehouse of fine suggestions, and

if we’re not better it isn’t because there aren’t plenty of marvelous

and true ideas to draw on, but because our vanity weighs more than

all of them put together,” said Emhom. ‘‘Here’s a tMng about Margolis,

who lied yesterday when he said he didn’t owe Dad anything. ^Crooked

Feet, two hundred dollars^' He’ll pay me or I’ll eat his liver, that two-

faced sonofabitch confidence man!”
At midnight we had a pile of tom papers, like the ballots of the

cardinals whose smoke announces a new pontiff. But Emhom was
dissatisfied with the state of things. Most of his father’s debtors were

indicated as Margolis had been— “Party Teeth,” “Rusty Head,”
“Crawler,” “Constant Laughter,” “Alderman Sam,” “Achtung,” “The
King of Bashan,” “Soup Ladle ” He had made loans to these men and
had no notes, only these memoranda of debts amounting to several

thousand dollars Einhom knew who they were, but those who didn’t

want to pay didn’t actually have to. It was the opening indication that

the Commissioner had not left him as strong as he believed, but sub-

ject to the honor of lots of men he hadn’t always treated well. He be-

came worried and thoughtful

“Is Arthur in yet*^” he nervously said “He’s got an early train to

make.” In the demohtion of the once gorgeous room where the old

man had been camped mggedly in female luxury, he reflected with

the round eyes of a bird about his son, and then, more easily, he ob-

served, “Well, this stuff isn’t for him, anyway; he’s with poets and

intelligent people, having conversation.” He always spoke this way of

Arthur, and it gave him first-rate solace.
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Fm thinking of the old tale of Croesus, with Einhom in the unhappy

part. First the proud rich man, huffy at Solon, who, right or wrong m
their argument over happiness, must have been the visiting Parisian

of his day, and condescending to a rich island provincial. I try to think

why didn’t the warmth of wisdom make Solon softer than I believe

he was to the gold- and jewel-ov/ning semibarbarian. But anyway he

was nght. And Croesus, who was wrong, taught his lesson with tears

to Cyrus, who spared him from the pyre This old man, through mis-

fortune, became a thinker and mystic and advice-giver. Then Cyrus

lost his head to the revengeful queen who ducked it in a skinful of

blood and cried, “You wanted blood? Here, drink!” And his crazy

son Cambyses inherited Croesus and tried to kill him in Egypt as he

had put his own brother to death and wounded the poor bull-calf Apis

and made the head-and-body-shaved priests grim. The Crash was Em-
horn’s Cyrus and the bank failures his pyre, the poolroom his exile

from Lydia and the hoodlums Cambyses, whose menace he managed,

somehow, to get round.

The Commissioner died before the general bust, and wasn’t very

long in his grave when the suicides by skyscraper leaps began to take

place in La Salle Street and downtown New York. Einhom was among
the first to be wiped out, partly because of the golden trust system of the

Commissioner and partly because of his own mismanagement. Thou-

sands of his dough were lost in Insull’s watered and pyramided utilities

—Coblin too dropped lots of money on them—and he lost his legacy,

and Dingbat’s and Arthur’s inheritance as well, by throwing it into

buildings that m the end he couldn’t hold. And at the finish he had

nothing but vacant lots in the barren Clearing and around the airport,

and of these several went for taxes; and when I sometimes took him

for a ride he’d say, “We used to have that block of stores, over there,”
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or, of a space full of weeds between two shanties, “Dad got that in

trade eight years ago and wanted to build a garage on it. Just as we

he never did.” So it was a melancholy thing to drive him, although h

didn’t make a heavy grouse; his observations were casual and dry.

Even the buildmg m which he lived, constructed by the Commis

sioner with a cash outlay of a hundred thousand dollars, was finall

lost as the shops closed and the tenants in the flats upstairs stoppe

paying rent.

“No rent, no heat,” he said in the winter, resolvmg to be tough,

landlord ought to act hke one or give up his property. I’ll stick by ecc

nomic laws, good times, bad times, and be consistent.” This was ho^

he defended his action. He was taken to court, however, and lost, legj

costs and all. He then rented the empty stores as flats, one to a Negr

family and another to a gypsy fortuneteller, who hung a painted han

and giant, labeled brain m the window. There were fights m the builc

ing and thefts of pipes and toilet fixtures. By now the tenants were h

enemies, led by the red-headed Polish barber Betzhevski, who ha

given mandolin concerts on the sidewalk in affable days, and no’

glared with raw wmter eyes when he passed in front of Emhom’s plai

glass Einhom started eviction proceedings against him and seven

others, and for this he was picketed by a Communist organization.

“As if I didn’t know more about commumsm than they do,” he sai

with bitter humor. “What do they know about it, those ignorant ba:

tards? What does even Sylvester know about revolution?” Sylvesti

was now a busy member of the Communist party. So Emhom sat

;

the Commissioner’s front desk where the pickets could see him, to awa

action by the sheriff’s office. He had his windows smeared with cand

wax, and a paper sack of excrement was flung into the kitchen. Wher

upon Dingbat organized a flying squad from the poolroom to guai

the buildmg, Dingbat was m a ktllmg rage against Betzhevski ar

wanted to raid his shop and smash his mirrors. It wasn’t much of a she

Betzhevski had moved into at this point of the Depression, a single cha

in a basement, where he also kept canaries in a sad Flemish glooi

Clem Tambow still went to him to be shaved, saying that the re

headed barber was the only one who understood his beard Dingb

was annoyed with him for it. But Betzhevski was evicted, and his wi

stood on the sidewalk and cursed Emhorn for a stinking Jew cripp]

There was nothing Dingbat could do to her. Anyhow, Einhom hs

commanded, “No rough stuff unless I say so ” He didn’t mle it oi

but he was going to control it, and Dingbat was obedient, even thou,

Einliom had lost him every cent of his legacy. “It didn’t hit only ji
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US,” Dingbat said, “it hit everybody. If Hoover and J. P. Morgan didn’t

know it was coming, how should Willie? But he’ll bring us back. I leave

it to him.”

The reason for the evictions was that Einhorn had had an offer from

a raincoat manufacturer for the space upstairs. Walls were tom out

in several apartments before City Hall came down on him for violating

fire and zonmg ordinances and trying to get industrial current into a

residential block. By that time some of the machinery had already been

mstalled, and the manufacturer—

&

shoestring operator himself—was

after him to foot the bill for removal. There was another suit about

this when Einhorn tried to claim, throwing away all principle, that the

machinery was bolted to the floor, hence real property belonging to

him. He lost this case too, and the manufacturer found it handier to

break out windows and lower his equipment by pulley than to dis-

assemble It, and he got a court order to do so. Emhom’s huge, chaiI^

hung sign was damaged. Only this didn’t matter any more because

he lost the building, his last large property, and was out of business.

The office was shut down and most of the furniture sold. Desks were

piled on desks in the dining room and files by his bed, so that it could

be approached only from one side Against better times, he wanted to

keep as much furniture as he could. There were swivel chairs in the

living room, where the burned furniture (the insurance company was

kaput and had never paid his claim), cheaply reupholstered and smell-

ing of fire, was brought back.

He still owned the poolroom, and personally took over the man-
agement of it; he had a sort of office installed in the front comer, around

the cash register, and still, after a fashion, did business. Dropped down
into this inferior place, he was slow to get over it. But in time he be-

came chief here too, and had reorganizing ideas for which he began

to accumulate money. First, a lunch counter. The pool tables were
shifted to make room. Then a Twenty-Six green diceboard He had
remained a notary public and insurance agent, and he got himself ac-

credited by the gas, electric, and telephone companies to take payment
of bills. All this slowly, for things had low action these mortified times,

and even his ingenuity was numb from the speed and depth of the

fall, and much of his thought went into tracing back the steps he should

have taken to save at least Arthur’s money—and Dingbat’s. Besides,

there was the environment, narrowed down to a single street and place

now that he had lost all other property, the thickened and caked
machine-halted silence from everywhere lying over this particular

sparseness and desolation, plus the abasement from dollars to nickels.
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And he, a crippled and aging man, scaled down from large plans to

mere connivances. In his own eyes, the general disaster didn’t excuse

him sufficiently—it was that momentum he had which often blurred

out others—and it appeared that as soon as he inherited the Com-
missioner’s fortune it darted and wriggled away like a collection of

little gold animals that had obeyed only the old man’s voice.

“Of course,” he explained sometimes, “it isn’t personally so terrible

to me. I was a cripple before and am now Prosperity didn’t make me
walk, and if anybody knew what a person is liable to have happen to

him, It’s Wilham Emhora. You can believe that.”

Well, yes, I both could and couldn’t I knew this assurance was a

growth of weak light, more pale than green, and what a time of creeping

days he had had when he lost the big building and the remaining few

thousands of Arthur’s legacy m the final spurt to save it, inspired by
pride mstead of business sense. He officially let me go then, saymg

weakly, “You’re a luxury to me, Augie I’ll have to cut you out”

Dingbat and Mrs. Einhom took care of him during that bad period

when he kept to his study, hard hit, overcome, in his black thought,

many days unshaved—and he a man who depended for the whole

tone of life on regularity in habit—^before he left the drab, bookish

room and declared he was taking over in the pool hall. An Adams,

beaten for the presidency, going back to the capital as a humble con-

gressman, Unless he took Arthur out of the university and sent him

to work—^provided Arthur would have agreed—^he had to do some-

thing, for there was nothing to fall back on, he had even turned his

insurance policies in to raise cash for the building

And Arthur had no profession; he had been—^unlike Kreindl’s son

Kotzie, the dentist, who now supported his family—given a hberal

education in literature, languages, and philosophy. Suddenly what the

sons had been up to became exceedingly important Howard Goblin

earned money with his saxophone And Kxeindl didn’t any longer scoff

to me about his son’s unnatural coolness with women. Instead he ad-

vised me to ask him for a job in the pharmacy below his office. Kotzie

got me a relief spot behind the counter as apprentice soda jerk. I was

thankful, for Simon had graduated from high school and was cut off

from Charity. Also, he had lost some of his days at the La Salle Street

Station Borg was putting in his own jobless brothers-in-law and giving

others the shove, left and right.

As for the savings, the family money Simon had handled as Grand-

ma’s successor, they were gone. The bank had closed m the first run,

and the pillared building was now a fish store—Einhom had a view of
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it from his poolroom corner. Still, Simon graduated pretty well

—

can’t understand how he managed—and was elected class treasurer,

in charge of buying rings and school pins. It was his ngorous-looking

honesty, I suppose He had to account to the principal for the money,

but that didn’t keep him from fixing a deal with the jeweler and making

a clear fifty dollars for himself.

He was up to much; so was I We kept it from each other. But I,

because I v/atched him by long habit, knew somewhat what he was

up to, whereas he didn’t pause to look back over my doings. He signed

up at the municipal college, with the idea that everyone had then of

preparing for one of the Civil-Service examinations There was a rush

on for Weather Bureau, Geological Survey, and post-office jobs, from

the heavy-pnnt announcements m layers of paper on the school and

library bulletin boards.

Simon had forefront ability. Maybe his reading was related to it,

and the governor’s clear-eyed gaze he had developed. Of John Sevier.

Or of Jackson m the moment when the duelist’s bullet glanced off the

large button of his cloak and he made ready to fire—a lifted look of

unforgiving, cosmological captaincy; that look where honesty had the

strength of a prejudice, and foresight appeared as the noble cramp of

impersonal worry in the forehead My opinion is that at one time it

was genuine in Simon. And if it was once genuine, how could you say

definitely that the genuineness was ever all gone. But he used these

things. He employed them, I know damned well. And when they’re

used consciously, do they turn spurious? Well, m a fight, who can lay

off his advantages?

Maybe Grandma Lausch had gotten her original dream scheme of

Rosenwald or Carnegie favors from appreciation of this gift of Simon’s.

Standing at a corner brawl, he would be asked by a cop, from among a
dozen volunteer witnesses, what had happened. Or when the coach

came out of the gym-supply room with a new basketball, tens of arms
waving around, beseeching, it would be Simon, appearing passive, that

he flung it to. He expected it and was never surprised.

And now he was on soggy ground and forced to cut down the speed

he had been making toward the mark he secretly aimed at. I didn’t

know at the time which mark or exactly understand why there needed
to be a mark; it was over my head. But he was getting in, all the time, a
big variety of information and arts, like dancing, conversation with

women, courtship, gift-giving, romantic letter-writing, the ins and outs

of restaurants and night clubs, dance halls, the knotting of four-in-

hands and bow ties, what was correct and incorrect in tucking a hand-
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kerchief in the breast pocket, how to choose clothes, how to take care

of himself in a tough crowd. Or in a respectable household This last

was a poser for me, who had not assimilated the old woman’s conduct

lessons. But Simon, without apparently paying attention, had got the

essential of it. I name these things, negligible to many people, because

we were totally unfamiliar with them. I watched him study the skill of

how to put on a hat, smoke a cigarette, fold a pan of gloves and put

them in an inner pocket, and I admired and wondered where it came

from, and learned some of it myself But I ne’«er got the sense of

luxury he had in doing it.

In passing through the lobbies of swank places, the Palmer Houses

and portiered dining rooms, tassels, tapers, string ensembles, making

the staid bouncety tram-tram of Vienna waltzes, Simon had absorbed

this It made his nostrils open He was cynical of it but it got him. I

ought to have known, therefore, how ugly it was for him to be in the

flatness of the neighborhood, spiritless wmter afternoons, passing time

in his long coat and two days unshaven, in a drugstore, or with the

Communist Sylvester m Zechman’s pamphlet shop; sometimes even in

the poolroom. He was working only Saturdays at the station, and that,

he said, because Borg liked him

We had a little tune for palaver, in the slowness of the undeveloping

winter, sitting at the lunch counter of the poolroom by the wmdow that

showed out on horse-dropped, coal-dropped, soot-sponged snow and

brown circulation of mist in the four o’clock lamplight When we had

done the necessary at home for Mama, set up the stoves, got in gro-

ceries, taken out the garbage and ashes, we didn’t stay there with her

—

I less than Simon, who sometimes did his college assignments on the

kitchen table, and she kept a percolator gomg for him on the stove. I

didn’t pass on to him the question that Junmy Klem and Clem asked

of me, namely, whether Sylvester was converting hun to his politics.

I had confidence in the answer I gave, which was that Simon was hard

up for ways to kill time, and that he went to meetings, bull sessions and

fonims, socials and rent parties, from boredom, and in order to meet

girls, not because he took Sylvester for one of the children of morning,

but he went for the big babes in leather jackets, low heels, berets, and

chambray workshirts. The literature he brought home with him kept

coffee rings off the table the morning after, or he tore the mimeo-

graphed pages with his large blond hands to start the stove. I read more

of it than he did, with puzzled curiosity. No, I knew Simon and his idea

of the right of things. He had Mama and me for extra weight, he be-

lieved, and wasn’t going to pick up the whole of a class besides, and he
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wouldn’t have Sylvester’s moral sentiments any more than he would

buy a suit that didn’t fit. But he sat in Zechman’s shop, calm, smoking

sponged cigarettes, under the inciting proletarian posters, hearing

Latmistic, Germanic, exotic conversation, with large young side of jaw

at rest on his collar in the yellow smoke of cold air, mentally blackball-

ing it all.

That he showed up in the poolroom was a surprise to me too, m view

of what he had formerly said about my tie-in with the Einhoms. But

the explanation was the same—^because it was a dull time, because he

was broke; he soon kept company with bear-eyes Sylvester in his

pamphlet-armed war with the bourgeoisie and took lessons in pool

from Dingbat. He became good enough at it to win some in rotation

at a nickel a ball, staying away from the deadeyes who made their

career in the parlor. Occasionally he played craps in the back room,

and his luck at this was pretty fair, too. He kept clear of the hoodlums,

torpedoes, and thieves on their professional side. In that regard he was

smarter than I, for I somehow got to be party to a robbery.

I ran with Jimmy Klein and Clem Tambow much of the time To-

ward the last high-school terms I hadn’t been seeing a lot of them

either. Jimmy’s family was hard hit by the unemployment—Tommy
lost his job at City Hall when the Republicans were pushed out by

Cermak—and Jimmy was working a great deal; he was also studying

bookkeeping at night, or trying to, for he was no good at figures or at

any head work for that matter. Only he had much determination to get

ahead for the sake of his family. His sister Eleanor had gone to Mexico,

by bus the entire journey, to see whether she could make a go of it with

the cousin there, the one that had started Jimmy’s interest in genealogy.

As for Clem Tambow, his contempt of school was extreme, and he

passed as much time as he could get away with in bed, reading screen

news, going over scratch sheets. He was developing into a superior

bum. Through his mother, he earned on a long-term argument with

her second husband, who didn’t have a job either, about his habits.

A neighbor’s son was working as a pin boy in a downtown alley for

thirty cents an hour; why, therefore, did he refuse to look for work?
They were all four living in the back rooms of the mfants’-wear shop

that the ex-Mrs. Tambow ran by herself. Bald, with harsh back-hair,

Clem’s stepfather, in his undershirt, read the Jewish Courier by the

stove and prepared lunch of sardines, crackers, and tea for them all.

There were always two or three King Oscar cans on the table, rolled

open, and also canned milk and oysterettes. He was not a fast-thinking

man and didn’t have many subjects.. When I visited and saw him in
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the cirrus-cloud weave of his wool undershirt, the subject was always
what was I earning

“Do stoop labor?” said Clem to his mother when she took it up with
him. “If I can’t find anything better I’ll swallow cyanide.” And the
thought of swallowing cyanide made him laugh enormously, with a
great “haw, haw, haw!” big-mouthed, and shake his quills of hair.

“Anyhow,” he said, “I’d rather stay in bed and play with myself. Ma”—his mother m her skirts and with feet of a dancer of Spanish num-
bers
—

“you’re not too old to know what I mean You’re in the room
next to mine, remember, you and your husband.” He made her gasp,

unable to answer because of me, but staring at him with furious repudi-

ation. “Put on with me, that’s okay—what should I suppose you got

married for?”

“You oughtn’t talk to your old lady like that,” I said privately to him.

He laughed at me. “You should spend a couple of days and nights

around here—^you’d say I was gomg easy on her Her pince-nez takes

you in, and you don’t know what a letch she’s got. Let’s face the facts.”

And of course he told me these facts, and it seemed even I figured in

them, that she had made sly inquiries about me and said how strong

I looked.

In the afternoon Clem took a walk; he carried a cane and had British

swagger. He read the autobiographies of lords from the library and

guffawed over them and played the Piccadilly gentleman with Polack

storekeepers, and he was almost always ready to burst out haw-hawing

with happy violence, decompression, big thermal wrinkles of ugly hap-

piness m his red face When he could cadge a few bucks from his

father he bet on the horses; if he won he’d stand me to a steak dmner

and cigars.

I was around people of other kinds too. In one direction, a few who

read whopping books in German or French and knew their physics

and botany manuals backwards, readers of Nietzsche and Spengler. In

another direction, the criminals. Except that I never thought of them

as such, but as the boys I knew in the poolroom and saw also at sdiool,

dancing the double-toddle in the gym at lunch hour, or m the hot-dog

parlors. I touched all sides, and nobody knew where I belonged. I had

no good idea of that myself. Whether I’d have been around the pool-

room if I hadn’t known and worked for Einhom I can’t say. I wasn’t

a grind certainly, or a memorizing eccentric; I wasn’t against the grmds

and eccentrics either. But it was easier for the gangsters to take me for

one of them. And a thief named Joe Gorman began to talk to me about

a robbery.
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I didn’t say no to him.

Gonnan was very bright, handsome and slim, clever at basketball.

His father, who owned a tire shop, was well off, and there was no ap-

parent reason for him to steal. But he had a considerable record as a

car thief and was in St. Charles twice. Now he intended to rob a leather-

goods shop on Lincoln Avenue, not very far from the Cobiins’, and

there were three of us for the job. The third was Sailor Bulba, my old

lockermate who had stolen my science notebook. He knew I wasn’t a

squealer.

Gorman would get his father’s car for the getaway. We’d break into

the shop by the cellar window at the rear and clean out the handbags.

Bulba would hide them, and there was a fence in the poolroom named

Jonas who would sell them for us

On one o’clock of an April night we drove to the North Side, parked

beside an alley, and one by one slipped into the backyard. Sailor had

cased the place; the half-size basement window had no bars. Gorman
tried to open it, first with a jimmy and then with bicycle tape, a tech-

nique he had heard of in the poolroom but never tried. It didn’t work.

Then Sailor rolled a brick in his cap and pounded out the pane. After

the noise we scattered into the alley, but crept back when no one

came. I was sick with the thing by now, but there was no getting out

of it. Sailor and Gorman went in and left me as lookout. Which didn’t

make much sense, for the window was the only way of escape, and if

I had been caught by a squad car in the alley they’d never have gotten

away either. Nevertheless, Gorman was the experienced one, and we
took his orders. There was nothing to hear but rats or paper scuttling.

Finally there was a noise from the cellar, and Gorman’s sharp, pale face

came up below; he started handing out the bags to me, soft things in

tissue paper, which I stuffed into a duffel bag I had carried under my
trench coat. Bulba and I ran through backyards into the next street

with the stuff, while Gorman drove the car around. We dropped Bulba

at the rear of his house; he tossed the bag over the fence and vaulted

after, swinging up with a wide flutter of his sailor pants and landing

in cans and gravel. I walked home by a short cut, over lots, got the key
out of the tin mailbox, and went into the sleeping house.

Simon knew I had come in very late and said that at midnight

Mama had come in to ask where I was. He didn’t appear to care

what I had been up to, or notice that I was, behind my casualness,

miserable. I had stayed awake hours trying to figure out how I was
to explain the twenty or thirty dollars my cut probably would amount
to. I thought to ask Clem to say that we had won together on a horse,
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but that didn’t appear feasible And it reaUy wasn’t a dfficulty at all,

since I could give it to my mother bit by bit over a period of weeks,

and besides, nobody, as m Grandma’s days, watched closely what I

was domg It was a while before I could think straight about it, having

the shakes.

But I wasn’t afflicted long From reasons of temperament. I went to

school, missing only one period; I showed up for glee-club rehearsal,

and at four o’clock went to the poolroom, and Sailor Bulba was sittmg

up in a shoeshine chair in his bell-bottomed pants, observing a snooker

game. It was all nght. Everything was already arranged with Jonas,

the fence, who would take the stuff that night. I put the whole thing

out of mind, and m this had the help of perfect spring, when the trees

were beginmng to bud. Einhom said to me, “They’re havmg bicycle

races over in the park Let’s take them in,” and I wilhngly carried him
out to the car and we went.

I had decided there wasn’t going to be any more robbery for me,

now that I knew what it was like, and I told Joe Gorman that he wasn’t

to count on me for future jobs. I was prepared to be called yellow. But

he didn’t take on and wasn’t scornful He said quietly, “Well, if you

think It isn’t your dish.”

“That’s just the way it is—^it isn’t my dish.”

And he said thoughtfully, “Okay. Bulba is a jerk, but I could get

along swell with you.”

“No use doing it if it isn’t in me.”

“What the hell for then‘s Sure
”

He was very mild and independent He combed his hair in the gum-

machine mirror, fixed up his streammg tie, and went away. Thereafter

he didn’t have much to say to me.

I took Clem out, and we blew in the money together But I wasn’t

done with this matter by a long shot Einhom found out about it through

Kreindl, who was approached by the fence to peddle some of the bags.

Probably Kreindl and Einhom decided that I should get a going-over

for it. So Einhom called me to sit by him, one afternoon in the pool-

room. I saw from his stiffness that he was gettmg up an angry blow

against me, and of course I knew why.

“Fm not going to sit by and let you turn into jailbait,” he said. “I

partly consider myself responsible that you’re in this environment.

You’re not even of age to be here, you’re still a minor”—so, by the

way, were Bulba and Gomian and dozens of others, but nothing was

ever made of it
—

“though you’re overgrown. But I won’t have you doing

this, Augie. Even Dingbat, and he’s no mental giant, knows better
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than to get into robbery. I have to put up with all kinds of elements

arotmd here, unfortunately. I know who’s a thief or gunman or whore-

master. I can’t help it It’s a poolroom. But, Augie, you know what
better is; you’ve been with me in other times, and if I hear of you on
another job I’m goiug to have you thrown out of here. You’ll never

see the mside of this place or Tillie and me again. If your brother knew
about this, by Jesus Chnst! he’d beat you. I know he would.”

I admitted that it was so. Einhom must have seen the horror and
fear in me as through a narrow opening. My hand lay where he could

reach it; he put his fingers on it. “This is where a young fellow starts

to decay and stink, and his health and beauty go. By the first things he

does when he’s not a boy any longer, but does what a man does A
boy steals apples, watermelons. If he’s a wildcat in college he writes

a bad check or two. But to go out as an armed bandit
—

”

“We weren’t.”

“I’ll open this drawer,” he said with intensity, “and give you fifty

bucks if you’ll swear Joe Gorman didn’t have a gun. I tell you he had
one.”

I was hot in the face but faint. It could be true; it was plausible.

“And if the cops had come he’d have tried to shoot his way out.

That was what you let yourself in for. Yes, that’s nght, Augie, a dead

cop or two. You know what cop-killers get, from the station onward

—

their faces beaten off, their hands smashed, and worse; and that would

be your start in life. You can’t tell me there’s nothing but boyish high-

jinks spirits in that. What did you do it for?”

I didn’t know.

“Are you a real crook? Have you got the calling? I don’t think I

ever saw a stranger case of deceiving appearances then. I had you in

my house and left stuff in the open. Were you tempted to steal, ever?”

“Hey, Mr. Einhom!” I said, violent and excited.

“You don’t have to tell me. I know you didn’t. I only asked if you
have the real impulses from the bottom, and I don’t believe you do.

Now, for God’s sake, Augie, stay away from those thieves. I’d give

you twenty bucks for your widowed mother if you asked me. Did you
need it so badly?”

“No.”

It was kindness itself of him to call Mama a widow when he knew
she really wasn’t.

“Or were you looking for a thrill? Is this a time to be looking for a

thrill, when everybody else is covering up? You could take it out on
the roller coasters, the bobs, the chute-the-chutes. Go to Riverview
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Park, But wait. All of a sudden I catch on to something about you.
You’ve got opposition in you. You don’t slide through everything. You
just make it look so.”

This was the first time that anyone had told me anything like the

truth about myself. I felt it powerfully. That, as he said, I did have
opposition in me, and great desire to offer resistance and to say ''Nor
which was as clear as could be, as definite a feeling as a pang of hun-

The discoverer of this, who had taken pains to think of me—^to think

of me— was full of love of him for it. But I was also wearmg the dis-

covered attribute, my opposition. I was clothed in it. So I couldn’t make
any sign of argument or indicate how I felt.

“Don’t be a sap, Augie, and fall into the first trap life digs for you.

Young fellows brought up in bad luck, like you, are naturals to keep the

Jails filled—^the reformatories, all the institutions. What the state orders

bread and beans long in advance for. It knows there’s an element that

can be depended on to come behind bars to eat it. Or it knows how
much broken rock foi macadam it can expect, and whom it can count

on to break it, and whom it can expect for chancre treatments at the

Public Health Institute. From around here and similar parts of the

city, and the same in other places throughout the country. It’s prac-

tically determined. And if you’re going to let it be determined for you
too, you’re a sucker. Just what’s predicted. Those sad and tragic things

are waiting to take you in—^the clinks and clinics and soup lines know
who’s the natural to be beat up and squashed, made old, pooped, farted

away, no-purposed away. If it should happen to you, who’d be sur-

prised? You’re a setup for it
”

Then he added, “But I think I’d be surprised.” And also, “I don’t ask

you to take me for your model either,” too well realizing the contradic-

tion, that I knew about his multifarious swindles.

Einhom had his experts who tinkered with the gas meters; he got

around the electric company by splicing into the main cables; he fixed

tickets and taxes; and his cleverness was unlimited in these respects.

His mind was continually full of schemes. “But I’m not a lowlife when

I think, and really think,” he said. “In the end you can’t save your soul

and life by thought. But if you think, the least of the consolation prizes

is the world.”

He continued, but my thoughts took their own direction No, I didn’t

want to be what he called deiermined. I never had accepted determina-

tion and wouldn’t become what other people wanted to make of me.

I had said “No” to Joe Gorman too. To Grandma. To Jimmy. To lot*
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people. Einhorn had seen this in me. Because he too wanted to exert

influence.

To keep me out of trouble and also because he was accustomed to

have a delegate, messenger, or trusted hand, he hired me again for less

money ‘‘Don't forget, old man, I’ve got my eye on you ” Didn’t he

always have his eye on as many things and people as he could get in

range'? Conversely, however, I had my eye on him. I took closer interest

in his swindles than when I had been not much more than houseboy

and the Einhorn business was too vast for me to understand

One of the first things I helped with was a very dangerous piece of

work—^taking in a gangster, Nosey Mutchmk. A few years before,

Nosey Mutchmk, nothmg but a punk, had worked for the North Side

gang, throwing acid on clothes in dry-cleaning shops that wouldn’t buy

protection and doing similar things. Now he had reached a higher stage,

when he had money and was looking for investments, particularly in

real estate. For, he said seriously to Einhorn, on a summer evening,

*T know what happens to guys who stay in the rackets. In the end they

get blasted. I seen it happen enough.”

Einhorn told him he knew of a fine vacant lot that they could buy

as partners. “If I’m going into it with you myself, you don’t have to

worry that it’s not on the up and up I stand to lose you do,” he said

with sincere heart to Mutchnik. The asking price for the property was

six hundred dollars He could get it down to five. This was a perfectly

just assurance, because Einhorn himself owned the lot, having acquired

it from a buddy of his father’s for seventy-five dollars; and he now
became its half-owner at a further profit. All this was done by means

of various tricks, and very coolly. It ended well, with Mutchnik finding

a buyer for it, delighted to make a hundred dollars in a piece of legiti-

mate business. But if he had found out he would have shot Einhorn or

had him shot. Nothing simpler to do, or more natural in his eyes, in

defense of his pnde. I was in terror that Mutchnik might have taken a

notion to investigate in the Recorder’s OJB&ce and find out that a rela-

tion of Mrs. Einhom had nominally owned the lot. But Einhorn said,

“What are you bothering your head about, Augie? I’ve got this man
figured out. He’s terribly stupid. I keep suggesting angles to him for

his protection.”

Thus, without risking a cent, Einhom made more than four hundred
dollars in this particular deal. He was proud, gleeful with me; this was
what he really dug. It was a specimen triumph of the kind—only bigger

and bigger—^he wanted his whole history to consist of. While he sat stiB
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at his Twenty-Six baize board, the leather dice cap there, and the green

reflected up to his face, his white skin and underpainted eyes. He kept

the valuable ivory cue balls by him in a box, inside the nickel-candy

case, and his attention to what went on in the establishment was keen

and close. He ran it his own way entirely.

I never knew another poolroom where there was a woman perma-

nently, like Tillie Einhom, behind the lunch counter. She served very

good chili con, omelettes, navy bean soup, and learned to operate the

big coffee um, even the exact moment to throw m salt and raw egg to

make the coffee clear. She took to this change in her life energetically,

and physically she appeared to become broader and stronger. She

flounshed, and the male crowd made her tranquil. There was a lot said

or shouted that she didn’t know the meamng of, which was to the good.

She didn’t soften things in the poolroom, or put a limit, like a British

barmaid or bistro proprietress; here things were too harsh and ornery

to be influenced; the clamor and fights and the obscene yellmg and
bangmg weren’t going to stop, and didn’t stop. Only she somehow be-

came part of the place. By limitmg herself to the chili, wieners and

beans, coffee and pie.

The Depression had altered Einhorn too. Retrospectively, he was
rather green in the Commissioner’s lifetime, and some ways, for his

years, unformed. Now he was no longer second-to-last, but the last

and end-term of his family; there was nobody expected to die before

he did, and, you could say, troubles came directly to his face, and he

showed the test of them. No more willowmess; he had to get thicker

and harder, and so he did But toward women he didn’t change at all.

He saw fewer of them, naturally, than in past days. What women en-

tered a poolroom? Lollie Fewter didn’t come back to him. And for

him—^well, I suppose that souls not in the very best state have to have

organizing acts, devices that brace them, must shave or must dress.

To Emhom, the enjoyment of a woman not Ms wife was such an

organizing act. And Lollie must have been important to him, for he

kept track of her to the last, for better than ten years, that is, when she

was shot by a teamster-lover, the father of several cMidren, whom she

got involved in black marketmg. He was caught, and there was prison

coming to him, and no rap for her. Therefore he killed her, he said,

“So another guy wouldn’t live rich with her off my troubles.” Einhom
saved the clippings from the papers. “You see what he says

—
^‘live rich’?

Living rich was what it was with her. I can tell you.” He wanted me to

know he could. He could tell me indeed, and there were few people

better placed than I to hear it from him.
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‘‘Poor Lollie!”

“Ah, poor, poor kid!” he said. “But I think she was bound to die like

that, Augie. She had a Frankie-and-Johnny mentality. And when I

knew her she was beautiful. Yes, she was rich.” All white-headed, and

shrunken some from his former size, he told me about her with fervor.

“They say she was getting sloppy toward the end, and greedy about

money. That was bad. There’s trouble enough from fucking. She was

made to have a violent thing happen to her. The world doesn’t let hot

blood off easy.”

Wrapped and planted in this was an appeal to me to remember his hot

blood. My services to him had put me in some striking positions—^he

wanted to know what thought I had of them, maybe; or, humanly

enough, whether I would celebrate them with him. Oh, the places

where pride won’t make a stand!

What I was particularly bidden to recall in this talk was the night

of my graduation from high school. The Einhoms had been extremely

kind to me. A wallet with ten dollars in it was my present from the

three of them, and Mrs. Einhom came to the graduation exercises with

Mama and the Kleins and Tambows that February night. Afterward

there was a party at the Kleins’, where I was expected. I drove Mama
home from the assembly— didn’t have my name in the evenmg pro-

gram, like Simon, but Mama was pleased and smoothed my hand as

I was leading her upstairs.

Tillie Einhom waited below in the car. “You go to your party,” she

said as I was taking her back to the poolroom. My having finished high

school was of immense importance in her eyes, and she honored me
extraordinarily, in the tone she took. She was a warm woman, in most

matters very simple, she wanted to give me some sort of blessing, and

my “education” had, I think, suddenly made her timid of me. So we
drove in the black and wet cold to the poolroom, and she said several

times over, “Willie says you got a good head. You’ll be a teacher your-

self.” And then she crushed up against me in her sealskin coat, be-

longing to the good days, to kiss me on the cheek, and had the happy

tears of terribly deep feehng to wipe from her face before we went into

the poolroom. Behind this, probably, was my “orphancy,” and the

occasion woke it up. We were dressed in our best; Mrs. Einhom even

gave off a perfume, in the car, from her silk scarf and dress established

with silver buttons on her breast. We crossed the wide sidewalk to the

poolroom. Below, the windows, as required by law, were curtained,

and above, the rods of the signs writhed in their colors in the wet. The
crowd in the poolroom was small tonight because of graduation. So
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you could hear the kissing of the balls from the farthest cavelike lights

and soft roaring of green tables, and the fat of wieners on the grill.

Dingbat came from the back, holding the wooden triangular ball rack,

to shake hands.

“Angle is going to a party by Klein,” said Mrs. Einhom.
“Congratulations, son,” said Einhom with state manners. “He’s go-

ing, Tillie, but not right away. I have a treat for him first. I’m taking

him to a show.”

“Willie,” she said, disturbed, “let him go. Tonight it’s his night.”

“Not just a neighborhood movie, but to McVicker’s, a stage show

with little girls, trained animals, and a Frenchman from the Bal Tabarin

who stands on his head on a pop bottle. How does that sound to you,

Augie? Like a good thing? I planned it out a week ago.”

“Sure, that’s all right. Jimmy said the party would run late, and I can

go after midnight,”

“But Dingbat can take you, Willie. Augie wants to be with young

people tonight, not with you.”

“If I’m going out Dingbat is needed here and will stay here,” said

Einhom and shook off her arguments,

I wasn’t so intoxicated with its being my night that I couldn’t see a

reason for Einhom’s insistence, a small darkness of a reason no bigger

than a field mouse yet and very swift.

Mrs. Einhom dropped her hands to her sides. “Willie, when he

wants—” she apologized to me. But I was practically one of the family,

now that no inheritances were in the way. I tied on his cloak and carried

him to the car. My face was red in the night air, and I was aimoyed.

For it was a chore to take Einhom to the theater, and there were many
steps and negotiations necessary. First to park the car, and then to find

the manager and explain that two seats had to be found near the exit;

next to arrange to have the steel firedoors opened, to drive down the

alley, tote Einhom into the theater, back out of the alley, and find

another parking space. And at that, once in the theater, you sat at a

bad angle to the stage. He had to be right next to the emergency exit.

“Imagine me in the middle of a stampede in case of fire,” he said. Hence

we saw things to the side of the main confrontation of the big dramatic

shell, powder and paint on the faces, and voices muffled, then loud, or

glenny silver, and frequently didn’t know what made the audience

laugh.

“Don’t speed,” said Einhom to me on Washington Boulevard. “Take

it slow here.” I suddenly observed that he had an address in his hand.

“It’s near Sacramento. You didn’t think I really was going to drag
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you to McVicker’s tonight, did you, Augie? No, we’re not going down-
town. This place Fm taking you to, I’ve never been in before. It’s a back
entrance, I understand, and on the third floor.”

I stopped the car and went out to scout, came back when I had found

the joint, and got him on my back. He used to talk about himself as the

Old Man of the Sea riding Sinbad But there was Aeneas too, who
carried his old dad Anchises in the burning of Troy, and that old man
had been picked by Venus to be her lover; which stnkes me as the

better comparison. Except that there was no fire or war cry around us,

but dead-of-mght silence on the boulevard, and ice. I went down the

narrow cement walk, below sleeping windows, with Emhorn telling me,

clear and loud, to watch my step Luckily I had cleared out my locker

that day and was wearing the rubbers that had lain at the bottom of it

the better part of a year, and so my feet didn’t slip But it was difficult

work all the same, up the wooden stairs and under the short clotheslmes

on the porches. “This better be it,” he said when I rang the bell on the

third floor, “or they’ll be asking me what the hell Fm doing ” It always

was he who was principally present in a place.

But we hadn’t rung the wrong bell. A woman opened the door,

and I said, “Where?” out of wind. “Go on, go on,” said Emhorn, “This

is only the kitchen.” Which it was; a beery place. I walked with him
carefully into the parlor and put him down before the astonished people

there, on the couch. Seated, he felt equal to them all and looked at all

the women. I stood beside him and looked too, in great eagerness and
excitement. I always felt, in taking him somewhere, a great sense of

responsibility; and here, far more than ever, I sensed how heavy his

dependence on me was. And I didn’t want to have to worry about it

now. Though he didn’t look at a disadvantage, only imperious and im-

perturbable, with no uneasy flinch of disgrace at being a man of

importance seen helpless before terrible needs. “I heard the girls were
nice here,” he said, “and they are nice. Pick one out,”

“Me?”
“Of course you. Which one of you girls is going to entertain this

handsome boy who graduated from high school tonight? Look around,

kid, and keep your head,” he said to me.

The madam came to the parlor from one of the rooms. Her peculi-

arity was in the paint of her face, the insect dust or lamp-black of

colors and moth’s wing red of the cheek pigment.

“Mister,” she began to say.

But it was aU right. Einhom had a card from someone, and it had
been prearranged, as she recalled. Only she hadn’t been told, I could
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gee, that Einhorn would be carried in. He wouldn’t have trusted him-

self here without an introduction.

Nevertheless there was embarrassment, and Einhorn sat shoe to shoe

and in the banker’s trousers covenng his immovable legs When I think

of it with a collected mind, Einhorn, asking who would entertain me,

might well have been voicing anticipation of the aversion of the girl he

chose. Even here, inhere he was paymg. But perhaps it wasn’t so. My
head was a long way from being clear in this lionish place, the paltry,

ritzy den of a parlor, and he maybe was not as bold and easy as he

sounded.

At last Einhorn said to the girl he had called over to chat with,

“Which is your room, kid?” and with perfect calm, ignoring the effect

of it, had me carry him there. A pink coverlet was on the bed (this

was a better-class place as I was later to know by contrast), and she

skimmed it off. I laid him down. As the girl, in a comer of the room,

began to take off her clothes, he beckoned me to bend to him again and

whispered, “Take my wallet,” and I took out the heavy leather article

and put it m my pocket “Hang on to it,” he said. The look of his eye

was bold, full, even resentful. Resentful of this posture, I think, not of

me. There was a pressure in his face, and his hair spread on the pillow.

He began to talk to the woman in a tone of instruction. “Take off my
shoes,” he said She did. He watched m that active way; along the line

of his entire body his glance went, to the woman in her wrapper who
bent over his feet, this woman of strong neck and red fingernails, stand-

ing in a pair of felt slippers by the bed. “Just a thing or two more I have

to tell you,” he said. “There’s my back; I have to go easy till I’m set

jright, miss, and take everything step by step.”

“Haven’t you gone yet?” He saw me by the door. “Go on, do you

have to be told what to do*? I’ll send them for you after.”

I didn’t have to be told, but as long as he didn’t send me from him

I’d have delayed.

I went back to the parlor, where there was someone waiting for me;

the rest had gone, so the choice had been made for me. As always with

strangers, I behaved as if I knew exactly what I was doing and from an

idea that at a critical time it was best and most decent to have my own

momentum. She did not take this away from me She whose business

or burden it was to be calm in the primal thing, where no one else is,

and have an advantage of the strong. She wasn’t young—^the women

had made the nght choice for me—^and she had sort of a crude face;

but she encouraged me to treat her loverlike. Undressing, she had play-

ful frills or point edges on her underthings—these gewgaws that go with
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the imposing female fact, the brilliant, profound thing. My clothes were

off and I waited She approached and took me round the body. She even

set me on the bed. As if, it being her bed, she’d show me how to use

it. And she pressed up her breasts against me, she curved her shoulders

back, she closed her eyes and held me by the sides. So that I didn’t lack

kindness of person and wasn’t pushed off when done. I knew later I

had been lucky with her, that she had tned not to be dry with me, or

satirical, and done it mercifully.

Yet when the thrill went off, like lightning smashed and dispersed

into the ground, I knew it was basically only a transaction. But that

didn’t matter so much. Nor did the bed; nor did the room; nor the

thought that the woman would have been amused—^with as much
amusement as could make headway against other considerations—at

Einhorn and me, the great sensationalist riding into the place on my
back with bloodshot eyes and voracious in heart but looking perfectly

calm and superior. Paying didn’t matter. Nor using what other people

used. That’s what city life is. And so it didn’t have the luster it should

have had, and there wasn’t any epithalamium of gentle lovers. . . .

I had to wait for Einhom in the kitchen, and to think of him, close

by, having this violence done to hun for his pleasure The madam didn’t

look pleased about it Other men were commg in, and she was mixing

drinks in the kitchen, and I came in for peevish glances until Einhorn’s

girl came in dressed again to have me fetch him. The madam went along

with me for the money, and Einhorn paid with finesse and gave tips,

and as I carried him through the parlor where my partner was with

another man, smoking a cigarette. Einhom said to me for my private

ear, “Don’t look at anybody, understand?” Was he afraid to be recog-»

nized, or was this order simply about the best composure for passing

through the parlor again with him clmging to my back in his dark

garments?

“You’ll have to be careful as hell about the way you go down,” he

said on the porch. “It was stupid not to bring a flashlight. All we need

now is a spill.” And he laughed; with irony, but laughed. The house

was thoughtful though, and a whore came out, in a coat like any ordi-

nary woman, to light our way down to the yard, where we thanked her

and all politely said good night.

I brought him home and took him into the house, though the pool-

room was still open, and he said, “Never mind putting me to bed. Go
on to your party. You can take the car, but don’t go getting drunk and

joy-riding, that’s all I ask.”



CHAPTER Vni

From here a new course was set—^by us, for us: I’m not going to try

to unravel all the causes

When I face back I can recognize myself as of this time m intimate

undress, with my own and family traits of hands and feet, greenness

and grayness of the eyes and up-sprmgmg hair; but at myself fully

clothed and at my new social passes I have to look tv/ice. I don’t know
how It all at once came to me to talk a lot, tell jokes, kick up, and sud-

denly have views. When it was time to have them, there was no telling

how I picked them from the air.

The city college Simon and I attended wasn’t a seminary in charge of

priests who taught Anstotle and casuistry and prepared you for Euro-

pean games and vices and ail the thmgs, true or not true, actual or not

actual, nevertheless insisted on as true and actual. Considering how
much world there was to catch up with—^Asurbanipal, Euclid, Alaric,

Mettermch, Madison, Blackhawk—^if you didn’t devote your whole

life to it, how were you ever going to do it? And the students were

children of immigrants from all parts, coming up from Hell’s Kitchen,

Little Sicily, the Black Beit, the mass of Polonia, the Jewish streets of

Humboldt Park, put through the coarse sifters of curriculum, and also

bringing wisdom of their own* They filled the factory-length corridors

and giant classrooms with every human character and germ, to undergo

consolidation and become, the idea was, American. In the mixtuie*'

there was beauty-—a good proportion—and pimple-insolence, and par-,

ricide faces, gum-chew innocence, labor fodder and secretarial forces,!

Danish stability, Dago inspiration, catarrh-hampered mathematical'^

genius, there were waxed-eared shovelers’ children, sex-promising busi-

nessmen’s daughters—an immense sampling of a tremendous host, the

multitudes of holy writ, begotten by West-moving, factor-shoved par-

ents. Or me, the %-blow of a traveling man.
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Normally Simon and I would have gone lo work after high school,

but jobs weren’t to be had anyway, and the public college was full of

students in our condition, because of the unemployment, getting a city-

sponsored introduction to higher notions and an accidental break mto
Shakespeare and other great masters along with the science and math

leveled at the Civil-Service exams. In the nature of the case it couldn’t

be avoided; and if you were going to prepare impoverished young folks

for difficult functions, or if merely you were going to keep them out

of trouble by having them read books, there were going to be some

remarkable results begotten out of the mass. I knew a skinny, sickly

Mexican too poor for socks and spotted and stained all over, body and

clothes, who could crack any equation on the board; and also Bohunk
wizards at the Greeks, demon-brained physicists, historians bred under

pushcarts, and many hard-grain poor boys who were going to starve

and work themselves bitterly eight years or so to become doctors, engi-

neers, scholars, and experts. I had no special eagerness of this kind and

never had been led to think I should have, nor gave myself anxious

cares about being revealed a profession. I didn’t feel moved to take

it seriously. Nevertheless I turned m a fairly good performance in

French and History. In things like Botany, my drawings were cockeyed

and smudgy and I was behind the class. Though I had been Einhom’s

office clerk I hadn’t learned much of neatness. And besides I was work-

ing five afternoons a week and all day on Saturday.

This was not at Einhom’s any longer, but in women’s shoes, in the

basement of the downtown clothing shop where Simon was upstairs in

men’s suits. His situation had gotten better, and he was excited by the

change. It was a fashionable store where the management wanted you

to be well dressed. But he went beyond anything demanded of a sales-

man and was not just natty but hot stuff, m a double-breasted striped

suit, with a tape measure around his neck. I hardly knew him there,

among mirrors, rags, racks of clothes, eight stories above the Loop; he

was big, fast and busy, heavy in his body, and his blood evident in him,

in his face.

Below, I was in a bargain department under the sidewalk, seeing

and hearing the shoppers pass over the green circles of glass set in con-

crete, skirts of heavy coats flying as shadows through these lenses, but

the weight of bodies actual enough, the glass creaking and soles going

every which way. This vault was for the poorer class of customers or

for solitary-homet shoppers, girls with outfits to match, hats and acces-

sories; women with three or four little daughters to buy shoes for on the

same day. The goods were heaped up on tables by sizes, and then there
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were cardboard-cell walls of boxes and fitting stools in a circle under

the honeycomb of the sidewalk

A few weeks of apprenticeship here and the buyer had me up to the

main floor. Only to help out, m the beginning, and run stock for the

salesmen or return boxes to the shelves And then I became a shoe-dog

myself, only having to be told by the buyer to cut my hair shorter. He
was a womed guy and his stomach was bad From shaving twice a day

his skin was tender, and, on a Saturday morning when he got the sales-

men together before opening to give them a speech, his mouth would
bleed a little at the comers. He hoped to be more severe than he could

be, and I expect his trouble was that he was really not the man to direct

a snazzy operation. For the place was a salon, with Frenchy torches

held by human-arm brackets out from the wails, furled drapes, and
Chinese furniture—such comers as are softened, sheltered from the

outside air, even from the air of the Rue de Rivoli, by onental rugs

that swallow sounds in their nap, and hangings that make whispers

and protocol unavoidable Differences of inside and outside hard to rec-

oncile; for up to the threshold of a salon hke this there was a tremen-

dous high tension and antagonistic energy asked to lie still that couldn’t

lie still; and trying to contain it caused worry and shivers, the kind of

thing that could erupt in raging, bloody Gordon or Chartist riots and

shoot up fire like the burning of a mountam of egg crates. This un-

known, superfluous free power streaming around a cold, wet, blackened

Chicago day, from thmgs laid out to be still, incapable, however, of

being still.

Financially Simon and I were doing first rate; he was getting fifteen

dollars a week before commissions, and I was pulling down thirteen-

fifty. Therefore it didn’t matter that we were disqualified from Char-

ity. Practically blind. Mama couldn’t do the housework any longer.

Simon hired a mulatto named Molly Simms, a strong lean woman,

about thirty-five, who slept in the kitchen—on George’s old cot, in fact

—and whispered or sang out to us when we came home late. We never

had gotten the habit of using the front entrance, forbidden to us in the

old lady’s time,

‘‘She means you, sport,” Simon said.

“Bushwah, you’re the one she looks at all the time.”

On New Year’s Day she didn’t show up, and I kept things running

and fixed the meals Simon was away too. He had gone to a New Year’s

Eve party, leaving the house in his best: bowler hat, polka-dot mufiBier,

spats on his iwo-tone shoes, pigskin gloves. And he fidn’t get back till

early evening the next day, out of a rapid, sparkling snow. He was
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filthy, scowling, with blood in his eyes and scratches through his blond

stubble. A. first good look at his violent and lavish nature, it was, to see

him heaving in from the quiet snowfall of the back porch, kicking his

shoes clean on the bricks and bristling over them with broom, next

showing his face, streaky, as if he had been shagged through brambles,

and putting his hard hat, with a puncture in it, on the chair It was

lucky Mama couldn’t see him; at that she knew something was wrong

and asked in her high cry.

“Why, there’s nothing the matter, Ma,” we said to her.

Slangily, so that she wouldn’t understand, he told me a cock-and-bull

story about a scrap on a Well Street El platform with a couple of diunk

jokers, ferocious Irishmen, of one catching his arms in his coat by

yanking down the collar while the other pushed his face into (hose

guard wires on the banister and threw him down the stairs. None of

that convinced me. It didn’t explam where he had been a day and a

mght.

I said, “You know, Molly Simms didn’t show up, and she said she

was going to.”

He didn’t try to deny he had been with her, but sat heavy in his wet,

foul best, brute-exhausted. He had me heat the boiler for his bath, and

when he stripped his shirt revealed more skin torn from his back. He
didn’t trouble himself as to what I thought. And, neither boasting nor

complaining, he told me that he had gone to Molly Simms’ room early

in the morning. It was true he had fought with two micks; he was

drunk, after the party; but she had given him the scratches. Further-

more, she hadn’t let him go till good and dark, and then he blundered

in the Black Belt streets, in the snow. Liftmg the covers to chmb into

bed, he said to me that we would have to get rid of Molly Simms.

“Where do you get that ‘we’ stuff?”

“Or she’ll think she’s boss of the place, and the woman’s a wildcat.”

We were in our ancient little room, where the stiff wallpaper of many
layers bulged out in bubbles and the comfortable snow raced dry on

the wmdow and mounted on the sUl.

“She’U want to build it up to something. She told me already.”

“What did she teU you?”

“That she loves me,” he said, grinning but somber. “She’s a craay

bitch.”

“What? She’s close on forty.”

“What difference does that make? She’s a woman. And I went to see

her. I didn’t ask her age before getting on her.”

He sent her away that week. I noticed how she observed his scratched
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face at breakfast. She was a tbin, gypsyisb woman, and ber face was

wry keen; she could put on a maimer when she felt like it, but she didn’t

care a damn who saw her when she didn’t, and she gave her sharp,

greenish-eyed grin. He wasn’t rattled by her; he had decided she was

going to be a nuisance, and she caught on at once that he was bent

on giving her the shove-ho She was an expe, ^enced woman, rough

from being so much on the losing side and from having knocked around

from town to town, Washington to Brooklyn to Detroit, with what other

stops you’d never know, getting gold teeth here and a slash in the cheek

there. But she was an independent and never appealed for any sw-
pathy; was never offered any either. Simon bounced her and hired

Sablonka, an old Polish woman who disliked us, a slow-climbing,

mattering, mob-faced, fat, mean, pious widow who was a bad cook be-

sides, But we were neither of us around much. Within a few w^eeks

after she began I was not even living at home, but had dropped from

school and was living and working in Evanston. And I was on a pecu-

liar circuit, for a while, of the millionaire suburbs—-Highland Park,

Kenilworth, and Wiiinetka—sellmg things, a specialized salesman in

luxury lines and dealing with aristocrats. It was the shoe buyer who
put me onto this when asked by a business acquaintance in Evanston

to recommend someone; he brought me forward, where Mr Renling,

this Evanstonian sporting-goods man, could get a load ofme as I crosi^ed

the floor.

*‘Where does he come from?” he asked, this frosty, dry, self-

commenting, neutral-eyed man, long-legged and stylish. He looked

like a Scotsman.

*Trom the Northwest Side,” said the buyer. “His brother works up-

stairs. They’re clever boys, both of them.”

Vehudim?'' said Mr. Renling, still looking neutrally at the buyer.

“Jew?” the buyer said to me. He well knew the answer; he merely

passed the question on,

“Yes. I guess.”

“Ah,” said Renling, this time to me. “Weil, out there on the North

Shore they don’t like Jews. But,” he said, brimming frostily with a

smile, '"who makes them happy? They hke hardly anybody. Anyway,

they’U probably never know.” And to the buyer again he said, “WeU,

do you think this is a kid who can be glamorized?”

“He’s done all right here,”

“It’s a httle more high-pressure on the North Shore.”

Prospective house slaves from the shacks got the same kind of going-

over, I suppose, or girls brought to an old cocotte by their mothers for
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training. He had me strip my jacket so he could see my shoulders and

my fanny, so that I was just about to tell him what he could do with

his job when he said I was built right for his purpose, and my vanity was

more influential than my self-respect He then said to me, “I want to

put you in my saddle shop—riding habits, boots, dude-ranch stuff,

fancy articles. Ill pay twenty bucks a week while you’re learning, and

when you’re broken in I’ll pay you twenty-five plus commission.”

Naturally I took the job. I’d be earmng more money than Simon.

I moved into a student loft in Evanston, where soon the most dis-

tinguished thing was my wardrobe. Maybe I ought to say my livery,

since Mr. and Mrs. Renling saw to it that I was appropriately dressed,

in fact made a clotheshorse of me, advancing the money and pickmg

out the tweeds and flannels, plaids, foulards, sport shoes, woven shoes

Mexican style, and shirts and handkerchiefs—in the right taste for wait-

ing on a smooth trade of mostly British inclination. When I had sounded

the place out good I didn’t go for it, but I was too stirred up at first,

and enthusiastic, to see it well. I was dressed with splendor and work-

ing back of the most thrilling plate glass I had ever seen, on a

leSy street, in a fashionable store three steps under a western timber

from the main part of Renling’s shop, which sold fishing, hunting,

camping, golf and tennis equipment, canoes and outboard motors. You
see now what I meant by saying that I have to marvel at my social

passes, that I was suddenly sure and ejBBcacious in this business, could

talk firmly and knowingly to nch young girls, to country-club sports

and university students, presentmg things with one hand and carrying

a cigarette in a long holder in the other So that Renling had to grant

that I had beat all the foreseen handicaps I had to take riding lessons—

-

not too many, they were expensive. Renling didn’t want me to become

an accomplished horseman. “What for?” he said. “I sell these fancy

guns and never shot an animal m my life.”

But Mrs. Renlmg wanted me to become a rider and to refine and

school me every way. She had me register for evening courses at North-

western. Of the four men who worked in the store—I was the youngest
—^two were college graduates. “And you,” she said, “with your ap-

pearance, and your personality, if you have a college degree . .

Why, she showed me the result, as if it already lay m my hands.

She played terribly on my vamty. “I’ll make you perfect,” she said,

“completely perfect.”

Mrs. Renling was pushing fifty-five, light-haired, only a little gray,

small, her throat whiter than her face. She had tiny, dry red freckles
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and eyes of light color, but not gentle. Her accent was foreign; she came
from Luxembourg, and it was a great pride of hers that she was con-

nected with names in the Aimanach de Gotha for that part of the

world. Once in a while she assured me, “It is all nonsense; I am a

democrat; I am a citizen of this country I voted for Cox, I voted for

A1 Smith, and I voted for Roosevelt. I do not care for aristocrats. They
hunted on my father’s estate. Queen Carlotta used to go to chapel near

us, and she never forgave the French, because of Napoleon the Third.

I was going to school in Brussels when she died.” She corresponded

with ladies of the nobihty in different places. She exchanged recipes

with a German woman who lived m Doom and had something to do
with the Kaiser’s household. ‘T was in Europe a few years ago and I

saw this baroness. I knew her long. Of course they can never really

accept you. I told her, T am really an American.’ I brought some of my
pickled watermelon. There is nothing like that over there, Augie. She

taught me how to make veal kidneys with cognac. One of the rare

dishes of the world. There’s a restaurant now in New York that makes
them. People have to make reservations, even now, in Depression time.

She sold the recipe to a caterer for five hundred dollars. I would never

do that. I go and cook it for my friends, but I would consider it be-

neath me to sell an old family secret.’^

She could cook all right, she had all the cooking arcana. She was
known all over for the dinners she threw. Or for those she cooked at

other places, because she might decide to make one anywhere, for

friends. Her social set were the hotel manager’s wife at the Symington,

the jewelers, Vletold, who sold to the carriage trade—^the heaviest,

crested, cymbal-sized fruit dishes and Argonaut gravy boats. There

also was the widow of a man involved in the Teapot Dome Scandal,

who bred coach dogs. Any number of people like this. For new friends

who didn’t know her veal kidneys she’d prepare eveiything at home
and cook it in at their table. She was an ardent feeder of people, and

often cooked for the salesmen; she hated to see us go to restaurants,

where everythmg, she said, in her impersonator’s foreign voice that

nothing could interrupt, was so cheap and sticky.

That was just it, with Mrs. Renling—she couldn’t be interrupted or

stopped, in her pale-fire concentration. She would cook for you if she

wanted to, feed you, coach you, instruct you, play mah-jongg with you,

and there was scarcely anything you could do about it, she had so much
more force than anybody else around; with her light eyes and the pale,

fox stain of her freckles lying in the dust of powder or on the back of

her hands, with long hard rays of the tendons. She told me I would
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Study advertising m the School of Journalism at the university, and

she paid my fees, and so I did. She also chose for me the other courses

I needed for a degree, stressing that a cultured man could have any-

thing he wanted in America for the asking, standing out, she said, like

a candle in a coal mine.

I had a busy Me. In my new person of which, at the time, I was un-

godly proud. With my class evenings, evemngs in the library reading

history and the cunning books for creating discontent in the consumer;

attending Mrs. Renling’s bridge or mah-jongg soirees m her silk, pent-

house parlor, something of a footman, something of a nephew, passing

around candy dishes, opening ginger ale m the pantry, with my cigarette

holder in my mouth, knowing, obliging, with hints of dalliance behind

me, Sta-comb shining on my hair, flower blooming out of my lapel,

smelling of heather lotion, snitching tips on what was what in behavior

and protocol; till I found that much of this last was off the cuff and

that many looked to you to know what tone to take. The real touch-

stone was Mrs Renlmg, who couldn’t be denied leadership. Mr. Ren-

ling didn’t seem to care and played his cards or ivories, truly detached

and passionless He didn’t speak much, and Mrs Renlmg said what she

was going to say without hearing other opinion. This other opinion,

what was said about servants, or about unemployment or the govern-

ment, was monstrous, no two ways about it. Renling knew this but he

didn’t care These were his friends of the business community; a man
in business had to have such, and he visited and entertamed but neither

touched nor was touched, ever.

He had a personality strictly relative to his business Once in a while

he’d take off to show his skiU with a piece of rope in knot tying, or

he’d sing:

*"So this, so this, is Wenice

And where do we park the car?”

His upper lip had a pretty big perch on the other one, and he looked

gloomy and patient. He was a wintry, slick guy, like many people who
have to do service but save something for their own—^like a headwaiter

or chief of bellhops—individuals who are mixed up in a peculiar life-

game where they sign on to lose and then anyhow put up a kind of

underneath battle. He was a fight fan and took me to the matches now
and then, at a ring near the Montrose Cemetery. Saying, at about ten

o’clock, in a gathering, ‘‘Augie and I have a pair of duckets it would

be a shame to waste altogether. We can still make the main event if we
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leave now.” Since there were things men found it necessary to do,

Mrs Renling said, “Well, by all means.”

Dunng the bouts Renlmg didn’t holler or carry on, but he ate them
up. Anything that took stamina got him—six-day bike races, dance

marathons, walkathons, flagpole sitting, continuous and world flights,

long fasts by Gandhi or striking prisoners, people camping under-

ground, buried alive and fed and breathing through a shaft—any
miracles of endurance and effort, as if out of competition with cylinder

walls or other machine matenals that withstand steam, gases, and all

inhuman pressure. Such exhibitions he’d dnve any distance m Ms
powerful Packard to get a load of, and, driving, he raced But he did not

appear to be going fast. For there was his stability m the green leather

seat, plus Ms unshakmg, high-placed knees beside the jade onion of

the gear knob, Ms hands trimmed with sandy hairs on the wheel, the

hypersmoothness of the motor that made you feel deceived m the

speedometer that stood at eighty. Until you noticed how a mile of trees

cracked open like a shadow inch of tape, that the birds resembled flies

and the sheep birds, and how swift the blue, yellow, and red little bloods

of bugs spattered on the glass. He liked me to go with him. And what
his idea of company was was perplexing, since, as we came and went

like a twister, there was no warmth of conversation to counteract the

scene-ignonng cold rush, the thm thresh of the radio antenna and yack-

ing of broadcasts through the gold-mesh mouth m the panel. But what

was mostly touched on, now and again, was the performance of the car

and gas and oil statistics. We’d stop for barbecue chicken in some piny

place, on warm sand, hke a couple of earth-visitmg Plutonians, and

sip beer in the perfect clothes we wore, of sporting hound’s-tooth or

brown Harns tweed, carrying field glasses m cases from the shop: a

gloomy, rich gentleman and his gilded nephew or young snob cousin,

we must have looked. I was too much engaged with feeling tMs raiment

on me, the closeness of good cloth to my body, or with thoughts of the

cock-green Tyrolean brush in my hat and splendor of British shoes, to

be able to see Renlmg as I did see him later. He was an obstacle-eater.

He rushed over roads. He loved feats and worsMped endurance, and

he took between Ms teeth all objections, difliculties, hindrances, and

chewed and swallowed them down.

Sometimes he’d tell something of himself m the form of a short re-

mark, as when we passed under a North Shore viaduct once and he

said, “I helped build that. I wasn’t any older than you then, and helped

pass cement to the mixer. Must have been the year the Panama Canal
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was opened Thought the job would knock me out in the stomach

muscles Buck and a quarter was pretty good dough in those days ”

This was how he borrowed me for company It probably gave him

some amusement, how I took to this sort of life

There was a spell m which I mamly wished to own dinner clothes

and be invited to formal parties and thought considerably about how
to get mto the Junior Chamber of Commerce Not that I had any busi-

ness ideas. I was better than fair in the shop, but I had no wider in-

ventiveness about money. It was social enthusiasm that moved in me,

smartness, clotheshorseyness The way a pair of tight Argyle socks

showed in the crossing of legs, a match to the bow tie settled on a

Princeton collar, took me in the heart with enormous power and hun-

ger I was given over to it.

Briefly I ran with a waitress from the Symington, Willa Steiner. I

took her dancing at the Merry Garden and went to the beach with her

at night. She kindly let me get by most of the time with putting on

the dog and pompousness, bemg a warm girl She was nowise shy her-

self, making no bones about what we were together for. She had a

home-town lover too, whom she talked about marrying—I’m certain

without any hinder-thought of making me jealous For she had a num-

ber of things against me about which she was probably m the nght,

my dandy gab and conceit and my care about clothes. Soon informed,

Mrs. Renling came down hard on me for getting mixed up with her.

Einhom didn’t know more of what went on around him than she did

about everything in her territory. “Augie, I’m astonished at you,” she

said “She’s not even a pretty girl. She has a nose like a little Indian”

—

I had especially petted Willa Steiner with this pretty nose for my theme;

it wasn’t courageous of me not to defend it
—“and she’s covered with

freckles. I have freckles too, but mine are different, and anyhow, it’s

only as an older person that I’m talking to you. Besides, the girl is a

little prostitute, and not an honest prostitute, because an honest prosti-

tute, all she wants is your money. And if you have to do this, if you

come to me and tell me you have to—and don’t be ashamed of that

—

I’ll give you money to go somewhere on Sheridan Road near Wilson,

where such places are.” Another instance of people offering to con-

tribute money to keep me out of trouble; as Einhorn had, when he

lectured me about the robbery. “Augie, don’t you see this little tramp

wants you to get her in trouble so that you’ll have to marry her*^ That’s

all you need now, to have a baby with her right at the start of youi’

career. I would think that you would know what this is about.”

Sometimes I thought it was clever and free of her to talk as she did,
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and again that it was terribly stupid. I had an impression that, glancing

out from the partitions where she observed, with her dotty, smarting,

all4nterfering face, she was bent on pullmg whom she wanted to her, to

infuse and instill. It was the kind of talk gilded dumb young men have

heard from protectresses, generals’ and statesmen’s wives, m all the

duchies, viUas, and capital cities of the world.

“But you don’t really know anything about Willa, Mrs. Renling,”

I said clumsily. “She doesn’t
—

” I didn’t go on, because of all the scorn

in her face. “My dear boy, you talk like a nitwit. Go on with her if you
want. Fm not your mother. But you’ll see,” she said m her imperson-

ator’s voice, “when she has you roped. D’you think all she wants out

of life is to wait on tables and work to feed herself ]ust to keep in shape

for you, so you’ll have nothing to do but enjoy her? You know nothing

about girls, girls want to marry. And it’s not in the modest old times

when they sat on it till somebody would have mercy.” She spoke dis-

gustedly; she had disgust to bum.
It didn’t occur to me, when Mrs. Renling had me drive her to Benton

Harbor where she took mineral baths for her arthntis, that she was get-

ting me away from Willa. She said she couldn’t think of going out to

Michigan alone, and that I would drive and keep her company in the

hotel. Afterward I understood.

Benton Harbor was plenty different for me from what it had been

last time, when I had hitch-hiked back from Muskegon with Nails and

Dmgbat, with sweat shirt tied on my neck by the sleeves and my feet

road-sore. Actually we stayed in St. Joe, next to Lake Michigan, at

the Merritt Hotel, right in front of the water and the deep, fresh smell

of sea volume in the glossy pink walls of the rooms The hotel was vast,

and it was bnck construction, but went after the tone of old Saratoga

Springs establishments, greenery and wickerwork, braid cord on the

portieres, menus in French, white hall runners and deep fat of money,

limousines in the washed gravel, lavish culture of flowers bigger than

life, and tnple-decker turf on which the grass lived rich. Everywhere

else, in the blaze of July, it was scanty.

I had the long bath hours to myself to see what the territory round

about was like. It was mostly fruit country, farmed by Germans, the

men like farmers anywhere, but the older women in bonnets, going

barefoot in long dresses under the giant oaks of their yards. The peach

branches shone with seams of gum, leaves milky from the spray of

insecticides. Also, on the roads, on bicycles and m Ford trucks, were

the bearded and long-haired House of David Israelites, a meat-
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renouncing sect of peaceful, businesslike, pious people, who had a big

estate or principality of their own, and farmhouse palaces. They spoke

of Shiloh and Armageddon as familiarly as of eggs and harnesses, and

were a millionaire concern many times over, owning farms and springs

and a vast amusement park m a big Bavarian dell, with a miniature

railway, a baseball team, and a jazz band that sent music up clear to the

road from the nightly dances in the pavilion. Two bands, in fact, one

of each sex

I brought Mrs. Renlmg here a few times to dance and drink spring

water; the mosquitoes, though, were too active for her. Afterward I

sometimes went alone; she didn’t see why I should want to Nor did

she see what I strayed into town for m the morning, or why I took

pleasure in silting in the still green bake of the Civil War courthouse

square after my thick breakfast of griddle cakes and eggs and coffee.

But I did, and warmed my belly and shins while the little locust trolley

clinked and crept to the harbor and over the trestles of the bog-spanning

bridge where the green beasts and bulrush-rocking birds kept up their

hot, small-time uproar. I brought along a book, but there was too much

brown stain on the pages from the sun The benches were white iron,

roomy enough for three or four old gaffers to snooze on m the swamp-

tasting sweet warmth that made the redwing blackbirds fierce and

quick, and the flowers frill, but other living things slow and lazy-

blooded. I soaked in the heavy nourishing air and this befriending at-

mosphere like rich life-cake, the kmd that encourages love and brmgs

on a mild pam of emotions A state that lets you rest in your own
specific gravity, and where you are not a subject matter but sit in your

own nature, tasting original tastes as good as the first man, and are

outside of the busy human tamper, left free even of your own habits*

Wliich only lie on you illusory in the sunshine, in the usual relation of

your feet or fingers or the knot of your shoestrings and are without

power. No more than the comb or shadow of your hair has power on

your brain.

Mrs. Renling did not like to be alone at meals, not even at breakfast,

I had to eat with her in her room. Each morning she took sugarless tea,

with milk, and a few pieces of zwieback. I had the works, the bottom

half of the menu, from grapefruit to rice pudding, and ate at a little table

by the open window, m the lake airs that lapped the dotted Swiss cur-

tains. In bed, and talking all the while, Mrs. Renlmg took off the gauze

chin band she slept in and began to treat her face with lotions and

creams, plucked her eyebrows. Her usual subject of conversation was

the other guests. She got them down and polished them off, but good.
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In the leisure of the early hour, when she bravely rode fence on her

face. She would die a well-tended lady who had kept up fiercely all

civilized duties, as developed before Phidias and through Botticelli

—

all that great masters and women of illustrious courts had prescribed

and followed for perfection, the kind of intelligence to wear in the

eyes and the molds of sweetness and authority. But she had a wrath-
ruled mmd Giving herself these feminine cares in the brightness of

her suite in the soft-blown-open summer beauty, she was not satisfied

without social digging and the toil of gnevances and antipathies

“Did you notice the old couple on my left, last night at the Bunco
party, the Zeelands'^ Marvelous old Dutch family Isn’t he a beautiful

old man? Why, he was one of the greatest corporation lawyers m Chi-
cago, and he’s a trustee for the Robinson Foundation, the glass people.

The university gave him an honorary degree, and when he has a birth-

day the newspapers write editorials. And still his wife is stupid as her
own feet, and she drmks, and the daughter is a drunkard too. If I knew
she was going to be here I would have gone to Saratoga instead I wish
there was some way to get an advance guest list from these hotels.

There ought to be a service hke that They have a suite for six hundred
dollars a month in Chicago And as soon as the chauffeur comes for

the old man in the mommg—^this is something I know!—^the bellhop

goes out and buys them a bottle of bourbon and bets on a horse for

them Then they drink and wait for the results. But that daughter—
she keeps herself a ‘little old-fashioned If you didn’t notice her last

night, look for a heavy-built woman who wears feathers. She threw a
child out of the window and killed it. They used all their influence and
got her free. A poor woman would have gotten the chair, like Ruth
Snyder, with the matrons standing ail around and picking up their skirts

so the photographers couldn’t get a picture of it. I wonder if she dresses

like this now so as to feel nothing in common with that young flapper

who did that thing.”

You needed a strong constitution to stick to your splendor of morn-
ing in the face of these damnation chats. I had to struggle when she

called out her whole force of frights, apocalypse death riders, church-

porch devils who grabbed naked sinners from behind to lug them down
to punishment, her infanticides, plagues, and incests.

I managed. But the situation was that I was enjoying what a rich

young man enjoys and arranged my feelings accordingly, filling m and
plastenng over objections. Except that there were rotten moments,

such as when she spoke of the Snyder execution and evoked this terrible

protection of a woman’s modesty who was writhing in thousands of
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volts And though I was avoiding everything that didn’t agree with what

I wanted, the consistent painting of doomedness and evil she specialized

in did get under my skin What if it really was as she said? If, for in-

stance, the woman had thrown her baby out of the window? It wasn’t

Medea, a good, safe long time ago, chasing her pitiful kids, but a woman
I saw in the dining room, wearing feathers, sitting down with her white-

haired father and mother.

But there were people at the table near theirs that soon were of

more interest to me—^two young girls, of beauty to put a stop to such

thoughts or drive them to the dwindling point. There was a moment
when I could have fallen for either one of them, and then everything

bent to one side, toward the slenderer, slighter, younger one. I fell m
love with her, and not m the way I had loved Hilda Novinson either,

going hke a satellite on the back of the streetcar or sticking around her

father’s tailor shop. This time I had a different kind of maniac energy

and knew what sexual sting was. My expectations were greater; more
corrupt too, maybe, owing to the influence of Mrs. Renlmg and her

speaking always of lusts, no holds barred So that I allowed suggestions

in all veins to come to me. I never have learned to reproach myself for

such things, and then my experience in curtailing them was limited.

Why, I had accepted of Grandma Lausch’s warning only the part about

the danger of our blood and that, through Mama, we were susceptible

to love; not the stigmatizing part that made us out the carriers of the

germ of ruination So I was dragged, entrained, over a barrel. And I had
a special handicap, because of the way I presented myself—due to Mrs.

Renling—as if God had not left out a single one of His gifts, and I was
advertising His liberality with me: good looks, excellent wardrobe,

mighty fine manners, social ease, wittiness, handsome-devil smiles,

neat dancing and address with women—all in the freshest gold-leaf.

And the trouble was that I had what you might call forged credentials.

It was my worry that Esther Fenchel would find this out.

I worked, heart-choked, for the grandest success in these limits, as

an impostor I spent hours getting myself up to be a living petition. By
dumb concentration and notice-wooing struggle. The only way I could
conceive, in my blood-loaded, picturesque amorousness. But, the way
a hint of plague is given in the mild wind of flags and beauty of a harbor
—a scene of safe, busy peace—I could perhaps, for all of my sane look
of easy, normal circumstances, have passed the note of my thoughts in

the air—on the beach, on the flower-cultured lawn, in the big open of

the white and gold dining room^—and these thoughts were that I could
submit to being hung in the girl’s hair—of that order. I had heavy
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dreams about her lips, hands, breasts, legs, between legs She could

not stoop for a ball on the tennis court— standing stiff in a foulard

with brown horses on a green background that was ingeniously slipped

through a handcarved wooden nng which Renling made popular that

season in Evanston—I couldn’t witness this, I say, without a push of

love and worship in my bowels at the curve of her hips, and tnumphant
maiden shape behind, and soft, protected secret. Where, to be allowed

with love, would be the endorsement of the world, that it was not the

barren confusion distant dry fears hinted and whispered, but was
necessary, justified, the justification proved by joy. That if she would

have, approve, kiss, use her hands on me, allow me the clay dust of the

court from her legs, the mild sweat, her intimate dirt and sweat, deliver

me from suffenng falsehood—show that there wasn’t anything false,

injurious, or empty-hearted that couldn’t be corrected!

But m the evening, when nothing had come of my effort, a scoreless

day, I lay on the floor of my room, all dressed up to go to dinner, with

doomed patience, eaten with hankering and thinking futilely what

brilhant thing to do—some floral, comet, star action, casting off stupid-

ity and clumsiness But I had marked carefully all that I could about

Esther, in order to study what could induce her to see herself with me, in

my hght. That is, up there in subhmity. Asking only that she join me, let

me, ride and row m love with me, with her fresh, great female wonders

and beauties which would increase by my joy that she was exactly as

she was, with her elbows, her nipples at her sweater. I watched how she

chased a little awkwardly on the tenms court and made to protect her

breasts and closed m her knees when a fast ball came over the net. My
study of her didn’t much support my hopes; which was why I lay on the

floor with a desiiing, sunburned face and lips open m thought. I realized

that she knew she had great value, and that she was not subject to

urgent-heartedness. In short, that Esther Fenchel was not of my per-

suasion and wouldn’t much care to hear about her perspiration and

little personal dirts.

Nevertheless the world never had better color, to say it exactly as

it strikes me, or finer and more reasonable articulation. Nor ever gave

me better trouble, 1 felt I was in the real and the true as far as nature

and pleasure went m forming the native place of human and aU other

existence.

And I behaved ingeniously too. I got into conversations with old

Fenchel, not the girls’ father but their uncle, who was in the mineral-

water business. It wasn’t easy, because he was a millionaire. He drove

a Packard, the same model and color as the Renlings’; I parked behind
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him on the drive so that he had to look twice to see which was his, and

then I had him. Inter pares For how could he tell that I earned twenty-

five dollars a week and didn’t own the car? We talked. I offered him a

Perfecto Queen. He smiled it away; he had his own tailor-made Havanas

in a case big enough for a pistol, and he was so ponderously huge it

didn’t even bulge m his pocket. His face was fat and seamed, black-

eyed—eyes black as the meat of Chinese htchi nuts—^with gray, heinie

hair, clipped to the fat of the scalp, back and sides. It was a little dis-

couraging that the girls were his heiresses, as he right away told me,

probably guessing that I wasn’t bringing out the flower of my charm for

his old cartilage-heavy Rembrandt of a squash nose with its white hairs

and gunpowder speckles. To be sure not. And he wanted me to know
m what league I was playing. I didn’t give an inch. I’ve never backed

down from male relatives, either calf or bull, or let father and guardians

discomfit me.

Getting to Esther’s aunt was harder, since she was sickly, timid, and

silent, with the mood of rich people whose health lets them down Her
clothes and jewelry were fine, but the poor lady’s face was full of private

effort; she was a little deaf from it. I didn’t have to put on fnendly in-

terest; I really (God knows from where) had it. And by instinct I knew
that what would fetch her—as infirm, loaded with dough, and beaten a

long way out of known channels by the banked spoon-oars of special

silver as she was—^was the charm of ordmary health. So I talked away
to her and was pretty acceptable.

“My dear Augie, was that Mrs. Fenchel you were sitting with?” said

Mrs. Renling. “She hasn’t done anything but watch the sprinkler all

month, so I thought she was screwloose. Did you speak to her first?”

“Well, I ]ust happened to be sitting by her.”

I got a good mark for this; she was pleased. But the next thing to be

thought of was my purpose, and this she immediately and roughly found

out. “It’s the girls, isn’t it! Well, they are very beautiful, aren’t they?

Especially the black-haired one. Gorgeous. And mischievous, full of

ffie devil she looks But remember, Augie, you’re with me; I’m respon-

sible for your behavior. And the girl is not a waitress, and you better

not think you-know-what. My dear boy, you’re very clever and good,

and I want to see you get ahead. I’ll see that you do. Naturally, with this

^1, you haven’t got a chance. Of course, rich gurls can sometimes be
little whores too, and have the same itch as common ones and sometimes
even worse. But not these girls. You don’t know what German up-
bringing is.”

So to speak, reserved for the brass, the Fenchel heiresses. But Mrs.
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Renling wasn’t infallible, and had already made one mistake, that of

thinking it was Thea rather than Esther Fenchel I was in love with.

Also, she had no notion how much in love I was, down to the poetic

threat of death I didn’t want her to have any notion either, though I

would have been happy to tell someone. I did not like what I foresaw
Mrs Renlmg would make of it, and so I was satisfied to let her think it

was Thea, the kmky-haired but also glorious-looking sister I carried the

torch for, and I used some deceit. It didn’t take much, as it was pleas-

ing to Mrs. Renlmg’s pride to think she had guessed, quick and infal-

lible, what was bothering me.

As a matter of fact Thea Fenchel was better than merely pleasant to

me, and I was fishing after her uncle, who was in a bad mood, snxly and
difficult, one morning, when she asked me whether I played" tennis. I

had to say, and though it was a bad moment for me, smiling, that ridmg

was my sport; and I desperately thought that I must get a racket and go
at once to the public courts m Benton Harbor to learn. Not that I had
been bom to the saddle either; but it covered my origins somewhat to

say that I was a horseman and had a pretty creditable clang

“My partner hasn’t come,” said Thea, “and Esther’s on the beach.”

Within ten minutes I too was on the sand, notwithstanding that I had

promised to play cards with Mrs. Renlmg after her mineral bath, when,

she said, she felt too weakened to read. I lay hot and wandering-witted

on my belly, watching Esther, and my notions were many-branched,

high-seasoned, ero^ic, a good half painful, hoping for and afraid of

notice as she bent"down and rubbed sun-oil like brightness on her legs,

and her head turned toward me, who was loony and dmnk with as-

sessing the weight of her breasts and the soft little heaviness of her belly,

so elegantly banded in by the sheath of her swim suit, or her hair which

she combed, it seemed to me, with great animal strength, taking off the

close white mbber helmet.

The sand swallows burst out of their scupper holes in the bluffs and

out over the transparent drown of the water, back again to the white,

to the brown, to the black, from moving to stock-still sand waves and

water-worked woods and roots that hugged and twisted in the sun.

Presently she went up; and so did I, a little later. Mrs. Renlmg gave

me the icy treatment for being late. And, I thought, lying on the floor of

my room with my heels upon the bedspread like an armored man fallen

from his horse, spur-tangled and needing block and tackle to be raised,

that It was time, seeing my inattention was making Mrs. Renling angry,

to have some progress to show for it at least. I got up and brushed my-

self without particular heart or mterest, using two military brushes she
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had givea me. I went down in the slow, white elevator and, on the ground

floor, moseyed around m the lobby.

It was sundown, near dinnertime, with brilliant darkening water,

n^pTfins and broad menus standing upm the dining room, and roses and

ferns in long-necked vases, the orchestra tuning back of its curtain I

was alone in the corridor, troubled and rocky, and trod on slowly to the

music room, where the phonograph was playing Caruso, stifled and

then clear cries of operatic mother-longing, that ornate, at heart som-

ber, son’s appeal of the Italian taste. Resting her elbows on the closed

cabmet, in a white suit and round white hat, next thing to a bishop’s

biretta, bead-embroidered, was Esther Fenchel; she stood with one foot

set on Its point.

I said, “Miss Fenchel, I wonder if you would like to go with me some

evening to the House of David ” Astonished, she looked up from the

music. “They have dancing every night.”

I saw nothing but failure, from the first word out, and felt smitten,

pounded from ^1 sides.

“With you? I should say not. I certainly won’t.”

The blood came down out of my head, neck, shoulders, and I fainted

dead away.

I came out of it without help. There wasn’t anyone to offer any, Es-

ther not having spent an instant m seeing what had happened to me,

evidently, because the smgmg rolled in on me in the splendor of its

wind-up, at first with the noise of a seashell, then louder, with the climb-

ing of Ae orchestra on the staircase of a magnificent haU, to the clear

heartbreak of the very top where the drums severed and killed and gave

a hammering burial to everything.

I don’t know whether it was the refusal or the emotion of speaking

and being spoken to that knocked me down, and I wasn’t in any condi-

tion to touch around and feel for the trigger, where it was and why it

was hke a loose tooth. It was enough I had found out how strong the

charge was, and that it was the kick of a false situation that went off.

And meanwhile I was sucking breath and the air felt chilly to me be-

cause of my damp face. I got my back agamst a sofa, where I felt I had
got trampled all over my body by a thing some way connected by weight

with my mother and my brother George, who perhaps this very minute
was workmg on a broom, or puttmg it down to shamble in to supper; or

with Grandma Lausch in the Nelson Home—somehow as though run
over by the beast that kept them steady company and that I thought I

was safely away from.

Meantime Miss Zeeland was standing in the doorway, the daughter
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of the famous corporation lawyer, looking at me, in her evening feath-

ers, and her body in the long drape of her dress making a single un-
broken human roU. She had on golden shoes and white gloves to the

elbow, and looked visionary, oriental, with her rich hair swept up in a
kind of tower that was in equilibrium to her big bust. Her face was clear

and cold, like a kind of weather, though the long clean groove of her

upper lip was ready to go into motion, as if she were going to break her

silence with something momentous and long-matured; explain love to

me, perhaps. But no, her ideas remained closed to me, though she

didn’t leave until I got up to turn off the phonograph, and then she

glided or fanned away.

I went to the men’s toilet to wash my face with a little warm water

and then went to dinner. I didn’t do much with the food, not even the

peche flambee, as didn’t escape Mrs. Renting, and she said, “Augie^

when is this love nonsense going to stop? You’ll hurt your system. Is

it that important?” Then she used her most fondhng words on me, to

get me around by kidding, and, as a woman, tried to put a top on my
imagination of women where she thought a top should be, explaining

what there was and was not to women, and praised the male m aU

things as if she was working for Athena. It drove me a little crazy. I

wasn’t nght on my rocker anyway, and hearing her run down the body
of womankind in her metal, bristling way made me look at her with a

streak of bad blood iu^he eye. And I waited almost with the shakes of

malaria for Esther to appearm the dining room. The old Fenchels were

already at their table. Then Thea came, but her sister wasn’t having

supper apparently.

“And you know,” said Mrs. Renting after a time, “the girl hasn’t had

her eyes off you since she came in. Is there something between you

already? Augiel Have you done something? Is that why you’re low?

What have you done?”

“I haven’t done anything,” I said.

“You better not!” She was on me, sharp and shrewd, just like a po-

lice matron. “You’re too attractive to women for your own good, and

you’ll end up in trouble. So will she; she’s got hot pants, that little miss.”

She gave Thea stare for stare. The waiter set light to the Fenchels’

flambee, and there were little fires here and there in the green of twilight

I left the dining room without saying more. To walk around on the

shore road and get the shameful twists out of my guts and digest my
trouble. It was awful, the feelings I was having, the disgrace and anger

over Esther and the desire to conk Mrs. Renlmg on the head. I went

along the edge of the water, and then around the grounds, staying away
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from the porch where I knew Mrs Renling would be waiting to pay me
off for my rudeness, and then to the back, to the children’s playground,

and sat down on the slat seat of the garden swing

Sitting here, I started to dream that Esther had thought it over and

had come out of her room to look for me, so that I had to groan over

the grip my stupidity had on me and was sloshed all over with corrupt-

ing feelings, worse than before. Then I heard someone light coming near,

a woman steppmg under the tree into the dusty rut worn beside the

swmg by the feet of kids It was Esther’s sister Thea, come to talk to

me, the one Mrs. Renling warned me of. In her white dress and her

shoes that came down like pointed shapes of birds in the vague white-

ness of the furrow by the swing, with lace on her arms and warm open-

ing and closing differences of the shade of leaves back of her head, she

stood and looked at me.

“Disappomted that it isn’t Esther, aren’t you, Mr. March*? I guess you

must be havmg a temble time. You looked pretty white in the dining

room.”

Wondering what she knew and what she was after, I didn’t say any-

thmg.

“Have you recovered a little?”

“Recovered from what?”

“From fainting. Except Esther thought it might be an epileptic fit.”

“WeD, maybe it was one,” I said, feeling heavy, sullen, and crum-

bling.

“I don’t think so. You’re just sore, and you don’t want me to bother

you.”

That wasn’t so; on the contrary, I wanted her to stay. So I said, “No,”
and she sat down beside my feet, touching them with her thigh. I made
a movfc, but she touched my ankles and said, “Don’t bother. You don’t

have to make yourself uncomfortable because of me. What happened
anyway?”

“I asked your sister for a date.”

“And when she said ‘No’ you passed out.”

I thought she was warm toward me and not merely curious.

“Fm all for you, Mr. March,” she said, “so FU tell you what Esther

thinks. She thinks that you service the lady you’re with.”

“What?” I cried out and jumped from the seat and gave myself a

crack on the head against the dowels of the swing.

“That you’re her gigolo and lay her. Why don’t you sit down? I

thought I should explam this to you.”

As if 1 had been carrying something with special sacred devotedness
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and it had spilled and scalded me, that was how I felt. And here I had
all along thought that the worst that could occur in the minds of young
girls, heu-esses even, was innocent by the standards of Emhom’s pool-

room.

“Who thought of that, you or your sister'^”

“I don’t want to throw all the blame on Esther. I thought it might

be so too, even though she brought it up first. We knew you weren’t

related to Mrs Renlmg because we heard her say once to Mrs. Zeeland
that you were her husband’s protege You never danced with anybody
else, and you held hands with her, and she is a sexy-looking woman
for her age. You ought to see the two of you together! And then she’s

a European, and they don’t think it’s so terrible for a woman to have a

much younger lover. I don’t see what’s so terrible about it either. Just

my deadhead of a sister does.”

“But I’m not European. I come from Chicago. I work for her hus-

band in Evanston. I’m a clerk m his store, and that’s the only occupa-

tion I have.”

“Now don’t be upset, Mr. March. Please don’t be. We get around and

see a lot. Why do you think I came out here to talk to you"^ Not to

trouble you more. If you did, you did, and if you didn’t, you didn’t.”

“You don’t know what you’re saying It’s a lousy thing to think of

me, and of Mrs Renling too, who’s been only kind to me.” I was angry

and sounded angry, and she held her answers back, she also was heated

and tight with excitement. I felt as well as saw her eyes deeply studying

me. Whereas till now she had smiled occasionally there was no longer

the least bit of humor m her face, which I saw well in the whiteness and

ground dust and orchard leaves. I began to understand that I was with

someone extraordinary, for it was a hot, prompt, investigative, and

nearly implonng face. It was delicate but also full of strong nerve, with

the recklessness that gives you as much concern as admiration, seeing

it in a young woman; as when you see birds battling, like two fierce

spouts of blood; they could easily die from small harms and don’t seem

to realize it. Of course that’s one of those innocent male ideas prob-

ably

“You don’t really believe I’m Mrs. Renling’s gigolo, do you?”

“I’ve already told you I wouldn’t care if you were.”

“Sure, what difference should it make to you!”

“No, you don’t get it. You’ve been in love with my sister and fol-

lowing her around, so you haven’t noticed that I’ve done exactly the

same to you.”

“You’ve what?”
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“I’ve fallen m love with you. I love you.’’

“Go away. You don’t. It’s just an idea. If it’s even an idea. What are

you trying to give me*?”

“You couldn’t love Esther if you knew her. You’re like me That’s

why you fell m love. She couldn’t. Augie! Why don’t you change to

me?”
She took my hand and drew it to her, leaning toward me from the

hips, which were graceful. Oh, Mrs. Renlmg over whom I thought I

had tnumphed because her suspicions were so misplaced!

“I don’t care about Mrs. Renlmg,” she said. “Suppose you did, once.”

“Never!”

“A young person can do all sorts of thmgs because he has more
in him than he knows what to do with.”

Did I say that the world had never had better color? I left something

out of account, a limping, crippled consideration which seems to lose

ground as you reach beauty and Orizaba flowers, but soon you find it

has preceded you.

“Now, Miss Fenchel,” I said, trying to keep her in her seat as I

stood up “You’re lovely, but what do you think we’re doing? I can’t

help it, I love Esther.” And as she wouldn’t stay put I had to escape

from the swing and get away in the orchard.

“Mr. March—^Augie,” she called But I wasn’t going to talk to her

now. I went into the hotel by the service entrance. When I was m the

room, with the phone off the hook so that Mrs. Renling couldn't reach

me, I explained to myself, while takmg off my good duds and dropping

them on the floor, that this was merely something between sisters and
I figured in it accidentally, not really personally. But my other thought

was that, if it weren’t so, there was no luck in these things; how every-

one seemed to get drawn in the wrong direction. So for the same desires

to meet was a freak occurrence. And to feel them so specific, settled

on one person, maybe was an unallowable presumption, too pure,

too special, and a misunderstanding of the real condition of things.

When I walked in to have breakfast with Mrs. Renling next morn-
ing I left the door open.

“What, were you bom in the coal scuttle?” she said. “Close it, I’m
lying here.” And when I went, halfhearted, to do it, she observed how
wrinkled I looked. “Go down to the tailor after breakfast and get

pressed. You must have slept in your pants. I make allowance for you
because you’re in love, even the way you were so courteous to me last

night But you don’t have to be a tramp.”

After breakfast she took off for her mineral bath and I went down
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to the lobby. The Fenchels had checked out. There was a note at the

desk for me from Thea “Esther told uncle about you, and we are going

to Waukesha for a few days and then East. You were foolish last night
Think about it It’s true I love you You’ll see me again

”

Then I had a few rough days and got stretched out m melancholy.

I thought, where did I get that way, putting in for the best there was
in the departments of beauty and joy as if I were a count of happy
youth, and like bom to elegance and sweet love, with bones made
of candy? And had to .remember what very seldom mattered with me,
namely, where I came from, parentage, and other history, thmgs I had
never much thought of as difficulties, being democratic in temperament,

available to everybody and assuming about others what I assumed
about myself.

And in the meantime, more and more, I had to carry what till now
had carried me This place, for instance, the Merritt, cream and gold,

was now on my neck—^the service, the dinner music, the dances; the

hyperbolical flowers all of a sudden like painted iron; the chichi a mill-

stone, and, on top of it, Mrs Renling and her foundry-cast weight I

couldn’t take her now when she was difficult. There was bad luck even

in the weather, which turned cool and ramy toward the last; and rather

than stay in where she could lay hands on me and carry on and tyran-

nize, I stuck around the amusement park at Silver Beach, where the

seats of the Ferris wheel were covered, getting blackened, and I got

soaked through my raincoat (from the old times and not up to my re-

center elegance). I sat in the hot-dog stands among the carnies, con-

cessionaires, and shell-game operators, waitmg for the course of baths

to finish.

Near the end of the holiday Simon wrote that he was coming to St.

Joe with a girl friend, and he had luck with the weather. I was on the

pier when the white steamer tied up. All the blue and green was fresher

from the rains, and the cold of the wet days was down to a pin core.

As for the people debarking, the hard use of the city was on them; it

had come off only a little durmg this four-hour excursion on the water.

Families, single men, working girls in pairs bringing their beach and

summer things, some not so visibly encumbered but heavily loaded

all the same. Tough or mjured, according to their lot or nature. Off the

ship they tramped, over the motor-driven edge of water and into the

peaceful swale of brightness, and here and there the light picked out a

specialized or warily happy face; and also illuminated were silks,

hairs, brows, straws, breasts come to breathe out charges of nerves or

let rise the driven-down simplicities, bearers of things as old as the
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most ancient of cities and older; desires and avoidances bred into

bellies, shoulders, legs, as long ago as Eden and the Fall.

Taller than most, blond and brown, there was my Germanic-looking

brother. He was dolled up like a Fourth of July sport, and a little like

a smart gypsy, smiling, his chipped tooth foremost, his double-breasted

plaid jacket open wide, knuckles down on the handles of two grips.

He gave off his fairness with a kind of heat in the blue color of his

eyes, terrifically; it was also in his cheeks, down into his neck, rich and

animal. He walked heavy in balance, in his pointed shoes over the

gangplank, arms drawn down by the weight of the valises, searching

for me in the shade of the pier. I never saw him looking better than

there, in the sun, rolling in with the crowd in his glad rags. When he

clapped his arm around me I was happy to feel and smell him, and we
gnnned, mugged, pushed faces, with man’s bristles under each other’s

fingers, and went through a rough, teasing grip.

“Well, you ]erk?”

“And you, money-man?”

There wasn’t any sting in this, though Simon had for a while been

acting quiet toward me because I was earmng more than he and cruis-

ing in luxury.

“How’s everybody—^Mama*^”

“Well, the eyes, you know. But she’s okay.”

And then he fetched up his girl—a big dark girl named Cissy

Flexner. I had known her at school; she was from the neighborhood.

Her father, before he went bust, had owned a drygoods store—over-

alls, laborers’ canvas gloves and longjohns, galoshes, things like that;

and he was a fleshy, diffident, pale, inside sort of man, back in his

boxes. But she, although in a self-solicitous way, was a beautiful piece

of tall work, on colossal but careful legs, hips forward; her mouth was
big and would have been perfect if there hadn’t been something self-

tasting in it, eyes with complicated hds but magnificent in their slow

heaviness, an erotic development. So that she had to cast down these

eyes a little to be decent with her endowment, that height of the bosom
and form of hips and other generic riches, smooth and soft, that may
take the early person, the httle girl, by surprise in their ampleness

when they come on. She accused me somewhat of examining her too

much, but could anybody help that? And it was excusable on the

further score that she might become my sister-in-law, for Simon was
powerfully in love. He already was husbandly toward her, and they

hung on each other with fondling and kissing and intimacy, strolling

by the steep colors of water and air, while I swam by myself in the lake
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a little distance away. Also on the sand, when Simon, after he had
rubbed his fine shield of chest hair, dried her back, he kissed it, and it

gave me a moment’s ache in the roof of the month, as if I had got the

warm odor and touch of skm myself. She had so much, gave out so

much splendor. As stupendous qmff.

But personally I didn’t care too much for her. Partly because I was
gone on Esther. But also because what came across as her own, that is,

apart from female brilliance, was slow. Maybe she herself was stupe*”

filed by what she had, her slaying weight. It must have pressed down
on her thoughts, like any great vitality m nature Like the aims that live

in the blood of grizzly or tiger, bearmg down on the mmd of such

beasts with square weight, a manifestation of one thing earned out

completely, to the very stripes and claws. But what about the privilege

over that of being in the clasp of nature, and in on the mission of a

species? The ingredient of thought was weaker in Cissy’s mixture than

the other elements But she was a sly girl, soft though she seemed.

And as she lay stretched on the sand, and the hot oil of popcorn

and sharpness of mustard came m puffs, with crackling, from the stands

of Silver Beach, she kept answering Simon, whom I couldn’t hear

—

he was on his side next to her in his red trunks
—

“Oh, fooey, no What
bushwah^ Love, shmuv!” But her pleasure was high. “Fm so glad you

brought me, dear. So clean. It’s heavenly here.”

I didn’t like Simon’s struggle with her—^for that was what it was

—

to convince her, sv/ay her, work her around. Nearly everything he

proposed she refused. “Let’s not and say we did,” and similar denials.

It led him into crudenesses I hadn’t ever seen him m before, the way
he laid himself out, dug, campaigned, swashed, flattered her, was

gross. His tongue hung out with the heat of work and infatuation; and

there was a bottom ground where he was angry, his anger rising straight

into his face in two flaming centers, under his eyes, on either side of

his nose. I understood this, as we were covenng the same field of

difficulty and struggle in front of the identical Troy. This that hap-

pened to us would have given Grandma Lausch the satisfaction of a

prophetess—^the spirit, anyhow, of her; the actual was covered up in

the dust of the Home, in the band of finalists for whom there was

the little guessing game of which would next be taken out of play So

I recorded this seeming success of prediction for her. And as for

Simon, all the places where he and I had once been joined while still

young brothers, before there were differences and distances between

us—^these places began to act up, feeling attachment near again. The

reattachment didn’t actually take place, but I loved him nevertheless.
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When he was on his feet with the flowered cloth of her beach dress

on his shoulders, it made something crass but brave, his standing up
raw and sunburned, by the pure streak of the water, as if he were

being playful about the wearing of this girl’s favor.

I took them to the evening steamer, for she refused to stay over-

night, and was on deck with them through the long working out of

sunset, down to the last blue, devoid of other lights; fall weight and

furrows in the clouds set cityward, let go from the power of the sun

to smk down on the moundings and pilings of the water, gray and

powerful.

“Well, sport, we may be married in the next few months,” he said

“You envy me? I bet you do.”

And he covered her up with his hands and arms, his chin on her

shoulder and kissing her on the neck. The flamboyant way he had of

making love to her was curious to me—^his leg advanced between

her legs and his fingers spread on her face. She didn’t refuse anything

he did, although in words never agreed; she had no kindness in speak-

mg. With her hands up the sleeves of her white coat, hugging out the

chill, she stood by a davit He was still in his shirt, owing to sunburn,

but wore his panama, the breeze molding the brim around.

< en



CHAPTER IX

Just when Mrs Renlmg’s construction around me was nearly complet0

I shoved off. The leading and precipitating reason was that she pro
posed to adopt me. I was supposed to become Augie Renlmg, live

with them, and inherit all their dough. To see what there was behind

this more light is needed than probably I can turn on. But first of all

there was something adoptional about me No doubt this had some-

thing to do with the fact that we were m a fashion adopted by Grandma
Lausch in our earliest days; to please and reward whom I had been

pliable and grateful-seeming, an adoptee. If not really so docile and
pliable, this was the hidden ball and surpnse about me Why had the

Einhoms, protecting their son Arthur, had to underscore it that they

didn’t intend to take me into their family? Because something about

me suggested adoption. And then there were some people who were

especially adoption-minded. Some maybe wishing to complete their

earthly work. Thus Mrs Renling in her strenuous and hacked-up way,

and the whiteness that came from her compression into her intense

purposes. She too had her mission on earth.

There’s one thing you couldn’t easily find out from Mrs. Renling;

I never knew what was her most deep desire, owing to her cranky

manners and swift conversation. But she wanted to try being a mother.

However, I was in a state of removal from all her intentions for me.

Why should I turn into one of these people who didn’t know who they

themselves were? And the unvarmshed truth is that it wasn’t a fate good

enough for me, because that was what came out clearly when it became

a question of my joining up. As son. Otherwise I had nothing against

them; just the opposite, I had a lot to thank them for. But all the same I

was not going to be built into Mrs. Renling’s world, to consolidate what

she affirmed she was. And it isn’t only she but a class of people who
trus\ they wiU be justified, that their thoughts will be as substantial
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as the seven hills to build on, and by spreading their power they

will have an eternal city for vindication on the day when other founders

have gone down, bricks and planks, whose thoughts were not real

and who built on soft swamp What this means is not a single Tower

of Babel plotted in common, but hundreds of thousands of separate

beginnings, the length and breadth of America. Energetic people who

build against pains and uncertamties, as weaker ones merely hope

against them. And, even literally, Mrs. Renling was very strong, and

as she didn’t do any visible work it must have come, the development

in her muscles, from her covert labor.

Mr. Renling also was willing to adopt me and said he would be

happy to be my father. I knew it was more than he would say to any-

one else. From his standpoint, for me, reared by poor women, it

was a big break to be rescued from the rat race and saved by affection.

God may save all, but human rescue is only for a few.

When I told Mrs. Renling that Simon was going to get married and

that Cissie was the daughter of a basted drygoods man, she began to

work it out and do the sociology of it for me. She showed me the

small flat and the diapers hanging in the kitchen, the installment

troubles about furniture and clothes and my brother an old man at

thirty from anxiety and cut-off spirit, the captive of the girl and babies.

“While you at thirty, Augie, will just start thinking about getting

married. You’ll have money and culture and your pick of women.
Even a girl like Thea Fenchel. An educated man with a business is

a lord. Renling is very clever and has come far, but with science,

literature, and history he would have been a real prince and not just

average prosperous

—

She pressed in the right place when she mentioned the Fenchels.

It opened up a temptation. But it was only one temptation and that

was not enough. I didn’t beheve Esther Fenchel ever would have me.

And, moreover, though I was still in love with her, my attitude toward

her wasn’t what it had been. I more and more believed what her sister

had said. And then, when I told myself absolutely the truth, I con-

ceded that I didn’t have a chance.

Anyway, Mrs. Renling put tender weights on me. She called me
“son,” and she would introduce me to people as “our youngster,” and
she petted me on the head and so forth. And I was robust and m pos-

session of my sex; I mean by that that it wasn’t stroking a boy of

eight on his new glossy hair, and there was something more to be as-

sumed than that I was a child.

That I didn’t want to be adopted never spontaneously occurred to
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her, and she assumed, as if it were normal but not to be mentioned,
something else: that, like everyone, I was self-seeking So that if I had
any objections in reserve, they’d be minor ones, and Fd keep them
covered Or if I had thoughts of helping my brothers or Mama, those

thoughts would be bound up and kept m the back. She had never seen

Mama and didn’t intend to; and when I told her in St. Joe that Simon
was coming she didn’t ask to meet him. There was a little m it of

Moses and the Pharaoh’s daughter; only I wasn’t a bulrush-hidden

infant by any means, I had family enough to suit me and history to

be loyal to, not as though I had been gotten off of a stockpile

So I drew back, I turned down the hints, and when they became open
offers I declined them I said to Mr. Renlmg, ‘T appreciate your kind-

ness, and you two are swell. Fll be grateful to you as long as I live*

But I have folks, and I just have a feeling
—

”

“You fool!” said Mrs Renling, “What folks? What folks?”

“Why, my mother, my brothers
”

“What have they got to do with it*? Baloney! Where’s your father

—

tell me!”

I couldn’t say.

“You don’t know even who he is. Now, Augie, don’t be a fool A
real family is somebody, and offers you something Renlmg and I will

be your parents because we will give you, and all the rest is bunk.”

“Well, let him think about it,” said Renlmg
I think that Renlmg was out of sorts that day; he had a cowlick at

the back of his hair and the loops of his suspenders showed from his

vest. Which indicated that he suffered some, with a despair of his own,

nothmg to do with me, for as a usual thing he presented himself

perfect.

“Oh, what’s to think!” Mrs Renlmg cried. “You see how he thinks!

He has to learn how to think first, if he wants to be a dumbbell and work

for other people all his life. If I let him, he’d be mamed already to

the waitress next door, that Indian with the squashed nose, and wait-

ing for a baby, so in two years he’d be ready to take gas. Offer him
gold and he says, no, he chooses shit!”

She went on like that and worked ugly terror on me Renling was

disturbed. Not terribly disturbed, but m the manner a nightbird, that

knows all about daylight, will beat through it if he must, a crude, big,

brown-barred shape, but only if he must, and then he will fly toward

the thick of the woods and get back to the darkness.

And I—^I always heard from women that I didn’t have the pro^

founder knowledge of life, that I didn’t know its damage or its suffer-
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tog or its stupendous ecstasies and glories. Being not weak, nor with

breasts where its dreads could hit me. Looking not so strong as to be

capable of a superior match with it. Other people showed me their

achievements, claims and patents, paradise and hell-evidence, their

prospectors’ samples—often in their faces, in lumps—and, especially

women, told me of my ignorance. Here Mrs Renling was menacing

me, crying out that I was the child of fools, dead sure that I would

be crushed in the gate, stamped out in the life struggle. For, listen to

her, and I was made for easy conditions, and to nse from a good

bed to the comfort of a plentiful breakfast, to dip my roll m yolk and

smoke a cigar with coffee, m sunshme and comfort, free from melan-

choly or stains. Such the kind faction of the world wanted for me,

and if I refused my chance there was oblivion waiting for me mstead;

the wicked would get hold of me. I tned not to reject the truth in

what 1 was told, and I had a lot of regard for the power of women to

know it.

But I asked for time to think the matter over, and I could have

thought very successfully, for the weather favored it—^the first and

best of autumn, football weather, cold yellow asters in the fine air,

and the full sounds of punting and horses stamping on the bridle

path,

I took an afternoon off to consult Einhom.

Emhom’s luck had begun to turn agam and he had opened a new
office, moving from the poolroom to a flat across the street where

he could contmue to keep an eye on it. The change made him somewhat
egotistical, as also the fact that there was a woman in love with him.

It gave him a big boost. He had been putting out his paper for shut-ins

again, on the mimeograph machine, and one of his readers, a crippled

girl named Mildred Stark, had fallen for him. She wasn’t in first youth

any more; she was aged about thirty and heavy, but she had a vital if

somewhat struggle-weakened head, hair and brows strong and black.

She wrote answers in verse to his inspirational poems and at last she

had her sister brmg her to the office, where she made a scene and
wouldn’t go away until Einhom had promised to let her work for him.

She didn’t ask for any salary, only that he should rescue her from home-
boredom Mildred’s trouble was with her feet, and she wore orthopedic

^
shoes. They made slow gomg, and, as I later had the chance to learn,

Mildred was somebody for whom impulses came fast and in force,

and these impulses ran onto non-conductors and were turned back,

stored up until she got dark in the face. In her person, as I say, she

was heavy, and her eyes were black, her skin was not well lit. To de-
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velop from crippled girl into crippled woman, in the family, in the

house, such staleness and hardship—^that’s what it makes for, darkness,

saturninity, oversat grievance. Being without what’s needed to put a

satisfied, not dissatisfied, face at the window.

But Mildred wouldn’t accept lying down and dying, though she

never recovered from looking near middle-aged and dark and sore,

as a woman forced to sit, or someone who has missed out on children,

or whom men have swmdled It could not be rubbed out, though it was
arrested by her love for Emhom, who permitted her to love him. In

the beginning she came only two or three times a week to type some
letters for him, and ended by becoming his full-time secretary, as well

as other things—^his servant and confidante. Someone who could

literally say, biblically, ‘Thy handmaiden ” Pushing his rolling chair

for him, she needed its support m her limpmg and foot-dragging He
sat, well satisfied, well served He looked severe and even impatient,

but the truth was otherwise The spirit I found him in was the Chanti-

cleer spmt, by which I refer to male piercingness, sharpness, knotted

hard muscle and blood m the comb, jerky, flaunty, haughty and
bright, with luxurious slither of feathers

Ah, but there are other facts that have to be satisfied too, after this

companson. It’s too bad but it is so. Humankind does not have that

sort of simphcity—^not the smgle line that a stick draws on the ground

but a vast harrow of countless disks His spint was piercing, but there

has to be mentioned his poor color, age-impoverished and gray; plus

the new flat’s ugliness; dullness of certain hours, dryness of days, dreari-

ness and shabbmess—^mentioned that the street was bare, dim and low

in life, bad; and that there were busmess thoughts and malformed

growths of purpose, terrible, menacmg, salt-patched with noises and

news, and pimpled and dotted around with hes, both practical and

gratuitous

To Tillie Einhom, as far as anybody could tell, Mildred was accepta-

ble. The force of Einhorn on Tflhe was such that to judge him wrong

was too much of an operation for her. Besides, you have to think of a

condition of people that gets into them hke a cobbler’s stretcher into

a shoe; this stretcher for Tillie was Emhom’s special need as a cripple.

She was used to making allowances.

Well, this was how Einhom was situated when I came to ask him

for advice; I found him too busy to give me his attention. He kept

looking to the street as I talked, then asked me to push him to the

toilet, which I did, on the gaggling casters that could, as always, stand

an oiling. All he replied was, “Well, it’s pretty unusual. It’s quite an
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offer. You were bom lucky.” He gave it less than half his mind, think-

ing I was telling him the news that the Renlings wanted to adopt me,

not that I considered refusing Naturally he was wrapped up in his own
affairs And I could look at Mildred Stark if I wanted an example of

how someone became attached to, and then absorbed into, a family.

I finished the afternoon downtown, and while I was eating a hver

sandwich at Elfman’s and watchmg the unemployed musicians on the

Dearborn comer, I saw a guy named Clarence Ruber passing and

knocked on the plate glass with my ring till he noticed me and came

in to talk. I knew this Ruber from Crane College, where he had mn
a baseball pool at the Enark Cafe; he was quiet and dirty-spoken,

smooth in the face, fat behind, with a slow, shiny Assyrian fnnge on

his head and a soft-bosomed fashion of clothes, silky shirts, yellow

silk tie, and gray flannel suit Looking me over, he saw that I was

domg well too, in contrast to the Depression musicians and the other

eaters, and we traded information He had opened a small shop on

the South Shore, in partnership with a cousin’s widow who had a little

money They dealt in lamps, pictures, vases, piano scarves, ashtrays

and such bric-a-brac, and since the cousm and his wife had been, be-

fore the Bust, intenor decorators with big hotels for clients, they did

a good trade. “There’s dough in this It’s one of these rackets where

people pay for being handled a particular way. Dazzle business. Be-

cause, ff they knew it, they could buy a lot of this crap at the dime

store, but they can’t tmst their judgment. It’s a woman’s line,” he

said, “and you have to understand how to tickle their belhes.” I asked

him what he was doing here among the musicians. “Musicians, my
ass,” he said. He had been seeing a man in the Burnham Building who
had invented a mbbenzed paint for bathrooms, a waterproof product

that, with the widow-cousin’s contacts in hotels, ought to make him

a fortune It kept walls from rotting, the water didn’t harm the plaster.

The inventor was just beginning to go into production. Ruber himself

was going to go out and sell it, for there was a lot of money in it.

Therefore, he said, they would need a man to replace him in the

shop. And since I had expenence with rich customers, a ntzy clientele,

I was just the man for the substitution. “I don’t want any more fucking

relatives around; they get in my hair. So if you’re interested come out

and have a look at the setup. If you like it we can talk terms.”

Seeing that I could not stay with the Renlmgs unless I became their

adopted son, which by now I knew would suffocate me, no other ar-

rangement possible after I had turned them down, I closed a deal

with Ruber. I made up a story to tell Renlmg about a marvelous busi-
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ness opportunity of a lifetime with a school chum, and I pulled out

of Evanston in a cold air—^Mrs Renling iron with anget toward me,

and Renting himself on the cool side of well-wishing, but saying any-

way that I was to come to him if ever I needed help.

I took a room on the South Side, in a house on Blackstone Avenue,

four flights up, three of mingy red carpet and one of thready wood,

up in the clumsy dust, next door to the can. Here I wasn’t far from the

Nelson Home, and as it was a Sunday morning when I set myself up,

and I had time, I went to visit Grandma Lausch. By now she was
almost like everyone else in the joint, to my eyes, having lost her

distinguishmg independence, weakened, mole-ish, needing to look

around for her old-time qualities when she greeted me, as if she had
laid them down, forgetting where She didn’t seem to recall what
grievances she had against me either, and when we sat down together

on a bench in the parlor, between some silent old people, asked me,

“And how is—^is jener, the idiot?” She had forgotten Georgia’s name,

and it horrified me; yes, it sent me for a loop until I remembered to

think how small a part of her life compared with the whole span she

had spent with us, and how many bayous and deadwaters there must

be to the sides of an old vancose channel. And as there is a strength

or stubbornness about people that doesn’t want the first fact about

them spoken, also there is a time when that fact or truth can’t any

more be helpful—^what can it do for the rum of an old woman?

—

but it appears as a blot in the eyes over old expressions What good

can this fact be so near death? Except as a benefit to its witnesses,

since we human creatures have many reasons to believe there’s ad-

vantage and profit for someone in everything, even in the worst muds,

wastes, and poison by-products; and a charm of chemical medicine or

industry is how there are endless uses m cinders, slag, bone, and

manure. But in reality we’re a long way from being able to profit from

everything. Yes, and besides even a truth can get cold from solitude

and solitary confinement, and doesn’t live long outside the Bastille;

if the rescuing republican crowd is the power of death it doesn’t live

at all. This was how it was with Grandma Lausch, who had only a

few months left of life. Whose Odessa black dress was greasy and

whitening; who gave me an old cat’s gape; who maybe didn’t too well

place me; who had this blob of original fact, of what had primarily

counted with her, like a cast in the eye; weakly, even infant and

lunatic. Her we always thought so powerful and shockproof! It really

threw me. Yet I also thought she did remember who I was and that

old consciousness was not lost but in a phase of a turntable that turned
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too slowly. I even thought that she appreciated the visit and said I

was her neighbor now and would come again. But I couldn’t make it,

and the same winter she died of pneumonia.

In my new job I had a downgrade from the start. Ruber’s cousin’s

widow was a dissatisfied woman; she didn’t trust me very much. This

lady—she wore her fur coat in the style of a cloak in the store, with

a hat of the same creature like a prickly crown, and a face always aware

of Its imperfections and suffering from them, wretched skin and meager

lips—she had stomach troubles and a stiff clamp on bad temper. She

cramped my style, the style learned with what I thought was anyway
a better class of customers, and she wouldn’t let me come near the

important ones. And m the oflBice she locked drawers; she didn’t want

me to know costs. What she wanted was to confine me to the work in

the back, packing, wrapping, matting, framing, and windmg cello-

phane on lampshades. So that, with being kept m the rear or out on
errands to various little factories and potteries in lofts around Wabash
Avenue, I quick caught on that she was pushing me toward the door.

And as soon as the rubberized paint went into production I became

a salesman for it, as I think Ruber too had all the time intended. He
said that the shop didn’t actually need me since I seemed satisfied to

be errand boy and didn’t take enough mterest in the business. ‘T

thought you’d have some ideas, not be just a salary man, but that

ain’t the way it’s been,” he told me.

“Well,” I said, “Mrs. Ruber has ideas about me.”

“Of course,” said Ruber, “I seen she’s been trying to make you suck

hind titty. But the thing is why you let her.”

Now he took me off salary and put me on a commission basis. There

was nothing I saw to do but accept, and went around on the streetcars

and El with a can of the pamt, to hotels, hospitals, and such, trying

to get orders. It was a flop. I couldn’t land anything, money was so

tight, and I was dealing wi& a pecuhar sort of people. I had leads from
Mrs. Ruber, into hotels, where she claimed to be better known than

she actually was (or managers ^ould not acknowledge her till they

knew my business); and, moreover, these were not easy people to

lay hold of, m the backstairs and workshops of the cream, noble

marble, footmanned, razmataz, fumished-for-pontiffs lakeside joints.

Also, many hotels had painting contractors or graft arrangements;
controlled by receivers, appomted by the courts, the original corpora-

tions in bankruptcy; the receivers were themselves interested m the

insurance, plumbing, catering, decorating, bars, concessions, and the

rest of the interlockmg system. To be sent by the manager to the
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painting contractor was to be given a runaround. They didn’t want to

see my rabber paint. I waited on enough of them in outside offices,

which I don’t say breeds the best thoughts, and soon this was clear.

It was now full winter, and barbarous how raw; so going around

the city on the spidery cars, rides lasting hours, made you stupid as a

stoveside cat because of the closeness inside; and there was something

fuddling besides in the mass piled up of uniform things, the likeness

of small parts, the type of newspaper columns and the bricks of build-

ings. To sit and be trundled, while you see: there’s a danger in that of

being a bobbin for endless thread or bolt for yard goods; if there’s not

much purpose anyway in the nde. And if there’s some amount of sun

in the dusty weep marks of the wmdow, it can be even worse for the

brain than those iron-deep clouds, just plain brutal and not mitigated.

There haven’t been civilizations without cities But what about cities

without civilizations? An inhuman thing, if possible, to have so many
people together who beget nothmg on one another. No, but it is not

possible, and the dreary begets its own fire, and so this never hap-

pens

I did make a few sales. Karas, Einhorn’s cousin-in-law, in the

Holloway Enterprises, gave me a break and bought a few gallons to

try in a little Van Buren Street gray-bedding hotel, almost a bum’s

flop, near the railroad station, and he said he would never use it in

any of his better establishments because it made a loud smell of rubber

in the heat and moisture of the shower room. There was also a doctor

at State and Lake, a buddy of Ruber’s, an abortionist; he was doing

over his suite and I got an order from him; and here Ruber tried to

chisel from the commission; he didn’t need me, he said, to make this

sale. I would have qmt him flat then and there if I hadn’t gotten pretty

familiar by then with the situations-wanted columns of the Tribune.

I wasn’t earnmg enough to give anything toward Mama’s support any

more, but at least I was making expenses and Simon didn’t have to

support me. Of course he beefed because I had quit Renling. How
was he going to marry if he had to keep Mama by himself? I said, “You
and Cissy can move in with her.” But this made him look black, and I

understood that Cissy wasn’t having any of that, the old flat and Mama
to take care of. “Well, Simon, you know I don’t want to stick you,”

I said, “and that I’ll try my best.” We were having coffee in Rakhos’s,

and my pot of paint was on the table and my gloves on top of that.

Open at the seams, the gloves showed how I had lost my grip on pros-

perity. And I was getting dirty, for a salesman, for whose appearance

there are laws which are supposed to guarantee a certaia firmness of
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personality I had fallen below the standard, unable to afford cleaning

and repairing, nor was able to spare much feeling for it.

The way I was living was becoming crude, and I was learning some

squatter lessons Up in my room the heat didn't reach, and I wore

my coat and socks at night. In the morning I went down to the drug-

store to warm up on a cup of coffee and lay out my route for the day.

I carried my razor in my pocket and shaved downtown with the free

hot water, liquid soap, and paper towels of public toilets, and I ate in

YMCA cafeterias or one-arm joints and beat checks as often as I

could. Vigorous at nine, my hope ran out by noon, and then one of

my hardships was that I had no place of rest. I could try to pass the

afternoon in Einhorn’s new office; he was accustomed to people on his

bench, outside the railing, who had no special tasks. But I who had

worked for him had to be doing something, and he would send me on

his business So that I might as well have been on my own, once I was

already on the streetcar. Besides 1 had an obligation to Simon that

would not let me loaf, although simply to move around was in itself

of no advantage. It was not only for me that being moored wasn’t

permitted; there was general motion, as of people dnven from angles

and comers into the open, by places being valueless and inhospitable

to them. In the example of the Son of Man having no place to lay

His head; or belonging to the world in general; except that the il-

luminated understanding of this was absent, nobody much guessing

what was up on the face of the earth. I, with my can of paint, no
more than others. And once I was under way, streetcars weren’t suf-

ficient, nor Chicago large enough to hold me.

Commg out of an El station one day, when the snow was ranning

off, at the tail end of winter, I ran into Joe Gorman whom I hadn’t

seen since after the robbery. He was in a good blue coat of narrow
style, and a freshly blocked fedora, dented like a soft bread by the

fingers. He was buymg magazines, out of the wall of them that hung by
the stand. His nose was raised up and he looked mddy and well, bene-

fited by a good breakfast and the cold morning—although it would have
been more like his habit of life to have come from an all-mght poker
game. Sizing me up, with my sample paint can, it was plain to him
that I was having it bad I had the face of someone pretty much beat.

‘"What’s this racket you’re in?” he asked me, and when I explained

it he said, but not in a triumphing way, “Sucker!” He was certainly

right, and I didn’t put much force into defendmg myself. “It’s a way
of meeting people.” I answered, “and something may open up one
of these days.”
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*‘Yes,” he said, “a deep hole. What if you do meet people—^you

thmk somebody is going to do something for you because you're a
pretty boy? Give you a big break? These days they take care of their

relatives first. And what have you got in the way of relatives'?”

I didn’t have much. Five Properties was still driving his milk
truck, but I didn’t mean to ask him for a job Coblin had lost every-

thing except his paper route in the crash. Anyway, I hadn’t seen much
of either of them since the Commissioner’s funeral.

“Come and have some cheese and pie on me,” he said, and we went
into a restaurant.

“What’s up with you?” I said, for I didn’t want to ask explicitly;

it was bad manners “Do you ever see Sailor Bulba?”
“Not that dumbhead, he’s no good to me He’s in an organization

now, slugger for a union, and it’s all he’s good 'for. Besides, what
I’m in now, I have no use for anybody like that. But I could do some-
thing for you if you wanted to earn a fast buck.”

“Is It risky?”

“Nothing like what worried you last time. I don’t go m for that

any more myself It’s not legitimate, what I’m doing, but it’s a lot easier

and safer. And what do you thmk makes the buck so fast?”

“Well, what is it?”

“Running immigrants over the border from Canada, from around
Rouse’s Point over to Massena Springs, New York.”

“No,” I said, not having forgotten my conversation with Einhom.
“I can’t do that

”

“There’s nothing to it.”

“And if you’re caught?”

“And if I’m caught? And if I’m not caught?” he said with savage

humor, poking fun at me. “You want me to go around and peddle

pamt? I’d rather sit still, like the pilot light inside the gas; and I can’t

sit around or I’d go bats.”

“This is federal
”

“You don’t have to tell me what it is. I only asked you because you
look as if you needed a break. I make this tnp two and three times

a month, and I’m getting tired of doing aU the driving So if you want
to come along and be my rehef on the road as far as Massena Springs

I’ll give you fifty bucks and all expenses. Then if you decide to come
the rest of the way I’ll up it to a hundred. There’ll still be time to

think It over on the way, and we’ll be back in three days.”

I took him up on this and considered it a break. Fifty dollars, clear,

would go a long way toward easing my mind about Simon. I was fed
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Up with trying to peddle the rubberized paint, and my reckoning was

that with a little dough to tide me over I could spend a week or two

looking for something else, perhaps dope out a way to get back to

college, for I had not altogether given up on that. All this was how 1

decided, in my outer mind, to go; with the other, the inner, I wanted a

change of pressure, and to get out of the city. As for the immigrants,

my thought about them was. Hell, why shouldn’t they be here with

the rest of us if they want to be? There’s enough to go around of every-

thing includmg hard luck.

I gave the paint to TiUie Emhom, to decorate her bathroom, and

early in the morning Joe Gorman picked me up in a black Buick;

it was souped up, I could tell the first instant, from the hell-energy

that gives you no time to consider. I wasn’t even well settled, with

spare shirt wrapped in a newspaper in the back seat and my coat

straightened under me, before we were on the far South Side, passing

the yards of Carnegie Steel; then the dunes, piled up like sulphur; in

and out of Gary in two twists and on the road for Toledo, where the

speed increased, and the mouth of the motor opened out like murder,

not panting, but hberated to do what it was made for.

Slender, pressing down nervous on the wheel, with his long nose of

broken form and the color runnmg fast up his face and making a narrow

crossing on his forehead, Gorman was like a jockey in his feeling to-

ward the car. You could see what pleasure he got out of finding what

he needed to wrap his nerves in. Outside Toledo I took the wheel,

and occasionally found him looking sardonically sidewise from his

narrow face, a long dark eye making a new measure of me from its

splotch of discoloration by fatigue or by the trouble of a busy will;

and he said—^they seemed his first words to me, though they weren’t

literally
—

“Step it up!”

So I apologized that I didn’t have the feel of the car yet and obeyed.

But he didn’t like my driving, particularly that I hesitated to pass trucks

on the lulls, and took the wheel from me before we had covered much
of the ground to Cleveland.

It was beginning Apnl, and the afternoon was short, so that it was
getting dark when we approached Lackawanna. Some way beyond it

we stopped for gas, and Gorman gave me a bill to buy some ham-
burgers at a joint next door. There I went to the can first, and from
the window saw a state trooper by the pump, examining the car, and
no sign of Gorman. I slipped into the filthy side hall and glanced into

the kitchen, where an old Negro was washing dishes, and passed be-

hind him without being noticed, over a bushel in the doorway, into
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the intervening yard, or lot, and I saw Gorman beating it along the

wall of the garage, swiftly, toward the border of trees and bushes

where the fields began. I ran parallel, having a start of ten yards or

so, and met him back of these trees, and there was almost a disaster

before he recognized me, for he had a pistol in his hand—^the gun

Einhom had warned me he carried. I clapped my hand to the barrel

and pushed it away.

“What’ve you got that out for?^

“Take your hands off, or I’ll clobber you with it!”

“What’s got into you? What’re you running from the cops for? It’s

only for speeding
”

“The car’s hot. Speeding hell!”

“I thought it was your car!”

“No, it’s stolen
”

We started to run again, hearing the motorcycle in the lot, and

threw ourselves down m plowed field It was open country, but dusk.

The trooper came as far as the trees and looked but did not come

through. Luck was with us that he didn’t, smce Gorman had him

covered with the gun on a sod for a rest, and was cowboy enough to

shoot, so that I tasted puke in my throat from terror. But the trooper

turned off, splitting the beams of his lamp on the evergreens, and we
beat it over the plowland to a country road well back from the high-

way. This place, for sure, had a demon; it was blue, lump-earthed,

oil-rank, and machinery was cooking in the dark, not far back of us,

into heaven, from the Lackawanna chimneys.

“You weren’t going to shoot, were you?” I said. He was reaching

inside his sleeve with a lifted shoulder, almost like a woman pulling

up an inside strap. He put away his gun. Each of us, I suppose, was

thinking in his own fashion that we didn’t make a pair—^I of the

vanity of being so leaping dangerous, and he, despisingly, that I must

have shit m my blood, or such poolroom contempt.

“What did you run for?” he said.

“Because I saw you running.”

“Because you were scared.”

“That too
”

“Did the guy in the garage notice two of us?”

“He must have. And if he didn’t somebody in the hamburger joint

must be wondering where I went.”

“Then we’d better split up. We’re not far outside of Buffalo, and

ru pick you up there tomorrow in front of the main post office at nine

tfclock.”
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‘‘Pick me up?”

“In a car. By then I’ll have one. You’ve got the tenner I gave you

for the chow—^that’ll take care of you There must be a bus into town.

You go up the road and take it; I’ll go down Let a couple of buses go

by so we won’t be getting on the same one
”

So we split up, and I felt safer without him.

Narrow, tall, sharp in the way his shoulders, hat, and features broke,

he seemed, as he watched me get started up the road, like a city spe-

cialist on this unfamiliar mterurban ground. Then he turned swiftly

too, going low on his legs downhill, fast, scraping on the stones

I tramped a considerable distance to take the first crossroad back

to the highway. Headlights on a barn approached around a curve and

made me drop down. It was a state police car, and what would it be

doing on a side lane like this if not looking to pick us up? Probably

Gorman hadn’t even bothered to change the license plates of the car.

I got off the lane into the fields then, and made up my mind to take the

shortest way back to Lackawanna and not to meet him in Buffalo. He
was too inspired for me, and his kind of outlawry wasn’t any idea of

mine; therefore why should I be sprawling in the mud waiting for him

to commit a hothead crime and get me m as accessory for a stiff sen-

tence? When I had left him to go up the road I had already begun to

think of this and was actually on my way back to Chicago.

I began to run cross-country because I was tired of picking my way,

and I came out to the highway near town, where the edge of Lake Erie

approaches. And there I saw a crowd, forming up in old cars, with

banners and signs, blocking the traffic. I think it was an organization

of the unemployed, many veterans, wearing Legion caps; I was too

hard pushed in the crude hard air of darkness to get it straight. But

they were gathering for a march on Albany or Washington to ask for

a relief increase and starting out to meet the Buffalo contingent. I came
up slowly and saw that there were more troopers around, who were

trymg to keep traffic open, and also town cops, and I figured it to be

s^er to mingle than to try to go into town. By the lamps I was able to

see how much mud had stuck to me, too wet to get off. There was such

yelimg and sheaving of old engines jockeying to form a line that I got

to the tail gate of a jalopy, and, giving a man a hand putting in planks

for benches and laying a tarpaulin over the lop, I made myself a part

of his outfit in the dusk. And now, though no distance at all from
Lackawanna, I was about to start for Buffalo anyhow. I might have

returned to the fields and gone around into town, but I calculated that,

looking as I did, I might be picked up.
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As I was tying down canvas behind the cab the crowd was slowly

forced back, and from the beam that was painting back and forth on

the people, yellow and red, I knew that a squad car was forcing a path

and saw the eye of it swiveling and rolling smoothly from the top. I

twisted backward from the running board to look, and it was as fear

had inspired me to suspect, Joe Gorman was sitting in the back seat

between two troopers, with blood lines over his chin showing that he

had probably Ined to fight with them and they had opened up his lip,

doing their cops’ work This was w’hat he had come a long way to get,

and got It, and looked not dazed but bright awake—^which may have

been an appearance, as the red of the blood appeared black. I felt

powerfully heartsick to see him

The squad car passed, and we started off in the truck at a slow sway,

something like twenty men stowed in shank to shank behind the black

open roar of the engine. There was nasty weather; rain, first thing, and

the wet blowing in, which made a human steam like the steam of rins-

ing in a dairy, and while we were squelching and rocking over the swells

of the road I was thinking of the misery of Joe Gonnan’s being picked

up, how they must have nabbed him, and if he had had a chance to pull

his gun. Behind the canvas I didn’t get to see the gas station and whether

the car we had left was still there, or anything else. Until the trudc got

into the city I couldn’t see a thing.

I dropped off the tail gate in the middle of town and found myself a

hotel where I was dumb enough not to ask the price; but I was more

concerned that the clerk shouldn’t see the dirt on me and earned the

coat on my arm. Besides, I was so sick over Joe Gorman I didn’t think.

Then, when they had beaten me out of two bucks in the morning, or

about twice what a fleabag like that should have cost, and after I had

paid for a big breakfast, which I had to have, there wasn t enough

money for a bus ticket back to Chicago. I telegraphed Simon to wire

me some money, and then I went to see the main drag, and I took the

excursion to Niagara Falls where nobody seemed to have any business

that day, only a few strays beside the crush of the water, like early

sparrows in the cathedral square before Notre Dame has opened its

doors; and then in the brute sad fog you know that at one time this

sulphur coldness didn’t paralyze everything, and there’s the cathedral

to prove it.

So I walked around the rails by the drippmg black crags until it

began to drizzle again, and I returned to see whether Simon’s reply

had come in yet. Till late afternoon I kept asking, and at last the girl

HI the cage looked tired of seemg me, and I recognized that I had the
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option of another night in Buffalo or hitting the road. And I was dim
with the troubles I had got into, all this speeding and scattering, Gor-

man in the squad car pressing through the crowd, then the terrific

emptying of Niagara waters, and also hobbling on the Buffalo cars,

eating peanuts and hard rolls, my bowels like a screw of rubber, and

the town unfnendly and wet—^because if I hadn’t been in such a dim

state I’d have realized sooner that Simon wasn’t going to send any

money. But all of a sudden I realized that that was so He might not

even have it to spare, just after the first of the month when there was

the rent to pay.

Thinking this, I told the telegraph girl to forget about the wire,

I was leaving town. i

Not to be picked up on the road in northern New York, I took a

ticket to Erie at the Greyhound Station, and I was in the Pennsylvania

comer that evening To get off m Erie gave me no feeling that I had

arrived somewhere, in a place that was a place m and for itself, but

rather that it was one which waited on other places to give it life by
occurring between them; the breath of it was thin, ]ust materialized,

waiting.

The flop I found was in a tall clapboard hotel, a kind of bone of a
building, with more laths than plaster, with burns in the blanket, splits

in the sheet opening on the mattress and its many stains. But I didn't

care too much where I was; it would have been a nuisance to care;

and I dropped off my shoes and climbed in. It sounded like a gale on
the lake that night.

Nevertheless it was a serene warm morning when I went out on the

road to start thumbing I wasn’t alone; people m great numbers were
on the highways. Sometimes they traveled in pairs, but more usually

alone, because it was easier to get rides alone. There was the CCC,
draining swamps and planting trees m the distance, and on the road

was this wanderer population without any special Jerusalem or Kiev
in mind, or relics to kiss, or any idea of putting off sins, but only the

hope their chances might be better in the next town. In this competi-

tion It was hard to get lifts. Appearances were against me too, for the

Renling clothes were both smart and filthy. And then in my hurry to

put distance between me and the stretch of road near Lackawanna
where Joe Gorman had been picked up, I didn’t have the patience to

stand and flag for long but walked.

The traffic dived and quivered past me, and when I reached a plaot

near Ashtabula, Ohio, where the Nickel Plate line approaches the

highway, I saw a freight going toward Cleveland with men sitting on
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the boxcars, and in the flats, and in under-angles of gondolas, and eight

or ten guys shagging after and flipping themselves up on the rungs, I

ran too, down from the unlucky highway, up the rocky grade where I

felt the thinness of my shoes, and took hold of a ladder. I wasn’t agile,

so ran with the red car, unable to swing from the ground until I was
helped by a boost from behind I never saw who it was that gave it

—

someone among the runners who didn’t want me tearing my arms from
their sockets or breakmg the bones of my feet.

So I climbed to the roof It was a high-backed cattle car topped with
broad red planks. Ahead the slow bell was turning over and over, and
I wasm plenty of company, the rough-looking crowd of non-paymg pas-

sengers the Nickel Plate was carrying. I felt the movement of the stock

against the boards and sat in the beast smell. Until Cleveland, with

the great yards and overbuilt hills and fume, chaff and grit flying at

your face

There was a hotshot or nonstop express to Toledo making up in the

yards, the word came, which would be ready in a couple of hours.

Meanwhile I went up to the city to get some food. Going back to the

yards, I climbed down a steep path, like a chff of Pisgah, below the

foundations of factories, and emerged on rusty tracks by tihe Sherwin
Williams paint factory—^the vast field of rails and hummocky ground to

the sides covered with weed stalks where people were waiting: catching

a nap, reading old papers, mendmg.
This was both a boring and a tense afternoon, soon dark with on-

coming rain, while we squatted in the weeds, waiting; brackish and yet

nerve-touching. Therefore I rushed up when I saw by the rising and
motion along the darkening line that the train was coming. In the

sudden shift toward the open and the tracks it seemed that hundreds

had risen, the most distant already closmg in upon the tram. The loco-

motive came slowly, like a bison, the iron shell of the boiler black.

The train crashed its boxes and went backwards a moment. It was
picking up its last cars. In that moment I got under a gondola carrying

coal, into the angle of it between the slope end and the wheels. When
we rolled forward the wheels creaked and bit out sparks hke grind-

stones, and the couplings played free and hooked tight in a mechaioical

game into which your observation and brain were forced. Having to

recognize whose kingdom you were in, with tons of coal at the back

and riding in the tiny blind gallery with the dashing dark rain at the

sides. There were four of us sitting in this space; a lean, wolfy man,

who stretched his legs clear over the wheels, on the bar, while the rest of

us fetched ours up short I saw his face when he lit a butt, grinning and
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somewhat sick, blues under his eyes like chain links. He held Ms fingers

in Ms crotch. On the other side was a young boy. The fourth man, as

I didn’t know till we were chased off the tram at Lorain, was a Negro.

All I saw of him as we were running was his yellow raincoat, but when
I caught up by a trackside shack he was leaning on the boards, his big

eyes shut, a stumpy, heavy man getting his breath with much trouble

and his beard sparkling about his mouth with sweat or dnzzle.

The hotshot stopped at Lorain; it wasn’t a hotshot at all Or perhaps

they stopped it because it carried too many free riders These made a

ragged line, like a section gang that draws aside at night back of the

flares as a train comes through, only much more numerous. There were

flashlights swinging from car to car as the cops emptied them, and then

the tram went off, cleared of nders, down into the semaphore lights and

the oily blues of the track.

This stocky young boy—Stoney was his name—attached himself to

me and we went into the town The harbor with its artificial peaks and

cones of sand and coal was visible from the muddy main stem. In the

featureless electric faces of bulbs hung on the dredges, cranes, cables,

the rain looked like nothing either and was nullified. I laid out some

of my money for bread and peanut butter and a couple of bottles of

milk and we had supper.

It was after ten and streaming rain. I wasn’t going to chase another

freight that night, I was too bushed, I said, “Let’s find a place to flop,”

and he agreed

On the sidings we found some boxcars retired from service, of great

age, rotten and swollen, filled with old paper and straw, a cheesy old

hogshead stink of cast-off things such as draws rats, a marly or fungus

white on the walls. There we bedded down in the refuse. I buttoned up,

for security as well as the cold, and stretched out. There was plenty of

room at first. But till far into the night men kept arriving, rolling back

the door, and passing back and forth over us, discussing where to sleep.

I heard them commg, grating with the feet along the rows of cars, until

our boxcar was so full that newcomers would look in and then pass on.

It was no time to be awake, or half awake, with the groaning and sick

coughing, the grumbles and gases of bad food, the rustling in paper and

straw like sighs or the breath of dissatisfaction. And when I fell asleep

I didn’t sleep long, for the man next to me began to press up, and I

thought it was only his unconscious habit of the night, that he was used

to a bedmate, and I just drew away, but he drew after. Then he must
have worked longm secret to open his pants and first to touch my hand
as if by accident and then to guide my fingers. I had trouble getting
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free because he finally held my wrist with both hands, and I knocked

his head against the boards That couldn’t have hurt much, the wood
was so rotten it was almost soft, but he let me go and said almost with

laughter, “Don’t raise a fuss ” He rolled back from me a space I sat up
and I reasoned that if I didn’t move he might think he wasn’t unwelcome

to me. As a matter of fact he was waiting and he began to talk, with a

hard tremble, both cynical and hopeful, about the filth of women, and

when I heard that I went away, helping myself up in back against the

wall and stepping over bodies to where I had seen Stoney lie down. A
bad night—the ram rattling hard first on one side and then on the

other like someone nailing down a case, or a coop of birds, and my
feelings were big, sad, comfortless, of a thinking animal, my heart

acting like an orb filled too big for my chest, not from revulsion, which

I have to say I didn’t feel, but over-all general misery.

And I lay down by Stoney, who roused a little, recognized me, and

fell asleep. Only it was cold; toward morning, deathly cold, and now
and then we’d find we were pressed close, rubbing faces and bristles, and

we would separate. Until it was too freezing to take account of being

strangers—we were trembling too hard—and had to clasp close I took

off my coat and spread it over the both of us to keep in the warmth a

little, and even so we lay shivenng.

There was a rooster some brakeman’s family nearby owned, and he

had the instinct or the temeranousness to crow in the wet and ashes of

the backyard This morning signal was good enough for us, and we
got out of the car. Was it really day? The sky was dripping, and cloud

was running as light as smoke, there was pink in it, but whether that

was the reflection of the sun or of railroad fire how could you tell?

We entered the station where there was a stove of which the bottom

skirt was hot to transparency, and we steamed ourselves by it. The heat

pushed into your face.

“Stand me a cup of coffee,” said Stoney.

It took five such days of travel to get back to Chicago, for I got a

train to Detroit by error. A brakeman told us there was a train for

Toledo coming soon, and I went to catch it. Stoney came along. Our

luck seemed good. Because of the hour this freight was practicaHy

empty. We had a car to ourselves. Furniture must have been hauled

in it the last trip, for there was clean excelsior on the floor, and we made

beds in this paper fleece and lay there sleeping.

I woke when the angle of the sun was very narrow in the door and

guessed it must be noon. If it was that late we must already have gone

through Toledo and be crossing Indiana. But these oak woods and the
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deep-lying farms and scarce cattle were not what I had seen in Indiana

crossing it with Joe Gorman. We were going very fast, flying, the loco-

motive and the empty cars. Then I saw a Michigan license on a track at

a crossing.

“We must be bound for Detroit; we missed Toledo,” I said

As the sun went south it was back of us and not on the left hand, we
were going north There was no getting off either I sat down, legs

hanging at the open door, back-broken and dry, hungry furthermore,

and my eyes followed the spin of the fields newly laid out for sowing,

the oak woods with hard bronze survivor leaves, and a world of great

size beyond, or fair clouds and then of abstraction, a tremendous Can-

ada of light.

The short afternoon soon darkened; between the trees and stumps it

turned blue The towns became industrial, factories riding up and tank

cars and reefers sitting on the spurs Queer that I didn’t worry more
about being taken these hundreds of miles out of my way when there

were only a few quarters and some thinner stuff in my pocket, about

a buck in all. Riding in this dusk and semiwmter, it was the way paltry

and immense were so mixed, perhaps, the jointed spine of train racing

and swerving, the steels, rusts, bloodlike paints extended space after

space in the sky, and then other existence, space after space.

Factory smoke was standing away with the wind, and we were in an

industnal sub-town—battlefield, cemetery, garbage crater, violet weld-

mg scald, mountains of tires sagging, and ashes spuming like crests

in front of a steamer, Hooverville crate camps, plague and war fires

like the boiling pinnacle of all sackings and Napoleonic Moscow burn-

ings. The freight stopped with a banging and concussion, and we
jumped out and were getting over the tracks when someone got us by
the shoulders from behind and gave us each a boot in the ass. It was
a road dick He wore a Stetson and a pistol hung on the front of his

vest; his whisky face was red as a winter apple and a crazy saliva patch

shone on his chin. He yelled, “Next time I’ll shoot the shit out of you!”

So we ran, and he threw rocks past us. I wished that I could lay for him
till he came off duty and tear his wmdpipe out.

However, we were legging it over the rails on the lookout for any-

thing swift that might come down on us out of the steel coldly laid out

in the dark and the shrivels of steam and cyclops headlamps, a loose-

rolling car. Also the coal rumbled m the hoppers and bounded grim to

the ground. We ran, and I didn’t feel angry any more.
A highway marker told us we were twenty miles from Detroit. As

we stood there the fellow came up who had ridden out of Cleveland
no
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under the gondola with us, the wolf-looking one. Though it was dark,

I spotted him coming in the road. He didn’t seem to have anything
special in mmd, only to hang around.

I said to this stocky boy Stoney, have a buck to take me back to

Chicago, so let’s get some chow.”

“Hang on to it, we’ll mooch somethmg,” he said. He tried a few
stores along the highway and by and by turned up some stale jelly

bismarcks

A truck carrying sheet-metal took all three of us into town We lay

under the tarpaulin, for it was cold now. The truck dragged up the

hills in low gear, and it took hours, with all the stops. Stoney slept.

Looking capable of harm, WoKy didn’t seem to mean us any; he had
only tied in with us to be carried along as we were. As we started again

in the late night for the city he began to tell me what a rough town it

was, that he had heard the cops were mean and everythmg rugged; he
said he had never been here before himself.

While we penetrated more, by a series of funnels of light, into the city,

he made me feel dejected, describing it as he did. Then the truck

stopped and the driver let us off. I couldn’t see where; it was empty and
silent, past midnight. There was a small restaurant; all else was closed

doors. So we went into this joint to ask where we were It was narrow

as a corridor, laid out with oilcloth. The short-order guy told us we
were off the center of town, about a mile, if we followed the car line

from the next intersection.

When we came out, there was a squad car waiting with open doors

and a cop blocking the way who said, “Get in.”

Two plainclothesmen were mside, and I had to hold Wolfy on my
lap while Stoney lay on the floor. This Stoney was only a young boy.

Nothing was said. They brought us into the station—concrete, and
small openings everywhere, the bars beginning at the end of a short

flight of stairs not far from the sergeant’s desk.

The cops kept us to one side, for there was another matter being

heard, and four or five faces of pecuhar night-wildness by the electnc

globe of the desk, and the sergeant with his large flesh and white fatty

face presiding. There was a woman, and it was hard to take in the fact

that she had been in the middle of a brawl, she was so modest-looking

and dressmakerish, with a green trout knot to her hat. Alongside her

there were two men, one with a bloody beehive of bandages, totter-

headed, and the other shut up with defiance and meanwhile his hands

pressmg all his concern to his chest. He was supposed to be the offender.

I say supposed because it was the cop who did the explaining, the three
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principals being deaf-mutes. This guy attacked the other with a ham-

mer, was what he said, he said that the woman was a lousy bitch and

didn’t care for whom she spread, and the bastard was the biggest cause

of trouble in the deaf-mute community even if she did look like a

schoolteacher I report what the cop told the sergeant.

‘‘What’s my idea,” he said, “is that this poor jerk thought he was

engaffed to her and then he caught her with this other joker
”

“What doin’*?”

“I wouldn’t know It depends on how much of a sorehead he is.

But with the pants off, I wouldn’t be surprised.”

“I wonder what makes ’em so randy. They fight more about love

than the dagoes,” said the sergeant His face had a one-eye emphasis,

and his cheek was so much rough wall The arm he had up his sleeve

was very thick, I wouldn’t have liked to see it used “Why do they have

fbe all the time hittm’*? Maybe because they talk with iheir hands ”

Stoney and Wolfy grinned, wishing to be of the same humor as the

cops.

“Weil, is anything broke under them bandages?”

“They took a couple of stitches on his dome.”

The bloody-haired topple-bandage was pushed into the light where

the sergeant could see.

“Well,” he said when he had looked, “take an’ lock ’em up till we can

see if we can get an interpreter tomorrow, and if we can’t, then just

kick ’em out in the morning What would they do with this cocky in

the workhouse*? Anyway, a night in the clink will show them they

aren’t alone by themselves m the world and can’t be carryin’ on as if

they was.”

We were next, and I had meantime been worrying about a connec-

tion between Joe Gorman’s arrest and our being picked up, but there

was no such connection There was only that shirt in the back seat of

the stolen Buick to trace me by. The laundry mark. That was far-

fetched, but I didn’t know what else to think. I was relieved when I

heard what they had us in for: theft of automobile parts from wrecking

yards.

“We’ve never been in Detroit before,” I said. “We just arrived in

town.”

“Yeah, where from?”

“Cleveland We’re hitch-hiking.”

“You’re a sonofabitch liar. You belong to the Foley gang and you
been stealing car parts. But we caught up with you. We’ll get all you
guys,”
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I said, “But we’re not even from Detroit. I’m from Chicago.”
“Where you goin’?”

“Home.”
“That’s a fine way to get to Chicago from Cleveland, by way of this

town. Your story stinks.” He started on Stoney. “Where’re you gonna
say you come from?”

“Pennsy.”

“Where’s that?”

“Near Wilkes-Barre.”

“And where you headm’ for?”

“Nebraska, to study to be a vet’narlan.”

“And what’s that?”

“About dogs and horses.”

“About Fords and Chevvies, you mean, you little asswipe hoodlum!
And you, where’s home for you, what’s your story?” He started on
Wolfy.

“I’m from Pennsylvania too.”

“Whereabouts?”

“Around Scranton. It’s a little town.”

“How little is it?”

“About five hundred population or so.”

“And what’s the name of it?”

“It ain’t much of a name.”

“I bet. Well, tell me, what is it?”

He said, his eyes moving tensely, which was poison to his effort to

smile easily. “The name of it is Drumtown.”

“It must be a tough little hole to breed up rats like you. Okay, we’ll

see where it is on the map.” He opened his drawer.

“It ain’t on the map. It’s too small.”

“That’s okay, if it has a name it’ll be on my map It’s got them all.”

“What Ijnean is it ain’t really incorporated. It’s ]ust a little burg

and hasn’t got around to be incorporated yet.”

“What do they do there?”

“Dig up a httle coal. Nothin’ much.”

“Hard coal or soft coal?”

“Both,” said Wolfy, sinkmg his head and still grinning a little; but

his underlip was somewhat withdrawn from his teeth and his sinews

were out.

“You belong to Foley’s gang, friend,” the sergeant said.

“No, I never been in this town before.”

“Fetch me Jimmy,” the sergeant instructed one of the cops.
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Jimmy came, slow and old, from the narrow stairs of the lower cells;

his flesh was like a stout old woman’s, he was wearing cloth slippers

and a front-buttoned sweater holding up his wide breasts; he seemed

to die a little with every breath. But his eyes were as explicit as other-

wise everythmg was vague about this gray, yellow, and white-haired

head, bent with weakness. The eyes, however, trained so they were

foreign to anything but their long-time function, they had no personal

regard This Jimmy gazed on Stoney and me and passed us and his look

rested on Wolfy, To him he said, ‘"You was m here three years ago.

You rolled a guy, and you got six months. It won’t be three years yet

till May One month more ”

This great classifying organ of a police brain ^

“Well, Bumhead, Pennsylvania?” said the sergeant

“That’s nght, I did six months. But I don’t know Foley, that’s the

truth, and never stole car parts. I don’t know anything about cars.”

“Lock ’em all up.”

We had to empty our pockets; they were after knives and matches

and such objects of harm. But for me that wasn’t what it was for, but

to have the bigger existence taking charge of your small things, and

making you learn forfeits as a sign that you aren’t any more your own
man, m the street, with the contents of your pockets your own business:

that was the purpose of it. So we gave over our stuff and were taken

down, past cells and zoo-rustlmg straw where some prisoner got off

his sack for a look through the bars. I saw the wounded deaf-mute

hke a magus holdmg his head, on a bunk. We were marched to the end

of the row where the great memory-man sat sleeping, or perhaps he

was only at dim rest all night, in a chair below a fish tail of nbbon tied

into the grill of a ventilator. They stuck us in a large cell, a yell going

up over us, “We got no room. We got no more room!” and obscene lip

sounds and razzberries and flushing of the toilet, ape-wit and defiances

It really was a crowded cell, but they pushed us in anyway, and we
did as well as we could, squatting on the floor. The other mute was in

here, sitting by the feet of a drunk, crouched up as if m a steerage An
enormous light was on at all hours There was something heavy about

it, like the stone rolled m front of the tomb.

Then by the wall, at day, a big dull rolling began, choking, the tube-

clunk of trucks and heavy machine fuss, and also the needle-mouth

speed of trolleys, fast as dragonflies.

I must say I didn’t get any great shock from this of personal injustice.

I wanted to be out and on my way, and that was nearly all. I suffered

over Joe Gorman, caught and beat.
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However, as I felt on entering Erie, Pennsylvania, there is a dark-

ness. It is for everyone You don’t, as perhaps some imagine, try it, one
foot into it like a barbershop “September Morn.” Nor are lowered mto
it with visitor’s cunosity, as the old Eastern monarch was let down
into the weeds inside a glass ball to observe the fishes. Nor are lifted

straight out after an unlucky tumble, like a Napoleon from the mud
of the Arcole where he had been standing up to his thoughtful nose while

the Hungarian bullets broke the clay off the bank. Only some Greeks

and admirers of theirs, in their liquid noon, where the friendship of

beauty to human things was perfect, thought they were clearly divided

from this darkness. And these Greeks too were in it But still they are

the admiration of the rest of the mud-sprung, famine-kmfed, street-

pounding, war-rattled, difficult, painstaking, kicked in the belly, grief

and cartilage mankind, the multitude, some under a coal-suckmg

Vesuvius of chaos smoke, some inside a heaving Calcutta midnight,

who very well know where they are

In the dinky grayness and smell of morning, after giving us coffee

and bread, they let Stoney and me out; Wolfy was kept on suspicion.

The cops said to us, “Get out of town. We give you a flop last night,

but next time you’ll get a vagrancy hung on you ” There was a dawn
smokiness and scratchiness in the station as the patrolmen off the night

beat were taking a load off themselves, unstrappmg guns, lifting off

hats, sitting down to write out reports Was there a station next door

to Tobit, the day the angel visited, it would have been no different.

We went along with the main traffic and ended in Campus Martius,

which is not like the other Champs de Mars I know. Here all was

brick, shaly with oil smoke and the shimmymg gas of cars.

We started off to ride to city limits on the trolleys; and then it hap-

pened that the conductor shook my shoulder to warn me that we were

at a transfer point, and I jumped out thinking that Stoney was back of

me, but I saw him still asleep by the window as the car passed with

air-shut doors, and pounding on the glass didn’t wake him. Then I

waited the better part of an hour before going on to the end of the line

where the highway was. I stayed there tiU nearly noon. He maybe

thought I had shaken him off, which wasn’t so. I felt despondent that

I had lost him.

At last I started to flag ndes First a truck took me to Jackson. I

found a cheap flop there. Next afternoon a salesman for a film com*-

pany picked me up. He was going to Chicago.
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When evening came on we were tearing out of Gary and toward South

Chicago, the fire and smudge mouth of the city gorpmg to us. As the

flamy bay shivers for home-oommg Neapolitans. You enter your native

water like a fish And there sits the great fish god or Dagon. You then

bear your soul like a minnow before Dagon, in your familiar water.

I knew I wasn’t coming back to peace and an easy time. In rising

order of difficulty, there’d be the Polish housekeeper, always crabbing

about money; next Mama, certain to feel my unreliability; and Simon

who’d have been storing up something for me I was ready to hear hard

words from him; I felt I deserved some for going off on this trip. I also

had a few to answer with, about the telegram. But I wasn’t approaching

the usual kind of family fight with its hot feelings and wrangled-out

points; it was something different and much worse.

A new, strange Polish woman who spoke no English came to the

door. I thought the old housekeeper had quit and this one had replaced

her, but it was odd how the new woman had filled the kitchen with

bleeding hearts, crucifixes, and saints. Of course, if she had to have

them in her place of work, Mama couldn’t see them anyhow. But there

were also little children, and I wondered if Simon had taken in an entire

family; and then, from the way the woman kept me standing, I began

to grasp that this was no longer our flat, and an older girl weanng the

dress of St, Helen’s parochial school came to tell me that her father

had bought the furniture and taken over the flat from the man who
owned it. That was Simon.

“But isn’t my mother here any more? Where’s my mother?”

“The blind lady? She’s downstairs by the neighbors.”

The Kreindls had put her in Kotzie’s room, which had only a small

window with bars on the passage where people ducked through the

brick subterranean vault on a shortcut through the alley or stopped to

take a leak. Since she could only just distinguish light from dark and
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didn’t need a view, you couldn’t say on that score it was an unkindness

to have been put there. The deep kitchen cuts in her palms had never

softened out, and 1 felt them when she took my hands and said m her

cracky voice, queerer than ever iust then, “Did you hear about

Grandma*?”

“No, what?”

“She died.”

“Oh no!”

That was a shaft! It went straight and cold into my bowels, and I

couldn’t bnng up my back or otherwise move, but sat bent over. Dead!

Horrible, to imagine the old woman dead, in a casket, underground,

with the face covered and weight thrown on her, silent. My heart shrunk

before the idea of this violence. Because it would have had to be violent.

She, who always tore off interferences as she did that dentist’s hand,

would have had to be smothered. For all her frailty she was a hard

fighter But she fought when clothed and standing up, alive. And now
It was necessary to picture her captured and pulled down into the grave,

and lying still. That was too much for me.

My grates couldn’t hold it. I shed tears with my sleeve over my eyes.

“What did she die of, Ma, and when?”

She didn’t know. A few days ago, before she had moved down,

Kreindl had told her, and she had been in mourning ever since. Accord-

ing to her notions of how she should mourn.

All that she had in this vault of a room was a bed and chair. Well,

I tried to find out from Mrs. Kreindl why Simon had done this. As it was

suppertime, Mrs Kreindl was at home. Usually she was away, after-

noons, playing poker with other housewives; they played in earnest, for

blood How she had the repose of a big sheep, don’t ask me, since she

was always in a secret fever from gambling and from waning with her

husband.

She couldn’t tell me anything about Simon. Was it to get married that

he had sold everything? He had been desperate, before I left, about

marrying Cissy. But the furniture was old stuff, and how much would

the Pole have paid for it? What would anyone give for that cripple

kitchen stove? Or for the beds, even older; and the leatherette furniture

we used to slide and rock on when we were kids? This stuff went back to

the time of Rameses’ Americana set, to the last century. Maybe my
father had bought the furniture. All pain-causmg reflections. Simon

must have been m a terrible way for money to have sold off ail of that

veteran metal and leather and left Mama in this cell with the Kreindls.

I was empty with hunger as I questioned Mrs. Kreindl but couldn’t
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apply to her for a meal, remembering her to be not very free about

food “Do you have any money, Mama?” I said. But all she had m
her purse was a fifty-cent piece. “Well, it’s a good idea for you to have

some change,” I told her, “m case you happen to want something, like

gum drops or a Hershey bar.” Fd have taken a buck from her if Simon

had left her something, but I could make out a little longer without her

last fifty-cent piece To ask for it, I thought, would scare her, and that

would be barbarous Especially on top of Grandma’s death And she

already was frightened, although, as when sick, she was upright in

her posture and like waiting for the grief to come to a stop; as if this

stop would be called by a conductor She wouldn’t discuss with me
what Simon had done but clung rather to her own idea of it. To which

she didn’t wish me to add anything I knew her,

I stayed a little longer because I sensed she wanted it, but then I

had to leave, and when I scraped back my chair she said, “You gomg‘>

Where do you go?” This was a question about my absence when the

flat was sold up I couldn’t answer it.

“Why, I have that room on the South Side still that I told you about.”

“Are you working? You have a job*^”

“I always have something Don’t you know me? Don’t worry, every-

thing IS going to be all right
”

Answermg, I shunned her face a little, though there was no reason

to, and felt my own face bitten as though it were a key, notched and

filed out, some dishonorable, ill-purpose key

I headed for Einhorn’s, and on the boulevard, where the trees had

begun to bud m the favorite purple of Chicago April evening, instilled

with carbon and with the smells of crocodile beds of guck from the

cleaned sewers, by the lamps of the synagogue, people were coming
out in new coats and business hats, with square velvet envelopes for

their prayer things. It was the first night of Passover, of the Angel of

Death going through all doors not marked with blood to take away
the life of the Egyptian first-born, and then the Jews trooping into the

desert. I wasn’t permitted to pass by; I was stopped by Coblin and Five

Properties, who had seen me as I got into the street to walk around
the crowd. They were on the curb, and Five Properties snatched me
by the sleeve. “Look!” he said “Who is m shul tonight!” Both were

grinning, bathed-looking, in their best cleanliness and virile good condi-

tion.

“Hey, guess what?” said Coblin.

“What?”

“Doesn’t he know?” said Five Properties.m
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don’t know anything. I’ve been out of town and just got back,*®

‘Tive Properties’s getting married,” said Coblin “At last. To t
beauty. You ought to see the ring he’s giving Well, we’re through
with whores now, aren’t we? Ah, boy, somebody’s in for it!”

“True^”

“So help me the Uppermost,” said Five Properties “I invite you to

my wedding, kid, a week from next Sunday at the Lion’s Club Hall,

North Avenue, four o’clock. Bring a girl. I don’t want you should have
anything against me.”

“What IS there to have agamst you?”

“Well, you shouldn’t. We’re cousins, and I want you to come.”
“Happy days, man!” I said to him, domg my best, and thankful the

murk was so deep they couldn’t see me well.

Coblin began to draw me by the arm. He wanted me to come to the

Seder dinner. “Come along Come home.”

While I stunk of jail and before I had begun to digest my misery?

Before I found Simon? “No, some other time, thanks. Cob,” I said,

going backwards.

“But why not?”

“Leave him, he’s got a date Have you got a date?”

“As a matter of fact I do have to see somebody.”

“He’s starting his horny time of life. Bring your little pussy to the

wedding.”

Cousin Hyman still smiled, but he thought probably of his daughter

and so didn’t urge me more; he clammed up.

In Einhom’s door I met Bavatsky as he descended to replace a fuse.

Tillie had blown it with her curling iron, and, upstairs, one woman
hobbled and the other just as slow from weight and uncertainty ap-

proached with candles and so recalled to me a second time it was the

night of Exodus. But there was no dinner or ceremony here. Einhom
observed only one holy day, Yom ICippur, and only because Karas-

Holloway, his wife’s cousin, msisted.

“What happened to that drunken wart Bavatsky?”

“He couldn’t get to the fuse box because the cellar was locked, so

he went to fetch the key from the janitor’s wife,” said Mildred.

“If she has beer in the house we go to bed in the dark tonight.”

Suddenly Tillie Einhorn, with candle in a saucer, saw me by the

flame.

“Look, it’s Augie,” she said.

“Augie? Where?” said Emhom, quickly glancing between the unK

even sizes of light. “Augie, where are you? I want to see you.”
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I came forward and sat by him; he shifted his shoulder in token of

wanting to shake hands.

‘Tillie, go m the kitchen and make coffee. Mildred, you too.” He
sent them back into the dark kitchen “And take the plug out of the

curler. I go nuts with their electric appliances.”

“It is out,” said Mildred, with a voice tired of, but always ready for,

the duty of these answers. Obedient in the smallest point, however, she

shut the doors, and I was alone with him. In his night court At least

I thought he was grimacing with strictness at me. He had shaken hands

only to give me a formal feel of his fingers and of the depth of his

coldness. And the candles were now as genial to me as though they had

been the ones stuck into loaves of bread by night and sailed on a black

Indian lake to find the drowned body sunk to the bottom. Now the

white middle way of his hair was down near the plate glass of his desk as

he fixed to get and light a cigarette—as ever, the methodical struggle

and pulling of the arms by the sleeves, that transport of flies by the ants.

Then he began to blow smoke and prepared to speak. I decided I

couldn’t allow myself to be chided like a kid of ten for the Joe Gorman
deal, of which he by now certainly knew. I had to talk to him about

Simon. But then it seemed he wasn’t going to lecture me at all. I must

have looked too sick—^low, gaunt, pushed to an extreme, burned. Last

time we met I had had my Evanston fat on me; I had come to consult him

about the adoption.

“Well, you haven’t been doing so well, it looks like.”

“No.”

“Gorman was caught. How did you get away?”

“By dumb luck.”

“Dumb‘d In a hot car, without even changing the plates! Talk about

brainlessness! Well, they brought him back. The picture was in the

Times, You want to see"^”

No, I didn’t want to, for I knew what it would be like: between two

hefty detectives and probably trying to tip his hat over his eyes as much
as his held arms would allow, and spare his family direct eyes into the

camera, or his plastered face. It was always like that.

“How come it took you so long to get back?” said Emhom,
“I bummed, and I wasn’t very lucky.”

“But why did you have to bum? Your brother told me he was sending

you the money to Buffalo.”

“Why, did he come and tell you?” I creased my brow with effort

“You mean he tried to borrow from you?”
“He got it from me. I made him another loan too.”
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“What loan? I didn’t get anything from him.”

“That’s no good I was stupid I should have sent it to you myself.

Beh?” He let out his tongue and his eyes went bright, looking surprised.

“He took me—^well, so he took. But he shouldn’t have let you down.
Especially since I gave it to him over and above what I lent him per-

sonally, Even if he was in bad shape that’s too much.”

I was powerfully bitter and mad, but I felt an advance sway from a

wave of something even worse, below the present depth.

“What do you mean—in bad shape*> Why was he raising money?
What did he want?”

“If he had told me for what I might have helped I lent it to him
because he is your brother; otherwise I hardly know the man He went

into a proposition with Nosey Mutchmk—the one I had that deal with

in the lot, Remember‘d Now I could hold my own with him, but your

brother is green. He took an interest in a betting pool, and the first

game the White Sox played this season they told him he lost his share

and if he wanted to stay in he’d have to bring another hundred bucks

—

I have the whole story now. They took that from him too, and he got

a sock in the teeth when he became hotheaded. Mutchmk’s hooligans

knocked him into the gutter. That’s what happened. I suppose you

know why he wanted to make a fast buck?”

“Yes, to get married.”

“To get on top of Joe Flexner’s daughter, who made him wild. He
never will now.”

“But why not? They’re engaged.”

“I begin to feel sorry for your brother, though he isn’t very smart,

and if I did drop seventy-eight bucks . . As I saw the anguishing

thing of Simon knocked over and bloodied in the gutter, I only listened

and didn’t speak of Grandma’s death, or the furniture, and Mama put

out of the house. “Now she won’t marry him,” said Einhom.

“She won’t? Tell me!”

“Kxeindl is the one I heard it from. He made a match for her with a

relative of yours.”

“Not Five Properties—^with him?” I shouted.

“Your greenhorn cousin. It’s going to be his hand that sets apart

those fine legs.”

“Oh hell! No! They couldn’t do that to Simon!”

“They did.”

“And by now I guess he knows.”

‘*Does he! He went to Flexner’s and started a riot, breaking chairs.

The girl went and locked herself in the toilet, and then the old man
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had to send for the police. The squad car came and got him.”

Arrested too! I suffered to myself for Simon. It was crazy, how. It

crushed me to hear and picture.

“Cymcal quiff, ah?” Emhom said. He wanted to bring it all home
to me with his queer stare of severity. “Cressida going over to the

Greek camp

—

“And where’s Simon, in lail still?”

“No, old Flexner let the charge drop when he promised no more

trouble. Flexner is a decent old man. He went broke owing nobody. He
wouldn’t have the heart. He’s a sport too. They kept your brother one

night and let him out this morning.”

“He spent last night in jail?”

“One night, that’s all,” said Einhorn. “Now he’s out.”

“Where is he though? Do you know‘>”

“No. But I can tell you you won’t find him at home ” Kreindl had

told him about Mama, and he was preparing to let me hear all; but I

said I had already been home. I sat before him stripped; I knew of

nowhere to turn and had no force to leave.

Till now, as a family, we had had some privacy, even if it was known
that we were deserted as kids and on Chanty. In Grandma’s time no-

body, not even the caseworker Lubin, was informed exactly about us.

At the free dispensary I’d go and do my guile not just on account of

the money but so we should have some power of guidance over our-

selves. Now there were no secrets, so anybody interested could look.

This maybe was the consideration which made me not say to Emhom
what was the crudest thing of all, that Grandma was dead.

“I’m sorry for you; especially for your mother,” Emhom started out,

trying to raise me up. “Your brother got ahead of himself. Too inspired

by tail. What got him so hot?”

In part I thought this question came from envy that anyone should

be subject to such inspirations and heat. But also, on this side, Einhora

couldn’t be altogether unsympathetic.

Gradually, talking, he lost view of his first aim, which was to com-
fort me, and he got so bitter he tried to curl his fists inward and breasited

the desk. “Why should you care if your brother gets a mpe up the be-

hind!” he said. “He deserves it. He left you in a hole, he sold the flat,

he got the money out of me because of you and you didn’t smell a dime
of it. If you were honest with yourself you’d be glad. You’d do yourself

some good by saying so, and I’d respect you more for it.”

“Say what? That it’s aU his fault and I’m glad of that? That fall-

ing in love made him not care what happened to Mama? Or just
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that he’s miserable? What am I supposed to be glad about, Eiuhomf

*‘Don’t you realize the advantage you have from now on? You’d
better not be easy on him. He’s got to make it right to you. The ad-

vantage has passed to you, and you’ve got him by the balls. Don’t you
understand that? And if there’s only one thing you can get out of this

right now It’s to admit at least that you’re happy he caught it in the

neck. Jesus! if anybody did this to me I’d certainly have satisfaction

knowing he was good and burned himself. If I didn’t, I’d worry I wasn’t

clear in my head. Good for him! Good, good!”

I’m not sure why Einhorn worked over me with such savagery ap
proaching waked-up despair. He even forgot to raise hell about Joe

Gorman. I guess, back of it, that he thought of Dingbat’s inheritance

which he had run into the ground. Maybe he didn’t want me to be
despised as he somewhat despised Dingbat for not being angry. No,

there was even more to the view he was dnving so strongly, though

sprawl-handed, against the desk. He intended that, as there were no
more effective prescriptions in old ways, as we were in dreamed-out

or finished visions, that therefore, in the naked form of the human
jeUy, one should choose or seize with force; one should make strength

from disadvantages and make progress by having enemies, being wrath-

ful or terrible; should hammer on the state of being a brother, not be

oppressed by it; should have the strength of voice to make other voices

fall silent—^the same principle for persons as for peoples, parties, states.

This, and not a man-chick, plucked and pinched, with scraggle behind

and anxious face full of sorrow-wrinldes, human fowl chased by
brooms.

Now the lights began to twitter as Bavatsky fiddled in the fuse box,

and it was discovered that instead of considering this as I should have

been, I was bawling. I think Einhorn was disappointed and maybe even

shocked; shocked, I mean, by his misjudgment of my fitness to follow

him m his shooting trajectory into what a soul should be. He gave me
chilly gentleness such as he might have offered a girl. “Don’t worry,

we’ll work something out for your mother,” he said, for he seemed to

think it was mainly that. He didn’t know I was mourning Grandma too.

“Blow out these candles. Tillie’s bringmg coffee and sandwiches. You
can sleep with Dingbat tonight, and tomorrow we’ll start on some-

thing.”

Next day I hunted for Simon and couldn’t locate him; he hadn’t been

back to see Mama. I did find Kreindl at home, however, as he sat at a

late breakfast of smoked fish and rolls. He said to ms, “Sit down and

catch a bite,”
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“I see you finally found a bride for my cousin,” said I to the cock-

eyed old artilleryman, observmg how the short, sufficient muscles of

lus forearms were operating m the skinning of the golden little fish

and how the scabbards of his jaw were moving

“A beauty. Such tsitskies' But don’t blame me, Augie. I don’t force

anybody Zwing keinem. Especially a pair of proud tsitskies like that

Do you know anytffing about young ladies? I should hope! Well, when
a girl has things like that nobody can tell her what to do. There’s where

your brother made his mistake, because he tried. I’m sorry for him.”

He whispered, mounting his eyes to make sure his wife was at a dis-

tance, “This girl makes my little one stand up At my age. And salute!

Anyways, she’s too independent for a young fellow. She needs an older

man, a cooler head who can say yes and do no Otherwise she could

ruin you. And maybe Simon is too young to marry. I’ve known you

since you both was snot-noses. Pardon, but it’s true. Now you’re big,

so you’re hungry, and you think you’re ready to marry, but what’s the

hurry? You got plenty of jig-jig ahead of you before you settle down.

Take it! Take, take if they give you! Never refuse. To come together

with a peepy little woman who sings in your ear. It’s the life of the soul!”

He argued this to me with a squeeze of his awkward eyes, the old pimp
and egger-on, he even made me smile, and I was in no mood for smiling.

“Besides,” said he, “you can see what kind of a man your brother is,

that when he gets it in his mmd he can sell the goods of the house and

put his mother out.”

I expected him to mention this and pass from defense to the practical

matter of Mama’s support In the past Kreindl had alwa)ra been a kind

enough neighbor, but we couldn’t expect him to keep Mama. Especially

as Simon now had him down as one of his chief enemies. Furthermore,

I couldn’t let her stay in that brick vault, and I told Kreindl I’d make
other arrangements for her.

I went to appeal to Lubin, at the Charity, on gloomy Wells Street.

Lubin had always visited us as a sort of distant foster-uncle, formerly.

In his office, to my maturer eyes, he came out differently. Something

in his person argued what the community that contributed the money
wanted us poor bastards to be: sober, dutiful, buttoned, clean, sad,

moderate. The sadness and confusion of the field he was in made him
sensible. Only a certain heaviness of breath that drew notice to the

thickness of his nostrils gave you a sense of difficulty and, next, one of

the labor of bemg patient I made note in this broad man of the tame
ape-nature promoted to pants and offices This is the opposite of that

disfigured image of God that falls away by its sin from Eden; or of the
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same bad copy excited and inflamed by promise of grace to recover its

sacredness and golden stature. Lubin’s belief was that he didn’t fall

from Paradise but rose from the caves. But he was a good man, and
this IS no slander of him, but merely his own view.

When I told him Simon and 1 had to find a home for Mama he doubt-

less thought we were getting nd of everyone—Georgie first, then

Grandma, and now Mama. Therefore I said, ‘It’s only temporary, tiO

we get on our feet, and then we’ll have another flat and housekeeper for

her.” But he took this very andly, which wasn’t to be wondered at,

considering the tramp appearance I made, in the wrack of my good
clothes, inflamed at the eyes, and looking garbage-nourished. However,

he said he could get her into a Home for the blind on Arthmgton Street

if we could pay part of the cost, ft came to fifteen bucks a month.

That was as good as I could expect Also he sent me with a note to

an employment bureau, but there was nothing doing at the time I went

to my room on the South Side and took most of my clothes to hock,

the tuxedo, sports clothes, and hound’s-tooth coat 1 pawned them and

I got Mama established, and then started to hunt work Being as they

say up against it and au pied du mur, I took the first ]ob that came, and

I’ve never had one that was more curious.

Einhom got it for me through Karas-Holloway, who had a financial

interest in the business It was a luxury dog service on North Clark

Street, among the honkytonks and hock shops, antique stores and

dreary beaneries.

In the mornmg I drove out in a station wagon along the Gold Coast

to pick up the dogs, at the back doors of mansions or up the service

elevators of lakeshore apartment hotels, and I brought the animals back

to this club joint—^it was called a club.

The chief was a Frenchman, a dog-coiffeur or groom or maitre de

chiens; he was rank and rough, from Place Clichy near the foot of

Montmartre, and from what he told me he had been a wrestler’s shill

in the carnivals there while studying this other profession. Some ways

his face was short of humanity, by its energetic stiffness and abruptness

of color, like an injection. His relation with the animals was a struggle.

He was trying to wrest something from them. I don’t know what. Per-

haps that their conception of a dog should be what his was. He
was on the footing of Xenophon’s Ten Thousand in Persia, here in

Chicago; for he washed and ironed his own shirts, did his own market-

ing, and cooked Ms own meals m his beaverboard quarters in a corner

of this doggish place—^his lab, kitchen, and bedroom. I realize mudi*

better now what it means to be a Frenchman abroad, how irregular
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everything must appear, and not simply abroad but on North Qark
Street.

We were located m no mere firetrap but had two stories of a fairly

new modem building just off the Gold Coast, not far from the scene

of the St Valentme’s Day Massacre and, for that matter, from the

Humane Society on Grand Avenue It was the great feature of this

outfit, I say, paid for by the subscribers, that it was a club for dogs, that

the pets were entertained as well as steamed, massaged, manicured,

clipped, that they were supposed to be taught manners and tricks The

fee was twenty dollars a month, and no shortage of dogs; more in fact

than Guillaume could handle, and he had to fight the front office con-

tinually, which wanted to go beyond capacity The club was already

as hell-deep as dogs’ throats could scrape it; the Cerberus slaver-choke

turmoil was at the full when I came in from the last pick-up and changed

from truck hvery to rubber boots and ponchos; the racket made the

skylight glass shiver. Organization was marvelous, however. Guillaume

had real know-how, and let people go a httle and they’ll build you an

Escurial. The enormous noise, as of Grand Central, was only the protest

of chaos commg up against regulation—^the trams got off on lime; the

dogs got their treatment.

Though Guillaume used the hypo more than I thought he should.

He gave piqures for everything, and charged it extra. He’d say, *'Cette

chienne est galeuse—^this is a mangy bitch!” and m with the needle.

Moreover, he’d give a drop of dope to the savage ones whenever orgam-

zation was threatened, yelling, “Thees jag-off is goin’ to get it!” Conse-

quently I earned home some pretty wan dogs, and it wasn’t easy to

come up a flight of stairs with a sleepmg boxer or shepherd and explain

to the colored cook that he was only tuckered out from playing and

pleasure. Dogs in heat Guillaume wouldn’t tolerate either. ‘"Gruel

En chasser Then he’d say to me anxiously, “Did anything ’appen m
the back?” But since I had been driving, how was I to know? He was

funous with the owners, especially if the animal was a chienne de race^

and its aristocracy was not respected, and he wanted the office to slap

an extra charge on them for letting them into the club in this state. Any
pedigree made a courtier of him, and he could call on a very high man-
ner, if he wanted to, and get his lips into a tight suppressive line of dis-

like to baseness—"the opposite to breeding. He had the staff come over,

two Negro boys and me, to show us the fine pomts of the animal, and I

win say for Guillaume that his idea was to run an atelier and to act like

master in a guild, so that when he got a good poodle to trim it was down-
tools for us while he demonstrated; there was then a spell of good feel-
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ing and regard for him and for the lamb-docile, witty, small animal Oh,
it wasn’t always vexation or che snapping and bickering of little dogs

to which Marcus Aurelius compares the daily carryings on of men,
though I once in a while see what he was getting at But there’s a dog
harmony also, and to be studied by dog eyes, many of them, has its

illumination too

Only the work fatigued me, and I stunk of dog People would move
from me on the streetcar, as they do from the hoof-and-hides stock-

yards’ man, or give me round-eye glares and draw down their mouths
on the mobbed Cottage Grove line Furthermore, there was something

Pompeian that I minded about the job—the opulence for dogs, and

then their ways that reflected civilized mentality, spoiled temperaments

of favontes, mirrors of neuroticism. Plus the often needling thought

that their membership fee m the club was more than I had to pay for

Mama in the Home. All this together once in a while got me down.

From my neglected self-betterment I had additional pricks I should

be more ambitious Often I looked for vocational hints m magazines,

and I considered training at night school to become a court reporter,

should I have the aptitude, and even going back to the umversity for

something bigger And then I not seldom had Esther Fenchel on my
mmd, since I moved around the dog-owning height of society I never

had a back-door glimpse of it without a twmge of the soul for her sake,

and similar childishness. The sun of that childishness goes on shining

even when the larger bodies of hotter stars have risen to smelt you

and cover you with their influence. The recenter stars may be more
critical, more in the eye, but that earlier sun still remains a long time.

I had some spells of adoring-sickness, and then I had deeper pangs

of sex, later; from service with animals maybe. The street too was

aphrodisiac, the honkytonks and titty photos, legs with sequins. Plus

Guillaume’s girl friend, who was a great work of ripple-assed luxury

with an immense mozzarella bust, a middle-aged lady who’d go straight

to bed and wait for him just as we started to close up shop in the

evening, soughing in there like a white stout tree. But there wasn’t much
I could do about my needs. I was too strapped by money to chase

Though I risked running into the Renlings in that neighborhood, I went

to Evanston to look for my friend Willa at the Symington, but she had

quit to get married As I returned on the El I was engrossed in thoughts

of marriage bed, of Five Properties’ behavior with Cissy, and of my
brother’s losing lus head when he thought of their nuptials and honey-

moon.

Simon meanwhile stayed away from me and didn’t answer the mes-
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sages I left with Mama and elsewhere. I knew he must be in a bad way.

He wasn’t giving any money to Mama, and folks who saw him told me
how beat he looked. So his keeping to himself, in some hole of a room
like mine, or worse, was understandable; he never before had had to

approach me abashed, owing explanations and excuses, and wasn’t

going to do It now. With my last message to him I enclosed five bucks.

He took this fin all right, but I didn’t hear from him till he was able

to repay it, and that was some months later.

One possession of mine that was saved from the sale of the furniture

was the damaged set of Dr. Eliot’s Five-Foot Shelf that EmJiorn gave

me after his fire I had it with me m my room and read at it when I

could And I was blasting out a paragraph of von Helmholtz one day,

on a comer downtown, between cars, when a onetime classmate of

mine, at Crane College, a Mexican named Padilla, took it out of my
hand to see what I was reading and gave it back saying, “What are you

on this stuff for? It’s been left way far behind.” He started to tell me
the latest, and I had to say I couldn’t keep up with him. He asked me
how things were then, and we had a long conversation.

In my math section Padilla had been the great equation cracker. He
sat at the back of the room, mbbing his narrow front peak and working

over smoothed-out pieces of paper others had stuffed into the desk,

since he couldn’t afford to buy a notebook. Called to the board when-

ever everyone else was stumped, he came with haste in his filthy whitish

or creamed-herrmg suit, of cloth used in the cheapest summer caps,

and naked feet in a pair of Salvation Army rummage shoes, also white,

and would start hanging up the answer, covering his scrappy chalkmgs

with his skinny body, infinity symbols like broken ants, and blittering

Greek letters aimed downward to the last equal sign. As far as I was
concerned, it was godlike that relations should be so clear to anyone.

Sometimes he’d get a hand for his performance when he went clacking

back swiftly in his shoes, which were loose because he had no socks.

But his face, with small beak and the pricked skin of smallpox, didn’t

stock anything in gratification as we understand it. Anyway, he didn’t

deal much in expression. He often seemed chilly. And I’m not speaking

of his character now, but it was cold winter, and sometimes I’d see him
flying down Madison Street in his white suit, across the snow, running

from home to warm himself in the school building He never did look

warm enough, but chill and sickly and with primitive prohibition of

anyone’s approaching him. Smoking Mexican cigarettes, he went

through the halls by himself, often with a comb, running it through his

hair, which was beautiful, black and high.
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Well, there had been some changes. He looked healthier, or at least

didn’t have that thistle-flower purple in his tmge, and he wore a better

suit. Under his arm were heavy books.

“Are you at the university I said.

“I got a scholarship in math and physics. What about you?”
“I wash dogs. Can’t you tell I spend my time with dogs?”

“No, I don’t notice anything. But what are you domg?”
“That is what I’m domg ”

It greatly bothered him that I had such a flunky job, washing cages

and sweeping up dogs’ hair; and also that I was no longer a college

man but trying to keep up on Helmholtz who was a dead number to

him; in other words, that I should be of the unformed daikened-out

mass. It was often that way with me, that people would feel the world

owed me distinctness.

“What would 1 do at the university? I’m not like you, Manny, with a

special talent.”

“Don’t tear yourself down,” he said. “You should see the snots there

are on campus. What special have they got, except the dough? You
should go and find out what you can do, and then after four years

if you aren’t any good at any special thing, you at least have this degree,

and it won’t be just any sonofabitch who can kick you around.”

My aching back! I thought. There’d still be black forces waiting to

give me the boot, and if I had a degree the indignity would be all the

greater, and I’d have heartburn from it.

“You shouldn’t waste your time,” he further said. “Don’t you see

that to do any little thing you have to take an examination, you have to

pay a fee and get a card or a diploma? You better get wise to this. If

people don’t know what you qualify in they’ll never know where to

place you, and that pan be dangerous. You have to get in there and do

something for yourself. Even if you’re just waiting, you have to know
what you’re waiting for, you have to specialize. And don’t wait too long

or you’ll be passed by.”

It wasn’t so much what he said that affected me, though that was

interesting and probably full of truth; it was his friendship that I re-

sponded to. I didn’t want to let go of him, and I clung to him. I was

moved that he thought of me.

“How’m I supposed to go to school, Manny, if I’m broke?”

“How do you think I do it? The scholarship isn’t enough, it’s only

a tuition scholarship, I get a little dough from the NYA and Fm in a

racket swiping books.”

“Books?”
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*ljke these I stole them this afternoon, lechnical books, texts. I

take ordeis even. If I pick up twenty or thirty a month and get from
two to five bucks apiece, I make out all right. Texts cost What’s the

matter, are you honest?” he said, looking to see if he had queered him-

self with me.

"‘Not completely I’m just surprised, Manny, because all I knew
about you was that you were a wizard at math.”

“Also I ate once a day and didn’t own a coat You know that. Well,

I give myself a little more now. I want to have it a little better. I don’t

go stealing for the kicks. As soon as I can I’ll quit”

“But what if you get nailed?”

He said, “I’ll explain how I feel about it You see, I don’t have larceny

in my heart; I’m not a real crook. Fm not interested in it, so nobody can
make a fate of it for me. That’s not my fate. I might get into a little

trouble, but I never would let them make it my trouble, get it?”

I did get it, having been around Joe Gorman, who looked at the same
question another way.

But Padilla was a gifted crook all the same and took pride in his

technique. We made a date for Saturday, and he gave me an exhibition.

When we walked out of a shop I couldn’t tell whether or not he had
taken anything, he was so good at maneuvering Outside he’d show me
a copy of Sinnott’s Botany or Schlesmgcr’s Chemistry, Valuable books

only; he’d never take orders for cheaper ones. Handing me his list, he’d

tell me to pick the next title and he’d swipe it even if it was kept back

of the cash desk. He went in carrying an old book with which he covered

the one he wanted. He never hid anything under his coat, so that if

they were to stop him he could always plead he had set down his own
book to look at something and then picked up his own and another,

unawares. Since he delivered the books on the same day he stole them,

there was nothing incriminating in his room It was greatly in his favor

that he didn’t m the least look like a crook, but only a young Mexican
narrow-shouldered, quick in his movements, but somewhat beaten

down and harmless, that entered the shop, put on specs, and got lost

with crossed feet in thermodynamics or physical chemistry. That he

was pure of all feeling of larceny contributed a lot to his success.

There’s an old, singular, beautiful Netherlands picture I once saw in

an Italian gallery, of a wise old man walking in empty fields, pensive,

while a thief behind cuts the string of his purse. The old man, in black,

thinking probably of God’s City, nevertheless has a foolish length of

nose and is much too satisfied with his dream. But the peculiarity of

the thief is that he is enclosed in a glass baU, and on the glass ball there
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is a surmoimtiiig cross, and it looks like the emperor’s symbol of rule.

Meaning that it is earthly power that steals while the ridiculous wise

are m a dream about this world and the next, and perhaps missing

this one, they will have nothmg, neither this nor the next, so there is

a sharp pam of satire m this amusing thing, and even the painted field

does not have too much charm, it is a flat place.

Well, Padilla in his thieving wasn’t of this earthly-power class, and
had no ideas such as involved the whole world. It wasn’t his real calling.

But he enjoyed being good at it and liked the whole subject. He had
all kinds of information about crooks, about dips, wires, and their

various tricks; about Spanish pickpockets who were so clever they got

to the pnest’s money through the soutane, or about the crooks’ school

in Rome of such high tuition that the students signed a contract to pay
half their take for five years after graduation. He knew a lot about

Chicago clipjoints and rackets. It was a hobby with him, as other people

go in for batting averages What fascinated him was the little mdividual

who tries to have a charge counter to the central magnetic one and
dance his own dance on the periphery He knew about B girls and how
the hip-chicks operated in the big hotels, a book he read often was the

autobiography of Chicago May, who used to throw her escorts’ clothes

out of the window to her accomplice in the alley, and was a very re-

markable woman,
Padilla himself when he went to have a good time didn’t stint; he

spent everything he had. I was his guest at a flat on Lake Park Avenue
that a couple of Negro girls kept together First he shopped at Hill-

man’s; he bought ham, chicken, beer, pickles, wine, coffee, and Dutch

chocolate; then we went there and spent Saturday evening and Sunday

in those two rooms, kitchen and bedroom. The only retiring space was

the toilet, so everything was m common. This suited Padilla Toward

morning he started to say that we should make an exchange so no ex-

clusive feelings would develop The girls were glad and voted that this

made sense. They appreciated Padilla and his spirit of the thing, so let

themselves into the fun. Nothmg was very serious nor much held back

but in the very best sympathy. I liked best the girl I had first, as she

was willing to be more personal with me and wished our cheeks to

touch. The second was taller and less given to it, she seemed to have

more of a private life to defend agamst us. There was more style to

her. Also she was an older girl.

Anyway, it was Padilla’s show. If he got out of bed to eat or dance

he wanted me to do likewise, and on and off during the night he was

sitting up on the pillows, talking of his life.
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"I once was married,” said Padilla when the subject came to that.

‘In Chihuahua when I was fifteen. I had a kid before I was a man
myself.”

I didn’t approve of his boasting that he had left a wife and kid behind

in Mexico, but then the tall girl said she had a child too, and maybe
the other did also and just didn’t say, and so I let the subject pass, since

if so many do the same wrong there maybe is somethmg to it that’s

not right away apparent.

We were lying m the two beds, all four, with only as much shape

as there was light to reveal it proceeding from the curtains in the slow

opening of Sunday, origmating white in the east but falling gray upon

the upnght staggers of walls. Such a sight as the old Negro walls in

these streets had a peculiar grandness, if dread too, where this external

evidence was of a big humanity which you now couldn’t see. It was like

the Baths of Caracalla. The vast hidden population slept away into the

morning of Sunday. The little girl I liked lay with saddle nose and her

sleepy cheeks and big, sensitive, thoughtless mouth, smiling a httle at

Padilla’s speeches. We lay and warmed ourselves by the girls, like kings,

till nearly evenmg, then we ^eft, kissing and fondling while dressing

and then to the door, promising we’d be back.

Broke, Padilla and I had supper at his house, a more empty house

than the one we had just left; that at least had old carpets, old soft

chairs, and doodad girls’ ingenuities, whereas Padilla lived with some
aged female relatives in a big railroad flat off Madison Street. It was
almost empty; in one room was a table with a few chairs and in another

nothing but mattresses laid on the floor. The old women sat in the

kitchen and cooked, fanning a charcoal fire, fat-burdened, slow, stone-

inexpressive old creatures to whom he didn’t even speak. We ate soup

with ground meat at the bottom of the bowl and tortillas which came
wrapped in a napkin. Finishing quickly, Padilla left me at the table,

and when I went to see what had become of him found him already in

bed, an army blanket drawn up to his face, with sharp nose and hair

fallen back.

He said, “I have to get some sleep. I have a quiz first thing in the

morning.”

“Are you ready for it, Manny?”
He said, “Either this stuff comes easy or it doesn’t come at all.”

And that stayed with me. Therefore I was thinking on the streetcar.

Of course! Easily or not at all. People were mad to be knocking them-

selves out over difficulties because they thought difficulty was a sign

of the right thing. So I decided to try this out and, to begin with, to
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experiment with book stealing. If it went easily Fd leave the dog dub.
And if I made as much at it as Padilla did, that would be double what
Guillaume paid me, and I could start savmg toward the tuition fee at

the university. I didn’t mean to settle down to a career of stealing even

if it were to come easy, but only to give myself a start at something
better.

So I began; at first with more excitement than I could tolerate. I had
nausea after, on the street, and sweated. It was a big Jowetfs Plato that

I took. But I was severe with myself to finish the experiment I checked
the book in a dime locker of the Illinois Central station as Padilla had
told me to do and immediately went after another, and then I made
good progress and became quite cool about it. The difficult moment
wasn’t that of walking out of the store; it came when I picked the books

up and put them under my arm But then I felt more casual, confident

that if stopped I’d be able to explain myself, laugh it off as an error of

thoughtlessness and charm my way out. In the store, Padilla told me,

the dicks would never arrest you; it was when you stepped into the

street that they nabbed you However, in a department store, without

glancing back, I’d drift into another section—men’s shoes at Carson

Pine’s, candy or rugs at Marshall Field’s. It never entered my mind
to branch out and steal other stuff as well.

Sooner than I had planned I quit the dog club, and it wasn’t only

confidence in my crook’s competence that made me do it, but I was
struck by the reading fever I lay m my room and read, feeding on print

and pages like a famished man. Sometimes I couldn’t give a book up
to a customer who had ordered it, and for a long time this was all that

I could care about. The sense I had was of some live weight driven into

tangles or nets of hungry feeling; I wanted to haul it in, Padilla was

sore and fired up when he came to my room and saw stacks of books I

should have gotten rid of long ago; it was dang'^rous to keep them.

If he had restricted me to books on mathematics, thermodynamics,

mechanics, things probably would have been different, for I didn’t

carry the germ of a Clerk Maxwell or Max Planck in me. But as he had

turned over to me his orders for books on theology, literature, history,

and philosophy, and I copped Ranke’s History of the Popes and Sarpi’s

Council of Trent for the seminary students, or Burckhardt or Merx’s

European Thought in the Nineteenth Century, I sat reading. Padilla

raised hob with me about the Merz because it took so long to finish

and a man in the History department was after him for it. “You can

use my card and get it out of the library,” he said. But somehow that

wasn’t the same. As eating your own meal, I suppose, is different from a
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handout, even if calory for calory ifs the same value; maybe the body

even uses it differently.

Anyhow, I had found something out about an unknown privation,

and I realized how a general love or craving, before it is explicit or

before it sees its object, manifests itself as boredom or some other

kind of suffenng And what did I think of myself in relation to the

great occasions, the more sizable being of these books? Why, I saw

them, first of all. So suppose I wasn’t created to read a great declara-

tion, or to boss a palatinate, or send off a message to Avignon, and so

on, I could see, so there nevertheless was a share for me in all that

had happened. How much of a share'^ Why, I knew there were things

that would never, because they could never, come of my reading. But

this knowledge was not so different from the remote but ever-present

death that sits m the corner of the loving bedroom; though it doesn’t

budge from the corner, you wouldn’t slop your loving llien neither

would I stop my reading. I sat and read. I had no eye, ear, or interest

for anything else—that is, for usual, second-order, oatmeal, mere-

phenomenal, snarled-shoelace-carfare-laundry-ticket plainness, un-

specified dismalness, unknown captivities; the life of despair-harness,

or the life of orgamzation-habits which is meant to supplant accidents

with calm abiding Well, now, who can really expect the daily facts to

go, toil or prisons to go, oatmeal and laundry tickets and all the rest,

and insist that all moments be raised to the greatest importance, demand
that everyone breathe the pointy, star-furnished air at its highest dif-

ficulty, abohsh all brick, vaultlike rooms, all dreariness, and live like

prophets or gods? Why, everybody knows this triumphant life can only

be penodic. So there’s a schism about it, some saying only this tnum-

phant life is real and others that only the daily facts are. For me there

was no debate, and I made speed into the former.

This was when I heard from Simon again. He said on the phone he

was coming to repay the five bucks I had sent him. It meant that he

felt ready to face me—otherwise he’d have mailed the money. Thus

when he entered I sensed how he carried a load of lordly brass and

effrontery; that’s how he was ready; he was prepared to put me down,

should I begin to holler and blame. But when he saw me surrounded

by books, barefoot in an old gown, and noted, probably, the air puffs

and yellow blisters of wallpaper and the poverty of light, he was more

confident and easy. For he very likely felt that I was the same as before,

that my wheels turned too freely, that I was hasty, too enthusiastic, or,

in few words, something of a schlemieL Suppose he touched on Grand-

ma’s death, I’d easy be led to cry, and then he’d have me. The question
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for him was always whether I was this way by character or choice. If

by choice I could maybe be changed
Me, on my side, I was glad he had come and eager to see him. I

could never m the world have taken Emhom’s advice to be hard with
him and keep him down. It’s true he ought to have sent me that money
when I wired from Buffalo, but he’d been m dutch and I could forgive

him that. Then the loan from Emhom wasn’t too grievous either, smce
Einhom himself had let lots of people down for far larger amounts;
and he, Einhorn, was big enough and gentleman enough not to scream
and moan about it. So far so good. But what about Mama and the flat?

I confess that had gone down hard, and that if I had seen Simon when
I was rushing downstairs to Kreindl’s to look for Mama I’d have broken
his head for him. But later when I had thought it through I conceded

to myself that we couldn’t have kept the old home gomg much longer

and set up a gentle kind of retirement there for Mama, neither of us

having that fihal tabby dormancy that natural bachelors have. Some-
thing in us both consented to the busting up of the house. All Simon
had to do was speak of this; if he didn’t it was because he felt his blame
too much to have a clear head.

I expected to see him haggard; instead he was fatter. However, it

wasn’t comfortable-looking fat but as if it came from not eating right

It took me a minute to get over my uneasiness about his creasing smile

and the yellow and gold bristles on his chm—^it wasn’t hke him not to

shave; but then he was all right and sat down, big fingers knit on
his chest

It was summer, a late afternoon, and though I was on the top floor

of this old frame house the shade tree was so huge it passed the roof,

so all around it was green, as if in the woods, glossy; and underneath

on the lawn this bird was, hke a hammer tapping a waterpipe in the

grass. It could have helped us to feel peaceful, but it didn’t

I believe people never knew how to observe one another so damag-

ingly as they do now. Km too, of course. I tried to avoid it with Simon,

but we couldn’t. So on each side, for a moment, the worst was thought

Then he said, ‘‘What are you doing out on the South Side with all these

books, becoming a student?”

‘T wish I could afford to.”

“So you must be in the book business. It can’t be much of a business

though, because I see you read them too. Leave it to you to find a busi-

ness like this!” He said it scornfully, or meant to, but there was a dead

place where the scorn should have rung; and he said reasonably, “But

I suppose you could ask where my mastermind got me.”
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**‘1 don’t have to ask. I know. I can see.*^

*‘Are you sore, Augie?”

“No,” I said, husky, and with one glance he could see how far from

anger my feeling was. One glance was all he wanted, and he dropped his

eyes “I was sore when I found out. It came all together, including the

news about Grandma.”

“Yes, she’s dead, isn’t she'^ I guess she must have been very old.

Did you ever find out how old? I guess we’d never . .
.” And so he

passed over it with irony, sadness, even awe. We’d always smile and

attribute extraordinary things to her.

Then Simon put off the brass he had come in, and he said, “I was a

damn fool to get mixed up with that mob. They took away the dough

and beat me up I knew they were dangerous, but I thought I could

hold my own with them. I didn’t think, I mean, because I was in love.

Love! She let me go only so far On the sun porch at night. I thought

I’d bust out of my skin. I was dying for her, just to get a touch of it, and

that’s about all I got.” He said it with coarse anger, despismgly. It gave

me a shiver. “When I heard they were married I had dreams about

them jazzing, lake a woman with an ape She wouldn’t care. And you

know what he’s like But it makes no difference, he can raise hell up

there same as any other man. Besides he has dough. That’s what she

thinks is dough^ All he owns is a few buildings. It’s chickenfeed. It’ll

look like a lot to her until she gets to know better.” Now his face was

red, and with an emotion different from that despising anger. He said,

“You know I hate to be like this and have such thoughts. I’m ashamed

of it, I tell you honestly. Because she wasn’t all that glonous and he’s

not all that bad. He wasn’t bad to us when we were kids. You haven’t

forgotten that, have you*^ I don’t want her to make me act like a damn
Eskimo dog with his scruff up about a piece of fish. I used to have my
sights set kind of high, as a kid. But after a while you find out what

you’ve really got or haven’t, and you wise up to the fact that first comes

all the selfish and jealous stuff, that you don’t care what happens to

anybody else as long as you get yours; you start to think such things as

how pleasant it would be if somebody close to you would die and

leave you free. Then I thought it would be all the same to the some-

bodies if I died.”

“What do you mean, died?”

“By suicide. I came close to it in jail, there on North Avenue.**

This reference to suicide was only factual. Simon didn’t work me
for pity; he never seemed to require it of me.

“I don’t have much feeling against death, do you, Augie?” he said
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In the change of leaves about him he was calmer, heavy in his seated

position, with the crown of his felt hat taking the side against variants,

played by the green shadow and yellow of the leaves “Well, say,

do you?”

“I’m not so hot about dying.”

This, after two or three thoughts had come m succession to his face,

made him easier and more relaxed, softer with me He laughed at last.

He said, “You’ll die like everybody else But I have to admit that’s not
what you make people think of when they look at you You’re a pretty

gay numero, I’ll say that for you. But you’re not much good at taking

care of yourself. Any other brother but you would have sweated the

money out of me. If you had pulled what I pulled I’d have made things

rough for you. Or anyway I’d be glad to see you land on your ass the

way I’ve done. I’d say, Tt serves you right. Good for you!’ Weil, since

you won’t look out for your interests I see I’m going to have to do it

for you.”

“My interests'^”

“Sure,” he said, a little angered by the question. “Don’t you believe I

ever think about you? We’ve both been running too much with the

losers, and I’m tired of it.”

“Where’re you living now?” I said.

“On the Near North Side,” he said, brushing this off, that I wanted

to know definite things about him. He wasn’t going to say whether there

was a sink in his room, or carpet or linoleum, or whether he was on

a car line or facing a wall. It’s normal for me to have such curiosity

about details. But he wasn’t going to satisfy this curiosity, since to

dwell on such things implied it would be hard to get away from them;

for him they were things to pass quickly. “Fm not going to stay there,”

he said.

“What have you been living on?” I asked. “What are you doing?”

“What do you mean, living on?” He threw difficulties in my way

by repeating questions. He stood too much on his pride to say how
things were and show what a bad rip he had gotten in his stuff. A kind

of gallantry of presentation he had always had in the quality of older

brother he wouldn’t give up. He had been a fool and done wrong, he

showed up sallow and with the smaller disgrace that he was fat, as if

overeating were his reply to being crushed—and with this all over him

he wasn’t going to tell me, he balked at telling, some small details. He
took my asking as a blow at him while he was trying to climb out of the

hole of mortification, and he warded it off with a stiff arm, saying, “What

do you mean?” as if he’d remember later I had tried to Mt him or at
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least goad him. Later he didn’t mind telling me that he had washed
floors m a beanery, but this was long afterward. But now he fought this

off. Loaded on the hard black armchair—

I

put it that way because

of his increased bulk—^he passionately pulled together his nerves and
energies

—

I could see him concentrate and do it—and he started to

deal with me. He did it more strongly than was necessary, with pasha

force. ‘1 haven’t been wasting my time,” he said. “I’ve been working

on something I think I’m getting married soon,” he said, and didn’t

allow himself to smile with the announcement or temper it in some
pleasant way.

“When? To whom?”
“To a woman with money.”

“A woman‘s An older woman"?” That was how I interpreted it,

“Well, what’s the matter with youP Yes, I’d marry an older woman.
Why not?”

“I bet you wouldn’t.” He was still able to amaze me, as though we
had remained kids

“We don’t have to argue about it because she’s not old. She’s about

twenty-two, I’m told.”

“By whom"? And you haven’t even seen her?”

“No, I haven’t seen her. You remember the buyer, my old boss?

He’s fixing me up. I have her picture She’s not bad. Heavy—but Fm
getting heavy too She’s sort of pretty. Anyhow, even if she weren’t

pretty, and if the buyer isn’t lying about the dough—her family is sup-

posed to have a mountain of dough—^I’d marry her.”

“You’ve already made up your mind?”

“I’ll say I have!”

“And suppose she doesn’t want you?”

“I’ll see that she does. DonT you think I can?”

“Maybe you can, but I don’t like it. It’s cold-blooded.”

“Cold-biooded»” he said with sudden emotion. “What’s cold-blooded

about it? I’d be cold-blooded if I stayed as I am. I see around this

marriage and beyond it. I’ll never again go for all the nonsense about

marriage. Everybody you lay eyes on, except perhaps a few like you

and me, is born of marriage Do you see anything so exceptional or

wonderful about it that makes it such a big deal? Why be fooling

around to make this perfect great marriage? What’s it going to save

you from? Has it saved anybody—^the jerks, the fools, the morons,

the schleppers, the jag-offs, the monkeys, rats, rabbits, or the decent

unhappy people or what you call mce people? They’re aU married or

are born of marriages, so how can you pretend to me that it makes a
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difference that Bob loves Mary who marries Jerry? That’s for the

movies. Don’t you see people pondering how to marry for love and
getting the blood gypped out of them? Because while they’re looking

for the best there is—and I figure that’s what’s wrong with you—every-

thmg else gets lost. It’s sad, it’s a pity, but it’s that way ”

I was all the same strongly against him; that he saw Even if I

couldn’t just then consider myself on the active list of lovers and
wasn’t carrying a live torch any more for Esther Fenchel. I recognized

his face as the face of a man m the wrong. I thought there was too much
noise of life around him for a right decision to be made. Furthermore,

the books I had been reading— noticed that Simon was aware of

their contribution to my opposition and his eye marked them as op-

ponents, and there was a little bit of derision in his glance too. But I

couldn’t deny or be disloyal to, at the first hard blink of a challenger

or because of derision, things I took seriously and consented to in my
private soul as I sat reading

‘‘What do you want me to agree with you for? If you believe what

you’re saying, it shouldn’t make any difference whether I agree or

not.”

“Oh hell!” he said, sitting forward and looking into me with wid-

ened eyes. “Don’t flatter yourself, kid. If you really understood you’d

agree. That would be nice, but I can certainly get along without if I

have to. And besides, though this may not flatter either of us, we’re the

same and want the same. So you understand.”

I wasn’t of that opinion, and not from pride; only because of the

facts. Seeing that he needed me to be similar, however, I kept quiet

And if he was talking about the mystenous part of parentage, that our

organs could receive waves or quanta of the same length, I didn’t

know enough about it to differ with him.

“Well, maybe it’s as you say. But what makes you think this girl

and her family are going to want you?”

“What are my assets? Well, first of all we’re all handsome men in

our family. Even George, if he were normal, would have been. The

old lady knew that and thought we’d capitalize on it. But besides, I’m

not marrymg a rich girl in order to hve on her dough and have a good

time. They’U get full value out of me, those people. They’ll see that I

won’t lie down and take it easy. I can’t. I have to make money. Fm
not one of those guys that give up what they want as soon as they

realize they want it. I want money, and I mean want; and I can handle

it. Those are my assets So I couldn’t be more on the level with them.”

You couldn’t blame me for Ustenmg to this with some amount of
lOQ
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skepticism. But then things like this are done by people with the

specific ambition to do them. I didn’t like the way he talked; for m-
stance, the boast that we were handsome men—^it made us sound like

studs. However, I couldn’t hope that he’d have another failure; he

wasn’t that rich in heart that he could make good use of it.

“Let’s see the gurl’s picture
”

He had it m his pants pocket. She seemed young enough, a big girl,

with a pretty good face. I thought she was rather handsome, though

not of an open or easy nature.

“She’s attractive, I told you. A little too heavy maybe.”

Her name was Charlotte Magnus.

“Magnus? Wasn’t it a Magnus truck that delivered coal to the

Einhoms?”
“That’s her uncle, in the coal business. Four or five big yards. And

her father owns property by the acre. Hotels. Also a few five-and-dime

stores. It’ll be the coal business for me. That’s where I thmk the most

dough IS. I’ll ask for a yard as a wedding present.”

“You have it all pretty well figured out.”

“Sure. I have somethmg figured out for you too.”

“What, am I supposed to get married also?”

“In time, yes, we’ll fix you up. Meanwhile you have to help me
out. I have to have some family. I’ve been told they’re family-minded

people. They wouldn’t understand or like it, the way we are, and we
have to make it look better. There’ll be dinners and such things, and
probably a big engagement party. You don’t expect me to go downstate

and fetch George here to show them, do you? No, I have to have you.

We need clothes. Do you have any?”

“They’re in hock.”

“Get them out.”

“And what am I going to use for money?”
“Don’t you have any at aU? I thought you were in some kind of

book business here.”

“Mama gets all the money I have to spare.”

He said tightly, “AU right, don’t be wise. I’U take care of aU that

soon. I’U raise the dough.”

1 wondered where his credit might stiU be good. Perhaps his buyer

friend lent him some money. Anyway, I got a postal order from Simon
a few days later, and when I redeemed ibe clothes he came to borrow

one of my Evanston suits. Soon he said that he had met Charlotte

Magnus. He believed she was already in love with him.



CHAPTER XI

Now there’s a dark Westminster of a time \vhcn a multitude of objects

cannot be clear; they’re too dense and there’s an island rain. North Sea

lightlessness, the vein of the Thames. That darkness in which resolu-

tions have to be made—^it isn’t merely local; it’s the same darkness that

exists m the fiercest clearnesses of tornd Messina. And what about

the coldness of the rain? That doesn’t deheat foolishness in its resi-

dence of the human face, nor take away deception nor change defects,

but this rain is an emblem of the shared condition of all. It maybe
means that what is needed to mitigate the foolishness or dissolve the

deception is always superabundantly about and insistently offered

to us—a black offer in Charing Cross; a gray in Place Pereires where

you see so many kinds and varieties of beings go to and fro in the

liquid and fog; a brown in the straight unity of Wabash Avenue With

the dark, the solvent is in this way offered until the time when one

thing is determined and the offers, mercies, and opportunities are

finished.

The house where I was living on the South Side was a student house

within range of the university chimes and chapel bell when the evenings

were still, and it had a crowded medieval fullness, besides, of hosts

inside the narrow walls, faces in every window, every inch occupied,

I had some student book customers and even several friends here.

In fact I really knew everybody through the circumstance that Owens,

the old Welshman who operated the place, had me answering tele-

phone calls and distributing the mail in the little varnished hole called

the lobby. This I did in exchange for my rent. And as I sorted the

letters I unavoidably read return addresses and postcards, and, sig-

naling by bell to call people to the telephone, I had to hear their con-

versations since there was no booth. Owens too listened in, he and Ms

spinster sister who was housekeeper; the door of their stale parlor
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was always open—^the smell of the kitchen governed over all the

other smells of the house—^where I at my post in the wicker rocker

two hours every evening could see their after-supper state, their square

pillars of walnut, the madnesses of starched lace, the insects’-eye in-

spiration of cut-glass, the screwy detail of fern both fiddle-necked and
expanded, the paintings of fruit, which were full of hardness against

liberty, plus the wheels of blue dishes around the wainscoting With
such equipment making an arsenal of their views—I mustn’t forget

the big fixtures of buffalo glass hanging on three chains—they demon-
strated how they were there to stay and endure. Their tenants were
transient, hence the Owenses probably needed something like this to

establish home for themselves, and it was made very heavy.

Clem Tambow took to visiting me. His father the old politician had

died, and Clem and his brother, now a tap dancer on the Loew’s cir-

cuit, had divided an insurance policy. Clem wouldn’t say how much
he had inherited, out of a queer personal niceness or privacy, or maybe
from superstition But he had registered at the university, in the psy-

chology department, and was living in the neighborhood.

“What do you think of the old man leaving me money?” he said,

laughing, shy of his big mouth and carious teeth—^he still had the big

clear whites of his eyes and his head furry at the back as when a boy;

and he went on confessing the trouble of his ugliness to me, being

somber about the grief of his nose, but interrupting his complaints with

enormous laughs, suddenly and swiftly movmg his hand to save his

cigar from falling. Now that he had money he wore a row of Perfecto

Queens m his coat.

“I didn’t appreciate my old man enough. I was all-out for my
mother I mean out. I would be still, but now she’s just plain too old.

Can’t kid myself about it any more, especially since I’ve read a few

psychology books.”

Speaking of psychology, he always laughed. He said, “I’m only on

campus because of the pussy.” And then, a little melancholy, “I have

some dough now, so I may as well harvest. I wouldn’t get anywhere

otherwise, with this fish mouth and my nose. Educated girls, you can

appeal to their minds, and they don’t expect you to spend too much
on them.” He couldn’t consider himself a student; he was a sort of

fee-paying visitor; he played poker in the law-school basement and

pool at the Reynold’s Club and went to a handbook on Fifty-third

Street to bet on horses. If he attended a class he was apt to “haw-haw-

haw” in the big lecture hall at Kent, the amphitheater, at any standard

joke of the science, or from private fun, unpreventably.
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‘‘But,” he would explain, ‘‘that dumbbell was trying to put over

some behaviorist junk, that ail thinking is in words and so it must
take place partly in the throat, m the vocal cords—^what he said was
‘inhibited sub-vocalization/ So they got curious as to what happened
with mutes, and got some and put dinguses on their necks and read

them syllogisms But ail the stuff was escaping through the fingers, be-

cause of course they talk with their hands Then they poured plaster

casts on their hands Well, when the guy got this far I started laughing—haw-haw^ And he asked me to leave.”

Clem said this with one of his convulsions of embarrassment and
shyness which then was wiped out by further laughter Haw-haw-haw!
Then a big flush of delight Then gloom again, as he recalled his trou-

bles, his having been shortweighed as to gifts by nature. I tried to

tell him that he was wrong and that he didn’t need to make up for

anything It was his ramming time, and his appearance was strongly

virile in spite of exaggerations, such as his mustache, the gambler’s

stripe of the $22.50 suits he bought on time—^he had the money but

he preferred to pay mstallments He said, “Don’t be nice to me, Augie.

You don’t have to.” Sometimes he took the air toward me of an unde
with a nephew of nearly the same age. He sought middle-agedness.

He had decided that he could appeal to women whose taste was for

experience; a little worn, somewhat bitter, debauched uncle. And that

was how he tried to play it.

“Well, what about you, Augie, what’s the matter with you?” he

said. “What are you slopping around here for? You’ve got more pos-

sibilities than you know what to do with. The trouble with you is that

you’re looking for a manager. Now you’re in cahoots with this Mexi-

can. What are you postponing everything for?”

“Whafs everything?”

“I don’t know. But you lie here in a wicker chair, taking it easy,

holding a book on your chest, and letting time go by when there are

a thousand things you could do.”

Clem had a vast idea of what things there were to be had, which

was quite natural when you consider how it wounded and stung him

to believe that they were out of his reach. He meant, I know, money,

admiration, women made absolutely helpless before you by love. The

goods of fortune. He was disturbed by these thousand things, and,

sometimes, so was I. He insisted that I should be going somewhere,

at least that I should be practicing how to go, that I should concentrate

on how to be necessary, and not be backward but energetic, absolute,

and so forth. And of course I had some restlessness to be taken up
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into something greater than myself I could not shine the star of great

individuality that, by absorbed stoking, became a sun of the world

over a throng to whom it glitters—^whom it doesn’t necessarily warm
but only showers down a Plutarch radiance. Being necessary, yes, that

would be fine and wonderful; but being Phoebus’s boy? I couldn’t even

dream of it. I never tried to exceed my constitution In any case, when
someone like Clem urged me and praised me, I didn’t listen closely.

I had my own counseling system. It wasn’t infallible, but it made mis-

takes such as I could bear.

Clem wasn’t fooling with me on this great topic, but it wasn’t his

main purpose to talk to me when he came to the house. He wasn’t there

to hop me up or tell me news about Jimmy Klein, who was already

married, and the father of a child, and working in a department store;

or about his brother’s trying to get on Broadway big-time He came
because he was after a girl named Mimi Villars who lived in the house

Mimi wasn’t a student; she waited on tables in a student hash-house

on Ellis Avenue. I had noted her with appreciation, maybe the more
fit to judge because I had no thought of making her myself. She wa^

very fair and ruddy, of a push-faced tough beauty, long brows con-

tinued in very thm pencil slightly upward, like the lash of the euglena,

away from their natural Ime toward tight blond ears that had to be

looked for amid her curls, and a large mouth, speaking for a soul of

wild appetite, nothing barred, she’d say anythmg, and had no idea of

what could hinder her. Her hips were long and narrow, her bust was

large, and she wore close-fitting skirts and sweaters and high heels

that gave a tight arch of impatience to the muscles of her calves; her

step was small and pretty and her laughter violent, total, and critical.

She didn’t much remind me of WiUa from the Symington, also a

waitress. Willa, whom I preferred personally, this country girl

—

think I could have been perfectly happy with WiUa and lived all my
life in a country town if the chance had ever presented itself. Or,

anyhow, I sometimes tell myself that.

Mimi came from Los Angeles. Her father had been an actor in the

silent movies. She’d speak of him when she wanted to say how she

hated Englishmen. Originally she came to Chicago to study, but she

was expelled from the university for going past the bounds of necking

at Greene Hall, in the lounge. She was a natural for bemg bounced.

You wouldn’t doubt that she was capable of the offense, if it was one,

and as for the penalty, it was a favorite subject of her ferocious humor.

I knew that Clem didn’t stand a chance with her. The cause of her

strong color was not sheer health or self-excitement: love also con*
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tributed to it. By a coincidence her lover was one of tlie customers
Padilla had passed on to me, a man named Hooker Frazer who was a

graduate assistant in Political Science. He was hard to deal with, for

he ordered rare and out-of-print books. Two volumes of Nietzsche’s

Will to Fewer I had a hell of a time swiping, for they were in a closed

case at the Economy Book Store; I also got him Hegel’s Philosophy of

Right, as well as the last volumes of Capital from the Communist book-

shop on Division Street, Herzen’s Autobiography, and some de Toeque-

ville. He bargained keenly, just as he spoke keenly, with unusual

concision, and he was a man the umversity ought to have been pleased

about, with his tall, free look of mtelligence early crow-footed from

the practice of consideration, a young Calhoun or statesman already,

with clear blue spaces indicative of rigorous consistency and an un-

timely wrinkle, like the writing of a seismograph. He was not one of

those tall men of whom you think that they must come in sections of

different mechanical principle, but was not awkward although his

posture was loose. The fact that he lived in Burton Court, so much
like a new Christ Church or Magdalen, and m a don’s state, that

learned bachelorhood, itself fetched me. It didn’t Padilla, with his

stiff nose of Gizeh’s mummy and livid eye-patches, his narrow vault

of shoulders and back, and his hard, sharp step on the getting-to-be-

venerable stones Manny came from a high mountain slum and had a

cultureless disposition. He didn’t go in for the Old World much.

But Hooker Frazer was Mimi Villars’ man, and, seeing them to-

gether on the stairs of Owens’ house, I admired them, bo^ made so

well, she hard and spirited, editing her words for no one, and he so

distinct-looking he might have been lineally direct from Cro-Magnon

man—^but of course with present-day differences, including the dis-

orders. He had a temper that didn’t go with the rest of him, with Ms

composure and even toploftiness. His teeth were often set hard, and Ms

straight nose ended in a nervous fancifulness that must have originated

in character rather than inheritance. But even Padilla, who didn’t like

Mm much, said he was muy hombre, a considerable man. PadiUa was,

however, down on him for Ms condescension to us; to me more than

to him, for Frazer was aware that Padilla was a genius at mathematical

physics. But he called us both “mister,” as though he were a West

Pointer, and treated us like amusing thieves. As if he wasn’t a receiver

of stolen goods himself. He’d say, “Mr. March, will you take a trip

downtown and expropriate from the expropriators a good copy of the

Esprit des Lois? The other day I noticed one at the Ar^s.” I’d laugh

out loud at Ms mixture of pompousness and revolutionist’s jargon
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and his amended Tennessee accent. At first he seemed to consider me
an agreeable nitwit and joshed me about my color. “Anybody would

say that you spent your days in the cow pasture, Mr. March, from

your rosmess, instead of breathing the air of bookshops.” Later he

was more grave with me and offered me old copies of Communist and

Trotskyist papers and magazines—^he had them in stacks, sheaves, and

bundles in his room, in various languages; he received all kinds of

journals and bulletins. He even invited me once to hear him lecture,

but that may have been because I was his cheap source of supply; I

extended him credit, and he wanted to stay on good terms with me.

Padilla threw fits when he heard that I gave him books on the cuff;

I thought he would haul off and punch me with his skinny, long-

fingered fist; he screamed at me, and “you gringo dummy!”
And I said Fd stop Frazer’s credit at twenty-five dollars. It was a lie

to calm him; he was already into me for nearer to forty. “Shit! I

wouldn’t give him a penny. This is just the way he shows he’s better

than you,” Manny said. But I wasn’t affected. Probably I too much en-

joyed delivering a few books to Frazer for the chance of spendmg
half an hour in the atmosphere of his rooms and hearing him talk.

Often I stole two copies of what he ordered, from curiosity, to read

one myself, and thus had some dull and difficult afternoons.

I never blamed myself for throwing aside such things as didn’t let

themselves be read with fervor, for they left nothing with me anyhow,

and I took my cue from Padilla not to vex myself about what didn’t

come easy. After all, I wasn’t yet in any special business, but merely

trying various things on.

But I had to tell Clem that he wouldn’t get anywhere with Mimi
Villars.

“Why,” he said, “because I’m so homely? I figure her for the kind

that doesn’t care about looks. She’s a hot gurl.”

“Your looks have nothing to do with it. She has a man already.”

“What, and you think she’ll never have another one? That’s how
much you know.”

So he backed his belief about her stubbornly, and came to sit with

me, washed and fresh-shaved, long black shoes gleaming, and acted

with his depressed gallantry, practicing it even on me, lacking only

laces and swords to be a follower of decayed Stuarts in exile—^his heavy
drama of boredom. Only his unlicked electric fur of boyish back-hair

and the soft glossiness of his eye whites and his haw-haw! told a dif-

ferent story about him. I was glad of his company. But of course I

couldn’t tell him all I knew about Mimi. It wasn’t only that I read
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postcards and couldn’t help Ustening to telephone conversations; it

was that Mimi didn’t care about secrecy. She led a proclaimed life,

and once she got talkmg she held back nothing Frazer would oc-

casionally send her a card breaking a date, and she would go into a
temper, flinging it away, and say to me furiously, tearing open the

clasp of her purse, “Sell me a slug”; and to him on the phone she’d

say, “You yellow bastard, can’t you call me and tell me why you
won’t come? Don’t give me any of that old crap about working on your
thesis! What were you doing on Fifty-seventh Street the other night

with those fat goofs when you were supposed to be working on it?^o
are they? One of them was an English fairy, I could spot him a mile

away. Don’t tell me I don’t understand. I’m tired of your bullshit, you
preacher!”

In her breathers, I could hear his voice going on measuredly as I

sprawled and listened in the rocker. And then Owens’ beefy wrist

would come out to fetch the door and slam it. He didn’t care what

tenants did m their rooms, but he didn’t like her swearmg to reach his

parlor—^he was sitting in there on his leather, crunching like dry snow;

his main sounds were, at close range, breathing, and, at a distance,

turning his weight “You’ll never hve to hear me beg for anything,”

were Mimi’s last words to Frazer, and when she slammed phone and

hook together with cruelty it was as a musician might shut the piano

after he had finished storming chords of mightiest difficulty without a

single flinch or error.

To rip off a piece of lover’s temper was pleasure in her deepest vein

of enjoyment She said to me then, “If that bastard calls back, tell him

I ran out of the house swearing.” However, she would be waiting for

his next call.

What made me sure, though, that she would have no interest in

Clem, at least for the time being, was that lately Frazer had been

phoning with regularity, and she took her time about descending when

I buzzed her. He, knowing it was I that answered the phone, said,

“Can’t you get her to make it a little faster, Mr. March?” To which I

said, “I can try, but I’m not Kmg Canute, you know,” and let the

big club of the receiver hang from the cord.

“What do you want?” were her first words when she laid her burning

cigarette on the instrument box. “I can’t talk to you. I’m stymied. If

you want to find out how I am you can come over in person and ask,”

And then in her joyful, reckless way of welcoming her anger, “All right,

if you don’t care, I don’t care either. No, I haven’t come around yet,

but don’t worry, you won’t have to marry me. I wouldn’t many a mm
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who doesn’t know what love is. You don’t want a wife, you want

a looking glass What’ What do you mean, money! You still owe me
forty-seven dollars. That’s okay. I don’t care what it was spent for.

If I’m up the stump I’ll take care of it myself. Sure you owe every-

body. Don’t give me that kind of stuff. Tell it to your wife. She seems

to swallow everything.”

Frazer was not yet divorced from his first wife, from whom Mimi,

in her version of it, had rescued him. “Do you remember a picture

called The Island of Dr. Moreau? This mad scientist made men and

women out of animals'^ And they called the laboratory The House of

Pain’? Well, with his wife he was living like one of those animals,”

she once told me, speaking of how she had first found him. “This girl

had a flat—^you wouldn’t believe a man like Hooker could live in it;

no matter what I think of his personality, he’s intelligent, he has ideas;

when he was a Communist he was chosen to go study at the Lenin

Institute, where they train national leaders like Cachin and Mao; he

didn’t make it because he was expelled over the German question.

Well, in this flat there were chenille rugs in the toilet so you felt you

were doing wrong, going in your shoes. A man can’t do anything while

putting up with that. Women really are no good, Augie,” she declared

with her characteristic and favorite humorous rage. “They’re no fuck-

ing good. They want a man in the house. Just there, in the house.

Sitting in his chair. They pretend to take what he thinks and says

seriously. Is it about government? Is it about astronomy? So they

play along and make believe they care about parties and stars. They
baby men, and they don’t care what game they play, just so there’s

a man in the house. If the husband is a Socialist, she’s a Socialist,

hotter than he, and if he changes into a Technocrat she beats him to it

—she makes him think so. All she really cares about is to have a man
in the house and doesn’t give a hoot in hell what she says she is. And
it isn’t even hypocritical, it’s deeper than that It’s having the man,”

With things like this—and it was one of many—^Mimi tried to pierce

you through. Sufficiently said, I suppose, the thing was true for her.

She believed in words, in speakmg, and if she convinced you, then she

herself could believe what her inspiration told her. And when it came
to speaking, she had borrowed some from Frazer—^that private forensic

meffiod that didn’t always seem quite right in personal conversation:

he with his long knees spread and elbows resting on them, hands

clasped, perfect earnestness of eyes, and, as a further warrant of plain

talk, the straight white middle part of his sandy hair. Mimi followed

Ms manner as much as she might, and she had more knottedness in
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her and passion, and the speed you can get from narrow gauge and
high compression.

She was, as Emhom had rightly said that I was, in opposition; only

she named names and wrongs, and was an attacker where I had other

ways, temperamentally, and she didn’t persuade me. I didn’t believe

she was right because emphatic. ‘‘Well,” she said, “if you don’t agree

with me, why are you quiet? Why don’t you say what you thmk mstead

of turning down what I say by grinning? You try to look more simple

than you are, and it isn’t honest. But if you know better, come on and
speak up ”

“No,” I said, “I don’t know. But I don’t like low opinions, and when
you speak them out it commits you and you become a slave of them.

Talk will lead people on until they convmce their minds of things

they can’t feel true,”

She took this as a harder criticism of her than I had meant it to

be, and answered me nastily with a kind of cat’s electric friction and

meanness of her face.

“Why, you’re a lousy bonehead! If you don’t even know how to

be indignant—why, Christ, even a cow gets indignant! And what do

you mean, low! You want to have high opinions of garbage? What do

you want to become, a sewage plant? Hell, I say no! If a thmg is bad it’s

bad, and if you don’t hate it you kiss it on the sly.”

She shot it off in my face that I wasn’t mad enough about abomina-

tions or aware enough of them, didn’t know how many graves were

underneath my feet, was lacking in disgust, wasn’t hard enough against

horrors or wrathful about swmdles. The worst of which swindles was

in getting terrible payment for what should be a loving exchange of

bodies and the foundation of all the true thmgs of life. The women to

blame for this were far worse than whores. And I guess that she ex-

ploded against me in this conversation because I wasn’t enough of an

enemy of such things but smiled at such ruining wives too for their

female softnesses. I was too indulgent about them, about the beds

that would be first stale and then poisonous because their manageresses’

thoughts were on the conquenng power of chenille and dimity and the

suffocation of light by curtains, and the bourgeois ambering of ad-

venturing man m parlor upholstery. These things not appearing so

threatenmg to me as they ought to appear, I was, on this topic any-

how, a fool to her, one who also could be stuck, leg-bent, in that white

spiders’ secretion and paralyzed inside women’s edifices of safety. She

had tom Frazer out of that. He was worth saving.

And here I could see what a value she set on die intelligence of mftn.
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If they didn’t breathe the most difficult air of effort and nobility, then

she wished for them the commonplace death m the gas cloud of settled

existence, office bondage, quiet-store-festering, unrecognized despait

of marriage without hope, or the commonness of resentment that grows

unknown boils m one’s heart or bulbs of snarling flowers. She had a

high, absolute standard, and she preferred people to miss it from suffer-

ing, vice, being crimmal or perverted, or of loony impulse. I learned

about her when I knew her better that she was a thief too, she stole her

clothes from department stores, stole a good deal, since she liked to

dress well, and had even been arrested but got off on suspended sen-

tence Her method was to put on layers of dresses in the fitting booths,

also underpants and slips; and the way she had gotten out of the rap was

to convince the court psychiatrist that she had money and could pay

but was afflicted with kleptomania She was proud of this and urged me
to do the same should I be caught—she knew of course that I was
lifting books There was another thing of which she was not so proud.

About a year before, late one night as she was passing an alley on

Kimbark Avenue, a stickup man had tried to take her pocketbook, and

she had kicked him in the groin, snatched the gun when he dropped it,

and shot him through the thigh. It made her wretched to remember
this, and when she talked about it her hands became nervous and

worked mw^ard at her waist—^which was small: she drew notice to its

smallness by wearing broad belts—and her color got rough enough to

be a symptom of scarlatina. She tried to get into Bridewell Hospital

to see him, and wasn’t allowed,

“The poor guy,” she said, and this was remorse over her savage

speed and rashness as well as pity for this boy, haunting the mouth
of an alley with that toy of swift decisions. For the robbery money can

shnnk mighty small, and you can soon handle the satisfaction out of

it, but having someone do precisely what you say is a thing of a dif-

ferent order. And a woman too. She didn’t interpret this as cowardice

of the assailant but as special mark of crude love appeal, that a city-

tutored rough child struggled for his instinct and was less cared about,

providentially speaking, than the animal in the woods who was at

least in the keeping of nature. Well, she had to go to court and testify,

to explain why she had shot him. She didn’t, however, want to bring

charges, and she tried to speak a piece to the judge and was prevented.

So the boy was given five years for armed robbery, and now she sent

him packages and letters. Not because she feared harm from him
when he got out, but out of remorse.

This time she wasn’t up the stump, as she spoke of it. Eventually
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she was able to give Frazer better news But she made him wait for it.

She wanted him to worry
, or to give him practice in learning to worry

about her and not about himself. She was not easy toward him She
knew it was unequal, that she loved him more than he could her or

anyone. But neither was love his callmg, as it was hers And she was
very severe and exalted about this. She too could have lived in desert

wilderness for the sake of it, and have eaten locusts

The thing I began to learn from hpr was of the utmost importance;

namely, that everyone sees to it his fate is shared Or tries to see to it.

You may say that I should have known this before I should have,

and m a way I did, or else Grandma Lausch or Einhom or the Renlings

would have had more success with me But it was never so clear m
anyone as in Mimi Villars, whose actual body was her recruiting place

and who more conspicuously issued her own warrant, license, diploma,

asserting what she was, and she had no usual place of legitimate

activity, like a store, office, or family, or membership anywhere, but

banked all on her chnching wUl, her hard reason, and her obstinate

voice I think she must have recognized—and how could it fail to

give her sharp pain?—^the contradiction of harsh persuasion to such

a love belief as hers But the thick nnd of world-organized resistance

made that inevitable. Well, that too was a fate to be shared and another

underlying bitterness.

By the end of summer we were already close friends and under

suspicion by Tambow of being more. But there was nothing to that

except his envious although not grudging imagination, backed by such

slight apparent proof as that she came mto my room in her petticoat.

This was only because we lived on the same floor She went into Kayo

Obermark’s the same way—we had the attic between the three of us;

It just was proximity; even if provocation was never far away it came

simply from unremitting practice, like that of the fiddler who has a

rubber ball in the pocket of his great alpacuna as he rides the train to

a concert and is never far from, for him, the greatest thing, along the

accidentals and slides of landscape and steel rail. No, she came to

borrow a cigarette or to use the closet where she kept the overflow of

her dresses. Or to talk

We now had something more to talk about, for by and by we found

we had another connection. It was through that swarthy Sylvester for

whom I used to pass out movie handbills and who had tried to make

a Communist of Simon. He had never finished his degree at Armour

Tech. He said it was from lack of dough and hinted also his political

assignment elsewhere, but it was everybody’s thought that he had
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washed out. Be that as it might, he was living in New York and work-

ing for the subway at a technical job Under Forty-second Street. He
seemed bound to have occupations in the darkness, and by now this

had laid a peculiar colonng on him, his face darkened sallow and

slack-cheeked and his eyes, injured by worry, now more Turkish from

a thickening of the skin by the continual effort and wrinkling his eyes,

probably, at the ruby and green cut buttons of his burrow office

—

there where he sat at a drawing board and copied blueprints and read

pamphlets in his leisure time He had been expelled, like Frazer, from

the Communist party. On charges of Infantile Leftism and Trotskyist

Deviatiomsm—^the terms were queer to me, and just as queer was his

assuming that I understood them. He belonged to another party now,

the Trotskyites, and was still a Bolshevik, and disclosed that he was

never free from duty, never unassigned, never went anywhere without

permission from party chiefs Even returning to Chicago, ostensibly

to visit his father, the old man called by Grandma “the Baker,” he

had a mission, which was to contact Frazer So I inferred that Frazer

was being recruited to the new party. I happened to walk behind

them on Fifty-seventh Street one day. Sylvester was toting a fat bnef-

case and looking up at Frazer and talking with special slowness in a

kind of political accent while Frazer was looking past and over him

with aloof gravity and had his hands clasped at his back.

I also saw Sylvester on the stairs of the rooming house, with Mimi.

He was, or had been, Mimi’s brother-in-law, married in New York

to her sister Annie, who had now left him and was getting a divorce.

I recalled how his first wife threw stones at him when he tried to come

through her father’s backyard to talk to her, and I even remembered

the suaoundmgs in which I had heard about this from him, the grim

air of cold Milwaukee Avenue when we peddled razorblades and glass-

cutters with Jimmy Klein. Sylvester wanted Mimi to plead with her

sister for him. “Hell,” Mimi told me, as much for my private ear as

any of her opinions were, “if I had known him before they were mar-

ried I would have told Annie not to do it. He leaks misery all over. I

wonder how she could stand two full years of him Young girls do the

goddamnedest things. Can you imagine being m bed with him, and

that mud face and those lips? Why, he looks like the frog prince. I

hope now she’ll get under the sheets with a young strong stevedore.”

If somebody fell against Mimi’s lines she had no mercy, and as she lis-

tened to Sylvester she kept in mind her sister bolt upright in a huskier

man’s clasp and strugglmg her arms with pleasure, and it made me
for a minute dislike her for her cruelty that she held her eyes open for
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Sylvester so that he might look in and see this. What was to make it an

acceptable joke was the supposition that he couldn’t see. No, he prob-

ably couldn’t.

It needs to be explained that in Mimi’s hard view all that you in-

herited from the mixmg peoples of the past and the chance of parents’

encountering like Texas cattle was your earthy material, which it was

your own ]ob to make into admirable flesh. In other words, applied

to Sylvester, he was in large measure to blame for how he looked; his

spint was a bad kiln. And also it was his fault that he couldn’t keep his

wives and girls. ‘T hear his first one was a dizzy bitch. And Annie has

something of a slut about her too. What makes them go for him at the

start? That really mterests me,” said Mimi. And she supposed that

they must take his little gloom for real devilishness and expect him

to visit their places with prickles and fire, like a genuine demon; when

he failed to, turning out to be mere uncompleted mud, they threw

stones at him, real or figurative. She was savage-minded, Mimi, and

prized her savagery as proof that there was no monkey business about

her; she punished and took blows as the real thing

That humiliated, bandy-legged, weak-haired, and injured-in-the-

eyes Sylvester, however, the subterranean draftsman and comedy

commissar of a Soviet-America-to-be, teaching himself the manner

and even the winner’s simle and confidence, why, he was going to blast

00 the old travertine and let the gold and marble shine for a fresh

humanity. He tried to impress me with the command he had over

Marxian coal and cotton, plenary dates, factional history, texts of

Lenin and Plekhanov; what he had really was the long-distance dream-

ing gaze of the eyes into the future and the pick of phrase, which he

smiled and smelled hke a perfume, heavy-lidded. He condescended

to me and dutch-uncled me because he knew that I liked him and wasn’t

aware how much I knew about him. Which I was bound to spare him.

Anyway, his defects weren’t as serious to me as they were to Mimi.

With me he could be fully confident, and some of his charm couldn’t

live except in the presence of confidence. “How’s tricks, kid?” he said

with a rejoicing smile—^but darkness and bitterness could never wholly

leave it any more—^and while he gentled his palms on his double-

breasted joint belly and chest. “What are you up to? Getting by? What

are you here, a student? No. A macher? A proletarian?” This word,

even jesting, he pronounced with veneration.

“Well, a sort of student.”

“Our boys,” he replied, more deeply smiling. “Anything but hon-

est labor. And how’s your brother Simon? What’s he doing? I thought
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I could recruitMm once He’d have made a good revolutionary Where
are they going to come from if not from your kind of background?

But I guess I couldn’t make him see it. He’s very intelligent though.

One day he’ll see it himself.”

In the peculiar fate of people that makes them fat and rich, when
this happens very swiftly there is the menace of the dreamy state that

plunders their reality. Let’s say that anyway old age and death would

come, so why shouldn’t the passage be comfortable*? But this proposal

doesn’t make a firm mind, m the strange area where things swim too

fast. Against this trouble thought may be a remedy; force of person is

another one, and money and big-scale lavishness, unpierceable con-

creteness, organizational deeds. So there are these various remedies

and many more, older ones, but you don’t actually have full choice

among ail the varieties, especially those older ones of the invisible

world Most people make do with what they have, and labor in their

given visible world, and this has its own stubborn merit

Not only did Simon make what he had do, but he went the limit.

It astonished me how he took his objectives and did exactly what

he had projected. It was wdl-nigh unfair to have called the turns so

accurately and to do to people what he planned while he was still a

stranger to them. Charlotte was in love with him Not only that, but

they were already married, and it wasn’t only he who had hastened and

pushed the thing, but she too was m a hurry Partly because he was too

broke to court her long He told her that, and she and her parents

agreed they shouldn’t waste time. Only, the ceremony was performed

out of tov^n to keep the news out of the papers, and for the rest ©f

the family there had to be an engagement and a wedding So Charlotte

and her mother had worked it out, and while Simon paid rent m a

good bachelor’s club downtown he was actually living with the Mag-
nuses in their huge old West Side flat.

He came to see me after the one-day honeymoon wHch was all

the secrecy of the marriage gave them time for. They had been in

Wisconsin Already he had more new attributes than I could keep

track of, draped m comfortable flannel, owning a new lighter, and

effects in his pockets he didn’t yet have the hang of. He said, “The
Magnuses have been wonderful to me.” There was a new gray Pontiac

at the curb—he showed it to me from the window; and he was learning

the coal busmess at one of the Magnuses’ yards.

“And what about your own yard? Didn’t you say

—

“Certainly, I said. They’ve promised me that as soon as I can run
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a place myself. It won’t take long. No, it hasn’t been so hard,'" he
said further, understanding my unasked question. ‘They’d rather haw
a poor young man. A poor young man gets up more steam and pres-

*jure. They were like that themselves, and they know ”

Already he didn’t look like such a poor young man in the high qual-

ity gray flannel, and shoes with new stitching, his shirt smelled of

the store; it hadn’t been to the laundry yet.

“Get dressed, I’m taking you to dinner there,” he said When we
were outside, walking down the path to the car, he took a stiff shot

of breath and hawked, exactly as on the day I went with him to the

La Salle Street Station where apparently I was too dumb to sell papers.

Except that this time he had gloomy big rmgs round his eyes; and

we sat down in the car, which had that sour spice of new rubber and
car upholstery. It was the first time I had seen him drive. He swung it

round like a veteran, even somewhat recklessly.

So I was taken into that hot interior of lamps and rugs, to the

Magnuses’. Everything was ungainly there, roomy and oversized The
very parrots painted on the lampshades were as big as Rhode Island

Reds. The Magnuses too were big; they had a Netherlandish breadth

of bone. My sister-in-law was of that size also, and was aware or shy

of it as indelicacy, giving me the touch of her hand as though it were

a smaller one. She needn’t have. It’s difiScult when outsized people

worry about their presentation, and women especially, who have secret

dismay of grossness She had remarkably handsome eyes, soft, with

occasional hghts of distaste though, shrewd, and expressing immense

power of management; but also they were warm So was her bosom,

which was abundant, and she had large hips. She was on her guard with

me, as if afraid of my criticism, of what I would say to Simon the first

time we were alone. She must have convinced herself that he had

done her a great favor by marrying her, he was so obviously smart

and good-looking, and at the same time she was swept with resentment

lest she shouldn’t be thought good enough or the money be too much
remembered. The issue most alive was whether he would have mar-

ried her without money. It was much too troubling not to be spoken

of, so it was spoken of in a kind of fun and terrible persiflage. Simon

did it with the kind of coarseness that has to be laughed at because

to take it seriously would be murder—^his saying, for instance, when

the three of us were left alone m the parlor to become acquainted,

“Nobody’s ever been laid better at any price.” It was so ambiguous and

inside-out as to who had paid the price that it had to be taken as

amusing, and she hurried and came down from a romantic, senti-
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mental position and denied it all by pretending that this randy talk

was the joke of sincerity and deep underlying agreement, a more
reahstic sort of love But leaning above him like a kind of flounced

Pisan tower construction—she dressed with luxury and daring—keep-

ing a hand on his hair, she had instants of great difficulty before me
She had difficulty only for a while, until she absorbed from Simon the

attitude that I was a featherhead, affectionate but not long on good

sense She soon enough learned to deal with me. But it was painful

until she found confidence, and I suppose that at the time she hadn’t

recovered from the honeymoon, which, Simon had been frank to tell

me, was awful He didn’t specify in which way, but he expressed enough

to make it profoundly believable; he had some notes in the end of

the scale that I would rather not have heard played for the consents

to death that rang in them, but I was forced to listen to all he had,

struck right on the key and sounded from top to bottom. I could be

sure these said-m-jest things were the weirdest of their kind ever to

be laughed at and spoken in that carpeted peace and brown-gravy

velour. It was all supposed to pass for fun and bridegroom’s lustiness,

energy, and play-wickedness, and it came through to me that he was
being tortured by thought of suicide, stronger than a mere hint, but

simultaneously he could dive to clasp his compensations, such as his

pride in audaciousness and strength of nerve and body or the luxury

he was coming mto, and furthermore, a certain recklessness in de-

mands* the sense of what he could do and what he could exact with-

out caring what anybody thought was much to him.

Then the family came in, wondering what type of person I might

be. I wondered at them no less. They were so big you thought what

could prevent them from handling even Simon and me like children,

though we were by no means midgety—Simon was nearly six feet tall

and I only an inch shorter than he It was their width that made the

difference, and even now that he was getting stout Simon didn’t begin

to approach them. They were substantial m their lives as in girth; they

made their old people respected—^there was a grandmother there that

evening—and they bought the best of everything, clothes, furniture,

or machinery. Also they were grateful for entertainment and admired

speed of wit, which they didn’t have themselves, and dramatic self-

presentation, which Simon gave them. He more than pleased them
and more than made a big hit. He went both deep and far into the place

of star and sovereign. They had patnarchs and matriarchs but they

had no prince before him. To make this of himself, the prince, he went
through a metamorphosis. That was the next of my astonishments.
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Elsewhere I’ve said that he had always, even when silent, been noticea-

ble. But he wasn’t silent any more, and his old reserve was gone to

pieces; he was boisterous, capncious, haughty, cntical, arbitrary,

mimicking and deviling, and he crowed, croaked, made faces and had

the table all but spinning m this dming room of stable and upnght

wealth I saw Grandma’s satire in him, across the plaited white bread

and the sprigged fish and candles—^yes, the old woman’s hardness of

invention and travestying savagery, even certain Russian screams I

didn’t know Simon had gotten so much from her I could draw my
mind back over some six or seven hundred Friday nights and see his

uncommenting eyes follow a performance of the old woman’s And
how deep that had sunk m, without even appearing to. At the shrieks

he caused I nearly heard her comment of disdain, a disdain of which

Simon was not all innocent either. He both borrowed from her and

burlesqued her. His appearance was new m more than one way, more

was new than the shirt, or the jewel on his finger and minor gems in

his cuffs, or even the fat, and the haggardness from unwanted thought

that lit on him in instants between the turns of his performance. The

task of doing bold things with an unhappy gut, that was it. In a way

he made theffi meet the expense of this too, as when he imitated his

good queen mother-in-law’s accent. But it was just the opposite of

offensive to her and to them ail; it was grand and uproarious

However, he wasn’t just their entertainer; when he turned grave and

stepped the vaudeville with a pair of somber eyes he got earnest silence

for the speech he was gomg to make, and a fuU weight of respect.

He spoke to me, but of course his words were m large part for them.

“Augie,” he said, puttmg his arm around Charlotte—she laid her

pamted nails on his hand
—

“you can see how unlucky we were not to

have this kind of close and loyal family. There isn’t anything these peo-

ple won’t do for one another. We don’t even understand what that is

because we never expenenced it, we missed it all our lives We had no

luck Now they’ve taken me m and made me one of them, as if I were

their own child I never understood what a real family was till now,

and you ought to know how grateful I am. They may seem a little slow-

witted to you”—^Mr. and Mrs. Magnus didn’t quite get this, Simon’s

tone being enough for them and the fine satisfaction they took in him,

but Charlotte was seized with a laugh in the throat at this mischief in-

terrupting his seriousness
—

“but they have somethmg you’ll have to

learn to appreciate, and that’s their kmdness and the way they stick

by their own,”

When he scrawled this on me, I had a fit of hate for the fat person
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he was becoming, and I wanted to say, ‘‘This is crummy, to boost them
and tear down your own. What’s the matter with Mama or even

Grandma‘s” But then what he said of the Magnuses had its truth, you
couldn’t miss it I was a sucker for it too, family love. And though

Simon did this thingm a bad gross way I doubt that he could have been

absolutely insincere and putting on Finding yourself amongst warm
faces, why, there’re many objections that recede, as when enemy women
may kiss Many common lies and hypocrisies are like that, just out

of the harmony of the moment. And with Simon there was also a revul-

sion from his gnawing trouble and his need to get some breath on his

Valley of Ezekiel slain. Therefore he was building up his causes for

gratitude And therefore, also, I answered nothing.

As he had said this to me, however, they were watching and were

suspicious because I didn’t grab a piece of this love feast I had con-

sented to play his game, but I wasn’t fast enough to do everything I

had a sea of feeling of my own which I was straining under. And then

I thmk ail their unresolved suspicions about Simon came to gather on

me. They seemed to expect me to clear myself—all, in their ruddiness

and size, mcludmg the granny who was dissolving from both, losing

color and getting small, an old creature in black, wearing pious wig

and amulets, who looked to have metaphysical judgmental powers.

Well, they owned stores; maybe they smelled a thief m me. Anyway,
they looked at me so acutely that I could perceive myself with their

eyes, just about, my sizable head and uncommitted smile, my untrained

and anti-disciplmary hair. Instead of asking, “Who are they?” about

both Simon and me, they could demand of themselves, “Who is he?'*

Indeed, who was I to be sharing their gold soup of supper light and

putting their good spoons in my mouth‘d

Observing this difficulty, Simon quickly came up with a remedy,

saying, “Augie is a good kid, he just doesn’t know his own mmd yet.”

They were glad to be reassured about me; all they asked was that I

should be regular, that I should speak up more, make a few jokes,

laugh when all laughed. I ought not to be so different from Simon. Of
course there was an obstacle to bemg like him, which was that I hadn’t

yet grasped him in his new character. But I soon caught on a little

and made myself more acceptable, even welcome, by joining in the fun

and dancing m the parlor after dinner. The only nearly serious hitch,

with Mr Magnus, was that I didn’t know how to play pinochle. How
was It that a decently brought-up young fellow didn’t know how? Other-

wise an indulgent easygoing charactei, Mr. Magnus was dissatisfied

about this. Like Talleyrand making a tight mouth about the man who
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didn’t play whist. Simon could play pinochle. (Where had he learned?

Well, where, for that matter, had all his new accomplishments come
from?) “Oh, Augie is a sort of studious type and he doesn’t go in for

such things,” he said This wasn’t good enough for Mr. Magnus, with

the long gray threads of baldness on his robust head. “I don’t like a
young man should gamble either,” he said “But he should play a
friendly game.” I felt he wasn’t unjustified. “I’ll play if you teach me,” I

said, which went a long way toward improving the situation and mak-
ing me one of the house. I sat in a comer with some of the younger

children to study pinochle.

More relatives came; the vast apartment filled. It was family cus-

tom on Friday night, and, moreover, the word was out that Charlotte

was engaged. People wanted to see Simon. He already knew most of

them, the giant uncles and heavy-pelted aunts in their Siberian furs

who came up from their Cadillacs and Packards . Uncle Charlie Magnus
who owned the coal yards; Uncle Artie who owned a big mattress fac-

tory; Uncle Robby who was a commission merchant in South Water

Street, ponderous, white, and caracul-haired—^like Stiva Lausch—and

with a hearing-aid plugged m. There were sons in uniform, from mili-

tary academy, and others with football letters, and daughters, and little

children Simon was ready for the uncles and aunts, very familiar and

even already overbearing to some He had a natural hang of their whole

system of fellowship and contempt—^how not to be caught under any

circumstances in a position where to be looked down on was im-

avoidable, so that you could read in a back, bearishly turned, that you

were a schmuck,

1 have to say that Simon’s confidence was superb, and it was he who
was getting them under, though he was deferential with a few of the

women. Toward these^ heartiness or brazening wasn’t indicated, but

what was necessary was to prove that in addition to everything he WM
also a lover. I must say also that he had no embarrassment because of

me; he assumed my complicity and was teaching and leading me. So I

followed him around, because there was nobody else for me to stand

close to comfortably. It lacked white stockings and fans to resemble the

Directorate—^I’m thinking of commoners suddenly in the palaces of

power. But the Magnuses seemed less to know what to do. However, in

all the world there was no one who had more than they of anything ex-

cept money—a gap that could perhaps be closed.

Over this tumultuousness and family heat, melding yells at the

pinochle table, the racing of the kids, pitchers of cocoa and tea and

masses of coffee cake carried in, political booming and the sharper
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neighing of women and all this grand vital discord, there was the super-

vision of Uncle Charlie standing, or rather rearing, beside his wigged

mother in her black dress. If it strikes me as advisable to add ‘‘rearing’’

it is because of the tightness of his belly and the great weight supported

by his feet, and possibly also because the old woman wore a collar of

things in gold shaped like grizzly-teeth, and that reminds me of crea-

tures. He was white, thick, and peevish, and had the kind of insolence

that sometimes affects the eyes like snowblmdness, making you think

there’s something arctic about having a million bucks. At least an im-

migrant who during the Depression was a millionaire had this dazzle.

Not that Uncle Charlie was formidable in all respects; I’m taking him

at a posed moment, during a family occasion, a mece to be married

off and new kin to be added.

Through Simon I had got to be a candidate too. If he worked out

well then I might also be considered as a husband, for there wasn’t any

lack of daughters to marry, some of them pretty and all with money.

So far Simon had had nothing but successes. For several weeks he had

been working under Uncle Charlie’s eye, first as weighmaster and

cashier and then learning to buy, meeting brokers and salesmen and

learning about freight rates and the different coal fields. Uncle Charlie

certified that he was fehig, or apt, a naturally good businesshead, and

all were very pleased. Simon was already looking for a yard of his own,

hoping to find one with an overhead track that would reduce unloading

costs. In short, Uncle Charlie was extremely indulgent with him as an

up-and-comer, and he received ail the marks of the old boy’s favor, the

simple cordial obscenities and hand on the shoulder; he wagged his

head near Simon’s face and opened up all bounties. His humor made
everybody laugh with pleasure. Nobody thought to remonstrate about

children and young girls when Uncle Charlie said, “Sonofabitch, you’re

fo-kay, my boy, fo-kay. You got the goods. I think you can put it down
between the sheets too, eh?” because this was just his usual manner of

speaking.

“What do you think?” said Simon. “Leave it to me,”

“Yes, I thinL I leave it to you. You think I’m goin’ to take it myself?

Wouldn’t be fun for Charlotte. Look how she’s built. Nothing was left

out. She has to have a young husk.”

Here I came in for my share of the notice. Kelly Weintraub, one

of the distant cousins by marriage and a trucker who worked for Uncle

Robby, said, “Look at his brother. The girls are popping their eyes

out at him. Your daughter Lucy the worst. You got no shame, kid?

In this family the girls can’t hardly wait.”
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There were shrieks about this Through them Lucy Magnus con^

tinued to smile at me though her color deeply changed She was shghter

than most of her family; she wasn’t shy to make a declaration of honest
sensuality under the scrutiny of the whole clan. None of the Magnuses
took the trouble to conceal such things, it wasn’t necessary. The young
ones could tell their parents exactly what they wanted, which I found
admirable. I could look at Lucy with pleasure too She was plain but
had a healthy face, very clear skm, and pretty breasts that she swung
where she pleased. Only her nose might have been j&ner; it was a little

broad, as was her mouth, but her black eyes were strong and declara«*

tive, and her hair black and delicate. It made me think of her maiden
hair and there were suggestions I didn’t try at all to evade. But these

were lover’s not husbandly thoughts. I had no special mind to get mar-
ried. I saw Simon’s difiSculties too clearly for that.

*‘Come here,” said her father to me, and I had to stand close inspec-

tion. “What do you do?” he said, winkmg with the full snowbhndness.

Simon answered for me, “He’s in the book business. Until he saves

enough to go back to the university and finish his degree,”

“Shut up!” he said. “C—^sucker! I asked him, not you, budinski!

What do you do?”

I said, ‘Tm in the book business, as Simon told you.” I thought the

old man must be able to pierce by strength of suspicion my crockery,

all the oddity of Owens’ house and my friends there What a book

business could signify to him but starving Pentateuch peddlers with

beards full of Polish hce and feet wrapped in sacking, I couldn’t fathom.

“Goddammit the schools. There’s schoolboys now until gray hair.

So what are you studying for, a lawyer? Fo-kay! I guess we got to have

them, the crooks. My sons don’t go to school. My daughters go, so long

it keeps them out of trouble.”

“Augie was thinking of going to law school,” Simon said to Lucy’s

mother.

“Yes, that’s right,” I too said.

“Fme, fine, fine, fine,” said Uncle Charlie, my hearing done and his

face of thick white hide turned in dismissal from us ail; he threatened

with his intensest care his daughter Lucy, who answered him with one

of her smiles. I saw that she promised him obedience and he promised

back f'he satisfaction of all legitimate needs as long as she obeyed

him.

There was another special glance on me, that of my sister-in-law

Charlotte, with her investigative, warm, and to some extent despairing

eyes. I don’t doubt that she already knew some displeasing things about
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Simon, and perhaps she was trying to see them in me also I presume

she was thinking what risks her cousin Lucy ran with me.

Meanwhile Kelly Weintraub was saying, “He has a pair of bedroom

eyes, Augie.’’ But I was the only one of the principals to hear and I took

a good look at him to see how much harm he really meant me and to

what extent he was kidding, the handsome teameo, slick-haired, with

certainly horny eyes of his own and a suggestive pad of a chin.

“I know you guys,” he said to me
Then I recognized him, not greatly different, really, from what he

had been m the schoolyard, in his sweaters.

“You had a little brother, George.”

“We still have him He’s not little any more,” I said. “He’s big and

he’s living downstate.”

“Where, in Manteno?”

“No, it’s in another town, a little place down near Pmckneyville.

You know that part of the state?” I didn’t know it myself. Simon was

the only one of us who had ever gone down there, the Renlings having

been unable at that time to spare me.

“No, I don’t But I remember George,” he said.

“I remember you too, skitching ndes on the ice wagons.” I shrugged,

smiling. It was foolish of him to be suggesting a menace. He thought

he could put a stick in Simon’s spokes; Simon was way ahead of him.

“Of course Charlotte knows,” said Simon when I told him about

Kelly Weintraub. “Why should we make a secret of it? She even wants

to put George into a private institution. Don’t worry, nobody pays

any attention to this guy. He doesn’t count around here. Anyhow, I

recognized him first and got the jump on him. Leave it to me, I have

them all eating out of my hand.” He added, “You’ll be doing the same

if you’ll listen to me. You made a good first impression.”

I quickly learned what power he reaUy had with them. For he had

absolutely meant it when he said he had plans for me, and he came for

me several times a week to take me on his rounds. We had lunch with

uncles and cousins in the rich businessmen’s restaurants and clubs,

fancy steakhouses. Simon was hard with them and didn’t yield ground

whether it was a joke or an argument that came up, while in an under-

tone he gave me the lowdown on them, contemptuously. I saw him
developing some terrible abihties in quarrelsomeness; he differ# with

all their opinions no matter on what subject. It might be about tailors,

or entertainers, or heavyweight fighters, or politics—^thmgs on which

he informed hunself as he went along. He was impatient even in his

jokes; he made waiters fear him, sending dishes back to the kitchen,
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but then he gave large tips also He seemed to have no regard for money—^he always earned a big bankroll now—but actually, by the way he
handled wallet and the bills, he convinced me that he knew what he
was doing.

He said to me, “With these people you’ve got to spend K they see

you cautious with a buck, you lose your standing with them. And I

have to stand in good They know everybody, and I’m going out for

myself soon and I need them Just these bull-session lunches and going

to the Chez Paree and the Glass Derby, proving I can keep up their

speed, you see, that’s the first thing They’re not going to deal with any-

body that’s not one of them Now you understand why a slob like Kelly

Weintraub doesn’t count He can-’t afford to eat lunch in joints like

these, he can’t take a check at the Chez Paree without everybody being

uncomfortable and reckoning he can’t afford it, because they know ex-

actly what he’s pulhng down a week You see, he’s a negligible factor

and nobody will listen to him I’ll remember him though,” he said with

dangerous promise. I knew he kept a file of accounts to settle. Did Cissy

and Five Properties have a folder m it to themselves? I thought they

must
“Ah!” he said “Come downtown with me. Let’s get our hair cut”

We drove to the Palmer House and went below into the big radiance

of the barbershop Simon would have let his fine English coat fall to the

ground if the Negro attendant hadn’t run m time to gather it in Ms arms.

We sat before the huge mirrors in those episcopal machines, the big

chairs, and were groomed and shampooed. Simon had himself steamed

and singed, manicured, had everything lavished on himself, and not

simply urged me but forced me to do as he did. He wanted to try all

they knew how to do.

It was getting so that I had to undergo an examination of almost

brass-hat severity when I appeared before him. My heels must not be

turned over by so much as an eighth of an inch, my cuffs had to strike

my shoes nght, he supplied me with ties, taking mine away and leaving

a dozen of Ms own choice on the rack. He yelled and bullied if he

thought I didn’t wear my clothes exactly as he thought I should. And
these were things I had lost mterest in since Evanston. I had to expect

ridicule from Mimi for having polished nails. I let it be done, I didn’t

consider my fingers much. It was probably an asset to me as a book

thief Looking at my hands and at my ties, who would suspect me? For

I hadn’t, of course, stopped stealing. I didn’t any longer have to support

Mama; Simon took care of that But while he paid for me wherever

we went, it was still expensive to go with him. Occasionally there were
,
00%
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tips or drinks or cigars or corsages for Charlotte that slipped his mind,

and I had larger cleaning and laundry bills than ever before. Once in

a while I went, moreover, with Padilla for a Saturday mght with our

friends on Lake Park Avenue. And besides, I was trying to get together

the university entrance fee. Shrewdly, Simon gave me little money;

mostly he gave me things He wanted me to learn to have expensive

needs, and the desire for dough would come of itself. Then if I were

to begin to ask him for more, he could hook me.

From the barbershop we’d go to Field’s to buy him a dozen or so

shirts, imported Italian underclothes or slacks or shoes, all things of

which he already had a surplus; he showed me drawers, closets, shelves

full, and still kept buying. Some part of this was due to his having

been on the wrong side of the counter, or the servile back on the shoe-

fitting stool, and m part this was his way of tempting me. But also I

knew that in the barbershop and on the shopping trips he was aimmg
to refresh himself; he slept badly and was looking flabby and ill, and

one morning when he came to fetch me he locked himself in the toilet

and cried. After that day he wouldn’t come upstairs; he honked his horn

for me in the street. He said, ‘1 can’t stand the joint you live in; they

don’t keep it clean. Are you sure they don’t have bed animals? And
the can is filthy. I don’t see how you can go into it.” Soon he took to

saying this with the same inspection glare he had for my appearance,

“"^en are you going to move out of this rat nest! Jesus, it’s the sort of

place plagues and epidemics start m!” Eventually he stopped calling

for me. He’d phone when he wanted me; sometimes he’d send wires.

At first, however, he wanted me with him constantly. So, then, we were

in the gleaming lanes and warm indoor puffing of the department store,

but after when he started back to the West Side, wearing one of his new
ties and temporarily in a better state, suddenly he would lose it all, it

seemed, and, pressing on the gas pedal, he must have seen himself

speeding across the last boundary of his strength But just as the car,

squealing around comers, righted itself, he too kept balance. However,

it was evident that his feelings were suicidal from the way he drove

and thv^ way he leaped forward in arguments, hit him who would; he

kept a tire tool under the driver’s seat for his weapon in traffic argu-

ments, and he cursed everybody in the street, running through lights

and scattering pedestrians. The truth back of all this was that he had

his pockets full of money as an advance on his promised ability to make
a rich man of himself and now had to deliver.

In spring he leased a yard, at the end of the coal season. It had no

overhead track, only a long spur of siding, and the first rains made a
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marsh of the whole place. It had to be drained The first ..oal was un-

loaded m the wet. The office itself was a shack; the scale needed ex-

pensive repairs. His first few thousand dollars ran out and he had to

ask for more, he had a credit to estabhsh with the brokers, and it was
important that he meet his bills on time. Uncle Charlie made that

easier. Nevertheless, there was Uncle Charlie himself to satisfy.

There was, besides, a substantial wage to pay his yard manager and
weighmaster, Happy Kellerman, whom he had lured away from a large

old West Side company He’d have hired me instead (at perhaps a lit-

tle less) if I’d been able to handle the ]ob, and he insisted on my coming

to learn the ropes from Happy, so that presently I was spending a good

amount of time at the office; for when he grabbed my wrist and told

me, almost drunkenly, with the grime and chapping of the mouth that

comes of long nervous talking, saying low, huskily, viciously, ‘There’s

got to be somebody here I can trust. Got to be!” I couldn’t refuse. How-
ever, there was not much that Happy could be dishonest about. He was

a beer saufer, droopy, small, a humorist, wry, drawn, weak, his tone

nosy and quinchy, his pants in creases under his paunch, his nose

curved up and presented offended and timorous nostnls, and he had

round, disingenuous eyes in which he showed he was strongly defended.

He was a tio listo, a carnival type, a whorehouse visitor His style was

that of a hoofer in the lowest circuit, doing a little cane-swingmg and

heel-and-toe routine, singing, “I went to school with Maggie Murphy,”

and telling smokehouse stories while the goofy audience waited for

the naked star to come out and begin the grinds. He had a repertory

of harmless little jokes, dog yipes, mock farts; his best prank was to

come up behind and seize you by the leg with a Pekinese snarl By
Simon’s wish I had to spend afternoons with him studying the business.

Especially smce I had heard him weeping in the can Sunon wasn’t easy

for me to turn down.

Often I reheved Happy at lunch He hopped a car down to Hal-

sted Street because he detested walking Coming back at two, he

would shuffle off at the stop by the driveway, carrying his coat and straw

skimmer, vest stuffed with cigarettes, pencils, and cards—^he had his

own business card: “Happy Kellerman representing March’s Coal

and Coke”: a rooster chasing a frantic hen, with the line beneath,

mean business/' Walking m, he tested the beam of the scale, put the

Times m the stove, walked around the yard, and then, these being the

dog days, great heat, we would sit where the coolness rose from the

concrete pit of the scale. The office had the appearance of a squatter’s

shack or end house of a Western street. Over the way was a stockyards
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siding, dusty animals bawlmg in the waiting cars, putting red muzzles

to the slats; truck wheels sucked through the melting tar, the coal split

and tarnished on the piles, the burdocks died on the stalk. There were

rats m a corner of the yard who did not siir or go away for anyone,

whole families, nursing, creepmg, feeding there I had never seen them

so domestic, going whither they list, walking by your feet without fear.

Simon bought a pistol
—“We need one anyhow,” he said—and shot at

them, but Siey only scattered to come back They didn’t even bother

to dig holes, only scooped out shallow nesting places

There were a few sales Happy entered them on the big yellow sheets,

an elegant penman, boastful of his hand, he sat up on the high stool in

his flat straw, feathering out the wide and thm strokes This old-

fashioned bookkeeping desk of a scratched yellow brought the writer’s

face to a tmy square of window over the scale, and at times 1 saw Simon

there, making out checks in the wide triple checkbook. Writing checks

had fascinated him at first. He had wormed out of me that I owed
Padilla two bucks for the satisfaction of paying one of mv debts with

his signature There was no such satisfaction now, as the figures of the

balance took fewer spaces, and he thought of his last audaciousness in

money when he had tried to grab a fast buck m order to marry Cissy.

This time he believed his whole life was staked. He had not merely

been shootmg his mouth off the day he had come to tell me he was

getting marned about how earnest he was over money; it was now
proved by the mental wounds of his face, the death of its color, and the

near-msamty of his behavior. The misery of his look at this black Sar-

gasso of a yard m its summer stagnation and stifling would sometimes

make my blood crawl m me with horror If I took so much time from

my own enterprises of theft and reading to walk around this yard with

him, hands in pockets, it wouldn’t be enough to say it was from solici-

tude, It was downnght fright The loose way he handled the pistol

shootmg at the rats was ommous to me. And that he complained of

seething in his head, saying, “My brains are going to boil out of my
ears.”

I had to keep him from clouting Happy once when he misjudged

the moment to grab Simon’s leg with his yiping-dog prank. It was a

near thing. And just a while ago he had been laughing with Happy at

his stories of being a shill during the Florida land boom; and about his

love affair with a Turkish woman who wouldn’t let him out of the house;

and his account of his first dose, when he said, “It was like getting into

a can of hot angleworms.” This change from great laughter to savagery

made Happy ready to quit, his big, skillful, poachy eyes morose, wam-
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Ing, filling up, as I tried to iron things out. For it was up to me to bring

back the peace. “I never took no shit in bigger concerns,” said Happy
from the comer of his mouth to me, but that Simon should hear. I

knew that Simon had a strongly beatmg heart by the way his head
hung downward, his mouth open on that still unmended front tooth,

and that his craving which he would of necessity fight off was to take

Happy by the seat of the pants and throw him into the street.

At last Simon said, ‘‘Okay, I want to say I’m sorry. I’m kind of

nervous today. You ought to realize, Happy . . Thought of the

Magnuses had overcome him, and a horror of so far forgettmg that he

was a young man m busmess and Happy merely a drip as to get himself

towermg about this nonsense. Simon’s patience and swallowing were
worse to me than his wrath or flamboyance—^that shabby compulsory

physical patience Another such hard thing was his speaking low and

with an air of difficult endurance to Charlotte on the telephone and
answering her questions with subdued repetitiousness, near the surren-

der pomt
“Well,” he said to Happy and me, “why don’t you two take the car

and go see some of the dealers'? Try to drum up some trade Here’s five

bucks for beer money. I’ll stay here with Coxie and try to get that back

fence m shape. They’ll steal us blmd of we don’t do something about

it.” Cox was the handyman, an old wmo in a slap-happy painter’s cap

that looked like an Italian officer’s lid. He sent him scouting along the

fence of the Westmghouse plant for old planks, Coxie worked for

hamburgers and a bottle of California K. Arakelian’s sherry or of

yocky-dock He was watchman too, and slept on rags back of the green

lattice before the seldom used front door. Off he limped—^he earned

a bullet, he claimed, from San Juan Hill—^by the fniie-long big meshed

fence of the corporation m which such needs as fences were met by

sub-officers’ inviting contractors’ bids and a tight steel net permitted

all to look in at the vast remote shimmer, the bnck steeples, the long

power-buildmgs and the Vesuvian soft coal under the scarcely smeared

summer sky and gaudmess.

I went with Happy, who drove. His fear in the Bohunk streets was

that he would run over a kid and a crowd would tear him to pieces in

its rage. “If it’s their kids anythmg happens to, then look out, even if

it’s not your fault, the way they chase around.” So he was always some-

what m this terror and wouldn’t let me have the wheel, who didn’t

dread this enough to be vigilant. We took the coal-and-ice dealers into

taverns and drank beer and swapped talk, in those sleepy and dark

with heat joints where the very flies crept rather than flew, seeming
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doped by the urinal camphors and malt sourness, and from the heated

emptiness and woodblock-knockmg of the baseball broadcast that gave

only more constnction to the unlocatable, undiagnosed wrong. If you
thought toward something outside, it might be Padilla theorizing on
the size of the universe; his scientific interest kept the subject from

being grim. But in such places the slow hairy fly-crawl from drop to

drop and star to star, you could pray the non-human universe was not

entered from here, and this was no sack-end of it that happened to touch

Cook County and Northern Illinois.

Such a consideration never would trouble Simon. Whatever the place

was, he would make it pay off, the only relation with it that concerned

him; it had dollars, as the rock water, as the waste-looking mountain

IS made to spit its oil or iron, where otherwise human beings would have

no wish to go, the barrens, the Newfoundlands, the scaly earths and

the Antarctic snow blackened with the smoke of fuel tapped m Texas

or Persia.

Hrapek, Drodz, Matuczynski these dealers were called; we found

them in their sheds, by the church, by the funeral home, or on a moving

job. They sold coal by the ton and by the bag; they had stake trucks

or dump trucks; they had to be convinced and sold, entertamed, offered

special deals, flattered, bantered, told secrets about the veins of the

mines, made up with specious technical information about BTU’s and

ash percentages. Happy was crafty with them, an excellent dealer’s

man with talents comparable to those of a ship’s chandler; he drank as

much piva as they did, glass for glass, and he got results. Enticed by

undercut pnces and the pick of the coal, they began to come in.

Also, Simon ran some sales, just to get things moving. He had me
pass out handbills in Chinatown, advertising coke which the laundry

Chinese favored above other fuel, and slowly he accumulated cus-

tomers He also covered the city and hit his new relatives for orders;

Charlie Magnus threw business his way, and little by little things began

to stir.

Simon was wised up as to how to do things politically—^to be in a

position to bid on municipal business—and he saw wardheelers and

was kissing-cousins with the police; he took up with lieutenants and

captains, with lawyers, with real-estate men, with gamblers and book-

ies, the important ones who owned legitimate businesses on the side

and had property. During the chauffeurs’ and hikers’ strike he had

squad cars to protect his two trucks from strikers who were dumping

coal in the streets. I had to wait for his calls in the police station to teU

the cops when a load was setting out from the yard, my first lawful
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sitting in such a place, moving from dark to lighter inside the great

social protoplasm. But the dark of this West Side station! It was very

dark. It was spoiled, diseased, sore and running. And as the mis-minted

and wrong-struck figures and faces stooped, shambled, strode, gazed,

dreaded, surrendered, didn’t care—^unfailing, the surplus and super-

abundance of human material—^you wondered that all was stuff that

was bom human and shaped human, and over the indiscriminateness

and lack of choice. And don’t forget the dirt-hardness, the dough fats

and raw meats, of those on the official side. And this wasn’t even the

big Newgate of headquarters downtown but merely a neighborhood

tributary.

As a son-in-law of the Magnuses, and also because he wanted to be,

Simon was on very good terms with Lieutenant Nuzzo, than whom few

were more smooth and regular-lookmg I am not sure how the lieuten-

ant managed. A cop, who even in the friendliness of a joke must take

you by the shoulder as if in an arrest, with hands whose only practice

is to be iron. In some manner Lieutenant Nuzzo had stayed a Valen-

tino, even though his flesh was heavy and his face kept imprints long,

hke sleep creasings and the marks of fingers. We had dates to go to

the Chez Paree with him

—

a, party of five until I began to take Lucy

Magnus, making it six—and had spaghetti and chicken livers with

sparkling burgundy or champagne; the lieutenant, he looked around

like a master of ceremonies on a visit from a much better night club.

His wife seemed like a woman on probation; as everybody is, after a

fashion, with a police lieutenant. Even a wife. He was an Italian, he

brought the style of ancient kingdoms with him. A lot of them do.

Authority must have death behind it. To cut off Masaniello’s head; to

hang great admirals themselves, as Lord Nelson did in Naples harbor.

This I believe was how to read the lieutenant’s smooth face while he

sat in the enjoyable noise of the Chez Paree, viewing Veloz and Yo-

landa or the near-naked chicks who didn’t altogether know what they

were doing but suggested the motions of busy people bringing their

private pleasures to a head. Anyway, while this night club remained

tops, Simon and Charlotte were great ones for it, as much, shrewdly,

for the lowdown to be gotten there and contacts and public hfe and

business, as to have their pictures taken fay flashbulbs, laughing and

in shenanigan embraces with paper caps and streamer, an important

face at their table, a singer in strapless gown appealing with her lifted

chin and fine teeth, or the chairman of a board Wishing a drink.

Simon grasped very soon the importance for business of such close

contact. Didn’t the Chief Executive pass sleepless nights at Yalta be-
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cause Stalin for the first two days did not smile? He couldn’t deal with

a man who wouldn’t yield to charm or trade on the basis of love There

had to be sport and amiability to temper decisions that could not all

be pleasant, and at least the flash of personality helped This was some-

thing Simon well understood, how to be liked, and how to reach an

accord on the basis of secret thoughts with people similarly placed

But I’m still in the middle of the summer with him, at the worst of

his trouble when he was envenomed with the fear that he’d go bank-

rupt, and he had to confess to himself, I’m sure, that he was really

afraid of the Magnuses, and terrified by what he had taken on himself

So I spent most of these months with him. I won’t say we were never

closer—he kept his ultimate thoughts stubbornly to himself—but we
were never more together. From the fresh of morning to the grime and

horn color of late afternoon I rode in the car with him and made all

his stops—downtown, the union hall, the bank, the South Water market

office Charlotte was managing for her Uncle Robby, the kitchen at

Magnuses’ where we stopped to get sandwiches from the black cook,

01 the back room where they had put the marriage bed—the marriage

still the secret of the immediate family. Here the door opened on what

supported the weight of this heaped-up life The room had been re-

furnished for him and Charlotte with silk-shaded reading lamps, bed-

side fleeces, drapes against the alley view and its barbarity—as m a

palazzo against the smell of the canals—a satin cover on the bed, and

auxiliary pillows on the roll of the bolster.

To save steps to the dresser Simon walked on the bed. He changed

clothes, lettmg things lie where they were dropped or flung, kicking his

shoes into the corner and drying ffie sweat from his naked body with

an undershirt. There were days when he changed three times, or four,

and others when he might sit listless and indifferent, and get up from

his office chair heavy after hours of silence, saying, ‘'Let’s get out of

here.”

Instead of going home to change, sometimes he’d drive to the lake.

We’d go swimming at the North Avenue point the late Commissioner

had loved. In whose mouth, as he floated by, I used to place cigarettes.

The loose spread of Simon’s legs as he plunged and the embracing

awkwardness of his arms to the water gave me the worry that he threw

himself in with a thought of never coming back to the surface alive,

as if he went to take a bhnd taste of the benefits of staying down He
came up haggard and with a slack gasp of his mouth and rough blood

in his face. I knew it made a strong appeal to him to go down and not

come up again. Even if he didn’t make a display of this half-a-desire
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md swam up and down, sullen, with laattened coarse hair, making
master passes at the water; the water turned around on the shore and
its crowd and earned black spools in its horizon, the cool paving of

one of the imaginary series of worlds, clear into the flammg ether.

My brother down there, as if Alexander m the harmful Cydnus
whose cold made him sick when he leaped in after battle, I stood in

stnped trunks with toes bent over the wood of a pile, ready to jump
after if need be. I didn’t go m when he did. He came up the ladder shiv-

ering, the big flies bit nastily, the hullabaloo waterside carnival turned

your head. I’d help him dry; he’d he down on the stone like a sick man.

But when he’d warm and get his comfort back, he’d start to make
bullish approaches to women and girls, his eyes big and red, and as if

someone who bent over to choose a plum from her lunch bag was mak-
ing the offer of a Pasiphae. And then he’d start to blare like brass and

he’d hit me on the arm and say to me, “Look at the spread on that

broad’” forgetting that he was not only married but also engaged

—

the engagement had taken place before the eyes of the world, in a recep-

tion at a hotel. He didn’t think of that. Instead he thought of the power-

ful possibility m a new Pontiac standing near Lincoln Park, and the

money he had; also the things to be done in one street, building, room
that need have no bearing on what came later in the day elsewhere. So

he got violent and lustful, with step and sidle, and protrusion of his

head that made a kind of wall of his neck, charged and hard hke that

of a fighter who has been hit but not damaged, only roused

There wasn’t anything m his new class or of his speed at the North

Avenue beach (called a beach, it was merely a stone slab waterfront);

the place was rough and hard, the young fellows were tough and the

girls battlesome, factory hands, salesgirls, with some Clark Street sluts

and dance-hall chicks. Therefore Simon said and proposed without

sorting or choosing words. “You look good to me. You interested?”

Direct, without game, not even nickel phrases of circumlocution. That

very fact maybe made it no indecency; mstead it created awe and fear,

that brute charge that gave the veins too much to bear and seemed to

endanger his underjaw by crowding, his eyeballs darkemng with cur-

rents of heat violet and darker, to near black The girls were not always

frightened of him; he had a smell of power, he was handsome, and I

don’t know what floors his bare feet left m shade-drawn hot rooms.

Only a year ago he would not have given a second glance at such bims.

Now, where he went, he had information unavailable to me, but

he had to have advantages and prerogatives, I reckon, in exchange for

sacrifices. Yes, principals like iat practice an anger not everyone is
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allowed. They come playing the god like bloody Commodus before

the Senate, or run with jockeys and wrestlers like Caracalla, while

knowing that somewhere the instrument of their downfall is beginning

to gather thought to thought about them, like loops on the kmtting

needle. That was how it was with Simon, as I had had the chance to see

before, when he put on a lady’s hat at the Chez Paree and pranced

around, or when he had brought me along to a bachelor’s stag where

two naked acrobatic girls did stunts with false tools From circus

games to private dissoluteness, then, and only doing as many others

did—-except that from the force of his personality he was prominent and

played a leading part

“And you"? Do you?” said Simon to me. “What a question! Who’s

that babe who lives on your floor? Is that why you don’t want to move?
Mimi, isn’t that her name‘s She looks like an easy broad.”

I denied it, and he didn’t believe me
On her side Mimi was mterested in Simon. “What’s eating him?”

she asked me. “It was him I heard crying in the can, wasn’t it*^ What’s

he want to be such a sharp dresser for*^ What’s the matter? He has a

woman on his neck, huh?” She was prepared to approve of him despite

the satire, notmg something extravagant and outlaw about him that

she approved of.

He wasn’t all brashness, however, and headlong despair, Simon.

No, he was also makmg a prize showing. It was summer, and slow,

and naturally he was losing money. Charlotte, an excellent business-

woman, and highly important as backer, counselor, consultant, gave

him just what united them closer than common conjugality Though he

fought with her and even from the very first roared and cursed her,

saying astonishing things, she held on steady. A close watcher could

see her recoil and then come back to the great, the all-important thing,

which was that he was one of those anomted to be rich and mighty.

His very outrageousness when he yelled “You goofy cow!” was proof.

She took it with a nervous laugh that recalled him to his better judg-

ment and reminded him that snih things were supposed to come out

as comedy. Whereat he almost never failed to add the laughter drop

of the entertainer, even while the glare of his eyes might remain savage.

And he was made to do that even when feelings on both sides had burst

out so close to injury that it was too much to try to kid them back into

something that could pass for affectionate roughness. But Charlotte’s

first aim and the reason for her striving was to make the union senous

by constructing a fortune on it. She said to me, “Simon has real business

ability. This stuff now”—^he was already, at the time she spoke, making
,
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money

—
“is just nothing.” When she said this, sometimes, it was in the

territory of seriousness where distinctions of sex do not exist; the power
invoked is too great for that. It is of neither man nor woman. As when
Macbeth’s wife made that prayer, “Unsex me here!” A call so hard, to

what IS so hard, that it makes the soul neuter.

Neither her ladies’ trimming and gewgawing, the detail of her tailored

person, nor the decorating of the flat when they furnished one, nor his

way of carrying on was of real consequence But in what related to the

bank, the stock, the taxes, head approached to head discussing these,

the great clear and critical calculations and confidences made in the

key to which real dominion was set, that was what wedlock really

rested on. Even though she was continually singing and whistling songs

to herself like “My Blue Heaven” and “A Faded Summer’s Love,” doing

her nails, revising her hair, she didn’t live in these vanities. Which
indeed were hopeless. She gave them all their due, and more. High

heels, sheer hose, beautiful suits, hats, earrings, feathers, and the

colors of pancake maquillage, plus electrolysis, sweet-sweats, and the

hidden pinmngs where adoration could come to roost. She neglected

nothing in this respect, she had a lot of dignity, she could be monumen-

tally handsome. But her ultimate disbehef in this was unmistakable in

the real mouth, unconforming to the painted one, impatient, discount-

ing less important things She wouldn’t have chosen a young man to

marry from the pictures on the sheet music of her piano any more than

she’d have chosen a schoolboy; she bore her ambition tight and was pre-

pared to see, without bemg moved in her purpose, any limits of coarse^

ness, rashness, harshness, scandal. She knew this in advance by consult-

ing with herself, and she didn’t have to wait to see a great part in

actuality; it first arose in her mind and there was where she dealt with it,

Simon, in the odd way of these things, was all for her. He said, “She’s

got more bram and ability than six women. She’s a himdred per cent

straight, no faking. She’s as goodhearted as they come”—^there was

a considerable element of truth in this
—“and she ikes you too, Augie.”

He said this with a view to my beginning to court Lucy Magnus, as I

presently agreed to do. “She keeps sending Mama stuff. She wants to

board her with a private family. Her idea. Mama never has complained

about the Home. The company there is good for her. What do you

think?”

While driving around the city we sometimes stopped to see Mama.

Most often we simply passed the building. But you never knew with

Simon what your destination was. Saying, “Hop in,” he’d perhaps him-

self not know where he was off to, answering a need he didn’t under-
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Stand yet Perhaps it was food he was after, perhaps a fight, perhaps

disaster, perhaps a woman beckoning from behind, or a business order,

a game of billiards, a lawyer’s office, a steam bath at the athletic club.

So then among these possible stops was the Home on Arthmgton Street.

It was of gray stone, the porch just a widening before the doorway
on which there were two benches. There were benches inside too It

was furnished like a meeting hall or public forum, all the common
space of It bare; only the bad state of the windows kept the outsider

from looking m, the panes were full of glassy gnarls and dirty, probably

from the hands of people who had touched them to discover that this

was not wall but window. Everything that could have made a hazard

m the old house had been taken away; thus there were a bar of plaster

where the mantelpiece had been and a cork grade at the doorsills But
the blind did not go around very much. They sat, and didn’t seem to

have any conversation, and soon you were aware of leisure gone bad.

I had learned something of this during Emhorn’s days of dirty mental

weather. Or of the soul, not the mind, the sick evil of not even knowing
why anything should ail you since you’re resigned to accept all condi-

tions

The director and his wife boasted that they fed their people well; it

was a fact that you knew the next menu in advance by the smell of

the kitchen.

In general I considered it a blessing that Mama was simple. I thought

that if there were any characters here that were intriguing or quarrel-

some—and how would there fail to be*?—there must be some awful

events m the innermost privacy of the house. But Mama had put m
many years of appeasing tempestuousness or staying out of its way, and

she very likely had more trouble as a result of one of Simon’s visits than

she ever did with her companions For he came to check on how she

was treated, and he had a harsh way of inquiring He was tough with

the director, who hoped to get mattresses wholesale from Arthur Mag-
nus through him, Simon had promised him this favor But he threw

his weight around, full of menace, pleased with nothing He objected

to Mama’s having roommates, and when he obtained a private room

for her it was next to the kitchen and all its noise and smell, and that

was nothing to thank him for. And then, one summer afternoon, we
found her sitting on her bed at the task of fitting pins into Roosevelt

campaign buttons; she was getting ten cents a hundred and earning a

few dollars a week by the goodheartedness of the precinct captain. See-

ing her with her unskillful hands of rough housework at the brass pms,

feeling the two objects together in her lap, Simon went mto a rage that
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made her flinch, and knowing that I was with him she turned her face

and tried to find me and get me to mtercede, she was frightened, too,

to discover that she had been doing wrong unawares.

“Stop roarmg,” I said, “for God’s sake!”

But he couldn’t be stopped. “What do they mean! Look what they’ve

got her doing ^ Where’s that sonofabitch?”

It was the director’s wife who came, in her house dress. She meant
to remain respectful but not be servile, she was white, and she already

had a fighting face and quivered, but spoke up, practical and proud.

“Axe you responsible for this?” he shouted at her.

She said, “Mrs March wasn’t made to do anything she didn’t want
She was asked and she wanted to. It’s good for her to have something

to keep her occupied.”

“Asked*? I know how people are asked so they’re afraid to say no.

I’ll have you know that my mother isn’t going to do any piecework for

ten, twenty, thirty cents, or a dollar an hour. She gets all the money
she needs from me.’’

“You don’t have to yell like this. These are all very sensitive people

and easy disturbed
”

In the passage I saw many of the bhnd stop and a group gathered,

while in the kitchen the big sloven-hatred cook turned with her knife

from the meatblock.

“Simon, / wanted, I asked,” said Mama. She was unable to put

weight in her tones, she had never been able; she lacked experience.

“Calm down,” I said to him with some effect at last.

It appeared that he could no longer take out the first intention of his

heart without touching the inflamed place of seif-distmction. Wrongly

blessing and cursing like Balaam, but without any outside power to

reverse him, only his own arbitrarmess doubhng back on him. So he

could not speak for Mama without commanding how he himself was

to be looked upon.

Next he went to the closet to see whether the things were there that

Charlotte had given her, the shoes, handbag, dresses, and he missed

at once a light coat, handed down by a more robust person, that didn’t

fit her anyway.

“Where is it—^what have they done with that coat*?”

“I sent it to the cleaners. She spilled coffee on it,” the director’s wife

explained.

“I did,” said Mama in her clear, tuneless voice.

And the woman, “I’ll take it in for her when it comes back, it’s too

bigm the shoulders.”
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Simon wore a look of anger and detestation, silent, still regarding the

closet. “She can afford a good tailor if she needs alterations. I want her

to look right
’’

He left her money each time, single dollars so that she could not be

cheated m the changing. Not that he really distrusted the director and
his Wife; he wanted them, however, to realize that he did not have to

depend on their honesty.

“I want her to go for a walk every day.’’

“It’s the rule, Mr March,”

“I know rules. You keep them when you want to.” I spoke to him in

a low tone, and he said, “That’s all right. Be quiet. I want her to go

to the hairdresser at least once a week ”

“My husband takes all the ladies in the car together. He can’t be

taking one at a time
”

“Then hire a girl. Isn’t there a high-school girl you can get to go

with her once a week? I’ll pay for it. I want her to be taken care of. I’m

getting married soon.”

“We’ll try to accommodate you, sir,” she said, and he, not missing

her derision though all she looked was steadfast and unmtimidated,

stared, spoke to himself, and took up his hat.

“Good-by, Ma ”

“Good-by, good-by, boys.”

“And take away this junk,” said Simon, scattering the pins with a

tug of the bedcover.

He left, and the woman tartly said to me, “I hope at least FDR is

good enough for him personally*”



CHAPTER Xn

When the cold weather came Simon started to make money and every-

thmg went well His spirits rose. The wedding was a great affair in the

mam ballroom of a big hotel, the bridal party getting organized in the

governor’s suite where Simon and Charlotte also spent the first night.

I was an usher, Lucy Magnus the bridesmaid opposite me. Simon went

along with me to rent a tuxedo, and then liked the fit of it so well he

bought it outright. On the wedding day Mimi helped me with the studs

of the boiled shirt and the tie My neighbor Kayo Obermark sat in to

observe, on my bed, fat feet bare, and laughed over Mimi’s digs at mar-

riage.

“Now you look hke the groom himself,” said Mimi. “You probably

aim to become one soon, don’t you?”

I snatched up my coat and ran, for I had to pick up Mama. I had

the Pontiac for the purpose. She was my charge; I was supposed to see

her through. Simon ordered me to have her wear dark glasses. The day

was frosty, windy, clear, the waves piled up, from the slugging green

water, white over the rocks of the Outer Drive. And then we came to

the proud class of the hotel and its Jupiter’s heaviness and restless mar-

ble detail, seeking to be more and more, introducing another pot too

huge for flowers, another carved figure, another white work of iron;

and inside luxuriously warm—even the subterranean garage where I

parked had this silky warmth. And coming out of the white elevator,

you were in an Alhambra of roses and cellular ceilings, gilt and ivory,

Florida feathering of plants and muffling of carpets, immense distances,

and everywhere the pure purpose of supporting and encompassing the

human creature in conveniences. Of doing unto the body; holding it

precious; bathing, drying, powdering, preparing satin rest, conveying,

feedmg. I’ve been at Schonbrunn and in the Bourbon establishment in

Madrid and seen all that embellishment as the setting of power. But
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luxury as the power itself is different—^luxury without anything ulterior.

Except insofar as all yearning, for no matter what, just so its scope is

vast, IS of one cluster of mysteries and always ulterior And what will

this power do to you? I know that I m, say, an ancient place like Venice

or m Rome, passing along the side of majestic walls where great men
once sat, experienced what it was to be simply a dot, a speck that scans

across the cornea, a corpuscle, almost white, almost nothing but air.

I to these ottimati in their thought And this spectacular ancient aggran-

dizement with Its remains of art and many noble signs I could ap-

preciate even if I didn’t want to be just borne down by the grandeur of

it. But in this modern power of luxury, with its battalions of service

workers and engineers, it’s the things themselves, the products that are

distinguished, and the individual man isn’t nearly equal to their great

sum. Finally they are what becomes great—^the multitude of baths with

never-falling hot water, the enormous air-conditioning units and the

elaborate machinery No opposing greatness is allowed, and the dis-

turbing person is the one who won’t serve by using or denies by not

wishing to enjoy.

I didn’t yet know what view I had of all this It still wasn’t clear to

me whether I would be for or against it But then how does anybody

form a decision to be against and persist against*^ When does he choose

and when is he chosen instead"^ This one hears voices, that one is a

samt, a chieftam, an orator, a Horatius, a kamikazi; one says Ich kann

nicht anders—so help me Godf And why is it 1 who cannot do other-

wise? Is there a secret assignment from mankind to some unfortunate

person who can’t refuse? As if the great majority turned away from a

thing it couldn’t permanently forsake and so named some person to re-

main faithful to it? With great difi&culty somebody becomes exem-

plary, anyhow.

Conceivably Simon felt that I was this kind of influenceable person

and looked liable to become an example. For God knows there are

abandoned and hungry principles enough flowmg free and looking for

attachment. So he wanted to get to me first.

Simon’s idea was that I should marry Lucy Magnus, who had more
money even than Charlotte. This was how he outlined the future to me.

I could finish my pre-legal course and go to John Marshall law school at

night while I worked for him. He’d pay my tuition and give me eighteen

dollars a week Eventually I could become his partner. Or if his busmess

didn’t suit me, we could go into real estate with our joint capital Or per-

haps into manufacturing. Or, if I chose to be a lawyer, I wouldn’t need

to be a mere ambulance chaser, shyster, or birdseed wiseguy and con-
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niver in two-bit cases. Not with the money I’d have to play with as Lucy
Magnus’s husband She was a juicy piece besides, even if he didn’t care

for the way her collarbones stood out when she wore a formal, and she

was full of willingness. He would back me while I courted her. I didn’t

need to worry about the expenses, he’d give me the use of the Pontiac

for taking her out, build me up with the family, remove the obstacles.

All I had to do was play along, make myself desired, interpret, as I

could do, the role of the son-m-iaw her parents wanted. It was a lead-

pipe cinch.

We were alone m his room m the governor’s suite, a room of white

walls and gold paneling, heavy mirrors hung on silk hawsers, a Louis

XIV bed Having come out of the glass stall of the shower, dried in a

thick Turkish mantle, put on black socks and a stiff shirt, he was now
lying on the bed, smokmg a cigar, while he explained this to me, prac-

tical and severe. He sprawled out with his big body, the mid-part of it

nude This comfort and luxury were not what he preached at me, but

the thing to do: not to dissolve m bewilderment of choices but to make

myself hard, hke himself, and learn how to stay with the necessary, un-

distracted by the trimmings. This was what he thought, and to some ex-

tent I thought it too. Why shouldn’t I marry a rich man’s daughter? If

I didn’t want to do as Simon did in every respect, couldn’t I arrange

my life somewhat differently? Wasn’t there any other way to ride this

gorgeous tram? Provided Lucy was different from her cousin, why

shouldn’t there be? I wasn’t unwilling to look mto this and profit by

Simon’s offers. I was already takmg so many of his orders, putting in

so much time, that I might as well accept wages too, go the whole way

and make it official. And I may as well say that I had a desire to go

along with him out of the love I felt for him and enthusiasm for his out-

look, In which I didn’t fundamentally believe. However, that I

shouldn’t be too good to do as he was doing was of enormous impor-

tance to him, and the obstinacy that had always made me hold out

against him for unspoken or anyway insufficient reasons seemed at

last over. I didn’t oppose him, so he spoke to me with unusual affection.

He rolled from the bed to finish dressing, saying, “Now we begin go-

ing places, you and me. I wondered when you’d start to show some

sense, if ever, and worried you wouldn’t be anything but a punk. Here,

fix thift stud forme in back. My mother-in-law got this set for me. Christ!

how’m I going to find my dress shoes? All this tissue paper. You can’t

find anything. Get rid of it Leave it in the can for the governor,*’ he

said, spirited and nervous in his laugh. “The world hasn’t set too tight

yet There’s room, if you find the openings to it If you study it out you
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can find them Horner is a Jew too, after all, and probably didn’t have

a better start than we did, and is governor.”

‘^Are you thinking of giving politics a try*?”

“Maybe. Why not? It depends on how things shape up Uncle Artie

knows a guy who was made ambassador by contributing often enough

to campaign drives. Twenty, thirty, even forty thousand bucks, and

what’s that to a man who has it?”

This being an ambassador couldn’t be envisioned as m the old days

—

a Guicciardini arriving from Florence with his clever face, or a Russian

coming to Venice, or an Adams—such grandeurs have sunk down as

the imagination has been transferred from the bearer of his country’s

power walking on rugs to his blowing shellac through the waterpipes

of Lima to stop the rust.

Simon, when he put on his tails and walked from mirror to mirror,

doubling back his fingers to tug down the white cuffs and pulling up his

chin to make his strong neck freer in the band of the butterfly collar,

had the vigor to make the place live up to him; more—^the thought lay

in the open—^than the governors for whom it was reserved. And having

gotten in without ever having been a candidate he could perhaps get

far beyond them without running or going through the tiresome part

of politics. He had come into a view of mutability, and I too could see

that one is only ostensibly born to remain in specified limits. That’s

what you’ll be told in the ranks. I don’t say that I exactly shared his feel-

ings, or spirits of the dauphin’s horse, almost tearing down hangings and

shouldenng into mirrors with that bucking pride, but with him now I

certainly felt less boxed than I ever before had, nothing that others did

so inconceivable for me.

However, people were waiting below and Simon was holding things

up, taking his time. Charlotte came in herself, like a big bridal edifice m
her veil and other lace, carrying long-stemmed flowers. With her there

wasn’t much hiding of the behind-the-scenes of life to keep a man in

the bonds of love, as Lucretius advises when he tells you to make
allowances for mortality. You only had to see her practical mouth to

know everything about mortality was admitted in advance, though she

did for form’s sake all that other women do. Her frankness gave her a

kind of nobihty. But here when she came into the room was the visible

means to governors’ suites and ambassadorships, and the best that

Simon could do brought him back to her.

“Everybody else is ready. What are you doing?”

She spoke to me, for she wouldn’t blame him in any circumstances

where she could blame me instead, his stand-in.
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“I’ve been dressing and shmoosing,” said Simon “There’s plenty of

time—^what’s the big rush? Anyhow, you didn’t have to come, you could

have phoned. Now, honey, don’t be nervous; you look beautiful and
everything is gomg to be fine.”

“It will be if I see to it. Now will you go and talk to the guests?” she

said in her bidding tone.

She sat on the bed to call the caterer, the musicians, the florist, the

management, the photographer, for she kept all under close control

and had made every arrangement herself, relying on no one; and with

her white shoes on a chau: and a pad on her knees she made figures and
dickered with the photographer, at the last moment still trymg to beat

down his price. “Listen, Schultz, if you try to hold me up you’ll get no
business out of any of the Magnuses ever again, and there’re plenty of

us.”

“Augie,” said Simon when we went out, “you can have the car to take

Lucy out. You’ll probably need some dough, so here’s ten bucks. I’ll

send Mama home in a cab I want you at the office at eight though.

Is she wearmg those glasses I told you to get her?”

Mama had obediently put on the glasses, but it displeased him to

see that she carried her white cane. She was sitting with Anna Cobhn
in the lounge, the cane between her knees, and he tried to take it away

from her, but she wouldn’t yield it up.

“Ma, give me that stick, for Chrissake! How will it look"? They’re

going to take a picture.”

“No, Simon, people will bump into me.”

“They won’t bump into you—^you’ll be with Cousin Anna.”

“Hear, let her keep it,” said Anna.

“Ma, give that cane to Augie and he’ll check it for you.”

“I don’t want to, Simon.”

“Mama, don’t you want everything to look nice?” He tried to loosen

her fingers.

“Cut it out!” I said to him, and Cousin Anna with her burning

morose face muttered something to him.

“You shut up, you cow!” he said to her. He went, but left me instruc-

tions. “You get it away from her. What a turnout from our side!”

I let her keep the cane, and had to pacify Cousin Anna and beg her

to stay for Mama’s sake.

“Money makes you meshuggah,” she said, sitting heavy and tall in

her corset, glaring maddened into the luxurious lounge.

I approved of Mama’s exhibition of will, wondering at the surprises

the meek will pull. Anyway, Simon dropped the matter; he was too
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busy to fight every fight through, and he was somewhere off the ball-

room where the ceremony was shaping up. I went around looking

among the guests for some I knew He had invited the Emhoms, in-

cluding Arthur. Arthur, who had graduated from the University of Illi-

nois, was in Chicago, where* he was doing nothing m particular Occa-
sionally I saw him on the South Side and knew that he was friendly with

Frazer’s set and that he was supposed to be translating poems from the

French Emhom would always back him in any intellectual pursuit.

There were the Emhorns then, in the ballroom, the old man with a sort

of military cloak, gray, looking like the former possessor of a splendor

just as good as this who, without special rancor but understanding how
it all comes about, watches it change hands He said to me, “You look

very fine m your tuxedo, Augie ” Tillie kissed me, taking my face in her

dark hands, Arthur smiling He could behave with exceptional charm,

but this was absent-mindedly conferred on you.

I went on to welcome Happy Kellerman and his wife, a thin blond

rattle of a woman who bore out her belly and was wound high and low

with beads and pearls. Next I saw Five Properties and Cissy Simon had

asked them from motives not hard to understand, partly to show Cissy

what he had gone on to do and also to subject Five Properties to a cruel

comparison. Cissy defeated all, though, with that sly provoking de-

cency about her female gifts, breast touchmg breast in the low opening

of her dress She showed her tongue softly in the few words that she

spoke Five Properties had come for a reconciliation of cousins She

had taught him to comb his Scythian hair differently; it now came lower

on the rugged forehead without modifying the skeptical grinning of his

eyes; that savage green would always express everything that Five

Properties thought He too was dressed in a tuxedo, wore it on his enor-

mous trunk to be equal to the opulence Simon had invited him to see.

And so he grmned all around with his gum-buried teeth and green eyes.

It was evident that Cissy steered him, taught him civilized behavior

—

him who had loaded and driven the wagon of jolting corpses the Rus-

sians and Germans had made of one another in the Polish mud She

coached him. All the same she couldn’t prevent him by her smile and

slow murmured word from feeling her on the back and fondling her,

“So what’s wrong, babe?” he said.

Well, the wedding music began. I went to see that Mama was taken

to a plush bench, her place inside the flower cage beside the altar—^the

Coblms were with her—^and then into rehearsed position in the proces-

sion, with Lucy Magnus, along the white carpet down which the princi-

pals came: Charlotte and her father with rose-scattering children be-
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fore, Mrs Magnus and Uncle Charlie, and then Simon with Lucy’s

brother Sam, first-string guard on the Michigan team, a bulky walker.

Throughout the ceremony Lucy looked at me in her unambiguously
declarative way, and when the ring was on and Simon swung Charlotte

back before all to kiss her, and all clapped and cried out, Lucy came
and took my arm. We went m to the banquet; ten dollars a plate, it was—^for that day a staggermg price. But I couldn’t sit through the meal in

peace. An usher came to tell me I was wanted and rushed me to the

back of the hall. Five Properties, angry, was walking out because he

and Cissy had been put at a httle table apart behind a pillar. Whether it

was Charlotte who was responsible for this, or Simon himself, I never

found out. One was as capable of it as the other. Whoever had done it^

Five Properties was powerfully offended.

’S okay, Augie. Against you I got nothing. He asked me? I came
I wish him all. But what way is it to treat a cousin? Okay Eat I can

where I want I don’t, God forbid, need his meal. Babe, come on.”

I went to get her fur, knowing it was useless to argue, and I saw them

to the garage elevator with some dawning thought about rudeness as

the measure of achievement and the systems of storing up mjury. As
Cissy passed into the elevator she said, ‘Tell your brother congratula-

tions His wife is awfully pretty.”

But this was one game m wiuch I wasn’t going to play intermediary,

and when Simon asked me eagerly about their leaving I said casually,

“Oh, they just didn’t have the time to stay. They came only for the

ceremony.” I gave no satisfaction.

But as for that other more important game into which he had gotten

me, I played it to the full, going to mght clubs, sorority dances, and

shows and night-football games at which Lucy and I pitched and

necked. She was, up to the last thing of all, unrestrained and explora-

tory; and where she stopped I stopped. You never know what forms

self-respect will take, especially with people whose rules of life are few.

But I enjoyed all that was allowed and to that extent I remained my-

self. But I wasn’t much myself m other ways, and it was very disturb-

ing, and sometimes pressed on my head with very heavy weight, and

I realized I was in the end zone of my adaptability. It was my pride to

make it seem easy though. So that if you took me at Uncle Charlie’s

house on a Sunday afternoon, after dinner, by the fire, among the fam-

ily, with Mrs. Magnus knitting a shawl that rose out of a tapestry

carpetbag; with Sam, Lucy’s brother, standing by, his chin picked up

to make way for the foulard beneath it and his dressing gown swelling

over his behind while every now and then he treated his plastered hail
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with affection; with Uncle Charlie listening to Father Coughlin who
hadn’t yet begun to shag out the money-changers but had that boring

fervor of the high-powered and misleading who won’t let you be but

have to make you feel all the trembling vacancy of winter space between

Detroit and Chicago—if you took me there, by the J&rehght, facmg

Uncle Charlie who had one leg thrown forward and his fingers inside

the crevice of his shirt drawing at the mat of his chest, I wasn’t the

success envy might have believed me to be. My own envy went out

with, I don’t doubt, sick eyes through the clear gray panes where the

kids were warring and shooting snowballs that splatted on the black

trunks and soared m the elegant scheme of twigs. Not that Lucy, in

dark wool dress that just covered the tops of stockings she had helped

me loosen the night before so that I could stroke her skin, didn’t make
up for much. In some way, not the deepest nor yet trivially, I was gone

on her and as far as I was allowed gave her a real embrace that she re-

turned, licking my ear and praismg and promising me; she already

called me husband.

The deep consideration women give, as seen privately in their

thoughtful eye, to demands for the most part outlawed out of fear for

everything that has been done to make a reasonable, continuous life,

the burden that made Phedra cry she wanted to throw off her harmful

clothes, you could find that m Lucy too. It took her as far as to choose

me. It was evident I was less desirable than Simon from her family’s

standpoint. Their main investigation was conducted on my willing-

ness to be as they were in everything. They never were too sure, and

were forever asking to have another look at my credentials, and, so to

speak, would come in without knocking, as if I were at West Point, to

see whether ail was dusted and the hospital corners satisfied regulations.

Lucy stood up for me; it was her only disobedience so far as I, a way-

ward but close student of the situation, could see. When I suggested

that we run away and get married at Crown Point she refused flat, and

I could see the difference between her and Charlotte. I probably

shouldn’t forget the difference between Simon and me; he had been

able to talk Charlotte into eloping. And if Lucy already called me “hus-

band,” Mimi Villars would have said, no compliment intended, that she

was a wife, wanting the whole wifely racket. In other words, minor
sensuality and no trouble Unless she was flirting with trouble by hav-

ing detected a source of it in me.

But 1 was, as at the Renlings’, under an influence and not the carrier

of it. I had to get around; I had a figure to cut, the car to drive, the

money to spend, the clothes to wear, and served before I had it clear
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whether I wanted or hked the doing of it at all Even if her father stole

in on us at two in the morning as we were loving-up, he stole through a

mansion, and it was hard to think him wrong when the lights went on

and he prowled peevish toward us. I suppose I saw nothing very wrong

anywhere, and it took me longer than it should have taken to discover

that he didn’t like me, because everything flashed so, all was rich, was

heavy, velvet, lepidopterous

The circuit I was m, at the Glass Derby and Chez Paree and the

dances at Medmah Club, kept me very busy Here what had to be

established was whether I was qualified m pocket to mix with the sons

of established fathers. I had to mind my step, for Simon kept me on

a minimum budget; he somehow thought that I could do what he had

done on ]ust a little less. It was true that I could make money go

farther, but Lucy thought less about economics than Charlotte And I

had to notice cover charges, tips, the cost of a parking lot and slip out

to the store for Camels instead of buying them from the cigarette girl. I

got through examination by Lucy’s set, not hearing what I didn’t want

to hear, or forcing others to give ground, and even if it did strengthen

the hypocrite’s muscle in my face and harden my stomach I thought

it did me credit to bluff it through.

These weren’t our only company. We went to visit Simon and Char-

lotte in their flat—^they had, for a beginning, only three rooms—^and to

eat off the trousseau linen and the wedding china. The Magnuses went to

exceptional lengths to procure anything for one of their own, and these

plates and cups had been baked in an English kiln, as the rug was really

from Bokhara and the silver by Tiffany. If we stayed after dinner we

played bridge or rummy, and at ten o’clock Charlotte phoned the drug-

store to send peppermmt ice-cream and hot fudge. So we licked spoons

and I was in general sociable, helpful, debonair, and thought of the two

colors of my silk suspenders and the fit of my shirt, Simon’s gifts.

Obedient to him, Charlotte treated Lucy and me like an engaged pair,

but with wariness and reserve camouflaged from him. With the instinct

of her family she knew that I didn’t have Simon’s qualities, that I really

didn’t intend to follow in his steps, his dfficulties perhaps too much

for me to undertake.

This he was becoming aware of too. He was pleased at first by my

willingness and fluency and spoon-Iickery and obliging and niceness

that continued while I moved before the regard of the Magnusp and

made the most that could be made of the appeal of their seductions

—

all that opulence, the strength of cars in the great rout of cars in the

cold-lit darkness of the North Side Drive, and that mobile heraldry on
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soft tires rushmg toward the floating balls and moons of the Drake
Hotel and the towers around it, the thick meat, solid eating, excitement

of dancing Following the lake shore, you left the diy wood and grayed

brick of the thick-built, jammed, labor-and-poverty Chicago standing

apart, speedily passed to the side. Ah no! but the two halves of the

prophecy were there together, the Chaldee beauties and the wild beasts

and doleful creatures shared the same houses together.

Being m the yard daily, the beginning of this winter, I was not in a

position to forget even if my evenings and Sundays were in another

sphere. And my Sundays themselves were divided Simon had me open

the gates Sunday mornmg to catch what trade there was in the very

cold weather. He drove me hard, bound to discipline me. Some morn-

ings he checked on the time I arrived. If once in a while I overslept it

wasn’t to be wondered at, since, after taking Lucy home and leaving his

car in the garage, I had to ride home on the trolley and so rarely got into

the sack before one in the morning. He wouldn’t, however, take any

excuses from me. He said, “Well, why don’t you make your tune with

her a little faster*^ Marry her and you’ll get more rest.” This, at first, was
half a ]oke, but later, when he began more to doubt me, he was surly

and before long fierce toward me. He grudged me the extra money,

thinking it was merely thrown away. “What the hell are you waiting

for, goddam you, Augie! She ought to be a pushover. If it was me I’d

show you how, but fast.” He was more violent as the resistance of her

family began to shape up, though this I didn’t understand for a while.

But should I come in at eight-fifteen instead of eight I might find him
at the scale, glaring at me. “What’s the matter, did that Mimi keep

you?” He was convinced that I had carried on and continued still with

Mimi.

We had other difficulties too. As I was assistant bookkeeper as well

as weighmaster, he expected me to take from the pay-envelopes of the

Negro hikers installments on the cast-off clothing he had sold them, and

on a few occasions there was bad feehng between us. As in December,

once, a lushed-up dealer named Guzynski tore onto the scale out of the

slushy yard with white steam gushing from his busted radiator. He was
buying a ton of coal and was overweight by several hundred pounds;

when I told him he was heavy he cursed me, and he came down from

the truck to force his way into the office and break my arm for cheating

I met him at the door and threw him out, and when he picked himself

up from the snow, instead of pushing me again, he dumped Ins coal on

the scale. There was now a jam of trucks and wagons in the street as

well as in the yard. I told a hiker to clear the scale, but Guzvnski was
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Standing over his coal with a shovel and swung on him when he came
near. Happy Kellerman was phoning for a squad car when Simon ar-

rived Simon went for the gun at once, and as he was running from the

office with It I caught him by the arm and swung him back, and m his

rage he drove a punch at me and hit me in the chest I yelled at him as

he got away, “Don’t be an idiot! Don’t shoot^” and then saw him stagger

for his balance in the coaly slush as he turned the comer. Guzynski was
not too drunk to see the gun and he threw himself, burly in fais short

jfilthy coat and seaman’s watch cap, to the side of his truck, trying to

get to the cab. Here, in the narrow space between the truck and the

office wall, Simon caught him, had him by the throat, and hit him in

the face with the side of the gun. This happened right below Happy and
me; we were standmg at the scale wmdow, and we saw Guzynski,

trapped, square teeth and hideous eyes, foul blue, and his hands hooked,

not daring to snatch the gun with which Simon hit him again. He laid

open Guzynski’s cheek My heart went back on me when the cuts were

torn, and I thought, Does it make him think he knows what he’s domg if

the guy bleeds? Now he let him go and with the pistol signed to the

hikers to clear the scale platform, and their shovels began to scrape or

gouge the dirty silence of Guzynski lookmg with loathing at his blood.

He sprang mto his truck, and I feared he would crash it mto the

gates, but he skidded mto the snow mash of the street and the tracks

caught his wheels and straightened him out m the traffic that took him

up with it toward the sunless, famt direction.

“Any odds he’s going to the station to swear out a warrant?” said

Happy.
Simon, who had put down the gun, listened to him, and with a heavy

breath he said, “Get me Nuzzo on the phone.” He spoke to me, and it

was m a fashion I had made up my mmd to get used to and generally

obeyed. He no longer looked up a number himself or did the dialing

but took the instrument only when his party was already waiting. This

time, however, I didn’t stir. My arms were crossed and I held my place

by the scale. He marked me down for this, grimly. Happy got the

number for him.

“Nuzzo!” said Simon. “This is March. How y’doin’? What? No, it’s

cold enough, I can’t kick. Now listen, Nuzzo, we just had a little trouble

down here from a squarehead dealer who hit one of my men with a

shovel. What? No, he was drunk as a lord, dumped his load on my scale

and tied me up for an hour. Look, he’s probably on his way to make a

complaint because I roughed him up. Take care of him for me, will

you? Keep him in the clink till he cools off. Sure I will, I got witnesses.
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You tell him if he’s thinking of laying for me after, you’ll fix his clock

good. What? He does bushel business down by that church on Twenty-
eighth Do that for me, will you?”

He did, and Guzynski was in the lockup several days. Next time

I saw him he wasn’t plotting any revenge His scars were crusty yet

when he came back still a customer, quiet, and I know that Simon was
watching his eyes and would have acted on the least hint But there was
no trouble to hint. Nuzzo, or Nuzzo’s people, had put a deep fright in

him in their cellar below cellar, and gave him a Saturn’s bite m the

shoulder to show him how he could be picked up whole and eaten. He
must even come back a customer. And Simon, too, knew how to put

home the clincher, and at Christmas gave Guzynski a bottle of Gordon’s

Dry Gm and his wife a box of New Orleans pecan pralines in the form

of a cotton bale. She said to him that it had done Guzynski good.

“Of course,” said Simon. “He’s satisfied now. Because he knows
where he stands. When he swung that shovel he didn’t know and was
trying to find out. Now he knows.”

For Simon wanted to show me how justly he handled such crises, and
how badly, by contrast—^because of chicken-heartedness—I did. I

should have quelled Guzynski’s not as soon as it broke. But I wasn’t

prompt, wasn’t brave, didn’t understand that Guzynski had to be pistol-

whipped and thrown in jail if he wasn’t to become a Steelkilt mutineer

to buffalo ail captains. The inference was clear that if I didn’t make
time with Lucy Magnus it was from these same shortcomings. If I be-

came her husband m two-armed fact, the rest was merely a formality.

But I didn’t mount the step of power. I could have done so from love,

but not to get to the objective.

Thus things became more tough for me at the yard; Simon increased

my hardships both for my good and because it didn’t displease him to

do it. At this time he couldn’t say how many high things were suitable

for him and was trying on guises. His last thoughts at breakfast some-

times were the next new policy, and this might be to devote himself ab-

solutely to the bottom-most detail or fistful in a business that reckoned

by tons; or, again, to skim in the big space of principle only and leave

the details to subordinates—as he could do if they, and mainly I, were

trustworthy; or to be a Jesuit of money, or to be self-made: that was
one of his weakest ideas but it was also persistent. I said, “Oh, but

you’re not a Henry Ford. After all, you married a rich girl.” “The ques-

tion is,” he said, “what you have to suffer to get money, how much effort

there is in it. Not that you start with a nickel, like the Alger story”

—
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here remembered what a reader Simon had been

—
“and run it into a

fortune. But if you get a stake, what you do with it, whether you plunge

or not.” But this was the discussion of theory, which became rarer be-

tween us. Mostly I had to see m his disgusted eyes what his theory was
and how disadvantageously I fitted into it, where I trailed, lagged, and
missed the mark

So those were evil days for me, in that particular field of feeling that

had the shape of the yard, the forms of the fence, coal heaps, ma-
chinery, the window of the scale, and that long, brass, black-graduated

beam where I weighed. These thmgs: and also the guys that worked,

the guys that bought, the cops that came for theirs, the mechanics and
the railroad agents, the salesmen, got into me. My head was full of

things to remember; I must not quote a wrong price and stumble in

arithmetic or any dealing Mimi Villars heard me talking m my sleep

one night about prices and came in and asked me questions, as though

in a telephone conversation. She quoted the prices back to me in the

morning, all correctly. “Brother! thmgs must be bad for you,” she said,

“if that’s all you can dream.” I might have confessed even worse, if I’d

cared to, since Simon had decided on the roughest treatment for me
and sent me on errands not exactly for Hesperides apples. I had to fight

with janitors about clinkers, soothe and bribe them, sweeten dealers

with beer, wrangle with claims agents about shrinkage, make compli-

cated deposits in the pushing, barking crowd at the bank, everybody in

a hurry and temper; I had furthermore to hunt up shovelers in flop-

houses and court them in the Madison Street gutter when we were sud-

denly shorthanded. I had to go to the morgue to identify one found

shot with our pay envelope empty m his shirt pocket. They lifted the

bristling, creased wrap from him and I recognized him, his black body

rigid, as if he died in a fit of royal temper, making fists, feet out of shape,

and crying something from the roof of his mouth, which I saw.

“You know him?”

“That’s Ulace Padgett. He worked for us. What happened to him?”

“Girl friend shot him, they say.” He pointed out the wound in his

breast.

“Have they caught her?”

“Naw, they won’t even look for her. They never do.”

Simon had given me this mission because, he said, I was driving the

car anyway, to take Lucy out, and might as well attend to it on the way

home. I had to hurry and change, and I didn’t have the time to wash

off any but the exposed dirt of face, neck, and ears. Ail over the rest of
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me was grit from the yard, up my heels and legs. Even in the comers

of the eyes there were shadowed places I didn’t get into. They widened

out my look by darkness I had no time to eat, even if I had enjoyed an

appetite, for the morgue had taken long and Lucy was waiting I drove

faster than I had any business to, and had a near thing at Western

Avenue and Diversey, a long, downhill skid that turned the Pontiac

round so that I finished backwards, agamst a streetcar The motorman
had had a good forty yards to see me and was standing on a grade, un-

der the railroad bridge. So I didn’t hit hard. I smashed the rear lights

but couldn’t see much other damage, and was congratulated by that

sudden gathering that always collects on such an occasion. I was told

how lucky I was and laughed it all off, hopped back of the wheel agam
and continued I got to the Magnuses’ in marvelous spirits, m the black

night of the drive and the snow head of the portico, confident and

whistling, the keys melodious in the coat I tossed down on the bench

in the hall. However, when Lucy’s brother Sam gave me a drink I went

back, infinitely quicker than the speed at which I had come, to the

morgue—the smell of the whisky on an empty stomach did that for

me—and to the accident, which now made my work-filthy legs too weak

to hold me I sank down in a chair. Lucy said, ‘‘Why are you so white*?”

And Sam came near, like the host of a B movie, concerned after all

lest his sister, huggable, press-bosom dolly, get herself engaged to a

weakling With more of this interest than mercy he bent to me, the

stnpes of his dressing gown stretched tight over his can.

“Am I white?” I struggled to say and picked up my head. “Maybe
because I haven’t eaten.”

“Oh, how silly Since when? Why, it’s after nine.” She sent Sam to

the kitchen to get a sandwich and a glass of milk from the cook.

“I also had an accident—almost,” I said to her when he had gone,

and described what had happened.

I’m not sure which most came through, her concern, or the sudden

thought at the rear of her mind that I was a Jonah—I, the happy lover

of the present moment. Trained fiine in foresight, when, as now, she

wanted to make use of it, she must have been seeing a drift of hard luck

if not downright misery m the horizon. “Did you damage the car

badly*?” she said

“It’s banged up a little.”

She didn’t like my vagueness about it,

“The trunk?”

“I don’t know exactly I broke the tail lights, that I know. About the

rest it’s hard to tell in the dark, but it probably isn’t much.”
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‘‘Well go in my car tonight/’ she said, “and Fll drive. Yon must be

shaky from the accident/’

So we went out m her roadster, a new one her father had recently

given her, to our party on the North Shore, and afterward parked m one
of the big sectors of shadow around the Bahai temple to stroke, strug-

gle, and shiver at the base of that cold religious knoll and its broken-up
moonlight Things seemed as usual but were not, either for her or for

me. When we got back she wanted to have another look at the damage,
afraid for me I wouldn’t go bend over the back of the car with her

and put my finger m the dents I turned ofi her headlights, under which

the examination was taking place And in the front hall afterward, when
I was m coat and hat, fondling her and being assured she loved me, I

knew there was an obstruction of sympathy. She foresaw that Simon
would raise hell about the damage—as he did—and what’s more, no
point of view but his seemed possible to her, and she was somewhat
frightened at me, feeling that I had one. And I might smell her shoulder

and lift up her breast, but it wasn’t the same intimacy any more m that

riches-cluttered hall partly inventoried by the moon, the old mao
snuflhng upstairs, vigilant whether asleep or not.

I was therefore worn out in advance of the dripping yellow morning

and its sick cold and the close filthy heat of the oil-squirtmg stove in-

doors There is a way, I don’t doubt, to carry all such things like httle

sticks in the bulge of the flood water, if you determine your ener^ to

flow that way, and the weight of morgues and cars depends on the hy-

draulic lifting power you dispose of Napoleon when he escaped in the

old box of a sledge from wintry Russia, the troops of his dead lying

like so many flocks covered in snow, talked three days to Caulaincourt

who probably couldn’t hear very well because his ears were bandaged
—^his master couldn’t practice his old trick of pulling them—^but he

must have seen in his boss’s swollen face the depth that kept floating

a whole Europe of details.

Yes, these business people have great energy. There’s a question as

to what’s burned to produce it and what things we can and can’t bum.

There’s the burning of an atom Wild northern forests go like so many

punk sticks Where’s the competitor-fire kindling, and what will its

strength be?

And another thing is that while for the sake of another vigor is lack-

ing, for the sake of the taste of egg in one’s mouth there’s all-out efiort,

and that’s how love is lavished.

I couldn’t hold up all of these different elements. Simon came in and

bawled me out over the car and I was too broken-down to give any back
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talt or even feel he was doing me wrong All I did reply was, “What
are you fussing about? It wasn’t much of an accident, and you’re in-

sured.”

This was just where the error was; it was that I had to feel bad about

the back shell of the car and those crustacean eyes that were dragging

by the wires, and it wasn’t so much the accident as my failure to care

as I should that he minded. That was why he burned me with his eyes

and showed his broken-edged tooth while his head settled downward
vith menace. I was too despondent to stand up to him. Nothing visible

backed me, as it did him, to see and trust, but all was vague on my side

and yet it was also very stubborn.

I stayed in that evening to read. According to our agreement I was

to start at the university in the spnng, when business would let up a

little and Simon could spare me. I still had the craving that I had given

in to all summer long when I had hved on books, to have the reach to

grasp both ends of the frame and turn the big image-taking glass to

any scene of the world. By now Padilla had sold most of my books for

me—he himself had given up stealing lately since he had taken a part-

time job calculating the speed of nerve impulses in a biophysics lab

—

and I had only a few things left. However, there was Einhora’s fire-

damaged set of classics in a box under the bed, and 1 picked out

Schiller’s TMrty Years* War and was lying in my socks reading when
Mimi Villars came in.

Often she came and went without talking to me, only for her things

in the closet. But she had something to say tonight, and didn’t spar,

but told me, “Frazer knocked me up.”

“Gosh, are you sure?”

“Of course Fm sure. Come out with me. I want to talk to you and

I don’t want Kayo to be in on it. He listens through the wall.”

It was black weather, not too cold but very windy, and the street

light was hacked and banged like a cymbal.

“But where’s Frazer?” I said, having been out of touch with the

house lately.

“He had to leave. He has to read a damn paper at a convention in

Louisiana, Christmas, and so he went to see his folks first, because he

can’t be with them for the holiday. But what difference is it where he

is—^what’s the good of him?”

“Well, honestly now, Mimi, wouldn’t you like it if you could get

married?”

She gave me enough silence in which to take it back, looking at me.
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'*Yob must think I lose my head easily,” she said when I didn’t re-

tract. We hadn’t gone down into the wind yet; we were on the porck
She had one foot pointed to the side and her hand coming from her deep

sleeve held the back of her neck while her round face of tough happi-

ness was turned close under mk^. Tough happiness? Yes, or hard

amusement, or something spiritual and gymnastic, with pain done to

the brows to make them pomt iSnely. “If I wouldn’t marry him before,

why should I now because of an accident? I see you’ve been under

good influences. Let’s go get a cup of coffee.”

She took my arm, and we got as far as the comer, where we stopped

agam and were talking when a little dog came up, followed by his

mistress in a Persian lamb coat and astra^an hat, and an astonishing

thing happened of the sort that made me see how believable it was that

Mimi should have grabbed the gun from a stickup man and shot Mm;
for the dog, somehow misoriented, perhaps because of the strong

weather, wet on Mimi’s ankle, and she shouted at the woman, who
seemed incapable of looking to see what was happening, “Take away

your dog!” And then she tore off the woman’s high fur hat to dry herseff

with it and left her like that, her hairdress beginning to be destroyed by

the wind as she cried out, “My hat!” The hat was on the street where

Mimi had flung it.

That lack of respect in occurrences for the difficulties that there al-

ready are! But then proofs always flocked to Mimi to help her make
her case. Anyway, in the drugstore, when she had stripped off and

rolled her stocking and put it in her bag, it only made her laugh. A real

and pure chance for temper tickled her heart.

But what she wanted to discuss over coffee was a new method of

abortion she had heard about She had already tried drugs like ergo-

apiol, with walking, climbing stairs, and hot baths, and now one of the

waitresses at the co-op told her of a doctor near Logan Square who
brought on miscarriages by injection.

*T never heard of such a thing before, but it’s worth a try, and I’m

going to try.”

“What is it that he uses?”

“How should I know? I’m not a scientist”

“And if it has a bad effect you’ll have to go to the hospital, and then

what?”

“Oh, they have to take you in if you’re in danger of your life. Only

they’d never get out of me how it happened.”

“It sounds risky. Maybe you’d better not try at all.”

“And have a baby? Me? Can you see me with a kid? You don’t care
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how the world gets populated, do you! Maybe you’re thinking about

your mother”—I thus knew that either Sylvester or Clem Tambow had
talked to her about me—“and that you wouldn’t be here if your mother

had ideas like mine Nor your brothers either But even if I could be

sure I’d have a son like you,” she said, with her usual comment of

laughter, “not that I don’t think the world of you, pal, even with all your

faults—^why should I get into this routine? So the souls of these things

shouldn’t get after me when I die and accuse me of not letting them be

born? Fd tell them, ‘Listen, stop haunting me. What do you think you
ever were? Why, a kind of little scallop, that’s all You don’t know how
lucky you are. What makes you thmk you would have liked it? Take it

from me, you’re indignant because you don’t know.’
”

We were sitting near the counter, and all the help stopped and lis-

tened to this speech. Among them was a man who said, “What a crazy

broad!”

She heard him, he caught her eye, and she laughed at him and said,

"THere’s a guy who’ll live and die trying to look like Cesar Romero.”

“First thing, she comes in, she has to take off her stockings and show

her gams . .
.”

This argument had to run its course, and then we couldn’t stay; w©
inished our conversation in the street

“No,” I said, “I can’t complain about having been born.**

“Yes, sure, you’d even feel grateful if you knew to whom, and for

what was only an accident.”

“It couldn’t have been all an accident On my mother’s side at least

I can be sure there was love in it”

“Is it love that saves it from bemg an accident?”

“I mean the desire that there should be more life; from gratitude.”

“Show me where that is! Why don’t you go down to the Fulton egg

market and think it over there. Find me the gratitude
—

”

“I can’t argue with you that way. But if you ask me whether oblivi-

ousness would have been better for me, then I’d be a Uar if 1 answered

‘yes’ or even ‘maybe,’ because the facts are against it 1 couldn’t even

swear that I knew what obliviousness was, but I could tell you a lot

about how pleasant my life has been.”

“That’s hunky-dory for you; maybe you like the way you are, but

most people suffer from it They suffer from what they are, such as they

are; this woman because she’s getting wrinkled and her husband won’t

love her; and that one because she wants her sister to die and leave her

her Buick; and still another who is wUling to devote her whole life to

keep her fanny in the right shape; or getting money out of somebody;
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or thinking about getting a better man than her husband Do you want
me to give you a list on men too? I could go on as long as you like.

They’ll never change, one beautiful morning They can’t change. So
maybe you’re lucky. But others are stuck; they have what they have;

and if that’s their truth, where are we?”

Me, I couldn’t think all was so poured in concrete and that there

weren’t occasions for happiness that weren’t illusions of people still per-

mitted to be forgetful of permanent disappointment, more or less per-

manent pain, death of children, lovers, friends, ends of causes, old age,

loathsome breath, fallen faces, white hair, retreated breasts, dropped

teeth; and maybe most intolerable the hardenmg of detestable char-

acter, like bone, similar to a second skeleton and creaking loudest be-

fore the end. But she, who had to make up her mmd practically,

couldn’t be expected to make it up by my feelings. She let you know,

but quick, that you, a man, could talk, but she was the one for whom it

was the flesh and blood trouble, and she even had a pride about it that

made her cheeks shine, that in her was somethmg ultimate.

I didn’t keep up these arguments with her. And although not con-

vinced by her, I wasn’t utterly horrified for the unborn either. To be

completely consistent in that kind of economy of souls you would have

to have great uneasiness and remorse that wombs should ever be unoc-

cupied; likewise, that hospitals, prisons, and madhouses and graves

should ever be full. That wide a spread is too much. The decision was

really up to her, whether to have a child by Frazer who wasn’t free to

marry her now, even if she wanted to marry him. And, by the way, I

didn’t take at face value all that she said about him.

However, I wasn’t any too sure about the injection, I wanted to ask

Padilla about it, who was my scientific authority, and I tried to get him

at his laboratory. If he didn’t know the answer himself he could ask

one of his biological buddies m that semi-skyscraper of a buildmg where

there were alv/ays dogs barking with abnormal strain, which made me
flinch a little when I heard it. Padilla didn’t seem to mind this; he only

went there to do calculations in that shp-slop queer swift way, standing

on an eccentric point, a hand in his pocket and an untouched ciga-

rette burning with forked smoke But I couldn’t find him before Mimi’s

appointment with the doctor. To which I took her

This doctor was a man made dolorous, or anyhow heavy of mood,

by the bad times, and he looked very unprofessional. There was a care-

less office of old equipment, and he sat in rolled sleeves and smoked

cigars at a desk where my book-accustomed eyes spotted a Spinoza

and a Hegel and other things odd for a doctor, and especially one in
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his line. Under him there was a music shop My memory gives me
back the name. Stracciatella In the window there was the entire fam-

ily, playing guitars to a microphone—^the young girls and barelegged

boys whose feet didn’t yet touch the door, and the sounds covering

the street, cold that night, after a snowfall, with a noise of wires

stronger even tlian the competition of the streetcars, old on that line

and passing with arTUckus

The doctor didn’t misrepresent what he had to offer—^he was too

careless even for that. He wasn’t hardhearted maybe, but he appeared

to ask, “What could I accomplish by caring"?” Perhaps there was a

disdain about him for the double powerlessness of creatures, first to

oppose love and then to be free of the consequences. Naturally he took

me for the lover. I suppose Mimi wanted him to; as for me, that wasn’t

what I cared about. Therefore, this was how we were, in the office,

the stout doctor explaining his injection for our lay understanding, fat-

faced, dry, unarduous, heavy of breath, his arms hairy, the office stink-

ing of cigars and of his sedentary career in old black leather. He was

not actually unkind, in his goggles, and partly a man of thought—^just

as far as the difficulties that purify, and no farther. Then the guitars

breaking their step, a wiry woe and clatter. And Mimi with fair face

and hair, red cheeks, a cloth rose laying down its folds front and center

of her hat, assisted by white and less serious flowers. O that red! of

summer walls and yet of fabric and the counters of stores. Also her

demonish or ciliary eyebrows, so hard-set and yet she was also so con-

fused. But the time was one of the highest opportunity, if 1 understood

her spirit, having to do with that same powerlessness the doctor ob-

served—^the powerlessness of women waiting for what wfll be done to

them, and that way and none other to buy glory.

“This injection causes contractions,” said the doctor, “and it may
expel your trouble. Nobody can promise that it will, and sometimes

even if it works you still need a dilation and curettage. The thing ac-

tresses in Hollywood descnbe in the paper us appendicitis.”

“Fd appreciate it if you wouldn’t make any jokes. Fm only inter-

ested in your medical services,’" Mimi told him right off, and he saw
he wasn’t dealing with a timid little knocked-up factory girl who was
grateful, he’d thmk, for his wit and signal back to him dimly with a
smile over the vast separating distances of real grief and danger Some
poor body in trouble from tenderness. But Mimi—her tenderness

didn’t have an easy visibility. You wondered what it would be, and
after what terrific manifestations it would appear.

“Let’s just keep everythmg professional,” she said*
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He said, with offended dark nose holes, “Okay, do you want the

injection or not'^”

“Well, what the hell do you think I came all this way for, a cold

night!’’

He got up and put an enamel pot on the gas ring—a grizzly-claw

collar of fires giving hot scratches His handling of the pot was sug-

gestive of the laziness and sloppmess of his morning egg m the kitchen;

he dropped the hypo m, fished it up again with tongs, and was ready.

“And suppose 1 need other help, if this only works halfway, will I

get k from you?”

He shrugged.

Her voice began to ring. “Well, you’re one hell of a doctor! Don’t

discuss it before you start? Or don’t you give a damn what happens to

people after they take your injection? You think they’re so desperate

you don’t have to give a damn and they’re only fooling with their lives,

is that the way it is*^”

“If I bad to, 1 might be able to do something for you,”

I said, “You mean you do if you get paid How much do you soak

for it?”

“A hundred bucks.”

“You wouldn’t settle for fifty?” she said.

“You might find somebody who would ” He meant to show—and

I thought It was genuine—^Ihat he didn’t care. Non euro! That was what

came easiest to him He would just as soon have put away the hypo

and gene back to picking his nose and to his ideas.

I counseled her not to talk money with him I said to her, “That part

of it isn’t important.”

“You want to go ahead with it? Look, to me it’s just the same.”

“Mimi, you can still change your mind,” I said for her own ear.

“And where will I be if I change it^ On the same spot still.”

I helped her off with her fur-collared coat, and she took me by the

hand as if it were I that had to be led to the needle At the moment

of my putting ray arm around her—^feeling her need and wanting greatly

to do all 1 could to meet it—^she broke into sobs. The thing affected me
too; I caught it from her. So we held together like what we were not,

a pair of lovers.

However, the doctor would not let us forget he was waiting Sorrow-

ful or tiresome, was this for him*^ Something between the two, and he

watched how I would comfort her. Whatever there was to envy before,

taking me as her lover, this was not enviable to him now. Well, he

didn’t know.
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But Mimi had decided, and she wasn’t wavering; these tears didn’t

mean that She gave him her arm, and he sank the needle in it, the hard-

lookmg fluid went down He told her she would have pains like birth

pangs and had better go to bed The bite for this was fifteen bucks,

which she was able to pay, she didn’t want any money from me at the

moment Not that I had a lot of it Going with Lucy kept me broke.

Frazer owed me something, but if he had been able to pay he would

also have been able to send money to Muni She didn’t want him to be

bothered about it He was still raising money for his divorce Besides,

it was part of Frazer’s style not to know about such things There was

always something superior to what was happening m the immediate

view, more eminent This was a part of him that Mimi’s satire was

always aimed at, and yet she encouraged it as something precious as

well as foolish It wasn’t that he was specially ungenerous but that he

put things off to give his generosity a longer and more significant

route

Anyway, Mimi went to bed, cursing the doctor, for the action had

already set in. However, it was “dry,” she said, and the cramps weren’t

going to effect anything She shuddered and sweated, her bare shoul-

ders thin and square above the quilt, and the childish form of her fore-

head painfully determmed with lines, eyes greatly widened, strongly

lighted blue.

“Oh, that dirty, bloody gypper^”

“Mimi, but he said nothing might happen. Wait—

”

“What in the name of hell can I do now but wait when I’m shot full

of this terrible poison? I must be caught strong, for it’s squeezmg my
guts out That lousy clumsy cow doctor! Oh

Intermittently the spasms passed off and she found the spirit for a

relieving joke “It’s sitting tight, won’t budge; stubborn thing While

some women have to stay on their backs nine months to keep theirs.

Listen to the radio. But”—^increasing m seriousness
—

“I can’t let it

alone now and be born, with all the stuff I’ve taken. It might be hurt.

Groggy. If not, it might be dangerous because it’s so obstinate, and be

a criminal I think if he’d be wild enough and kick the world around I

might let him come. Why do I say "he’ though*^ It might be a girl, and
what would I do to a daughter, poor child*? Still women—^women. They
do themselves more credit, there’s more reality m women. They live

closer to their nature. They have to It’s more with them. They have
the breasts. They see their blood, and it does them good, while men
are let to be vamer, Oh? give me your hand, will you, Augie, for Chris-

sake?” It was the return of the gripes, making her sit stiffly and squeeze
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and bear down on my hand With shut eyes she let the spasm pass

through and then iay back, and I helped her cover up
Little by little the effect of the drug ended and left her tired in the

muscles and belly, furious with the doctor and angry also with me.
“But you know he didn’t make any promises

”

“Don’t be stupid,” she said, ugly. “How do you know he gave me a

big enough dose? Or if he didn't want me to come back and have it

done the other way, so he’d get more? And that’s what it will have to

be. Only I’m not going to him ”

Seeing how she was, fiery and sullen, though weakened, and want-

ing nobody near, I let her be and went to my room
Kayo Obermark had the room between us, and of course he was on

to what was happening; in spite of Mimi’s efforts to keep him out, how
could he miss? He was young, about my own age of twenty-two, but

ponderous already, a big, important, impatient face, irritable, smoky
with thought that went out far He was gloomy and rough His life was

rugged m there, that room; he didn’t like classes, his notion being that

he could do all his own learnmg; the room was foul from the moldermg

of old things and smelled of bottles he used for urme, because he didn’t

like to make trips to the toilet when he was workmg He lived half-

naked in his bed, which all the rest of the room approached, heaped up

with commodities and dirt. He was melancholy and brilliant He thought

the greatest punty was outside human relations, that those only begot

lies and cabbage-familiarity, and he told me, “I prefer stones any time.

I could be a geologist. I’m not even disappointed m humankind, I just

don’t care about it, and if there’s one thing that’s sure, it’s that this

world IS certainly not enough, and if there isn’t any more they can have

it ail back.”

Kayo wanted to know about Mimi although she always baited him.

“What’s the matter, she having it rough? She has hard luck.”

“Yes, it’s bad ”

“But nah! it’s not all luck,” he said—one of the things he couldn’t

stand was that you should agree with him. “You notice people have

the same kind of thing happen to them, over and over and over.”

His attitude to her had something in common with the doctor’s; it

was woman’s trouble she had, and neither of them could place it very

high. Kayo, however, was a much more mtelligent man than the doc-

tor, and though as he stood in my room on bare weight-flattened feet

in undershirt, the hair in tufts on his shoulders, and that large face from

which everyone was reproached for letting him down and coming short

of the mark—^though, in other words, he was the hard figure of prej-
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udice, there was still in him an extra effort of justice, a channel kept

open

“Well—^you understand. Everyone has bitterness in his chosen thmg.

Bitterness m his chosen thing. That’s what Christ was for, that even

God had to have bitterness in his chosen thing if he was really gomg

to be man’s God, a god who was human. She also goes in for it ” He
gave a heave of terrible impatience. “That was Chnst. Other gods

poured on the success, knocked you down with their splendor. Those

that didn’t give a damn Real success, you see, is terrifying. Can’t face

that. Rather ruin everything first. Everything would have to be

changed. You can’t find a pure desire except the one that everything

should be mixed. We run away from what can be conceived pure, and

everyone acts out this disappointment m his own way as if to prove

that the mixed and impure will and must win.”

I was always impressed by him and his big horse’s eyes startled by

wisdom or the shadow of it, as a horse may shy at a ridiculous thing

the same as at an important one. I felt what he was saying I knew

there was truth in it, and had respect for him as the source of illumina-

tion; even while himself he was in dark colors, some of smudge, and

green and blue by the eyes, but some of radiance; and, hands on his fat

hips, he looked at me with a face in which some original beauty was

turned down as a false lead. That this fact that all had to give in was

acted out I could see, and the accompanying warning that to hope too

much was a kilhng disease Yes, pestilential hope that passes under the

evUs and leaves them standing. I had enough of a dose of it to recog-

nize it. So I was both drawn to Kayo’s view and resistant to it. No
painted sky of the human theater for him, but always on the outside

toward the diamond-drop true sky by means of the long, star-crawling

clear fog of the medulla and brain, a copy of the Milky Way.
But I had the idea also that you don’t take so wide a stand that it

makes a human life impossible, nor try to bring together irreconcila-

bles that destroy you, but try out what of human you can live with

first. And if the highest should come in that empty overheated tavern

with its flies and the hot radio buzzing between the plays and plugged

beer from Sox Park, what are you supposed to do but take the mixture

and say imperfection is always the condition as found; all great beauty

too, my scratched eyeballs will always see scratched. And there may
gods turn up anywhere.

“K you go into reasons,” I said to Kayo, “there may be reasons for

these mixed things too.”

“Not real,” he answered. “You wouldn’t try to live on a movie
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screen. When you understand that, you’ll be on your way to something.

You can be too, if I’m not wrong about your character. You wouldn't

be afraid to believe m something What I don’t get is w^hy you v^ant to

make a dude of yourself. It won’t keep up though
”

Mimi heard that we were talbng and she called me I went back to

her.

‘'What does he want?” she said.

“Kayo?”

“Yes, Kayo.”

“We were just talking
”

“You were talking about me If you tell him an} thing I’ll murder
you. All he ever looks for is proof he’s right, and he’d walk on my chest

with his big feet if he could
”

“It’s you yourself ..hat don’t keep your own secrets,” I said, trying

to be easy about it, however. It wasn’t the time to talk back m any

fashion, and she stared at me, harsh, from the bent-metal bed with its

so many cast-iron nuclei and iron ribbon bows.

“What I say, I say, but I can tell you not to
”

“Just take it easy, Mimi, I won’t,”

Nevertheless I had to ask Kayo to keep an eye on her next day, not

knowing what might come up and worrying through it at the office and

at the supper meeting of the Magnus Cousins Club that took place once

a month m an oak room downtown. I tried phonmg the house and

couldn’t get anyone but Owens himself, who when peeved, and he was

With Mmii, put on a Welsh accent I couldn’t penetrate, so that it was

just wasting nickels to continue phoning Lucy wanted to go dancing

after the meeting, I got out of that by alleging tiredness, which I didn’t

have to counterfeit, and cut out for home
Mmii was there, and she had happy news. Dressed in a black and

white suit, a black ribbon m her hair, she was sitting m my room

“I used my head today,” she said “I started by saying to myself, 'Are

there any ways to get this done legally'?’ Well, there are a few. One is

if you go to an alienist and get him to say you’re nuts They don’t want

madwomen to be having kids I once got off a rap that way so it’s on

a court record. But I don’t feel like douig it now. You can go too far.

So I decided, to hell with that stuff of putting on a wacky act. The other

thing IS that if your heart is weak or your life in danger they’ll do it for

you So I went to the clinic today and said I thought I was pregnant but

not normally, and kept having trouble. There was a guy who examined

me and thought he was pretty sure I had a tube pregnancy. So I have to

be exammed again, and if they still think so they might have to operate.”
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This was what overjoyed her She already was banking on it.

I said to her, “What did you do, bone up m a book on what a tube

pregnancy was like and then go down and describe the symptoms to

them?”

“Baby, what an idea^ Do you think I’m such a daredevil? And do

you think you can walk m there, tell them any old thing, and take them

in?”

“They can be fooled about some things at a clinic. That I can tell

you But watch what you’re gettmg mto, Mimi Don’t try to put it over

on them
”

“It isn’t all my idea; they think so too, and I have some of the symp-

toms But I won’t go back. I’ll go to that vetermarian.”

I couldn’t keep watch over her the next few days, havmg a full calen-

dar of suppers and gatherings, and the times I looked m on her, late

at night or at half-past six in the mornmg when I had to turn out, she

was too sleepy to talk to me. When I went to wake her she seemed to

know at once whose hand was on her shoulder and what the question

was, and answered as though out of sleep, “No, nothing, no soap.”

Wmter was pouring on, late December, smoky and dark. Clobber

ing down the steps m my galoshes these mornings of mist and smoke,

usually running late, I made for the car line m the seeping-back of

night from the bad filters of low sky Nine o’clock, after the first rush

of busmess, I could catch up with breakfast at Marie’s greasy-spoon,

walled with decorative tin panels, one-arm chairs by the walls, no great

amount of hght because of the height of the fixtures

On a Saturday afternoon I was taking a break at Marie’s. She had

the opera on the radio, tuned in from New York, and that eloquence

turned loose didn’t reach me but went on in my ears. There you have

a service formerly paid for, as when a Burgundian duke m prison in

Bruges sent for a pamter to alleviate the dark shutters with gold faces

and devotional decoration. This kind of aid to people in trouble now
diffused practically free, as m magazines or on the air. However, I

didn’t hear it well, except as powerful and formal voices.

Sent by Happy Kellerman, a shoveler came to say that I was wanted

on the phone by a lady

It was a nurse from a South Side hospital, calling with a message

from Mimi.

“Hospital? What’s the matter? Since when has she been there?”

“Since yesterday,” the woman said, “and perfectly all right, but says

she wants to see you.”

I told Simon, who listened to me with suspicion, irony, reprimand,
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already hard and waiting to spurn my explanation that I had to get off

early to see a friend m the hospital

“Which fnend*^ You mean that broad of yours, the roughnecJc

blonde*? Pal, you have too many irons m the fire. How are you mixed
up with her? I think you’re going a little too fast, aren’t you, trying to

keep up with two dames'? That’s why you look so dug-up lately If one
of them didn’t haul your ashes you might make faster time with the

other Or is it more than an ash-haul job*? Ah, that would be just like

you, to fall m love too^ You can’t hold your load of love, can you!

What do you have to give for a piece of tali'? You can’t climb in bed with

a girl without feeling that you have to take care of her for life*?”

“You don’t have to say all this, Simon, it doesn’t have any bearing,

Mimi’s sick and wants me to come see her
”

“As long as the boy is getting laid, I don’t see what’s such a rush to

marry,” said Happy.

“If this gets around to them'' said Simon, out of Happy’s hearing;

and, strangely, his look got hung up on something that resembled satis-

faction and pleasure more than anything else, and I saw that he had al-

ready handled the consequences of this to himself, he’d repudiate me,

and It would do him no harm As for his notions, the wedding night,

of what we two would be able to combme and achieve, he had no doubt

changed them, deciding that all should be the work of a single mind
and authority.

But I was not thinking of this much, but rather of Mimi in the hos-

pital. I was sure she had gone through with her plan to trick the doc-

tors.

Late afternoon I saw her, m a ward, I was in the door, and she was

snapping her fingers trom the distance and trying to sit up in bed,

“You went through with it*?”

“Oh, sure’ Didn’t you know I would*?”

“Well? At least, is it over*?”

“Augie, I've had an operation for nothing Ifs all normal. I still have

the thing to go through with
”

I didn’t get it at first; I felt block-headed and stupid

She said with devilish towering humor and plunging bitterness,

“Augie, they all come in to congratulate me that I’m going to have a

normal baby Ifs not a fallopian pregnancy The doctor, the mtemes,

the nurses, they think I should be wild with happiness, and I can’t even

yell at them. I’ve been crying. Tm so crossed up.”

“But why did you go through with it? Didn’t you know*? You in-

vented the symptoms.”
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“No, I wasn’t sure I didn’t invent everything, I had some. Maybe

it was that injection And when they thought it might be in the tube I

was afraid not to have the operation Then I thought when they had

me on the operating table they’d do it for me. But they didn’t
”

“Of course they didn’t, they’re not allowed to That’s what it was

all about m the first place.”

“I realize I realize I thought I could crash the gate, I suppose. One

of my bright schemes ” She wasn’t crying now, though m her eyes there

were the crimson threads that tear salts bring out, and her nose was

stung with them too, but she was not less but more, as was clear on her

push-faced beauty, an aristocrat m her idea of the energy you should

devote to love

“How long are you supposed to stay in bed, Mimi?”

“Fm not going to stay as long as they think I can’t
”

“But you have to.”

“Oh no It’s getting late A little more and I won’t be able to You
call that man and get an appointment for me for late next week. By
that time I’ll be able to take it.”

This touched me very wrong, and I couldn’t help it, I showed my
horror at such nerve to practice on one’s own body “Oh, you think

a woman should be more fragile than that,” she said “I keep forget-

ting you’re just about engaged to be married.”

“But shouldn’t you wait at least until they let you out?”

“They say ten days, and it’ll only weaken me to stay in bed that long.

Anyhow, I can’t stand the ward And the nurses’ being so pleased about

the blessed event. I can’t put up with it. And I’m beginnmg to be nerv-

ous. Do you have any dough?”

“Not much Do you*^”

“Not even half of what I need, and can’t raise much. He won’t touch

me for a buck under the price, I know. Frazer hasn’t got anythmg
either.”

“If I could get into his room I could take some of his books and sell

them. There are things there worth good money.”
“He wouldn’t like that Anyhow, you can’t get in.” She broke her

preoccupation to give me a look for my own sake, straight, and said

with a laugh that didn’t last, “You take my side, don’t you?” I saw no
necessity to answer. “You can see the point of love, I mean,” She kissed

me feelingly, and with some pride in me All the rest, the women, wan,
visiting or gazing around

“WeU,” I said, “we can raise this money. How much short of the

hundred are you?”
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‘I’ll need at least fifty more.”

“We’ll get It.”

The easiest way I knew to raise extra dough—so easy I was rather

proud of it—^was to steal books. I needed to ask no one, and Simon
least of all

I headed downtown right away. It was still early in the evening, glit-

tering with electric, with ice; and trembling m the factories, those nearly

all windows, over the prairies that had returned over demolitions with

winter grass pricking the snow and thrashed and frozen together into

beards by the wind The cold simmer of the lake also, blue; the steady

skating of rails too, down to the dark

I went to Carson’s on Wabash Avenue, the book section on the

ground floor, warm and busy with a late crowd of shoppers under the

Christmas bells and silvery ivies I didn’t as a rule loiter long, thus

drawing attention I knew what books I was after, a rare Plotinus, an

English edition of The Enneads worth a whole lot of money, more than

it was priced I took the volumes down, leafed them, looked over the

bindings, put them under my arm, and with fair ease made my way to

the Wabash Avenue door It was spinning slowly I got into the quad-

rant that opened up for me and was half through when the door stuck

and caught me, inches from the street. I turned to see whether the cause

of the jamming was the worst that could be, having in my mmd already

police, court, and prison, up to a terrible year in Bridewell But behind

me was Jimmy Klein, practically a stranger to me since the old days,

but not a stranger nevertheless It was he who had me caught in the

brass barrel that the doors turned within, and he signaled me that he

would release me, that I was to wait in the street There was a good

deal of practice in his regard, under the felt brim, and the hook of the

forefinger downward, meaning precisely, “Stop outside.”

By these signs I knew him to have become a store dick Hadn’t Clem

Tambow told me that he was working at Carson’s? I wasn’t going to

make a break The first thing was to get free of the trap, and I surren-

dered the books to him in the street He said quickly, “By the stop-

light on the corner. I’ll be there right away
”

I saw his hasty back and hat as he ran m the circle of the door His

behavior was not angry, but he appeared to deal with what he had fore-

seen and been ready for By the stoplight, in the crowd, I sweated

in the cold air, weak and grateful after the passed danger. Grandma’s

warning against Jimmy, that he was a crook, came back to me . He
dealt, anyway, with lawbreaking.

“Okay,” he said, returning. “You dropped the books and beat it
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when I hollered I didn’t see your face, but I’m out looking if I can spot

you, you understand'? Now you just go to Thompson’s on Monroe I’ll

be right behind
”

I set off, drying my face with my silk muffler. In the cafeteria I car-

ried my cup from the counter to a table Presently he came too, and

sat down.

He considered me for a while, he had gotten to be wrinkled at the

eyes, sallow, shrewd, stillish, a commentator Yet on both sides, as

much as the circumstances let it be, there was happiness at meeting

agam.

“Was you scared in the door?” he finally said

“Jesus, yes—^what do you think?” I said, smiling.

“Same jerk as you always were A tram could hit you and you’d

think it was just swell and get up with smiles, hke knee-deep m June.

What’s ail the happy joy this tune?”

“Weil, I’m glad it was you, not a real dick
”

“I am a real dick, only not for you, you fool. I had to chase you, I

was standing with the buyer and you came right smack in our sights,

two yards’ range. So what could I do but go for you*? But what are you

swiping books for? I thought they beat it out of us both at the same

time when we worked that Santa Claus deal. My old man almost killed

me. He almost killed me.”

“And he made a detective of you?”

“He? Shit! I go where they put me and do what they tell me.”

I knew his mother was dead; that, limping and corpulent, she had
sunk mto coffln and gone down to grave. But what had happened to

the others?

“What about your dad now?”
“Putzin’ on He got married again after Ma died It turned out he had

a romance from the old country lasting about forty years. Isn’t that

something? While he had eight kids by Ma and the woman had four

by her husband, both eating their hearts out with love She became a
widow, so they went and got married. What’s the matter, you sur-

prised?”

“Why, yes I remember your father always being at home.”
“Well, he had to go to the West Side sometimes, and when he did

he had a transfer good for the Sixteenth-Street Kenton streetcar, so he
used it.”

“Don’t be so rough on him, Jimmy ”

“I’m not against him. I’d be happy if it did him good, but he stayed
the same. He’s the same now.”
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*‘And how’s Eleanor? She went to Mexico, I heard.”

“Oh, you’re out of date. That was a long time ago She’s been
back a good while You should visit her. You was her favonte m the

old days, and she still talks about you. Eleanor has a big heart. I wish
she was better.”

“She sick?”

“She was She’s working again, at Zarropick’s on Chicago Avenue
where they make the suckers they sell in the stores next-door to schools.

She shouldn’t be working though. She got sick in Mexico.”

“I thought she was going there to marry.”

“Oh, you remember?”

“Your Spanish relative.”

He smiled downward. “Yeah Well, he runs a sweatshop of leather

goods, and he had Eleanor working in it for about a year while they

were supposed to be engaged. But he was laying the other broads work-

ing there too, and he wasn’t really thinking of gettmg mamed Finally

she got sick and came home. She’s not heartbroken, it was great to see

another country.”

“Fm sorry for Eleanor ”

“Yeah, she hoped to be in love She banked a lot on it
”

He was contemptuous beyond measure, not toward Eleanor for

whom he happened to care a lot No, perhaps for her sake, toward love,

as to something that had undermined and debilitated her.

“You’re kind of hard on it
”

“I don’t think anything of it.”

“But you’re married, Clem told me.’^

This innocence of mine pleased him. “That’s right, and have a son.

He’s a winner.”

“And your wife‘s”

“Oh, she’s a good kid She has sort of a hard life. We live with her

folks, we have to. And there’s another married sister and brother-in-

law. Well, what do you think it’s like, with fights about who’s going

to use the toilet or take down the wash, or cook, or yell at the kid?

There’s still another sister who’s a tramp and spreads on the stairs, so

you can step on her m the dark coming home from the show, so there^

brawls all the time. What I get out of it is space in a double bed Don’t

you know how it is by now? It’s all that you want from Me comes to

you as one single thing—^fucking; so you and some mce kid get to-

gether, and after a while you have more misery than before, only now

it’s more permanent You’re married and have a kid.”

“Is that how It happened to you?”
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“I fooled around with her, I got her in the family way, and I mar-

ried her
”

The path of wretchedness as Mrs. Renlmg had drawn it for me when

she predicted what would happen if Simon married Cissy.

“You’re set up like the July fourth rocket,” said Jimmy. “Just charge

enough to explode you. Up. Then the stick falls down after the flash.

You live to bring up the kid and oblige your wife.”

“Is that what you do?”

“Weil, It’s not much to me; I give up on that. I don’t think I give her

much of a bang But what are we talking about me for*^ YouTe the

wonder boy. And what the hell are you doing, or think you’re doing?

I died when I saw you glom onto those books. That’s a fine way to meet

again. Augie, a crook!”

It was not all dismay; in part he seemed glad of it.

“Not a full-time crook, Jim ”

“But even part-time it doesn’t go with what I’ve heard about you and
Simon, that you’re so successful.”

“He’s doing fine—^married and in business.”

‘That’s what I heard from Kreindl. And you was going to the univer-

sity. Is that why you were copping books? We catch a lot of students.

Most of them don’t make a good impression
”

I explained to him my need for money, letting him assume that I was
Mimi’s lover, for otherwise it would have been difficult to make him
understand; and though it was curious to meet Jimmy as the cop that

caught me, and I felt light with relief and one foot on paradox and all

the spirited melancholy that came of that, I had to get on with my
money-raising and the other things there were to attend to. However,
Jimmy was aroused by what I told him, and his eyes and all the skm of

his face expanded with concern and with the immediate determination

he took.

“How far gone is she?”

“Over two months.”

“Listen, Augie, I’ll help you as much as I can.”

“No, Jimmy,” said I, surprised, “I couldn’t tap you. I know you have
it hard.”

“Don’t be a dummy. Compare a few bucks to a life of grief. Say it’s

for my own sake—^me not wanting to see it happen to anybody I used
to be buddies with How much do you need?”

“About fifty bucks ”

“Easy. Between me and Eleanor it won’t be anything. She has some
dough put aside. I won’t tell her what it’s for. She wouldn’t ask, but
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anyway why should she know? You don’t have to tel! me why you
put the bee on your brother. You wouldn’t be stealing it if he'd be wHl-

ing to give it to you.”

“If push came to shove I might ask him, but there’re special reasons

why I can’t Well, Jim—-thanks It’s great of you Thanks, Jimmy!”
The extent of my gratitude made him laugh at me “Don't exagger-

ate. rii see you here Monday, this same time, and give you the fifty

bucks
”

Jimmy had no confidence that he could keep company with kind

motives, he was abashed by them. And i understood well that he

wanted to defeat a mechanism as much as he wanted to help a one-

time friend

However that was, he gave me the money, and I made the appoint-

ment with the doctor for the end of Christmas week Things were dif-

ficult to arrange I had a date with Lucy that same night and couldn’t

break it with Simon’s knowledge because I needed the car Therefore,

when I had left Mimi with the doctor I went down in great nervousness

and phoned Lucy from a drugstore.

“Honey, I’ll have to be very late tonight,” 1 told her. “Something’s

come up It’ll be ten o’clock before I can get to your place
”

She, however, had not much thought of me tonight She whispered

on the phone, “Darling, I ran into a fence and bent my fender. I haven’t

told Daddy He’s downstairs, so I’m stymied.”

“Oh, he won’t be so angry.”

“But, Augie, I’ve had the car less than a month. He said he’d sell it

if I didn’t take good care of it I had to promise there wouldn’t be any

trouble for six months.”

“Maybe we can have it fixed without his knowing.”

“Do you think I could?”

“Oh, probably. I’ll dope out something I’ll be around late.”

“Not too late.”

“Well, then, if I’m not there by ten, don’t expect me.”

“In that case maybe I ought to get some sleep before New Year’s

Eve. You’ll be on time tomorrow, won’t you? And don’t forget it’s for-

mal
”

“Tomorrow at nine, in my tuxedo, and maybe even this evening.

But I promised to help out a friend who’s having a little trouble. Don’t

worry about the car.”

“I do though You don’t know Daddy.”

Empty, I left the booth, feeling stiff, and the soldier of my fears, and

ail that I didn’t know had power over me.
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Stracciatelia was closed, and in the gaunt glass curled saxophones

and guitars shrunk in their sides Deeper, cracks of goblin light out of

the spaghetti-feasting kitchen where the family sat

I waited upstairs in the corridor by the door, which, in time, I heard

unlocked Mimi passed through it alone, handed out, and it shut be-

fore I could see the doctor to question him I couldn’t now, having to

support Mimi, who tottered She was only two days out of the hospital,

and the variety of decisions she had made alone, not counting pam and

blood loss, was enough to have taken away her strength. She was faint

to such a degree that for the first time I saw her without expression,

like a kid asleep on the excursion tram, fatigued at night from picnick-

ing Except that when her head rolled on my shoulder and approached

my neck, she drew on the skm of it with her hps, weakly, a reflex of

sensuality. For the moment perhaps I was Frazer and she was confirm-

ing that no matter what complication, injury, foulness, she didn’t back

down from her behef that all rested on the gentleness m privacy of man
and woman—they did in willmg desire what in the rock and water uni-

verse, the green universe, the bestial universe, was done from ignorant

necessity.

As we stood at the head of the stairs, her lips at my neck while I

dasped her and whispered, “Easy now, let’s start down easy,” a man
came up from the street and I nervously thought I saw something famil-

iar about him Mimi too was aware that someone was approaching and

took several steps. So it happened that we wer© m the shadow, not in

the main light of the corridor, when he came Nevertheless we rec-

ognized each other. It was Kelly Weintraub. the Magnuses’ cousm by
marriage who came from my neighborhood, the one who had threat-

ened me about Georgie. By the slow mcrease of his smile when he saw
me, and what there was in the flesh of his mouth more jubilant than

mere smiling, also by the setting of hia eyes, more clear to me than

the eyes themselves in this obscurity, I realized that he had me. He
knew

“Why, Mr. March, what a hell of a surprise this is! You been to see

my cousm?”

“Who’s your cousin?”

“The doctor is.”

“That makes sense.**

‘What does?”

“That you’re his cousin.”

I could never run so far or plunge so deep that this man, this Wein-
traub, wouldn’t have enough erotic line to pay out after me, so he was
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telling me with his Ml, handsome teameo’s look, fleshy and brow-bent,
while he swaggered a little at the knees.

“I have other cousins also,” he said

I felt like hitting him, since I probably would never be seeing him
after he had blabbed, but I couldn’t do it because I was supporting

Mimi It may have been the dilation of the senses by rage that made me
think I smelled blood, raw, but the result in horror is what counted. I

said to him, “Get oui of the way!”

To take Mimi home and get her into bed was all I cared about now.
“He’s not my boy friend,” said Mimi to Kelly “He’s only going out

of his way to help me out of trouble.”

“That makes sense too,” he answered

“Oh, you dirty bastard’” she said She was too weakened to put

in ail the power of savagery she felt

Shaking, I earned her to the car and drove ofl fast.

“Kid, I’m sorry. I loused things up for you. Who is he?”

“Just a guy—^he doesn’t amount to anything. Nobody ever listens

to him. Never mmd about that, Mimi Was it ail right'?”

“He was rough,” she said. “First he took the money.”

“But ifs over?”

“Ifs ail gone now, if thafs what you mean ”

The drive was clear of snow, and I went fast over the endless varie-

ties of black and smooth, along the tracks, through tunnels, lights

streaming as if wind had gotten into a church and flown over the

candies, sucking out breath, so much the speed fused things down.

We arrived. I lifted her up thQ four flights, and while she was get-

ting under the covers ran down to get an icebag from Miss Owens,

who fussed with me about the ice.

“What!” I yelled. “Ifs the middle of winter.”

“Go out and chop some then. Ours is made in the refrigerator and

takes electricity.”

I stopped yelling, seeing that I had snagged a spinsterish trouble up-

setting her by rushing in wUdly, not thmkmg how I showed anguish.

Calming down, I reasoned with her, turning on what charm I had on

reserve There can’t have been much, the low charge in my trembling

wires there was at this moment.

I said, “Miss Villars has had a tooth pulled and ifs very bad.”

“A tooth! You young people get so excited.” She gave me the ice

tray and I scooted back with it.

Ice, however, didn’t help much. She bled very swift, and she tried

to keep it secret, but presently she had to tell me, as she herself, aston-
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Jshed, with open eyes, tried to keep track of it She began to soak the

bed. I was for taking her to the hospital at once, but she said, “It’ll get

better soon I think it has to be like this at first
”

Going below, I phoned the doctor, who told me to watch and he’d

tell me what to do if it didn’t slacken He’d stand by There was fright

in his tone

When I pulled off her sheets and made up her bed with my sheets

her hands came up to oppose me, but I said, “Look, Mimi, this has to

be done”, she shut her eyes and let me make the change, laying her

cheek down to the hollow of her shoulder.

There have great things been done to mitigate the worst human sights

and teach you something different from revulsion at them All the

Golgothas have been painted with this aim But since probably very

few people are now helped by these things and lessons, each falls back

on whatever he has.

I flung the bloody bedclothes into the closet, and she noticed the

energy of the swing and said, “Don’t be panicky, Augie.”

I sat down by her, trying to be calmer “Did you realize it might be

like this?”

“Or even tougher,” she said; and as her eyes were yellowish and

lacking in moisture and her mouth was pale, it occurred to me that pos-

sibly she couldn’t grasp just how tough it already was. “But . .

“But what'?” I said

“You can’t let your life be decided for you by any old thing that

comes up
”

“A champion way to be independent,” I said, mtending the words
for myself, but she heard me.

“It makes a difference what you go down from, don’t fool yourself.

It does to me, now. Though,” she said, face frowning and then grow-

ing smooth while she made the concession, “probably that is only if I

come up agam. If you’re dead, does it make a difference for what*?”

I couldn’t bear to talk now, and sat quiet, watching. And as she had
thought It would, the hemorrhaging gradually let up; she was less

braced and stiff-spread on the bed, and I was less benumbed m the

muscles. My thoughts were crumbled, for I had been having fancies

about how I was going to get her into a hospital, knowing how tough
it was in such cases, and I imagined pleading and being refused, and
official highhandedness and being driven mad.

“Well,” she said, “it looks as if even he couldn’t croak me.”
“You beginning to feel better?”

^’d like a drink”
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‘‘Shall I bring you something soft? I don’t think you ought to drink

whisky tonight
”

“I mean whisky I think you could use some yourself
”

I took Simon’s car to the garage and came back in a cab with a bottle.

She took a good-sized slug, and I drank the rest, for now that J felt re-

assured about Mimi my own trouble came forward; as I was crawling

naked into my sheetless bed in the dark it gave me an enormous

squeeze, and I took a last swig at the bottle for the sake of stupefaction

and sleep But I woke m the small hours, earlier than my usual nsing

time Kelly Wemtraub would never let me get by but would nail me.

And what I felt about this more definite than general darkness and fear,

like the unlighted gathered cloud that hung outside, I didn’t know.

I dressed m my yard clothes. The whisky was still working m me; I

was not used to dnnk In the grimness and mess of her room Mimi

seemed to be very hot but normally asleep When I went to have coffee

1 arranged at the drugstore to have breakfast sent up to her

Watchfulness and care made me rocky that morning. The weather

stayed black, undispersed soot sitting on the snow. Like the interior of

something that should be closed It was much more awful than sad,

even to me, a native who didn’t have much else to know. Out of this

middle-of-Asia darkness, as flat in humanity as the original is m space,

to the yard, on business, came trucks and wagons, dying nags inquinng

through the window with their grenadiers’ decorations of velvet green

or red, looking at us under the brilliant bulbs making out receipts and

laying the dollars in the cash drawer. The dollar bills felt snotty and

smelled perfumed,

Simon kept examining me, so that I wondered whether Kelly had

already reached him But no, he was only keeping me under his sever-

ity, stout and red in the eye. And I wasn’t doing too well

It was, however, a short day, the last of the year. We were passmg

out little single-snort bottles of bourbon and gin and the joint got

merry and jumping, peppered with these empties on the floor Even

Simon loosened up by and by With the scrapping of the calendar and

the old twelvemonth sagging off with his scythe and Diogenes lantern,

Simon was after all on a new beginning His summer troubles were

well behind him.

He said to me, ‘T understand you and Lucy are going formal to-

night Well, how can you put on a tux with a head of hair as wild as

that? Go and see a barber. In fact, get some rest You been bailing it

somewhere? Take the car and go on. Uncle Artie is coming for me.

Who tired you out like that? It probably wasn’t Lucy. It must be that
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Other snatch. Well, go—Christ, I can’t tell if you look more tired or

more dumb.” Simon could only vouch for himself alone as bemg safe

from the touched mentahty of our family; when he was irritated his

suspicion fell on me.

I lit out for home, wasting no time, and upstairs ran into Kayo Ober-

mark coming out of the toilet with a wet towel for Mimi’s head. He
looked badly worried; his eyes, a big enough size in themselves, a few

times enlarged by his specs, and his lip stuck out anxiously. His face

was dark with bristle or dirt.

“I think she’s bad,” he said.

‘‘Bleeding?”

“I don’t know—^but she’s burning up.”

To accept any help from Kayo she must, I thought, be in bad condi-

tion; and so she was, though talkative and of false alertness and sharp-

ness—^false because it didn’t correspond to the expression of her eyes.

The little room was overhot and gamy, everything about it felt stale and
sickly, of swampy rottenness commencing to be dangerous.

I got hold of Padilla, and he came over from his laboratory with pills

for her fever, having consulted with some Physiology grad students. We
waited for results, which were slow to come, and wanting not to lose

my head I agreed to play rummy He, always alert in numbers, took

every game Until I couldn’t any longer hold the cards Toward night

—

I go by the hour and not by darkness, which was the same that day at

six as it had been at three, fuming and slow—her fever went down
somewhat. Then Lucy phoned to ask me to come an hour earlier than

arranged I felt that there was trouble at that end too and said, “What’s

up?”

“Nothing; only please try to be here at eight,” she said, sounding a
little stifled

It was already well past six and I was unshaved. I did the job quickly

and started getting into my tuxedo, meanwhile consulting with Padilla

and Kayo
“The big risk,” said Padilla, “is if he gave her a septicemia. Suppose

she has puerperal fever. That’s too dangerous to keep her here with.

You have to take her to the hospital.”

Without waiting to hear more, m the boiled shirt, I crossed the hall

and said to her, “Mimi, we have to try to get you in a hospitaL”
“They won’t take me in anywhere.”
“We’ll make them take you.”

“Call up and ask, you’ll see.”

“We won’t caU,” said Padilla. “We’ll just go.”
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“What’s he doing?” she said to me “How many people have to be

in on this‘s”

“Padiiia IS a good friend of mine, don’t worry about this now.”
“You know what they’ll do there, don’t you*? They’ll try-to get me to

tell on the doctor What do you think, will I keep my mouth shut?” This

was a way of boasting that they could not make her squeal, even on him.

Padilla muttered, “V/hat do you waste time with her for"^ Get going
”

I dressed her m hat and coat, packed a little case with nightgown,

toothbrush, and comb, and Padilla and I took her down to the car

covered with a blanket

As I opened the gray car door Owens called from the porch, “Eh
March!” He had come out in his shirt and was giant and shrunk-

shouldered, knees together, in the cold of this bad death of the year.

“Important, on the telephone
”

I ran up It was Simon

“Augie!”

“Talk fast What’s up^^ I’m in a hurry!”

“It’s you who’d better talk fast,” he said, funous “I just had a call

from Charlotte, and Kelly Weintraub is spreading a story about you
that you took a bim to have an abortion.”

“So'^ What about it, Simon'^”

“That’s the dame, isn’t it, that one from your house"^ So you went

and fixed yourself, you jazzed yourself nght out into the cold This is

where I shake you, Augie, before you do worse to me I can’t carry you

along any more. I’m going to have a tough time explaining this, how
you were fucking this girl all the time you were engaged to Lucy. I’ll

say you’re no damned good, which is no lie since you’re too dumb to

live.”

“Aren’t you even going to ask me if Kelly's story is true*?”

Contemptuous that I should be so simple as to think him foolish

enough to believe what I would feed him, he said m an almost amused

voice, “All right—^what"? You were doing another guy a favor, huh*^

You’ve never been between this doll’s legs'? You’ve been living next

door to her without touching her*? Listen, we’re no more ten years old,

kid. I’ve seen that tramp She wouldn’t let you alone even if you wanted

to be let alone. And you didn’t Don’t try to tell me you’re not homy. We
all are, in our family. What do you think started us out in the first place

—all three of US'? Someone found he could come ring the bell when-

ever he wanted. Do you think I care if you were laying that girl? But

you had to get tied up this way too—^in dutch good and solid; that’s

the way it has to be to feel nght. You must really be like Ma. Well>
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that’s nothing to me if you have to do it that way. But I won’t let you

get me m trouble with the Magnuses ”

“There isn’t any reason why you should be m trouble with the

Magnuses Listen, I’ll tell you about this tomorrow ”
.

“No, you won’t Not after tomorrow either. You’re not with me from

here on. Just bnng back the car
”

“Fii come by and tell you what this really is
—

”

“Stay away, that’s the last and only thing I’ll ever ask you.”

“You sonofabitch*” I yelled with tears. “You shit’ I hope to see you

dead’”

Padilla came running for me and called into the sitting room, “Hurry,

cut out the gabbing.”

Bawling, I shoved and kicked past the wicker or paper furmture and

plunged out.

“What’s the matter? What’s the tears for? This too much for you?”

I answered when able, “No, I had a scrap.”

“Let’s go You want me to dnve?”

“No, I can
”

We drove first to the hospital where she had had her operation

Soberer m the cold air, she said she would go in herself We led her up

to the emergency entrance and let her walk m, then sat in the car, hop-

ing she would not come out. But presently, through the gilded, frosted

drops of the windshield, I saw her appear m the door and I rushed to

get her,

“Why didn’t they take you in'?”

“There’s this guy. When I told him he said, ‘We got no room in a

place like this for people like you. Why didn’t you have the kid? Go
home and wait for the undertaker.’

”

^^Chinga su madrer
Padilla helped me lead her back to the car. “I think I know a guy

in a hospital on the North Side working in a lab, if he’s still there. I’ll

call him.”

I drove him to a cigar store and he went in to phone.

“We should try it,” he said when he returned “We should say she

did it to herself. Lots of women do. He told me who to ask for. If this

other guy is on duty. He’s supposed to be a good guy.” In lower tones

he said, “We may have to dump her there and beat it. She’s just about

passing out. What will they do? They can’t put her m the street.”

“No, we won’t dump her.”

“Why not? They see you and throw her right back at you because
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they don’t want her on their hands They pick what troables they

want to help. But let’s use our heads. I’ll go in first and case the

doctor
”

However, we ail entered together. I couldn’t wait in the car with

her and was determined anyhow that they would take her in or Fd
smash everything m sight So we went through the near-empty first

rooms; I made a one-handed grab at a guy in an orderly’s gray coat

who advanced m the way He ducked and Padilla said to me, ‘"What

the Jesus are you doing’ You’re going to queer everything Now take

her over there and sit down till I find out if this buddy of mine is on
duty

”

Mimi drooped on me, and I felt her heat in the- cheek She could no
longer sit; I held her propped until a stretchier was brought for her

Padilla had gone, and they had me, at first, as if m arrest There was

a cop on duty Together with the orderly he came out of a side door

with a cup of coffee, in blue shirt, even holding a club

“Now what’s the story'?” said a doctor.

“Instead of asking, why don’t you take care of heF?”

“Did you smack this guy'?” said the cop “Did he swing on you?”

“He swung, but he didn’t hit.”

Conceivably the cop now observed that I wore a tuxedo, because he

wasn’t quite so deadly packed m the flesh of the neck and small-eyed

when he spoke to me. I was m the clothes of a gentleman, and therefore

why should he take chances?

“What’s the matter with this woman? What are you, the husband?

She doesn’t wear a wedding band Are you related, or just friends?”

“Mimi? Has she passed out?”

“No, she’s just not answering She moves her eyes.”

Padilla returned, the doctor hurrying before him. “Just bring her

here and we’il see what gives,” said the doctor

Manny gave me a great look of success We got rid of the whole ugly

sniff-nosed crowd wanting to be in on trouble and went with the doctor.

As we followed Manny gave him a story.

“She did it to herself. She’s a working girl and couldn’t have a kid.”

“How did she do it?”

“With something, I guess. Don’t women make a study of these things

all their life long?”

“Fve seen some dandies But also I’ve heard pretty stinking stories

made up Well, if the women live we don’t look for the abortionist, be^

cause what good does it do the profession?”

“How does she look offhand?”
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""A lot of blood lost IS all I can tell until I look it over. Who’s this

second fellow who’s so worried?”

"‘Her friend.”

"'All he had to do was really smack that orderly and he’d have had

New Year’s fun m the calaboose with the drunks Why is he m the

monkey suit?”

“Hey, what about your date‘>” said Padilla as he put his hand to his

long face with shock It was after eight by the smooth-pulled electric

clock m the brilliant room we entered

“When I find out what’s up with Mimi.”

“Go on You better I’ll be here I have no date tonight and was

staying m anyway The doctor doesn’t think it’s so bad. What do you

have on"?”

“A ball at the Edgewater.”

I stood waiting until the doctor returned

“It’s mostly blood loss and infection from the belly surgery, I think,”

he said “Where did she get that done‘s”

“She’ll answer your questions herself if she wants to,” I told him.

“I don’t know.”

“What do jou know*^ Do you know, for instance, who can be billed?”

Padilla said, “There’s money Can’t you see how good her clothes

are'?” And he said to me, for it worried him deeply, “Are you blowing

or not*? This guy’s engaged to a millionaire’s daughter and on New
Year’s Eve he keeps her waiting

”

“Write me a pass so I can get back tonight to see Mimi,” I said to

the doctor. Pie made a perplexed face to Padilla about me and I said

further, “For Chnssake, Doc, don’t fiddle around with me, but write

the thing out What’s it to you if I come back? I’d tell you my whole
hard luck story but don’t have the time.”

“Ah, go on, it’s no skm off your nose,” said Padilla to him
“A pass from me wouldn’t do you any good in front. I’m on now

till morning, so just come and ask for me, Castleman ”

“I may be back before long,” I said For I was sure that Kelly Wein-
traub, since he was talking, had already gotten to Uncle Charlie Mag-
nus, But I reckoned also that he and his wife had not told Lucy, not on
New Year’s Eve, when she was gomg to a dance. Later they’d throw
me out on my prat. But why had she asked me to come an hour sooner?

The dance didn’t really begin until ten o’clock. I phoned her once more
and asked, “Are you waiting?”

“Of course Fm waiting, ’^^ere are you?”
“Not far.”
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“What are you domg'>”

“I had to stop at a place I’ll hurry now.”
“Please^”

About that last v/ord of hers I thought as I drove that it was not like

lovers’ impatience, but neither soft nor hard Turning too wide at the

driveway, with a last-minute twist I put my wheels through mud and
bushes and scraped back under the portico Inside, on the turned-over

heels of the yard shoes I hadn’t remembered to change, I walked to the

mirror to knot my black tie and saw backward, by the drape in the

living room, the tense belly of Uncle Charlie, his sharp feet prepared,

and sitting waiting in the oriental mix-up of brass, silk, wool, and all

that gave the place so much power, Lucy, her mother, and Sam, observ-

ing me. I felt there was a big machine set against me But I had come m
order not to disappoint Lucy, toward whom, given their chance, my
feelings could have shone and warmed again. I expected poisoned

looks, against which I was coated and immune; at least, my greater

trouble made such looks seem negligible, and I wasn’t wiiiing to be

tagged for lascivious crime and false pretenses or whatever the counts

were that they thought they had against me By no means nervous,

therefore, I judged that I had to do only with Lucy, no fortune hunting

now mvolved, for I could go any distance independent of brothers,

relations, and all, provided that her impulse was a true one and she was,

as she had always said, m love This was the thing, for I saw that she

had been worked on, though I didn’t know how much she had been

told. The large-mouthed smile she gave me, staying at her seated

distance instead of coming to kiss me, was curious—that pretty sketch

of charm, m lipstick, widening, the relative of the awful cleft, runmng

the other way, of the schismatics in the sixth bulge of hell, hit open

from the bottom and split through the face. Ah, dear face^ treasured as

the representative of all the body which, though, dies away from this

top delegate when it becomes too gorged and valuable. She, now so

unearnest with me through her worked-up countenance, I saw she had

been gotten to by her parents and that decisions had been made. My
only cue was to leave. But not a single word had been spoken yet in

this oriental assembly, and I had no pretext. I was still the escort, dolled

up, if you didn’t scrutinize me too close, like a chorus boy, m a boiled

shirt, and thinking of nothing but courtship and dances.

“Why don’t you sit down‘d” said Mrs Magnus.

“I thought we were leaving right away.”

“Well, Lucy!” said her father

And on this signal she told me, “I’m not going with you, Augie.”
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“Now or ever/' he directed.

“Never again.”

“You’ll go to the dance with Sam.”

“But I came to take her, Mr Magnus.”

“No, these things when you decide to break them, it’s better to break

at once,” said Mrs Magnus. “Fm sorry, Augie I personally don’t wish

you any bad luck But I advise you to control yourself It’s not too late

You’re a handsome and intelligent young man. There’s nothing against

your family; I respect your brother But you’re not what we had in mind

for Lucy
”

“What about what Lucy had in mind"^” I said with a rismg iliroatful

of rage.

The old man was impatient with Mrs Magnus’s effort toward

queenly dignity and wisdom. “No dough if she marries you!” he said.

“Well, Lucy, to whom does that make the difference, to you or to

me?”
Her smile spread wider and lost all other intentions in the single

suggestion that it was she who had inflamed me and when hot I had dis-

charged it all upon someone else but that it really didn’t matter smce

she wasn’t so little her father’s child, though a girl, that all that ardor

in the car and m the parlor and with the lips and tongues and fingertips

and the rest could make her really lose her head and be unwise.

I couldn’t be sure just what the deal was. Something was said about

the damage to her car. Now she confessed it. Her father said of course

it would be fixed As long as nothing else was broken, this being his

delicacy about the hymen. But it was worth a laugh to him; this way
a threat and groan also escaping in his fatherly joy that she had re-

mained intact.

There was nothing further to stay for. I was threatened by her

brother Sam, whom I found near me when I picked up my coat in the

hail, that he would break my back if I bothered his sister, but with all

his thickset hairiness and spreading keister, he couldn’t make it mean
anything to me.

I started the car, to which I also felt commitment ending, and drove

to the hospital.

Padilla had given Mimi blood, and he was lying down after the

transfusion in the room where I had left him, sucking an orange, his

skimpy arm with its one curious ball of muscle taped, and his eyes, be-

low surface indifference, black and active toward what I couldn’t readily

see.

“How is Mimi?”
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“They took her upstairs She’s still off her head, but this Castle-

man says he gives her a good chance.”

‘Tm going up to see her. How is it with you*^”

“Well, I don’t think I’ll be sticking around now. I’ll be going home

soon. Axe you staying"?”

I gave him the cab fare, for I didn’t want him to bang all that long

way to Hyde Park in a streetcar on a crowded holiday night.

“Thanks, Manny.”

He put the money in the pocket of his shirt, and suddenly he asked,

surprised, “Say, what are you doing back from the dance already?”

I didn’t stand and answer but went out

Mimi was in one of the maternity wards Castleman said that there

had been no other place to put her, and I thought that she more or less

belonged there So I went up It was a tall, big chamber, and in the

middle on a table was a little Christmas fir with lit bulbs and under it

a box with cotton wool and nativity dolls.

Castleman told me, “You can stick around, but don’t make yourself

noticed or you’U be thrown out. I think she’s going to pull out of it

though she did everything she could not to except cut her wrists and

take poison.”

There I sat by her bed, it being half-darkness. Nurses coming to

bring infants for the breast now and then, there were whispers and

cnmped cries and sounds of turning in bed, and of coaxing and suck-

ing. I was open to feelings that had no obstacle in coming to cover me,

as I was, in darkness and to the side, scorched, bitter, foul, and violent;

and these feelings recedmg by and by, I was aware of others full of

great suggestion and of this place where I was cast up. I began to breathe

by my own normal measure and grew much calmer. When the mid-

night noise exploded, the tooting, sirens, horns, all that jubilation, it

c^e in rather faint, all the wmdows being shut, and the nursery squall-

ing continued just the same.

At about one o’clock, alert enough to hear me stirring, Mimi whis-

pered, “What are you doing here"?”

“I don’t have any place special to go.”

She knew where she was, hearing the infants cry. Her comment to

me was melancholy, about whether she had outwitted a fate or met

it. That was perhaps according as she was weak or strong toward what

she had chosen and done, and in the truth of her feeling at the present

moment, hearing the suckling and crying, and the night-time business

of mothering.

“Anyhow, I think you’re in good hands,” I told her.
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I went out to take a stroll, looking at the infant faces through the

glass, and then, no one interfering, the nurses probably in a New Year’s

gathering of their own to snatch a moment’s celebration, I passed

through to another division where the labor rooms were, separate

cubicles, and m them saw women struggling, outlandish pam and huge-

bellied distortion, one powerful face that bore down into its creases

and issued a voice great and songlike in which she cursed her husband

obscenely for his pleasure that had got her into this; and others, calling

on samts and mothers, incontinent, dragging at the bars of their beds,

weeping, or with faces of terror or narcotized eyes It all stunned me.

So that when a nurse hurried up to mvestigate who I was and what

business I had to be there, she made me falter. And just then, m the

elevator shaft nearby, there were screams I stopped and waited for

the rising light I saw coming steadily through the glass panels. The
door opened, a woman sat before me in a wheel chair, and in her lap,

just born in a cab or paddy wagon or in the lobby of the hospital,

covered with blood and screaming so you could see sinews, square of

chest and shoulders from the stram, this bald kid, red and covering

her with the red She too, with lost nerve, was sobbing, each hand
squeezing up on itself, eyes wildly frightened, and she and the baby
appeared hke enemies forced to have each other, like figures of a war.

Iley were pushed out, passmg me close by so that the mother’s arm
grazed me

“What are you doing here?” said the nurse with angry looks. I had

no right to be there.

I found my way back, and when I saw Mimi resting, much cooler, I

cleared out of the hospital by the stairs Castleman had shown me and

went to the car, new snow floating at my feet over the gray plating of ice

I didn’t exactly know where I was when I started I went slowly m
the increasing snow, through side streets, hoping to come out on a

main drag, and at last I did hit Diversey Boulevard m a deserted fac-

tory part, not far from the North Branch of the river And here, as the

thought of soon sacking in began to seem agreeable, I had a flat, at

the rear The tire sunk, and I dragged to the curb on the wheel rim and

killed the motor. I had to thaw the lock of the trunk with matches, and

when I got out the tools I didn’t understand the working of the bumper
jack. It was new that year, and I was used to the axle type that Em-
horn had had. For a while I tried, though the boiled shirt cut me and
the cold gnpped my feet and fingers, and then I flung the pieces back,

locked up, and started to look for a place where I could get warm. But
everything was shut, and now that I had my bearings I knew that I was
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not far froin the Coblins’. Knowing Goblin’s hours, I didn’t hesitate to

go there and wake him.

When the yellow lamp flashed in the black cottage hall and he
discovered who was nngmg he blinked his eyes, astonished.

“The car broke down on Diversey and I thought I could come by
because you get up around this time for the route

”

“No, not today. It’s New Year’s; no presses working. But I wasn’t

sleeping. I just before heard Howard and Fnedl when they got in from

a party. Come inside, for God’s sake, and stay. I’ll give you a blanket

on the couch
”

I went in gratefully, took oS the tormenting shirt, and covered my
feet with cushions.

Coblm was delighted. “What a surprise they’ll have in the morning

when they see Cousin Augie^ Boy, that’s great’ Anna will be in seventh

heaven.”

Because of the brightness of the morning and also the kitchen noise,

I was up early. Cousin Anna, no less slovenly than in other days, had

pancakes and coffee going and a big spread on the table Her hair was

becoming white, her face with its blebs and hairs darker; her eyes were

gloomy. But this gloom was the form of her emotion and not any radi-

cal pessimism Weeping and catching me m her arms, she said, “Happy

New Year, my dearest boy. You should know only happiness, as you

deserve. I always loved you.” I kissed her and shook hands with Coblm,

and we sat down to breakfast.

“Whose car broke down, Augie?”

“Simon’s.”

“Your bigshot brother.”

“It didn’t break down. It’s a flat, and I was too cold to change it.”

“Howard will help you when he gets up.”

“Don’t have to bother
—

” I thought I might mail Simon the keys and

let him come after his damned car himself. This angry idea was mo-

mentary, however. I drank coffee and looked out into &e brilliant flrst

morning of the year. There was a Greek church in the next street of

which the onion dome stood in the snow-polished and purified blue,

cross and crown together, the united powers of earth and heaven, snow

in all the clefts, a snow like the sand of sugar. I passed over the church

too and rested only on the great profound blue. The days have not

changed, though the times have. The sailors who first saw America, that

sweet sight, where the belly of the ocean had brought them, didn’t see

more beautiful color than this.

“Augie, it was too bad Friedl couldn’t come down from Ann Arbor
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for your brother’s wedding; she had exams. You haven’t seen her since

a child, and you should. She’s so beautiful. I don’t say because she is

my child—God is my witness. You’ll see her soon for herself But here,

look, this is a picture from the school. And this one was in the paper

when she was chairlady of the junior benefit. And not only beautiful,

Augie
—

”

“I know she’s very pretty, Cousin Anna.^

*‘And why do you want to get mixed up with your brother’s new
leUtives, those coarse people? Look how developed she is on this pic-

tuie. She was your httle sweetheart when you were kids. You used to

say you were engaged.”

I almost corrected her, “No, you used to say it.” Instead I laughed,

and she thought I was laughing over those pleasant memories and

joined in, clasping her hands and closing her eyes. Slowly 1 realized

that she was shedding tears as well as laughing.

“I ask one thing only, that before I die I should see my child happy

with a husband.”

“And children.”

“And children^

—

“For the love of mike, let’s have pancakes. There’s nothing on the

plate,” said Coblin.

She hujkded to the stove, leaving the pictures spread before me, al-

bum and clippings; at which 1 stared. Only to turn my eyes at last again

to the weather.



CHAPTER Xm

I was no child now, neither in age nor in protectedness, and I was
thrown for fair on the free spinning of the world. If you think, and some
do, that continual intimacy, familiarity, and love can result in falsehood,

this being thrown on the world may be a veiy desirable even if sad
thing. What Christ meant when he called his mother “Woman.’" That
after all she was like any woman. That in any true life you must go and
be exposed outside the small circle that encompasses two or three

heads in the same history of love. Try and stay, though, inside. See how
long you can.

I remember I was in a fishmarket square in Naples (and the Neapoli-

tans are people who don’t give up easily on consanguinity)—^this fish-

market where the mussels were done up in bouquets with colored string

and slices of lemon, squids rotting out their sunk speckles from their

flabbiness, steely fish bleeding and others with peculiar coins of scales

—^and I saw an old beggar with his eyes closed sitting in the shells who
had had written on his chest in mercurochrome: Profit by my imminent

death to send a greeting to your loved ones in Purgatory: 50 lire.

Dying or not, this witty old man was sassing everybody about the

circle of love that protects you. His skinny chest went up and down
with the respiration of the deep-sea stink of the hot shore and its smell

of explosions and fires. The war had gone north not so long before. The

Neapolitan passersby grinned and smarted, longing and ironical as th^
read this ingenious challenge.

You do all you can to humanize and familiarize the world, and sud-

denly it becomes more strange than ever. The living are not what they

were, the dead die again and again, and at last for good.

I see this now. At that time not.

Well, I went back to books, to reading not stealing them, while I

lived on the money Mimi repaid, and on what she loaned me when she
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was on her feet and working once more. Through with Frazer, Mimi

had met Arthur Emhom and had taken up with him. She was still

waiting on tables. I got my meals at the joint where she worked. And I

lay down and finished the Five-Foot Shelf Emhom had given me, the

fire- and water-spotted books I had kept in the original cardboard box.

They had a somewhat choky smell. So if Ulysses went down to hell or

there were conflagrations in Rome or London or men and women lusted

as they did m St. Paul, I could breathe an odor that supplemented the

readmg Kayo Obermark lent me volumes of poets and took me to lec-

tures now and then. This improved his attendance. He didn’t like to

go alone.

I can’t be sure it isn’t sour grapes that the university didn’t move me
much—I say that because according to the agreement I had made
with Simon I was to have gone back m the spring—^but it didn’t. I wasn’t

convinced about the stony solemmty, that you couldn’t get into the

higher branches of thought without it or had to sit down inside these

old-world-imitated walls. I felt they were too idolatrous and monu-

mental. After all, when the breeze turned south and west and blew from

the stockyards with dust from the fertilizer plants through the hand-

some ivy some of the stages from the bmte creation to the sublime mind
seemed to have been bypassed, and it was too much of a detour.

That winter I had a spell of the WPA Mimi urged me to go and be

certified. She said it would be simple, which it certainly was. I had the

two requirements, bemg indigent and a citizen.

The trouble was that I didn’t care to be put on one of the street de-

tails I’d see picking up bricks and laying them down, and with that

shame of purposelessness you smelled as the gang moved a little, just

enough to satisfy the minimum demand of the job. However, she said

I could always quit if too proud to be assigned to this; she thought it

wasn’t a good sign in me that I had to have a clericd job; I’d be in

better shape in the open air among simpler people. It wasn’t the people

that I complained of, but the clinking on a brick and that melancholy

percussion of fifty hammers at a time. But I went to apply because she

felt obliged to take care of me, making me her responsibihty, giving me
money, and as we weren’t lovers this would be unfair.

Anyhow, I was certified and got a strolling kind of job that was about

as good as I could expect. I was with a housing survey, checking on
rooms and plumbing back-of-the-yards. I could fix up my own time

card and soldier considerably, as everyone expected me to do; in bitter

weather I could pass the time in the back booth of a coffeepot until the

check-out hour. Also, the going into houses satisfied my curiosity. It
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was finding ten people to a room and the toilets in excavations under
the street, or the rat-bitten kids. That was what I didn’t like too much.
The stockyard reek clung to me worse than the smell of the do^ at

Guillaume’s. And even to me, as accustomed to slums as Indians are

to elephants, it was terra incognita. The different smells of flesh in all

degrees from desire to sickness followed me. And ail the imagination,

passion, or even murder you could conceive were wrapped up in ap-

parent simplicity or staleness, with elementary coarseness of a house-

wife feeling cabbages in a Polack store, or a guy who lifted a glass of

beer to his white, flat-appearing face, or a merchant hanging ladies’

bloomers and elastics in the drygoods window.

I stayed with this deal until the end of winter, and then Mimi, who
was always up on these things, had an idea that there might be some-
thing for me m the CIO drive that had just started. This was soon after

the first sitdown strikes. Mimi was an early member of the restaurant

workers’ union CIO. Not that she had any special grievance where she

worked, but she believed in unions and she was on fine terms with her

organizer, a man named Grammick. She brought us together.

This Grammick was no rough-and-tumble type but had points of

similarity with Frazer and also Sylvester. He was a college man, soft-

spoken, somewhat of a settlement-house mmister doing his best, meek
with the punks but used to them, and causing you a sense of regret. He
had a long chest but his legs were relatively short; he walked quickly,

toes in, slovenly in his double-breasted long jacket, a densely hairy,

mild, even delicate person. But he wasn’t an easy man for opponents to

deal with. He couldn’t be caught off balance, he clung hard, he was

clever, and he knew a thing or two about deceit himself, Grammick did.

I produced a pretty favorable impression, and he agreed I might

make an organizer. In fact his behavior toward me was very sweet. I

had an idea that my good impression wasn’t all my doing, but that he

was trying to make time with Mimi.

But I got to value Grammick for various reasons Though he was so

inconspicuous that he could come and go, not specially noticed around

hotel lobbies and service passages, still when a matter came to a head he

could act with authority and not be frightened by a situation he had

created. I appreciated his consciousness in advance of rights and

wrongs that hadn’t risen to view yet.

**Yes, they’re hiring organizers. They want experienced people, but

where are they going to find them? The problems are piling up too fast.”

‘*Augie is the kind of person you ought to have,” said Mimi, ‘Some-

body who can speak the workers’ language.” m
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“Oh, really, does he?” said Grairtnick, looking at me. It made me
laugh to hear this advertised of me, and I said I didn’t know whose

language I spoke.

It couldn’t have made less difference I soon learned when I began

to work at the job. People were rushing to join up, and it was a haste

that practically belonged to nature, like a change of hives, and, bent on

their ends, they had that touchiness from being immersed in the sense

of their own motion that causes striking and stmging. It must have re-

sembled a migration, land race, or Klondike. Except that this time the

idea was about justice. The big strikes had set it off, those people sitting

down by their machines and holding parties, but grim parties. That was

in the automobile and rubber mdustries, and of this I saw the far-

reaching result, down to the most negligible pearldiver on skid row.

I started out at a table of the union hall—^which wasn’t the kind of

rugged place you might picture but as solid as a bank building, on Ash-

land Avenue; it even had a restaurant of its own as well as a pool

parlor—just a toy, for the members’ recreation, nothing like Einhom’s

—in the basement I was supposed to be Grammick’s inside man and

take care of the telephone and office part of things. It was anticipated

I wouldn’t be busy above what was average and could gradually

pick up what I needed to know. Instead there was a rush on me of peo-

ple having to have immediate action; some hand-hacked old kitchen

stiff as thickened with grease as a miner or sandhog would be with

clay, wanting me to go and see his boss, subito; or an Indian would

bring his grievances written in a poem on a paper bag soaked with

doughnut oil. There wasn’t an empty chair in my room, which was a

room well apart from the main offices reserved for workers in the big

mdustries. It made no difference how hidden I was. I’d have been found

had I been in a steel vault by the feeblest signal of possible redress,

or as faint a trace as makes the night moth scamper ten miles through

clueless fields.

There were Greek and Negro chambermaids from all the hotels,

porters, doormen, checkroom attendants, waitresses, specialists like

the director of the garde^manger from flossy Gold Coast joints, places

where I had gone with the dog-wagon and so understood a little. All

kinds were coming. The humanity of the under-galleries of pipes, stor-

a^, and coal made an appearance, maintenance men, short-order grov-

elers; or a ducal Frenchman, in homburg, like a singer, calling himself

“the beauty cook,” who wrote down on his card without taking off his

^oves. And then old snowbirds and white hound-looking faces, guys
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with Wobbly cards from an earlier time, old Bohunk women with let-

ters explaining what was wanted, and all varieties of assaulted kissers,

infirmity, drunkenness, dazedness, innocence, limping, crawling, in-

sanity, prejudice, and from downright leprosy the whole way again to

the most vigorous straight-backed beauty. So if this collection of people
has nothmg m common with what would have brought up the back of

a Xerxes’ army or a Constantine’s, new things have been formed; but

what struck me in them was a feeling of antiquity and thick crust. But
I expect happiness and gladness have always been the same, so how
much variation should there be in their opposite?

Dealing with them, signing them into the organization and explaining

what to expect, wasn’t all generous kindness. In large part it was rough,

when I wanted to get out of the way. The demand was that fierce, the

idea having gotten around that it was a judgment hour, that they wanted
to pull you from your clerical side of the desk to go with them. Instead

I had to promise to investigate.

“When?”

“Soon. As soon as possible. We have a big backlog But soon.”

“Sonsofbitches! Those guys! We’re just waiting there to give it to

them. You should see that kitchen!”

“There’ll be an organizer out to contact you.”

“When?”
“Well, I’ll tell you the truth, we’re shorthanded because there’s such

a rush; we haven’t got enough men. But what you must do mecaiwhile

is get ready, have your people sign the cards, and prepare your demands

and grievances.”

“Yeah, yeah. But, mister, when is the man going to come? The boss

is gonna call in the AFL and sign a contract with them, that’s some

outfit.”

I tried to discuss this danger with my higher-ups. Just then hotels and

restaurants were a sidelme with them, however; they lacked time to deal

with them, busy with retail clerks who were out on a big strike and with

runaway dress shops in Chicago Heights and so forth, but they couldn’t

bring themselves to turn down new memberships and aimed to keep

them until they were prepared to devote the necessary time and money.

In short, Grammick and I were intended to hold the line. I learned to

do somewhat as he did. He would work sixteen hours daily for ten or

twelve days at a stretch and then for two whole days he couldn’t be

found by anyone. He spent that time in his mother’s flat, sleeping and

eating steaks and ice-cream, takmg the old lady to the movies or read-
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ing. Once in a wMle he slipped away to a lecture. He was studying law

too. Grammick wasn’t going to be sucked away from all private exist-

ence.

I went along with this rush, really needing some such thing now be-

cause of my blowout with Simon. After office hours I was out on the

streetcars, traveling to see cooks and dishwashers or hotel clerks on

night duty—those leafy nights of the beginning green in streets of the

lower North Side where the car seemed to blunder as if without tracks,

off Fullerton or Belmont, when the white catalpa bells were opening

and even the dust could have a sweet odor Many clerks especially

asked you to come at night, when they could speak freely. The con-

spiratorial part of it was fine; and with the radical ideas then going,

these ps^ople who were placed in a position to be thoughtful, since they

were up ail mght, wanted the chance to say those self-rehearsed things

that sometimes had been on their hearts too long. True and false light

was distributed just about as usual, is my opinion But it wasn’t my
place to judge that, but only to advance the work. Some of these guys

just plain meant business. I suspect they wanted me to be more dan-

gerous than I appeared to be. I know I seemed too fresh and well in

color, not enough smoked and yellowed to appreciate what they were

up against. My manner was both slipshod and poppy. They were look-

ing for some fire-fed secret personality that would prepare the moment
when they could stand up yelling rebellion. And here instead I would
breeze m—I knew sometimes that my color and the height of my hair,

my relaxed way, would give offense. But there wasn’t any help for that.

Occasionally they’d even ask for my credentials.

‘^Did they send you from headquarters?”

“You Eddie Dawson?”
“That’s right”

“I’m March. You talked to me on the telephone.”

“You?” said Dawson. And I knew he had expected to see some
sandy, suck-cheeked devil, veteran of coal fields or oil or New Jersey

textile strikes. Yes, that at least—someone on whom it was evident

that his first strength had been drawn out ofMm in the Paterson jail.

“You don’t have to worry. I’m rehable.”

Then he resigned himseff; he had been taken in by my telephone

voice. I could be at least a messenger to the higher-ups who’d be busy

Guy-Fawkesing the Drake Hotel or the Palmer House—^because it

was that to Eddie Dawson, hauling up gunpowder in the tunnels.

He would tell me, then, what he wanted my superiors to know and
give me directives.
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**I want you to arrange a meeting with your top man down there—**

Ackey, you mean'?”

^‘You tell him I can get the employees together^, but before we go out

on strike we want to talk to him, all of us. That’s to give my people
confidence.”

“Why are you sure you’ll have to go out? Maybe you’ll get your
demands.”

“Do you know who runs this bedbug palace?”

“What, some bank? Is it a receivership? Most of these small

joints
—

”

“It’s an outfit called Holloway Enterprises.”

“Karas?”

“You know him?”

“Yes, I do, it so happens. I used to work for the insurance man Bin-

horn who is his cousin-in-law.”

“He writes the policies for this place. You know what kind of a
joint this is, don’t yen'? For quickies.”

“Is that so'?” I said, observing that the big forehead, flushed and
deeply vein-fed in the light cloud of fair hair, was covered with a sweat

and that he wiped his hands the nails of which were manicured nails

on his pink-striped shirt with an unconscious clutch. “If that’s a prob-

lem it’s a pohce problem. You don’t want the CIO to start a union of

them, do you*?”

“Don’t talk foohsh. I mean I get the brunt of the trouble because I’m

night clerk. Anyhow, if you know Karas you can tell me how easy it’ll

be to get our demands.”

“He’s a pretty tough character.”

“Now when I have the shop ready to go, you ask Mr. Ackey for a

few minutes so we can talk to him.”

“We can arrange it,” I said, who didn’t know Ackey well enough to

say good day when passing in and out of the toilet. But I represented

him.

The situation was different in the hash-houses. I was more trusted

and highly regarded. In the kitchens were old men—^flophouse, County

Hospital, and mission attendance inscribed all over them big and bold,

and there was nothing like the resentment of a fellow like Dawson in

that striped shirt, who was close enough to Karas’s condition to figure

how he made profit, to hate and envy, and also to wkh to be nifty at

the track, to wear hound’s-tooth checks, to have a case and binoculars

and be seen with a proud-cheeked fine big broad.

But take one of these old guys from a Van Buren Street greasy-spoon
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—I’d be requested by him to come around by the alley, the large paving

stones breathmg fumes of piss, and signal him through the window.

Whereupon he’d go tight with caution and make me an oblique re-

sponse with his head that might be taken by other eyes as a random

motion. At last, by the door, we’d have a shushing conversation that

we could have had just as well after hours Except that he would want

me to have a look at his place of work probably. The angry skm of his

dish-plungmg arms and his twist horse-gauntness, long teeth and spread

liquidness of eyes in the starry alley evening; also that ternble stale of

food when you suspect it of approaching garbage that he brought out

in his clothes and on all his person, his breath and the hair of his head

just below me. Under the fragile shell of his skull he leakily was rea-

soning. And did it matter to him as it did to Dawson whether I looked

Eke the organizer of his dreams? He wanted to make his dim contri-

bution to die righting of wrongs, so that it was enough for him that

he could locate me in an office or that I would come down this reek-

ing alley to talk to him and accept the Ests he slipped me of other

stiffs who wanted to belong to the union. I was supposed to hunt them

up in their moldy rooms. Where I had been on altogether different er-

rands while I worked for Simon, recruiting coal hikers No use assum-

ing that I had reversed all and was now entering these flophouse doors

from the side of hght, formerly from that of darkness. Those times that

I thought clearly of my duties I decided that I couldn’t consider per-

sons so much but rather the one degree of advancement m which
ever)body could be included.

Having a call in the old neighborhood one morning, I dropped in on

Einhom and found him m his sunny parlor office, in that peculiar,

familiar staleness of coffee and bed, papers, his own shaving lotions

and the powders of the two women. Mildred with her orthopedic shoes

—she was polite but didn’t like me—^was already at her machine,

heated and lit on the back of the neck, which had just been shaved up
to the border where her potent hair began. Over the way, empty, were

the wmdows of the old place of great days and grands circonstances, I

didn’t find Einhorn in a good state though I wasn’t supposed to know
it from his weighty face. For a while I thought he wanted to sit me out

silently, until I went away. He breathed and felt of himself, looked out

in the morning, smoked, nibbled, croaked off some shallow gas. He
appeared melancholy and even savage.

‘‘How’s the pay at this new job of yours?” he asked me, deciding to

speak. “Fair?”

“It’s liberal.”
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Then there’s good coming out of it,” he said with his dry de-

cisiveness

I laughed at him “Is that all you think‘>”

“At least that an5way. Kid, I don’t want to take away your zeal if

you think you’re doing somethmg. And remember. I’m no conserva-
tive. Just because I sit here m a chair This is no rich guys’ club. In fact

I have less to lose than other men, so I don’t shrink from thinking to the

extreme. I do a little business with Karas, but it doesn’t follow that my
ideas have to be where my interests are. What interests! Some interests'

He’s a knacker, Karas, he just bought a big new place in San An-
tonio.”

I was now convinced that something was wrong. “Then pu rhinlr it’s

a waste of time, what I’m doing?”

“Oh, it seems to me on both sides the ideas are the same. What’s the

use of the same old ideas? On both sides. To take some from one side

and give it to the other, the same old economics.”

He hadn’t wanted to talk to me in the first place, but since I didn’t

go away he drove himself into the subject at first by irritation and then

summoning up what he really thought. I wasn’t zealous, not as he im-

plied, but I did feel called on to say, “Well, people get up every morn-
ing to go to work; it isn’t right that it should be an illusion, or that they

should be so grateful for being allowed to continue in their habit that

they shouldn’t ask for anything more.”

“You think that with a closed shop you’re going to make men out of

slobs? If they have a steward to gripe for them? Fooey!”

“So,” I said, “is it better to leave it to Karas or a gorilla of a business

agent who takes graft from him?”

“Look here, because they were bom you think they have to turn

out to be men? That’s just an old-fashioned idea. And who tells them

that?A big organization. One more big organization. A big organization

makes dough or it doesn’t last. If it makes dough it’s for dough.”

“If there can’t be much sense in these big organizations that’s all the

more reason why they should stand for a variety of things,” said I.

“There ought to be all kinds.”

Meanwhile, ignoring, Mildred went on typing out statements. Ein-

hom didn’t reply; I thought it was the appearance of Arthur from the

kitchen half of the house that stopped him, for Arthur’s brainy authority

made his dad occasionally hesitate to sound off. But this time it wasn’t

that He came forward only briefly, but it w^ evident that all the

nervousness and difficulty were because of him. In a black sweater, nar-

row-shouldered, his han^ in his back pockets, he sauntered, an elderly
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wrinHe on him that surprised me, and his eyes retreated with grada-

lions of dark into a very somber color of trouble. He put Ms head to

Ihe side, his bushy hair touched the doorframe, and the smoke of his

cigarette escaped to the sun where it became silky. Though he wasn’t

quite sure who I was at first, his smile was all the same suave, but also

sick or fatigued. I was aware that Einhorn, to the very cloth of his coat,

was stiff to him and prepared to be curt, within a degree of telling him

to beat it, and I realized also that this was why Mildred had been so

cold to me and hitting her machine as though it were a way to get me

to leave.

Then a little kid came running from the kitchen, and Arthur held it

with the clasp of a father, unmistakably, the kid swaying from his

fingers. Behind, Tillie stood but didn’t come forw^ard. If I’m not mis-

taken they hadn’t yet decided whether they could keep this a secret, for

I realized it was recent news to the Einhoms too, and it was touch and

^ about acknowledging the baby, a little boy. He, while Arthur turned

back into the kitchen, came running to Mildred and secured himself on

her knee. She picked him up eagerly, and his booties catching in her

skirt, it rode up on her thighs with their little dark hairs. About which

she was calm. Thither I followed Einhom’s look. She kissed the boy

with almost adult kisses and sought the hem to straighten her dress.

‘‘What do you say to our news!” Einhorn spoke harshly and turned

to me with a stiff curve in the back of his neck, partly with intention to

bully but also greatly bowed by trouble, and that great representative

of Mm, his face, twitched with an impulse that darted in from a little-

explored place.

“That Arthur is married'^” I didn’t know what to say.

“Already divorced. It went through last week, and we didn’t know
anything about it. The girl was from Champaign.”

“So you have a grandson. Congratulations!”

He looked strained, his eyes gemmy with the determination to sus-

tain all, but his nosy face flat and with a hght of pale unhappiness,

“And this is his first visit?” I said,

“Visit? She dumped him on us. She put him inside the door with a

note and beat it, and then we had to wait for Arthur to come home and
explain.”

“Oh, he’s dear and sweet,” Mildred said with great spirit, the child

on her breast cruelly clasping her neck. “FIl take him any time,”

At this from Ms second wife, wMch in effect she was, Einhorn had
afl Ms cares come around to Ms first source: himself; Ms sensuality.

And he looked angrily struck by this thought for all Ms Bourbon pride
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of profile and reflected it to the very depth of Ms black eyes. Like the

roof-crouched goblin of an old church, he looked, his hands covered
with pale spots placed at the sides of his often purposeless-appearing

pants His hair had the wave of unstranded rope, and from the set of

his head there was the sense of rums forming up behind him. With no
motion in his arms, he might have been a man m a cape or a bound
prisoner. Poor Einhorn! At any hour of his declme he could formerly

have taken out the gilt bond representing Arthur, and now the spite had
come upon Mm that the value had gone, like that of Grandma’s picture-

watered czarist money The gleaming vault where he had kept this re-

serve wealth now let out the smell of squalor. Emhorn didn’t even look

at the kid, which was a jolly little kid that trod in Mildred’s lap Tillie

stayed out of sight altogether.

I hesitated to show sympathy; he’d have thrown it back, though I

was one of the few remaining people, I imagine, who’d give him full

credit on his old-time greatness I served a purpose that way for him,

that I was prepared to testify that it was true noble and regal greatness.

But he himself now started out weakly, saymg, *Tt’s not a good situa-

tion. Augie—^you have some idea what capacities Arthur has. And be-

fore he can begin to use them, he gets into this
—

”

‘T don’t see what’s so wrong,” said Mildred. “You have a cute grand-

son
”

“Keep out of this, please, will you, Mildred? A cMld isn’t a toy.”

“Oh,” she said, “they grow up. Time does it more than fathers and

mothers. The parents take too much credit.”

Einhorn said to me in a lower voice, wanting no conversation with

her, “I think Arthur hangs around your part of the woods. And there’s

a girl named Muni he’s interested m. You know her?”

“She’s a good friend of mine.”

Quick his brows rose, and I interpreted the hope that she was my
mistress and therefore Arthur couldn’t get into further trouble.

“Not that kind of friend
”

“You don’t lay her?” he said secretly.

“No.”

I disappointed him; there was also a very fine salt of condescension

or mockery, only a glitter on the surface of his look, but I saw it.

“Don’t forget I was practically engaged until New Year’s Day,” I

told him.

“Well, what kind of girl is this Mimi? He brought her around a

couple of weeks ago, and Tillie and I thought she was pretty tough, and

with somebody like Arthur whose thoughts always, have an intellectual
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or poetic direction, she could give him a pretty rough time of it. But

maybe she’s goodhearted. I don’t want to tear her down needlessly.”

‘%hy, IS Arthur thinking of remarrying already^ Well, I’m an ad-

mirer of Mimi ”

‘Tlatomc?”

I laughed but felt sullen too, for it seemed to me that Emhom didn’t

want his son to succeed me as Mimi’s lover, or any girl’s. I said, “The

best person to ask about Mimi is Mimi herself. But I was going to say

that I don’t think she would be interested in a marriage proposal”

“That’s good.”

I expressed no agreement.

“Angle,” he said with a rich preliminary of the face which I knew be-

longed to business, “it occurs to me that maybe my son could fit into

your organization somewhere ”

“Is he looking for a job?”

“No, I am for him.”

“I could try.” It was a discouraging favor to be asked. I could see

Arthur stooping his weight on a desk m the union hall, one finger be-

tween the covers of his Valery, or whatever he was interested in “Mimi

could help him If she wanted to,” I said. “I got the job because she knew
someone.”

“Who knew someone, your friend?” He hoped still, slyly, to trap me
into confessing intimacy with Mimi, but he drew a blank “Well,” he

said, “you don’t mean to tell me you keep that bursting health without

the cooperation of a dear friend?” He was so pleased to have said this

that his own troubles for a moment slipped his mind. But then the kid

crowed on Mildred’s neck and he changed again from a sensual to a

sad or austere face.

It was a true guess that I had a friend. She was a Greek girl whose
name was Sophie Geratis and she was chambermaid in a luxury hotel.

She spoke for a delegation that came to me to apply for membership.

They were earning twenty cents an hour, and when they went to their

local to ask one of the head guys to put in for a raise he was playing

poker and wouldn’t be bothered. They knew he was in cahoots with the

management. This small Greek girl was shapely every which way, in

legs, mouth, and face; her lips went a little forward and their expres-

sion was sweetened a lot by the clear look of her eyes. She had a set of

hard-worked hands and she lived with her beauty on rough terms. I

couldn’t for even a minute pretend that I didn’t go for her. As soon as

I saw her I thought that in the form of her eye-comers there was a

personal hope of tenderness, and it got me. What I felt was tender too,
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rather than that heat that makes N2e mud of you, as like to crack as

to be fertile.

As soon as the women signed there was a wild excitement and up-

rosh of indignation and they began to call out, as if it was a working

woman’s Thesmophona of these pale people They wanted to be led

into a strike nght away. But I explained, and felt as usual the creep

over me of legalistic hypocrisy, that it was a case of dual unionism.

Legally they were represented by the AFL and therefore another union

couldn’t bargain for them. But when a majority of the employees was

on the CIO side an election could be held They didn’t understand this,

and as I couldn’t talk against their noise I asked Sophie to come out

with me and I would make the position clear. The comdor being empty

for the moment, we kissed at once, riskily. Our legs were shaking. She

said under her breath that I could explain the whole thing to her later;

she would take the women away and come back I locked up the office,

and when she returned I took her home with me We couldn’t go to

her room She lived with her sister and the two were engaged to a pair

of brothers They were going to be married in June, six weeks’ time. I

saw the photo of her fiance; he was a calm, responsible-looking gink.

She thought she was being sensible, storing up pleasure so she wouldn’t

have any unfaithful craving once mamed. She was made very finely,

ail her little formations intricate and close and everything smooth. That

was the happiness Einhom took notice of, that I enjoyed in Sophie.

Kayo Obermark had too much masculine respect to ask me about her

utterances and noises, laughmg and otherwise. But Mimi said, “What

kind of dame do you have who carries on like that?” She took a kidding

tone, but I felt her nose was somewhat out of joint “She brings her

own cheering section,”

I had no answer ready because I had never expected to be asked.

“There was someone else looking for you the other day,” she went

on. “I forgot to tell you. It’s getting to be like a shrine up here.”

“Who was it?”

“A young lady and a very pretty one, prettier than the noisy girl
”

I wondered if it could be that Lucy had changed her mmd. “She

didn’t leave a note?”

“No, she said she had to talk to you, and I thought she was very

agitated, but maybe she wasn’t used to climbing stairs and was winded.”

It didn’t especially stir me to think that it had been Lucy. I had no

further interest in her; I was only rather curious about her visit.

I took up Einhom’s suggestion about Arthur with Mimi If Einhom

bad found fault with her, she was violent against him.
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“Why, that old stinker!” she said. “As soon as I was close to him
for a minute he had his hand on my leg. I don’t like these old men who
think they’re all sex.”

“Oh, you have to understand him,” I said. “That’s just his form

of salute or chivalry.”

“Heir Who says an old cripple has to be so randy?”

“He’s really a grand old guy. I’ve known him from a kid, and he
means a lot to me.”

“To me he means exactly nothing, and he’s terrible to Arthur.”

“Why, I think he loves Arthur more than anythmg in the world.”

“That’s how much you know' He takes it out on him aU the time. In

fact I have to help him get out of there because the old man is ridmg
him to death on account of the kid

”

“Isn’t the mother coming back for it*?”

“I can’t make out from Arthur whether she’s a nice girl or a tramp.

He’s terribly vague unless discussing ideas. What kind of bitch would
ditch a kid—^when she’s already had it? Unless she’s sick. In the head,

you understand
”

“Doesn’t Arthur tell you what she’s like?”

“You can’t keep Arthur on a subject like this. His mind won’t stick

to it.”

I said, “I wonder if you’ve got him straight about what his father

does to him This has been hard for Einhorn to take. He banked on
Arthur. So did Tilhe. Now it’s just part of the Depression picture. Chil-

dren coming back with their kids to live with the old folks in their flat
”

“Why should it be any different for Einhom than for the Poles or
sausage-eaters on his street? It would be bad if it were different and
helped the old fool to put it over that he was entitled to a better fate

than anybody around. But when the things that happen pour over
everyone alike, then we can really see who is better and who’s worse.
And then what’s so awful about what happened to Arthur? Anyhow,
he’s better than Frazer Frazer’s back with his wife, they tell me, and
he probably won’t pay me the money I lent him because he would be
admitting that he once nearly did wrong, and he’s not the guy to admit
that anything past, present, or future could be wrong. A girl was laugh-
ing over something in a book yesterday and showed me—^you know, I

hardly even read novels. It said, ‘Error has never approached my mind.’
That was Prince Mettemich. Well, it could be Frazer. I don’t tbink he
would ever in his life forget himself. He’d never miss a tram. Jesus, your
Mr. Einhom would love a son like that who always keeps his head and
has a word ready to say and would never miss a tram. But Arthur is a
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poet, and that old romancer really didn’t want that to happen to him
and be the father of a Villon or a Rimbaud ”

‘‘Oh, is that it!” I said. “Well, what is Einhora doing to Arthur that

makes him so cruel?”

“He nags him night and day and looks for chances to msult Hm.
Yesterday it was that the old man was feeding the baby candy and when
Arthur said it wasn’t good for it he told him, ‘This is my house, he’s my
grandson, and you can get the hell out if you don’t like iu’

”

“Oh, that’s rough. He ought to blow then. Why does he take that?”

“He can’t leave. He hasn’t got any money And besides he’s sick

He’s got a dose.”

“Holy smokes! He’s got everything. Did he tell you?”
“Well, don’t be stupid How do you think I found out*^ Of course he

told me.”

She smiled, and it was with the shine of real excitement. If I hadn’t

known it before I would now have realized that she had decided about

him She was for him.

“I’ll see him out of the woods,” she said. “He’s going to a doctor

now, and when this thing is dried up he’s going to leave his father’s

house.”

“With the kid?”

“No. Somebody will take care of the kid What do you think! Should

he become a housewife because of that crazy girl?”

“If he had given her some money maybe she’d have kept the baby.”

“How do you know? Well, perhaps that would have been best. Old

people shouldn’t bring up a child.”

“Emhorn wanted me to get Arthur an organizer’s job.”

She was too astonished at this even to smile but stared at me irmly,

as if she wanted me to admit there was no limit to how grotesque peo-

ple could make themselves, and then she went about her business, wash-

ing out stockmgs and underwear. She wouldn’t answer.

Of course Arthur couldn’t anyway try to work while he had the

clap, and I reckoned it was best to invent a pleasant reason for Ein-

hom, and I did, saying there was no opening just then on Arthur’s

level. Even though it mustn’t have been so pleasant for the old man
to be referred back to his onetime vanity about Arthur’s superiority.

But it did sound reasonable that they couto’t offer someone like Arthur

simply any old job that happened to be lying around.

As for Lucy Magnus, and I couldn’t imagine who else it might be,

I was merely, in the flattest way, curious, but I didn’t give her supposed

call much thought until a few nights later when there was a feminine
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knock at the door. It came at an awkward time, when Sophie Geratis

was sitting on the bed m her slip and we were talking away. Seeing her

startled, I said, “Don’t worry, honey, nobody’s going to bother ns.”

She hked my saying this, so that it led to our starting to kiss, and the

hooked links of the spring made that sound which goes in such a queer

way with love, and which would have sent away anyone but this par-

ticular knocker. She said, “Augie—^Mr March!” and not in the voice

of Lucy Magnus but that of Thea Fenchel For some reason I remem-
bered it and placed it immediately. I got out of bed.

“Hey, put on a robe,” said Sophie. She was disappointed at the kissing

ending when another woman spoke at the door.

I put my head out and blocked the door with my shoulder and naked

foot. It was Thea She had said m that note I hadn’t seen the last of

her, and here she was.

“Fm sorry,” she said, “but I’ve already come a couple of times and

I want to see you.”

“Only once, I thought. How did you find me?”
‘T hired a detective. Then that girl didn’t tell you about both times.

Is she in there with you? Ask her.”

“No, that’s not the same one. You actually went to a detective

agency‘s”

“I’m glad it’s not that girl,” she said.

I didn’t answer, only looked.

She wasn’t keeping her composure very well. That prompt face, dif-

ferent from what I remembered, delicate but not so firm in nerve, wide-

cheeked and pale, her nostrils open wide. I recalled that Mimi had told

me she was breathing heavily from the climb, but it must also have
been from determination not to give in to disappointment at not finding

me alone. She was dressed in a brown silk suit, kind of strikingly

watermarked; in spite of all, she wanted me to notice it. But at the

same time, by her gloved hands and the unsteadiness of her hat of

flowers, I was aware she was trembling; and as the rustLng m mid-
ocean against the bulwarks is the shght sign of very great milea of

depth and extent, the stiffness of the silk gave a small sound of con-
tinual tremor.

“It’s nothing,” she said. “How could you tell that I was coming? I

don’t expect . .

I felt no need to be pardoned, as if I should have been waiting for

her, and would have been within my rights in smiling but I wasn’t able

to do that. I had thought back on her as an erratic rich girl with whons
the main thing was to be rivals with her sister; I couldn’t continue tn
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think so, for no matter how it had started it was now clearly something
else What sets you off not being good enough, you find the better

reason once you have got going This might have happened to her; but
I couldn’t tell which was uppermost, nobility or illness, whether she

was struggling with personal objections of pride or the social ones about
what IS due a young woman from herself—^those spiked things that

press With such ugly sharpness on the greater social weakness of women.
Whether she fought against or went out to look for a torturing occasion,

I mean. But that v/as not all I thought of or felt by any means Other-

wise I’d have shooed her away, for I liked Sophie Geratis too well to

give her up because I was merely interested or flattered. Or because I

saw a chance to get back at Esther Fenchei through her sister, for, as

I’ve said before, I haven’t any grudge-bearing abihty to speak of. But
all at once Sophie wasn’t even m it.

“What are you doing?” I said, turning to her. She had put on her

shoes. I saw her hold up her arms and the black dress fell on her

shoulders. She softly battled her body into it, pulled it into place across

her breasts and over her hips, and shook her face free of her hair,

“Honey, if this is somebody you want to see . .

“But, Sophie, I’m with you tonight.”

“You and me are just having a fling before Fm married, aren’t we?
Maybe you want to get married too. It’s just an affair, isn’t it?”

“You’re not going,” I said. But she didn’t listen, and when she went

on to tie her laces covered the underside of her thigh from me as she

lifted her knee. Because I didn’t sound firm enough. And through this

act of covering her bare leg—^not sore, but with a resigned sort of drop

of her head—she drew back those vital degrees from lover’s heat. To
have her again I realized I’d have to pass a large number of tests and

perhaps last of all I’d have to ask her to marry me. So I admitted in my
private mind she was right to go smce I couldn’t any longer honestly

furnish that gay interest that had brought us together.

A piece of paper slid under the door, and we heard Thea going

away.

“At least she’s not so brassy as to stand and look at me come out,”

said Sophie. “Anyway, she had plenty of brass to knock when she could

tell you had company. Are you engaged to her or something? Go ahead

and read your note.”

Sophie took her conge and kissed me on the face but wouldn’t let me
return the kiss or accompany her down to the door. So, undressed still,

I sat on the cot in the May night air of the high window and opened

the piece of paper. It gave her address and number and said, “Please
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call me tomorrow, and don’t be angry because of what I can’t help.’*

When I thought how she had been ashamed for the jealousy rismg

to her face, and how rich in trouble the moment had been for her to

hold fast while I came to the door naked and talked to her, I wasn’t in-

clined to feel angry at all In fact I couldn’t help but be glad. Even

though it was high-handed to go and proceed against Sophie as she

did and assume that only she had the nght grade of love. And then I

had a lot of other notions, such as whether I was m danger of fallmg

in love to obhge Why? Because love was so rare that if one had it the

other should capitulate to it? If, for the time, he had nothing more im-

portant on'^ In this thought there was a good measure of poking fun,

with, however, the fact that I was stirred in ail kinds of ways, mcludmg

the soft shuffle m the treetop of leaves just broken out of the thick red

beaks I thought the business of a woman must be only love Or, at an-

other time, only a child And I let this be an amusement and an ob-

jection in my light mind. And this lightness of mind—I could have

benefited from the wisdom about it that the heavy is the root of the

light. First, that is, that the graceful comes out of what is buried at great

depth. But as wisdom has to spread and knot out in all directions, this

can also refer to the slight laugh which is only a little of what is sent up-

ward by great heaviness of heart, or also to the gravity which passes

off by performer’s flutter or pitch for laughs Even the man who wants

to believe, you sometimes note kidding his way to Jesus.

That night I fell deeply asleep, any old way, in and out of the sheets.

They still smelled of Sophie’s powder, or whatever she had imparted to

them, so I slept wrapped in her banners, after a fashion. When I waked
I thought it had been a peaceful sleep, and the early day was radiant.

But I was mistaken. I remembered nightmares I had had of the jackals

trying to get over the walls of Harar, Abyssinia, to eat the plague dead
—^from a book Arthur had left lying around, about one of his favorite

poets. I heard Mimi below bitching and yeilmg at the telephone, though

it was just some ordinary conversation. It was a fresh day, of beauty

nearly material enough to pick up, with corners of the yard full of the

heat of flowers grown in old iron and adapted cast-off boilers. That red

which in the greater strength of the day would make you giddy and
attack your heart with a power almost hke a sickness, some sickness

causing spat blood, spasm, and rot just as much and as rich as pleasure.

My face prickled as if I had been hit sharp enough to cause nosebleed.

I looked and felt puffy and sullen, and as if I had a surplus of blood and
foresaw trouble from it, that it would have to be let. Also my hands and
feet were that ominous way. I went ont half stone, but even the pave-
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ment chafed me through the leather; my veins seemed slowed up with

lead. I couldn’t bear being in the confinement of the drugstore even for

the minute of time it took to swallow a cup of coffee. I dragged m}seif

to the office in the poky cars, and when I had fallen into my chair with

my legs spread out, I felt the toil of all my processes, down to the

arteries of the feet as they sprung and shot with regularity, and I prayed
I wouldn’t have to get up. The door and window were open, the fusti-

ness of the hard-trod place having its brief chance to clear out in the

courthouse-hung tranquillity before the resumption of hostilities, the

meadow hour before the ashcan barrage of Flanders tears the skies.

And the lark, who doesn’t need to spit or clear his throat, goes up.

But then the business of the day got under way, and in my harassed

mability to keep up, it was like a double-quick-time stamping or danc-

ing; angry grim waltz m which the clutched partners were out to wear
one anoffier down; or solo clog or tarantella of the hopping mad; or

the limper sway of the almost gone from consciousness; the decorous

sevillams of the stiff whose faces didn’t betray how their heels were

slamming, the epidemic kick of German serfdom; the squatting kazat^

sky; the hesitation-step of adolescence; the Charleston. I confronted

all the varieties, and as far as I could I avoided nsing Except when I

had to go to the biffy to take a leak, or when I thought I was hungry and

ducked below to the billiard room and lunch counter, where the green

of the felt went to my head However, I had no appetite. It was another

kmd of gnawmg, not emptiness of gut that was the matter.

When I went back there was a fresh crowd waiting to do their stuff.

Me the weary booking agent or impresario, watched by them with wrath

and avidity, with tics, with dignity by some and booby-hatch glares by

others. And what was I gomg to accomplish for them in the way of

redress and throwing open prmcedoms by explaining how they must

fill out a card? Holy Lord and God! I know man’s labor must be one

of those deals figured out by Providence that saves him by preserving

him, or he would be hungry, he would freeze, or his brittle neck would

be broke. But what cunous and strange forms he ends up surviving m,

becoming them in the process.

It was in my unusual state of feeling that I reflected about this, and

meantime when I would remember the rustle of Thea’s brown silk it

made me shiver. Along with the strange outcomes of the history of toil.

Every chance I got I phoned her. There wasn’t any answer, and

Grammick reached me before I could talk to her. He had to have my
help in South Chicago that night in a gauze and bandage factory he had

organized more or less in passmg. For it was like a band of Jesuits land-
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ing where a heathen people thirsted for baptism in the dense thousands*

thronging out of their brick towns I had to fill a bag with literature and

blanks and race over to the Illmois Central to get the electric tram and

meet Grammick at his headquarters in a tavern, a rough place but

with a ladies’ and family entrance, for many of the gauze-winders were

women. I can’t say how they kept bandages clean m that sooty, plug-

ugly town built as though so many fool amateur projects for the Tower
of Babel that had got cnppled at the second story a few dozen times

and then ail hands had quit and gone in for working in them instead

Grammick was in the middle of this show and busy organizing He was

as firm as a Stonewall Jackson, but he was also as perfectly pacific as

a woodshop instructor in a high school or some personage of the

Congress party, somebody from that white-flutter India setting out to

conquer the whole place flat. By the power of meekness.

Most of the night we were up and were ready in the morning with

everything necessary, committees on their mark, demands drawn up,

negotiation machinery all set and the factions m agreement. At nine

o’clock Grammick picked up the phone to talk to management. At
eleven the negotiations were already under way, and late that night

the strike was won and we went out to a wiener and sauerkraut shindy

with the glad union members It was all a matter of course to Gram-
mick, though I was hopped up about it and full of congratulation.

I went to the booth m the back with my glass of beer and tried

Thea’s number again. This time I got through. I said, “Listen, I’m

calling from out of town where I had to go on business, otherwise you
would have heard from me before But I expect to be back tomorrow.”

“When?”
“Afternoon, I think.”

“Can’t you come sooner? Where are you now?”
“Out in the stuks, and I’m coming as soon as I can,”

“But I don’t have long to stay in Chicago.”

“Do you have to go? But where?”

“Honey, I’ll explain it when I see you FU wait in all day tomorrow.
K you can’t phone first, ring the doorbell three times,”

Like a strong brush the excitement went over me, and I stood up to

it with shut eyes of pleasure, heat snarls at the ears and thrills de-

scending my legs. I was dying to get to her. But I wasn’t able to leave

yet. There were loose ends to tie up. It was important how even victors

said au revoir. Grammick couldn’t leave until he had arranged the

bookkeeping and everything was in order. Then, when we got back to

the city, I had to go with lum to headquarters to report our success.
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This was to advance me too, and was to get a knockdown lo Mr*

Ackey and be a little thicker with the officials, not stay a supernu-

merary.

Ackey was waiting for us, not to congratulate us but with a rede-

ployment order on his spindle "‘Grammick,” he said, asking him in-

stead of me, “is this your protege March? March,” he went on, stii!

not finding me with his eyes, as if the time wasn’t ]ust ripe, “you’re

going to have to do some serious trouble-shooting today, and right

this minute. Ifs one of those hot dual-union situations. They’re mur-

der. The Northumberland Hotel—thafs a ritzy place—how many
people do we have signed up there‘s Not enough. They must have

upward of two hundred and fifty m a place like that.”

I said, “I thmk we have about fifty cards from the Northumberland,

and most of those from chambermaids But why, whafs going on?”

“They’re getting ready to strike, that’s what This morning there

have been about five calls for you from Sophie Geratis, one of the

maids. There’s a stnke meeting on right now in the linen room, and

you get over there and stop them The AFL is in there, and the thing

to aim for is an election
”

“Then what am I supposed to do'^”

“Hold the line. You sign them up and keep them from going out.

Quick now, there must be hell broke loose.”

I snatched up my pack of membership blanks and lit out for the

Northumberland, a huge building, it was, with florid galleries and

Roman awnings fluttering up to the thirtieth story and looking down

at the growth of the elms and flaglike greens of Lincoln Park.

I flashed up m a Checker cab. There wasn’t any doorman on duty;

the place glittered from the copper arms swelling on shields from either

side and from the four glasses of the revolving door and their gold

monograms. I didn’t thmk Fd get far by way of the lobby, and I hur-

ried back to the alley and found a service entrance. Up three flights of

steel stairs, as nobody answered the bell of the freight elevator, I heard

yelling and tracked it through the corridors, now velvet, now cement,

to this place, the linen room.

The fight that was going on was between those who were loyal to

the recognized union and the rebellious, mostly the underpaid women,

who were scalding mad about the last refusal to raise them from

twenty cents an hour. All were in uniform or livery. The room was

white and hot, right in the path of the sun, the doors open to the

laundry, and the women in their service blues and in white caps

shouted and spoiled for war and struggle. They stood on the metal
— *»Ar
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tables and soap barrels and screamed for the walkout I looked for

Sophie, who saw me first She cried, ‘‘Here’s the organizer Here's

the man Here comes March!” She was on top of one of the hogsheads,

With her gams wide apart in their black stockings. Hot, but grim and

pale, and her black hair covered by the cap, her excitement of the eyes

was all the blacker She tried to express no familiarity m them toward

me, so no scrutiny could have found out that our arms ever had

crossed or hands ever stroked up and down.

I looked around and could see my friends and enemies in a

minute, jeering or urging, distrustful, partisan, indignant, crying There

was one gaffer dressed up as white as any intern, and a face on him
like Tecumseh, or one of the painted attackers of Schenectady, he

wanted right away to explain a strategy to me, being very deliberate

in that birdhouse of tropical screaming and laundry heat, to say

nothing of the whiteness of the sun

“Now wait,” I called, taking Sophie’s place on the hogshead

Some began to yell, “We strike!”

“Now please listen. It won’t be legal
—

”

“Oh, the helh Cry-eye^ What’s legal, that we get a buck and a half

a day? What’s there after carfare and union dues'^ Do we eat*^ We’re

just going to walk out
”

“No, you don’t want to do that It would be a wildcat strike. The
Federation guys would send other people to take your place and it

would be legal The thing to do is sign with us so there can be an elec-

tion, and when we win we can represent you.”

“Or if you win That’s again a few months ”

“But it’s the best you can do ”

I broke open a bundle of cards from my bag and was distributing

them into the waving hands when suddenly a bulge started from the

direction of the laundry, several men were fighting through the crowd,

thrusting away the women, and the joint began to jump Just as I

realized that these were the enemy union guy and his goons I was
grabbed from behind, off the barrel, and slugged as I landed, in the

eye and on the nose. I burst into blood My buddy with the Indian’s

beak stepped on me, but that was in his rush at the guy who hit me.
As he pushed him back a Negro chambermaid raised me Sophie thrust

her hand into my pocket and pulled out my handkerchief

“Dirty gangsters! Honey, don’t worry. Throw your head back,”

There was now a ring of women guarding me, formed around the

overturned barrel When one of the sluggers made a start for me there

was a lunge of the women for that place. Some had picked up scis-
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sors, knives, soap scoops, so the union guy called off his gorillas, and
they came to position around him, who was small by contrast but

dangerous-looking, if a runt, in his snappy man-about-town suit and
his Baltimore heater He appeared like somebody from the shenff’s

office who had changed to the other side of the law; or from cat meat to

human flesh. He seemed as if he would smell at close quarters like

a dnnkmg man, but that was perhaps the color of rage and not of

whisky in him. Of unpreventabie meanness, able to harm as much
as he threatened I could somewhat show that with those bursts of

blood on my noserag and shirt, and snorting out more, while my
stinging eye swelled to a skt. However, he w^as the one who had the

law on his side, bemg the representative under contract of these peo-

ple.

“Now, ladies, get out of the way and let my men take over this punk
who got no business here He’s breakm’ Acts of Congress and I could

swear a warrant against hun. Besides the hotel could ]ug him for ties-

passin’.”

The women screamed and showed their scissors and weapons, and

the Negro woman, who sounded hke a West Indian or some Empire

Britisher, said, “Never, you bloody little peanut!” So, while scared,

I was also astonished.

“That’s okay, sister, we’ll get Wm,” said one of the goons. “He can’t

go everywhere with this nooky protection.”

His boss told him, “Whyn’t you shut your trap!” And he said to me,

“What right you got to come here?”

“I was asked here.”

“Damn right he was! You bet we asked him!” While the cooks

in their long hats and others of the better-off faction hollered and

scoffed and held noses and pulled the imaginary toilet chain at me.

“Listen, you-all. I’m your representative. When there’s any beefs,

what am I for?”

“To throw us out when we come to the hall to ask you something,

while your feet are on the table and you’re drmking from the bottle and

pickm’ horses!”

“There doesn’t have to be any goddam mutiny, does there? Now I

see a lot of cards this sonofabitch meddler passed around, and I want

you all to tear ’em up and have no more truck with him and them.”

I said, “Don’t do it!”

The guy who had slugged me made a pass to push through the de-

fense of women and they heaved against him. Sophie pulled me

away, through the back and along service corridors. “There’s a fire-
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door back here,” she said “You can get down the escape. Take care,

honey, they’ll be after you now.”

“What about you'^”

“What can they do me"?”

“You’d better forget about striking for the time being.”

Drawing strongly, her feet planted wide apart, she hauled open the

ponderous firedoor, and as I went out she said, “Augie, you and me
will never get together again, will we*?”

“I think not, Sophie. There is this other girl.”

“Good-by, then
”

I hustled down the hot black fire-escape frames and swung from the

ladder, jumped, and when I made a choice of streets to run to I had

no luck. One of the goons was there; he came for me, and I took off

toward Broadway. I flinched from the shots he might have taken, that

not being unknown in Chicago, that people should be knocked off m
the street. But there was no noise of any gun, and I reckoned that his

object was to work me over, finish the beating, break bones perhaps,

and lay me up.

I had just enough of a lead on the slugger to get across Broadway

before him. I saw him, waist up, stopped by trafiic, his eyes still on

me, and I breathed on the dry snot of fear in my blood-clotted nose

A streetcar making slow time came by, and I sprang to the platform.

I was sure to be followed, because of the slow cumbersomeness of the

car approaching the Loop But I might be able to shake him in the

crowds Meanwhile I rode in the front with the motorman, where I

could watch the length of the car and also had within reach the switch-

iron that motormeu lower through a hole m the floorboards I could

be sure the slugger was coming on behind in one of the taxis in the

file of cars fluddering and shimmering off their blue gas stink in this

dull hot brute shit of a street. I was harrowed by my hate for it, as

well as for the creeping of the trolley. I was torn up and sick with it.

But gradually the bridge approached and the towers, all series and the

same from top to bottom, the river of washwater filth and the bone-

nosed gulls. The car picked up speed over the clear of the bridge and
came down the swoop with heavy liberty, but then crept again in the

Loop and its crush of traflJc. I waited until near Madison Street, and
in the middle of the block I said to the motorman, “Off here!”

“This ain’t the stop
”

I said, raging, “Open it up or Fll bust your head open,” and when
he saw the ugliness of my face and the chink of my eye he let me
get off and I ran for it, but ran only to turn the comer and lose myself.
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I took the chance of getting into a line moving rapidly at the Me-
Vickers where there was a Garbo picture, and inside the thick red

cords that looped off in-going from departing crowds, and in the lobby,

which was like an apartment Caghostro and Seraphma had laid out to

fuddle the court and royalty, I was out of danger for the time I was
anyway beginning to feel that if he trapped me now it might be dan-

gerous for him too, as for the overseer killed by Moses. I went down to

the can and vomited up my breakfast. Bathmg off the blood, I dried at

the electric blower. Then I went up and lay m one of the seats at the

back of the house where I could watch who entered, and there I

rested until the end of the show and next change of audience, when
I went out too, straight to the middle of the street, which was roanng

and flinging up hot midday dust.

I jumped into a taxi and drove to Thea's, which had been my real

objective of days.
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CHAPTER XIV

I was hurrying to fulfill the prophecy Thea Fenchel had made on that

swing in St. Joe. And while it was no minor thing to me that I was

beat up and chased like this, I couldn’t feel the importance of the cause

much, or that it would benefit anyone for me to fight on in it If I had

felt this as such a matter of conscience I might have been out in front

of Republic Steel at the hour of the Decoration Day Massacre, as

Grammick was He was clubbed on the head. But I was with Thea.

It wasn’t even in my power to be elsewhere, once we had started. No,

I just didn’t have the calling to be a union man or in politics, or any

notion of my particle of will coming before the ranks of a mass that

was about to march forward from misery. How would this will of mme
have got there to lead the way"^ I couldn’t just order myself to become
one of those people who do go out before the rest, who stand and in-

tercept the big social ray, or collect and concentrate it like burning

glass, ^:^ho glow and dazzle and make bursts of fibre. It wasn’t what I was

meant to be.

As I ran into Thea’s apartment house from the cab and rang the

bell three times, fast, I didn’t especially observe where I had come.

It was a showy, heavily furnished lobby, no one in it, and as I was try-

ing to find out which of the elegant doors belonged to the elevator, a

square of light appeared in one of them. Thea had come down for me.

The door opened. There was a velvet bench and we sank down on it,

pressing and kissing as the smooth elevator rose. Not noticing the

blood-stiffened shirt, she passed her hand over my chest and up to my
shoulders. I opened her housecoat on her breasts, I was not in control

of my head. I was unaware, nearly blind. If anyone else had been near

neither of us would have known it. I can’t for certain say I don’t re-

member a face, maybe that of a maid when the door opened, and we
went on embracing in the corridor and then in the apartment, by the

door, on the carpet
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With Thea it wasn’t at all as it had been with other women, those

who gave you their permission, so to speak, to undo one thing at a

time and admire it, the next thing guarded again, and the last thing most

guarded of all She didn’t delay, or seem to hurry either As if studying

deeply from a surrendered mmd, and with the lips, the hands and

hair, the nsmg bosom and legs, without the use of any force, presently

it seemed as if an exchange or transfer had happened of us both into

stiU another person who hadn’t existed before There was a powerful

feeling of love And so finally, as if I had been on my bent knees in

what’s supposed to be an entirely opposite spirit, praying, with my
fingers pressed together, I think it would have been no different from

what I felt come over me with the fingers not together but touching

her on the breasts instead. My bursting face with the swatted eye lay

between, and her arms were around my neck.

Now the sun began to heat us by the door, on the rug where we
were lying. It had the same filmy whiteness as it had m the linen room.

It had shone dirtier on the Loop sidewalk where I jumped from the

streetcar. Here it glowed white once more Presently I wanted to pull

the curtain because of the glare on my eye, and when I stood up she

observed for the first time how^ I looked,

“Who did that to you?” she cried.

I explained the whole business to her, and she kept saying, “Is that

why you didn’t come? Is that what you were doing all that time?” The

time lost was the most important thing of all to her. Although it gave

her a tremor to look straight at my bruise, the specific reason for my
being beaten didn’t interest her and she wasn’t very curious about it.

Yes, she had heard of the big union drive, but that I was in it was sort

of irrelevant. For while I was not with her, where I was intended to be,

it didn’t make much difference where I was. Ail intervening things and

interferences were of the same unreal kind and belonged^—out there.

Gauze-winders, hotel workers on strike, errors like my illusion about

her sister, that farce of being taken for Mrs. Renling’s gigolo, all that

Thea had herself done meanwhile, these were entirely “out there.” The

reality was now, and in here; she had followed it by instinct since St

Joe. So this was the reason for the cry of all that time lost and it made

me feel what her fear was like of never succeeding in finding her way

from the “out there” but blundering forever.

Of course I didn’t grasp this right away. It came out during the next

few days, during which we stayed in the apartment. We slept and

woke, and we didn’t really discuss my doings or hers. Suitcases were

standmg around the bed, but I didn’t ask about them It was just as
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well that I didn’t go out, for the hoodlums were looking to make an

object lesson of me. Grammick told me when I got around to phoning

him.

Other women I had known—^well, I didn’t blame them that I loved

them less than Thea Only it was through her that I began to learn

somewhat about the reasons behind my opinions. There were some

people who were too slow m their life, because of fatigue, unwilling-

ness, hardship, sorrow, mistrust; and some were too fast out of other

trouble or desperation. But as far as I was concerned, Thea had perfect

life So that any no-account thing, such as her walking to the kitchen

or bending to pick up an object from the floor, when I would see the

shape of her back, her spine, or the soft departure of her breasts, or her

brush, made my soul topple over. I loved her to the degree that any-

thing she chanced to do was welcome to me. I was very happy. And
when she was going about the room and I lay stretched and occupied

so much of her bed with my body, I was about like a king, as to the

pleasure of my face, looking on, watching her.

Her face was paler than I had remembered, but then I hadn’t ob-

served It so well before Some pains of life were in it too, sure enough,

when you looked close, though just at present her eyes were relatively

clear of them. She had black hair The roots came a little unevenly

from her forehead, upward, beautiful at that You had to look well

to notice this eccentricity Her eyes were most dark She often applied

rouge to her mouth from a little tube on the bed table as though feeling

she had to stay adorned at least that way, with the carnation color, and

a fire smudge came off on the pillows and on me.

Now, when I had called in from South Chicago, Thea had told me
she didn’t have much time, she would have to leave soon. And the

first few days, as I’ve said, she didn’t speak of it, but eventually the

open suitcases brought up the subject and she told me that she had
been, and legally still was, married, and she was on her way from Long
Island to Mexico to get a divorce. Afraid to hurt my feelings, all

she’d say at the outset was that her husband was considerably older

than either of us and was very rich. But gradually more came out. He
flew a Stinson plane, he had tons of ice dumped in his private lake

when it became lukewarm in July, he went on Canadian hunting trips,

he wore cufflinks worth fifteen hundred dollars, he sent to Oregon for

apples and they cost him forty cents apiece, he cried because he was
growing bald so quickly, etcetera. Whatever she said was chosen to

prove she didn’t love him. But I wasn’t very jealous. I guess because
he had lost out there was no cause. Esther also was married and to a
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man rich as all get-ont, a lawyer in Washington, D C. This rung

very foreign to me, as she didn’t quite observe—^the planes, the

hunting, and the colossal cliSs of dough Thea too traveled with sports

equipment—^breeches, boots, gun cases, cameras, in the can I had by

chance turned on an infra-red bulb that she used for developing films,

and in the bathtub were pans with fluid and unfamiliar pipes and
gizmos.

Well, during this talk it was evening beside the window. We were

at the table, having just eaten supper, which was ordered by phone.

There was a watermelon rind, chicken bones, and so on. She was

tellmg me about her husband, but all I could think of was my luck,

at this pomt and hour as she was leaning her head on the curtain, and

on her own hands behind her just by the open window and its shadow

of blue which cleared the trees and then got paler The trees grew in

the little yard, which was covered with white gravel. Some big msec!

flew in and began walking on the table. I don’t know what insect it

was, but It was brown, shining, and rich in structures In the city the

big universal chain of insects gets thin, but where there’s a leaf or two

it’ll be represented And then beneath us the dinner dishwater was

splashing in an apartment; and over toward Hell’s Kitchen, from a

couple of belfries hke the twin points of the black leathery sand-shark

egg-cases you find on beaches, the sound of bells went out This

Roman-twilight firing or mild shelling the targets scarcely even heard

for the sloshing of the tapwater and the conk of china. I was wearing

one of her bathrobes and my legs were stretched under the table from

a silk armchair, and on an occasion like this, as glad as I was, what

was I going to do, be envious of her husband whom she had left?

Since I had come near being Lucy Magnus’s husband, I understood

why Thea had marned at the same time as her sister and to the same

sort of man Though she could be iromcal about them now, I found

out later that she had a weakness for being successful m social circles

like this man Smith’s, or at least she liked to feel she outclassed the

women from those Boston or Virgima families. Which was a depart-

ment of rivalry I didn’t know much about.

She assumed that I’d go to Mexico with her, and I never seriously

thought of refusing I knew I didn’t have what it took, of pride, or of a

strong feeling of duty, to ask her to come back another time when I

was ready, or at least in better position, honorably quits with the

union, or when I could at least pay my own way. I said I had no

money, and she answered seriously, “Take what you need from the

refrigerator.” She was in the habit of leaving the dough she got in
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change from the delivery men and also checks and so forth in the

refrigerator. The money was mixed up with rotting salad leaves and

lying with saucers of bacon grease, which she didn’t like to throw

away. Anyway, the fives and tenners were there, and I was to pick

up what I needed on the way out, as a man takes a handkerchief from

his drawer on slight thought.

I had a conversation with Grammick to ask him to step into my
place at the Northumberland He already had done what he could

There was no wildcat strike He said the union guy and his boys were

really gunnmg for me, to lay low. When I told him I was quitting and

leaving town he was surprised. However, I explained about Thea, that

I absolutely had to go with her, and he appeared to take it better. He
said It was a lousy deal anyway to be stuck m these dual-union situa*

tions, and the organization ought to put on a real drive m the hotel

field or quit.

Thea outfitted me before the trip. In which connection, for some

reason, I get the picture something like the Duke of Wellington step-

ping out m the dress of the Salisbury Hunt, blue coat, black cap, and

buckskins. Maybe this is because Thea had such very exact ideas as to

what I should put on. We went from shop to shop m the station wagon
to try on clothes When she thought a thing was right she kissed me and

cried, “Oh, baby, you make me happy!” unmindful of all the stiffness

in the salespeople and the other customers. When I picked something

she didn’t like she’d give a laughmg start and say, “Oh, you fool! Take
it off. That’s like what the old lady m Evanston thought was so smart.”

The clothes Simon had given me she disliked too. She wanted me to

look like a sportsman, and she got me a heavy leather jacket at Von
Lengerke and Antoine’s that required you to want to kill game or you

couldn’t wear it. It was a knockout, with a dozen different kinds of

pockets and slits for cartridges and handline, knife, waterproof matches,

compass. You could be thrown m the middle of Lake Huron in it and
hope to live. Then for boots we crossed Wabash Avenue to Carson’s,

where I hadn’t gone since Jimmy Klein trapped me that bad moment
in the revolving doors.

In these joints it was she who did the talking. Mostly silent, feeling

full of blood, I came up smiling to try on the things and walk inside

the triple mirror to let her turn me by the shoulder and see. I was glad

over her least peculiarity—^that she spoke high, that she didn’t care

that her slip showed a loop from her brilliant green dress, or that there

were hairs on her neck that had escaped the gathering of the comb,
hairs of Japanese blackness. Her dresses were expensive, but as I had
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noticed her hat trembling when she had come up to my room, there

never lacked one piece of disorder caused by excitement, and where
arrangement failed

Going through this, being kissed in the stores and the purchases and
gifts, my luck didn’t make me hangdog, Fii say that for myself If she

had handed me titles and franchises like Elizabeth to Leicester it

wouldn’t have caused me awkwardness; nor would w^earing feathers,

instead of the deep Stetson that pleased her So the checks, plaids,

chamois, suedes, or high boots that made me come out on Wabash
Avenue like a tall visitor or tourist were no embarrassment but made
me laugh and even be somewhat vain, putting on like a stranger in my
own home town

She was cuckoo about dime stores, where she bought cosmetics and
pins and combs After we locked the expensive purchases m the station

wagon we went into McCrory’s or Kresge’s and were there by the hour,

up and down the aisles with the multitude, mostly of women, and m
the loud-played love music Some things Thea liked to buy cheaply;

they maybe gave her the best sense ot the innermost relations of pennies

and nickels end expressed the real depth of money. I don’t know But

I didn’t think myself too good to be wandering in the dime store with

her. I went where and as she said and did whatever she wanted be-

cause I was threaded to her as if through the skin So that any trilling

object she took pleasure in could become important to me at once;

anything at all, a comb or hairpm or piece of line, a compass inside

a tm rmg that she bought with great satisfaction, or a green-billed

baseball cap for the road, or the kitten she kept in the apartment

—

she would never be anywhere without an animal This little striped and

spike-tailed tom, like a cat of the sea in the wide darkness of the

floors of those rooms of the suite that Thea never used. She rented a

big place and then settled m a space-economizing style, gathering and

piling things around her. There were plenty of closets and dressers but

she was still living out of the suitcases, boxes, cases, and you had to ap-

proach the bed at the center of this confusion through spaces between.

She used sheets as towels and towels as shoe rags or mats or to wipe

the kitten’s messes, for it wasn’t housebroken. She gave the maids

bribes of perfume and stockings to clean up, wash the dishes, under-

clothes, and do other extras; or maybe she did it so that they wouldn’t

criticize her disorderlmess She thought she was first-rate with clerks

and servants I, the ex-orgamzer, didn’t say anything.

It didn’t matter. I let a lot of things go past Those days, whatever

touched me had me entirely, and whatever didn’t was like dead, my
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heart not giving it a tumble I was never before so taken up with a

single human being I followed her sense wherever it went. As I

wasn’t yet old enough to be tired of confinement to my own sense,

I didn’t appreciate this enough

What I did at times realize was how I was abandoning some mighty

old protections which now stood empty Hadn’t I been warned enough

because of my mother, and on my own account'? With terrible warn-

ings'? Look out’ Oh, you chump and weak fool, you are one of a

humanity that can’t be numbered and not more than the dust of metals

scattered m a magnetic field and clinging to the lines of force, de-

termined by laws, eating, sleeping, employed, conveyed, obedient, and

subject So why hunt for still more ways to lose liberty? Why go toward,

and not instead run from, the huge drag that threatens to wear out

your ribs, rub away your face, splinter your teeth*? No, stay away’

Be the wiser person who crawls, rides, runs, walks to his solitary ends

used to solitary effort, who procures for himself and heeds the fears

that are the kings of this world Ah, they don’t give you much of a

break, these kings’ Many a dead or dying face lies or drifts under them.

Here Thea appeared with her money, her decided mind set on love

and great circumstances, her car, her guns and Leicas and boots, her

talk about Mexico, her ideas. One of the chiefest of these ideas being

that there must be something better than what people call reality. Oh,

well and good Very good and bravo’ Let’s have this better, nobler

reality. Still, when such an assertion as this is backed by one person

and maintained for a long time, obstinacy finally gets the upper hand

The beauty of it is harmed fay what it suffers on the way to proof I

know that.

However, Thea had one superiority in her ideas. She was one of

those people who are so certain of their convictions that they can fight

for them in the body If the threat to them goes against their very

flesh and blood, as with people who are examined naked by police or

with martyrs, you soon know which behefs have strength and which do

not. So that you don’t speak air. For what you don’t suffer m your

person is mostly dreaminess, or like shots of light, sky-sprinkling fire-

works and creamy wheels that scatter to a sad earth. Thea was prepared

for the extremest test of her thoughts.

Not that she herself was always on her own highest standard. I had

to accept her version of everything, this being the obstinacy of assertion

I spoke of. Also it was evident that she was used to having what she

wanted, including me. Her behavior was sometimes curious and crude
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When certain long-distance calls came through she’d just about order

me out of the room, and then I could hear her j'eiimg and be startled,

astonished that she could have a voice like that I couldn’t catch the

words and could only speculate as to the reasons. Then how I’d criti-

cize her if I weren’t her lover would come to me.
She assumed she understood everything about me, and it was

astonishing how much she did know; the remainder she made up with
confidence and trusted to closed eyes and fast strokes She therefore

said some harsh and jealous things and her look occasionally was more
brilliant than friendly. She was aware of her weakness in havmg come
after me—^in her confident moments she thought of it mstead as strength

and was proud of it

“Did you like that Greek girl?”

“Yes, sure I did
”

“Was It just the same with her as with me?”
“No.”

“I can tell you’re just lying, Augie. Of course it was the same for

you.”

“Don’t you find it different with me? Am I like your husband?”

“Like him*^ Never

“Well, can it be so different for you and not also for me? You think

I can put it on and not love you?”

“Oh, but I came to look for you, not you for me. I had no pnde”

—

she was forgetting that I scarcely knew her in St. Joe. “You were get-

ting tired of this little Greek chambermaid, and I happened to show up,

and it flattered you so much you couldn’t resist. You like to get bou-

quets like that.” And now, to say this, made her breathe with labor;

she was suffering. “You want people to pour love on you, and you

soak It up and swallow it. You can’t get enough. And when another

woman runs after you, you’ll go with her. You’re so happy when
somebody begs you to oblige. You can’t stand up under flattery!”

Maybe so. But what I couldn’t stand up under at the moment was

this glare, when she went so hot and white in the face with its strong

nerve and metaphysical reckless assertion. Although she painted her

mouth with carnation lipstick she didn’t make it sensual, nor did she

have a sensual face, but any excitement, no matter what it was, took

up her person, her entire being. It was the same whether she was angry

or when she was loving and had her breasts against me, clasping hands,

touching feet. So even if this jealousy made no sense, still it wasn’t

play-acting jealousy*
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‘‘If I’d been wise enough Fd have come for you,” I said. “I just

didn’t have enough sense, so I’m grateful that you did And you don’t

have to be afraid.”

No, no, what did I want with the upper hand or pride contests'? None
of that stuff When she heard me speak like this there was a tremor m
her features of the strain passing off; she shrugged and smiled at herself

and a more normal color began to appear

Not only was sLe accustomed to independence struggles and to

resistance, to going com ter to the open direction of everyone else,

which made her judgments severe, but she was in many ways suspicious.

Her experience was, socially, much wider than mine, and so she

suspected many things which at the time were out of my range She

must have remembered that when we met I seemed an old woman’s

hanger-on who sponged on her and maybe worse than that Of course

she knew better. What she knew of me by now, really knew, was plenty,

from information I gave freely Because involuntarily. But so was her

habitual shrewdness involuntary, the shrewd suspiciousness of a nch
girl And then, once you’ve irrevocably made up your mind, does that

mean you don’t sweat and fear you can be wrong*? Even Thea with her

convictions and confidence wasn’t immune to occasional fits of doubt.

“What makes you say these things about me, Thea*?” They bothered

me Certainly there was some truth m them, I felt it in my lining, some-

where, like an object that had slipped down out of the pocket

“Aren’t they right? Especially about your being so obliging?”

“Well, partly. I used to be much more so But not so much now.”
I tried to tell her that I had looked all my life for the right thing to do,

for a fate good enough, that I had opposed people in what they wanted
to make of me, but now that I was m love with her I understood much
better what I myself wanted.

But what she had to answer was this: “What makes me say these

things is that I see how much you care about the way people look at

you. It matters too much to you. And there are people who take ad-

vantage of that They haven’t got anything of their own and they’ll leave

you nothing for yourself. They want to put themselves m your thoughts

and in your mind, and that you should care for them. It’s a sickness

But they don’t want you to care for them as they really are. No. That’s

the whole stunt. You have to be conscious of them, but not as they are,

only as they love to be seen. They live through observation by the ones
around tliem, and they want you to live like that too. Augie, darling,

don’t do it They will make you suffer from what they are. And you
don’t really matter to their . You only matter when someone loves you.
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You matter to me. Otherwise you don’t matter, you’re only dealt with.

So you shouldn’t care how you seem to them But you do, you care too

much ”

She went on like this. It was bitter sometimes, for usually her wis-

dom was against me As if she foresaw that Fd do her wrong and was
warning me But then, too, I was eager to hear what she said and I

understood it, I understood only too well.

These conversations we had more often on the road when we set out

for Mexico,

She had several times tried to tell me what we would do in Mexico
besides obtaining her divorce, and she seemed to assume that I knew
intuitively what her plans were I frequently was confused. I couldn’t

tell whether she owned or rented a house m the town of Acatla, and

what she described of the country didn’t make me altogether happy. It

sounded like a risky place when she talked of the mountains, hunting,

diseases, robbery, and the dangerous population. I wasn’t clear for a

long time about the hunting I thought she intended to hunt eagles, and

that seemed peculiar to me, but what I understood wasn’t so peculiar

as what she really meant. She wanted to hunt with an eagle tramed in

falconry, and as she had owned hawks she was eager to imitate a

British captain and an American couple who had taught or “manned”
golden and American eagles, some of the few since the Middle Ages.

She had gotten the idea for this hunt from reading articles by Dan and

Julie Mannix, who actually had gone to Taxco some years before with

a trained bald eagle and used the bird to catch iguanas.

Near Texarkana there was a man who had eaglets to sell He had

offered one to George H. Somebody-or-other, an old friend of Thea’s

father, who kept a private zoo. This friend of her father, who by the

accounts she gave seemed to me loony, like the mad King Ludwig of

Bavaria, had built himself a copy of the Trianon in Indiana, only with

cages inside, and had made Hagenbeck voyages everywhere to fill them

with beasts of his own capture He was in retirement now, too old to

travel; but he had asked Thea to bring him some giant iguanas—or

challenged her to—^these huge furious lizards, mesozoic holdouts in

the mountains south of Mexico City. As this information came out,

which I didn’t know how seriously to take, I thought this was like me
and my life—I could not find myself in love without it should have

some peculiarity.

Fm not going to say that she was more than I had bargained for,

because it has to be absolutely understood that I didn’t bargam. What
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I wili say is that she was singular, unforeseen, and contradictory in her

flightmess, steadiness, nervousness, or courage When she tripped on

the stairs in the dark she cried out, but she traveled with snake-catching

equipment and she showed me snapshots of the outings of a rattler-

collectors’ club she had belonged to I saw her holding a diamondback

behmd the head and milking the poison from him with a slice of rub-

ber She told me how she had crawled into a cave after him In Ren-

ling’s shop I had sold sports equipment, but the only hunting I had ever

watched was in the movies, apart from having seen my brother Simon

shootmg at the rats m his yard with his pistol My special memory was of

one large one with humped back like a small boar but terrible, swift-

clawed feet racing for the fence I was, however, ready even to become

a hunter Thea took me out into the country before we left Chicago,

and I practiced shooting at crows

This was while we held over m Chicago a few days longer; she was
waiting for a letter from Smitty’s—^her husband’s—lawyer and used

the tune to give me lessons with the guns in the woods off toward the

Wisconsin line When we came home and she took off her breeches and

sat in her out-of-doors shirt with bare legs, she might take up a piece

of costume jewelry to fix the clasp and sit like a girl of ten, in a rapt

way, her neck bent and knees up, her fingers kind of clumsy Then
we’d ride on the Lincoln Park bridle path, and there was nothing

clumsy about her there I hadn’t forgotten how to manage a horse since

my Evanston days But that was what it was, managing rather than

riding I followed her speed as fast as I could, red in the face and hitting

the saddle hard, using my weight against the ammal. I managed to stay

on, but how I did it amused her.

I was amused, too, when I caught my breath and climbed down
from the saddle, but asked myself ]ust how many new adaptations I

was going to have to try to make. Along with the snapshots of the

Rattlesnake Club I saw others; she had a leather case full of them.

Some were of that very summer in St. Joe when I met her, of her uncle

and aunt, her sister Esther and sports in white pants with tennis rackets

and paddling canoes. When she showed me Esther’s picture it didn’t

touch me except through her resemblance to Thea There were photos

also of her parents. Her mother had been a lover of the Pueblos, so

there she was, sitting in a touring car m a hat and furs, looking at the

cliffs One picture in particular took my attention. It was of her father

in a rikshaw. He wore a white drill suit and a helmet with a nipple, his

eyes also whitish, the influence of the sun whose spottiness made the

wheels seem like tea-soaked lemon. He looked over the shaved head of
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the Chinese human horse who stood with thick wide calves between
the shafts

Then there were more pictures of hunting Some of Thea with dif-

ferent falcons on her gloved arm Several of Smitty, her husband In

nding pants At play, wrangling with a dog Or again with Thea in a

night club—she laughed with eyes closed in the flash of the bulb and
he covered his bald head with slender fingers while an entertainer

fllung arms out over the table Many of these things troubled me For
instance, in her laughter at the night club I saw the bosom, shoulder,

chm, with kmd of a happy recognition, but the hands of ridicule and
squawk of limelight laughter—^no, those were foreign There was no
place for me, there, by the table Nor by her father m the rikshaw.

Nor by the mother in the touring car with the fur about her neck. And
then the hunting troubled me I didn’t know how earnestly I was to

take it. Banging at crows, fine, that was okay But when she bought me
a gauntlet so I could handle the eagle, and I put it on, a strange sense

came over me as if I were a fielder in a demons’ game and would have

to gallop here and there and catch burning stone in the air.

So I was very uncertain Not as to whether I should go with her,

which was no decision since I had to, but as to what to expect, what

I’d have to go through or put up as my share, where we were headed.

To explain it sensibly to anyone was more than I was capable of. I

tried Mimi, who should have been the one best able to sympathize,

was just the friend with whom I had most awkwardness about it She

didn’t like it a bit and said, “Now what are you trying to tell me?’*

unwilling to beheve I was, as I said, in love, and the skin of her fore-

head thickened and drew along her upshot brows. As I explained in

more detail she laughed m my face. “What, what, what^ You have an

eagle to pick up in Arkansas? An eagle*^ Don’t you mean a buzzard?’*

From loyalty to Thea I didn’t laugh; Mimi couldn’t get me to, even

if the queerness of the expedition worried me plenty. “Where did you

find a babe like this'^”

“Mimi, I love her.”

This made her take another, nearer look at me, which showed me to

be m earnest And Mimi thought so much of the seriousness of love she

doubted there were many who could get it right, and, soberer, she said,

“Watch out you don’t get in trouble And why are you quitting your

job? Grammick told me you had a future as an organizer.”

“I don’t want any more of that Arthur can have it
”

As if she thought I spoke of Arthur with disrespect she said, “Don’t

he silly. He has to finish those translations, and he’s working very hard;
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he’s in the middle of an essay on the poet and death,” and she began

to tell me how poets must be allowed to run funerals. Arthur was in-

stalled HI my room, and he had discovered the fire-rumed set of Dr.

Eliot’s classics m the old box* under the bed and asked to be allowed

to take care of it for me Since the books were stamped “W Einhorn,”

it would have been hard to refuse even if I had wanted to. Meanwhile

he was m a cure for his clap, and Mimi watched over him and could

have only side concerns about anybody else

It was easy to explain my going off to Mama Of course I didn’t

have to tell her much, only that I was engaged to a young lady who had

to go to Mexico, and that I was gomg too

Though Mama no longer did kitchen work, the knife marks in her

hands had stayed, and there probably always would be those dark

lines; so, also, her color still was gentle, but her eyes increasingly

cloudy and her lower hp expressed continually less sense. I suppose

what I said was pretty well indifferent to her, as long as the tone of it

didn’t distress her. That was what she listened to And why should it

distress her, since I was riding high and m the best silks and colors?

Say if the main bonds of attachment were death ropes, crazy, m the

end, at least I felt them now as connections of joy, and if that was a

deception it would never appear more substantial or marvelous But
I denied it would be a deception, unless nothing so vivid can be sub-

stantial No, I wouldn’t admit that.

“Is she a rich girl, like Simon’s wife?”

I thought perhaps she believed Thea was Lucy Magnus.
“This isn’t any of Charlotte’s family, Ma ”

“Well, then don’t let her make you unhappy, Augie,” she said And
what lay behind this, I believe, was that if Simon hadn’t helped me to

choose, if I had picked for myself, my mother thought me to be suf-

ficiently like her to get myself in a bad fix I said nothing of the hunting

to her, but it did occur to me how it was inevitable for the son of a
Hagar to go chase wild animals at one time or another.

I asked about Simon The only recent news I had of him was from
Clem Tambow, who had seen him m a fistfight with a Negro on Drexel
Boulevard.'

“He bought a new Cadillac car,” said Mama, “and he came to give

me a nde. Oh, it’s wonderful^ He’s going to be a very rich fellow.”

It didn’t hurt me to hear of him m prosperity, and even if he was
Duke of Burgundy, let him go ahead and be it But I have to admit
that I couldn’t keep down the satisfaction of the thought that Thea was
an heiress too. I don’t want to pretend that I could.
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I looked up Padilla too before I left, and found him in front of his

institute He was in a blood-spotted lab coat, although he was hired to

do calculations, as far as I knew, not experiments, and he smoked one

of his stmkmg dark-tobacco cigarettes while in his swift way he debated

about two curves with a character who held open a big iooseleaf note-

book Padilla wasn’t so terribly pleased that I was bound for Mexico,

and he warned me not to go near Chihuahua, his province. He said that

in Mexico City, where he himself had never been, he had a cousin,

whose address I took “If he’ll rob you or help I can’t predict, but look

him up if you want somebody to look up,” he said “He was piss-poor

fifteen years ago when he went away He sent me a postcard last year

when I got my M A Which maybe means that he wants me to send for

him. Fat chance! Well, enjoy your trip, if they let you, but don’t tell

me afterward I didn’t warn you to stay home ” Suddenly he smiled m
the sunshine and creased his short curved nose and forehead which

sloped backward into his handsome Mexican hair. “Go easy with that

wild native tail ” I couldn’t even gnn at him to be sociable, it was such

inappropnate advice to a man in love

Nobody, then, gave the happy bon voyage I’d have liked Every-

body warned me, m some way, and I even thought of Eleanor Klein

and what Jimmy had told me of her being rooked there in Mexico, and

her mishaps I argued back to myself that it was just the Rio Grande

I had to cross, not the Acheron, but anyway it oppressed me from

somewhere. Really, it was the strangeness of the state I was in and not

so much that of the destination I was aware of. The great astonishment

of this state was that the unit of humanity should maybe be not one but

two. Not even the eagle falconry distressed me as much as that what

happened to her had to happen to me too, necessarily. This was

scary

This trouble of course wasn’t clear to me then I put it all on Mexico

and the hunting. And finally I said to Thea, on an evening while she

was playing the guitar—^with a rounded-back thumb on the hind string;

she treated the instrument easily and it supplied its own strength—

I

said, “Do we have to go to Mexico'^”

“Do we have to^” she said and shut off the strings with her hand.

“You can get a quick divorce in Reno and in other places.

“But why shouldn’t we go to Mexico? I’ve been there several times,

many times What’s wrong with it?”

“But what’s wrong with other places?”

“There’s a house down in Acatla, and we’re going there to catch

some of those lizards and other animals. Besides, I’ve arranged with
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Smitty’s lawyer to be divorced there. And there’s still another reason

why it’s better for us to be there
”

‘‘What’s that‘>”

“I won’t have much money after the divorce.”

I shut my eyes and put my palm on my forehead as if trying to help

the sudden astonishment go through. “Well, Thea, excuse me if I don’t

follow you I thought you and Esther had lots of money What about

the stuff in the icebox*^”

“Angle, our part of the family never did have very much It’s my
uncle, my father’s brother, who’s rich, and Esther and I are the only

km, and we always had allowances and were brought up in the money,

but we were supposed to make good. Esther did, she marned a rich

man.”

“And so did you.”

“But it’s over, and I may as well tell you there was a scandal about

it. It isn’t anything you should mind, it was just foolishness, but I took

off from a party with a naval cadet. He looked just like you. It didn’t

amount to anything. I was thinkmg of you all the time, but you weren’t

there.”

“A substitute!”

“Well, that Greek girl wasn’t even that for you.”

“I never said I spent all the time since we were m St. Joseph think-

ing about you
”

“Nor about Esther?”

“No.”

“Do you want to argue, or do you want to hear? I’m only trying to

explain what happened. My aunt was visiting us—^you remember the

old lady—and the party was at our house, at Smitty’s house. And she

saw how this kid and I were petting Augie, you really don’t have to

mind that It was thousands of miles away and I didn’t realize that I

was going to come to Chicago to look for you. But I couldn’t take

Smitty any more. I had to have somebody else. Even if it was only

just another boy, like that Navy boy After that my old aunt went

home, and my uncle talked to me long-distance and told me I was on
probation with him. And that’s one more reason why I have to go to

Mexico, to make some money.”

“With the eagle*?” I cried out. Many kinds of things were disturb-

ing me. “How do you expect to make anything with an eagle! Even
if he catches those blasted lizards or whatever you mean. Holy
smokes!”

“It isn’t Just the lizards. We’re also going to make movies of hunt-
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ing. I have to capitalize on the things I know how to do. We can sell

articles about it to the Naiioml Geographic ”

“How do you know we can? And who can write them?’"

“We’ll have the material and jSnd somebody to help us There’s al-

ways such a person wherever you go
”

“But, darling, you can’t count on that. What do you think! It’s not

so easy.’’

“It’s not so terribly hard, I don’t believe. I know lots of people every-

where who are crazy to do me a favor I don’t suppose it is going to be

very easy to man that bird. But I’m thrilled to try. Besides, we can live

cheaper in Mexico.”

“But what about the money you’re spending now? In this suite?”

“Smitty pays all the expenses until the divorce is jSnal That doesn’t

matter to you, does it?”

“No, but you ought to take it easier, not put out all this gold.”

“Why?” she said, and genuinely didn’t understand.

Any more than I could understand some of her notions about spend-

ing. She would pay thirty dollars for a pair of French sewing scissors

in a silver shop on Michigan Boulevard—one big dead sizzle of trous-

seau silver—and those scissors would never cut a thread or snip a

button, but disappear into the flow of articles in the bags and boxes, in

the rear of the station wagon, and perhaps never show up again. Yet

she could talk about being thrifty in Mexico.

“You don’t mind spending Smitty’s money, do you?”

“No,” I said, and truthfully I scarcely cared. “But suppose I wasn’t

going to Mexico with you—^would you have gone on alone? With the

bird, and so on?”

“Of course. Don’t you want to come with me, though?”

She knew, however, that I could no more stay here and let her go

than I could put out my eyes. Even if it was African vultures, condors,

rocs, or phoenixes. She had the initiative and carried me; if I had had

a different, independent idea I might have tried to take the lead instead.

But I had none.

So she asked me whether I didn’t want to stay behind, and then

seeing it all over my face how I loved her she took back her question

and w^as silent; the only sound was the strike of the guitar as it was set

down.

Then she said, “If the bird worries you, just forget about it tili you

see it. I’ll show you what to do. Only don’t think about it beforehand.

Or thittk what a kick there may be in itwhen you get the animal trained,

and how beautiful it is.”
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I tried to take her advice, but all the same my bottom skepticism

of West“Side Chicago nagged after me and asked, “Nah, what is this!”

And since we were only a short distance from the zoo I took a walk to

see their eagle, who perched on a trunk inside a cage forty feet high and
conical like the cage of a parlor parrot, in its smoke and sun colors

dipped somewhat with green, and its biped stance and Turkish or

Jamssary pants of feathers—the pressed-down head, the kilhng eye,

the deep life of its feathers Oyf In the old-country park green of lawns

and verdigris-covered ironwork, ordinary tree shade and garden sun-

light, there seemed nothmg a bird like this might want. I thought,

How could anybody ever tame Mm*? And also, We’d better make speed

for Texarkana and start with this thing before it grows too big

The letter from Smith’s lawyer had arrived The day we received

it we loaded up the wagon and left the city, heading toward St. Louis

As we started late we didn’t quite make it that far We camped, sleepmg

on the ground under a shelter-half I figured we weren’t too far from
the Mississippi, which I was eager to see. I was terribly excited.

We lay beside a huge tree Such a centuries’ old trunk still had such

small-change of foliage—^it was difficult to think this enormous thing

should live merely by these tiny leaves And soon you distinguished

the sound of the leaves, moved by the air, from the insects’ sound.

First near and loud; then farther and mountainous. And then you
realized that wherever it was dark there was this sound of insects,

continental and hemispheric, agam and again, like surf, and continuous

and dense as stars.
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CHAPTER XV

What class we started out in! We were risen up high with pleasure.

We had all the luck m love we could ask, and it was maybe improved
by the foreignness we found in each other, for m some ways Danae or

Flora the Belie Romaine couldn’t have been stranger to me, while only

God can guess what sort of oddity out of barbarous Chicago I was to

her But these differences I think reduced the weight of precious per-

sonality and the veteran burden that familiarity is always a part of.

The way we set out and all that we did or saw, what we ate, under

what trees we took off our clothes and what protocol there was about

kissing, from the face to the legs and back again up to the breasts, what
we agreed and disagreed about, or what animals or people came our

way I can always recall when I want to Some things I have an ability

to see without feeling much previous history, almost like birds or dogs

that have no human condition but are always living in the same age,

the same at Charlemagne’s feet as on a Missouri scow or in a Chicago

junkyard. And often that is how the trees, water, roads, grasses may
come back in their green, white, blue, steepness, spots, wr ikies,

veins, or smell, so that I can fix my memory down to an ant in the

folds of bark or fat m a piece of meat or colored thread on the collar

of a blouse. Or such discriminations as where, on a bush of roses, you

see variations m heats that make your breast and bowel draw at various

places from your trying to correspond, when even the rose of rot and

wrong makes you attempt to answer and want to stir. Which is to say

also that the human heat that circulates and warms, when it’s piled at

any bar or break, burns inward or out with typical embers or sores, and

makes a track of fever or fire whose correspondmg part is darkness and

cold gaps. So there are burning roses, there are sores, and there

busted circuits. It’s rare to find us without these breaks and inter-

ferences.

Thea and I had our troubles. She kept me uncertain, as I did her.
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Fd do it by looking, through long old habit, casual and unattached; it

was hard for me to change And on her side, she couldn’t make me
any promises. She just wouldn’t. I knew that Smitty wouldn’t have

divorced her because of one single naval cadet. I figured in those

high-up social circles a falling-olf here and there was not of such im-

portance. When I took it up with her she admitted it “Of course,” she

said, “now and then. Because of Smitty Weil—also because of my-

self. But we don’t have to think about that. Because nothing like you

has ever happened to me. So what do I know about far in the future?

Fve never been this way before. Have you?”

“No.”

“Why,” she said, exactly right, “this makes you jealous! Why,
Angle, the others would be jealous of you They should be. Those just

were incidents. You know, this can be one of the most unimportant

things m the world. If it’s good, why grudge anybody? And if it’s bad

you can only feel sorry And can you blame me if I tned? And don’t

you want me to tell you the truth?”

“Oh! Yes, I do No. I’m not sure. Maybe not.”

“Suppose I hadn’t looked—^what would I know? And if I can’t tell

you the truth, and you can’t tell me . .

Yes, yes, I knew the truth had to be appropriate somewhere, but

was this the place for it?

She wanted to say and to know all Pale as she was, she got paler at

the approach of this desire to say and know, and often her seriousness

was right on the border of panic. For of course she was jealous too. Yes,

she was jealous. It did me good sometimes to realize it She wanted to be

hard about the truth, and when she was she shook and got frightened.

Sometimes I reckoned that mere jealousy of her sister had interested

her in me in the first place. It wasn’t a reassuring thought. But then

it’s actually very common that at the outset you desire a thing for the

wrong reasons; there’s an even more deep desire which will bring you
out of such reasons. Otherwise there’d never be any human motives

but miserable, green ones, and only the illusion of better and riper.

Rather than as the history of the world shows, that inferior reasons are

not the only leading ones Because why have unhappy people per-

sisted in thinkmg of the best, and the best only? You take that poor
Rousseau, in the picture he leaves of himself, stubble-fcced and milky,

in a rope wig, while he wept at his own opera performed at court for

the monarch, how he was encouraged by the weeping of the heart-

touched ladies and fancied he’d like to gobble the tears from their

cheeks—^this sheer horse’s ass of a Jean-Jacques who couldn’t get on
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with a single human being, goes away to the woods of Montmorency
in order to think and write of the best government or the best system of
education. And similarly Marx, with his fierce carbuncles and his

poverty and the death of children, whose thought was that the angel

of history would try in vain to fly against the wind from the past. And
I can mention many others, less great, but however worried, spoiled,

or perverse, still wanting to set themselves apart for great ends, and
believing in at least one worthiness. That’s what the more deep desire

is under the apparent ones.

Oh, jealousy, sure. But there were plenty of other defects and in-

feriorities. What I sometimes didn’t think of myself, in the fine pants

and the buckskins, boots, sheath knife, while I drove the station wagon
as if from the court at Greenwich and along the Thames, just back
from a Spanish raid, goofy flowers in my hat. This was how Fd note

myself with satisfaction and glowing, I may ask a partial excuse, be-

cause of the swelling of my heart, that 1 was such a happy jerk. But
she could be singular too, when she’d swagger or boast or vie against

other women; or fish compliments, or force me to admire her hair or

skin, which I didn’t have to be forced to do. Or I would find her stuffing

toilet paper into her brassiere. Toilet paper! What a strange idea of

herself—complete failure to know what she had! What did she want
with different breasts? I would look over into her blouse, where they

seemed to me perfect, and perplex myself with this question.

I could enumerate more difficulties, like pangs, vexations, belly-

aches, anxious nosebleeds and vomiting, continual alarms about preg-

nancy. Also she was snobbish now and then about her extraction and

would brag about her musical ability. Actually, I heard her play the

piano only once, in a roadhouse, in the afternoon. She went up on the

bandstand, and the instrument may have been out of whack from use

by jazz musicians; anyway, it began to crash from the energy she turned

loose on the keys, chords overreached and elements spilled. She

abruptly quit and came back silent to the table, drops of sweat on her

nose. She said, ‘This seems to be an off day.” Well, I didn’t care

whether she could play or not, but to her it seemed important.

But these shortcomings, both in her and me, could have been cor-

rected or changed. Whatever wasn’t essential I thought might simply

be rolled over. Like camp articles we rolled over that were in our way;

we forgot to clear them aside—I am thinking of one particular day;

there were some aluminum cups and lines and straps that happened

to be on the blanket. It was afternoon; we were in the Ozark foothills,

well off the road, in the woods near a pasture. Up from where we were
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there was a totter of small pines, and above them bigger trees, and

subsiding land below Because the water we had was poor we spiked

it with rye for taste The weather was hot, and the air was glossy, the

clouds white and heavy, rich, dangerous, swaggmg, silk The open

ground glared and baked, the wheat looked like the glass of wheat, the

cattle had their feet m the water First the heat and then the rye made

us take off our clothes, shirts, then trousers, finally all. I was startled to

see those pinks of her breast, so heavy and forward, and despite every-

thing I was still, at first, somewhat shy of them. When I put down my
tin plate and began to kiss her, both kneeling, her hand passed over

my belly hairs; it sometimes surprised me where she would put a kiss

of gentleness, and I didn’t know where the jump of happiness would

come from She gave me only the side of her face at first, and, when
her lips, she would not let my mouth go for some time, until her arms

locked m my head I felt, when I was roofed and covered with heat,

met all over and to the smallest hair, carried on her body, easily. She

didn’t shut her ey^s, but they were not open in order to see me or any-

thing; filled and slow, they made no effort but only received or showed.

Very soon I didn’t notice either, but knew I came out of my hidings

and confinements, efforts, ends, observations, and I wanted nothing

that was not for her and felt the same from her We stayed a length of

time as we were, easmg and slowly lying apart on each other’s arms,

then once more nearer, kissmg neck and breastbone and on the edge

of the face and on the hair.

Meanwhile the clouds, birds, cattle in the water, things, stayed at

their distance, and there was no need to herd, account for, hold them

in the head, but it was enough to be among them, released on the

ground as they were m their brook or m their air. I meant something

like this when I said occasionally I could look out like a creature. If I

mentioned a Chicago junkyard as well as Charlemagne’s estate, I had

my reasons. For should I look into any air, I could recall the bees and

gnats of dust m the heavily divided heat of a street of El pillars—such

as Lake Street, where the junk and old bottleyards are—^hke a terribly

conceived church of madmen, and its stations, endless, where wor-

shipers crawl their carts of rags and bones. And sometimes misery

came over me to feel that I myself was the creation of such places. How
is it that human beings will submit to the gyps of previous history while

mere creatures look with their original eyes?

We had few such afternoons when we started to train the eagle.

After all, love can be the calling of mythological characters around
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Mount Olympus or Troy, like Paris, Helen, or Palamons and Emilies,

but we bad to start to earn our own bread. And it couldn’t be in any
way other than this one that Thea had chosen, to send out a bird after

another animal. And so the gilded and dallying part of the excursion
ended m Texarkana.

Seeing that fierce animal in his cage, I felt darkness, and then a
streaming on my legs as if I had wet myself: it wasn’t so, it was only
something to do with my veins. But I really felt dazed m all my nerves
when I saw with what we would have to deal, and dark before the eyes.

The bird looked to be close km to the one that ht on Prometheus once
a day. I had hoped this would be a smaller bird, and, brought up by
us from a baby, he’d learn something about affection. But no—^to my
despair—here he was as big as the one in Chicago, with the same
Turkish or paratroop knickers down to his merciless feet.

Thea was tembly excited and keen. “Oh, he’s so beautiful! But
how old is he? He’s not an eaglet; he looks full grown and must weigh
twelve pounds ”

“Thirty,” I said.

“Oh, honey, no.”

Of course she knew more about it than I did.

“But you didn’t get him from the nest, did you?” she asked the

owner.

This old guy, who kept a roadside zoo of mountain lions and arma-

dillos, a few rattlers, was an ancient-prospector or desert-rat-lookmg

joker, with the sort of eyes that request you to believe their crooked-

ness is only the freak of nature or effect of unfavorable light. But I

hadn’t served around Emhorn’s poolroom or had Grandma Lausch’s

upbrmging for nothing, and I recognized him for a crooked old bastard

and prick in his heart

“No, I didn’t climb for him. Fellow brought him in when he was real

tiny. They grow so durn fast.”

“He looks older to me. My guess is he’s in the prime of hfe.”

Thea said, “I have to know if he was ever a haggard—ever hunted

wild.”

“He’s never been outside that cage smce practically from hatching.

You know, miss, I’ve been shipping animals to your uncle for close

on twenty years.” He thought George HL Something-or-other was her

uncle,

“Oh, of course we’re going to take him,” said Thea, “He’s so mag-

nificent. You can open the cage.”

I rushed forward because I feared for her eyes. Falconry with those
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little peregrine hawks was all right in the tame meadows out East in

the company of ladies and sporting gentlemen; but we were on the

edge of Texas, withm smell of deserts and mountains, and she had

never touched an eagle before even if she was experienced with smaller

birds and capable of the capture of poisonous snakes However, she

was very steady when it came to dealing with animals; she had no

fear of them at all. With the gauntlet pulled on, she held a piece of

meat inside the cage The eagle struck it out of her hand and then took

it. She tried another piece, and he mounted her arm with that almost

inaudible whiff of his spread wings that’s so fearful in itself, the raised

shoulder with its forward power and the fan of the pinions with hidden

rust and angel-of-death armpit or deepest hollow inside the wing. His

talons held her arm steady while he tore up the meat. However, when
she wanted to take him out he attacked and tore with his beak. I

reached for him next, and he struck me above the gauntlet and cut

gashes in my arm. I expected this, if not worse, and somehow I was
relieved that it happened so quick, making me fear him a little less

As for Thea, fascmated, and whiter than ever in her cap with green

bill, quick, strong, erect in the head with her purpose to get and tame

him, the spurt of blood on my arm was, just now, only an incident, like

the grate of gravel under our boots. In action, she was that way about

accidents—spills and falls from horses and motorcycles, knife cuts or

any hunting injuries.

Finally we got the bird transferred to the back of the station wagon.

Thea was happy. I had things to do, such as bandaging my arm and
stowing the boxes anew to give the bird more space, that allowed me-

to hide my gloom. While the old man, as Thea described her scheme,

could hardly keep his grin in his whiskers. Like so many enthusiasts,

Thea rarely got the number of anyone who pretended to listen seriously.

Since the old man was getting a fancy price for his eagle, or, the way I

felt about it, had found a place for this harsh client of his, he was very

pleased and mahcious. So we drove off, with the thing supervisor of

the back of the wagon. I observed how glad and confident Thea was,

and took note of the shotgun behind the seat.

I can remember a cousin of Grandma Lausch who recited “The
Eagle,” by Lermontov, in Russian; which I didn’t dig, but the elocution

was wonderful and romantic. She was dark, she had black eyes, her

throat was ardent but her hands rather powerless. She was much
younger than Grandma, and her husband was a furrier. I’m only trying

to gather together what a city-bred man knew of eagles altogether, and
it’s curious: the eagle of money, the high-fliying eagles of Bombay, the
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NRA eagle with its gear and lightnings, the bird of Jupiter and of
nations, of republics as well as of Caesar, of legions and soothsayers.
Colonel Julian the Black Eagle of Harlem; also the ravens of Noah and
Elijah, which may well have been eagles; the lone eagle, animal presi-
dent. And, as well, robber and carrion feeder.

Well, given time, we all catch up with legends, more or less.

The bird had looked to me to be in his prime, but the old man was
approximately right, even though he probably lied by as much as eight

months. American eagles are generally blackish until maturity; before

they get the white part of their plumage they moult a good many times.

Ours didn’t yet have his, the full bad eye of the head when it whitens,

and was still only Black Prince, not Kmg. He was, however, power-
fully handsome, with his onward-turned head and buff and white

feathers among the darker, his eyes that were gruesome jewels and
meant nothing in their little lines but cruelty, and that he was here for

his own need; he was entirely a manifesto of that. I hated him beyond
measure, at the start. In the night we had to be up because of him, and
it was an interference with love If we slept out-of-doors and I woke
and missed her, I would find her by him; or she would shake and send

me to check if all was well—^the jesses around his legs, the swivel

through the hole of the jesses, the leash through the swivel. If we had

a hotel room he shared it. Fd hear his step; he crackled his feathers

or hissed as if snow was sliding. He was right away her absorption and
idee fixe, almost child, and he made her out of breath. She turned to

him continually in her seat as we rode, or when we ate, and I wondered

at other times whether he was on her mind.

Of course he had to be subdued, so that we didn’t have a mighty

and savage animal at our backs, antagonism constantly increasing be-

tween captive and masters. And since I had to, I got along with him.

He didn’t require that I should love him; he looked the other way from

that. Meat was how you came to terms with him. Thea really did

understand how to tame him, and naturally, since she had the know-

how, she had to think of him more than I did. Soon he started to come

to our fists for his beef. You had to get used to it. Under the gloves

your skin was twisted by his talons, and he did do a whole lot of

damage. I also had to accustom myself to the work he did with Ms
beak when he ravened. But later when I saw vultures on carcasses I

appreciated his prouder pull of a more noble bird.

So as we ran through Texas, and it was very hot We stopped several

times a day to work with the bird. By the time we got close to Laredo,

where it was desert, he would come both to my fist and from the
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top of the station wagon. And this open shadow would shut out your

heart with its smell and power—^the Etna feathers and clasped beak

opening. Often, Jben, without the preparatory move you observe in

other animals, he ejected a straight, heavy squirt of excrement before

he wound up to fly again to the top of the wagon. Thea was mad about

him for his progress. I was that about her, and for lots of reasons,

among them admiration, seeing how she succeeded with the bird.

Birds that hunt have to be hooded; Thea had this thing ready, a

tufted cover with drawstrings that you struck or loosened before you

released the animal to rise and wait on its game But before the eagle

would take the hood he had to be thoroughly mastered, and I carried

him on my arm some forty hours without sleep He wouldn't drop off,

and Thea kept me awake. This was m Nuevo Laredo, just over the

border. We put up in a hotel full of flies, a brown room with giant coarse

cactus almost m the window. And there I paced at first, rested, at

length, in the dark, with my arm on the table, overborne by him After

several hours a numbness grew over my entire side and into my shoul-

der as deep as the bone. The flies nipped me because I had only one

hand free and anyhow didn’t want to startle him. Thea had a kid bring

up coffee for us, which she took from him at the door. I could see him
stare as he tried to dope us out, for he knew we had the bird and

perhaps even saw his shape on my victimized arm, or his wakeful

eye.

There had been an amazing crowd when we drove up to the hotel

and opened the back door of the station wagon. In a few minutes more
than Mty men and children had gathered The eagle came on my hand
for his meat and the kids screamed, **AyI Mira, mira—el dguila, el

dguilar Some sight, I guess, since I’m fairly tali and wore that height-

increasmg hat and whipcord breeches, and, moreover, obviously fol-

lowed the lead of Thea’s beauty and importance. And anyway the eagle

has ancient respect in Mexico from the old religion and the great class

of kmghts m those days of obsidian sword slaughter that Diaz del

Castillo Witnessed. The children, I said, were screaming, while he
rocked on my fist, '*El dguila, el dguiW"’ And because I heard Spanish

for the first time, it was another word I made out, the Roman name of

Caligula. I thought in my heart how suitable it was, Caligula!

dguilar

*'Si, Caligula^ I said. That name was the first satisfaction I had in

him.

Now he had my arm pinned to the table with torture, and my mouth
aivl chest filled with moans I couldn’t give out. I had to drag him with
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me eveiywhere, to the toilet too, and sitting or standing I had Ms eye
on me and Ms comment to try to read and will to feel. From moody
simkenness, when I rose to go, he thrashed back, his neck began to

swim and his eyes livened; his clutch grew more positive. I won’t at-

tempt to play down my fear when I had to take Mm into the toilet for
the first time. I held Mm as far off as I had the strength to do, while he
started to stretch his wings and change the stance of his thick legs.

O observation! We had our struggle on that very thing, it appears to

me. The conversation with Thea about hving in the eyes of others, Fve
reported When has such damage been done by the gaze and so much
awful despotism belonged to the eyes? Why, Cam was cursed between
them so he would never be unaware of his look in the view of other
men. And pohce accompany accused and suspects to the can, and
jailers see their convicts at will through bars and peepholes. Chiefs and
tyrants of the public give no relief from self-consciousness. Vanity is

the same thing m private, and in any kind of oppression you are a sub-

ject and can’t forget yourself; you are seen, you have to be aware. In

the most personal acts of your life you carry the presence and power
of another; you extend his being in your thoughts, where he inhabits.

Death, with monuments, makes great men remembered like that So
I had to bear Caligula’s gaze. And I did.

He resisted the hood for a long time. Several times we tried it on Mm,
and I had my hand slashed badly and cursed him with all my might;

but I contmued to carry him. Occasionally Thea would spell me, but

he was too much of a weight for her and after an hour or so Fd lure

Mm back to my unrested arm. During the last groggy stretch I couldn’t

any longer stay in and went into the street with him where the cries

about Mm made him restive. We brazened our way into a movie and

sat in the back row, here the sound got him even worse, and I was afraid

he’d blow his top I took him back to the room and fed him chunks of

meat to soothe Mm. Then, in the middle of the night, under the infra-

red bulb of Thea’s photographic kit, I tried the hood once more, and

he submitted to it at last. We contmued to give Mm meat under it, and

he was calm. Covered eyes made him much more docile. Henceforth

he rode either my fist or Thea’s and took the hood without using his

beak on us.

When we had this victory and Caligula was standing on the dresser

in Ms hood with tufts, we kissed and danced or tromped around the

room. Thea went to get ready for bed and I fell asleep in my breeches

and was out for ten hours. She pulled off my boots and let me lie.

Next afternoon, hot and bright, we started out for Monterrey; trees,
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bushes, stones, as explicit as glare and the spice of that heat could make
them The giant bird, when Thea brought him out, seemed to shoulder

it with a kind of nse of sensuality. I felt dizzy from long sleep and the

wires of radiant heat curling up from road and rock. Also the paws

and pads, the tongues and jaws of cactus and their spines, the dust like

resin, the squamous crumbly walls, were a trial to the sight and the

skin. But as the wagon climbed and the day cooled we both revived.

We didn’t stop over in Monterrey but only got a few supplies—more

raw meat for Caligula than anything else. The curiosity of evemng in

this foreign city would have held me—it was so green, and the buildings

red, the humamty so numerous in the flat open beside the railroad sta-

tion and its len^h of low entrances and windows But it was Thea’s

idea to drive on and beat the hot weather. It wasn’t easy going, for the

fields weren’t fenced and there were cattle in the way; the road had no

night markers and took foolish twists. For some time there was a mist

although the moon was plain enough. The animals rose up in big shapes

from this vague cover, and sometimes we came up with horsemen and

left behind the slap of iron shoes and the loose change and slash of

harness.

At a town well past Valles we stopped for what was left of the night,

and then because I insisted The air was sharp, the stars pricking, the

roosters sounding oS, and the never-sleeping element of Mexican

towns came to see us take out the eagle, with the same solemnness

about it as at the Sunday promenade of a holy image, and, as every-

where, said to one another, astonished, **Es un dguilar I wanted to leave

him in the station wagon where by now his excrement and fowlish smell

were so thick, but he wouldn’t stand for it. Left alone all night, he was
vicious in the morning, and Thea was by now so wrapped up in his

career that for the time very few considerations took precedence. Be-

cause she was making history. Those gallant young sons of financiers

who flew planes in the twenties and took off to break records from New
Orleans to Buenos Aires, over the jungles which sometimes collected

both them and machines, their passions must have been on this order.

She kept reminding me how few people since the Middle Ages had
manned eagles. I agreed it was ter^c and admired her without limit;

I thanked God I was even her supernumerary or assistant. But I tried

to tell her that the eagle in the room disconcerted me at love, which was
awkward; and also that he was a beast after all, not a child in cradle

for whom you had to have titty or bottle. Thea, however, couldn’t see

any arguments, only her objective with the bird, which she never
doubted that I shared. She thought I disagreed as to how to manage
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Mm. The motive of power over her, the same as afflicted practically

everyone I had ever known in some fashion, and which in my degree,

though m a different place, I had too, earned and plunged us forward.

Of course, when you had an eagle by the tail, so to speak, how could
you quit? Havmg started, you had to follow up. But it wasn’t being half-

way in a course of difficulties that counted. No, what earned her was
the passion for him to capture those huge lizards.

By the door of the posada two dirty lumps of kerosene light were
burning, like persimmons streaked with black The stones of the street

were slippery, but neither from dew nor from rain, and the smells which
I didn’t yet know how to sort rose thickly mixed—smells of straw,

clay, charcoal and ocote smoke, cookery, stone, shit and com meal,

boiled chicken, pepper, dog, pig, donkey. Nothing was as before; all

was strange. In the barnyard, which gave a heave most likely of terror

as Caligula m his hood was brought through; and m the bedroom where
the perfumed air of the branchy mountainside washed over the wMte
wall and on the stinks of community, as the long impulse from well out

in ocean bobs the rotten oranges and other trash at the wharfside; and
the Indian woman who turned down the counterpane of the iron bed-

stead wMch was in a form of fantasy, a white spicier monkey.

It was not a long night’s rest, for early in the morning washerwomen
at their tank started slapping their clothes; com was pounding; the ani-

mals were lively, especially the burros, penetrated with necessity; and

the church clanged However, Thea woke happy, and she was busy

right away giving Caligula his pacifier of morning meat, while I set out

through tlie damp rooms to find bread and coffee.

Because of the bird we traveled rather slowly Now Thea wanted

to teach him to fly after a lure. TMs was a horseshoe with chicken or

turkey wings and heads tied to it; it was slung by a rawhide Ime, and

when it was thrown he gave a great lurch of preparation and soared

after it. Some of his problems were like those of an airline pilot, as to

judging distances and the air currents. It wasn’t, with him, the simple

mechanics of any little bird that went and landed as impulse tickled

Mm, but a task of massive administration. When he was high enough

he could look as light as a bee, and later on I saw him at such altitudes

that he appeared to tumble or turn somersaults like a mere pigeon

—

it must have been that he played the various air pockets of hot and

cold. Anyway, it was glorious how he would mount away high and

seem to sit up there, really as if over fires of atmosphere, as if he was

governing from up there. If his motive was spaciousness and every-

tMng based on the act of murder, he also had a nature that felt the
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triumph of beating Ms way up to the highest air to which flesh and bone

could rise. And doing it by will, not as other forms of life were at that

altitude, the spores and parachute seeds who weren’t there as individ-

uals but messengers of species

The more south we were, the more deep a sky it seemed, till, in the

Valley of Mexico, I thought it held back an element too strong for

life, and that the flamy brilliance of blue stood off this menace and

sometimes, like a sheath or silk membrane, showed the weight it held

in sags. So when later he would fly high over the old craters on the

plain, coaly bubbles of the underworld, dangerous red everywhere

from the sun, and then coats of snow on the peak of the cones—gliding

like a Satan—^well, it was here the old priests, before the Spaniards,

waited for Aldebaran to come into the middle of heaven to tell them
whether or not life would go on for another cycle, and when they re-

ceived their astronomical sign built their new fire inside the spht and
emptied chest of a human sacrifice. And also, hereabouts, worshipers

disguised as gods and as gods in the disguise of birds, jumped frdm

platforms fixed on long poles, and glided as they spun by the ropes

—

feathered serpents, and eagles too, the voladores, or fliers. There still

are such plummeters, in market places, as there seem to be remnants

or conversions or equivalents of all the old things. Instead of racks or

pyramids of skulls still in their hair and rammg down scraps of flesh

there are corpses of dogs, rats, horses, asses, by the roads; the bones

dug out of the rented graves are thrown on a pile when the lease is up;

and there are the coffins looking like such a rough joke on the female

form, sold in the open shops, black, white, gray, and in all sizes, with

their heavy death fringes daubed in Sapolio silver on the black. Beg-

gars in dog voices on the church steps enact the last feebleness for you
with ancient Church Spanish, and show their old flails of stump and
their sores. The burden carriers with the long lines, hemp lines they

wind over their foreheads to hold the loads on their backs, lie in the

garbage at siesta and give themselves the same exhibited neglect the

dead are shown Which is all to emphasize how openly death is received

everywhere, in the beauty of the place, and how it is acknowledged that

anyone may be roughly handled—^the proudest—^pinched, slapped, and
set down, thrown down; for death throws even worse in men’s faces and
makes it horrible and absurd that one never touched should be roughly

dumped under, dumped upon.

When Caligula soared under this sky I sometimes wondered what
connection he made with this element of nearly too great strength that

was dammed back of the old spouts of craters.
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But he wasn’t soaring yet. He was still cumbersomely flying after

the lure and its slimy giblets spoiled by the sun. Again and again it was

flung out, downslope, for that was the only way to get him gomg. When-

ever Thca miscalculated the distance he made me stagger, since we
were tied by a rope that passed under my arms. She ran to watch him

devour the chicken and signaled when I was to puli at the leash. So

gradually he learned to come back to the fist from the lure. No matter

how isolated a mountain place we stopped m to practice, there was an

audience soon of herdsmen and peasants in their sleeping-suit white

costumes and sandals soled with pieces of rubber tire, little kids and

the mountaineers with the creased impassivity that showed how gravely

they took it.

As for Thea, sometimes she looked more barbarous than they did in

spite of the civilized lipstick and conventional shape of the jodhpurs

she wore. Her arm was held out to the eagle when he descended, braked

with his wmgs and feet together, the stirred air showing on his breast

Ker cap fluttered. I took a great pride in her. I thought it was the most

splendid human act I would ever see. It went around my soul like fine

ribbon. She’d call out to me too, when I poised myself forward to

bring the bird in, admiring how gallant it looked. I was pleased, of

course, though not groggy with glory.

After ten days we reached Mexico City. Thea had to see the repre-

sentative of Smitty’s lawyer and we therefore stayed awhile. Against

her desire, which was to go on immediately to Acatla. We put up very

cheaply in a hotel called La Regina, for only three pesos a day. They

didn’t appear to mind the eagle, and the place was quiet and modest-

looking, unusually clean, with a skylight over the center and galleries

onto which you came from rooms, showers, or toilets. The lobby was

also very fine, and empty. From above it had a diagrammatic look. The

chairs and writing tables were arranged with geometry, but no one was

there to use them. And soon we found that the queen for whom the

place was named was the licentious old Cyprian one. The closets were

full of douche pans, the beds were heavily prepared with rubber under

the sheets, which was an annoyance. During the day we were alone in

the hotel with the maids, whom we amused. They thought it was fun

that we lived in a house of assignation and they waited on us, did

laundry and pressed pants, fetched coffee and fruit, because we were

the only guests. Thea’s Spanish entertained them— had only begun

to pick up a few words—^as did her requests, that she summoned them

when we were in bed and ordered mangos for us and meat for the bird.

Encouraged to be free around the place, we covered with only a towel
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when we went to take a shower, and when I wanted to be without the

eagle nobody minded if we went mto one of the other rooms. It was

only at night that there were drawbacks to the Regina; though the cli«

ents were probably respectable people they had no ideas whatever

about quiet, and very few of the doors had glass in the transom How-
ever, we were out to all hours ourselves, seeing the city, and we did

a lot of daytime sleeping. I rested my arm, of which the gashes were

healing. Thea took me to the palaces and night clubs, zoo and churches.

The rideiesses in Chapultepec, those patrician ladies in hard hats and

immense skirts and foot-conforming little black leather shoes, sitting

sidesaddle, they impressed me. I thought the world was really much
greater than I had ever fancied. I said to Thea, “I don’t actually know
much, I begin to see

”

She laughed and answered, “You’re welcome to all the side of things

I can give information about. But how much are you obliged to know?’’

“No, there actually is a lot,” I said, for I was amazed and struck, it

was so splendid I wanted to stay, but there was our business with the

bird, and Thea didn’t like the city very much.

I couldn’t question her judgment about Caligula—^there I went along

with her and had confidence by now, based on her proved ability with

him. A creature like that, he’d have torn me to strips if Fd ever taken

him on myself, assuming that Fd have had the nerve. No, where the

eagle was concerned 1 did as she said, insofar as I backed the under-

taking. When I knew more about it I trembled, thinking of the pre-

cautions we didn’t take We ought to have worn wire masks, especially

at the time he was bemg taught to give up the lure for meat on the fist,

since bald eagles are most dangerous when they have their quarry

under them. She might have been struck in the eyes But that never

happened, and eventually she succeeded in teaching him to respond

to our voices and come directly after the stoop for the hand-fed meat.

We talked to him and used every gentleness on him. He liked to be

stroked with a feather He became pretty tame, but all the same my
heart picked up a few beats when we hooded him or struck the hood.

At the Regina the scared maids were called in to be present when
we worked with him. Thea lined them up and said, *"Hablen, hablen

ustedesr They had to chatter. For the thing was to accustom Caligula

to close human presence and sound. So the Indian women, m smocks,

frightened as well as amused by us—^they stood in a row and watched
Thea take the eagle down from the dresser on her hand What I had
imagmed at the first sight of him actually happened to one of these

young chicks, that she wet her pants when the hood came off from the
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immerciful face and weapon beak with its breathing holes. But it did

affect Caligula to be surrounded by these women, he ate and then at

one moment he seemed to lean his head toward Thea and act like a cat

who wants to wipe and wreathe and ply himself at a woman’s legs.

‘‘Oh, look at him,” Thea cried. “Augie, see what he’s doing, he
wants to be petted^”

Then she was impatient with having to wait on in the city. “Now’s

the time to follow up We ought to be in the country with him.”

“Well, let’s drive out away.”

“No, we can’t. I have to see the lawyer. But I can’t bear to lose the

time. Now, now, we could be gettmg home. We could start to enter

him to his quarry.”

By this she meant his first introduction to lizards. Not the giant vari-

ety with the high frill of which she had shown me pictures, the game
we were after, but littler lizards. And furthermore Caligula had to be-

come accustomed to a horse or burro; these giant lizards were in almost

inaccessible parts of the mountain, far from roads, and we couldn’t lug

Caligula the whole long difficult way.

I felt Thea maybe ought not to hurry the divorce too much. She might

not be getting a good deal. I didn’t want to ask about the details, and I

figured probably she had been an heiress long enough to look after

things for herself. What could I teii her of that? Besides, I didn’t care

to find out in its entirety about the trouble between her and Smitty, and

had I asked she would have told me So I laid off the topic, and we
used the spare time to take color pictures of Caligula on my arm in

front of the cathedral; until mounted oflScers who appeared to gallop

out of the gates of a ministry drove us off the plaza. They were tough

with me, I understood them to say the bird was dangerous, and they

shouted that they wanted to see my papers. They were more deferenti^

to Thea. but with lady-killer smiles they anyway made us go. Thea still

intended to sell illustrated articles about Caligula to the National Geo-^

graphic or Harpefs, She knew a writer in Acatla who would help us;

and she kept notes in a little book which was a very classy affair of red

leather with a gold pencD attached. At any time at all she’d take it out

on her knees and write with bent neck, a few words to a page, while, as

she paused to think or remember, she moved her hand like someone in

the process of shading a drawing f studied her so well I even noted

that the creases at the joints of her fingers were much like my own.

“Darling, what town was that in Texas where he wanted to go aftor

a jack rabbit?”

“Around Uvalde, wasn't it?”
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*Boney, no. Could it have been?”

She took my thigh with her hand. Here in the city she had gilded her

They shone. And she had put on a velvet dress, this soft red one,

which was heavy. The buttons were in the form ctf seashells. We sat

under a tree on a wrought-iron chair. As I looked at the clear skin of

her breast I felt its heat as actual as the heat of her hand through the

thin cloth of my trousers. I assumed we’d get mamed when the divorce

came through.
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And strange it is

That nature must compel us to lament
Our most persisted deeds.

Antony and Cleopatra

We fouisd Thea’s house ready H it was her house. Perhaps it was
Smitty’s. I thought I’d find out in due time. There was no rush about it

The towers and roofs of town appeared and then were hid many
times in knots of mountain and back of cliffs of thousands of feet be-

fore the descending road became a street and we arrived m the cathe-

dral square, or zdcalo. There we parked, and, the way to the viUa being

narrow, we had to walk. Even normally we’d have been met by a gang

of kids, beggars, loafers, hotel-touts, and so forth, but the eagle on my
fist brought out a mob from the shops and bars and from the awning-

covered market just below the cathedral. A lot of people recognized

Thea and sounded off with yells and yelps, whistles, picked-up som-

breros, and in this turbulent escort that raised a dust around us we
climbed a few hundred yards above the zocalo on the pointy stone ter-

races, to the gate of the villa. “Casa Descuitada,” I read on a blue tile

under the branches of pomegranate trees—Carefree House. We en-

tered, and the cook and houseboy met us. Mother and son, they stood

a good distance apart, both with bare feet on the red stone of the porch,

she by the kitchen and he by the bedroom door. In her shawl she car-

ried an infant, and at the sight of the bird, even in his hood, started to

back into the kitchen. We took the bird away. The toilet became hk
mews; he perched on the waterbox or cistern where the sound of trick-

ling seemed to please him. The boy, Jacinto, tagged after to see how
we handled him. He was thriUed.

Sometimes I thought that if to earn money was the reason for this

goofy undertaking I should devote myself to the money question and
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how to make a killing, then I’d set Caligula free or give him away. But

I knew that to make money was not Thea’s objective I didn’t overlook

the nobility of her project, how ancient it was, the kind of ambition that

was mvolved or the aspect of game or hazard; I even was aware of a
link to earliest times m the great venture of domestication Yes, for all

my opposition and dread of the bird, wishing him a gargoyle of stone

or praying he would drop dead, I saw the other side of it, and what was
in it for her, that she was full of brilliant energy. But I thought, What
was wrong with the enjoyment of love, and what did there have to be

an eagle for? So then, if I had dough at least there couldn’t be that pre-

text. Then I understood, next, how to think idly of money is terribly

frivolous. Bemg unreasonable perhaps about the capture of the lizards,

Thea nevertheless had a bird and had made a start, whereas my thought

of money was only a flutter of imagination What was I doing in

breeches and campaign hat down here m Central Mexico if I wanted to

be serious about it? In short, I saw anew how great a subject money is

in itself. Here was vast humankind that meshed or dug, or earned,

picked up, held, that served, returning every day to its occupations, and

being honest or kidding or weeping or hypocritic or mesmenc, and
money, if not the secret, was anyhow beside the secret, as the secret’s

relative, or associate or representative before the peoples.

Here we arrived, and lunch was served to us—soup, chicken with

black mole sauce, tomato and avocados, coffee and guava jelly. And
this strange, mouth-inflaming delicate food, as I was eating, was what
brought my mind to this question of the dollar.

The house was handsome and wide, deeper than appeared from out-

side, because from the garden you descended to the rooms. The walls

were reddish and floors darker red or green tile There were two patios,

one with a fountain and barrel-shaped oxhide chairs; the other was by
the kitchen, a sort of old stable yard, and here we continued Caligula’s

training. He flew down to us from tbe tiles of the shed where Jacinto

slept

From the porch where we ate we had the town and the cliffs before

us. Nearly immediately below was the zdcalo, the dippy bandstand

and its vines, the monstrous trees around. The cathedral had two towers

and a blue-varied belly of dome, finely crusted and as if baked in a

kiln, overheated, and in places with the mutilated spectrum that some-
times you split out of brick. It was settled uneven on the stones of the

square, and occasionally in the midst of admiration gave you a heavy,

squalid, gut-sick feeling, so much it incorporated all that was in the

surroundings. The bells clung like two weak old animals, green and
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dull, and the doors opened on a big gloom in which stood dead white
altars and images slashed and scratched with axes, thorns, raked with
black wounds—some of these flashy with female underpants on their

hips, nail-cloven and hacked as they were, and bleeding as far as their

clothespin white fingers. Then on a hill to one side was the cemetery,

white and spiky, and on another side and higher in a star of connecting

gullies was a silver mine, and there you could see where the force of

great investment had dented. The mountainside was eaten for some
distance by machine. I was intrigued and climbed up there one day. It

certainly was odd what mechanisms you saw all over Mexico, what old

styles there gnawed and crawled, pit or tunnel makers, and machine
scarabaeuses, British and Belgian doojiggers, Manchester trolleys or

poodle locomotives at the head of sick cars covered with blanketed

men and soldiers.

Within the town still, along the road to the mine, the garbage was
thrown into a little valley, hummocky with soft old decays; the vultures

hung over it all day. At one of the highest points you could see, in a
cliff, there was a waterfall. Sometimes it was covered in a cloud, but

there usually flew the slight smoke of water, paler than the air, above

the treeline. A good deal below were pines, at the widows’ peaks of

wnnkJed rock; and then more tropical trees and flowers, and the hot

stone belt of snakes and wild pigs, the deer, and the giant iguanas we
had come to catch Where they hung out the light was very hot

In a Paris or a London where the distinction of the sun isn’t so great,

in the grays and veilings, it isn’t credited with its full power, and many
southern people have envied those places the virtues it’s possible to

think of having in the cool or cold. I believe Mussolini was not kidding

about blasting pieces out of his Alps and Apennines to let the cold foggy

currents of Germany over the peninsula and make the Perugini and

the Romans into fighters. That same Mussolini who was slung up dead

by the legs with shirt tails drooped off his naked belly, and the flies, on

whom he had also declared war, walked on his empty face relaxed of

its wide-jawed grimace, upside down. Ay! And his girl friend with

poor breasts bullet-punctured also hung by the feet. But what I want of

the contrast of broadcast or exposing versus discreet light is to suggest

what the claims are, or the illusions, the discreeter seems to allow. Now
I’ve mentioned that Thea carried among other pictures one of her

father, taken in the south of China, in a rikshaw. She put it on the

dresser, tucked in the mirror frame, and I often found myself studying

Mm, his wMte shoes of far manufacture off the ground being used by

dish-faced Cantonese. In his wMte suit And I thought what theic
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was to such being picked for special distmction. Maybe I looked at

him with special regard as lover or future husband of Ms daughter. But

anyway, he was sittmg gentlemanly up in the human taxi. Around him
spectators from the millions gowping at Mm, famine-marks, louse-

veMcles, the supply of wars, the hving fringe of a great number sunk

in the ground, dead, and buzzing or jumping over Asia like diatoms of

the vast bath of the ocean in the pins of the sun.

Well, in the hot light I saw the wild mountain, the semitropical band

of it where the iguanas haunted in the big leaves and gorgeous flowers,

the laborers and peasants, and I didn’t realize right away how many visi-

tors from the cool and cold were paying their good dough to be here.

Very near us was a luxury hotel, the Carlos Quinto. Its swimming pool

shone in the garden, blue and white like heavenly warmth and weather,

and there were large foreign cars in the drive. Acatla was beginmng to

attract people who once went to Biarritz and San Remo but now wanted
to be out of the way of politics. There were already some Spamards
here, from both sides of the disaster, and also some Frenchwomen, and
Japanese and Russians, a family of Chinese who ran a bar and manu-
factured rope-soled alpargatas. The American colony was large, and
so the place was boiling and booming. I knew little about that at first

It entertained me to look into the gardens of the Carlos Quinto next

door, the bar on the terrace, the swimmers in the pool, the riding

parties setting out, the small deer kept in a wire pen. The manager was
an Italian; he wore diplomatist’s pants and a claw-hammer coat that

accommodated his wide prat. His hair was smooth and his face confi-

dent for others, worried toward himself. I noticed how quick Ms fingers

were, in and out of Ms vest pockets where many of his functions started.

From our wall Thea introduced me to him; he was called da Fiori.

There was a private end of the garden for his own family on which our
bedroom window looked down. In the morning old da Fiori, his tiny

father, came out m a cap and old English type of suit, dark green, fuzzy,

with a belt on the jacket and chestnut buttons. He brushed the ends of

Ms wMskers with hairy knuckles, and when he walked, his little

feet didn’t seem adequate to support Mm. We loved to sit up in bed,

each by the other’s nude waist, and watch Mm mouse around in the

enormous flowers. Then came Ms son, already combed, pale, bored;

Ms spats in the dew, he bent and kissed Ms father’s hand. And then
came two little daughters, like wMte birthday cake, and the soft mother.
All carried the old geezer’s tiny hand to their mouths. It gave us a lot

of pleasure. They would sit down in the arbor and be served.

By now the eagle had learned Thea’s voice and mme, and he’d come
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off the lure to eat out of our hands when called. It was time to introduce

or enter him to lizards. Live ones were a trouble, because they’d mn
away, and they were so small. Dead ones didn’t suit Thea. She worried

about those Jacinto brought in; she suggested doping the larger ones

a little with ether, just enough to make them sluggish. I was fond of

them. Some soon became tame. You stroked them on the little head
with a finger and they got affectionate, up your sleeve or on your
shoulder, into your hair. At night, when we were at dinner, I’d stare at

the ones that lay near the bug-attracting lights, with swift puS of the

throat and their tongues which are supposed to have the power to hear.

I wished we could leave them alone, thinking of that thunderous ani-

mal whose weight was on the toilet cistern, with his ripping feet and
beak. About this Thea was both gay and sharp with me, and when she

argued against my sympathy with these gilded Hyperion’s kids made
me laugh and also squirm. It wasn’t as if she hadn’t thought about it

independently

She said, “Oh, you screwball! You get human affection mixed up
with everything, like a savage. Keep your silly feelings to yourself.

Those lizards don’t want them, and if they felt the way you do they

wouldn’t be lizards—they’d be too slow, and pretty soon they’d be ex-

tinct And look, if you were lying dead the httle lizard would run down
your open mouth to catch beetles, as if you were a log.”

“And Caligula would eat me.”

“Could be.”

“And you’d bury me?”
“Because you’re my lover. Of course. Wouldn’t you me?”
Unlike Lucy Magnus, she never called me husband, or by any do-

mestic term. I sometimes believed her marriage views, except that they

weren’t polemical, were similar to Mimi’s.

This conversation about lizards was one of several on the same gen-

eral topic, and gradually Thea made me see what she was driving at

with me. You couldn’t get the admission out of me that a situation

couldn’t be helped and was inescapably bad, but I was eternally look-

ing for a way out, and what was up for question was whether I was a

man of hope or foolishness. But I suppose I felt the good I had must be

connected with a law. While she, I guess, didn’t care for my statue-yard

of hopes. It seemed when somebody held me up an evil there had to be

a remedy or I pulled my head and glance away, turned them in another

direction. She had me dead to rights when she accused me of that; and

she tried to teach me her view.

Nevertheless I hated to see the little lizards hit and squirt Moo4
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and their tiny fine innards of painted delicacy come out under Caligula’s

talons while he glared and opened his beak.

On a Sunday mormng, when the band boomed and spat in the zocalo,

where it began at dawn, and the heat was dry in the kitchen patio,

after breakfast—^we had sunnyside-up eggs—^we were working with the

bird. It was something to hear the exercise of his wings m the heated

space of the air. Jacmto brought us a larger lizard. We tied him with

short fishing Ime to a stake, which gave him no chance to dart away
Then the eagle came beating down with a sharp threat of pinions in the

electrical dry air and its hurried dust and went to set his claws in the

lizard. But there was enough play m the line for the quick animal to

whip around, and it opened its mouth and showed a tissue of rage to

the big beast over it, then snapped its jaws and hung from the bird’s

thigh, curved with the force of its attack and bite One of those thighs

that made the bird seem to ride like an Attila's horseman through the

air. Caligula made a noise I don’t believe he had ever m his life been
hurt and his astonishment was enormous. He tore off the lizard, and
when he had already squeezed and wounded it past recovery he hopped
off I couldn’t show it, but it did my heart good to see Caligula so of-

fended He sorted among the feathers with his beak to find the hurt

place.

Thea was furious at him, her face red. She shouted, “Get him! Go
finish him!” But when he heard her voice he rose up and flew to her

for his usual meat Since he came to her she had to let him land and

extended her arm. But she was very angry. “Oh, the dirty bastard^ We
can’t let him run away from a little bit of an animal like that. What’ll

we do? Augie, don’t you grin about it!”

“Fm not, Thea, it’s the sun makmg me squint.”

“What should we try now?”
“I’ll pick up the lizard and call Caligula back. The poor thing is al-

most dead.”

“Jacinto, kill the lagarto/* Thea said.

With pleasure the boy ran from the shed on bare feet and hit the

creature on the head with a stone. I laid it, dead, on my gauntlet, and

Caligula didn’t refuse to come but he wouldn’t eat. He shook the lizard

with fury and let it drop to the ground. When I offered it a second time,

now a dusty dead thing, he did the same.

“Oh, that damned crow! Get him out of my sight!”

“Now, Thea, wait a minute,” I said. “This has never happened to

him before.”

“Wait? He only came out of an egg once. How many times did hem
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have to do that'> He’s supposed to have instincts I’ll wring Ms nedt
How is he going to fight the big ones if a httle nip does this to him?’*

“Why, if you’re hurt, what do you expect*?”

But that was my humanizing again, and she shook her head. She
believed fierce nature shouldn’t be like that.

I put the eagle on his waterbox, and gradually Thea let me pacify

her. I said, “You’ve done wonders with this bird already. You can’t

miss. We’ll make it, sure After all, he doesn’t have to be as terrible as

he looks He’s still a young bird
”

At last, in the afternoon, she got over her anger and proposed for

the first time that we go to Hilario’s bar in the zocalo for a dnnk. While

she was unpleasantly stirred against Caligula I felt a little condemned
with him.

Though Thea w^as specially loving when we went mto the room to

change for Sunday p.m. m the zocalo. She took o5 her clothes. The
outer were rugged, the inner silky. And when she was naked, smoking

a cigarette, she looked at me differently as I sat shirtless and pulled off

my boots in the heated shade and the radiated color of the tiles. I went

and put my head on her breast But I knew that, both in love, we were

not quite the same in our purpose. She had the idea of an action for

which love makes you ready and sets you free. This happened to be

connected with Caligula. He meant that to her. But as she suspected

now that he preferred brought meat to prey, perhaps she thought also

about me, whether I could make the move from love to the next neces-

sary thing.

We rose from bed and dressed. In the lace blouse she wore, how soft

she looked. Her hair fell long on her back. She took my arm, not be-

cause she needed its support on the sharp cobbles, but to keep close

and in the shade of the fruit trees she looked very much as she had it

St. Joe on the swing, a young girl.

Since the Fenchels had owned the Acatla house for many years Thea

was acquainted in the town But at Hilano’s bar we sat at a small table

she didn’t want company. Nevertheless, people came over to greet her

to ask after her sister, her aunt and uncle, and Smitty, and of course

to give me the once-over. Many of these remained. Thea continued to

hold my arm.

To my Chicago eyes these others mostly looked far and odd. Now
and then Thea explained who or what they were, and I didn’t alwap

understand her. So then this bald old German had been a dancer, and

on this side was a jeweler, and the blonde, his wife, came from Kansas

City; here was a woman of fifty who was a painter, and the man with
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her was a sort of cowhand, or Reno-cowhand; and coming up now was

a rich fairy, once a queen Here was a woman who opened a mouth of

intelligence on you; she seemed to look at me severely; I thought, at

first, because I had taken Smitty’s place Her name was Nettie Kilgore,

and she turned out to be not bad at all, only sometimes impatient in

look, and something of a lush She didn’t care a hang about Smitty.

Well, I’d known plenty of grotesque people before, but none who had
made it their hfe’s specialty. The foreign colony of this town repre-

sented Greenwich Village, or Montparnasse, or the equivalent from a

dozen countries There was a Polish exile, there was an Austrian with

a beard, there was Nettie Kdlgore; there were a pair of wnters from
New York, one named Wiley Moulton, the other, his friend, simply

called Iggy; there also was a young Mexican, Talavera, whose father

owned the taxi service and rented out horses. A man who sat near Iggy

turned out to be the second husband of Iggy’s first wife. His name was
Jepson and he was the grandson of an African explorer. Well, all this

was new to me, and so it went. While Thea and I, fresh from bed, sat

side by side. It was curious amusement and didn’t much touch me. I

was nearly as much entertained by the kmkajou Hilario had in a cage

and I fed it potato chips. This large-eyed little animal

I felt flattered when people assumed I was the eagle’s master. Of
course I said, “Oh, Thea is his real boss,” but people seemed to feel

that only a man could cope with a bird of that size. All except the hand-

some brown strong young chap, Talavera, who said he knew how good

Thea was with animals. I didn’t altogether care for his contnbution to

the conversation, though I have to admit he looked to be m a different

class from the rest of this gang I couldn’t get over their queemess. The

person who sat next to him seemed to have a kind of bony crest to the

middle of his head, and the back of his hand was like the instep of an-

other man’s foot—^white, thick, and dead-appearmg. Then Nettie Kil-

gore. Then Iggy, red-eyed. Then a man I secretly named Ethelred the

Unready—^like Grandma Lausch or Commissioner Emhom, I would

sometimes do that, give a name. Then Wiley Moulton, the weird-story

writer. He was big-bellied and long-haired; his face was sort of subtle,

with brown lids; his teeth were small and tobacco dyed; his fingers

seemed all back-bent at the last jomt.

There was hard work in some of these people, that they made the

most partial little good climb around in tremendous mountain ranges

of opposition to prove itself.

*‘So you’re going to catch these monsters with your bird?” said Moat*

ton.
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**Yes, we are,” said Thea quite calmly. It was a great thing about

her that she could not be swayed to make small changes of plan or views

in order to get on with people. “I don’t like monkey games,” she always

said.

“It has been done,” I observed.

And now again the public band in the zdcalo, just below, began to

pound and smite, so the air quivered ^^ith the ragged march. It was
nearly twilight. Young people promenaded, but in rapid time, so you
felt fiirtation and desperate iymg, both. Firecrackers Jumped in the

air. A blind fiddler played and howled, with dance-oMeath scrapes,

serenading the tourists. Then the cathedral started to ring the bells, the

deepest voice of that big, crusted sadness. So with this noise the con-

versational people were silenced for a time; they drank their beer or

knocked off their shots of tequila with tastes of salt licked from the

thumb m the stylish Mexican way and bites of lime.

Thea wanted Moulton’s help with the articles; when you could hear

your own voice again she asked him about that

“I’m not in that line now,” he said, “I make more by sticking to

Nicolaides.” Nicolaides was the editor of the pulp magazine Moulton
contributed to. “I had a bid to go up and interview Trotsky last month
and I let it go because I’d rather write for Nicolaides. Besides it takes

all the strength i’ve got to turn out the installments.”

I felt that Moulton had m store all kinds of words and in fact would

say anything. Anything! He only waited for the conversation to give

Mm the chance.

“But you did write magazine articles at one time,” said Thea, “and

you can show us how to do it.”

“I take it Mr. March is not a writer.”

“No.” 1 answered for myseff.

What he was fishing for was my calling. I suppose he knew that I

didn’t have one I could announce even to these worldly people—for I

imagined they were of the great world, and they Just about were. Moul-

ton smiled at me, and not without kindness. With the deep creases of

Ms eyes, he took on a powerful resemblance to a fat lady of the old

neighborhood.

“Well, in a pinch maybe Iggy can help if I can’t”

Moulton and Iggy were friends, but this recommendation every-

body knew was a joke, because Iggy specialized in blood-curdlers for

J^oc Savage and Jungle Thrillers, He couldn’t write anything else.

I liked this Iggy Blaikie. His real handle was Gurevitch, but that

didn’t have the dash that went with the proud Anglo-Saxon names erf
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his heroes. So as Gurevitch was abandoned and Blaikie had never been

real in the first place he became entirely Iggy. He had a real poolroom

look. The boy with the bucket in Nagel’s comer, a little weavy and

punchy himself. He wore an apache jersey and a pair of the rope-soled

sandals from the Chinese shop; he was lean but his face was flushed

and gross, with bloodshot green eyes and mouth of froggy width, the

skin of his throat creased, dirty, half shaved; his voice was choky and

his conversation only part coherent. Except by someone experienced

in sizing up such people, who would have known he was innocent, he

might have been taken for a dope peddler, a junk-pusher, or minor

hoodlum. His was a case of a strongly misleading appearance.

As to young Talavera, I didn’t know just what to make of him. It was
obvious that he looked me over measuringly, and he made me con-

scious, from the outside, of how I seemed, with tanned face and free-

style hair. I felt foolish somewhat, but I had to grant after aU that I

had studied him too. I wasn’t experienced enough to be suspicious of

the young man and native of the place who attaches himself to the

foreign visitors, especially to women. Such are the broke characters to

whom ancient names belong, in Florence in front of GiUi’s Cafe, or

the young men in tight pants who wait around at the top of the funicu-

lar in Capri for Dutch or Danish girls to pick up. And if I had been

that experienced I might not have been quite right about Talavera. He
was a mixed type. Very handsome, he looked like Ramon Navarro of

the movies, both soft and haughty, and was said to be a mining engineer

by profession; that was never proved but he had no need of work, his

father was rich, and Talavera was a sportsman.

1 said to Thea, “I don’t think that young fellow likes me much.”

“Well, what about it?” she answered carelessly. “We’re only renting

horses from his father.”

For Caligula we first tried a burro, but though he stood hooded on

the saddle and was well secured, the burro was bowed with terror and

its head bristled. We then tried horses, and they were shy of him. I

couldn’t keep my seat when Thea handed Caligula up to me. And she

herself wasn’t more successful. Finally Talavera Senior brought out an

old horse who had been throu^ the Zapatista rebellion and wounded
in guerrilla batto. To be ridden by a picador was all this gray animal

appeared fit for, and be gored in the ting. But he was first-rate with

the eagje. I would have said myself there was more sorrow than any-

thing else in his accepting the bird on his back. Old Bizcocho, that was
what this horse was called; it was hard to make him go at more than a

fast amble, though he still had a few bursts of speed in him.
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We took Mm out of town to a flat place, first, to practice. Out

yond the cemetery and its bones that lay accidental on the ground, the

reek of floweis along the white tomb walls: first I on the gray animaJ

who clopped slow, the eagle braced on my arm; then Thea on another

horse; and Jacinto m his white sleeping-smt garb and dark feet carried

just above the ground riding a donkey. We would pass a funeral, often

of a child, and the father himself with the casket on his head would step

out of the road—^so would the whole cortege, musicians included—and
with his eyes, like the milk of blackness, a few Mongohan mustache

hairs fine and long on the savage bulges of Ms mouth, even afflicted,

and while inimical, would follow the eagle as he passed There would be

the same whisper, **Mira, mira, mira—el dguila, el dguilar So we’d

pass by the white stones and walls that scaled in the heat, the iron

prickles, the bones of death, the sleepers’ clothes flappy and humili-

ated at the back; and also the little fever-slam child that rode in-

side.

We got up to the plateau, from which the town lay half covered in a

picturesque hole, and there practiced with Caligula to get him used to

a take-off while m motion. When he learned that, Thea’s confidence in

him entirely came back. In fact we did it well. He sat on my arm, I

stirred old Bizcocho to move faster, and the eagle took hold strongly

with his feet and wrung me through the demon’s glove. I struck the

hood and then slipped the swivel—I had to drop the reins to do this

and grip with my knees—and Caligula put forward fais breast with a

clap of the huge wmgs and started to take the air.

In a few days Bizcocho was ready, and in tremendous excitement,

one morning, we went out for the giant lizards, Jacinto came with us

to flush them out of the rocks, and we climbed down the mountainside

to their tropical place. There the heat was thick; it collected stagnant in

the rocks, which were soft and eaten by rain acids into grottos and

Cambodian shapes. The lizards were really huge, with great frills or

sails—^those ancient membranes. The odor here was snaky, and we
seemed in the age of snakes among the hot poisons of green and the

livid gardenias. We waited, and the cautious kid went to poke under

leaves with a long pole, for the iguanas were savage. Then on a ledge

above us I saw one who looked on, but as I pointed Mm out we saw the

Elizabethan top of him scoot away. These beasts were as fast and bold

as anything I had ever seen, and they would jump anywhere and from

any height, with a pure writhe of their sides, like fish. They had great

muscles, like fish, and their flying was monstrously beautiful. I was

astonished that they didn’t dash themselves into pellets, hke slugs
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quicksilver, but when they smashed down they continued without any

pause to run. They were faster than the wild pigs.

I was anxious for Thea. I knew what a state she was in. The place

was steep, there was no room to maneuver, and she wheeled and

plunged her horse I had the burden of the eagle, and the old Zapatista

gray couldn’t turn fast though he was game enough and understood tak-

ing chances. So I heard more than I saw most of the time.

“Thea,” I shouted, “for Chrissake, don’t do that!”

But she was crying somethmg to Jacinto and at the same time waved
to me to get into position. She wanted to get the lizards dnven down a

slope of stones where they had no cover. Sometimes silver, sometimes

dusty, gray, statue-green they looked as they flew Finally she signaled

me to strike the eagle’s hood and slip his leash. I took a lurch, Biz-

cocho started downslope on the loose rocks, Caligula gripped me; I

slipped the drawstring and took off the hood, drew the swivel, and he

went up, forward m the deep air of the mountainside, once again up
toward the high vibrations of blue. Coming and going in stages, he went

to a great height to wait on.

Thea sprang to the ground to seize the pole from the boy. He was

just sweepmg it through the thick growth and tore off magnificent flow-

ers as red as meat that tumbled down m the wave of ferns, and he cned,

*"7a viener An iguana fled down the rocks Caligula saw him and made
his pitch Feathered and armored he looked in his black colors, and

such menace falling swift from heaven. Down the iguana made his pure

leap too, crashed, ran, doubled at Caligula’s stoop, slithered from the

snatch of the talons, rolled, fought over his belly from the shadow that

haunted him so fast, flew again. I saw the two sharp fierce faces, and as

Caligula put his foot on the monster it opened its angular mouth with

strange snake rage and struck the eagle in the neck. Jacinto cried, and

Thea even shriller, at this sight. Powerfully Caligula shook, but only to

get free. The iguana dropped and fled, glittering its blood on the rocks.

Thea yelled, “After him! Get him* There he goes!” But the eagle didn’t

pursue down the slope; he landed and stood beating his wings. When
the thrashing of the lizard couldn’t be heard any more he folded them.

He didn’t fly to me.

Thea shrieked at him, “You stinking coward! You crow!” She picked

up a stone and flung it at him. Her aim was wide; Caligula only raised

bis head when it struck above him.

“Stop that, Thea! For the love of God, stop! He’ll tear out your eyes!”

“Let Mm try to come at me. I’ll kill him with my hands. Let Mm
jcrst come near!” She left her mind with fury, and there was no sense
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in her eyes. I felt my arms weak, seeing her like this. I tried to keep

her from throwing another stone, and when I couldn’t I ran to unstrap

the shotgun for use, and also fo keep it from her. Again she missed, but

this time came close, and Cahgula took off. As he rose I thought. Good-

by bird' There he goes to Canada or to Brazil. She pulled at the breast

of my shirt and with great pam and tears she cried, “We wasted our

time with him, Augie. Oh, Augie. He’s no good. He’s chicken!”

“Maybe the thing hurt him.”

“No, he was the same with the little one He’s scared.”

“WeU, he’s gone. He beat it.”

“Where?” She tned to look, but I reckon couldn’t see well for the

tears. And I wasn’t any longer sure, either, which of vanous spots in

the sky he was.

“I hope he flies to hell!” she said with a shiver of anger. Hertace

burned At his fraud, that he should look such a cruel machine, so

piercmg, such a chief, and have another spurit under it all. “Is he hurt

if he fhes hke that?”

“But you threw rocks at him,” I said. And once again I felt impli-

cated, because he had been tamed on my arm.

Well, it was hard to take this from wild nature, that there should be

humanity mixed with it; such as there was in the beasts that embraced

Odysseus and his men and wept on them in Circe’s yard.

At home, when we got there sadly, we sent the horses back to

Talavera’s with Jacinto. Thea wouldn’t have had the spirit to walk

back from the stables, and I didn’t want to leave her now. Entermg the

patio, we heard cries from the cook, who ran into the kitchen with her

baby because Caligula was going back and forth on the shed roof.

I said to Thea, “Here’s the eagle, he’s back What do you want to

do about him"^”

She said, “I don’t care. I don’t want to do anything He just came

back for his meat, because he’s too much of a coward to hunt for it.”

“I disagree. He’s back because he doesn’t feel in the wrong. He

simply isn’t used to animals that fight when he grabs them.”

“For all I care you can feed him to the cats.”

I took some meat from a basket by the stove and went out to him;

he came to my fist, and I hooded him and passed the swivel, then put

him on the waterbox, his dark cool place.

About E week passed and I was his sole custodian. Thea interested

herself in other things She set up a darkroom and started to develop

the films she had taken en route. The eagle was left to my care; I exer-

cised and handled him alone in the patio, like one man who rows a large
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lifeboat by himself. And at this time also I had an uneasy gut, an attack

of dysentery, and thus saw him more often than I ordinarily would

have cared to. The doctor prescribed Carbosome and told me to stay

off tequila and town water I had perhaps been taking a little too much

of that smoky tequila, which made you unrehable if you weren’t used

to it.

But the slump from nobility of pursuit harmed everybody. The house

was dull while Thea was in her laboratory. Dull isn’t perhaps the word

when you consider what disappomtment and wrath were kept down.

And also I couldn’t stay in bed while Caligula was being neglected, if

only for the reason that he’d become dangerous through hunger, let

alone the humane side of it.

Beneath some paper stored for kindling beside the fireplace I found

a big volume, without covers andm fine type It contained Campanella’s

City of the Sun, More’s Utopia, Machiavelli’s Discourses and The

Prince, as well as long selections from St. Simon, Comte, Marx and En-

gels. I don’t recall what ingenious person made this collection, but it

certainly was a whopper. Two days it rained, and I was sunk in it

while wet wood tried to bum and I tossed in whole bundles of resinous

ocote to try to make a blaze. It was too wet to fly Caligula. I stood upon

the toilet seat and fed him through the hood, pushed the meat on him

in order to get back as quickly as possible to the book. Utterly fasci-

nated I was, and forgot how I sat on my bones, getting up lamed, dazed

by all that boldness of assumption and reckoning. I wanted to talk to

Thea about this, but she was too preoccupied with other things.

I said, “Whose is this book?”

“Just a book. Somebody’s.”

“Well, this is some splendid stuff.”

She was glad I had found something to interest myself in but didn’t

care about the topic. She laid her hand to one side of my face and

kissed me on the other; however, that was only to send me on my way.

I look a stretch in the rainy garden. From the wall I saw old da Fiori

in the arbor as he picked his nose.

Then I went to get my rubber f>oncho, for I had a great craving for

company. Thea had asked me to get some photographic paper, which

gave me an errand. As I marched down the wide, terraced stony stages

in the slow rain there was a shaggy long-legged pig who lay in the red

mud of the ditch, and a chicken stood on him and pecked the lice. And
the gramophone was playing at Hilario’s through a loudspeaker,

Tres COSOS hay en la vida

Scdud dinero y amor
3S6
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md next something winding and slow by Claudia Muzio or maybe
Amelita Galli-Curci from Jewels of the Madonna, Eleanor Klein once

had had that record. It made me feel sad, though not in a low state.

In my foul-weather gear I passed before the cathedral where the

beggars soaked in their wool colors and showed their lopped puckered

limb ends I left some coins behind; after all, the dough originally was
Smitty’s; I thought some of it should pass on.

From Hilano’s second-floor porch of flowers somebody called me
and banged on the tin shield of Carta Blanca beer to get my attention.

It was Wiley Moulton, who said, “Come on up.” I was glad to.

Besides Iggy there were two other people at the table who at first

seemed man and wife to me. He was pushing fifty but behaved younger,

a dry, thin, tall person. But I looked first at the girl, introduced to me
merely as Stella. I was happy to see her. She ranked everything in the

house, man, beast, and plant, as far as beauty went. Her features rose

very slightly from the surface of her face, full of sense; her eyes were,

I guess Fd say, amorous. It was natural that I should be happy to see

her; I think, the way revolutionists feel the hands of passersby to know
whether they’re common people or aristocrats, when you’re in love you

also make identifications like that Stella was this man Oliver’s girl.

And although when he looked at me he appeared to be at ease he was

suspicious, and that’s the irrationality of people, for he had arranged

to make himself envied instead.

Moulton soon made it clear that I wasn’t unattached. “Hah, Boling-

broke,” he said.

“Who’s that, me?”
“Of course you. You can’t look like a personage and not expect to

receive an illustrious name. Something clicked when I saw you, and I

said there’s a man who ought to be Bolmgbroke if he isn’t already. You
don’t mind, do you?”

“Could anyone mind being Bolingbroke?”

Each, according to his tendency, had a look of pleasantry, with mal-

ice or with sympathy.

“This is Mr. March. Bolingbroke, what’s your first name?”

“Augie.”

“How is Thea?”

“Fine,”

“We haven’t seen you two much. Must be that eagle that keeps you

busy.”

“He does, we are busy.”

“I admired you like anything when you arrived in the station wagon
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and I saw you take out that bird. I was sitting up here and watching the

whole thing. But I understand he’s flunked.”

‘‘Who said so?”

“Oh, the word went around that he was a flop
”

That little bastard Jacinto!

“Is It true, Bolmgbroke—is that mighty bird funky"? Is he yellow?”

“Why,” I said, “that’s a lot of nonsense! How’s one eagle different

from another? They’re all more or less the same. An eagle is an eagle,

a wolf a wolf, a bat a bat.”

“You’re right, Bohng. I’d say in our species, even, we’re pretty much
ahke. Just the same, the differences are interesting. So what about your

eagle?”

“He’s not ripe yet for this kind of himting. But he will be soon. Thea’s

a great trainer.”

“I wouldn’t deny it. But if he’s timid he must have been a lot easier

to train than a real triple-threat, piss-and-vinegar eagle like the one that

actually caught those lizards a while back.”

“Caligula is a bald American, the strongest and most savage kind
”

I had yet to find out how Uttle people want you to succeed m an

extraordinary project, and what comfort some have that the negligible

is upheld and all other greater effort falls on its face. On behalf of the

writers I had been readmg I felt a grievance too.

“Oliver is editor of a magazine,” said Iggy. “Maybe he wants the

story on your eagle.”

“Which magazine is that?”

*Wilmofs Weekly

r

“Yes, we drove down for a holiday,” said this Oliver.

He looked rather silly, frail in the head, with thready lips, small

mustache, and knobby cheekbones. Obviously he was a lush, and a

very vain man. It was only recent, his coming up in the world. Moulton

and Iggy had known him back in New York, and one of the first things

Moulton told me about him was that only a couple of years before if

you let this Oliver into your house you ran the risk that he would steal

some of your clothes and hock them for whisky; and when last heard

from he was in the booby-hatch for the insulin cure, with the scream-

ing meemies. Yet here he was, dressed to kill, with a new convertible

and this beauty who was supposed to be an actress. And he was really

the editor of Wilmofs Weekly, Of which he now said, “We’re interested

mainly in pohtical articles

“Well, Chnst, Johnny, don’t try to tell me it’s aU so serious in your

mag—all think-pieces. It never used to be.”
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“Under the new owners everything is different Yon know,” he said,

and changed the subject m a way that soon became predictable. ‘‘I

wrote my autobiography last week. Just before we started out. It took

a week Childhood one day, boyhood next, and the rest m five days

flat. Ten thousand words a day. It’s coming out next month.” When he

talked about himself it was with such satisfaction that for the moment

he looked healthy and well, glossy. Then he had a relapse when the

topic got away from him, and seemed very meager.

Stella said, “We’re staying at the Carlos Quinto, Come and have a

drink with us.”

“Yes, why don’t we,” said Oliver. “We ought to take advantage of

it; it’s costing plenty We can sit in the garden at least.”

I went away, for I was really worked up about the eagle after Moul-

ton’s ribbing I’d have thought, myself, that Caligula’s flop would give

me a sort of pleasure, but, curiously, that wasn’t how it worked out. Be-

fore, he had interfered with love; but now that he had flopped he did

even more harm Suddenly Thea and I appeared to have lost the place,

and I was bewildered. What was the matter that pureness of feehng

couldn’t be kept up? I see I met those writers in the big book of utopias

at a peculiar time In those utopias, set up by hopes and art, how could

you overlook the part of nature or be sure you could keep the feelings

up?

I went home determined that we would not back down but fly Calig-

ula and catch those giant iguanas, just like that other American cou-

ple.

First I wanted to collar Jacinto for blabbing, but I couldn’t find him.

Nor was Thea m the house. The cook told me, '"Estdn cazando'*

^^Culebrasr said she, in that voice that was like a haywisp of an-

tiquity, it was always so thin and distant.

I looked the word up in the dictionary. They had gone to hunt snakes.

Caligula was in his closet.

At night they returned. A band of town kids tagged after them, some

of Jacinto’s gang, and yelled to one another by the fiery gate light of

Casa Descuitada. In a box Jacinto earned two snakes.

“Where have you been, Thea?”

“We caught these pit vipers—^fine ones,”

“Who^ All these kids weren’t with you, were they?”

“Oh no. We picked them up on the way back when Jacinto told them

what we had.”

“Thea, you’re marvelous to go out and eaten them. Ifs great! But
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wby didn’t yon wait for me? They’re dangerous, aren’t they, these

things?”

‘T didn’t know when you were coming back. A charcoal burner

showed up and told me he had seen vipers, so I went right out after

them.”

She put them in one of the cases we had made ready for the iguanas,

and that was the start of her collection. In time the porch became a

snake gallery, so that the cook wanted to quit, fearing for her kid.

The moment was right to mention the eagle, when Thea was fresh-

ened by her success. She listened and was reasonably ready to be

swayed, agreeing that Caligula should have another try. I never thought

Fd be pleading for him with her. Jacinto went to Talavera’s for the

horses next morning. At the gate of the villa I got the traps ready, the

cages and the pole, and when Jacinto returned we were there with

Caligula, who, as usual, looked great, dangerous. I frowned at Thea’s

occasional skeptical glance toward him. We set out Now and then I

talked to him and stroked him with a feather. I said, “Old man, thii

time you’d better do your stuff
”

We came to the same place, the iguanas’ haunt, and I took a higher

position than the last time, to give Caligula a better view of that stony

slope. We stood then. His grip was very sharp; I tried to transfer some
of his weight to the thigh, not hold him continually on my raised arm.

Bizcocho twitched off the ferocious flies of this place who pinned them-

selves sparkling on his gray ribs.

Thea rode below, and I saw her through a floor of ferns. I caught

glimpses also of Jacinto climbing on the turrety white rocks and began

to hear some of the giants scuttle and crash when they leaped and fled,

and see the voluptuary flowers tremble heavily.

Suddenly I got the idea of what it was to hunt, not with a weapon
but with a creature, a hving creature you had known how to teach be-

cause you’d inferred that all intelligences from the weakest blink to

the first-magmtude stars were essentially the same. I touched him and
stroked him. As if to check up on me Bizcocho turned his head. And
just then Thea whipped the bandanna from her hair, the prearranged

signal. I found the cord of the hood and gave the galloping fall on the

saddle, feeling called upon not to spare myself. Bizcocho started off very

fast. I must have picked too abrupt a downcourse, for the old horse

went faster than he ever had. I gripped with my thighs and I pulled the

hood and swivel. I was shoutmg, “Go to it!” when I too suddenly began
to go, over the head of the horse as he struck with his hoofs for balance

on the sliding stone. He was falling and so was L I felt the push of
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Caligula’s spring as he left my arm, and then I saw the color of my
own blood on the slope of stones. I struck and slid. I heard Bizcocho’s

crazy neigh and Jacinto’s cry.

“Roll, go on rolling!” shouted Thea. “Augie, darling, roll! He’s

kicking! He’s hurt!”

But one of Bizcocho’s hoofs caught me square in the head, and I

was out.
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CHAPTER XVII

It takes some of us a long time to find out what the price is of being in

nature, and what the facts are about your tenure How long it takes

depends on how swiftly the social sugars dissolve. But when at last

they do dissolve there’s a different taste m your mouth, bringing dif-

ferent news which registers with dark astonishment and fills your eyes.

And this different news is that from vast existence m some way you
rise up and at any moment you may go back Any moment, the very

next, maybe.

Well, that poor Bizcocho, he cracked my skull, but he had broken

a leg and Thea shot him Unconscious, I didn’t hear the explosion She
and Jacinto dragged me up on her horse The boy mounted with me
and held me up like a sack of meal. The blood was spilling from my
head, and I had lost some teeth too, from the lower jaw So, sagging in

Jacinto’s arms with the bandanna Thea had used for signaling so soaked

it couldn’t absorb more blood, I was carried to the doctor’s house When
we were nearly there I gave myself a heave and said, “Where’s the

eagle?”

A hunting accident would never make Thea shed tears, even one as

bad as this. She didn’t cry at all As I was deafened from faintness or

from blood or hair or soil m my ears, I didn’t hear but rather saw how
she cursed Caligula. I felt a wave or divot of my scalp curl or wnnkle
on my head. I glimpsed how her hand, which held my leg tight, was
streaked with red Her pallor was very hot. With that depth and hollow

narrowness of sight that you have at such moments her face came be-

fore me with spots of light on it from the pattern of brass eyelets on her

hat, a spatter of heat across the bridge of her nose and on her lips

My hearing cleared, I heard the kids cry, ‘*Es el amo del dguilar El

dguila! Who was doing loops somewhere in the heavens with great

pinions, with Turkish feather pants and rending beak The whole height

of space appeared very great to me. I felt I crept along at the bottom of
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it, Thea said, *You ve lost a tooth.” I nodded I knew where the gap
was But sooner or later you’re bound to lose some teeth
From the doctor’s yard two women came for me with furled stretcher,

and they laid me on it. I kept fading in and out, extremely weak But as
we went through the patio I was conscious and admired the day, which
was notably beautiful However, I thought next that it was because of
me that Bizcocho was dead, that he had survived wild Zapatista night
of guerrilla shooting and slithering and probably been present when
men were crucified or their bellies filled with ants, that he had been
whanged at by blasting shotguns, and it had to be me that killed him*

The doctor had a flower m his buttonhole when he came forward,
and he was smiling But basically he was gloomy His room stunk of
drugs and ether I got a dose of ether that made me reek for days after.

I kept puking I was covered with bandages; my face was stiff with the
crusts of scratches I could eat only gruel and turkey soup, and I

couldn’t stand myself Inside the turban of bandages I heard a hissing

as if I had a faucet or jet there. From the pain and this hiss or trickle

I suspected that gloomy smiler of doing a bad job and I worried about
my skull because ol the careless Mexican approach to slaughter, sick-

ness, and burial, but the doctor turned out later to have done a good
job. But then I suffered, I was low, eyes deep circled, cheeks drawn in,

gap-toothed. In the bandages I seemed to myself to resemble my
mother and at times my brother Georgie.

And even after the scratches healed and the headaches dimmed
down I was gnawed and didn’t know from what cause. Thea also

became very restless Caligula’s washout and my being such a chump
as to spur poor Bizcocho from the top of a bluff terribly disappointed

her. With her eagerness and boldness, that she should be held back
by my incompetence after having undertaken this, planned it out,

mastered the animal, was very hard to take. Thea sent Caligula away
to her father’s friend in Indiana, for his Trianon zoo I thought how the

old desert rat m Texarkana would enjoy hearing about this. I hobbled

out to see the eagle, caged and crated, loaded on the wagon. The white

patch of maturity was beginning to show on his head, the eye wasn’t

a bit less impenal and his beak with its naked purposes of breathing

and tearing just as awesome as before,

I said, “Good"by, Calig
”

“Good-by and good nddance, you phony,” said Thea. We were
Bear tears, both of us, from the crackup of hopes and ridiculing of

expectations. The gauntlets and hood lay for a long tune in a c^omer

and took on obhvjom
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As Thea sat with me and minded and nursed me for a few weeks

it became more and more clear that if she didn’t show any unrest

there were other expressions that didn’t appear on her face either.

When I started to recover I didn’t want her to hang around for my
sake and company, if she was going to look like this. We had one of

those arguments of sacrifice; she didn’t want to leave me alone and

I insisted that she go out, though I didn’t want it to be after snakes

that she went But somebody had tipped her off to some green and red

vipers, and what didn’t show in her looks, patient toward me as I lay

deaf and gaunt in my turban, in the sequel of the great flop—^what

didn’t show was how she sat and dreamed of catching these snakes.

I recognized that she was bored and needed action.

At, first she went after wild pigs and such creatures, to keep me
satisfied, but later she brought heme snakes from the mountains in a

burlap sack. Because of the good it did her I didn’t squawk about it.

I could measure her improvement daily with the eye. Only I didn’t

want her to go hunting alone, and 1 urged her to get some of her

friends to accompany her, not just Jacinto. There was a hunting set in

town, and sometimes the doctor went out with her, sometimes young

Talavera.

So I was alone and went around the villa in robe and bandages,

into the garden, along the porch with the snakes who writhed in the

straw and raced their tongues—I had a cold eye for them. I felt it was

less from horror than from antagonism. After all, I had tamed an

eagle and got somewhere with wildlife, so I could claim a certain

amount of courage. I didn’t have to be clothed in intrepidity all the

time or love all creatures. There was a kind of snake smell, like the

smell of spoiled mango or rotten hay, the same as where we had hunted

the giant iguana.

When I wasn’t too restless I sat in one of the bullhide chairs and

read the utopia book. I still had the dysentery bug and in the morning

often felt that heavy drape of the guts that made me run to the biffy,

Caligula’s old roost. There I kept the door open. It gave me a view

of the entire town, which now, late fall, after the deepest heats had
passed off, was very beautiful. There weren’t real seasons here, but

the shadows of harsher climates varied the months, from the north or

from the south. Daily there was this sure blue, while the powerful

forces of heaven took it easy over the mossy tiles. This blue beauty

compensated me considerably, as did the book when I was in the right

mood for it. Otherwise I schlepped around useless and melancholy,
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feeling like a slob. As my cheeks had fallen, their bones became large

and my eyes appeared a little sleepy, from the uneasiness they’d have

shown had they opened wider. I grew a kind of Indian mustache of

fair hair by the sides of my mouth too

Thea drank her coffee, told me to be well, put on her sombrero of

brass eyelets, and went out to the horses. I would come and watch

her mount. With just the slight heaviness of confident body she sat in

the saddle. She no longer asked me whether I wanted her to stay with

me, only recommended that I take a w^alk in the afternoon. I said Fd see

about it.

Moulton and Iggy came to visit me, and Moulton said, ‘'Boling,

you look like hell,” so I felt even more sad over myself and was in the

dumps, with omens that moved around m my heart.

Stella too, Oliver’s girl fnend, regretted that I didn’t look better

when I talked to her from the garden wall. I observed there was a

shadow over her also. These days I was drinking up a fair amount of

tequila limonada, and I invited her to jom me. She refused. Regret-

fully she said, “I wish I could. One of these days maybe I will I’d like

to talk to you. But you know we’re supposed to move cut of the Carlos

Quinto.” I didn’t know, and before I could find out why, thin Oliver

came lifting his feet over the flowers, his horsy ankles in gartered

silk socks, his little red mouth sullen. He took her away from the

wall, not even talking to me.

What was wrong with him?

Moulton said he was jealous.

“And she says they’re moving out”

“Yes, Oliver rented that Jap’s villa. The Jap has to go back to

Nagasaki. Oliver says the biddies at the Carlos are giving Stella the

treatment. Because they know they aren’t married. If I had a

like that, a lot I’d care what some old bags were saymg!”

“But why is he settling down here? Doesn’t he have that magazine

to take care of in New York*?”

“He runs it from Mexico,” said Iggy.

Moulton said, “Bushwah! He’s here because he’s in dutch.”

“You think he embezzled money*?” said Iggy, astonished.^

Moulton looked as though he knew much more than he Judged fit

to teU. Satchel ass His portly hard middle hung over with a shirt il-

lustrated with pineapples. He even had a faint shame of the apparition

he made in the sunlight His Uds were as dark in stain as his smoker’s

fingers, and he had the blinking habit
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“Jepson says he heard he wants to throw a big party on account

of Stella in the viEa, to show those old bitches at the Carlos,” said

iggy*

“He’s going to show everyone, and knock people down with his

success. "Soever thought he was nothing but an international bum,

and that’s everybody m the world who ever laid eyes on him, now’s

going to be shown Boy! People are right where he left them, and he’s

going to come back and wow them. He has been around the world too,

but he didn’t know it because he was drunk.” As he said this, Oliver

appeared to my thought m a shack of Outer Mongolia, where soldiers

in quilted coats saw him lying m his vomit in a stupor. Moulton liked

to show that ill, miserable things and rubbish supplied the unity of

the world Only amusement supposedly made this tolerable, and so he

speciahzed in amusement All these people, the whole colony, did

that

Well, they visited me at the villa. Then after half an hour Moulton

ran out of talk They had stamped out a dozen butts, and Moulton

began to look terribly bored He had exhausted this particular corner

where we sat and so looked sick that he had to stay

“Bolmgbroke,” he said, “you don’t have to stick around the house

because you wear that turban Come down to the zdcalo. We’ll meet

folks there or play on the fribble machine. Come along, Bolmg. To
horse

”

“Yes, come on, Boling
”

“Not you, Iggy Go home Eunice raises hell with me because I keep

you away from work ”

“But I thought you were divorced, Iggy?” I said.

“He is, but his wife keeps him on a chain She makes him stay with

the kid while she and the new husband go out.”

Down at Hilario’s we sat amid the flowers of the porch, over the

square. They were the simpler flowers of cooler weather. Except the

red poinsettia, star of Christmas, with velvet thrust-out peaks, the

leader m splendor. It said a lot to me that these flowers should have

10 power over their place of appearance, nor over the time, and yet

le such a success of beauty and plaster the insignificant wall. I saw
ilso the httle kinkajou who roved over his square of cage in every
iimension, upside down, backwards. In the depth of accident, you
)e supple—^never sleepy but at sleeping time.

And Moulton sat and continued his satire on Iggy. Eunice took the

hecks from New York and kept Iggy on a budget. But Iggy didn’t

mow how to handle dough. He’d only go to the face rojo with it, and
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the girls would take it away. Iggy with his bloodshot green eyes and
froggy kindly mouth felt praised, sort of, pictured among the whores
of the foco ro]o,

“Eunice needs the money for the kid Or I’d lose it to you m poker.
That’s what gets Wiley, he can’t win real jack off me ”

“Hell, what would I care if I didn’t see Jepson lush m here with
your money, the money he gets out of Eunice"^”

“Why, you’re nuts^ He’s got his own. His grandfather had an ex-

pedition to Africa No bunk ”

To be near his daughter, an overpetted dark little kid, Iggy hved
in the same villa as his ex-wife. It was mostly m order to protect her

and the kid from Jepson. I think Iggy probably still loved Eunice.

I went around with him and with Moulton now As the house was
void, as there were more snakes on the porch, as I wasn’t strong

enough to go with Thea but wasn’t too weak to be restless, as I was
horse-shy and hunt-shy, as I was m reality in a fork about my course

of life, I stalled and delayed Besides, I was intrigued with Moulton
and Iggy and others of the international colony. I couldn’t deny their

appeal I learned their language fast. But also fatigue of them came fast.

And the strange thing was, you know, how you woke early m the

morning and saw the air, a light gold, thin but strong before daily

influences took it away from you. But you felt no reason why, as far

as the air itself was concerned, these influences had to be such as they

were, low, anxious, or laughable.

Under the pomegranate tree, on the wood bench, Iggy asked me
to help him with his difficulties. His story was hung up and he had
to have a plot angle. There is a busted ensign on the beach who be-

comes a rummy. A half-breed proposes to him to run coolies illegally

into Hawaii. But among the plantation hands he discovers there are

spies, so the old U S. officer in him is stirred, and he’s going to sur-

render the whole swatch of them to the authorities. But he has to

fight it out with the lascar who now suspects him. Iggy worried out

his story, and I went on bare feet for the tequila bottle.

Then Moulton came and we left. The cook had fixed lunch, but

I didn’t like to eat alone. I bought tacos in the market, which made my
gut worse, or I got a sandwich at the Chinaman’s.

So things shouldn’t cram on his mind but be orderly, Bacon had

music played in the next room when he thought out the New Atlantis-

But down in the zocalo all day the machines played “Salud Dinero”

or “Jalisco,” and there was furious noise, the rapid dual hammer of

the manacliis and the yockering of the lame-tongue blind fiddler and
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crazy scrapes, plus the bang of bus motors and bells, and this mingling

was the bed of my disharmonies So mostly I felt confusion, and

dangers that were as terrible as the sky and mountain sights were

gorgeous in their paintmg. The town whirled and howled as it hit

Sie stnde of its season.

While Iggy doped out how the American and the half-breed would

fight It out over the signals to warn the coast guard we were on the

way to Moulton’s hotel. He coaxed me to stay while he ground out

his installments of men from Mars. He hated his work; the solitude

of it above all. Fd sit on the roof outside his room, droop-shouldered,

hands hung large from my knees, and look toward the knotted moun-

tains and wonder in my sun-dimmed mind where Thea might be.

Coming from the cigarette-gray room to think, Moulton paced in

shorts that showed his concave knees and thick huge legs; he narrowed

the eyes of his great face and looked at the town as though it were

all a racket. He poured a drink, he was a chain-smoker; and m the

business of mixing, lightmg, dragging, flipping, blowing smoke through

his satirical nose, there seemed to be contained about all he thought

really worth effort. He was mighty bored. And he understood how to

make me go through the long charactenstic moment of his mood—^this

ash, ice, butts, lemon peel and sticky glass, panting space of empty

time. He saw to it his lot was shared, like everybody else, and did

something with you to compel you to feel what he felt. Moulton could

5ven put it in words himself. He said, “Boredom is strength, Boling-

broke The bored man gets his way sooner than the next guy. When
you’re bored you’re respected.” With small nose, gross thighs, and
hose back-bent smoke-dyed fingers, he obliged me with this explana-

ion, and he thought to have more effect on me than he really ever

:ould have. When I didn’t argue he was satisfied that he had per-

uaded me, and was not the first to make that mistake. A conversation

/as something he could run well, so he liked the reality of his life to be
bat of conversations. I was on to this.

“Ah well, let’s have a break and play blackjack.” He carried a deck

f cards in his shirt pocket. So he blew the cigarette dust from the

tble and cut for the deal, and when he saw my glances still going out

» the mountams he said, to distract me, not roughly, “Yeah, she’s up
lere. Come on, chum, deal me. Okay. Take yourself. Want a side

^t? I bet I get the deal from you in ten minutes.”

Moulton was a big boy for a game of cards, poker most of all.

'"e played at Hilario’s at first, and when Hilario kicked about these

ng stmom that lasted far into the night we moved over to the filthy
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Chinese restaurant Very soon I began to put all my time into gambling.
It seems the ancient Huron tribe thought gambling was a remedy for
some illnesses Maybe I had one of those illnesses Moulton must have
too. He had to be betting continually. I matched pesos with him, cut
for high card, played fnbble—which was what he called pin-ball
and even put-and-take, with a little top. I was lucky and also skillful

at poker, which I had learned in a great school, Emhorn’s poolroom.
Moulton complamed, ‘‘Brother, you must have studied with the Capa-
blanca of poker. I can’t tell when you’re bluffing because you always
look so innocent Nobody can really be as innocent as all that.” This
was true, though I would have said I actually did intend to be as good
as possible. That’s how much I myself knew. But Jesus, Lord! Dis-
semblmg! Why, the master-dissemblers there are around! And if nature
made us hve and do as worms and beetles do, to escape the ichneumon
fly and swindle other enemies by mimicry, and so forth—^well, all

right!! But that’s not our problem
With Thea too I behaved as though nothing was wrong, and yet I

knew we were slipping If I didn’t show what despair this caused it

was a lead-pipe cinch to bluff Moulton out with only a jack.

Why these snakes? Why did she have to hunt snakes*^ She came
back with heaving sackfuls, which made my intestines go wrong with

reaction; and then she gave them such loving treatment that I could

see nothing in it but eccentricity. You had to be careful not to provoke
them into striking the glass, because it gave them mouth sores hard to

cure. And in addition they had parasites that got between the scales,

and they had to be dusted or washed with mercurochrome; some had
to be given inhalations of eucalyptus oil for their lung ailments, for

snakes get tuberculosis. Toughest of all was the casting of the skins,

which was like labor when they couldn’t writhe out of the epidermis

and even their eyes were clouded with a dirty milk. Thea sometimes

took forceps to help them or covered them with damp rags to soften

the skin, or she put the more restless ones in water and m the water

set a block of wood afloat so the beast might rest its httle head when
fatigued with swimming. But then they would gleam out, one day,

and their freshness and jewelry would give even me pleasure, their

enemy, and I would like to look at the cast skin from which they

were regenerated in green or dots of red like pomegranate seeds or

varnished gold crust.

Meanwhile Thea and I were not satisfied with each other. I was
resentful of the snakes and that she tended them, I felt myself be-

tween two peculiarities, hers and the peculiarity of the town in Ml
3^9
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Stride of its season But I didn’t tell her When she asked me how about

coming out with her to hunt I said I wasn’t well enough yet. So she

looked at me, and the thought was very prominent that after all I was

lushing and playing cards, so if I stood before her skinny, ill, and with

secret thoughts smoldenng, what remedy could we ever agree on?

“I don’t like that gang you’re with,” she said.

“They’re harmless,” I casually answered, but it was not a harmless

kind of answer.

“Why don’t you come out with me tomorrow? Talavera has a safe

horse for you. There are some places I want to show you, wonderful

places.”

“Weil, that’ll be swell,” I said. “When I feel more ready.”

I had tried to put Caligula over and that was enough of a trial; 1

had stretched myself as far as I could and had no more stretch I’d be

damned if I could get myself mto Thea’s excitement about catching

snakes It was too extreme a way of making out, with that vigor that

couldn’t be satisfied m ordinary pursuits If she had to go and snatch

these dangerous animals by the throat with a noose, and keep them and

milk their venom from them, okay But I knew at last that definitely

there was one thing that was not for me
She was gone for two days in the mountains When she returned

I heard of it but didn’t go up to the house; I was m a game at Lome
Fu’s and couldn’t leave Next morning I saw her in the garden, in

nding breeches and the heavy boots she wore for snaking, thick and

sturd}r so that fangs couldn’t pierce Her white skin showed she was

unwell, sullen; she hadn’t rested and she craved and smarted, she

wanted to punish me. Under the eyes there was a thickening of trouble.

From her head the black hair gave back the heat of the sun, and along

those particular hairs of irregular departure from her forehead there

burned the red thread that was part of the secret of the black.

She said fiercely, “Where were you!”

“I got in very late.”

She was hot, shaky, and hasty, and heavy clear tears gave her eyes

that crazy largeness of grievance that sometimes they would get I

thought she would sob, but she only shook.

“I kind of expected you, the night before last,” I said, and she didn’t

answer me. We were both sore but not prepared really to fiight. What
she shook with was breaking and not increasing anger.

“What do you see in those people down there?” she demanded.
“I think they must make you feel ashamed of me, ever since Caligula^

They make fun of me.”
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“You think Fd let them do that*^”

“I know them better than you do. That Moulton stinks
**

She lit into Wiiey Moulton and other residents. I listened, and in

this way we ignored our real differences We couldn’t yet stand a fight.

Sometimes 1 almost convinced myself that I was ready to bat around

the mountams with the snake nooses and cameras and guns. I could

have used some action, because I was nervous and overcharged and

because I longed that she and I should be back as we had been in

Chicago. But I never could quite bnng myself to go

It seemed to me that I had to continue playing poker. I was ahead

and couldn’t quit Moulton kept yelhng how I had drawn blood on

everybody; I had to give people their chance for revenge. So I had a

deck of cards between my fingers as their most familiar object, and

actually I became a very dexterous and fancy dealer Soon people were

looking for me who didn’t even know me, and I seemed to be running

a game at the Chmese restaurant. Louie Fu m his coat sv/eater was

of that opinion even. I was Bolmgbroke or the Eagle Man to tourist

strangers who sat m the game, world-tour bums, Moulton called them.

My pockets were full of different foreign currencies. I didn’t know

exactly what I had But I did have money It was mine, not Smitty’s.

There was no longer any refngerator with bills in the greens and

dishes; Thea never seemed to think to offer me an allowance. If I

hadn’t been sick Fd have felt well-off, prosperous, with my pounds,

dollars, pesos, and Swiss francs. But it was only my superficial luck

that was good; I was rattled, I was bandaged in an unclean bandage,

gaunt, the town seemed to want to blow its silly self to pieces, Thea

was collecting coral snakes and rattlers, I had to win a fight of patience

with my anxious backside to sit at Louie’s, or in somebody’s hotel

room, or even at the foco rojo where the game sometimes moved.

There the whores were in the rear; in front there was a little bar which

was a soldiers’ hangout, before the tourists took over. The soldiers

read comic books,' ate beans, and drank pulque. Rats walked on the

beams. The girls cooked, swept, or read too, or washed their hair in

the yard. One half-naked kid with a garrison cap clonked on the

marimba; the little black rubber balls on his sticks struck fast. I felt

I had to do something well, so it shouldn’t aU be a total loss, and so I

watched the cards.

I didn’t convince Thea when I said that I’d go along with her just

as soon as I felt up to it, nor did she convince me by her gestures

toward me. She consented to keep me company in town some evenings,

and it was good to s^e her legs in skirts, not covered by trousers. But
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It burned me up on the day her divorce papers came and I said, as I

had figured to do, ‘‘Let’s get marned,” and she simply shook her head.

Then I remembered how once when afraid of pregnancy she let escape

the fear of explaining to her family that I was the father Where at first

it had disappointed me, and later graveled me more, this now gave me
a harsh stmg For sure enough I had a glimmer of things from her

standpoint, of how it is one thing to have a young man for your happy

friend in the rosy days of love, and quite different the faulty creature to

face in practical weather. I knew how I’d seem to her uncle, the power-

ful millionaire with his squash white-haired nose and his tailor-made

Havanas. It was true that Thea defied him and aimed to become
financially independent; but as she couldn’t count on me she wouldn’t

cut herself off from her family for my sake Had I been as enthusiastic

on birds, snakes, horses, guns, and photography as she we might have

made the grade But I wouldn’t have read a light meter for gold, I

didn’t want to capture snakes, and I felt ornery about it all. I hoped

Thea would tire of it, while she, I suppose, waited for me to get tired

of Moulton and Co.

It was one fiesta after another meantime The band plunged in the

zocalo, clashed, drummed, and brayed, the fireworks bristled and ran

off in strings, the processions swayed around with images. A woman
died of a heart attack at a five-day drunk party, and there were scan-

dals. Two young men, lovers, had an argument about a dog and one

of them took an overdose of sleeping pills Jepson forgot his jacket in

the foco rojo; the madame herself, Negra, brought it to the house.

Iggy’s ex-wife locked Jepson out, so he begged to sleep on Moulton’s

porch. Moulton wouldn’t let him stay because he tried to borrow

money, he drank his whisky. Now Jepson was living m the street,

but as the town was foaming his sorrow wasn’t particularly noticeable

in it. Wolves or wild swine or the giant iguanas themselves or stags

wouldn’t have been either if they had slipped in from the mountams.
A bright dust blew around and whitened the nights. The hotels and

shops wanted there should be a hullabaloo and paid money for the

music and shots and tolling, but to keep up these long fiestas cash

wouldn’t have been enough, and the energy for them must have come
from the olden-time worship of those fire snakes and smoke mirrors

and gruesome monster gods. Even the dogs ran and mumbled as if

fresh back from their errand in the land of death, Mictlan. The old

belief of the Indians was that dogs earned the souls of the dead there.

There was an intestinal-amoeba epidemic which was hushed up, but
funerals tangled with the other processions. There were big enter-
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tainments A Cossack chorus sang in the cathedral, the priest had

never had such a crowd inside, and it made him frantic, he scolded and

clapped his hands at everyone, crying we were m la casa de Dios. It

didn’t do a bit of good with that crowd. I can’t say those Russians

looked out of place m the zdcalo m their tunics, boots, and tucked-in

pants, musing around at night, burning their long cigarettes. A
Brazilian-Italian opera company did La Forza del Destino, They sang

and throbbed powerfully, but as though they didn’t believe any of it

themselves. Therefore 1 was skeptical too. Thea didn’t come back

for the second act. Then there was an Indian circus that gave a grim

performance. The equipment of the acrobats was as if ripped out of an

old foundry; the horses were shabby; the performers were solemn

Michoacan Indians, and they stunted without nets or any safety devices.

The savage little girls who came out in their soiled trousers to juggle

and walk the wires and perform other tasks never smiled or bowed.

Thus m this town I didn’t see anything familiar, except m reminis-

cence—as when those Russians made me remember Grandma Lausch.

Until one day when it was fairly quiet and I was sitting on a bench

in the zdcalo petting a kitten that tried to get mto my armpit, and

several large cars drove up to the cathedral They were old cars but

powerful, with something cast-iron about them, the long hoods, the

low shng of expensive European automobiles. Immediately I knew

there was a personage in the middle car, for bodyguards emerged from

the two others, and I wondered who it was that could be so important

and yet so run-down. Among the rest were two Mexican policemen,

grouchy and proud of their tunics, which they smoothed straight right

away; but the guards were Europeans or Americans, in leather jackets

and leggings. Their hands were on their holsters and they were jittery;

it seemed to me they didn’t know the fct thing about their job. So I

Judged, having now and again, in Chicago, seen the real thing.

It was a cool day. I wore the thick jacket with many pockets that

Thea had bought for me on Wabash Avenue, the one that could save

you in the wilderness. But it was zipped open, as I sat in the sun. The

kitty was nuzzling and kneading under my arm with her paws felt

her little spme with satisfied amusement and I watched to see who

would come out of the center limousine now that the arrangements

were complete. An aide gave the nod and a guard started to work the

handle of the door, who obviously didn’t have the hang of it, and^ all

stood helpless during this embarrassment till the opposite door im-

patiently was thrown back with iron bump from the extreme wads of

old upholstery, and heads of a foreign comb, specs, beards bent for-
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ward within the beautifully polished glass. Here and there was a brief-

case; I thought I recognized something political about these briefcases.

One person was saying something, smiling and chatty, into the chauf-

feur’s phone. And then the principal figure came out with a spring;

he was very gmgery and energetic, debonair, sharp, acute in the beard.

He addressed himself without waste of attention to the study of the

front of the cathedral He wore a short coat with fur collar, large

glasses, his cheek was somewhat soft but that didn’t take away from

an ascetic impression he gave. As I looked at him I decided with a

real jolt that this must be Trotsky, down from Mexico City, the great

Russian exile, and my eyes grew big. I always knew my entire life

would not go by without my having seen a great man; and strangely

enough my thought was of Einhom, condemned to sit in a chair and

study faces in the papers and limited to seeing only the people who
chanced to come by. I was very enthusiastic and right away stood up.

The beggars and loafers were already collecting m their Middle Ages

style, the touts and schnorrers and the others uncovering their damages

and stock-in-trade woes from bandages and rags. Head thrown back,

Trotsky regarded and estimated the vast church, and with a jump m
which hardly anything elderly appeared he went up the stairs and

hastened m. There was a surge after him; the people with the brief-

cases—^members of radical organizations I used to know m Chicago

always had briefcases like those—and also a huge man with hair like a

woman’s, and some of those queer bodyguards, and quite a few crutch-

hoppers and singsong limosnita beggars who true enough were near

dead, as they claimed, went through the dark gap of the church door.

I too wanted to go in; I was excited by this famous figure, and I

believe what it was about him that stirred me up was the instant im-

pression he gave—^no matter about the old heap he rode in or the

pecuharity of his retinue—of navigation by the great stars, of the

highest considerations, of being fit to speak the most important human
words and universal terms. When you are as reduced to a different kmd
of navigation from this high starry kind as I was and are only sculling

on the shallow bay, crawling from one clam-rake to the next, it’s stirring

to have a glimpse of deep-water greatness. And, even more than an

established, an exiled greatness, because the exile was a sign to me
of persistence at the highest things. So I was wild with enthusiasm; it

bumped up inside my skull like 3ie handle of a broom and made me
recall that my head still was bandaged and I should go easy. I stood

watching till he came out again.

But the reason for telling you all this is that one of the bodyguards
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turned out to be my old friend Sylvester, the onetime owner of the

Star Theater, the engmeering student from Armour Tech, the ex-

husband of Mimi Villars’ sister, the former subway employee. I recog-

nized him in his Western-style rig. Ye gods! How severe, melancholy,

duty-charged, and baffled he looked! Same as the others, he packed a
pistol; the spread of his pants was wide at the back and his belly hung
over the belt. I hollered at him, “Sylvester! You, Sylvester^” He looked

sharply at me, as if I took a dangerous hberty; yet he was curious. I

was full of glee, and my head was poundmg My face got very red with

laughter and excitement, because I was so extremely happy to see him.

“You damned fool, Sylvester, don’t you know who it is? It’s Augie
March. You mean to stand there and not recognize me'^ I haven’t

changed that much, have I?”

“Augie?” he asked and smiled a little with dark bitter lips, incredu-

lous. His question made an uncertain creak in his throat

“Of course! It’s me, you dope! Jesus, how did you get here? What
are you doing with that hardware?”

“How did you land down here? Gosh, we sure get around. What’s

wrong with your head?”

“I feU off a horse,” I said, and in spite of my joy at seeing him I

quickly ran through in my mind a variety of reasonable, and not

especially true, accounts. But he didn’t ask, which astomshed me. It

now astonishes me less, for I know more about how people get pre-

occupied.

“Gee, it’s swell to see you, Sylvester. How come you’re doing this?”

“I got assigned to it—^what do you mean? They wanted somebody

with a technological background.”

Technological background! As I was laughing still from pleasure

at meeting him I could get away with a laugh over this too. Poor Sylves-

ter, with this story about bemg a technician. Well, well, whatever we

got out of this meeting it sure wasn’t going to be the truth. I had

prepared a story myself, should he ask me what I was up to. That’s

bow it is. One day’s ordinary falsehood if you could convert it into

silt would choke the Amazon back a hundred miles over the banks.

However, it never appears in this form but is distributed all over like

the nitrogen in potatoes.

“So?” I said. “You’re with Trotsky all the time, you know Mm well,

I guess? It must be marvelous, I wish I could know him!”

“You?”
“Gosh, I suppose I wouldn’t fit in. What’s he like? Do you think

I could at least meet him, Sylvester? You could introduce
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^Tfeah'> Just like tlmt?” said Sylvester, amused, with his heavy eyes,

couldn’t be more comphcated than you think, could it? You’re a

funny guy. But look, I have to go. When you get up to the city phone
me. I’d like to see you; we’U have a beer You remember Frazer

from Chicago? He’s one of the old man’s secretaries. Don’t forget

now.” Another guard was calling him, and he trotted away to the cars.

Oliver cursed the Japanese for the delay about the villa, but finally

the Japanese sailed for Japan and Oliver moved in and prepared to

throw a huge party and have the best society in town. That would
poison his enemies at the Carlos Qumto. Moulton helped him make
up a guest list and invitations were sent out to the old residents. Mostly

a lot of riffraff turned up, however, in observance of his troubles,

which were by then public and had been for some time. A Treasury

agent came to town, and he didn’t hide his identity but told everyone,

with swell humor, what he was. He sat spread on one of Hilario’s wire-

harp chairs and drank beer as if on a holiday, or fed peanuts to the

kinkajou. Oliver managed to look indifferent when he went through the

square, he and Stella as usual dressed up to the eyes. The more he

looked self-possessed, the more it was a disaster, and I was sorry for

him. Stella was scared. She sometimes tried to make me understand

that she’d like to talk to me about this. I never thought it unnatural

that I should be the one she wanted to discuss her troubles with. How-
ever, there was no chance to do it. Oliver watched her very closely.

I said to Moulton, ‘^What do they want Oliver for? It must be

serious or they wouldn’t have sent a man from Washington.”

*"The guy says income-tax evasion, but it must be worse than that,

Oliver’s a vain, silly type, but he wouldn’t be so dumb as to get in that

sort of trouble. It’s worse.”

“Poor Oliver!”

‘He’s a jerk.”

‘‘Maybe so. But fundamentally— mean, as a man.”
“Oh, fundamentally,” he said thoughtfully. But then he seemed to

shake himself out of it and said, “Maybe fundamentally too he’s a

Jerk.”

Meanwhile it was in a terrible way instructive to see how Oliver

behaved, how unruffled he tried to appear. But he was always in small

ways losing control One afternoon he got into a fight with old Louie

Fm Louie, he was queer enough, with his Spanish-Chinese cackles,

and in addition he was also a terribly economizing old man, and l sup*

pose in famine China he may have known what it was to pick grains
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out of manure; so it was nothing much to him now to pour the dnnks
people didn t finish mto a single pop bottle With his unassertive chest
covered with gray knots of a loopy sweater, at the zinc counter, he
poured together what was left of orange pop one day and put it in the

icebox; Ohver caught him and punched him in the face. This was
terrible. Louie screamed Uis family was infuriated and started to

yell. All we foreigners started up from the card game. The pohce
appeared and closed in from the front door. I took Stella by the hand
through the curtain of beads into the other half of the shop, where they

sold drygoods, and as we came into the street we saw a gang swirl out
and follow the arrestees to city hall and the magistrate’s court. Louie’s

eye was already covered by a large stain and his throat was full of

cords as he shouted. Ohver got one of the Mexican gmtar-playing

fancy-boys to interpret for him. And the defense he made was that

what Louie had done was very dangerous because of the amoeba.
Oliver couldn’t have done worse than to claim he was protecting pub-

lic health The magistrate slapped his hand down en seguida on this

irresponsible rumor of dysentery. He was large and squat, a man who
raised bull? for the ring, and he wore his hat in the court hke a

busmessman-prmce, this dark powerful person. He named a whopping
fine which Oliver paid on the spot, lookmg sportmg, if gnm, and also

entertained. Money was one thing he didn’t seem to lack. And how did

Stella take this—^in her sleeveless lace dress and wearmg a hat? She

appealed to me with her large disturbed eyes to see for myself what

she was up against. With so much going on in the town I hadn’t given

it the consideration it called for. Why, even, did she need to wear such

an elegant dress to Louie Fu’s afternoon poker game? It must have

been that she had no dresses except elegant ones, and no places to visit

except those Oliver took her to. It was very odd. She said, “I have

to talk to you one of these days. Soon.”

But this was not the time. Oliver was now with us and said to

Moulton and Iggy various peculiar thmgs, such as, “I’ve been to courts

the world over.” And, “Now they can’t go on pretending about the

trots, that there isn’t any amoeba.” And, “That yellow old

0 sucker, at least I taught him a lesson.”

Listemng, I felt quite queer myself, in my bandages, cards and cur-

rencies in my pockets, my heart tight in my breast and toes free in the

huaraches. I felt like someone who might come into the vision of a

theosophist, that kind of figure.

At dinner Thea said, “1 hear there was a riot in town. Were you in

it, too?”
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1 didn’t care for that. Why must she put it like that? I told her the

ftory, or rather gave her a version of what happened. Anyway, she

frowned. As I spoke of Stella I realized that I wanted to represent her

as in love with Oliver. Thea didn’t believe me.

“Augie,” she said, “why don’t we get away from here? At least

while the season lasts. Let’s get away from these people.”

“Where do you want to go"?”

“I thought we’d drive to Chilpanzingo.”

Chilpanzmgo was down in the hot country. But I was willing to go.

I would go. But what would I do there?

“There are some interesting animals down there,” she said.

So I answered evasively, “Well, I think I may feel up to it soon ”

“You look run-down,” she said, “but how can you expect to look

anything else when you lead such a life? You never touched a drop

before you got down here.”

“I never had much reason to. I don’t get stinking drunk either.”

“No,” she said, bitter, “just enough to carry you through your mis-

takes.”

“Owr mistakes,” I corrected her.

So we sat at* the dinner table, full of trouble and under the shadow
of disappointment and anger. Then, after long thought, I said to her,

“I will go to Chilpanzingo with you. I’d rather be with you than with

anyone m the world.”

She looked at me more warmly than she had in a long time. I won-
dered if there was something we might do in Chilpanzingo instead of

hunting snakes But she didn’t say there was.

Everyone tries to create a world he can live in, and what he can’t

use he often can’t see. But the real world is already created, and if your
fabrication doesn’t correspond, then even if you feel noble and insist

on there being something better than what people call reality, that

better something needn’t try to exceed what, in its actuality, since we
know it so httle, may be very surprising. If a happy state of thmgs,

surprismg; if miserable or tragic, no worse than what we invent.

m
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So I agreed to go down to Chilpanzmgo with Thea, there was an in-

terval, extremely short, when we both showed gratitude. I appreciated

It that she let up her severity, and she was happy that she was still

my preference. So on the mght of Oliver’s house-warming party she

said, ‘'Let’s go and see what it’s like,” and I understood that she wanted

to do something for me, because T wanted to go. Did I! I was wild to go,

having been m the house for two days straight in support of my good

mtentions I looked carefully at her and saw how she sustained her

smile to back up her suggestion, but I thought, Hell, let’s!

I knew by this time what Thea thought of these people ^nd m fact

of most people, with their faulty humanity. She couldn’t stand them.

And what her eccentricity amounted to was that she proposed a dif-

ferent kind of humanity altogether. I guess nothing restrains people

from demanding ideal conditions. Very httle restrains them from any-

thmg. Thea’s standard was high, but she wasn’t exactly to blame as

having arbitrarily set it high. For when she talked to me about some

particular person she’d be more frightened than scornful People with

whom she had to struggle scared her, and what Fd call average hypoc-

risy, ]ust the incidental little whiffs of the social machine, was terribly

hard on her. As for greediness or envy, fat seif-smelling of appreciation,

hates and destructions, fraud, gnawmg, she had a very poor tolerance

of them, and I’d see her go out in the eyes in a really dangerous way

at a gathering. So of course I knew she didn’t want to go; but I did,

badly, and my thought was. If I can stand her snakes, she can take

this for one evening.

I changed into good clothes, therefore, I took off my turban and

wore only a patch of bandage over the shaved place. Thea put on an

evening dress with black silk rebozo. But there was nobody to take

note how we arrived. I’ve never seen such a goons’ rodeo as that

m
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party When we got to the villa we found ourselves in the overflow of a

mob that covered the street I saw the most amazing male and female

bums, master-molds of some of the leading turpitudes, fags, apes,

goofs, and terminal and fringe types, lapping, lushing, gabbing, and

celebrating notoriety. Because it was no secret that Oliver was wanted

by the government and that this was a big last fling. Probably Thea
was the only person in town who didn’t know what was happening

Some of the guests were lying in the garden with bottles, about to

pass out or already looped in full, the Japanese flowers were trod

down and tequila empties floated in the fish pond. Things had been

taken out of the hands of the servants, and people poured for them-

selves, broke off chunks of ice with candlesticks, grabbed glasses from

one another In the patio the hired orchestra fiddled weakly and the

soberer company danced. Thea wanted to leave immediately, but as

she began to say so I saw Stella by an orange tree. She made me a

small sign, and I had to go and talk to her; I was very eager. Annoyed
that Thea tried to pull me away as soon as we had arrived, I didn’t look

at her. And when Moulton in a dmner jacket but still in short pants

asked her for a dance I handed her over. I thought her dislike for him
was exaggerated and it wouldn’t do her any harm at all to go around

the floor with him once or twice

Since Oliver’s trial when Stella said she had to talk to me I had
been all worked up, I realized now I didn’t know what had got into me
that I was so excited But I was sure this was something I was bound to

figure in; the play would go to me. So I got away from Thea on the

dancing patio, aware how she appealed to me not to leave her, and how
angry, also, she was But it wouldn’t really hurt her and I’d find out

about this other thmg. I could see another case much more clearly

than my own, and because of that vagueness and incapacity that I felt

about going to Chiipanzingo, or throwing myself more blind and

deeper down into Chilpanzmgo, I perhaps needed an opportunity to be

definite and active and to believe that definiteness and action still

existed. But in fact I also felt assailed by weakness when I saw Stella

beckon. Not that I intended anything toward her. I thought merely

I’d feel swayed, but nothing would happen. I’d be confidential with a

beautiful woman. This was terribly pleasing to me, inasmuch as it

followed, with self-appreciation, that such a woman would naturally

turn for help to a man in her own class. I forgot that I had fallen from

the horse on my face, and looked it. That’s the kind of thing you’re

apt to forget. But it did occur to me that the last time I had been called

aside like this for a discussion apart was with Sophie Geratis, when
380
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we had foUen into each other’s arms. And what did I think of that

But some mvolutionai, busy, dippy horsefly in me made such a mad
fuss of love over this treasure of crystal-sugar esteem I didn’t think

much of that at all Of course at the same time I was very serious; I

knew she was m trouble But that she chose me to consult with and to

ask for help—^for what else could she do but ask help*^—^was like a

kmdness she did me and 1 was under obligation to her before she spoke

even a word

She said, “Mr. March, I count on you to help me.”

Immediately I was overwhelmed. I said, “Oh, sure, certainly Til

do all I can ” Down me went a shiver of willingness. My thought was

fu7zy, yet my blood excited “What can I do though*?”

“Fd better tell you what the situation is. Just let’s get out of this

crowd first
”

“Yes,” I agreed, looking around. She assumed that I was watching

out for Oliver and said, “He’s not here. I don’t expect him for half an

hour yet.” It was Thea, however, of whom the tliought burdened me,

just as much. But when Stella took my hand and led me deeper into

the trees I felt her touch leap through my arm and further, and as I

went along with her my sense of consequences was never weaker, not

even when I committed robbery. I was full of curiosity to hear the

truth about Oliver, yet I knew he was as light a bemg as I had ever

weighed in my judgment.

“You must know about the government man who’s here to get

Oliver,” she said. “Everybody knows. But do you know why he’s

here?”

“No, why?”
*'Wilmofs Weekly was bought by money that came from the Italian

government. There was a fellow in New York who did it. His name

is Malfitano. He bought the magazine and made Oliver editor. All the

important things that were printed were planned in Rome. Now this

Malfitano was arrested a couple of months ago; that’s why we didn t

go back. I don’t know what he was arrested for. Now they’ve sent this

government man for Oliver.”

“Why?”
“I don’t know why. I know about the entertainment world. Ask me

why something is in Variety and I can maybe explain it.”

“They probably want him to give evidence against this Italian. I

believe the smartest thing would be for him to go back. Oliver is Jus!

one of those old-time journalists who don’t see any difference between

one government and the next”
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She misunderstood me. “He’s not so terribly old.”

“He should make a deal and go back to testify.”

“That’s not what he aims to do,” she said

“No? Don’t tell me he’s going to try to run away? Where to?”

“I can’t tell It wouldn’t be fair
”

“To South America'? He’s wacky if he thinks he can And that

will make the thing serious, if they have to chase him Why, he’s small

fry.”

‘‘No, lie thinks it was a very serious thing.”

“And what do you think?”

“I think Fve had about enough,” she said. She looked with her

wide swimming eye-surfaces m which the lanterns from the garden

were changed entirely into the lights of her meaning “He wants me to

come with him ”

“No! Down to Guatemala, Venezuela. Where—?”

“That’s one thing I don’t want to say, even though I trust you.”

“But on what? Does he have money socked away*^ No, he wouldn’t

have. You’d be on the beach with him somewhere. He probably hopes

you love him that much Do you?”

“Oh—^not that much, no,” she said as if it was something she hoped
to find the degree of. I suppose she had to say she loved him somewhat,

to give herself character. Why, that poor, bony, dopey skull and ro-

mantic jumping-jack of an Oliver! I saw his imaginary luck of money
and car and love collapsing, and was bitter for him m a kind of fleeting

way. I caught a glimpse of her mgratitude too, but I couldn’t for long

see anything to her discredit. Before her, hid in the trees from the

crackling party, I felt something happen to me that drew upon my
character m the most vital part, where I couldn’t prevent.

“The party is supposed to be just a cover-up,” she said. “He went

out to take the car down the road and hide it, and then he’s coming

back for me. He says the cops are ready to arrest us.”

“Oh, he IS loony,” I said with fresh conviction. “How far does he

expect to get in that red convertible*^”

“In the morning he’s going to ditch it. He’s really serious. He’s

carrying a gun. And he has gone a little crazy. He was pomtmg it at

me this afternoon. He says I want to two-time him.”

“That poor fool! He thinks he’s a big-league fugitive. You’ll have to

get away from him. How did you ever get into a fix like this?”

I knew this was a foolish question to put to her. She couldn’t

tell me. About some paths of life either you guess or you never know,
because you can’t be told. Yes, it was very foolish; but then I was
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aware of many wrong things said and done which I nevertheless

couldn’t stop

“Well, I’ve known him for quite a while. He was likable, and he

had lots of money.”

“Oh, all right, you don’t have to tell me ”

She said, “Didn’t you come to Mexico in something like the way

I did?”

So that was what she thought we had in common. “I came because

I was in love.”

“Well, she is so lovely that of course that’s a difference. But all the

same,” she said with a sudden shrewdness and frankness—and I might

have known it was there
—

“it’s her house, isn’t it, and ail the things are

hers? What have you got of your own?”

“What have I got?”

“You don’t have anythmg, do you*?”

Of course I wasn’t gomg to be such a hypocrite as to argue with her

and put on a face, as though I had never m ail the world given a

momentary thought, not even a one, to the matter of money For what

was that stuff m my pockets, that assorted dough, my winnings, the

rainbow foreign currencies I had raked m at the Chinaman’s*^ Even

czanst rubles had been thrown in the pot, for which I blamed those

Cossack singers. Don’t worry, I had been mindful of money, all right,

so I knew what she was talking about.

“I do have something,” I said. “I can lend you enough to get away

on. Don’t you have any money at all?” At this moment of our con-

versation we were very close together in understanding.

“I have a bank account in New York. But what good does that do

me now? I can give you a check for the pesos you lend me. There’s

no money I can lay my hands on right away. I’d have to go to Mexico

City and wire from Wells Fargo to the bank.”

“No, I don’t want a checl.”

“It won’t bounce—^you don’t have to worry about that!”

“No, no. I’ll just take your word for it. I meant that you don’t have to

^ve me any check at all.”

“What I thought of asking was whether you’d take me to Mexico

City,” she said.

This I had been expecting, though I don’t think I ever intended to

do anythmg about it. Now, when it came, it did something to me. I

shivered, as if my fate had brushed me. Admitted that I always tried

to elicit what I hoped for; how did people, however, seldom fail to

supply it so mysteriously?
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«‘Why—^why, where does that suddenly fit?” I said, treating it not

merely as a plan for her safety but as a proposal involving me The
holleration and screeches of the party were loud and the narrow grove

of oranges where we were seemed like the last strip of field the har-

vesters are cutting Any minute I awaited some drunk interrupter or

a blazing couple crashing m I knew I had to get out and start looking

for Thea. But first this had to be attended to “You don’t have to put it

to me that way,” I said. “I’ll help you anyway ”

“You’re getting ahead of yourself. I don’t blame you, but you are.

Maybe I’d even feel bad if you didn’t, but ... I can’t be as vain as

to think I deserve the very best way of escaping from my trouble You
don’t even know me. And all I should thmk about now is getting away
from this poor guy who’s lost his mind ”

“I’m very sorry. I apologize. I talked out of turn.”

“Oh, you don’t have to apologize We know what the score is here,

pretty much. I admit I was often looking, and I have thought of you.

But one of the things I thought is that you and I are the kind of people

other people are always trying to fit into their schemes. So suppose

we didn’t play along, then what'? But we don’t have the time to go into

it now.”

To these words that she spoke I responded tremendously, I melted

toward her I was grateful for her plain way of nammg a truth that had

been hanging around me anonymously for many long years I did fit

into people’s schemes. It was an emotion of truth that I had, hearing

this. Mainly of truth. For I will admit that among other things I con-

sidered that here was a woman who wouldn’t put me on tnal for my
shortcomings or judge me. Because I was tired of being socked on the

head and banged by judgments. But that was aU.

However, we had no time to go into this further. Oliver would be

coming back right away. He had packed her things and taken them

away, all but a few articles she had hidden from him.

“Listen,” said I, “I can’t take you to Mexico, but what I can do is

take you a good way out of town, where you’ll be safe. Meet me by the

station wagon in the zocalo. Which way was he going? You can trust

me. I don’t especially want to see him get caught. I have no reason to,”

“He was going toward Acapulco.”

“Okay, that’s fine. We’ll go the other way.”

So he wanted to catch a ship at Acapulco, did he, the poor jerk! Or

was he plotting to escape through the jungle into Guatemala, as brain-

softened as that? Why, if the Indians didn’t murder him for his black

and white sport shoes he’d die of exhaustion.
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I tarried to find Thea. She had gone, Iggy told me, leaving Moulton

in the middle of the floor. “She was quite m a mood,” said Iggy. “Wc
looked for you. Then she said for me to tell you she was pulling out foi

Chilpanzingo first thing m the morning She was ail nervous and shak-

ing, Bolingbroke. Where did you disappear?”

“Fll tell you some other time
”

I ran down to the zdcalo and opened the station wagon. Soon Stella

arrived and slipped m. I threw off the brake and twisted the ignition

key From disuse the battery was low; and the starter chattered but the

motor failed to turn. Not to run the battery any lower I nervously took

to the crank As I began to turn it I right away had a crowd to watch
me, that unfailing bunch of a Mexican square that comes to maintain

its secret view of life. Sweating with the crank, I was in a furious rage,

and I said to a few of them, “Beat it’ Scat, goddam you!” But this

fetched only jeers and scorn, and I heard my old title, el gnngo del

dguila. My heart was full of murder toward them, as toward the motor-

man that day on the State Street line when the slugger was m pursuit

of me But I put my breast against the radiator and heaved. Stella

hadn’t had the sense to duck down— suppose she had to see what was
happening and be ready for flight. Now she had been recognized by
the bystanders, and it was too late.

“Augie, what are you doing‘s”

I had prayed that Thea had gone straight back to Casa Descuitada

to pack for Chilpanzingo, but she was here, and the crowd around me
at the station wagon had brought her over She stared at Stella through

the windshield.

“Where are you going with her? Isn’t she the hostess? Why did you

dump me at that horrible party?”

*‘Oh, I didn’t dump you.”

“With that terrible Moulton. No? Well, I couldn’t find you.”

I couldn’t pretend that it was an extremely serious thing to

have left her alone at that party. “It was just for a few minutes,” I

said.

“And now where are you going?”

“Listen, Thea, this girl is in a lot of trouble.”

“Js she?”
* “I’m telling you she is.”

Stella didn’t come out, or change her position behind the spotted

dust of the glass.

“And are you gettmg her out of trouble?” said Thea, angiy, ironic,

and sad.
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‘Tou can think what you want about me,” I said, “but it’s because

you don’t understand how urgent it is, and that she’s in danger.”

I was full of the frantic hurry of escape, and in true fact I already

felt caught.

As for Thea, enfolded in the rebozo, she stared at me—^hard, beg-

ging, firm and infirm, all together There was something about Thea
of a nervousness, and she was a kind of umversalist, believing that

where she stood the principal laws were underfoot And this made her

tremble, but also she was daring. So at a time like this I didn’t know
what to expect from her

One thing more; she was, like Mimi, a theoretician about love.

She was different from Mimi in that Mimi really intended to do every-

thmg for herself if others failed her And maybe Mimi didn’t even need

others except as witnesses or accessories. Thea knew better than that

I had heard from various men, and especially from Einhom, about

women’s fanaticism in love, how for them all life was knotted around

this one thing whereas men found several other vital places of attach-

ment and therefore were more like to avoid monomania. You could

always get part of the truth from Einhorn

“It’s a jact,” I said “Oliver went crazy and tried to kill her today.”

“What are you trying to give me’ Whom could that poor idiot hurt?

Besides, why do you have to be the one to protect her? How do you
get into this*^”

“Because,” I said, impatient over logic, “she asked me to take her

out of town. She’s trying to get to Mexico City, and she can’t get on
the bus here. The police might try to pick her up too.”

“Even so, where do you come in?”

“But don’t you see*^ She asked me!”
“Did she just? Or did she ask because you wanted her to?”

“Now how would I do that?” I said.

“As if you didn’t know what I was talking about! I’ve seen you with

women. I know what you look like when a handsome woman or even

nut such a handsome woman passes by.”

I said, “Well
—

” about to assert how normal that was. Then I wanted

to say instead, “What about the men out East, that Navy officer and

the others?” But I held this back even though it crawled into my throat

with a bitter taste Minutes counted now, I remembered, however,

teeing the Mexican faces that listened to this wrangle as if it were the

New Testament. “Why do you have to do this?” I said. “Can’t you take

my word for it she’s m danger? Let me do somethmg for a change. We
can take up these other things later, in private.”
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you have to rash like this because of Oliver? Cao’t you pro-

tect her from him here‘>”

told you he was dangerous. Look!” I was out of my mmd, nearly,

with impatience. “He’s going to try to get away and he wants to drag
her with him.”

“Oh, she’s going to ditch him and you’re helping her,”

“No!” I almost yelled, then dropped my voice low “Don’t you
understand any part of what Fm trying to tei! you*? Why are you being

so stubborn*?”

“For God’s sake, go then, if you have to go. What are you arguing

with me for^ Are you waiting for my permission*? Because you won’t

get it. You’re telling me something ndicuious. She doesn’t have to go

With him if she doesn’t want to.”

“Right, she doesn’t, and I’m helping her to get away.”

“You? You’ll be glad if Oliver doesn’t have her.”

I threw myself on the crank, ramming it m the shaft.

“Augie, don’t go^ Listen, we’re supposed to go to Chilpanzingo in

the morning Why don’t w^e take her up to the house*^ He won’t dare

bother us up there
”

“No, this IS something Fve decided to do I promised
”

“Why, you’re ashamed to change \cur mird and do the ri^h:

thing*”

“Maybe so,” i said. “You may undeistand this bctier, out that won't

stop me ”

“Don’t go^ Don’t!”

“Well,” I said, turning to her, “suppose )ou come aiuiig I’li drive

her up to Cuernavaca and we’ll be back m a tew houir/'

“No, I won’t come along,”

“Then I’ll see you later.”

“By a little flattery anyone can get what he wanti froir j/ou, Augie.

Fve told you that before. Where does tmt put me? i came after }ou

I flattered you But I can't outflatter eveiyone in the wo-’Iu
”

She stabbed me hard with this, and suftered as she dia so I kne^v

I’d Meed a long time from it. 1 grabbed and gave an iniiuman twist to

the crank. The kick of the motor tore at my arras, and 1 iumoed to tiie

wheel. In the headlights I saw Thea’s dress; she was standing and

probably she was waiting to see what I would Co. My real desire

to get out. But already the car had gone a way over the cobbles and

it seemed to me that having just got it under way I couldn’t check it

That’s so often what it is with machinery: be somewhat in doubt and

it carries the decision.
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I took the turn for Cuernavaca, a climbing, steep road, black, badly

marked. We rose above the town, which sat like embers m its circle;

and I put on as much speed as I dared, for enough people had seen

us in the square so that Oliver would quickly know. I thought if Stella

could hire a taxi in Cuernavaca it would be better than the bus, for the

bus made all the one-horse stops and Oliver could easily catch up with

it.

At a terrible rate for that dark road we climbed toward Cuernavaca,

even while, m the black air and orangy fragrance which we burned

through in our speed, the danger we were escaping appeared smaller

and slighter every minute; flying up the mountain m the machine from

that pipsqueak Oliver began to seem what Thea had thought it was

—

foolish. This silent Stella m the seat, who lit cigarettes with the dash-

board lighter in such apparent calm of mind, it was hard to think how
she could have taken seriously the ability of a man like Oliver to do

harm. Even if he had threatened her with his gun it must have been

in a kind of dither, and more than likely she was escaping from his

trouble not his threats.

‘T see some lights m the road,” she said.

They were flares; it was a detour. I went very slow over the ruts of an

old cart track until I came to a big arrow nailed pointing upward.

There were wheel marks in both directions Having detoured to the

right, I bore left, and that was a mistake. We went up a narrowing,

long way, I heard brush and grass underneath but was scared to try

to back down and went on lookmg for a widening of the road where I

could maneuver a turn. I came to one I reckoned I could try, and I

tv/isted hard and raced the motor, for I dreaded to stall The clumsy

wagon just failed to make the circle. Cautious, I eased out the clutch,

the gear in reverse, but the transmission was poor; the clutch grabbed

and the lurch killed the engine. Which was just as well, there bemg
an unusual softness under the rear right wheel. When I went out I

saw that it rested on a tuft of grass right on the edge of a deep drop.

I couldn’t measure the distance below, but we had been climbing a

good while, and it wouldn’t have been any mere fifty feet. I was all

over sweat, and I lightly opened the other door and said to Stella, low,

“Quick!” which she understood, and she slipped out. Reaching through

the window, I turned the wheels and drew the gearshift back to neutral

position. The car rolled a few feet and stopped against the mountain

wall But the battery was dead now, and the crank wouldn’t work.

She said, “Are we going to be stuck here all night?”

**It could have been even more permanent than that And I told
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Thea I’d be back in a few hours,” I said. Of course she had heard the

whole conversation between Thea and me This fact made an enormous

difference. It was just as if, after that talk m the orange grove, Thea

had given Stella and me a new introduction to each other. Was I so

vain and nonsensical, and was Stella so unscrupulous'^ We didn’t

speak about it. Stella could, and did, act as though it was no use

answering the accusations of an overwrought woman. As for me, I

thought that if what Thea said of me was true, then the truth must be

sticking out ail over me, and if it was so plain there was nothing much

to say. And after all the rush and anxious sweat and urgency, to be

here on the mountain like the milhpede with one bank of legs sud-

denly out of commission while the other tried to continue with haste,

gave me an unpleasant sort of feeling inside

“If there were a couple ofmen to pick up the front end and straighten

us out we could get a start by rollmg.”

“What,” she said, “roll with those hghts?” The hghts were just a

feeble yellow. “Anyhow, where are you going to find two men to help

you?”

Nevertheless I went to look for help and descended as far as the

giant arrow pomting nowhere. Over the grass distances I couldn’t be

sure whether what I saw was stars or human lights, but I knew I better

not try to find out now which they were There’d be many a fall on

terrain like this before I reached what possibly was a village. Or I

might be trying to reach the southern heaven. And even to say

“southern heaven” is to try to faimharize terrific convulsions of fire

in the milhon light-year distances (and why, from space to space, does

the occupancy have to be by fire?). There were falls, though, and also

thorns and cactuses, from huge maguey to vicious leg-teanng pads; and

animals too. No Car Came along the detour, and then it occurred to me

that the next car that passed might be Oliver’s. Was I waiting there

for him to come and shoot at me with his pistol? I gave up and went

back to the station wagon. There were some blankets and a shelter-

half in the back. As I hunted them with the flashlight I thought how

much dislike I bore to this machme and the false positions it had put

me in. I spread the canvas shelter-half on the wet ^ass, and when

I crouched and was nearly still great speed and motion continued to

go through me. I worried about Thea; I knew she was bound to let me

have it. She’d never excuse me for this.

And now Stella was lymg close to me, for it was cold. Her smell wm
tender, from her hair and face powder—I suppose the mountain

coldness made a difference in the odor. I felt her weight full, both soft
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and heavy, from her hips and breasts. And if before I vaguely thought

how Fd be swayed, there wasn’t much vagueness now.

I suppose if you pass the night with a woman in a deserted mountain

place there’s only one appropriate thing, according to the secret urging

of the world. Or not so secret. And the woman, who has done so much
to be dangerous in this same scheme, the more she comes of the world

the less she knows how to vary from it. I thought that in the ensis that

seems to have to occur when a man and a woman are thrown together

nothing, nothing easy, can happen until first one difficulty is cleared

and it is shown how the man is a man and the woman a woman; as

if a I fe’s trial had to be made, and the pretensions of the man and the

woman satisfied. I say I thought, and so I did. A considerable number
of things. But I was terribly hot for this woman. As, suddenly, with a

breathless impulse toward me, she was for me too Her tongue was in

my mouth, my hands were drawing up her clothes It made no dif»

icrence what other thought beat on me, it beat irom outside As her

things came oS, as m the cold of night her shoulders, her bieasts, and

her humid heat I fell on maddened me, my voice came out o£ me
strangely. She talked rapidly m my eai, she heaved her bod}, pressed

my iacc, gathered up her breasts, and she gave herself like a prize.

She did many things like a woman who had stuaied irom men what it

was that pleased them. This was m part innocent m her Ii seemed, an

instant after olowing that, happily, bhe began to talk, every now and

then lussmg II mads her laugh that bad: at the parly she had told me
that I mistook ner, and that I had apologized 1 had knowm loen that

It had no mors weight than a matchstick, that The mcvilainlil\ that

brought us together on this mountain of wet grass was greater than

the total of ail other considerations. We bad all known that,' all three

01 us After much making v/ith sense, it’s senselessness that you submit

to. Thea foresaw that Fd do this, it annoyed me all the more with

her, as though if she hadn’t made the prediction it woulaiih have hap-

pened, And I thought savagely that if she hadn’t pot heiseli in the w^ay

and told me what to do there wouldn’t have been this struggle %¥ith

my pride. It was my unieasonable idea that she had toed to spoil

everything foi me But I could bring forth a lot moie reasons without

reaching as high as the foot of the inevitability

Between Stella and me only one true subject was possible now,

whether there was anything permanent between us But I was thinking

mostly of Thea And as this couldn’t be said, neither could any other

genome thing. Therefore we didn’t talk of genuine things. She men-
tioned Thea once, saying that her standards were awfully high, it
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seemed At last we were both silent, and then we slept, and that was
more intimate than talk

A similar night for me was, years after this, on a crowded ship from
Palma de Mallorca to Barcelona. The cabms were full, and I slept on
deck where there was a throng of what they call there the humble peo-
ple, laborers in denim jumpers, whole families, babes at breast, young
girls of delicate stomach vomiting m the sea, singers who pumped on
the concertina, old people on the deck cargo—like dead, or musing,
with awkward released feet and large bellies A sad night, damp, with
ioating carbon flakes from the cheap fuel The puny officers in white,

stepping over the bodies on the boards A young Texas girl shared my
coat, she was frank to say she had sought out another American in the
foreign crowd. So all night she lay close to me, and in the shnmp chill

of dawn when the pink light of the rocking sea fell on us she reminded
me powerfully of Stella.

That rising was in the Spanish commotion of the wet deck, and this

other in the smoky white dawn sun and a freight-yard hush of moun-
tains, like the silence after the crash of cars, here and there a skinny,

armored cricket still trying out a trill The gray-green cold came down
from the rocks, the smoke from a village mixed v\ith it Such a smell of

charcoal, the very smell of familiarity and welcome day to some, was
the last tinge of foreignness to me Stella stood rolled in the blanket

and tried to look to the bottom of the cliff, the sight of that depth

shriveled my stomach.

Some Indians, for a peso apiece, set the car straight When we started

to roll the engine caught, and we went on to Cuernavaca, where I hired

a car to take her to Mexico, giving her all the dollars I had She said

she’d pay me through Wells Fargo, and there was all that talk about

settling up indebtedness that’s so hard to give a definite character. I

didn’t believe her, but money was the only subject we now could talk

of. Gratitude wasn’t all she felt, that’s certain, but since she did have

some gratitude to express, she stuck to that and let the rest go. She did

say, however, ‘‘Someday, will you come see me?’“'

“Sure I will”

Waiting m the sun for the taxi, we were at the side of the market, by

the flowers, and stood where the stones were slippery from the cast-off

blooms, just the light greasiness of flowers underfoot. Facing us were

the butchers’ stalls, and on the hooks the tripes and lights and the

carcasses were slung, on which the flies gave out nearly a roar and

bounded like the first drops of cloudburst on a red wall. Under a chop-

ping block squatted a naked kid and he slowly made a strange color
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of defecation. We went slowly around the broad steel gallery, the glass

roof rising over the packed tinware, peppers, beef, bananas, pork, or-

chids, baskets, and this flash, rage, the chitin, electric loud tissue-sound

of fond love, the wild loving hum of the bluebottles and green As if a

huge spool were revolving that caught up all threads from the sunlight

The driver came around. She made sure again that I had written down
the name of her theatrical agent who always knew where to find her.

She kissed me, and her lips made an unknown sensation on the side of

my face, so I asked myself what mistake might I be on the verge of

making now Whilst the cab moved slowly in the market crowd, 1

walked beside it and we pressed hands through the window. She said,

“Thank you You were a real friend
”

“Good luck, Stella,” I said. ''Better luck . .

“I wouldn’t let her be too rough on me if I were you,” she told me.

I wasn’t going to let her be rough, I thought as I went to face and to

lie to Thea. I didn’t really feel the sharpness of the lying I was pre«

pared to do I came back to her thinking I was now more faithful than

before, so I believed I was going to maintain something more true than

not. And I didn’t expect to feel as bad as I did feel when I saw her ia

the garden, by a hedge that had turned out to have a red waxy berry.

She wore the punctured hat and was ready to start for Chilpanzmgo. I

too was ready to go immediately, if she’d let me. I wanted her back in

the worst way But then I decided I’d better not go. My idea now wai

that I’d already given in too much to these strange activities; with the

eagle, even, I should have called a halt, not seemed so unsurprised by
every bizarre thing as if I had seen it before. But I was moving toward

the future much too fast.

“Well! Here you come,” she said harshly. “I didn’t know whether to

expect you. I thought you’d stay away. I think I’d have liked that bet-

ter.”

“All right,” I said, “don’t be so spoken in full. Just come to the point.”

She did speak differently, next, and I was sorry I had asked her to.

On a sort of cry, and with mouth tremblmg, she said, “We’re washed
up—^washed up! It’s all finished, Augie. We made a mistake. 1 made
a mistake

”

“Now don’t rush like that. Wait, will you? One thing at a time. If

what’s bothering you is that Stella and I

—

“Spent the night together!”

“We had to. But because I got on the wrong road, that’s why.”
“Oh, please, stop that, don’t say that! It just poisons me to hear you
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sound like that,” she said with uncontrollable wretchedness. Her look
was very sick.

“Why, it’s true,” I insisted. “What do you mean‘> You shouldn’t be
jealous like this The car got stuck in the mountains.”

“I could hardly get out of bed this morning. And now it’s worse, it’s

worse. Don’t tell me this story. I can’t stand stones.”

“Well,” I said, lookmg down at the fresh-washed stones where the

sun cooled all over, uneven, the green like velvet, “if you’re bound to

have such thoughts and be tortured by them, nobody can help that”
She said, “In a way I wish it were just my own trouble.”

Somehow this made me stiffen toward her. “Well, it is your trouble,”

I said to her. “Suppose it was really what you think. It wouldn’t be so

hard to tell you after what you’ve told me about yourself, about the

Navy man and so forth, while you were mamed to Smitty. You’re quite

a few up on me.” We flushed, both of us, in each other’s sight.

“I didn’t think what I said to you would come back to me this way,”

she said unevenly, and this shiver of vo'ce made me feel a chill, like

briny thick ice on the shore in the first freezes, “or that there was a

score to keep.”

She looked very bad, with that more brilliant than friendly glance

from her black eyes, her pallor very deep; her nostrils seemed as if they

had accepted some of the sickness, smelled the poison she spoke of.

And the animals and animal objects, the oxhide chairs, the straw-rustle

snakes, the homed and shaggy heads, all that had seemed to have

raison d’itre got dull, useless, brutal, or to be a jumble, a clutter merely,

when somethmg was wrong with her. While she herself looked tired,

tendony in the neck, pinched on the shoulders. She didn’t even smell

right. And up and down she was gripped by the most frightful jealousy;

she wanted, and needed, to do me harm.

For some reason I thought this would pass presently. But at the same

time I trembled too. I said, “You can’t even imagme that nothing hap-

pened, can you? And you have to assume that because we were together

all night we made love too.”

“Well, maybe it is irrational,” she said. “But whether it is or not,

can you tell me it really didn’t happen? Can you?”

I was about, slowly, to do that, because it was necessary—and I felt

monstrous to be putting up a lying face not having even washed Stella’s

odor from me—but Thea stopped me. She said, “No, don’t, you’ll oidy

repeat the same thing. I know. And don’t ask me to imagine anything.

I already have imagined everything. Don’t expect me to be super-

human. I won’t try. It’s too painful already, and a lot more than 1
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thought I could stand/’ She didn’t have any outburst of tears, but just

like a sudden darkness, just that silent, they appeared in her eyes.

That softened or melted all my hardness, as if by this quick heat. I

said, “Let’s quit this, Thea,” and came toward her, but she moved
away.

“You should have stayed with her/’

“Listen—”

“I mean it. You can be tender with me now. In ten minutes you could

be with her, and iBfteen minutes later with some other tramp. There

isn’t that much of you to go around How did you get mixed up with

this girl? That’s what I want to know.”

“How? I met her with Oliver, through Moulton.”

“Why didn’t she ask your friend Moulton then? Why you? Because

you fluted with her
”

“No, because she picked me for someone sympathetic. She knew
how I was with you, and she must have thought I’d understand a

woman’s situation faster than somebody else would ”

“That’s just the kind of easy he you often tell She picked you be-

cause you look so damn obliging and she figured she could do what she

wanted with you ”

“Oh no,” I said, “you’re wrong. She was just in a bad spot and I felt

for her ” But I remembered, of course, in the orange grove, that sensa-

tion of something that drew on me in a vital place and where I couldn’t

stop It. Apparently Thea knew something about this too, which amazed

me. Back m Chicago she had predicted that I’d go for another woman
who ran after me. If only she hadn’t described me to myself so merci-

lessly hard though There, however, in Chicago, I thought how pleased

I was I didn’t have to have secrets from her; now there was a dusky

sort of fluctuation back from this, as if it were fatal to be without hid-

den things. “I really and truly wanted to help her,” I said.

She cned, “What are you talking about—help! The man was picked

up by the police just about as you were leaving.”

Oliver?” It stunned me “Arrested? I guess I shouldn’t have

been in such a hurry. But I was afraid he’d drag her with him Because

he did have a gun, and he hit Louie Fu, he was getting to be violent,

and I thought he’d force her
—

”

“That foolish, weak, poor drunk moron—^force her? That girl? What
did he force before? She didn’t lie in bed at the point of a gun, did she?

She’s a whore! But it didn’t take her very long to see what you were

like, that you’d be afraid to fall beneath her expectations, not be the
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man she wanted you to be, that you’d play her game. You play every-

one’s/’

“You’re mad because I don’t always play yours. Yes, I reckon she

did understand me. She didn’t tell me to do this. She asked me. She
must have seen I was fed up with being told

—

This made her look with intensified sickness at me, as if a new gust

of it had hit her; she held her lip an instant with her teeih. Then she

said, “It wasn’t a game. I see you took it that way. Well, it wasn’t, it

was genume. As far as I could make it, it was. It may have looked like

a game to you. I guess it would. Maybe you wouldn’t have anything

else.”

“We’re not talking about the same thing. Not the love. It’s the other

things you’re so fantastic about.”

“Me—so fantastic?” she said with dry mouth and laid her hand over

her breast.

“Well, how can you think you’re not—^the eagle, the other things, the

snakes, hunting every day?”

It gave her another hurt.

“What, were you just being indulgent with me? About the eagle?

That didn’t mean anything to you? Ail along you thought I was only

fantastic?”

I felt what a terrible thing I had done to her by this, and so I tried to

mitigate it. “Don’t those things ever strike you as queer, even for a

minute?” I said.

This made her throat tighten, and the tears, before, were nothing to

this tightness. She said, “A lot of things look queer to me too Some of

them maybe much more than what I do seems to you Loving you,

that wasn’t queer at ail to me. But now you start to seem queer, like

many other things Maybe I am peculiar, that I only know these strange

ways of doing something. Instead of sticking to the ordinary way and

doing something false. So”—and I was silent, recognizing the right on

her side in this
—“you made allowances for me,” I could scarcely bear

how she suffered. Sometimes I wasn't sure whether she could add the

next word, her throat kept so many other sounds back, in abeyance.

“I didn’t ask you to—ever. Why ^dn’t you say how you felt? You

could have told me I didn’t want to seem fantastic to you.”

“You yourself, you never were. No, you weren’t.”

“You don’t tell anybody, I suppose. But to me you didn’t have to be-

have as you do with anyone else. You could have done as you couldn’t

with anyone else. Isn’t there one person in the whole world to whom
' 395
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you could'^ Do you tell anybody? Yes, I guess love would come in a

queer form. You think the queemess is your excuse. But perhaps love

would be strange and foreign to you no matter which way it happened,

and maybe you just don’t want it. In that case I made a mistake, be-

cause I thought you did And you don’t, do you?”

“'What do you want to do to me, burn me down to the ground? It’s

just because you’re so jealous and sore

—

‘‘Yes, I am jealous I feel very sick and disappointed, otherwise I

probably wouldn’t do this I know you can’t take it. But Fm disap-

pointed Fm not just jealous. When I came up to your room m Chicago

you had a girl, and when you came to see me I didn’t ask you first

whether you loved her or not. I knew it couldn’t amount to much. But

even if it had been important I thought I had to try! I felt mostly alone,

as if the world were full of things but empty of people. I know,” she

admitted, dismaying me deeper than ever, “I must be a little crazy.” She

said it in a husky and quiet tone “I must be, I have to admit. But I

thought if I could get through to one other person I could get through

to more So people wouldn’t tire me, and so I wouldn’t be afraid of

them. Because my feeling can’t be people’s fault, so much. They don’t

make it. Weil, I believed it must be you who could do this for me. And
you could. I was so happy to find you I thought you knew all about

what you could do and you were so lucky and so special. That’s why
it’s not just jealousy. I didn’t want you to come back. I’m sorry you’re

here now. You’re not special You’re like everybody else. You get tired

easily. I don’t want to see you any more.”

Now she bent her head. She was crying. The hat dropped from her

head and held by the cord. Gripped hard in my chest like a sick squir-

rel trapped in a chimney, in the silky shudder of smoke, was a terrible

stuck feeling. I tried to come near again, and she straightened, looked

me in the face, and cried, “I don’t want you to do that! I don’t want
it; I can’t allow you to. I know you think this, that, or the other can

always be overlooked, but I don’t.”

She walked past me to the door, where she stopped. “I’m going to

Chilpanzingo,” she said. She had stopped crying.

“I’ll come with you.”

“No, you won’t. There won’t be any more games. I’m going there

alone.”

“And what am I supposed to do?”
“Don’t ask me. You .figure that out yourself.”

“I get it,” I said.

I was in the room collecting my stulff, burning, with tears and cries
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that coiildn t find an outlet from suffocation, and stones of pity heaped
up in me, when I saw her descending to the zocalo with a rifie, and
Jacinto with baggage behind her. She was leaving immediately. I wantsed
to yell to her, “Don’t go^” as she had called to me last night in the
zocalo

f

and tell her what a mistake she was makmg. But what I called

her mistake was, in my own emotion, that she was abandoning me.
That was what made me tremble when I tried to call to her. She couldn’t

leave me. I ran through the house to holler from the kitchen garden
wall.

Something about me scared the cook; she grabbed up her kid and
beat it when she saw me. And suddenly I was as full of rage as of

grief, so that they choked me. I tore open the garden door and ran
poundmg down toward the zocalo, but the station wagon was no longer

there. I turned back and kicked open the gate of the house, looking for

what to attack and smash. Swooping and bursting, I tore up rocks in

the garden and hurled them at the wall, knocking down the stucco. I

went into the living room and wrecked the oxhide chairs, the glassware,

tore off curtains and pictures Next, findmg myself on the porch, I kicked

to pieces the snake cases, overturned them, and stood and watched

the panic of the monsters as they flowed and fled, surged for cover.

Every last box I booted over.

Then I grabbed my valise and got out. I poimded down into the

zdcalo, sobbmg in my chest.

On Hilario’s porch, there was Moulton. I saw only his face above

the Carta Blanca shield. He looked down. Him, the pope of rubble,

“Hey, Bolingbroke, where’s the girl? Oliver is in the jug. Come on

up here, I want to talk to you.”

“Why don’t you go to hell!”

He didn’t hear.

“Why are you carrying a valise?” he said.

I went away and roamed the town some more. In the market place I

met Iggy and his httle daughter.

“Hey, where did you come from? Oliver was arrested last night**

“Oh, fuck Oliver!”

“Please, Bolingbroke, don’t talk that way in front of the kid**

“Don’t call me Bolingbroke any more,”

I went around with him though, as he led the kid by the hand. We
looked at the stalls and finally he bought the kid a cornhusk dolly.

He talked about his troubles. Now she was through with Jepson,

should he remarry his wife? I had nothing to say, but felt my eyes bum

as I looked at him.
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“So you helped Stella get away, huh?” he said. “I guess you did right

Why should she get it in the neck because of him? Wiley says in jail

last night he was screaming about her running out on him.”
Then he saw my valise for the first time and said, “Oh-oh, Fm sorry,

man! Busted up, huh?”
’

I flmched, my face twisted, I made a dumb sign and then burst into

tears.



CHAPTER XIX

The snakes escaped—I presume to the mountains. I didn’t go back

to Casa Descuitada to find out Iggy took me to a room in the \illa

where he stayed For a time I didn’t do anything, only Ia\ m the sma •!

warm stone cell at the top of the house You cimibeci the stairs tiil ihc;

gave out and then continued the rest oi the way up a ladder There .

stretched out on the low bed and remained fo** days, s^ck If Ter^uliian

came to the window of heaven lo rejoice m the sight of the damned,

as he said he’d do, he might have seer my leg across his une oi vi.3ior

through the sunlight That was how ^

Iggy^ came and kept me companj’. nCiC was a low chai: on whhd

he sat for hours without saying a woid, hv- chin drawn inward so

that his neck was creased and swollen, and ois trousers tied at il:

bottom with the strings of the alpar^^mas JUvC those oi a bic}clc

who doesn't want his cufis lo tangie un the civjm. So he sat, his heai

sunk and his green eyes with inficiined lit*' .'now and tiicii the chureji

bell w'ould sound, lurching oaci; end ionh as d HNnicone ,^cjc can}u]»^

water that was clear, all light, DU ir r svyirhc Dockci, and slumbhr^g

and slipping on the stones iggy 1 was in a cmis auvl didn t Vy ir:

roe to be alone. But if I liied to say anything lie turned ilic edge of

back against roe and accepted nolhitig ol vroed I told him even allc:

he had encouraged me to taik 01 course I told uim every ihrog, lo tio

end of my breath, and then I fell as if he had covered iny face will

his hand and wouldn’t let me say any more So after this stiflmg hrd

happened a few times I quit talking I thought he came to oe iiiercifiil

and stayed to be sure 1 choked. He got some obscure revenge out of

me at the same time that he pitied roc.

Anyway, he sat by the dry handsome waE on which the sun fell in

over the ledge where the pigeons landed with their red feel and fanned

down dust and straw. Sometimes he would aciiialy lay his check

the plaster.
^ 3m
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I knew I had done wrong. And as I lay and thought of it I felt my
eyes roll as if in search of an out. Something happened to my forgettmg

power, it was impaired. My mistakes and faults came from all sides and
gnawed at me. They gnawed away, and I broke out in a sweat, and
turned, or felt the vanity of turning.

Fd try again and say, *Tggy, what can I do to prove I love her?”

“I don’t know what. Maybe you couldn’t prove it because you don’t

‘"No, Iggy, how can you say that! Can’t you see how it is?”

‘"Why did you go away with that broad then?”

“That was kind of a revolt or something. How should I know why!

I didn’t invent human beings, Iggy.”

“You don’t know the score yet, Boling. Fm sorry for you,” he said

from his wall, “honest I am. But this has got to happen to you before

you get anywheres. You always had it too good. You got to get knocked
over and crushed hke this. K you don’t you’ll never understand how
much you hurt her. You’ve got to find out about this and not be so

larky.”

“She’s too angry. If she loved me she wouldn’t be so angry. She needs

some reason to be so angry.”

“Well, you gave her it.”

It was no use trying to argue with Iggy, so I lay silent and argued and

pleaded in my mind with Thea instead, but I only kept losing more and

more. Why had I done it? I had wounded her badly, I knew it. I could

see it as clearly as I could see her saying, white, with a strained throat,

“I am disappointed!” “Well, honey, listen,” I wanted to teU her, “of

eourse everybody is disappointed sometime or another. Why, you know
that. Everybody gets damaged, and everybody does some damage.

Especially in love. And I’ve done you this damage. But I love you, and

you should forgive me so we can continue.”

I ought to have taken my chances with the snakes in the hot moun-
tains, creeping after them with nooses on the brown soil up there, in-

stead of hanging around the di2zy town where things were even more
dangerous.

It had hit her hard when I revealed what I thought of her hunting.

But hadn’t she also tried to carry me to the ground and crash me with

the attack she made on me, saying how vain I was, how unreliable, how
I was always looking at other women and had no conscience? And was
it true, as she said, that love would appear strange to me no matter what
form it took, even if there were no eagles and snakes?

I thought about it and was astonished at how much truth there ac-

tually was in this. Why, it was so! And I had always believed that where
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love was concerned I was on my mother’s side, against the Grandma
Lausches, the Mrs. Renlings, and the Lucy Magnuses

If I didn’t have money or profession or duties, wasn’t it so that I
could be free, and a sincere follower of love?

Me, love’s servant*? I wasn’t at aU! And suddenly my heart felt ugly,
I was sick of myself I thought that my aim of being simple was just a
fraud, that I wasn’t a bit goodhearted or affectionate, and I began to
wish that Mexico from beyond the walls would come in and kill me
and that I would be thrown in the bone dust and twisted, spiky crosses
of the cemetery, for the insects and lizards.

Now I had started, and this terrible investigation had to go on. If

this was how I was, it was certainly not how I appeared but must be
my secret. So if I wanted to please, it was in order to mislead or show
everyone, wasn’t it, now? And this must be because I had an idea every-
one was my better and had something I didn’t have. But what did
people seem to me anyhow, something fantastic*? I didn’t want to be f

what they made of me but wanted to please them. Kindly explain!
^

independent fate, and love too—^what confusion!

I must be a monster to make such confusion.

But no, i couldn’t be a monster and suffer both. That would be too

unjust. I didn’t believe it.

It wasn’t right to think everyone else had more power of being. Why,
look now, it was clear as anything that it wasn’t so but merely imagina-

tion, exaggerating how you’re regarded, misunderstanding how you’re

liked for what you’re not, disliked for what you’re not, both from error

and laziness. The way must be not to care, but in that case you must

know how really to care and understand what’s pleasing or displeasing

in yourself. But do you think every newcomer is concerned and is

watching? No. And do you care that anyone should care in return? Not

by a long shot. Because nobody anyhow can show what he is without

a sense of exposure and shame, and can’t care while preoccupied with

this but must appear better and stronger than anyone else, mad! And
meantime feels no real strength in himself, cheats and gets cheated, re-

lies on cheating but believes abnormally in the strength of the strong.

All this time nothmg genuine is allowed to appear and nobody knows

what’s real. And that’s disfigured, degenerate, dark mankind—^mere

humanity.

But then with everyone going around so capable and purposeful in

his strong handsome case, can you let yourself limp in feeble and poor,

some siUy creature, laughing and harmless? No, you have to plot in

your heart to come out differently. External life being so migMy, the
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instmmeiits so huge and temble, the performances so great, the

thoughts so great and threatening, you produce a someone who can

exist before it. You invent a man who can stand before the terrible ap-

pearances This way he can’t get justice and he can’t give justice, but

he can live. And this is what mere humanity always does It’s made up
of these inventors or artists, millions and millions of them, each m his

own way trying to recruit other people to play a supporting role and

sustain him in his make-believe. The great chiefs and leaders recruit

the greatest number, and that’s what their power is There’s one image

that gets out m front to lead the rest and can impose its claim to being

genuine with more force than others, or one voice enlarged to thunder

is heard above the others. Then a huge invention, which is the inven-

tion maybe of the world itself, and of nature, becomes the actual world—^with Cities, factories, public buildings, railroads, armies, dams, pris-

ons, and movies—becomes the actuality. That’s the struggle of hu-

manity, to recruit otfaeis to your version of what’s real. Then even the

flowers and the moss on the stones become the moss and the flowers of

a version

1 certainly looked like an ideal recruit But the mvented things never

became real for me no matter how 1 urged myself to think they were.

My real fault was that I couldn’t slay with my purest feelings. This

was what tore the greatest hole m me. Maybe Thea couldn’t stand

many happy days in a row either, that did occur to me as a reason for

her cooling oft, Pernaps she had this trouble too with her chosen thing.

The year before, when Mum was m trouble. Kayo Obermark had said

to me that this happened to everyone Everyone got bitterness m his

chosen thing It might be in the end that the chosen thing in itself is

bitterness, because to arrive at the chosen thing needs courage, be-

cause It’s intense, and intensit} is what the feeble humanity of us can”!

take for long. And also the chosen thing can’t be one that we already

have, since what we already have there isn’t much use or respect for.

Oh, this made me feel terrible contempt, the way I felt, riled and savage*

The tucking slaves! I thought. The lousy cowards!

As for me personally, not much better than some of the worst, my
invention and special thing was simplicity I wanted simplicity and

denied complexity, and in this I was guileful and suppressed many
patents in my secret heart, and was as devising as anybody else. Or
why would I long for simplicity?

Personality is unsafe iii the first place. It’s the types that are safe.

So almost all make deformations on themselves that the great terror

will let them be. It isn’t new. The timid tribespeople, they flatten down
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heads or pierce lips or noses, or hack off thumbs, or make themselves

masks as terrible as the terror itself, or paint or tattoo. It’s ail to an-

ticipate the terror which does not welcome your being.

Tell me, how many Jacobs are there who sleep on the stone and

force it to be their pillow, or go to the mat with angels and wrestle the

great fear to win a right to exist? These brave are so few that they are

made the fathers of a whole people.

While as for me, whoever would give me cover from this mighty

free-running terror and wild cold of chaos I went to, and therefore to

temporaiy embraces. It wasn’t very courageous That I was like many
others m this was no consolation K there were so many they must all

suffer the same way I did

Well, now that I knew of this I wanted another chance I thought I

must try to be brave agam. So I decided I’d go and plead with her in

Chilpanzingo, and say that though I was a weak man I could httle by

httle alter if she’d bear with me.

As soon as I had decided this I felt much better. I went to the

peluquena and had myself shaved Then I ate lunch at Louie Fu’s and

one of his daughters pressed my pants for me. I was overwrought but

pnmed with hopes too. I already saw how she’d whiten m the face as

she denounced me, and her eyes darken and flash out at me. But also

she’d throw her arms around me. Because she also needed me. And

all her eccentric force, which came from doubt as to whether her desire

could ever trust someone again, would stop and rest on me

Imagining how this would be, I melted, my chest got hot, soft, sore,

and yearning I saw it already happening. It’s always been like that

with me, that fantasy went ahead of me and prepared the way. Or

else, as it seems, the big heavy personal van, dark and cumbersome,

can’t start into strange terram. But this imagination of mine, like the

Roman army out in Spain or Gaul, makes streets and wails even if ifs

only camping, for the night.

While I sat in my shorts and waited for my pants, Louie’s dog came

out. Listless and fat, she smelled like old Winnie. She stood square

before me and gazed. Not wanting to be stroked, she backed away with

clicking claws when I reached out, and she showed little old teeth. Not

that she was sore, but wanted to go back to her isolation. So she did,

under the curtain with an extreme sigh. She was very old.

The bus, an old rural schoolbus from the States, arrived like the

buckboard of olden times. I was already inside, holding my ticket, when

Moulton came up and said through the window, Come out, I want

talk to you.”
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I won't.”

“Come,” he said earnestly. “It’s important. You’d better-*®

Iggy said, “Whyn’t you mind your own business, Wiley?”

Moulton’s big brow and squash nose were covered with a white

sweat. “Will It be better if he walks into something and gets knocked
over?” he said

I got out “What do you mean, knocked over?” I asked

Before Iggy could interfere, if he was about to try, Moulton clasped

my hand next to his hard belly, drew my arm taut under his, and with

burly haste he made me walk a few fast steps on the stones and rosy

garbage, on my turned-over heels

“Get onto yourself,” he said. “Talavera was Thea’s friend, old man.
He’s there with her in Chilpanzmgo ”

I tore loose I was going to get my fingers into his neck and choke

him to death.

“Ig,” he yelled, “you better hold on to him’”

Iggy who was just behind us took hold of me.

“Let go!”

“Wait, you’re not going to kill him right here with cops and every-

body around. You better beat it, Wiley. He’s pulling like a bull.”

I wanted to smash Iggy to the ground too as he held my arm.

“Now wait, Boling. Find out first if it’s true Chnssake, use your

head’”

Moulton was going backwards while I dragged Iggy on my arm.

“Don’t be a foolish bastard, Boling,” said Moulton. “It’s true all

right You think I want trouble with you? I only did it to help, so you
wouldn’t get hurt. It’s dangerous down there. Talavera will kill you.”

“Look what a favor you done him!” said Iggy. “Look at his face!”

“Is it true he went down there with her, Iggy?” I said, stopping. I

was so clawed and bit inside I could hardly get out this question.

“He was her boy friend here before,” Iggy said. “A guy told me
yesterday that Talavera took off for Chilpanzingo right after Thea.”

“When was he—?”
“A few years ago. Why, he was living at Casa Descuitada, just

about,” said Moulton

I couldn’t any longer stay on my feet and slumped down against the

bandstand. I covered my head with my hands and shivered, ray face

on my knees.

Moulton was severe toward me. “I’m surprised the way you take it

March,” he said.

“How do you want him to take it? Stop laym’ it on him,” said Iggy.
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**He acts like a kid and you encourage Mm,” Moulton said. 'This has

happened to me, it’s happened to you. It happened to Talavera when

she showed up with Smitty and then with Mm/*
“No, it didn’t. Talavera knew she was married,’*

“What’s the difference? Even if Talavera is a chonis-boy horse-rider

he has his feelings. Well, shouldn’t a man find out when this happens to

him? Shouldn’t I have found out'^ Shouldn’t you have found out? This

is one of those damn facts that have got to be known.”

“But the guy still loves her. You got mad when somebody put the

blocks to your wife, but not because you loved her.”

“Well, does she love him?” said Moulton. “Then what was she

doing in the mountains with Talavera after March got knocked on the

dome and was laid up?”

“She was doing nothing in the mountains with him,” I cried out, rag-

ing again. “If he’s in Chilpanzingo now, he’s just in Chilpanzingo and

not with Thea.”

He stared at me, acting Mi of curiosity. He said, “Brother, I bet you

see exactly what everybody else sees, but you just stick by your opin-

ions. Why didn’t she tell you he was her old boy friend? And what

were they doing, just having a debate of yes or no, and she didn’t get

off her horse for him?”

“Nothing went on. Nothing! If you don’t stop talking I’ll ram one of

these stones down your throat!”

But he was terribly roused too and bound to go on; he wasn’t just

trifling but intended something. His eyes were open large and fixed on

me.

“Too bad, friend, but women have no judgment. They aren’t just for

happy young fellows like you. What do you want to bet her britches

came down for him, and she didn’t save all her sweet little things for

you?”

I jumped at him. I]^^ held me from the back, and I picked him off

the ^ound and tried to get rid of him by dashing him against the band-

stand, but he clung, and when I threw my weight backwards and

crushed him so he’d let go, he gasped, “Oirist, you lost your mind?

Tm keepin’ you outa trouble.”

Moulton had already gotten away, down the busy street that led to

the market. I yelled after him, “Okay, you filthy slob sonofabitch. You

wait m kill you!” ^
“Quit that, Bolmg, there’s a cop with his eye on you.

An Indian policeman sat on the running board of a nearby car. He

probably was used to drunken gringos wrangling and scrapping.
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Iggy had forced me down on my knee; he still clutched my arms.

I let you loose now? You won’t run after him?” I uttered a kind

of sob and shook my head. He helped me to stand up “Look at you,

covered with muck You’ll have to change your clothes.”

“No, I haven’t got time.”

“Come on to my room. FU get this stuff off you at least with a brush.”

“Fm not going to miss that bus
”

“You mean to say you’re gomg down there anyway? You must be
cracked.”

But I had decided I’d go. I washed my face at Louie’s and got into

the bus, my place was taken there, and all the early birds who had
watched me by the bandstand appeared to have understood what it

was about, that I was a poor cabron who had lost his woman.
Iggy entered the bus with me. He said, “Never mind him. He tried

to make her himself and propositioned her a dozen times. He was
dying to get her. That’s why he was interested in you and would come
up to the villa. At Ohver’s party he tried to make her again. It was why
she left so fast

”

It didn’t matter so much; it was about like a burning match next to

a four-alarm fire

“Don’t go getting into a fight there. You’d be nuts. Talavera will kill

you. Maybe I should come and keep you out of trouble. You want me
to?”

“Thanks Just let me alone
”

He didn’t really want to come with me.

The old bus made a sudden noise, as of sewing machines in a loft

Through the fumes the cathedral seemed as if reflected in a river.

“Shovmg off,” said Iggy “Remember,” he warned me again as he

got to the ground, “you’re foolish to go. You’re just asking for it”

As the bus rolled down from the town a peasant woman kindly shared

her edge of the seat with me. When I sat down I felt it start to burst

through me again. Oh, fire, fire! Spasms or cramps of jealous sickness,

violent and burning. I held my face and felt that I might croak.

What did she do it for? Why did she take up with Talavera? To
punish me? That was a way to punish somebody!

WTiy, she was guilty herself of what she accused me! Was I looking

over her shoulder at Stella*? Well, she was looking over mine at

Talavera and had revenge ready right away
Where was that little cat we used to have in Chicago? All at once I

wondered. Because one time when we had been away in Wisconsin

for two days and came back at night this little thing was crying from
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fmnger. Then Thea started to weep over it and put it inside her dress

while we drove to Fulton Street market to feed it a whole fish. And
where was this cat now? Left behmd somewhere, nowhere special, and
that was how permanent Thea’s attachments were.

Then I thought that I had loved her so, it was a pleasure to me that

the creases at the joints of our fingers were similar; so now with these

fingers she would touch Talavera where she had touched me. And
when I thought of her doing with another man what she had done with

me, that she would forget herself the same, and praise him and kiss

him, and kiss in the same places, gone out of her mmd with tenderness,

eyes wide, hugging his head, opening her legs, it just about annihilated

me. I watched in my imagination and suffered hombly.
I had wanted to marry her, but there isn’t any possession. No, no,

wives don’t own husbands, nor husbands wives, nor parents children.

They go away, or they die So the only possessing is of the moment. If

you’re able. And while any wish lives, it lives in the face of its nega-

tive. This is why we make the obstmate sign of possession. Like deeds,

certificates, rings, pledges, and other permanent things

We tore toward Chilpanzmgo‘m the heat. First the brown stormy

mountains, then badland rocks and green Florida feathers. As we
rolled into the town someone jumped on the side of the bus for a free

ride, grabbmg my arm and digging his fingers into it hard. I fought and

tore It free. In jumping off this joy-rider whacked the palm of my hand

as I reached after him. It stung, and I was furious.

Here was the zdcalo. White filthy walls sunk toward the ground and

rat-gnawed Spanish charm moldered from the balconies, a horrible

street like Seville rotting, and falling down to fiowenng garbage heaps.

I thought if I saw Talavera on the street Fd try to kill him. What
with'? I had a penknife. It wasn’t dangerous enough. In the square I

looked for a shop where I could buy a knife, but I saw none. What I did

see was a place that said “Cafe.” It was a square black opening in a

wall, as if dug free in the Syrian desert from thousand-years’ burial, I

went in with the object of stealing a knife off the counter. There weren’t

any knives there, only tiny spoons with braided necks in the sugar. A
piece of white mosquito net hung down tom, like close, fine work done

to no useful purpose.

Coming out of the cafe, I saw the station wagon parked in front of a

New Orleans ironwork kind of a place from which there were piec^

missing. Without thinking any more of knives, I ran there and went

inside. No clerk was at the desk; there was only an old man who cleaned

the sand of the path in the decayed patio. He told me Thea’s room
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nmnber. I had him go up and ask if she would see me. She herself

called to me from a gap m the shutter. What did I want? I went up the

stairs swiftly, and at the big wooden double doors of her room I said

to her, ‘‘I have to talk to you.”

She let me in, and when I entered I looked first for signs of him.

There was the usual mess of clothes and eqmpment I couldn’t tell

whether any of it belonged to him. But it wouldn’t have made any dif-

ference. I was determined to go beyond any such things “What do you
want, Augie?” she said again. I looked at her. Her eyes were not as

keen as usual and she looked ill; above, her brilliant black hair was
slipping from its combs. She wore a silk coat or robe. Apparently she

had just put it on. In heat like this she preferred to go naked m her

room. When I wanted to recall how she was, naked, I found I could

do it very well. She saw my eyes on her lower belly and her hand
descended to hold the edge of the robe there. Seeing that colorful,

round-fingered hand descend I bitterly felt how my privilege had ended

and passed to another man. I wanted it back

I said with my face flaming, “I came to ask if we could be together

again.”

“No, I don’t think we can now.”

“I hear Talavera is here with you. Is he?”

“Is it any business of yours?”

I took that for an affirmative and felt in great pain.

I said, “I suppose it isn’t But why did you have to take up with him
right away? As soon as I had someone, you had to have someone.

You’re no better than I am. You kept him in reserve.”

“I think the only reason you’re here is that you heard about him,”

she said.

“No, I came to ask how about another chance. He doesn’t make so

much difference to me,”

“No?” she said with that white warmth of the face she had. She gave

a momentary smile of thought,

“I could forget about him if you still wanted me.”

“You’d be bringing him up every other day, whenever we had any

trouble.”

“No, I wouldn’t”

“I know that now you’re dying with worry that he’ll come in and

you’ll have a fight. But he’s not here, so you can set your mind at rest.”

“So he was here!”

She didn’t answer. Had she sent him away? Maybe she had At least

that mixed hope and anxiety could end. Of course I had been afraid.
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Blit also I hoped I might have killed him Fd have tried to. I already had
thought this over I pictured that he would have stabbed me.

She said, ‘‘You can’t love me, thinking Fm with another man* You
must want to murder the both of us You must want to see him fall

off a mountain ten thousand feet, and me m a coffin at my funeral.”

I was Silent, and while she stared at me, what a strange view I had
of her in this moldery Hispanic room, the tropical sun in the gaps of the

shutter—decay in the town, the spiky, twisted patch of grave iron on
the slope, bleeding bougainvillaea bubbles, purple and tubercular on
the wails, vines shneky green, and the big kps and forehead of the

mountains begging or smgmg, then the mess of the room itself, the rags

and costly things which she used alike as they happened to come to

hand, Kleenexes or silk underthmgs, dresses, cameras, cosmetics. She
did thmgs fast, hoping she did them right. Evidently she didn’t believe

what I had come to say. She didn’t beiie’ve because she didn’t feel, and
didn’t feel because of a broken connection.

“You don’t have to decide now, Thea ”

“No, well—I suppose not. I may feel differently about you later,

but I don’t think I will Right now I have no use for you Especially

when I think how you behave with other people I wish you all the

harm I can think of. I wish you were dead.”

“And I still love you,” I said. And it must have been evident, for I

wasn’t lying. I stood and was shaking But she gave no answer.

“Don’t you want to have it agam the way it was?” I said. “I think

I could do it right this time
”

“How do you know you could?”

“Most people are probably in the same condition Fm in. But there

must be a way to learn to do better
”

*'Must there?” she said. “I guess you would think so.”

“Of course. How would the hope be there at al! otherwise? How
would I know what to wanf^ How did you know*^”

“What do you want to prove by me and what I know?” She said in

a low voice, “Fvc been wrong a good many times—^more than I want

to discuss with you.” She changed the subject. “Jacinto sent me a mes-

sage about the snakes,” she said. “If you had been around Fd have hit

you with something.”

But I sensed that this was one offense of mine that didn’t displease

her. I had an impression of a smile of halfway appreciation of it. But

I couldn’t take much hope from that, because smiling and abstraction,

obstinacy, intention to hurt, alternated fast in her cloudy white nerv-

ousness, and I saw she was unable to pther together her feelings toward
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me, I couldn’t expect an answer. Never. There wasn’t any more con-

nection.

In a waterless fishbowl covered with a straw petate I now saw a

creature puffed up in scales, warty as a pickle, gray, with skinny gray

wattles and tickle claws, breathing on its belly.

“You’ve started a new collection,” I said

“I caught this one yesterday He’s about the most interesting so far.

But I’m not staying here. I’m going to Acapulco and then taking a

plane for Vera Cruz, and then I’m going to Yucatan Fm supposed to

see where some rare flamingoes have migrated from Florida.”

“Let me come with you ”

“No ”

That was how it was. Nothing as I had foreseen it.
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CHAPTER XX

Back in Acatla I lay around I hoped all the same to hear from Thea,

and though it was useless I kept callmg at the post office Notified of

nothing, I generally went, then, and drank tequila with beer chasers.

I no longer played poker at Louie’s and saw none of that gang Jepson

was picked up for vagrancy and sent back to the States, thus Iggy’s

wife wanted him back. The little kid knew what it was all about, and

when I saw them out walking sensed how sharp she was already, at

her age, and pitied her.

So on some of the golden afternoons by the dive where I sat on a

bench in neglected pants and dirty shirt and with three days of bristles,

I had the mclination to start out and say, “O you creatures still above

the ground, what are you up to! Even happiness and beauty is like a

movie.” Many times I felt tears Or again I’d be angry and want to

holler. But while no other creature is reprunanded for its noise, for

yelling, roarmg, screaming, cawing, or braying, there is supposed to be

more delicate relief for the human species. However, I’d go up one of

the mountain roads where only an occasional Indian heard and

wouldn’t say what he thought of it, and there I’d speak my feeling

aloud or I’d yell, and it made me feel better temporarily.

There was one companion I had for a few days, a Russian who had

been dropped by the Cossack chorus after a fight He still wore his

serge tunic with white piping and all the spares for bullets He was

very proud and nervous, he bit his nails. His scalp was bare and gave

like a soft light on the handsome solemnity of his face, clean shaven

at all times. His nose was straight, his rhouth was held in with tender

rancor, and he had black, contmuous, illustrious brows. Damn, if he

didn’t look like a picture of the poet D’Annunzio thaf I once saw.

He drank and he was broke, and pretty soon he’d be picked up too,

like Jepson. I had very little money left but I bought a bottle of tequila

notv and then, so he was attached to me.
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Well, I felt about my relations with him somewhat as I did about

Iggy's little girl, pitying her for what she had to understand At first

I was sorry he was my companion But then I liked him better. And as

I wanted to tell someone about Thea, I confessed all to him. I told the

whole story. I thought he’d sympathize with me. Those many deep

hash marks of enlistment with gnef that he had on his forehead were

what made me think so.

'"So you see how rough it’s been,” I said. ‘T’m not having it easy. I

suffer a great deal. Part of the time I’m half dead.”

“Wait,” he told me, “you haven’t seen anything yet.”

This made me furious with him. Ail in a rush I said to him, “Why,
you lousy egotist’” I wanted to knock him down; I was drunk enough
then to do it. “What do you mean, you amt! You cheesecloth Cossack

you! After I’ve told you how I feel
—

”

But he wanted to carry the emphasis over to how he felt. He with

his naked head and reddened nose and rancor of the mouth But he

wasn’t such a bad wretch at that It was actually only natural. Why,
he too had a life. He sat there hopeless. He smelled like a bygone brand

of footpowder there had once been in the house. But all the same he was
simpaiico.

“All right pal,” I said. “That’s true, you have had a bad time. You
may never see Harbin again, or wherever you’re from.”

“Not Harbin, Pans,” he said.

“Okay, you poor jerk, Pans. Let it be Paris then.”

“I had an uncle in Moscow,” he said, “who dressed himself like a

woman and went to the church. And he scared everybody because he

had a beard and looked very fierce. A policeman said to him, "You look

to me, sir, like a man and not a woman.’ So he said, ‘Do you know, you
look to me like a woman and not a man.’ And he went away. Everybody
was scared of him ”

“This is very fine, but how does it mean I haven’t seen anything yet?”

“I mean you have been disappointed in love, but don’t you know
how many things there are to be disappointed in besides love? You
are lucky to be still disappointed in love. Later it may be even more
terrible. Don’t you think my uncle must have been desperate to go in

that dark church and frighten everybody? He had to use his powers.

He felt he had only a few years more to live.”

Well, I pretended not to understand because it suited me to make
Mm out as ridiculous, but I knew very well what he was trying to get

across. Not that hfe should end is so terrible in itself, but that it should

end with so many disappointments m the essential This is a fact.
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Finally I had to stop going around with him. He took to pimping for

Negra who was the madame of the foco rojo, and I decided to make a
move I sold my fancy equipment, like the riding boots and the life-

saving Lake Huron jacket, to Louie Fu, and with the pesos I went to

Mexico City I gave up on waiting for Thea to forgive me It was sad
putting up at the Regina without her. The management and the cham-
bermaids remembered her and the bird and saw I had come down in

life; no station wagon, no bags, no wild beast, no happy Joy and eating

mangos in bed, etcetera The assignation couples made noise at night,

when this was no place for me. But it was cheap and so I closed my
ears.

There was no dough from Stella at Wells Fargo. However, I had
Sylvester’s number at Coyoacan and could call him when iat broke.

First I thought I’d try Manny Padilla’s cousm He was nothing like

Manny, but scrawny, red-skinned, glittering his teeth and hungry, a

fast man with a buck He wanted to be my guide to the city, but Thea
had already shown me it; he wanted to introduce me to Spanish litera-

ture and finally he put the touch on me for some dough. He said he was
going to buy me a blanket with it, but he never showed up again.

I ached in my body for Thea though I knew^ she was by now unob-

tainable and absolutely removed from me by the difficulty of her mind
and the peculiarity of my own character So I knocked around the city

thinking things over. I’d watch the manachis and death-song fiddler-

cripples or the flower-sellers and the bees feeding off the candystands.

Whichever way you turned there was the snow of one of the volcanoes

and the whole mountain floating in If I could help it I wouldn’t look

in a mirror those days, being haggard and ill. At one time I felt that if

Death came up and tapped me on the shoulder, saymg, ‘‘Ready?” Fd
think it over a minute and then say, “Okay.” So m a way I died some-

what, and if there was anything I knew by now it was how impossible it

is to live without something infinitely might) and great. However, the

city was beautiful—even the unsightliness, misery, and scrawls were

rich—^it was warm, and this kept me going. My heart would complain

and I felt sick, but not continually in the utmost despair.

At last I got in touch with Sylvester. He came to see me and lent me
some dough. He wasn’t saying much at first. I understood that he

couldn’t talk about political and confidential things.

“You look starved and raggedy,” he said. “If I didn’t know you Fd

say you were one of these Pan-American bums. You’ve got to clean

yourself up.”

I felt as if I were an object Calipla had dropped about a thousand
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feet to the earth The air screamed. The colors were about like the

colors of Jerusalem, However, getting up stunned, I wanted to be stead-

fast Go and be steadfast though! Just like that! It’s not a small order

Sylvester realized that I wanted to get myself reconstructed and not

go to wrack. He gave me his grin with little dark lines, always amused at

me.

“My luck has been very bad, Sylvester,” I said.

“I see. I see Well, do you want to stick around here until it changes

or do you want to go back to Chicago?”

“What do you thmk*^ I don’t know what I should do.”

“Stick around. There’s a sympathizer who’ll put you up for a while

if Frazer asks him.”

“Fd be glad, J[’d be very grateful, Sylvester. Who is this sympa-

thizer?”

“He’s a fnend of the Old Man from away back. He’d put you up. I

don’t like to see you go around the way you are.”

“Gee thanks, Sylvester. Thanks.”

So hen Frazer came around and took me over to be introduced to

the sympathizer, whose name was Paslavitch He was a friendly Yugo-

slavian who lived in a little villa out in Coyoacan Beside his mouth
were deep folds and inside them grew little shining bristles, as the

geode or marvel of the rock world is full of tiny crystals He was a

very original kind of person. His head was omon-shaped and clipped

close. In the garden where he was when we met the heat was trembling

off the top of his dome.

He said, “You are very welcome. I am glad to have company. Maybe
you will give me English lessons?”

“Sure he will,” said Frazer. Frazer’s looks had changed too. I never

understood better why Mimi had called him “Preacher,” With the

pucker of thought between his eyes he did look like a minister. And
also like an officer of the Confederate Army. He appeared to have

grave weights on his mind and to be preoccupied with superior

things.

He left me with this Paslavitch, then, and for some reason I felt I

was putm deposit or reserve, but I was tired and didn’t much care what

he had in mind. Paslavitch showed me the rooms and the garden. I

gazed at the birds, caged and free, the hummingbirds in the flowers

and the spiny applauding of the cactuses. Lying m the grass or standing

along the path were Mexican gods who gripped and clutched on them-

selves and cooled their hot teeth and tongues in the blue air.

Paslavitch was a kind, worried, meek, stubborn man who covered
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Mexico for the Yugoslav press. He considered himself a Bolshevik

and old revolutionary but he was a lacnmae rerum type if I ever saw

one; everything was forever touching him, and he had tears the way a

pine has gum to give He played Chopin on the piano, and when he

executed a particular march he’d say to me, “Fredenc Chopin wrote

this during a storm when he was m Mallorca with George Sand She

was sailing on the Mediterranean. When she arrived he said, ‘I thought

you were drowned!’ Pressing on the pedals in his Mexican shoes, he

made you think of Nero acting in a tragedy Most of all this ?asla\itch

was in love with French culture and had a keen wish to teach me. In

fact he had an obsession about teaching and was always saying, ‘Teach

me about Chicago,” “Teach me about General Ulysses S Grant I

will teach you I will tell you about Fontenelle’s ham omelette. We will

exchange
”

He was very eager. “Fontenelle wanted to eat a ham omelette on a

Fnday but a terrible storm started, with thunder So finally he threw

the omelette out of the window^ and said to God, 'Seigneur^ Tant de

bruit pour une omelette/ ” It could be illuminating He’d sw-ay, with

closed eyes and tight pronunciation. Or else he’d tell me, “Louis Thir-

teenth loved to play barber and would shave his gentlemen w^hether

they wanted it or not Also he enjoyed to imitate dying agonies, so he

would make faces, and furthermore he would spend the wedding mght

in the same bed with young couples and was the last expression of

feudal degeneracy.”

Maybe he was, but Paslavitch loved him because he was French.

He’d keep me after supper and repeat these conversations of Voltaire

and Frederick the Great, de la Rochefoucauld and the Duchesse de

Longueviile, Diderot and a young actress, Chamfort and somebody else.

I liked Paslavitch but sometimes it was heavy going, being his guest.

I also had to go and play billiards with him at a club on the Calle de

Uruguay. And to drink with him, when he felt like drinking. I did not

want to do it in the afternoon because it reminded me too much of the

tequfia drinking I did in Acatla But we’d sit and kill a few bottles of

wine. Thousand soft moose-lashes of the copper forest sun passed

through the trees; the garden was green while the woman’s form of the

volcano slept in the snow. I was a guest and guests have to go along

with hosts* I paid my way by teaching him about the major leagues,,

etcetera.

Meanwhile I was building up my health somewhat, and then Frazer

came around and sprung what he had been saving me for.

“You know that the GPU wants the Oid Man’s hfe,” said Frazer,
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I knew it. I had read m the papers about the machine-gun attack on

Ms villa and Paslavitch had told me many other details.

"‘Well,” said Frazer, “a man named Mmk who is the chief of the

Russian police has arrived in Mexico to take over the campaign against

the Old Man.”
‘‘What a terrible thing! What can you do to protect him?”

“Well, the villa is being fortified, and we have a bodyguard. But

the fortification isn’t ready yet. The cops aren’t enough to do the job.

Stalin is out to get him because he’s the conscience of the revolutionary

world.”

“Why are you telling me this, Frazer?”

“Here’s the thmg. There’s a scheme being discussed. Maybe the

Old Man will shake the GPU by traveling incognito around the coun-

try.”

“What do you mean, mcogmto?”

“This is confidential, March I mean that he should take off his beard

and mustache, cut his hair, and pass as a tourist.”

Well, I thought this mighty queer. As if Gandhi should go dressed

in a Ponce Albert. That this formerly so mighty and commanding man
should have to alter and humble himself Somehow, though I had seen

and known lots of trouble, this struck me very hard.

I said, “Whose idea is this?”

“Why It’s been discussed,” said Frazer in his professional revolu-

tionary way, meaning it wasn’t any of my business. “I trust you, March,

or I wouldn’t have suggested you for a part in this.”

“Why, where do I come in?” I said.

He said, “If the Old Man is going to travel incognito as a visitor to

Mexico he’s gomg to need a nephew from the States.”

“Me, you mean'?”

“You and a girl comrade as husband and wife. Would you do it?”

I saw myself driving around Mexico with this great person, tracked

by secret agents. I felt too worn out to take it on.

“There wouldn’t be any hanky-panky with the girl,” said Frazer.

“I don’t even understand what you mean. I’m trying to recover from
the injury of a love affair.”

Please God! I thought, keep me from being sucked into another one

of those great currents where I can’t be myself. Naturally I wanted to

be of help, and rescue and peril attracted me. But I wasn’t up to it at

aU, going up and down the mountams of Mexico through the bazaar

of red nature and dizzy with deaths and noises.

“I’m telling you this because the Old Man is very moral.”
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Frazer spoke as though he too were very moral. Tell it to the

marines^ I thought

"‘He won’t do it anyhow,” I said. “It’s a loony idea.”

“That’s for the people who’re protecting him to decide
”

But to me it seemed his appearance v^as his trademark. His head was.

Sooner than touch it he’d maybe let it be taken off him and kept just

as it was for martyrdom. Kind of like St John and Heiod. And I had

to stop and ask myself about martyrdom Out in Russia was his enemy
who didn’t mind obliging him. He’d kill him. Death discredits Survival

is the whole success The voice of the dead goes away There isn’t any

memory The power that’s established fills the earth and destiny is

whatever survives, so whatever is is right That’s what passed through

my mmd
“You’d have to pack a gun Does that scare you?”

“Me? Of course not,” I said “Not that part of it
”

I reflected m my private mmd that I must have holes in my head like

a colander not to refuse Was I so flattered by the chance to be with

this giant historical personality, speeding around the mountains'^ The
car would rush like mad The wild beasts would flee The temble earth

would turn around. And he would be silent to me on his thoughts of

nations and destmy. The lost world would call after us with secret voice,

and behind us there would be a team of international killers pursuing

and waiting for their chance

“Sometimes 1 wonder,” I said, “if people who are going to tell the

truth shouldn’t make sure first that they can defend themselves.”

“That’s not a good point of view,” said Frazer.

“No? Maybe It’s just a thought.”

“Will you do It?”

“You feel I’m the right sort of guy for it?”

“We need somebody who looks very Amencan ”

“I guess I could spare some time,” I said, “if it doesn’t take too long.”

“A few weeks, just to shake off Mink and his men.”

He went away, and I was sitting in the garden where the lizards v/ere

tickling m the grass and there was a choke of gorgeous color by the

birds along the hot walls The gods stood or lay and persisted m their

gray volcano illustrations of what the forces of life are Paslavitch was
playing Chopin upstairs My next idea was how nothing was more
dreadful than to be forced by another to feel his persuasion as to how
horrible it is to exist, how deathly to hope, and taste the same despair.

How of all the impositions this was the worst imposition. Not just

to be as they make you but to feel as they dictate. If you didn’t have
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the strongest alliance you surely would despair at last and your mouth
would drink blood

Pasiavitch came out on his balcony in his blue bathrobe and asked

meekly if I wanted a drink

“Okay,” I said I was very worried about this whole scheme

But it fell through, and when it did I was very glad. I had been in a
clutch about it and lost sleep dreaming how we would chase from
town to town all the way through Jalisco or out into the deserts But
the Old Man vetoed this I wanted to send him a letter telling him how
smart I thought he was, but then I thought it wouldn’t be right for me
to discuss secrets of his political activity He must certainly have given

a scream when they propositioned him on it

Anyhow, I felt now that there was something about the effect of

Mexico on me, that I couldn’t hold my own against it any more and
had better get back to the States. Pasiavitch lent me two hundred
pesos and I bought my ticket to Chicago He was affected a lot by my
gomg and told me many times in French that he would miss me. Like-

wise, I’m sure He was a very decent guy. You don’t meet so many such.



CHAPTER XXI

On the way back from Mexico to Chicago I took a side trip or pil-

grimage out of East St. Louis and went toward Pinckneyvilie to see

my brother George after many years. He was already a grown man, a

large hulk insecure in his steps Darkenings of brown in his fair skin

under the eyes showed how after his own fashion he too made the

straggle that we make if we consent to live. Just as though, the time

for it coming round, we left what company we were in and went pri-

vately to take a few falls with our own select antagonist in his secret

room, like inside a mountain or down in a huge root-cellar. This was

how it was with George too.

Nevertheless he was a man of fine appearance, as he had been a

beautiful child. Now as then his shirt still bagged out in that senseless

style over his back, and his hair grew like chestnut burr the same as

formerly, brown and gold, close bristles. I was kind of proud of him
that he took his fate with dignity. They had made a shoemaker of him.

He couldn’t run one of those machines you see thumping under their

fender in a repair shop with the screaming disks and circular brushes,

and he wasn’t equal to making shoes by hand, but he was good at heel-

ing and sohng. Down in the basement, under the veranda, was where

he worked. It was a wide veranda, for the place was far enough down-
state to be reckoned Southern, and the buildings were big, white, of

wood. Vines gave green color to his dusty half-window below. I saw
him bent over the last, taking nails out of his mouth and sending them
through the leather.

“George!” 1 said, looking at the man he had grown to be. He knew
me nght away, and he stood up, happy, and exactly as in the old days

said, “Hi, Aug! Hi, Aug!” in his nasal voice. This repetition of two
words if it went on long enough led usually to howhng. So I went up to

him, as he didn’t move toward me. “Well, how is it, old man?” I said
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to him I pulled him to me with one arm and put my head on his shoul-

der He wore a blue work shirt; he was big, white, and clean, except

his hands Eyes, nose, and small mouth of his undeveloped face were

as they had always been, simple I was moved that he couldn’t know
how much of a complaint he had against me for neglect, and no sooner

saw me than was happy.

He hadn’t had a visitor in three or four years, so they let me see him

by special permission for the whole day.

“What do you remember, Georgie*?” I asked him “Grandma, and

Mama, Simon, Winnie?” With his small smile he said these names after

me, as m the song he used to sing when he trotted with the dog along

the curl-wired fence, singing how everybody loved Mama. Within his

moist mouth his teeth were white and good, though his eye-teeth were

very sharp. I took him by the hand, which now was bigger than mine,

and we went walking in the grounds.

It was the beginning of May and the oak leaves were shot out full,

dark and healthy; worked through just as richly were the big dandelion

blades and warm bottom-land-smelhng air surrounded us We walked

along the wall, which at first was simply a wall to me. But then suddenly

I was disturbed to think that he was a pnsoner and never got outside,

poor George. So without asking permission I took him off the grounds.

He looked at his feet in the unfamiliar road to watch where they were

going, for he was fnghtened. In a crossroads store I bought him a

package of chocolate marshmallow cookies He took them but wouldn’t

eat them, putting the package in his pocket. His eyes were now turning

very uneasily, and I said, “Okay, George, we’re going back right away.”

That calmed him.

When he heard the dinner bell go—^which was like the clink of the

church bell of mouse-town in a children’s zoo—^trained to answer right

away, he went to the rambly green cafeteria. He left me here. I had
to follow him. He picked up his tray, and with those disconnected

others who scraped their tinware and fed, wagging their weak noggins,

without talk or observation, we sat down and ate.

It must be as simple as the blue and white of pillow-ticking to lay

plans to take care of creatures so, clothe them, feed them, put them in

their dormitory. There is probably just nothing to it.

The rest of the trip I kept thinking that something should be done

for Georgie, not to let him spend his entire life like that; also I thought

how quick we were to latch on to the excuse to deal practically with

any element, like jailbirds, CMq>hans, cripples, the weak-brained or the

oli And I decided that after I had visited Mama I’d go and talk to
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Simon about Georgie. I didn’t have anything specific to propose But

I said to myself that Simon had money, therefore he ought to know
what money could do And anyway, as I was coming back to Chicago

I thought of Simon I wanted to see him

I went from the one institution straight to the other in Chicago. But

the two places were very different Mama wasn’t any longer right off

the kitchen but established in almost an apartment with a Gulistan on

the floor and drapes on the window. I had phoned that I was coming,

and she waited for me down m front and rested on her white cane.

While still at a distance I spoke to her, so she wouldn’t be startled She

weaved her head to locate me and with her crying-out voice of painful

joy called my name From the top rims of her goggles, which were dull

dark, the brows of her pink long face lifted as if she were trying to use

her eyes too She then kissed me and whispered to me She felt my face

and said, “You’re skinny Augie, why you’re so skinny'^” And then, a

long figure herself, nearly as tall as I, she led me up to her room by the

back entrance An odor of boiling fish spouted up the stairs; that passed

into my home-coming mood and made me feel the kitchen heat of old

days, sitting’ with my mother.

On the dresser all my postcards from Mexico were set out, and

there were photos of Simon and Charlotte also To show the seemg

people who came. But besides the supervisor and his wife, who hated

Simon, who did come*^ Only once in a while Anna Coblin Or Simon
himself. He’d come in, see how fixed up she was in her bourgeois parlor,

and be satisfied. She too realized that she was being treated in a satis-

factory way. On her wnst was a silver bracelet, she wore high heels, she

had a radio with a big chromium zigzag across the speaker. In fact

when Grandma Lausch had put on her black Odessa best m the Nelson

Home she was laying claim feebly to the style Mama here was living in.

That was how the Lausch brothers had let the old lady down, fading

to appreciate legitimacy and without any sense of standards. Yet it

wasn’t a light duty for Mama that she had to live up to what Simon and
Charlotte were doing for her. Simon was if anything even more difficult

than Charlotte, I gathered He was very fussy. He opened her closet and
inspected all her clothes to see if they were cleaned or if any were miss-

ing from the rack I knew how Simon could be when he was doing

something for your good and welfare; he could make things hot
But maybe that spicy, sumptuous fish-gravy odor that belonged to

the past made me too much of a critic of the present moment, exagger-

ating Mama’s difficulties and imagming that the Gulistan and the

drapes were the softenings of a cage. A blind woman, growing elderly,
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she had to live m a room, some room, and therefore why not a com-

fortable room? Moreover, it was perhaps my fault that I saw both

Georgie and Mama as prisoners, and was unhappy that I was tooting

freely around while they were confined,

“Augie, go see him,” she said “Don’t be mad on Simon I told him

he shouldn’t be ”

“I will, Ma, as soon as I find a rooin and begin to settle down.”

“What are you going to do?” she said

“Oh—something I hope something interesting.”

“What'^ Do you make a living, Augie?”

“Well, here I am What do you mean, Ma‘> I am living.”

“Why are you so skinny*? But the clothes are good—I felt the ma-
tenal.”

They ought to have been good Thea had paid a fancy price for them.

“Augie, don’t wait too long to call Simon. He wants you to. He told

me I should tell you. He talks about you all the time.”

Simon did want to see me As soon a$ he heard my voice over the

phone he said, “Augie! Where are you? S^ay put. I’ll come and pick

you up nght away.”

I was callmg from a booth near my new place, which wasn’t far from

the old, on the South Side He lived in the vicinity and was there within

a few mmutes m his black Cadillac, this beautiful enamel shell coming

so softly to the curb, inside like jewelry He beckoned and I got in.

“I have to go right back,” he said. “I left without a shirt; I just put on
this coat and hat. Well, let’s look at you.”

He said this, but actually didn’t much look, despite his rush to get

down Of course he was driving, but just the touch of manicured hands

on the valuable stones on the wheel—something like jade—did the

trick. The thing pretty well ran itself. I thought he was sorry about the

fight we had had over Lucy and Mimi. I wasn’t angry any more but was

looking ahead. Simon was heftier than before. The light raglan with its

chestnut buttons came open on his hard bare belly Also his face was

larger, and rude, autocratic. The fat of it was not clear, as it is in some

faces. Mrs. Klein, Jimmy’s mother, had had a fat face, almost oriental,

but there the fat illuminated something. However, I found out that I

couldn’t be critical of Simon when I saw him after a long interval No
matter what he had done or what he was up to now, the instant I saw

him I loved him again I couldn’t help it. It came over me I wanted to

be brothers agam. And why did he come running for me if he didn’t

want the same?

WeU, now he wanted to know how rugged things had been for me,
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and I didn’t have any intention of telling him What was I up to in

Mexico‘S

“I was in love with a girl
”

"‘You were, uh'^ And what else"?”

I didn’t say anything about the bird or my failures and lessons.

Maybex I should have. He cnticized me anyway m his mmd for my
randomness and sentiment So what did I stand to lose by telling him

the facts'? However, something haughty kept me. That was how brief

the first warmth of love turned out to be. So he was judging me—what

of It? Let him Wasn’t I busted down, creased, head-damaged, missing

teeth, disappointed, and so forth*? And couldn’t I have said, “Well, all

right, Simon, here I am.” No, what I told him was that I had gone down
to Mexico to work out something important.

Then he started to talk about himselt He had built up his business

and sold it at a whopping profit Smce he didn’t want to have to do with

the Magnuses he had gone into other kinds of business and he was

very lucky. He said, ‘T certainly do have the gold touch. After all, I

did start m the Depression when everything was supposed to be over

and done with ” Then he described how he had bought an old hospital

building at auction and turned it into a tenement Inside of six months

he had cleared fifty thousand bucks on this, and then had organized a

management company and run the place for the new owners He had a

large interest m a Spanish cobalt mine now They sold the stuff in

Turkey, or some place m the Middle East He also had a potato-chip

concession m several railroad stations. In fact, Einhom himself couldn’t

have dreamed up such deals, much less have made them pay off.

“How much do you think I’m worth now?”

“A hundred grand*?”

He smiled. “Let yourself go a little,” he said. “If I’m not a millionaire

soon there’s a hitch in my anthmetic.”

It impressed me; who wouldn’t be impressed*? He couldn’t help see-

ing this. Nevertheless, with his autocratic blue eyes darkening, he

looked at me and asked, “Augie, you don’t think you’re superior to me
because you have no money, do you?”

The question made me laugh, and maybe I laughed more than I

should have. I said, “That’s a strange thing to be askmg How can I?

And if I can, why should you care?” Then I said, “I guess it’s true that

people fix it to come out better than those near to them Why, sure I’d

like to have money too,”

I didn’t say that I had to have a fate good enough, and that this came
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My answer satisfied him. “You’re wasting a lot of time,” he said.

“I know it
”

“You ought to quit stalling. You’re not a boy. Even George is some-

thing, he’s a shoemaker
”

You know, I did admire Georgie for the way he took his fate I

wished I had one that was more evident, and that I could quit this

pilgrimage of mine. I didn’t feel I was better than Simon, not at all

If there had been real ease in me, he might have envied me As it was,

what was there to envy‘s

Bodily overbearing, his fashionable pointed shoe on the rubber pad

of the accelerator, he drove over the streets This proud car, it had

heraldry, it was royal, and wasn’t my brother like a prince of Detroit,

full of force and darkness? Why, what was tlie matter with that, to be

a power of the world of machinery'? Wasn’t it good enough'? And to

what should you go rather? I wasn’t proud of myself, believe me, and

my stubbornness about a “higher,” mdependent fate. I was no wizard,

for sure, nor gazetted as anything illustrious, nor billed to stand up to

Apollyon with his horrible scales and bear’s feet, nor slated to find the

answer to all my shames like Jean-Jacques on the way to Vincennes

sinkmg down with emotion of the conception that evil society is to

blame for all that happened to warm, impulsive, loving me. There was

no such first-rate thing that I could boast, and who was I, not to make
up my mind and be so obstinate*? The one thing I could say was that

though I wanted this mdependent fate it wasn’t merely for my own sake

I wanted it.

Oh, but why get too earnest? Seriousness is only for a few, a gift

or grace, and though all have it rough only the favorites can speak of it

plain and sober.

“So when are you going to start what you’re going to do?”

“I wish I knew. But it seems to be one of those thmgs you can’t rush.”

“Well, people don’t trust you if they don’t know what you do, and

you can’t blame them ”

He pulled up before his apartment, and he left the Cadillac triple-

parked in the street for the doorman to worry about. Rising up swift

and soundless in the elevator, we came to the ivory white door of his

flat. As he opened it he was already yelling for the maid to cook some

ham and eggs nght away. He took on like a king, a Francis back from

the hunt; he swelled, hollered, turned things round, not so much show-

ing me the great rooms as dominating them typically. Well, there were

vast rugs and table lamps as tall as life-sized dolls or female idols, walls

that were all mahogany, drawers full of underwear and shirts, sliding
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doors that opened on racks of shoes, on rows of coats, cases of gloves,

of socks, bottles of ean de cologne, little caskets, lights lining the cor-

ners, water hissing criss-cross in the showerstall He took a shower.

I went alone into the parlor, a huge China vase was there, and m secret

I got up on a chair to lift the lid and look down, where I saw the reverse

white bulge of the dragons and birds The candy dishes were full of

candy—I had some coconut balls and apricot marshmallows walking

around while Simon took his shower. Then we went to eat, on a hand-

some marble-topped round table The chairs were red leather The

metal circle that held up the marble was worked all around with pea-

cocks and children’s faces The maid came from the blazing white of

the kitchen with the ham and eggs and coffee Simon’s hand with its

rings went out to test the heat of the cup He behaved like some Italian

Lord Moltocurante, jealous over the quality and exacting all he had

coming.

I knew we had gone way up in the elevator but hadn’t noticed to

what floor Now, after breakfast, when I strayed into one of the enor-

mous carpeted rooms, dark as a Pullman when it sits with drawn blmds

in the station, I drew a drape aside and saw we were on the twentieth

story at least. I hadn’t had a look at Chicago yet since my return Well,

here it was again, westward from this window, the gray snarled city

with the hard black straps of rails, enormous industry cooking and its

vapor shuddering to the air, the climb and fall of its stages m construc-

tion or demolition like mesas, and on these the different powers and

sub-powers crouched and watched like sphinxes Terrible dumbness

covered it, like a judgment that would never find its word

Simon came looking for me He cried, “Hey, what the hell are you

doing in a dark room, for Chrissake? Come on, you’re going aiound

with me today.”

He wanted me to know what his life was like And maybe he thought

I’d run into something that would appeal to me, for my future’s sake.

“Wait a minute though,” he said. “What kind of clown’s suit are you

wearing there‘s You can’t go among people dressed like that.”

“Listen, a fnend of mine picked this out for me Anyway, just feel

the material There’s nothing wrong with this suit
”

But his face was impatient, and he pulled the jacket from me and

said, “Strip!” He dressed me in a double-breasted flannel, very elegant

soft gray. It certainly was my fortune to be poor in style. From the skin

out he reclothed me m swell linen and silk socks, new shoes, and called

the maid to have my old suit cleaned and sent to me—^it was sort of

shiny on the elbows. The other stuff he ordered her to throw down the
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incinerator. So it plunged down into the fire. I wiped my face with the

monogrammed handkerchief, now mine, and felt around with my toes

in the narrow shoes, trying to accustom myself to them To top it off

he gave me fifty bucks. I made efforts to refuse this, but my tongue got

m Its own way “Go! Stop mumbling,” he said “You have to have a

little something m your pocket to live up to this outfit ” He had a big

gold money-clip and all the bills were new “Now let’s go I have things

to do at my office and Charlotte wants to be picked up at five She’s at

the accountant’s, gomg over some of the books.” He called down for

the Cadillac, and we drove away, stopping for scarcely anything in this

lustrous hard shell with radio playing

In his office Simon wore his hat like a Member of Parliament, and

while he phoned his alligator-skin shoes knocked things off the desk.

He was in on a deal to buy some macaroni m Brazil and sell it m
Helsinki. Then he was interested m some mining machinery from Sud-

bury, Ontano, that was wanted by an Indo-Chinese company. The
nephew of a Cabinet member came m with a proposition about water-

proof matenal And after him some sharp character interested Simon

in distressed yard-goods from Muncie, Indiana He bought it Then
he sold it as lining to a manufacturer of leather jackets All this while

he carried on over the phone and cursed and buUied, but that was just

style, not anger, for he laughed often.

Then we drove to his club for lunch, amving late. There was no

service in the dining room. Simon went into the kitchen to bawl out

the headwaiter. Seeing some pot roast on a platter he broke off a piece

of bread and sopped the gravy, covering the meat with crumbs. The
waiter hollered and Simon yelled back, furiously laughing in his face

too, “Why don’t you wait on people then, you jerk!”

Finally they fed us, and then Simon seemed to find the afternoon

dragging.

We went into the cardroom where he forced his way into a poker

game. I could tell he was hated, but no one could stand up to him. He
said to some bald-headed guy, “Push over, Curly!” and sat in. “This

is my brother,” he said as if bidding them to look at me m the opulent

gray flannel and button-down collar. I lounged just behmd him in a

leather chair.

Then he would turn and describe various people to me, pretending

to lower his voice. “You see that guy in the blue, the one with the cigar,

Augie? He’s a lawyer but doesn’t practice, only he keeps an office so he

can say he’s at the bar. He makes a living at cards. If nobody played

with him he’d be on relief next week. Same with his wife. She plays in
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all the fancy hotels And this other one, over there, that’s Goonie His

father owns a sausage factory and he’s a Harvard man. If I had a son

like that Fd just as soon pour champagne on my dick as send him to

college. The sonofabitch I’d make him stuff wurst. He’s a bachelor

He’ll never have sons of his own, but he likes little boys, and last year

he tried to pick up a sailor at the State and Lake and the kid gave him

a shmer Over there is Ruby Ruskm—he’s a good fellow. He visits his

old dad down in Joliet Penitentiary at least once a month The old man
took the rap for them both m an arson case.”

Those players who weren’t glaring or grinning appeared to be hold-

ing their breath, and I thought sure Simon would end by being clouted

Then he said, “Listen, you cruds, I want you to take a good look at

my brother. He’s a radical and he just got back from Mexico Augie,

tell them how soon the revolution’s coming when they’ll get sash weights

tied on their necks and be thrown in the drainage canal
”

He took a big pot—he must have won because the rest were too rat-

tled to play their cards—and left the table with a swagger.

“They could drown you in a feaspoonful of water,” I said. “Why do

you want to make them hate you so?”

“Because I hate them, I want them to know it. What do I care if

those jag-offs hate me? Why, they’re all lice! I despise them!”

“Then why do you belong to their club?”

“Why not*^ I enjoy being a member of a club.”

He played the Twenty-Six girl at a bar for smokes at the green

baize board, socking down the leather dice cup, and won again. Puttmg

some Havanas in my breast pocket, he said, “Let’s visit a barbershop.

You need it and I like it. God, I love barbershops!” We stopped at the

Palmer House where they had those grand episcopal chairs. By the

time we were fimshed with all the cutting, shaving, toweling, steaming,

polishing, it was five o’clock, and on the run we got into the car and

sped through illegal alley shortcuts out of the Loop. Charlotte was

waiting in the street in her fur-trimmed suit, grimly handsome and

immense. She was terribly put out at having had to wait, and right away
she started, “Simon, where have you been? Do you know how late you

are?”

“Shut up!” he said. “Here’s my kid brother. You haven’t seen him

for two years and can’t even say hello but have to start yacking first.”

“How are you, Augie?” she said, more vigorous than friendly, turn-

ing her head upon her furs toward the back seat. “How did you like

Mexico?”

“Oh, very much.”
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She looked to be at the peak of fashion, and with the straight rulings

of brow and mouth would have seemed attractive if it wasn’t so evident

how tried m flesh and patience she was. Her devices for hiding impa-

tience were in bad repair. Of course she observed that I was already

dressed in a suit of Simon’s. Not that she’d object to a thing like that,

only she didn’t miss it. When she talked to you she had a nagging, bid-

ding way and was tough, a hard judge, and you a defendant. You had

to watch what you said. But she anyhow arrived at the opinion that

she wanted In her fur-trimmed suit, large and handsome, she was
like an officer of the court all right, even though her lips were painted

and eyes mascaraed And me, I was like some foxy pirate, larron de

mer, only I wasn’t really such a bold answerer.

One thing that disturbed her was that without having a cent I seemed

perfectly at home with many of the satisfactions that the rich enjoy.

Free of charge and trouble. It wasn’t true, of course, but only another

one of those appearances However, she was particularly concerned

that I didn’i at least look more anxious

At dinner I wanted to talk about Georgie with Simon, but he said,

“Don’t make any new problems. Don’t make any new problems He’s

fine. What do you want‘>”

“Why worry about your brother George when you haven’t decided

what to do with your own life?” said Charlotte. “It’s very easy to turn

into a bum ”

Simon said, “Be quiet! Better a bum than your cousin Lucy’s hus-

band and your uncle’s son-in-law. Let Augie alone. A bum is just what

he doesn’t want to be. What if it takes him a little longer to settle down?”

“You lost a tooth or two, didn’t you?” said Charlotte “How did it

happen"^ You look like hell
—

” She might have gone on but the bell

rang and somebody who was admitted by the maid went down the

passage into the living room. Charlotte became silent Later I glanced

in, and I saw a giant feminine figure sitting in the dark. I went to see

who this Brobdmgnag woman could be. Why, it was Charlotte’s mother,

Mrs Magnus, sitting beside the China jug which didn’t make her seem

smaller, giant as it was. Even in the dark Mrs. Magnus’s color, beauti-

ful and healthful, and her braided hair and calm saddle nose and her

size, touched my feeling

“Why do you sit in the dark, Mrs. Magnus?” I said.

“I have to,” she told me simply.

“But why do you have to*^”

“Because my son-in-law doesn’t want to see me.”
“But what’s the matter?” I asked Charlotte and Simon.
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Charlotte said, *‘Simon bawled her out about the cheap clothes she

wears.’*

“Because,” said Simon, angry, “she comes here wearing nineteen-

fifty dresses. A woman with half a million dollars! She looks like the

ragman’s horse.”

Owing to me, Charlotte brought her mother in to sit at the table. We
were eating cherries and drinking coffee. Charlotte laid off me, but

Simon worked himself into a rage at Mrs Magnus in her brown dress.

He tried to read the paper and cut her—he hadn’t said a word when
she came in—^but finally he said, and I could see the devil in him now,

“Weil, you lousy old miser, I see you still buy your clothes off the

janitor’s wife.”

“Let her alone,” said Charlotte sharply.

But suddenly Simon threw himself across the table, spilling the

cherries and overturning coffee cups. He grabbed his mother-in-law’s

dress at the collar, thrust in his hand, and tore the cloth down to the

waist. She screamed There were her giant soft breasts wrapped in the

pink band. What a great astonishment it was, all of a sudden to see

them! She panted and covered the top nudity with her hands and

turned away. However, her cries were also cries of laughter. How she

loved Simon! He knew it too.

“Hide, hide!” he said, laughing.

“You crazy fool,” cried Charlotte. She ran away on her high heels

to bring her mother a coat and came back laughing also. They were

downright proud, I guess.

Simon wrote out a check and gave it to Mrs. Magnus. “Here,” he

said, “buy yourself something and don’t come here looking like the

scrubwoman.” He went and kissed her on the braids, and she took his

head and gave his kisses back two for one and with tremendous humor.

I went to see Einhom, who was kind of white and peaky. Things

were not too good with him. He had gone to the hospital and had a

prostate operation while I was away. All the same he still had a fine

presence, much as in the insurance literature and in the clippings and

photos all over the place. In the midst of all these hung the portrait of

the Commissioner—^there was a man! What a fine, great head—^with

the famous obituary under it! Tillie was away on a holiday with the

grandchild, and Mildred who was more than ever Einhom’s friend was

in charge. In her stout orthopedic shoes she stood up at the office bar-

rier, which was cut down from the old office across the way. She had a

way about the eyes of making you go to war with her. Not me, thanks.
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Her hair was begmning to be gray. Einhom’s was snowy, which made
his eyes blacker. He saw the double-breasted suit Simon had given me
and said, “You certainly are doing fine, Augie ” The house stunk The

books were falling off the shelves The busts of great men were lost up
near the ceiling The black leather chairs on casters were aging well,

but aging.

Einhom made a powerful complaint against Mimi Villars, who
was ruining his son.

Mimi was even more unkind when she spoke of him and what he

had done to Arthur. “Fil tell you about that old man,’* she said. “He’s

a damned impresario for himself. Every time he goes to the toilet he
wants to publish an article about it. I know everybody is vain, and

that that’s what makes the world go round Maybe it isn’t even vanity.

Maybe it’s like, with a bullet m your brain, you go on thinking of your

nice hat. You go on thinking about the party you were invited to on
Saturday, and so forth. But there ought to be a limit somewhere. K
you can’t help it, at least you should know that it isn’t a good thing.

All that old man wants is that Arthur should be a credit to him and

bring him glory, but as for helping him worth a damn, no, he won’t

come across with a nickel. And parents who have money and won’t

give any to their children ought to have it all taken away. They ought

to go and beg Fd take and put the old man on the comer of State and

Lake with a tin cup, that’s what I’d do. And you know the grandfather

left it all to Arthur. He knew better than to trust his son Arthur has

been trying to finish a book, which is a great book. I beheve in it. You
know he can’t be expected to work while doing that.”

Einhom did have some money though she exaggerated his wealth.

However, I didn’t argue with her. I was down on Einhom myself. Since

the time when I came back from Buffalo and found the family wiped

out, when he urged me to be hard on Simon, I didn’t feel the old friend-

liness toward him. And, if you want to know, because he and Tilhe

had warned me in the old days not to expect anything, repeating how
Arthur would come into all, I couldn’t help feeling no one had been

good enough for them and now they were not good enough for one

another. Now maybe was my chance to pass them by.

“Of course,” Mimi said with some of her old-time bitterness, “I have

a pretty good job now, but last winter I was down with the flu and

couldn’t work. Not only that but Owens kicked us out because I

couldn’t pay the rent and a friend of ours on Dorchester took us in. But

all Arthur and I had to sleep on was the sofa. Both of us on the sofa,

and I had the flu. By morning he was so tired that when my friend went
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to work he got into her bed So,” she said with her universal-comedy

laugh, “finally I said he should try to get a job He said he’d try, and

he got up one morning at eight and was back at ten. He said he had a

job m the toy department at Wieboldt’s and he was going to learn the

aetails the next day. He left at nine that morning and was back at

eleven They had showed him, but before he started he wanted to clean

up an important chapter about Kierkegaard—^what do I know about it?

“So then he went away next day at half-past eight and was back at

noon, fired, because the floorwalker told him to pick up a piece of paper

and he said, Tick it up yourself, you dog Your back isn’t broken.’

“Then Arthur came down with the flu and I had to get up and give

him the sofa. But,” she said, “I love him. It’s never dull with him. The
worse our life gets, the more good I feel in love. And you?” she said,

ioolang closely at me, how I had been browned by Mexico, aged by

hard going and experience, finally thrown on those rocks by Bizcocho

and eatmg cinders and ashes over Thea. Why, the way I came back I

must have had somethingm common with a survivor of Crassus’s army

m the eastern desert, barely making it back from the massacre in

tattered armor scales.

Well, people had warned me in the first place. Padilla, for instance,

said, “Holy Christ, March, what did you have to go there for, with

a broad like that and this bird! A girl who catches snakes, and God
knows what else! What do you expect? No wonder you look like this.

1 hate like hell to be rubbing it in, but it seems to me you had it

commg.”
“Manny, what was I supposed to do? I fell in love with her.”

“Is love supposed to rum you? It seems to me you shouldn’t destroy

yourself out of life for purposes of love—or what good is it?”

“That’s right, but I didn’t love her as I ought to have. You see, I

missed out. I should have been more pure, and stayed with it. There was
something wrong with me.”

“Old pal, let me tell you something,” said Padilla. “You take too

much blame on yourself, and the real reason is not such a good one.

It’s because you’re too ambitious. You want too much, and therefore

if you miss out you blame yourself too hard But this is all a dream.

The big mvestigation today is into how bad a guy can be, not how good

he can be. You don’t keep up with the times. You’re going against

history. Or at least you should admit how bad things are, which you
don’t do either. You should cut out this junketing around and go back

to the university.”

“I think I might do that. Only I’m still collectmg my thoughts,”
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^'Collect them meanwhile, in the evening Can’t you do two things

at a time?”

And then Clem Tambow told me practically the same thing. He was
getting his degree soon, and he looked very mature now with his heavy

mustache and the cigar. He dressed like a poor man’s press agent and

his clothes smelled of cleaning fluid and the masculine odor. “Weil,

big boy, I see you’re the same as when you left,” he said Now Clem and

I liked each other very much, a splendid and goodhearted fellow, salt

of the earth, ready with sympathy and appreciative of the general

human phght But I went on a toot with a rich woman, as he saw it,

and if I was roughed up I had it coming to me. That was what he meant,

for I wasn’t at all the same as when I left

“How IS your campaign after a worth-while fate, Augie'>” asked

Clem, for he knew a lot about me, you see, Alas, why should he kid

me so^ I was only trying to do nght, and I had broken my dome, lost

teeth, got burned in my progress, a mighty slipshod campaigner. Lord,

what a runner after good things, servant of love, embarker on schemes,

recruit of sublime ideas, and good-time Charlie! Why, it was a crying

matter, no fooling, to anyone who might know which side was up, that

here was I trying to refuse to lead a disappointed life. A hell of a cause

of sympathetic tears but also, as Clem saw, of haw-haws, as great jokes

often are. So I looked desolated, and Clem laughed like anything. I

couldn’t feel sore at him.

You know why I struck people funny? I think it was because of the

division of labor. Specialization was leaving the likes of me behind. I

didn’t know spot-weldmg, I didn’t know traffic management, I couldn’t

remove an appendix, or anything like that. I discussed it with Clem,

who was of like opinion. Clem was no slouch He now said he was
pushing ahead in the field of psychology and a lot was clear to him
that was a mystery before. Oh, he stiU knocked himself. He said, ‘T

bought all my fine notions at a fire sale,” but he was growing more
confident of his point of view. He made a big thing of my coming
back, declaring that we were among the few true friends around. That

was no lie I had the warmest feelings toward him Well, then, he
came around and said we must go to the Oriental Theatre and have

supper Till his last penny, Clem had to treat; and then he didn’t

mind if you stood him to something. He liked to look well, though

his face was often raging, wrinkled, or his laugh was enormous while

his teeth were snaggly, his head huge, and the suit he wore was pros-

perous, solid, middle-aged, a banker’s suit, but his shanks were long,
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Ms shoes were wrecked, his socks old Argyles, he wore a turtleneck

sweater and stunk of cigars.

So we went to the Oriental. The stars crept m the blue heavens

there, like Arabian nights We heard Milton Berle singing “River,

Stay Away from My Door,” then floppy dancers, as couch-dolls in

velvet, followed by an act of little dogs zipping across the stage m
automobiles, and then a troupe of girls playmg bagpipes. First they

performed “Annie Laurie” and then went into classical numbers. They
did the “Liebestod” and “Valse Tnste,” and then came the feature,

which was so lousy we walked out and went to a restaurant.

Dignified again after his windy haw-haws m the wild gallery, Clem
ordered a big Chinese dinner—sweet and sour pork, bamboo shoots,

chicken chow mem with pineapple, egg foo yung, and tea, nee, sherbet,

almond cakes. We cleaned up on this and meanwhile had a conversa-

tion.

“Now just suppose,” he said, “we were on our way up the Nile to

the first cataract, sailing in a dahabiyeh The green fields and boys

shying rocks at the heavy birds, and the splashing flowers, while we
eat dates with aphrodisiacs in t&em and beautiful Coptic girls come
rowing up to the music of the lateen sails and so on. Going to Kamak
to copy inscriptions How would that be?”

“Well, I just came back from one exotic place
”

“Yes, but you jumped the gun. You weren’t ready to go yet. You
won’t take things step by step That’s why your trip wasn’t a success.

Now if you were an Egyptologist you could go on this trip up the

Nile.”

“Good, then I’ll become one. All I need is about ten years’ prepara-

tion.”

“Look at you, you look so bright and happy after supper and your

face is so pleasant, why, you might be the owner of this building Haw,
haw! Oh, brother, you’re swell!”

“The only thing is,” said I, flattered and smiling, “why the Nile*?”

“For you*? Something exceptional,” said Clem “When I think of

you I have to think in terms of sometMng exceptional. On the level

of achievement.” He had picked up this vocabulary at the university.

One of his favorite words was “reinforced,” which meant to give food

to a rat who has solved a problem, to encourage him. Meantime, with

big red lips, scowling laughter, and territorial face, the great nose with

Its passages, he looked like a king. “Are you like one of the lousy

crowd cheering the Coptics who row out to the boat? You are not
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You are a distinguished personality. You are a man of feeling. Among
us poor drips at the human masquerade you come like an angel.”

I tried to tut-tut him, but he said, “Oh, keep your shirt on, Fm not

finished yet. You may not like it so much before I finish
”

“Well, don’t build me up so, and you won’t have to tear me down.”

“We aren’t in the same universe of discourse This is not yet what

St Thomas calls my level of first intention I didn’t say I thought you
were an angel; only us common-clay, step-by-step, unfortunate ordi-

nary personnel see you arrive as for a ball, smihng and beaming You
have ambitions But you’re ambitious m general You’re not con-

crete enough. You have to be concrete. Now Napoleon was. Goethe

was. You take this Professor Sayce who actually had this Nile deal

He knew everything along the banks for a thousand miles Specific!

Names and addresses Dates. The whole mystery of life is m the specific

data
”

“What makes you so keen about Egypt suddenly?” I said “And
besides I know there’s plenty that’s wrong with me. Don’t you worry.”

“Why, of course, even though you’re beaming you’re fuU of anxiety.

Don’t I know it! I can see you pissing against the wmd. What you need

is some of Dr. Freud’s medicine. It could do you a whole lot of good.”

“As a matter of fact,” I said, now somewhat disturbed, “I’ve been

having plenty of peculiar dreams lately Just listen. Last night I

dreamed that I was in my own house, somewhere—^it was enough of

a surprise to have a house of my own, much less dream what I dreamed.

I was standing in my beautiful front room, entertaining a guest. And
what do you think"? I had two pianos There were two grand pianos,

as if ready for a concert. Then my guest, who had wonderful manners

—

and me too, regular society—^he said, ‘Isn’t it unusual for somebody
to own three grand pianos?’ Three! I turned around, and God! if there

wasn’t another piano. And I had been trying to figure out how come I

had two in my house, as I can’t play any more than a bull can sew

cushions. This seemed downright sinister. But even though I was thrown

by it I didn’t let on or show anything. I told this guy, ‘Sure, of course

there are three of them’; as if who could do with less? So I felt hke a

terrible faker.”

“Oh, what a case! You’d be a regular conservatory for a scientific

mind. You’d be the greatest collection of unknowns ever to lie on a

couch. What I guess about you is that you have a nobility syndrome.

You can’t adjust to the reality situation. I can see it all over you. You
want there should be Man, with capital M, with great stature. As we’ve
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been pals since boyhood, I know you and what you think Remember
how you used to come to the house every day*? But I know what you
want O paidea^ O King David^ O Plutarch and Seneca^ O chivalry,

O Abbot Suger’ O Strozzi Palace, O Weimar! O Don Giovanm, O
lineaments of gratified desire! O godlike man! Tell me, pal, am I get-

ting warm or not'^”

“You are, yes you are,” said I We were m this woodwork bower,

you see, of the Chinese restaurant, and all seemed right, good-tempered,

friendly. When important thought doesn’t have to be soliloquy, I know
how valuable an occasion that is Because to whom can you speak
your full mind as to yourselP

“Go on, Clem, go on,” I told him.

“I went to the Mottley School m the fourth grade Mrs Mmsick
was the teacher She’d call you up to the front of the class and hand you
a piece of chalk. ‘Now, Dorabelia, what flower are you going to smelP’

Haw, haw! It was a not This little Dorabelia Femgold would smell

up until her pants showed and turn her eyes with ecstasy She’d say,

‘Sweetpea.’ It was a regular ^.drilL Inhale and exhale Stephanie

Kriezcki, she’d say, ‘Violet, rose, nasturtium.’ ” He held the cigar by
the stem and smelled with his inflated nose “Just catch the picture of

this lousy classroom, and all these poor punks full of sauerkraut and
bread with pig’s-feet, with immigrant blood and washday smells and
kielbasa and home-brew beer. Where did they get off with this flora

elegance? Why, hell! And then old lady Mmsick would give a gold

star to reinforce the good ones She, with that kisser of hers with sharp

teeth and tits that hung down to her belly, she’d hawk into the waste-

paper basket Well, the wild kids would say, ‘Skunk cabbage, teach,’

or, ‘Wild schmooflowers,’ or ‘Dreck ’ For this she’d grab you by the

neck and rush you down to the principal But these tough kids were

right Whoever saw any sweetpeas*? Why, I’d fish through the sewer

lid with a diaper pin because my wiseguy brother told me I’d catch

goldfish.”

“This is a sad story But don’t you see both kinds of kids were

right"? Some stood up for what they knew and some longed for what
they didn’t. What do you mean, that there are some kids or people

for whom there can’t be flowers? That couldn’t be true.”

“I knew you’d go for this chalk-smelling. You have a strong superego.

You want to accept. But how do you know what you’re accepting? You
have to be nuts to take it come one come all. Nobody is going to thank

you for trying. And you know you’re going to ruin yourself ignoring
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the reality principle and ti^dng to cheer up the dirty scene You should

accept the data of experience. Why don’t you read some psychology?

It did me a lot of good.”

‘‘Well, I’ll borrow some of your books, since you think it’s so im-

portant Only you’ve got the whole thing wrong already. I’ll put it to

you as I see it. It can never be right to offer to die, and if that’s what
the data of experience tell you, then you must get along without them
I also understand what you’re driving at about my not being concrete.

It’s as follows* In the world of today your individual man has to be
willing to illustrate a more and more narrow and restricted point of

existence. And I am not a specialist,”

“Well, you tell me you can train birds
”

Yes, so far that had been my only field of specialization.

And it’s perfectly true, you have to be one of these spirits that get

as if jumped into and driven far and powerfully by a social purpose

If somebody is needed to go and he under the street, you be it. Or in a

mine. Or work out joyrides m the carnival Or invent names of new
candy. Or electroplate babies’ shoes. Or go around and put cardboard

pictures of bims in barbershops or saloons Or go die in one subdivided

role or another, with one or two thoughts, these narrow, persistent

ideas of your function.

I always believed that for what I wanted there wasn’t much hope

if you had to be a specialist, like a doctor or other expert If so, as an

expert, you’d be dealing with other experts You wouldn’t care for

amateurs, for experts are like that about amateurs. And besides speciali-

zation means difficulty, or what’s there to be a specialist about? I had

Padilla’s slogan of “Easy or not at all.”

Mimi got a big laugh out of my Mexican experiences “What a ball

you’ve been having,” she said. She made me feel unpleasant about

Thea; and about Stella she said, “Guys like you make life easy for

some women.”
There hadn’t been anything easy for anyone, but you couldn’t tell

Mimi that. Having gotten the story as she wanted it, she didn’t listen

to more, but with her push-faced vigor, her broad red mouth stretching

and giving out with her helicon or hunting-horn voice, she let me have it

almost the same as Clem I’d better be cured of my attitudes. The
reason why I didn’t see things as they were was that I didn’t want

to; because I couldn’t love them as they were. But the challenge was
not to better them in your mind but to put every human weakness into

the picture—^the bad, the criminal, sick, envious, scavenging, wojfish,
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the livmg-on-the-dying. Start with that. Take the fact that people

generally were full of loathing and it cost them an effort to lock at

one another Mostly they wanted to be let alone. And they dug for

unreality more than for treasure, unreality being their last great hope
because then they could doubt that what they knew about themselves

was true. Maybe she exaggerated her rake-the-heavens wrath and went

beyond how she truly felt. However, there were blue marks of worry

beneath her eyes these days

When Arthur came around she talked about money and jobs Four
times out of five she changed the subject to that as soon as he showed
up

There was a certain job she kept after him to take. But he said,

“Why, it’s a farce!” And gently began to laugh in his dark way, crow-

footed.

“The money’s no farce
”

“Oh, please, Mimi. Don’t be absurd.”

“There’d be practically no work connected with it.”

However, he made it seem absolutely impossible. I began to thini

it was a job I might put m for myself, if qualified.

I met Arthur out walking and I asked him why he didn’t want it.

It was a cool afternoon, and he was wearing cap and coat He had
lost much weight and was very bony, his shoulders up sharp, so that

I was impressed with his resemblance to his uncle Dingbat and how he

had subdued the same mheritance by a different life. He was of that

same sharp skmny-chested budd, with long face and a quick walk of

inward-pointed toes. His shoes were tapered, as elegant as chivalry in

the stirrups or the end of a lizard entering a crevice. But Arthur’s

health was poorer than Dingbat’s and he had a swarthier color; his

breath was strong with coffee and tobacco. He owned up to inferior

teeth with his smile. Nevertheless he had ail the charm of the Einhoms
when he wanted to turn it on.

There was great style in his thinking Sometimes I believed he was
ready to say or consider anything. My personal preference was for

useful thoughts I mean thoughts that answered questions that moved
you. Arthur said this was wrong; truth was truer when it had less to

do with your needs What personal need, for instance, is there in the

investigation of the creep of light from the outermost stars which even

at that unimaginable speed decays and breaks down because it grows

so ancient m its travel? It fascinated me, this question

However, about the job: there was a millionaire engaged m writing

a book and he was looking for a research assistant.
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^‘Do you think Fd fill the bfil?”

“Of course you would, Augie. Axe you interested?”

“Well, I need a ]ob Something that’ll leave me the free time I want.”

“I like the way you arrange your life. What do you intend to do
with this free time?”

“I mtend to use it.” I didn’t like the implication of this. Why should

he need his time free and I be questioned?

“Fm just curious Some people always appear to know what they’re

going to do, and others never. Of course I’m a poet, and relatively

lucky. I’ve often thought, If I weren’t a poet, what would I be*? A
politician? But just see how Lenin’s life work turned out A professor'?

That’s much too tame. A painter? But nobody knows what painting’s

about any more. Whenever I write a dramatic poem I can’t under-

stand why the characters should ever want to be anything but poets

themselves
”

Well, this IS how it was in Chicago when I came back. I stayed on
the South Side. I got my case of books back from Arthur and I read

in my room. The heat of June grew until the shady yards gave up the

smell of the damp soi|, of underground, and the city-Pluto kingdom
of sewers and drams, and the mortar and roaring tar pots of roofers,

the geramums, lilies-ot-the-valley, climbing roses, and sometimes the

fiery devastation of the stockyards stmk when the wind was strong.

I read my books and almost each day wrote to Thea in care of Wells

Fargo, but no answer came One letter was forwarded from Mexico,

and that one was from Stella. She was m New York. I never expected

her to wnte such a good letter; I decided that I had underrated her.

She said she couldn’t pay me yet; she had to square herself with her

union. But as soon as she landed a job she’d settle her debt.

Simon had given me some money so that I could take summer
courses at the university Now I thought I might like to be a school-

teacher and I was registered in several Education courses. I found it

hard to sit in classes and read the textbooks Simon was always ready

to stand by me if I wanted to, though he himself didn’t have much
use for universities.

I was still after the job Arthur refused to take with the millionaire

who wanted to write a book. This millionaire’s name was Robey. He
had studied with Frazer when Frazer was an instmctor, and that was

why Mimfknew him. He was tall and bent, he had a bad stammer,

he wore a beard, he had been mamed four or five times—^Mimi told

me these facts Arthur said the book was to be a survey or history

of human happiness from the standpoint of the rich. I wasn’t so sure
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that I wanted to do this but I didn’t want Simon to keep on supporting

me. I tried to fish a loan from Einhom but he held it against me that

I was an old friend of Mimi He said, “I can’t lend you anything You
realize that I have to support my grandchild The extra burden is

tough And what if Arthur decides to bless my last years with another?”

He was p o

So reluctantly I went to Arthur to ask him to phone Robey for me.

“This IS a very strange fellow, Augie, he ought to amuse you.”

“Oh hell, I don’t want him to amuse me I just want a job
”

“Well, you’ll have to try to understand him He’s very peculiar He
partly gets it from his mother She thought she was the queen of

Rocldord, Illinois She wore a crown. She had a throne She expected

everyone m town to bow to her
”

“Does he live m Rockford now?”

“No, he has a mansion here on the South Side. When he was a

student a chauffeur used to drive him to campus For a long time

he was mad on Great Books and he used to buy space in the want ads

and put in quotations from Plato or Locke. Like, ‘The unexammed
hfe is not worth living ’ He has a sister who’s wacky too—Caroline.

She think she’s a Spaniard But you have a gift of getting along with

these temperaments. You were a jewel with my dad.”

“I was kind of in love with him ”

“Maybe you’ll love Robey too.”

“He sounds to me like another crank. I can’t always be connected

with ndiculous people. It’s wrong ”

But not long afterward, on a drizzly afternoon, I found myself

face to face with this man Robey m his house on the lakefront. And
what a face it was—what an appearance! Big, inflamed, reticent eyes,

a reddish beard, red sullen lips, and across his nose a blotch, the night

before, when he was drunk or sleepy, he had walked into the door

of a taxi His stutter was bad; when it really caught him he made a

great effort, fixed his soul, and twisted his head while his eyes took

on this discipline and almost hatred. At first I was astomshed, and I

was sorry for his sake when his teeth chcked or a snarl escaped. But

I soon found out how fluent he could be m spite of it.

With those reticent, blood-flickered eyes of his he looked at me like

someone who had to explam he was bom to difficulty and hard luck,

and he opened his lips before starting to speak, as if to separate the

upper and lower hairs of the beard.

He said, “What about H-lunch?”

We had a rotten lunch—^thm clam chowder, a smoked ham which
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he sliced himself, boiled potatoes, wax beans, and twice-heated coffee.

It made me kind of sore that a millionaire should invite you to lunch

and put on such a lousy feed.

He did the talking. Background first, he said. As his collaborator

I’d have to have some personal knowledge of him. He started to tell

me of his five marriages, taking his share of the blame for each divorce.

But the mairiages formed part of his education; therefore he had to

evaluate them. I was disgusted. I took a sip of the /*offee and let it

flow back into the cup through my teeth, and made a face. But he

didn’t notice. He was on his third wife, terribly boring The fourth

gave him real insight into his character I think he still earned the

torch for her. As he was vibrating his neck over a troublesome word I

interrupted I was about to say, “What about some fresh coffee at

least?” but I didn’t have the heart. Instead I asked, “But can you

give me an idea as to what my work will be?”

He became more tongie-free then. “I need advice,” he said. “Help.

I need to clear up some of my concepts, m-my thinking, n-n-need

cl-clarity. This is s-something, this book.”

“But what’s it about?”

“It’s not j-just a book—^it’s a guide, a p-p-program. I originated the

idea b-but now it’s too much for me, I need help.” As he spoke of help

he sounded frightened. “I discovered much too m-much. It was just

an accident that it happened to be me, and now I’m stu-stuck with tlie

responsibility.”

We went into the salon to continue the conversation. His walk was

belly-heavy, draggmg, as if he had to remind himself not to step on

his own dong.

It kept on drizzling; the lake looked like milk. Indoors, moony
lamps glowed on the plush and Far East crimson and mahogany. There

were Persian screens and Invalides horsehair helmets, busts of Pericles

and Cicero and Athena, and who-else-not. And there was a portrait of

his mother. Sure enough, she looked demented and wore a crown, a

scepter in one hand and a rose in the other. The fog-cradled ore-boats

from Duluth to Gary were moaning. Robey sat under a light, which

showed the acne-exploded follicles under his beard.

He mightn’t be very bright, Robey humbly started, but what could

he do? he couldn’t escape ideas. None of us could escape ideas, and

everybody was up against the same thing, namely, that there were

hundreds of things to think about and to know. He had a duty to do

Ms best at it. This was how he covered up Ms zeal, which I felt, how-

ever, powerfully trembling in the back.
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This book, he went on, he wanted to call The Needle's Eye, Because

there never had been a spiritual life for the rich if they didn’t give up
everything. But it wasn’t any longer merely the rich who were headed

for trouble. In the near future technology was going to create abun-

dance and everyone would have enough of everything. There’d be in-

equality but not starvation or great need People would eat. Well,

when they ate, what then? The Eden of liberty, plenty, and love, the

dream of the French Revolution coming to pass. But the French had

been too optimistic and thought that when the decrepit old civiliza-

tions were busted nothing could stop us from entering the earthly

paradise. But it wasn’t so simple. We were facing the greatest crisis

in history. And he didn’t mean the war, then coming on. No, we’d find

out if there was going to be this earthly paradise or not.

“B-bread’s almost free now in America. What’ll hap-happen when
the struggle for bread is o-o. . . • Will goods free man or enslave

him?”

You almost forgot to think about his goofy looks and about the

lavish collection of screens, antiques, irons, Russian sleighs, hanks

and tails of helmets, and mother-of-pearl boxes. All the same, even

when he was in the top spheres he looked miserable, ready to weep
tears. In the meantime the moldy ham taste kept coming up on
me.

“M-machinery’ll make an ocean of commodities. Dictators can’t

stop it. Man will accept death. Live without God. That’s a b-brave

project. End of an illusion. But with what values instead?”

“That’s quite a deal,” I said.

“But,” he said, “that’s toward the end of the b-book. I think we
should start with Aristotle discussing how much of worldly goods you

need before you can practice virtue.”

“I haven’t read much Aristotle.”

“Well, that’s one of the th-things you have to do. You’ll be paid

for it, never you worry. But I want this to be a solid piece of work
and real scholarly. We’re going to cover the Greeks and Romans,
Middle Ages, Renaissance Italy, and Fm p-planning a chart, the Min-
Minoans way high, Calvin down low, Sir Walter Raleigh, up; Carlyle,

stinks; modem science, stand-stilL Not even interested.”

In the next half-hour he made sense only now and then; he seemed
to tire, and he rambled, he blinked his fire-streaked eyes and coughed

in Ms fist

“N-now-now you tell me about yourself,” he said. I didn’t know
where to begin and I damned him for asking me. But he wasn’t Ms-
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temng. By the way he looked at his wnstwatch I could tell he was
wondering how soon he could be by himself again

So I asked to be shown the can, and he pointed it out When I came
back he appeared to have recovered his interest m the book and wanted
to discuss It some more He said he was sure I was the man to help

him And he started to outlme the whole thing for me Part one, general

statement Part two, pagans. Three, Christians and so forth Four,

practical examples of the highest happiness His excitement again

rose. He look off a house slipper and laid it on a book or album that

was on the coffee table and every now and then he put it on again.

He was saying that Christianity originally was aimed at the lowly and
slaves, and that was why crucifixion and nailing and all such punitive

grandeur of martyrdom were necessary But at the pole opposite, the

happy pole, there ought to be an equal thickness Joy without sin, love

without darkness, gay prosperity Not to be always spoiling things.

O great age of generous love and time of a new man! Not the poor,

dark, disfigured creature cramped by his falsehood, a liar from the

cradle, flogged by poverty, smelling bad from cowardice, deeper than a

latrine in jealousy, dead as a cabbage to feeling, a maggot to beauty,

a shrimp to duty, spiiming the same thread of cocoon preoccupation

from his mouth. Without tears to weep or enough expendable breath

to laugh; cruel, friggmg, parasitic, sneaking, grousing, anxious, and

sluggardly. Drilled like a Prussian by the coarse hollenng of sergeant

fears. Robey poured it on me; he let it come down.

I thought. Oh, what a crazy bastard! What kind of screwloose mil-

lionaire have they sent me to*? All the same my heart responded to this

and these things went home. My bottommost thought was, God have

mercy on us poor human saps! And this bottommost thought budded

out with another: Even if God did have mercy, this was what He’d have

mercy on.

Then Robey switched on me. He was a quick changer of mood.
The damn bourgeoisie, he said, should have been leaders and of-

fered practical examples of happiness. But they were a historic failure.

They fumbled it. A weak dominant class, because all they had known
how to do was to imitate the flow of money around the world, fill in

all the opportunities for profit, like water seeking its own level, and

to imitate the machine. Robey didn’t sound like himself now, not, that

is, as earnest as before, but bookish. He scratched his foot and went

on like a lecturer, and with his beard, which looked straw-stuck, he was

just one more oddity of this room.
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But I was Still enough of an Einhom worshiper to be taken with him.

And I set aside some of my criticisms and said, “You were talking

about the salary before Could you be more definite?”

This made an unpleasant impression “How m«much do you ex-

pect? Till I tell how you pan out, I c-can start you at a reasonable

figure
”

“What’s reasonable?”

“Fifteen a week?”

“You must be making a mistake in your figure Fifteen? I can get

that much on relief and never lift a finger ” It made me mdignant.

“Eighteen tlien,” he followed up fast.

“You try to get a plumber to fix your washbasin for less than half

a buck an hour. Are you trying to hoax me or something? I don’t think

you’re being serious.”

“You ought to th-think of the ed-ed-ucation you’ll be getting And it

isn't ]ust a job but a cau-cau-cause ” He was very disturbed “Well,

twenty bu-bucks and you can live upstairs rent free
”

So he could lay hold of me and*chew my ear whenever he felt like

it, night and day? Not on his life. “No,” I said, “thirty a week for thirty

hours.”

It hurt him to put out dough. I could see what a labor it was fot

his soul just to think about it.

Finally he said, “Okay, when you work out. Twenty-five to start.”

“No, thirty, I told you.”

He cried, “Why do you put me through this t-terrible haggle*? It’s

really t-terrible. What the devil! It defeats the whole purpose.” His

look was positively full of hatred. But he hired me anyway.

From day to day he changed his plan. First he wanted to do the

historical section and assigned me to read Max Weber, Tawney, and
Marx. Next I had to drop all this to start research on a pamphlet on
philanthropy. He hated all philanthropist millionaires and wanted to

hit all the puntanical rich who looked so bad and felt so unhappy He
named some of his cousins among them, so I could see it was all a fam-
ily affair. Even the big brazen Wall Street louse with his suckers full

of blood did more good in the form of a devil than these rich men who
were worried, he said, like everybody else. Simply worried. And he’d

rave against them by the hour.

I was used to enthusiastic projects that would never leave the in-

ventor’s hangar. Like Emhom’s indexed Shakespeare back m the old
days. And I really understood that Robey wanted from me what Ein-
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horn had wanted, the very same thing, namely, a listener He was on
the telephone continually or sending the car for me or hunting for me
in the library or waitmg outside classrooms for me all the time

The first few months he heaped readings on me I never could have
gotten through all those Greeks and Fathers and histories of Rome and
the Eastern Empire and whatnot in years I don’t even know that any-

body should want to wade through so much stuff But it suited me fine

to sit in the library amid a heap of books

Twice a week we had official conferences I’d come with my note-

books ready to answer his questions with quotations and paraphrases

It was ail nght when he was businesslike, but he had peculiar moods,
when his voice straggled, he was in woe, his hair in spikes and his

color bloodshot, tears or anger in his voice, and much too vexed and
bothered to talk to me about Aristotle and theones of happiness and
so forth. He sometimes gave me some real jolts and astonishments.

As when, looking for him through the mansion one day, I found him
standing on a kitchen chair, wrapped in his bathrobe, pumping Flit

into a cupboard while hundreds of roaches rushed out practically

clutching their heads and falling from the walls. What a moment that

was! He wildly raised hell as he worked the spray gun, full of lust,

and breathed as loudly as the spray itself while the animals landed as

thick as beans or beat it, crazy, like an Oklahoma land rush, m every

direction.

Caught by me like this, Robey tried to swallow down his emotions

and to act as though he didn’t hate the cockroaches or kill them with

thnllmg satisfaction. It was kind of too bad he couldn’t admit it.

Moreover, I knew I had barged in at the wrong moment and that

he’d hold it against me. He wouldn’t be able to help it.

He gave a bad twitch, as if I had touched him m the small of the

back, and came down from the chair. *Tt’s just too much. They’re

r-r-running away with the hou-hou—the house. I put a slice of bread

in the toaster and a roach po-popped up toasted with the bread, so I

couldn’t t-take it any more.”

All his rage, like an ember eating a hole through straw, suddenly

was out, and he led me to the salon where in the sunlight was seen

much busted-out stuffing and tears in buttonless royal green velvet

and dust. He wiped the oily killer j'uice off on his gown, saying, “Did

you work up that Italian Renaissance stuff for me about the p-princes

and the h-humanists? How they suffered without God!” he said, look-

ing off, “But they were godlike themse-selves. What courage! And ter-

rible, t-t-too But it had to happen, that m-man would dare.”
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In the autumn he lost his grip on himself He went on giving me
assignments and I collected my thirty bucks with a free conscience,

but he didn’t do any work
I had often wondered what sort of women he went around with

when unmarried, whether spiffy whores or ladies of his own set, or

Back-of-the-Yards pickups, or nice httie univeisity girls, or what. I

was surprised He went for ordinary strippers from the Near North

Side, from Clark Street, Broadway, Rush, and those parts, who were

rough on him m their dealings And as if it were a just punishment he

took It from them and even smiled He tned to sell me on these girls,

but I had taken up once more with Sophie Geratis He mostly seemed

to want me to come with him Which I did a few times to North Side

joints One stripper insulted him about the beard, he bowed to this

Only his red eyes, which he didn’t take off her—she was dressed now,

wearing a gray tailored suit—^were something scandalous But he

merely said pedantically, “In the old days of Elizabeth the barbers

had lutes and guitars in the shop so the gentlemen waiting could sing

and play It was because the beards and the lovelocks took so long to

fix.”

On the same evenmg as he made this mild observation he went on

a rampage and tore the meter off in a taxi. I was supposed to get out

at Fifty-fifth Street but I worried lest the driver sock him for this and
so took him home first.

But he gave me a rough time just the same. He was very sensitive

and wanted my good opinion; however, he was extremely variable,

humble one minute and making sure of his money’s worth the next,

and yelling or being sullen, sticking out his big red mouth in unhappi-

ness or anger. I remember one day m particular. There were snow
and sunshine all around, and it was fresh and beautiful, but he was
in a nasty mood, prodding his hands knuckle to knuckle in the pigskm

gloves. He bitched at me and kept on and on. So I said, “You don’t

want me to work for you. You want somebody who’ll take this lousy

nervousness from you ” And I wrapped my old coat around me, which

was a camel’s hair going bald in places, and set off across the yard He
came after me to take it all back In the thick powder of snow I had

on overshoes, but he came on in his fine tan shoes which were slipper-

like, saying, “Augie, let’s not have a fight. For the love of God. Listen,

I’m sorry.” But I went on. good and mad. And that evening he phoned
me and asked me to come and get him downtown I could hear that

thmgs weren’t right. He said he’d be at the Pump Room, than which

few places were considered niftier in the city. When I got there and
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asked for him, two knickered footmen brought him out. He was drunk,

mute, numb, and could scarcely budge a feature of his face or work
his tongue.

Little by little he had come to depend on me Somewhat like Einhom
in the old days, he had found I wouldn’t take advantage of him and

that I was dependable And with his peculiarity and confusion, down-
right Guiana jungle manifestations or freaks that the power of Me will

squeeze into sometimes, there nevertheless was something m him that

drew me Just that power, no doubt, tormenting his humanity and

tormented in return And while he was a bachelor and shared that

mansion with his sister Caroline—^well, she didn’t do him much good.

She was screwy And when she found I had been in Mexico she took a

shine to me, telievmg herself Spanish. She wrote me notes, such as,

''Eres muy Guapo/' And now and then a telegram arrived, like.

Amigo, que te vaya con toda suerte, Carolina/' She was tembly

scrambled, poor woman.
After all, I had taken care of my brother George. That ability or

quality was with me yet, and sometimes people sensed it.

Sometimes I wished I could become a shoemaker too.



CHAPTER XXII

In my old room up at Owens’ which I finally got back I went along

with the changes of the times, mdustnal, military, scientific Personally

I experienced steep variations myseif, bad news, wasted expenditures,

wicked dreams, wizard happenings like the appearance of animals in

the heat of evenings to desert Fathers, still I am thankful to say that

as I view It I was not harmed The^pohce couldn’t have had any com-
plaint against me, regardless of what the moralists might have had The
worse offenses were in my imagination, where such belong, while like

a big and busy enterprise that tries to cover all it can, I also brooded

in my higher mind over my course of life. I came to certain conclusions

too, which were sometimes fragmentary—such as, The reason for soli-

tude can only be reunion, or. Oh, it’s very tiring to have your own opin-

ions on everything—but other times were very full indeed, as will be

shown m due course I rambled around Chicago, my sociable self as

always. But I was reverberating still from the plucks and pulls of Mex-
ico. Thea didn’t write, having disappeared for good to some blue shores

of the ancient seas, probably on the trail of flamingos, with some new
lover who would understand her no better than I did, and camping on

a parapet with her gims and nooses, cameras, long-distance glasses.

She’d pass into old age like this and never be any different

I wasn’t getting any younger myself, and my friends would make
pleasantries about my appearance, which wasn’t at all prosperous. I

smiled minus a couple of teeth of the lower line and was somewhat
smeared, or knocked, kissed by the rocky face of claspmg experience.

My hair grew upward, copious, covermg my old mountain hunter’s

scars. Undeniably I had a touch of the green of cousin Five Properties’

eyes in my own, and I went along whiffing a cigar and lacking any air

of steady application to tasks, forgetful, elliptical, gleeful sometimes,

but ah, more larky formerly than now. While I mused I often picked
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up objects off the street because they looked to me like coins; slugs,

metals from bottletops, and tinfoil scraps buried, thus obviously hoping

for a lucky break. Also I wished somebody would die and leave me
everything This was bad, for who could benefit me by dying that I

shouldn’t love and want to keep on earth‘d And what good did finding

coins do, even if each was a quarter, in the consummation and final

form of my life'? Why, no good, friends, not the least bit.

It also gave amusement that I was after a teaching certificate for

grade school, for I hardly looked to be the type, I suppose Yet this

I was persistent about I loved the practice teaching It moved me
while I did It, it was no problem to be my natural self with the kids

—

as why, God help us, should it be with anyone? But let us not ask ques-

tions whose answers are among the world’s well-kept secrets In the

classroom, or outside in the playground holleration, smelling pee in

the hall, hearing the piano tumbles from the music room, among the

busts, maps, and chalk-dust sunbeams, I was happy. I felt at home. I

wanted to give the kids my best and tell them all I knew.

At this same school, teaching Latm and algebra, was my onetime

neighbor, Kayo Obermark Bushy, sloppy, and fat, he used to lie on

his bed at Owens’ when he had the room next to mine in his underpants,

his thighs curl-haired and feet smelly, and stare at the wall with deter-

mined thought as he put out cigarettes behind him without looking in

the grease of an old skillet in which he fried salami He kept a milk

bottle by the bed to do duty in, disliking trips to the bathroom.

Now the kids were spnngmg like locusts around him while he walked

in the schoolyard, sullen, like an emperor. His face was big, moody,

white, unevenly scraped Crumbled Kleenexes stuck to him, he smelled

of a cold and sounded snotty. But he wasn’t really sullen, this was just

his dignity, and I was pleased that he was a teacher here.

He said, “I saw you dnve up here in your car.”

“It started this morning for a change.” I did in fact own a ten-year-

old Buick on which a very pleasant guy had gypped me like fury. It

wouldn’t start on cold mornings and was a trial to me. I put in two bat-

teries on Padilla’s advice but there was a fundamental defect m that the

rods were bent. However, with a push it would go, and as it had a

rumble seat and a long hood it looked powerful.

“Are you married yet*?” said Kayo.

“No, I’m sorry to say
”

“I have a son,” he said proudly. “You better get on the ball. Don’t

you have anybody? Women are easy to get. It’s your duty to have sons.

There was an old philosopher caught by his disciple behind the Stoa
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with a woman, and he said, ‘Mock not^ I plant a man ’ But Fve been

hearing all kinds of things about you, that you went to Mexico with a

circus or carnival and that you were nearly assassinated too

He was in quite a mood, and he walked me round the schoolyard

several times, being extremely kind in his haughty way and quoting

various poems m his tense tenor voice

Perish strife, both from among gods and men,

And wrath which maketh even him that is considerate

cruel,

Which getteth up in the heart of a man like smoke.

And the taste thereof is sweeter than drops of honey.

Les vrais voyageurs sont ceux-la seuls qui partent

Pour partir, cceurs legers, semblables aux ballons,

De leur fatalite jamais ils ne s'ecartent,

Et, sans savoir pourquoi, disent toujoiirs, Allons!

This last was probably aimed at me and accused me of being too

light of heart and ignorantly saymg good-by I seemed to have critics

everywhere ’ However, for a cold day this had a very bright sun, the

trains were passing m blackness over an embankment of yellow con-

crete, the kids were screaming and whirling over the whole vast play

yard, around the flagpole and m and out of the portables, and I felt

especially stirred

“You should get married,” said Kayo
“Fd like to. I think about it often. As a matter of fact I dreamed last

night that I was, but it wasn’t so pleasant. I was very disturbed. It

started out all right I came home from work and there were gorgeous

little birds by the window, and I smelled barbecue. My wife was very

handsome, but her beautiful eyes were filled with tears and twice as big

as normal. ‘Lu, what’s the matter?’ I said She said, The children were

born unexpectedly this afternoon and I’m so ashamed I’ve hidden

them.’ ‘But why? What’s there to be ashamed of*?’ ‘One of them is a calf,’

she said, ‘and the other is a bug of some kind ’ T can’t believe it Where
are they?’ ‘I didn’t want the neighbors to see, so I put them behind the

piano.’ I felt terrible But still they were our children and it wasn’t right

that they should be behind the piano, so I went to look But there on

a chair behind the upright, who should be sitting but my mother—^who,

as you know, is blind. I said, ‘Mama, what are you sitting here for'^

Where are the children*?’ And she looked at me with sort of pity and

said, ‘Oh, my son, what are you doing? You must do nght.’ Then I
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Started to sob. I felt full of tragedy, and I said, Isn’t that what I want
to do?’”

“Ah, you poor guy,” said Kayo, sorry for me. “You’re no worse

than anybody else, don’t you know that?”

“I really should simplify my existence. How much trouble is a person

required to have"? I mean, is it an assignment I have to carry out? It

can’t be, because the only good I ever knew of was done by people

when they were happy But to tell you the truth, Kayo, since you are

the kind of guy who will understand it, my pride has always been hurt

by my not being able to give an account of myself and always being

manipulated Reality comes from giving an account of yourself, and
that’s the worst of being helpless Oh, I don’t mean like the swimmer
on the sea or the child on the grass, which is the innocent being in the

great hand of Creation, but you can’t he down so innocent on objects

made by man,” I said to him. “In the world of nature you can trust, but

m the world of artifacts you must beware. There you must know, and

you can’t keep so many things on your mind and be happy ‘Look on

my works ye mighty and despair’’ Well, never mind about Ozymandias

now being just trunkless legs, in his*'day the humble had to live in his

shadow, and so do we live under shadow, with acts of faith in func-

tioning of inventions, as up in the stratosphere, down in the subway,

crossing bridges, going through tunnels, rising and falling in elevators

where our safety is given in keeping Things done by man which over-

shadow us. And this is true also of meat on the table, heat in the pipes,

print on the paper, sounds in the air, so that all matters are alike, of the

same weight, of the same rank, the caldron of God’s wrath on page one

and Wieboldt’s sale on page two. It is all external and the same. Well,

then what makes your existence necessary, as it should be? These

technical achievements which try to make you exist in their way?”

Kayo said, not much surprised by this, “What you are talking about

is moha—^a Navajo word, and also Sanskrit, meaning opposition of the

finite. It is the Bronx cheer of the conditioning forces Love is the only

answer to moha, being infinite. I mean all the forms of love, eros, agape,

libido, philia, and ecstasy. They are always the same but sometimes

one quality dominates and sometimes another Look, I’m glad we’ve

had this chance to meet again. You seem to have become a much more

serious fellow. Why don’t you come and meet my wife? My mother-in-

law lives with us and she’s kind of a dull old woman who fusses about

everything, but we can ignore her. She’s a big help with the kid inci-

dentally. But she’s always giving me an earful about how my brother-

in-law IS doing so well for himself. He’s a radio-repair man and a real
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fool But come to dinner and we can have some conversation I want

to show you my kid too.”

So I did go home with him; that was kind of Kayo But his wife was
unfriendly, highly suspicious. The child was very nice, for bis age, of

course, which was young While I was there the brother-in-law came
over; he was mterested in the Buick, which fortunately was running

well that night He asked me questions, attracted by the rumble seat,

and then drove it around and offered to buy it. I set a moderate price,

taking some loss but never mentioning the bent rods, I am ashamed

to say

Well, he wanted to buy it nght off, so we went to his house where he

gave me a check for one hundred and eighty dollars on the Continental

Illmois But then he wouldn’t let me get out of the house. Jokingly he

said I should let him win back some of his money at poker. His wife

played too Obviously they were going to try to stnp me. Kayo had to

sit in on the game as well, so it would look friendly. It was really an

attempted swindle We sat at the circular table by the stove with a pot

of coffee and condensed milk and^ pl^y^d far into the night. The work-

bench with Its busted radios was nght there in the large kitchen The
husband got angry at the wife because she lost. If she had won they’d

have won double, but smce she lost he swore at her and she screamed

at him Kayo lost too. I was the only winner and would rather not

have been. In fact I refunded Kayo’s money on the way home. But then

the brother-m-law slopped the check two days later, and I had to come
and fetch the car, for it wouldn’t run. There was an angry scene. And
Kayo was very put out and wouldn’t talk much to me at school for a

time, though he eventually thawed out. I guess I really shouldn’t have

sold the car without telling of the bent rods.

Sophie Geratis, my friend of hotel-organizer days, was married now
but wanted to divorce her husband and marry me. She told me he had

a vice with other men and didn’t pay attention to her at all. He gave her

charge accounts and a car but he wanted her only as window dressing.

His business was to sell a product to greenhouses, and this certain

product was a monopoly, so his life was easy and he was chauffeured

every day in his homburg hat and gloves around the hothouse belt of

the city. Therefore Sophie spent a lot of time with me, fixing up my
room at Owens’ as it had never been fixed up before. She wondered

that I would sleep on a pillow without a pillowcase, and she brought

over several. “You’re stingy,” she told me. “You’re not Just sloppy, you

appreciate good things.” She was right. Sophie was very intelligent,

never mind that she had been a chambermaid. About some thmgs I
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was tight. When I went into a good bar or club I would feel my pocket

and worry about the check. Naturally she knew this “But also I know
that you give your dough away if somebody touches you the right way
That’s not good either And there’s that car of yours, but that’s just

plain dumbness You were a knucklehead to buy it,”

With her floating wide gaze, brown and slow, Sophie was very pretty

In addition to which, as I’ve said, she had gifts of the mind, though she

was inclmed to use them in a scornful way. She wouldn’t use the fancy

charge accounts her husband gave her. Wearing a hat of Polish flowers

she had bought at Goldblatt’s she would wash her things m my sink

She was in her slip and smoked a cigarette The paradoxical part is

that she was a very tender person, she was good to me, and not just

because she needed me but somehow just the reverse, because I needed

her. However, I wasn’t prepared to marry.

“We’d get along fine if I fitted in more with your ambitions,” she

said “I’m all nght for bed, but not to marry When that other girl came
to fetch you, you dropped me m a second. You probably would be

ashamed of me You have the mosjt use for me when you’re feeling

weak or low. I know you Nothing is ever good enough for you to stick

to. Your old man must have been some aristocrat bastard
”

“I doubt It My brother says he drove a truck for a laundry on Marsh-

field I never thought that he was a hotshot. Besides, he found my
mother working m a Wells Street loft.”

“You don’t really want me, do you?”

Well, she meant why wasn’t I going to set my feet on a path of life

and stop looking over the field Why, there was nothing that I longed

for more than that. Let it come' Let there be consummation, and super-

fluity be finished from the next drop of the pendulum onward! Let the

necessity for the mystical great things of life, which, not satisfied, lives

in us as the father of secret miseries, be fulfilled and have a chance to

show It’s not the devil himself. Did Sophie think I didn’t want to have

a wife, and sons and daughters, or be busy at my appropnate daily

work? I stood up then and there and told her how entirely wrong she

was about me.

“What are we waiting for?” she said, glad “Let’s start! I’ll be a good

wife to you, you know I will. I need to begin too.”

Then I got red and embarrassed, and my tongue wouldn’t move.

“See*?” she said with sad frankness and wide, shadowed, rouged

mouth while the electric light shone down on her clear bare shoulders

“I ain’t good enough. Well, who is*^”

I wasn’t marrying just yet, that was what I said. But what Sophie
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had to tell me was what my Cossack pal also had meant, that time he

hurt my pride. What he had really meant to say to me, as I sensed im
fallibly and right off, was that I couldn’t be hurt enough by the fate

of other people. He should have known, as he himself was wandenng
from here to there, and what should he be kicking around for, from
Moscow to Turkestan, to Arabia, to Pans, Singapore'^ Nobody gets out

of these pains like a pilgrim, looking at temples and docks and smoking
cigarettes past the bone heaps of history and over many times digested

soil, there where people stayed at home and caught it in the neck

So Sophie’s face, which was maturer now than the pretty face in the

union office that I had fibrst seen, was hurt But she didn’t quit me this

time as when, after Thea knocked at the door, she suddenly had cov-

ered the backs of her thighs. By now she knew, I reckon, how much
disappointment is in the taste of existence. But I didn’t wish to marry

her. She would have scolded me for my own good too much, I thought

So this one more soul I would fly by, that wanted something from me.

“You’re waiting for that girl,” she said with envy, wrongly.

I said, “No, m never see her again
”

Nevertheless I was getting somewhere, you mustn’t go entirely by
appearances. I was coming to some particularly important conclusions.

In fact I was lying on my couch in the state of grand summary one after-

noon, still in my bathrobe and having called off all duties in the inspira-

tion of the day, when Clem Tambow arrived, full of an idea of his own.

I don’t believe Clem had many of the vices that lead to damnation,

but such as they were they were very evident on this occasion—^late

rising, puffiness, double-breasted slovenliness of the kind that old

gentleman La Bruyere thought so sordid, tobacco stink, Imt, and cat

hairs on him, kept up by dime-store purchase and cheap accommoda-
tion, as in aftershave lotion, Sta-comb, artificial silk socks, and so forth,

besides his lordly self-abuse look Be that as it might, he had been

lying in bed too this solemn brown Chicago day and working also on a

scheme

He was going out into professional life As soon as he got his psychol-

ogy degree in the winter he aimed to get an office in one of the older

s%scrapers on Dearborn near Jackson and set up as a vocational-

guidance counselor

''You?'" I said. “You never did a day’s work in your life!”

“That’s what makes me so ideal,” he answered, ready for me. “I’m

relaxed. No bunk, Augie. You remember Benny Fry from the pool-

room? He's cleaning up. He does marriage counseling too, and gives

rabbit tests,”
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“If it’s the same guy I’m thinking of, the one who wore the elevator

shoes, didn’t they have him in court last month for a phony?”

“Yes, but we can do the same thing legitimately
”

“I don’t want to throw cold water,” I said, still full of my own experi-

ence “But how will you get clients?”

“Oh, that’s no problem Do people seem to you to know what they

want‘d They beg you to tell them So we’ll be the experts they come to.”

“Oh no, Clem. Not ‘we
’ ”

“Augie, I want you to come into this with me. I don’t like to go

into things by myself I’ll give the aptitude tests and you do the inter-

views With the new Rogers nondirective technique you let them do the

talking anyway. There’s nothing to it. Listen here, you can’t go on from

one screwball job to another,”

“I know, but Clem, something has just happened to me today.”

“You’re just being stubborn again,” he said. “We can clean up in this

racket.”

“No, Clem What could I do for these guys or women*? I’d be

ashamed to take their dough in this kind of an employment bureau ”

‘‘Oh, bushwah! You don’t send guys out on jobs, you teU them what

they’re good for. This is modem activity. Modem activity is entirely

different
”

“Stop arguing,” I said severely. “Can’t you see something has hap-

pened to me too today?” Then he saw that I really was moved. I made

a lengthy declaration, which I remember went somewhat as follows:

“I have a feelmg,” I said, “about the axial lines of life, with respect

to which you must be straight or else your existence is merely clownery,

hiding tragedy I must have had a feeling since I was a kid about these

axial Imes whicITmade me want to have my existence on them, and so

I have said ‘no’ like a stubborn fellow to all my persuaders, just on the

obstinacy of my memory of these lines, never entirely clear. But lately

I have felt these thrilling lines again. When striving stops, there they are

as a gift. I was lying on the couch here before and they suddenly went

quivering right straight through me. Tmth, love, peace, bounty, use-

fulness, harmony! And all noise and grates, distortion, chatter, distrac-

tion, effort, superfluity, passed off hke something unreal. And I believe

that any man at any time can come back to these axial lines, even if

an unfortunate bastard, if he will be quiet and wait it out. The ambition

of something special and outstanding I have always had is only a boast

chat distorts this knowledge from its origin, which is the oldest knowl-

edge, older than the Euphrates, older than the Ganges. At any time

life can come together again and man be regenerated, and doesn’t have
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to bo a god or public servant like Osins who gets tom apart annually

for the sake of the common prosperity, but the man himself, finite and

taped as he is, can still come where the axial lines are. He will be

brought into focus. He will hve with true joy. Even his pains will be

joy if they are true, even his helplessness will not take away his power,

even wandenng will not take him away from himself, even the big social

jokes and hoaxes need not make him ndiculous, even disappointment

after disappointment need not take away his love. Death will not be

temble to him if life is not. The embrace of other true people will take

away his dread of fast change and short life And this is not imaginary

stuff, Qem, because I bring my entire life to the test.”

“You really are a persistent and obstinate type of a guy,” said Clem.

‘T thought if I knew more my problem would be simplified, and

maybe I should complete my formal education. But since I’ve been

working for Robey I have reached the conclusion that I couldn’t utilize

even ten per cent of what I already knew I’ll give you an example. I

read about King Arthur’s Round Table when I was a kid, but what

am I ever going to do about it? My heart was touched by sacrifice and

pure attempts, so what should I do? Or take the Gospels How are you

supposed to put them to use*^ Why, they’re not utihzable! And then

you go and pile on top of that more advice and information Anything

that just adds information that you can’t use is plain dangerous Any-

way, there’s too much of everything of this kind, thafs come home to

me, too much history and culture to keep track of, too many details,

too much news, too much example, too much influence, too many guys

who tell you to be as they are, and all this hugeness, abundance, turbu-

lence, Niagara Falls torrent Which who is supposed to interpret? Me?
I haven’t got that much head to master it ail. I get earned away. It

doesn’t give my feelings enough of a chance if I have to store up and

become like an encyclopedia. Why, just as a question of time spent in

getting prepared for life, look^ a man could spend forty, fifty, sixty years

like that inside the wails of his own being And all great experience

would only take place within the walls of his being And all high con-

versation would take place within those walls. And all achievement

would stay within those walls And all glamour too. And even hate,

monstrousness, enviousness, murder, would be inside them. This would

be only a terrible, hideous dream about existing. It’s better to dig

ditches and hit other guys with your shovel than die in the walls.”

“Well, come on, what are you trying to prove?”

“I don’t want to prove a single thing, not a thmg Do you think I

have this kind of ambition to stand out and prove something? Almost
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everybody I ever knew wanted to show m some way how he held the

world together This only comes from feeling the strain of holding

yourself together, and it gets exaggerated into the whole world from the

hard labor you put into it But it doesn’t take hard labor Or at least

shouldn’t You don’t do that The world is held for you So I don’t want

to be representative or exemplary or head of my generation or any

model of manhood All I want is something of my own, and bethink my-

self. This is why Fm sounding off now and am so excited I want a place

of my own. If it was on Greenland’s icy mountain, I’d take and go to

Greenland, and I’d never loan myself again to any other guy’s scheme ”

“So tell me before I die from impatience, what’s this deal of yours'^”

“I aim to get myself a piece of property and settle down on it Right

here m lUmois would suit me fine, though I wouldn’t object to Indiana

or Wisconsin Don’t worry, I’m not thinking about becoming a farmer,

though I might do a little farming, but what I’d like most is to get

married and set up a kind of home and teach school I’ll marry—of

course my wife would have to agree with me about this—and then Fd
get my mother out of the blind-home and my brother George up from

the South I think Simon might give me some dough to get a start. Oh,

I don’t expect to set up the Happy Isles I don’t consider myself any

Prospero I haven’t got the build I have no daughter I never was a

king, for instance No, no, I’m not looking for any Pindar Hyperborean

dwellmg with the gods m ease a tearless life, never aging
—

”

“This is the most fantastic thing I ever heard come out of you yet.

It’s a scheme worthy of your mind It makes me proud of you, kind of,

though I’m also appalled when I think of the things you must think

about when you look so calm and restful. But where are you going to

get the kids for your school?”

“I thought maybe I could get accredited with the state or county,

or whoever does it, as a foster-parent, and get kids from institutions.

This way the board and keep would be taken care of, and we’d have

these kids.”

“Plus children of your own?”
“Of course I’d love to have my own little children. I long for little

children. And these kids from mstitutions who have had it rough
—

”

“And who might turn out to be little John Diilingers or Basil Bang-

harts or Tommy O’Connors But I know what you’re hoping. You think

you’ll love them so they’ll turn into little Michelangelos and Tolstois,

and you’ll give them their chance m life and rescue them, so you’ll be

their saint and holy father But if you make them so good, how will they

get along m the world? They’ll have to pass their whole life all alone.”
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“No, really, I could live with them. I’d be very happy I’d fix rp a

shop for woodwork Maybe I’d even learn how to repair my own car

My brother George could be the shoemaking instructor Maybe Fd
study languages so I could teach them. My mother could sit on the

porch and the animals would come around her, by her shoes, the

roosters and the cats Maybe we could start a tree nursery.”

“You do too want to be a king,” said Clem. “You sonofabitch, you
want to be the kind goddam king over these women and children and
your half-wit brother. Your father ditched the family, and you did

your share of ditching too, so now you want to make up for it.”

“You can always find bad motives,” I said “There are always bad
motives So all I can say is I don’t want to have them I don’t know
about my unfortunate father—^he seems to have done as most others,

get in and then take off. Seemingly for liberty Most likely for other

trouble or suffering But why should I want to cheat on a thing like

this, when I’m looking for something lasting and durable and trying

to get where those axial lines are? I realize this may not sound like

such a great scheme to many peQple But I know I can’t have much
of a chance to beat life at its greatest complication and meshuggah

power, so I want to start in lower down, and simpler
”

“I wish you luck,” he said “But I don’t think it ever can happen.”

Well, now I had this sterling idea, my project. I was at the turning

point. For a while I thought seriously that I might marry Sophie but

that was m my hurry to make a start. When all of a sudden—^wham’ the

war broke out on that terrible Sunday afternoon, and then there was

nothing but war that you could think about I got carried away im-

mediately. Overnight I had no personal notions at all. Where had they

gone to? They were on the bottom somewhere. It was just the war I

cared about and I was on fire. How much are you required to care

when such an event comes? Me, I cared like anything At first I went

off my rocker, I hated the enemy, I couldn’t wait to go and fight. I was

a madman in the movies and yelled and clapped m the newsreel. Well,

what you terribly need you take when you get the chance, I reckon.

After a while, if I thought of my great idea, I told myself that after

the war Fd get a real start, but I couldn’t do it while the whole earth

was busy in this hell-making project, or man-eating Saturns were pick-

ing guys up left and right around me. I went around and made a speech

to my pals, much to the amazement of people, about the universal ant

heap the enemy would establish if they won, a fate nobody could escape

then, mankmd under one star of government, a human desert rolling
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Dp to monster pyramids of power. A few centuries after, and on this

same earth’s surface, under the same sun and moon, where there once

had been men like gods there would be nothing but this bug-humanity

that would make itself as weird as the threatening universe outside and

would imitate it by creating human mechanical regularity as invariable

as physical laws. Obedience would be God, and freedom the Devil,

There wouldn’t any new Moses arise to lead an exodus, because amidst

the new pyramids there wouldn’t any new Moses be bred. Oh yes, I

got up on my hindlegs like an orator and sounded off to everyone.

Then I went to volunteer, but it turned out that Bizcocho had rup-

tured me. The Army and Navy doctors had me cough for them and
agreed that I had inguinal hernia. They recommended that I be oper-

ated on, which was free of charge.

So I went to County Hospital to have this done. I didn’t mention it

to Mama, never telling her of such thmgs Sophie said, “You’re abso-

lutely nuts, going under the knife while well and having an out from the

draft.” She took it personally Her husband was being inducted, which

was all the more reason for me to sUck around, and if I was going to

the hospital that meant I didn’t want her However, she saw me through,

Clem also dropped around to see me in the ward, and so did Simon,

but Sophie was there every visitmg hour.

The operation was rough on me, and when it was done I couldn’t

stand straight for a long time and went slightly bent over.

The hospital was mobbed and was like Lent and Carnival battling.

This was Harrison Street, where Mama and I used to come for her

specs, and not far from where I had io go once to identify that dead

coal heaver, the thundery gloom, bare stone brown, while the red cars

lumbered and clanged Every bed, window, separate frame of accom-

modation, every corner was filled, hke the walls of Troy or the streets

of Clermont when Peter the Hermit was preachmg. Shruggers, hob-

blers, truss and harness wearers, crutch-dancers, wall inspectors, wheel-

chair people m bandage helmets, woimd smells and drug flowers blos-

soming from gauze, from colorful horrors and out of the deep sinks

Not far the booby-hatch voices would scream, sing, and chirp and

sound like the tropical bird collection of Lincoln Park On warm days

I went up to the roof and had a look at the city. Around was Chicago

In its repetition it exhausted your imagination of details and units, more

units than the cells of the brain and bncks of Babel. The Ezekiel

caldron of wrath, stoked with bones. In time the caldron too would

melt, A mysterious tremor, dust, vapor, emanation of stupendous effoit

traveled with the air, over me on top of the great establishment, so full
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as it was, and over the clinics, clinks, factories, flophouses, morgue,

skid row. As before the work of Egypt and Assyria, as before a sea,

you’re nothing here. Nothing.

Simon came to see me and threw a bag of oranges on the bed. He
bawled me out that I hadn’t gone to a private hospital. His temper was

bad and nothing and nobody was spared in his glare.

But they were letting me out, so why fuss? I was still stooped, as if

stitched in the wrong places, but they said it was just temporary.

Well and good, I got back to the South Side and found that Padilla

had a girl staymg in my room, his guest, and he moved me into his own

place. This was just a formality that the young lady occupied my room,

and sheer etiquette, because he did too. He was never at home Over

at the university he was working in the uranium project.

Where he hved was a little stale-air flat in a tenement. The plaster

stuck on the laths mostly by the force of the paint. The neighbors were

relief families, night owls who walked to the window at 4 p m. in

their skivvies curiously to greet the day, chicks, Filipinos neat and

sharp, drunk old women and gloomy guys. After a descent of many

flights you came out of this structure and crossed an entry of unusual

architectural fantasy, horizontally long, a Chmese hothouse where

nothing grew beneath the vermihon frames but sundry sticks, old

Tribunes of the cats and dogs, trash. In the street, by cylinders of

garbage cans, you were just a step from a place of worship for Buddhists

that was formerly a church. Then a chop-suey joint. Then a handbook

behind, as usual, a dummy cigar store where the shoppers were with

racing forms, and the retired, or precinct leaders, and heavy on their

feet cigar chewers, and cops I wasn’t feelmg very keen while in this

tenement. It took me many long months to get better, and I was doing

very poorly. And about this time I got a letter from Thea, APO San

Francisco, telling me that she had married an Air Force captain. She

felt she should tell me, but she maybe shouldn’t have, because the grief

of it laid me up. My eyes sunk even deeper than before, and my hands

and feet were cold, and I lay in Padilla’s dirty bed, feeling sick and

broken up.

Naturally I couldn’t be comforted by Sophie. It wasn’t even the

right thing to do, to accept comfort from her and not teU her the

trouble. It was Qem I told how broken up I was.

“I know how it is. I had an affair with a copper’s daughter and she

did the same to me last year,” he said. “She married some gambler and

went to Florida. Anyway, you told me long ago it was over.”

“It was,” I said.
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""But I see you Marches are a romantic family. I keep running into

your brother with a blond doll. Even Einhom has seen them. He was

being carried piggyback from the Oriental Theatre, from Lou Holtz

over to see Juno and the Paycock—he doesn’t go out often, and when
he does, as you know, he hkes a full day. And while he was riding m
his black cape on Lome Elimelek, the ex-welter, whom should he

bump into but Simon and this broad. By his description the same broad.

A zaftige piece too, in a mink stole.”

“Poor Charlotte,” I said, thinking at once of my sister-in-law.

“What’s the matter with Charlotte? You mean that Charlotte doesn’t

understand about leading a double life? A woman with money and not

know that? Double if not more? When it’s practically the law of the

land^”

So I had something more to think about during my convalescence,

when I wanted to be gone fiom Chicago anyhow, to where world events

were thick

One day I was on the West Side. I had gone to take Mama for a

walk in Douglas Park. It was good for us both, as I still dragged some-

what. Douglas Park m a cold sunlight, mossy, benches not well kept

up m wartime, with elderly folks on them, newspapers, furs, stucco

walls—^paper sailing wild over the lagoon Mama was beginning to have

the aging stiffness and was somewhat bowlegged; she enjoyed the cold

air though, and still had her calm smooth color of health.

I was taking her back to the Home when Simon’s car drew up beside

us. A woman, not Charlotte, was with him. I saw the fur stole and
golden hair. Right away Simon, with smiles, wigwagged that Mama
wasn’t to be aware of her. Then he came out on the sidewalk and it

seemed just plain not good enough for him, this West Side concrete so

powerfully cracked and with grocers’ and butchers’ sawdust. He looked

veiy good From the shell cordovans to the ruby pomts of his cuffimks,

tlie shirt white on white, most likely a Sulka tie, a Strook coat, every-

tnmg handstitched and not intended just for cover like a Crusoe goat-

skin. I have to confess that, arriving like this, he was enviable to see.

Was he here to visit Mama? Or to point her out to the girl? To iden-

tify me for her he said, with pleasure, “WeU, my brother! Isn’t this a

swell surprise! Why don’t I ever see you? And, Mama, how are you?”

An arm around each of us, he turned us to face the car, where the girl

acknowledged us, friendly. "Tt’s great the family’s together,” he said.

I wondered whether Mama felt him acting toward someone; maybe
she did. But how would she in her innocence have known what to think

about these two specially treated or gardened, enveloped in jfinery,
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pampered bodies that traveled on the Cadillac chassis and high cush-

ions like a pair of carnival Romans cruising the Corso, this high-

breasted girl and Simon?

He was making real dough now A company he had invested m was
manufacturing a gimmick for the Army When he told me how the

money poured in he always laughed, as if astonished himself, and said

he hoped to catch up with my millionaire, Robey, and write a book
himself Then Fd be his helper. A crack I didn’t like Robey, by the

way, was getting ready to go to Washington He didn’t seem able to

explain why but just had to go
Simon said, *T just stopped to find out if you were all nght, Ma I

can’t stay. And I’m taking Augie with me ”

“Go, boys,” she said She wanted us to have, business together

We took her up the stone stairs and let her into the Home When
we were alone Simon said, and meant every word of it, “Before you
start to think any different, I love this girl.”

“You do? Since when'^”

“Quite a while now.”

“But who is she? Where does she come from?”

Smiling, he told me, “She left her husband the same night we met
It was at a night club m Detroit I was there just two days on business

I danced with her and she said she’d never stay another day with this

guy. I said, ‘Come along,’ and she’s been with me ever since.”

“Here, m Chicago?”

“Of course here—^where do you think! Augie, I want you to know
her. It’s time you knew each other She’s alone a lot because—^you can

understand why. She knows all about you. Don’t worry, I told her

nothing but good things All right!” he said, standmg up straight over

me with his advantage in height of an inch or two, the red was in his

cheeks like a polish, or the color of effrontery. He answered my thought

about Charlotte by saying, “I didn’t thmk it would be so hard for you

to understand how this is.”

“No, it’s not so hard.”

“This has nothing to do with Charlotte. I don’t teU Charlotte what

to do. Let her go and do the same.”

“Would she? Can she?”

“That’s her problem if she can’t. My problem—^my problem is

Renee here. And myself ” For a second, as he said “myself,” he looked

grim and somehow in thought followed his soul past lots of dangers,

downward. I couldn’t see what there could be of such danger. 1 didn’t

yet understand. However, I was fascinated by him, by them both.
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“Renee, this is Augie,” he said, turning me down the steps. It was a

hard thing for me to get through my head, after I came to know her,

that she could be so important to him.

Though slight, she certainly was stacked. You could see how her

breasts went on with great richness under her clothes—du monde act

balcon is the way they say it m the capital of sex—and her endowments
went down into, and were visible through, her silk stockings. Extremely

young, her face was made up to some thickness of gold tone, lips drawn

to a foiward point by thick rouge; her lashes and brows seemed to

have gold dust spnnkled and rubbed into them; her hair, golden, ap-

peared added to, like the hair of Versailles; her combs were gold, her

glasses goH-trimmed, and she wore golden jewelry. I was about to say

that she looked immature, but maybe that means that she didn’t bear

this gold freight with the fullest confidence; perhaps only some big

woman could have done that Not necessarily a physical giantess but

a person whose capacity for adornment was really very great. One of

that old sister-society whose pins and barrettes and little jars and combs
from Assyria or Crete he so curious with the wavy prongs and stained

gold and green-gnawed bronze in museum cases—those sacred girls

laid in the bed by the priests to wait for the secret night visit of Atiis

or whoever, the maidens who took part in the hot annual battles of

gardens, amorous ditty smgers, Syrians, Amorites, Moabites, and so

on. The line continuing through femmes gaJantes, courts of love, Aq-
uitaines, mfantas, Medicis, courtesans, wild ladies, down to modern
night clubs or first-class salons of luxury liners and the glamorous pas-

sengers for whom chefs plot their biggest soufHe, pastry-fish, and other

surprises This was what Renee was supposed to be, and m my opinion

she wasn’t entirely. You may think that for this all you have to do is

surrender to mstinct. As if that were so easy^ For start that and how
do you know which instincts are going to come out on top?

Renee seemed like a very suspicious girl to me. Along her nose, like

a light, there was sort of a suspicion and uncertainness.

As soon as Simon had to step out of the car for a few minutes her

first remark was, “I love your brother. The first minute 1 saw him I fell

m love, and 111 love him till I die.” She gave me her hand, in the glove,

to take. “Believe me, Augie.”

As this may have been true it was kmd of a pity that she had to throw

suspicion on it by extra effort. Games and games. Games within games.

Even though, despite the games, somehow there remain things meant
in earnest,

“I want us to know each other,” she went on. “Maybe you don’t
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realize it but Simon watches over you; you mean the world and all to

him. You should hear how he talks about you! He says as soon as you
really settle down to something you’ll become a great man. And I only

want you to consider me as a person who loves Simon and not judge

me harshly.”

‘'Why should I do that? Because of my sister-in-law?”

It made her stiffen, when I mentioned Charlotte But then she saw
I meant no harm.

Simon would speak of Charlotte all the time. It surprised me. He
said to his girl friend, “I want no trouble out of you about her. I respect

her. I’ll never leave her under any circumstances In her way she’s as

close to me as anybody in the world.” He was romantic about Charlotte

too And Renee had to bear it and know she could never have any ex-

clusive claim on him. It didn’t fail to occur to me that I had once done

the same thing after my own style with Thea and Stella, covered myself

from one by putting one in the way of the other, so I wouldn’t be at

the mercy of either. So neither one could do harm Oh, I caught wise to

this. You bet I knew it. It wasn’t as Simon said. It wasn’t even the

common-sense consideration that he and Charlotte owned property

jointly. I tried to explain this and warn him, but I only astonished him.

However, before I tried I waited till I knew the situation well

And how he and Ren6e did was as follows. Nearly every morning he

picked her up at her apartment, she was waiting outside or in a res-

taurant nearby She then drove him to his office, which she didn’t enter

though most of his employees knew her Afterward she went off by her-

self to shop or to do his errands; or she read a magazine and waited

till he’d be free. All day long she was with him or not far off, and then

in the evening she drove him almost to his door and she went back

home m a taxi. And during the day, every hour nearly, there were

crises when they shouted and screamed at each other—she enlarged

her eyes and arched and hardened her neck and he lost his head and

sometimes tried to swat her while his skin wrinkled and teeth set with

fury. He never had done anything about that broken front tooth, by

which I saw in him still, this blond Germanic-lookmg ruddy business-

man and investor, the schoolboy Grandma Lausch had sent to wait on

tables m the resort hotel. The things he and Renee fought about were

usually such as clothes, some gloves, a bottle of Chanel perfume, or the

servant. She didn’t need a servant was what he said, since she was never

at home and could make the bed herself. What was the good of a

woman sitting there? But Ren6e had to have whatever Charlotte had.

She was completely posted on Charlotte, better than a sister, and often
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turned up at the same night club or had tickets to the same musical

Thus she knew how she looked and what she wore, and studied her.

She demanded the same at least, and as long as it was for items like

bags, dresses, lizard shoes, harlequin glasses, Ronson lighter, the de-

mands could be pretty well satisfied But the worst fight took place

when she wanted a car of her own, like Charlotte’s.

“Why, you beggar!” he said “Charlotte has her own money, don’t

you realize that*^”

“But not what you want. Fve got that.”

He roared, “Not you only^ Don’t fool yourself. Lots of women have

it.” And this was one of the few times when he minded my seeing him.

Usually he didn’t seem to care. And she, after her speech about wanting

us to know each other better, assumed she had covered the ground

by so saying and hardly ever spoke to me. “You see how your brother

is'^” she cried.

No, I didn’t see how he was Mainly what I saw was that he was all

the time m a rage, open or disguised.

He’d break out and yell, “Why didn’t you go to the doctor yesterday?

How long are you going to neglect that cough'? How do you know what
you’ve got in your chest?” (Which made me glance toward that chest,

approximately— like any living creature’s, under the furs and the silk,

under the brassiere, under the breasts, it was there ) “No, sir, you did

noi go I checked on you I phoned there, you liar! I bet you thought

I feel too important to phone him about you or am afraid of it getting

back to Charlotte ” (She went to Charlotte’s doctor; but he was the

best doctor ) “Well, I did it You never showed up there You can’t tell

the truth. Never! I doubt if even in bed you ever do. Even when you
say you love me you’re conniving.”

Well, this IS an example of his rage in the form of solicitude.

I couldn’t wait to recover from the hernia and go to the war Let me
get going! I thought. But I wasn’t fit yet, and meantime I had a stopgap

position with a business-machme company. This was a fancy, select

]ob I could only get into it on account of the manpower shortage If

I had stayed with the company I might have turned into a salesman-

prmce, traveling parlor car to St. Paul twice a month, seven good cigars

to the tnp and a dignified descent at the station, breathing wmter steam
and holding a portfolio. But no, I had to get into the service.

“Well, you horse’s foot,” said Simon, “I expected you to live to see

middle age, but I guess you’re too dumb to make it and want to get

yourself wiped out. If you have to go and get shot up, and be in a cast
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and vomit blood, and liem mud and eat potato peel, go! If you get on the

casualty list it will do my business good. What a hell of a deal for Ma
it is to have only one normal son^ And me"? It leaves me alone in the

world The idea of making a buck is my intelligent companion, my
brother not

”

But I went ahead anyway Only I still wasn’t acceptable to the Armj
or the Navy and so I signed with the Merchant Marine and was sched-

uled to leave for Sheepshead Bay to go into training there

Next time I saw Simon I ran into him on Randolph Street and he

didn’t behave as usual. “Let’s go m and have a bite,” he said, for we
were in front of Hennci’s and they had a vat of out-of-season straw-

berries in the window. The waiters knew him but he hardly even an-

swered when they spoke to him, instead of being proud, as would have

been normal When we sat down and he lifted off his hat, the whiteness

of his face gave me a start.

I said, “What’s the matter—^what goes on'^”

“Renee tried to commit suicide last night,” he said “She took sleep-

ing pills. I got there as she was passing out, I shook her and slapped her,

I made her walk, threw her in a^cold bath until the doctor got there

—

and she’s alive She’ll be all right
”

“Was It a real attempt‘d Did she mean business*^”

“The doctor said she wasn’t reallym danger Maybe she didn’t know
how many pills to take.”

“That doesn’t sound likely to me.”

“Me neither. She must have been faking. She is a counterfeiter. It

wasn’t the first time by a long shot.” I got a glimpse of struggles that

probably c0uld never make sense It alflicted me.

“People will act themselves into something at last though,” he went

on. “They get carried away.” And he said, “If it’s for pleasure you pay

a steep price, okay But suppose it’s a price for no pleasure. Only trying

to have it. Wanting pleasure You pay for what you want, not always

what you get That’s what a price means. Otherwise where’s the price?

The payment is in something you’re liable to run short on,”

“I wish I knew of anything I could do.”

“You could shove me in front of a train,” he said.

He began to tell me what had happened. Charlotte had found out

about Ren6e. “I think she knew for a long time,” he said, “but I guess

she wanted to wait ” It would have been surprising if Charlotte hadn’t

known. Information and thoughts about Simon were streaming through

her mind all the time. Everybody knew him in the downtown district

The waiter who brought the strawbemes in the pewter dishes said.
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‘‘Here you are, Mr March,” Renee was with Simon all the time too,

and they were continually playing with the chance of discovery. Why
did she drive him almost to the door? One day after she left I picked

up a gold comb from the floor of the car, and he said, “Damn her, she’s

too careless,” and put it in his pocket. Now it couldn’t be that during

two years Charlotte hadn’t found anything—^no gold hairs, no hankies,

no matches in the glove compartment from salons she didn’t go to; or

that she couldn’t read in Simon’s husbandly home-coming with hat and
evening paper, kiss of the cheek or mamed joke on the backside, that

only five minutes before, in only the time it took to park the car and
ride up in the elevator, he had been with another woman. She certainly

must have I figure that for a while she’d have said to herself, “What I

don’t see with my own eyes won’t hurt me”—^this not quite deliberate

blindness but the tight grasp of people who devise very deeply. Some-
body wrestling a bear for dear life, and with forehead lost agamst the

grizzly pelt, figuring anyway what to do next Sunday, whom to invite

to dinner and how to fix the table.

But with Charlotte you never could tell. She perhaps understood

that with a lot of noise she’d drive him to be rash, because of romantic

honor, and she therefore was cautious with him.

Once she explained to me, “Your brother needs money, a whole lot

of money. If he didn’t have it to spend, as much as he needed, he’d die.”

This astounded me when I heard it—on a hot morning it was, m the

sunny, barbaric-carpeted skyscraper hvmg room and its vases, hot

breezes that blew the plants, and she herself a large figure m a white

satin coat and with a cigarette holder in her rouged mouth but looking

as severe as any Magnus, any of her uncles or cousins. She was as good
as telling me that she was saving Simon’s life.

But he did need dough Renee lived in the same style as Charlotte.

He had a feeling that that was right; also he owed it to himself not to

try to do thmgs cheaply. When he and Charlotte went to Flonda the

girl came along a day or so later and stayed at as swanky a hotel. He
didn’t so much worry about the expenses. What poison^ his life by
this time was the slavery of constant thought and arrangement-making.

He went to defy his wife, and soon he found himself twice-married.

Poor Simon! I pitied him I pitied my brother.

All along he had been telling me the affair would never be perma-

nent. So? How short is temporary? Eventually his idea was Renee
would marry some rich man. I was once present when they discussed it.

“This guy Karham at the club,” he said. “He asked me about you
after we ran mto him. He wants to go out with you.”
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won’t do it,” she said.

“You will. Don’t be a sap. We have to set you up. He’s got a lot of

dough A bachelor. In the paving business.”

“I don’t care what he’s got. He’s an ugly old man. His mouth is full

of bridges. What do you think I am! Leave me alone.” She folded her
arms, angry, holding her small biceps—^it being warm summer she was
in a sleeveless dress; she brought her knees together and looked fixedly

through the windshield. You have to remember these conversations

took place mostly in the car.

I told Simon afterward, “It’s you she aims to marry.”

“No, she only wants to stay with me. It suits her this way. She’s got

it better than a wife.”

“Some conceit you’ve got, Simon. You mean to say she can’t think

up anything better than to ride around with you ever}^ day and read

movie magazines while you make your calls*^”

But what he was telling me at Henrici’s now was that a few weeks
before, Charlotte had come out and said the affair had gone far enough.

It had to stop now. Fights broke out. But not because he disagreed

with Charlotte. He knew he had to stop and told Renee, and what
happened with her was even worse She screamed, threatened to take

him to court, and fainted Next Simon’s lawyer came into the picture.

He called a meeting in his office to settle everything Ren6e was told

Charlotte wouldn’t be there, but then Charlotte showed up. Renee
cursed her. Charlotte slapped her. Simon slapped Renee too. Then
they all cried, for which there seemed to be plenty of reason.

“Why did you have to slap her*^”

“You should have heard what she was saying. You would have done
the same,” he said. “I got carried away.”

Finally Renee agreed to go away to California provided she was paid

off. And she did go. But now she was back again and said on the phone
that she was pregnant “I don’t care,” Simon told her “You’re a crook.

You took the dough and went to California when you knew you’d be
coming right back.” After a silence she hung up. This was when he
thought she would kill herself. And, sure enough, when he got to the

hotel it was just after she had swallowed the pills.

She was m her fourth month of pregnancy.

“What’U I do?” he said.

“What’s there to do? Nothing. There’ll be a kid now. Who knows
but that this is the way you and George and I happened to come mto
the world.”

I comforted him the best I knew how.
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If the great Andromeda galaxy had to depend on you to hold it up,

where would it be now but fallen way to helP Why, March, let the

prophetic soul of the wide world dreaming on things to come (S T
Coleridge) summon its giants and mobilizers, Caesars and Atlases, But
you! you pitiful recruit, where do you come in? Go on, marry a loving

wife and settle at March’s farm and academy, and don’t get in the way
when the nations are furiously raging together. My friend, I said, speak-

ing to myself, relax and knock off effort The time is in the hands of

mighty men to whom you are like the single item in the mind of the

chief of a great Sears, Roebuck Company, and here come you, wish-

ing to do nght and not lead a disappointed life (sicl).
,

However, my conscience had already decided I was committed and

couldn’t stay, and at last the hour struck. There was a windy, flattening

rain that beat the smoke down, the whole city sodden and black, the

pillars of La Salle Street Station weeping Clem said to me, “Don’t push

your luck. Don’t take a risk with the clap. Don’t tell your secrets to

anybody to satisfy their curiosity. Don’t get marned without a six-

month engagement. If you get in dutch I can always spare you a few

bucks.”

I put in for the Purser’s and Pharmacist’s Mate’s School, and they

took my application For a while I had a wrangle with a psychiatrist fel-

low. Why had I indicated with an X that I was a bed-wetter? I insisted

my bed was always dry, “But here’s the X opposite the question in the

Yes column.” Didn’t he realize, I said, that in filling out twenty ques-

tionnaires and taking five examinations after thirty hours without sleep

on the train a man might make a single slip? “But why this slip, not

another?” he said cunningly. I began to hate him very much, sitting

there on his cool white fanny while his lazy eyes arrived at unpleasant

conclusions about me. I said, “Do you want me to confess that I do
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wet the bed even though it’s not so*? Or do you mean that Fd like to wet

the bed*?” He told me I had an aggressive character.

Anyway, before I could start at the school, they sent us away on a

training cruise in Chesapeake Bay We sailed up and down through

flickering heat The ship was a many-decked old contraption from
McKinley’s time White, an iron, floury, adrift bakery, it wallowed wide

and aimless all week The white ferries with Dixie pillars passed us by,

very elegant Or the flattop whales that had planes like kids’ jacks on
the deck, and monstrous hair-stuffing smoke came from their sides.

We did fire-fighting and abandon-ship drills eight or ten times a day

The boats crashed down from the davits, the trainees poured into them
from manlines and cargo nets, rambunctious, mauling and horsing

around, prodding with boat hooks, goosing and carrying on, screaming

about female genitals. Then rowed Hours and hours of rowing The
water curled like a huge bed of endive

Between times you could bask on the fantail of this painted old verti-

cal bakery, and crates, spoiled lettuces, oranges, turds, and little crabs

followed on the stream or departed. The sky enamel, the sun with

gold spindles. It makes me think of the picture of the fools with fish

and cake and the boaters with soup-ladle oars in the painting of the

old master Hieronymus B.—^this idle craft with the excursion strum-

mers, roast chicken trussed in a tree; death’s head m the little twigs

above Other scenes too. eggs spitted on knives trotting with tiny feet;

men inside oyster shells carried to a cannibal banquet Herring, meat,

and other belly-goods. But, all the same, human eyes were looking out.

Up to no good, maybe, but how do you know? Or the nch kings at

Bethlehem. Joseph by a fire of sticks But off in the meadow, what goes

on? A wolf bleeding at a knife wound eating the swineherd who
struck him, and someone else dashing like mad for the goofy towers

of the city, the potato-masher castles and the pots, double-boilers, and

smokehouses of habitations.

We ate plenty: flapjacks, chops, ham, spuds, steak, chili con and

rice, ice cream, pie Everybody talked about the chow, discussed the

menus, and remembered home recipes.

Saturday we put in at Baltimore where the tramps of the port were

waiting on Clap Hill, and the denominations with printed verses. There

was mail call. Simon had been turned down for service because of a

bad ear. “A way out I could’ve used,” he said. Clem wasn’t doing well

at his new business. There were two letters from Sophie Geratis, now
with her husband at Camp Blanding. She said farewell but kept saying

it in different letters From Emhorn there was a mimeographed mes-
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sage to his friends in the service, full of corny sentiment and comedy.

In a personal note he added that Dingbat was a soldier in New Guinea,

driving a jeep, and that he himself was ailing

And so, more weeks of captivity on this cruise, back and forth over

the bay; the same endive waves and blare of public-address system,

horseplay in the head, boat drills, brine, heavy meals, sun, hell-raising,

and this continual whanging away on a few elements so as to deafen

you.

At last we were returned to Sheepshead, and I started to study book-

keeping and ship’s doctoring. The science part consoled me As long

as I could keep improving my mind, I figured, I was doing okay.

Sylvester was m New York. Also Stella Chesney, the girl I had
helped escape in Mexico. Of course I went to see her first. On my first

liberty I phoned her, and she said to come right over. So I bought a

bottle of wine and the delicacies of the season and went; and of course

I told myself I could use the dough she owed me and what not, but

I ought to have known myself better than that.

What use was war without also love?

The place where she lived seemed to be among dress factories, silent

on Saturday. As I climbed the stairs I was very excited But I warned
myself not to think we could take up where we had stopped at Cuerna-

vaca. Oliver being m jail, chances were that there was someone else.

But there was the object of these wicked thoughts with a warm
healthy face, looking innocent and happy to see me. What a beauty!

My heart whanged without pity for me. I already saw myself humbled
in the dust of love, the god Eros holding me down with his foot and
forcing all kinds of impossible stuff on me.

She made the same impression on me that she had made the first

time when I saw her on the little porch above the Carta Blanca beer

shield with bulge-eyed Ohver and the two friends Then I thought of

her in the lace dress she wore in court the time Oliver socked Lome Fu.

Then in the mountains under the tarpaulin when her dress and petti-

coat went up so fast. And there were those same legs above me. They
were bare, I saw, by the white of the skylight and the reflection of the

green carpet.

‘"Well, if it isn’t a pleasure,’’ she said and put out her hand. I was
all dressed up m my brand-new government goods, and as I walked I

felt upon me the skivvies and socks, new shoes and tight jumper and
pants. To say nothing of the white cap and the embroidery of anchors

on the sailor collar. “You didn’t tell me you were drafted. What a
surprise!”
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“When I look, I’m surprised myself,” I said

But what I really thought of was whether to kiss her It suddenly

came back to me, to my cheek itself, what the sensation of her lips had
been like in the hot market place. My face heated now Finally I de-

cided I’d better speak my mmd, and I told her, “I can’t decide whether

it would be right to kiss you ”

“Please ^ I>c>n’t create a problem ” She laughed, meaning that I

should. I put my lips on the side of her face, exactly as she had done

to me, and I flushed instantaneous as electricity. She colored too,

pleased that I had done it

Was she not so simple and free of ulterior motives as she looked?

Well, neither was I

We sat down to talk. She wanted to know about me “What do you
do?” she asked. When not a nch young beauty’s friend, nor an eagle-

tamer nor poker player, was what she meant
“I’ve had a hard time deciding just what I should do. But now I

think I was cut out to be a teacher. I want to get a place of my own
and have a family. I’m tired of knocking around ”

“Oh, you like children*^ You’d make a good father.”

I thought it was very nice of her to say so I wanted to offer her every-

thing I had, suddenly Glorious constructions began to rise m my mind,

golden and complicated. Maybe she would give up whatever life she

was leading for my sake. If she had another man maybe she’d quit him.

Maybe he’d be killed in an automobile accident. Maybe he’d go back
to his wife and children. You perhaps know yoursetf what such vain

imaginings can be. O ye charitable gods, don’t hold it against me!
My heart was beginmng to bake. I couldn’t see her straight; she dazed

me.

She wore velvet houseshoes, with ties; her dark hair was piled three

ways; she had on an orange skirt. Her eyes looked soft and gentle. I

wondered if she could look so fresh without having a lover and bothered

myself about it.

I should hope!—^about the father part, I mean. And what did she do?

Well, it was hard to get a clear account. She mentioned various things

unfamiliar to me. Women’s colleges, musical career, stage career, paint-

ing, From college there were books; from music, piano, etcetera; from

the theater inscribed photos, also a sev/ing machine of spidery cast-

iron, circa 1910, which I connected with costumes; her pictures were on
the walls—^flowers, oranges, bedsteads, nudes in the bath. She talked

about getting on the radio and mentioned the USO and Stage-Door

Canteen. I did my best to follow.
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“You like my house?” she said.

It wasn’t a house but a room, a parlor, high, long, and old-fashioned,

with archduke moldings of musical instruments and pears. Plants,

piano, a big decorative beef, fishes, a cat and dog The dog was a heavy

breather—he was getting on m years The cat played around her ankles

and scratched them; I quickly walloped him with a newspaper, but she

didn’t like that He sat on her shoulder, and when she said, “Kiss,

Ginger—kiss, kiss,” he licked her face.

Over the way were dress factories. Scraps of material floated and
waved from the wire window guards. Planes with powerful rotary noise

cut the blue air clear from Bntain to California She served the wine

I brought. I drank and my head gave a throb in its injured place. Then
I became very heated and filled with amorous anxiety. But I thought,

There’s her pride to consider. I wanted to get away from her m Cuerna-

vaca Why should she believe Fm falling for her now"? And maybe I

shouldn’t fall. What if she’s the Cressida type, as Einhorn used to call

Cissy F.?

‘T still intend to pay you the money^you were so kind as to lend me,”

she said.

“No, please, I didn’t come for that.”

“But yc probably need it now.”

“Why,, I haven’t even touched my last month’s pay.’^

“My Isiher sends me an allowance from Jamaica. That’s where he

is. Of com > I can’t live on it. I haven’t done any too well recently.”

This was not a complaint but sounded as though soon she’d do better.

“Oliver set me back. I depended on him. I thought I was in love with

him. Did you love that girl you were with?”

“Yes,” I said. I’m glad I didn’t lie, I may say.

“She must have hated me like poison
”

“She mamed a captain out in the Pacific.”

“I’m sorry.”

“Oh no, don’t be. It’s been over for quite a while.”

“I felt in the wrong afterward. But you were the only person who
would have helped me. And I never thought—

”

“Fm glad I was able to help. As far as that goes, I came out way
ahead.”

“It’s nice of you to say so. But you know—^now that it’s finished you

won’t care if I say it—^I thought we were in the same boat. Everybody

said how she
—

”

“Went hunting without me. I know.” I hoped she wouldn’t mention

Talavera.
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“You got into trouble without knowing it, the way I did Maybe
you deserved it though—^like me It served me right I was on my way
to Hollywood with him Mexico was just a side trip; he was going to

make a star of me Wasn’t that ridiculous*^”

“No, It wasn’t. You’d make a first-rate star But how could Oliver

do that to you when he knew he was going to jaiP”

“He put It over easily because for a while I was in love.”

It wem to my head when she spoke that word
I was constructing higher and higher, up to the top spheres, and

simultaneously committing a dozen crimes to achieve my end The
cat scratched my hand as it swung by the chair I thought I was going

to have a nosebleed also, from passion One minute I felt gross and

swollen, and the next my soul was up there concertizing among her

brilliant sister souls

“Or worse than ridiculous,” said she, pointedly.

Worse? Oh, how she paid her way, did she mean? She didn’t have

to say that It pained me that she should feel such explanations neces-

sary. I certainly was lucky to he seated; my legs wouldn’t have kept

me up.

“Why, what’s the matter?” she said in her warmhearted voice.

I begged her not to make fun, please. I said, “When I was covered

with bandages and playing poker at the Chmaman’s, how could you
think we were in the same boat?”

“I’m sure you remember how we looked at each other that day in

the bar where they had that monkey thing.”

“The kmkajou ”

Crossing her hands in her lap and bringing her knees together

around them—^which I admired and wished she would, however, not

do—she said, “Nobody should pretend to be always one hundred per

cent honest. I wish I knew how to be seventy, sixty per cent.”

I swore she must be one hundred and ten, two hundred. Then I

said something I didn’t expect myself I said, “Nobody should be a

mystery intentionally. Unintentionally is mysterious enough ”

“I’ll try not to be. With you, anyway.”

She was sincere. I knew it. I saw how her throat suddenly grew Ml
My body, which is maybe all I am, this effortful creature, felt subject

to currents and helpless. I wanted to go and hug her by the legs, but I

thought I’d better wait. For why should I assume it would be right?

Because I felt like?

I said, “I suppose you see how I’m getting to feel about you. If Tm
making a mistake, you’d better lell me.”
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**A mistake'^ Why do you say that?”

“Well, in the first place,” I said, “I haven’t been here long. You’ll

think Fm in too much of a hurry.”

“And the second place? What makes you speak so slowly?”

Was I speaking m an unusual way? I didn’t even know it “In the

second, I feel I did wrong in Cuernavaca by going back.”

“Maybe you can do right this time,” she said.

Then I dropped to the ground and hugged her legs She bent to kiss

me. I would have hurried, but her idea was to be slower. She said,

“We’d better shut the animals in the kitchen.” She collared the dog,

I lifted up the cat from underneath, and we put them there. The
kitchen door was fastened with a bent nail, having no knob or hook

Then she took the cover from the bed and we helped each other to

undress.

“What are you saying to yourself?” she whispered when we lay

down. I wasn’t aware that I was saying anything. I was afraid she

would bump her head against the wall and tried to cover it with my
hands, which she then understood, and helped me. I was hungry and

kissed her wherever my mouth could reach, till she kept my lip in her

teeth and drew on me, drew on me. Nothing could be put over by

effort any more, and there was nothing to try.

Was she a vain person, or injurious or cynical, it couldn’t make any

difference now. Or was I a foolish, uncorrected, blundermg, pro-

visional, unreliable man, this was taken away as of no account and

couldn’t have any sense or meaning. The real truth about one or the

other was simpler than any such description.

I told her I loved her. It was true. I felt I had come to the end of my
trouble and hankering, and it was conclusive. As we lay in bed kissing,

whispering, and loving all weekend long, the air was strong and blue

outside, the sun was splendid and sailed around handsome and haughty.

We got up only to take the dog, Harry, to the root The cat walked

on the covers over the bed and kneaded us with its p?ws. The only

people VI-* saw were two old guys pl^yiag pmucnie on a cutting table

of the dress factory ovcsr the way.

However, Monday morning I had to be back at the base. She woke
me in the middle of the night and got me dressed and went down with

me to the subway,

I kept asking, Would she marry me? She said, “You want all your

troubles to be over all of a sudden and you’re so anxious for it you

may be making a mistake.”

This was just before dawn, by the descent-into-hell stairs of the
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subway, just undet the Eastern vault of wired glass, and the blackout

light like a dumb posy on its thick iron. So by this blue illumination

we were kissing with loving faces until it began to drizzle and her

slippers got wet.

“Darling, go home,” I said.

“Will you phone me?”
“Every chance I get. Do you love me?”
“Of course I love you.”

Every time she said this I was so moved that happy gratitude poured

over me down to my very feet while my back-hair prickled. Like when

you’re swimming in the pleasure of the sea and feel some contact come

up behind All the deep breathes like silent concertmas and the shore

is gay with stripes and bunting.

Finally I had to go down into the tunnel and take a train. I couldn’t

sec her for five days. And meantime I didn’t dare fall behind m the

Purser’s School or tangle with a master-at-arms and lose my next

liberty. Every evening I went down by the sea where the phone booths

were; and she was often out, having a busy life, I had a terrible fear

that she had spent the weekend ^ith me out of friendliness alone, or

so that I would understand better what should have happened in the

mountains that night. If this was so, I was sunk, for by now I was
more in love than I could stand, as if some mineral had got into my
veins and artenes and I ached, flesh and bones, the way you will on
the verge of the grippe.

All week the freighters groaned in from the sea, while Coney Island

was wrapped m gray or lilac fog and I sat with a suffering spirit of

love in the phone booth after evening chow trying to do my lessons

and waiting for her to answer. I was afraid I was too much of a late-

comer and had nothing to expect. In which case I was ruined, because

everything now depended on her.

On Saturday, in a fever, I got off the base as soon as the usual parade

shenanigans were over. What a state I was m! When I rode over the

bridge from Brooklyn suspended on those heaven-hung struts over

the brick valleys, then the fiery flux of harbor water, the speedy gulls,

the battleships open like vast radio sets m the yards, beast-horns oi

Hengist and Horsa, and then the tunnel again, I felt that if I had to

continue to nde and ride I would certainly not last but would give out

But there was no need to be scared, for Stella was waiting She had
been sick all week because I wasn’t there, running a temperature, won-
dering did I love her. She cried when we were in bed, with her hands

pressed on my back and her breasts against me. She said that when
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she saw me in front of the cathedral from the balcony of the bar

where the Carta Blanca shield was hung she fell in love with me. She
didn’t even need the money she borrowed from me at Cuernavaca but

took it as a means of keeping m touch As for Oliver—

-

“What’s it to me what happened with Oliver? It’s none of my busi-

ness,” I said. “I want to get married.”

Clem had urged me to be engaged for six months, in view of my
personality and make-up. But this advice was good for people who
were merely shoppmg, not for someone who had lived all his life with

one great object.

“Of course,” she said, “I want to get married if you love me.”
I deeply assured her.

“If you still love me after lunch,” she said, “ask me again.”

She brought the lunch to me in bed, which was a bed she had bought

at an auction, ivory colored and pamted with wreaths and Arcadia

roses. It came from Bavaria. Well, she served me here, and wouldn’t

even let me butter my own bread. As if I was the Elector, I got waited

on hand and foot, and in turn I gaye the animal staff ham trimmings

and leftovers.

She felt obliged to tell me all she could about herself.

“I buy a ticket in the Irish Sweepstakes every year,” she said.

I could see nothing objectionable in this.

“Also I’m a mystic, a Gurdjieff follower.”

This was a new one on me. She showed me a picture of this old boy,

a shaved head, deep eyes, and mustachios of the old school of Crimean

fighter. I saw no special harm m him.

What else? She spent lots of money on clothes. This I could see;

her closets were stuffed with dresses. But I didn’t bother my head

about it. Since she went along with me in my scheme for the foster-

home and academy, and she enthusiastically did, what difference could

her wardrobe make? In fact, I was proud that she was so elegant. Also

she owed money, she said.

“Why, darling, don’t worry, we’ll pay everybody. C'est la moindre

des choses, as they say on the other side.” When I was loved and sitting

in a fine bed like this, I was just like royalty and disposed of all matters

with a word.

We decided to get married as soon as I graduated from Sheepshead.
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1 see before me next a fellow named Mintonchian, who is an ArmeniaHj

of course. We are sitting together in a Turkish bath having a conversa-

tion, except that Mintouchian is doing most of the talking, explaining

various facts of existence to me, by allegory mostly. The time is a week

before Stella and I were married and I shipped out.

This Mmtouchian was a monument of a person, with his head

very abrupt at the back, as Armenian heads tend sometimes to be,

but honlike in front, with red cheekbones. He had legs on him like

that statue of Clemenceau on the Champs Elysees where Clemenceau is

striding against a wind and is thinking of bread and war, and the misery

and grandeur, going on with last strength in his longjohns and gaiters.

Sitting together in this little white-tile room, Mmtouchian and I

were quite pals in spite of differences of age and income—^Mintouchian

was supposed to be loaded. He looked overpowering, and he had tones

in his voice like the dumping of coal. This must have done him good

in court, as he was a lawyer. He was a friend of a friend of Stella

whose name was Agnes Kuttner. Agnes lived in big style in an apart-

ment off Fifth Avenue near one of the Latin-Amencan embassies,

furnished in Empire, with tremendous mirrors and chandehers, Chinese

screens, alabaster birds of night, thick drapes, and ail luxuries like

that. She went around to auction rooms and bought up treasures of

the Romanoffs and Hapsburgs; she herself came from Vienna. Mm-
touchian had set up a trust fund for her, so she wasn’t at all in the

busmess of antiques, and her apartment was his home away from

» home, as hotels sometimes falsely speak of themselves. His other home
was also in New York, but his wife was an invalid. Every evening

he went and had dinner with her, served by her nurse m the bedroom.

But before this he had visited Agnes. Usually his chauffeur was driv-

ing him across Central Park at 7:45 for the meal with Ms wife.
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The reason why I was with him in the bath this particular after-

noon was that Stella had gone shopping with Agnes for the wedding.

These two, Agnes and Mmtouchian, were the only people we ever

saw when I got liberty from the base on weekends He enjoyed taking

us to Toots Shor’s or the Diamond Horseshoe, I think, and other

scarlet-and-gold-door places The one time I tried to pick up the tab

he pushed me away. I would have had to borrow from Stella to pay it.

But Mmtouchian was very openhanded, a grand good-time Charhe.

Almost always in evening clothes of Rembrandt blackness, with his

red-edged eyes and craggy head and ears, and as if smelling the sands

and savannahs with his flat nose, but a smile of spin-on-the-music,

spend-the-money, his teeth were long, and he was ever so slightly feline-

whiskered to go with his corrupt, intelligent wrinkles and expanding

mouth. Amid the ladies he didn’t let go with this smile, but now when
he sat like a village headman of the south of Asia in his carnival-

colors towel, he did, and while conversing more man to man he was
pinching himself under the eyes to make the bags disappear—^his yellow

toenails were lacquered with clear polish, except the small toes griev-

ously buried in the lifeworn foot with its skinful of vessels. I wondered
if he was really one of those hot-to-the-touch and perilous guys like

Zaharoff or Juan March, or the Swedish Match King or Jake the

Barber or Three-Finger Brown. Stella said he had money he hadn’t

even folded yet. He certainly was laying out plenty for Agnes, whom
he had met in Cuba; he paid her husband a remittance to stay there.

However, even though I found out that Mmtouchian wasn’t strictly

honest, he was never a rogue’s-gallery character To get his legal edu-

cation, as a matter of fact, he had played the organ in silent movies.

But he was a crack lawyer now and had global business interests, and,

moreover, he was a lettered person and reader. It was one of his

curiosities to figure out historical happenings like the building of the

Berlin-Baghdad Railway or the Battle of Tannenberg, and he further-

more knew a lot about the hves of Martyrs He was another of those

persons who persistently arise before me with life counsels and illumi-

nation throughout my entire earthly pilgrimage.

I couldn’t figure out what he saw in Agnes, who was obviously the

boss over him. Her eyes were deep brown, of an aristocratic favorite

of caf6s and carriages of Imperial days, although she must have been

only a child m those times And what’s more, she had a slight de-

pression on either side of her tumed-up nose which made her look

not exactly of an open nature. Nevertheless she was Stella’s friend,

and Mmtouchian loved her. This made me think of the deep wishes of
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elderly people, or desires unslayable short of total demolition by death.

“Death!” Mintouchian said it himself. He was describing how he
was subject to strokes. He said, “I don’t want to make you gloomy,

so close to your wedding ”

“Oh no, sir, you couldn’t make me gloomy I love Stella too much
to consider it

”

“Well, I won’t say that I was as happy as you, but I was also very

feeling when I got married Maybe it came from playing the mood
music, which I was then doing For sea adventures Fd play Tingai’s

Cave.’ For Rudolph Valentino, ‘Orientale,’ Cesar Cui, Tchaikovsky’s

‘Sehnsucht.’ Also ‘Poet and Peasant.’ You try to fight this stuff,

when Milton Sills sees Conway Tearle didn’t go down on the Titanic,

or something. I was playing it all from my book on torts, boning up
for the bar exam. But all the same, those were times of emotion. Or
maybe you think this is guff?”

“No, why?”

“You think Fm a bandit, only you wouldn’t say it on a bet. You
fight your malice too much ”

“Everybody says so. It’s as if you were supposed to have low
opinions. I’d never say I was angelic, but I respect as much as I can ”

Mintouchian said, “In one day of practice I see more than you
could imagine if it was a project. The Balzac Comedie Humaine is

child’s play m comparison. I wake up m the mormng and have to

ask myself, ‘Now in the case of Shiml versus Shiml, who is screwing

who? Who is going to be in worse shape in the end*? The man who
takes the child away from the livmg-m-sm mother*? The lover who
makes her give up the kid to avoid the publicity so it won’t harm his

busmess*? The mother who does anything for the lover?’ Ribono shel

Olamr
I was surprised by this phrase, which he explained as follows* “My

father was janitor of a synagogue, and I hung around the cellar I had
an uncle who was a colonel in the Boer War Who is what*? So if history

casts a strange or even ridiculous hght on us, we are still all serious,

aren’t we*? We die anyway.” He went back to the subject of his strokes.

“Here several years ago I was sittmg on the toilet figuring a big deal

mentally when suddenly the Angel of Death plucked me by the nose.

My mind turned black I fell on my face. I think if my belly hadn’t been

in the way to break the force I might have been killed As it was, the

blood from my nose sprayed the door like seltzer. Which, in my vanity,

I had shut. Then by and by the spark of life came back to me. My
mind filled again with the typical thought and light of Mintouchian.
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Now, I reiaected, you’re Mintouchian again. As if I had an option. Do
I have to come back Mintouchian, including the distressing parts? Yes,

because to live is to be Mintouchian, my dear man. I went over all my
secrets and found they were still in place I still didn’t know who was
screwing whom, and I crept into my bed and shivered from the touch

of death.

“But I was saying”—he gave me a gemal smile with heart-felt squint

and then he yawned and enjoyed the golden light
—“how a guy strug-

gles with malice. How life goes beyond the conscience of nice well-

reared people. A good upbringing stops them from knowing what they

think even. Because we all think the same, more or less. You love Stella

—all right, don’t you?”

“Like I never loved anyone before.”

“That’s swell. That’s what I call answering like a man. When is your

birthday?”

“In January.”

“I’d have sworn to it. So is mme. I believe the highest types are

born in January. It’s barometric—^you can look it up in Ellsworth

Huntington. The parents make love m spring when the organism is

healthiest and then the best specimens are conceived. If you want

children you should plan to knock up your dear one m that season.

Ancient wisdom is right. Now science comes lately and finds it out.

But what I wanted to say about your bride, even she, is that she’s no

different from the rest of us except more gifted and beautiful. It is

absolutely certain that she has thought of the future both with and

without you,

I should worry, I should care,

I should marry a millionaire,

He should die and I should cry,

I should marry another guy.

But this has taken place in inner consciousness, which is outlaw and

accepts no check What of it'^ Life is possible anyhow Except that even

legitimate and reasonable things have to come through this Mongoha,
or clear-light desert minus trees What do we respect more than com-
merce and industry? But when Mr. Cecil Rhodes of the British Empire

weeps many tears because he can’t do business with the blazing stars,

this is not decadence but inner consciousness speaking over aU the

highest works of presumptuous man.”

I was deeply wounded when he spoke of Stella in this way. Where
did he get off, this rude bastard, having her bump me off in her mner
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consciousness*? I binned with resentment ‘‘First you talk about ancient

wisdom,” I said, angry, “and then you take a crack at love
”

“Well, I’m a sonofabitch!” he said, getting up in the Turkish heat

and rewrapping the towel. “I didn’t mean to hurt any feelings Damn!

If I did in this idle conversation to while away time, please forgive

me I see you really are, really, in love. God bless you for,such noble

feelings^ You’re going to ship out soon too, and the danger as well

as separation from the loved one has stirred up natural emotions But

this little song of little girls also is ancient wisdom. This is not a reason

for cynicism, but pride in the conquest of nature The human mmd
has bounded the exploding oceans of universal space, the head has

swallowed up the empyrean But you shouldn’t overlook also how
much secret thought and conniving goes on

“Listen, since we’re talking, let me give you a few examples from

my practice of what goes on in other parts of the soul. A few years

ago a client’s wife reports she has lost a valuable bracelet. Perfectly

trustworthy woman, and mother of three, a wealthy husband who
has given her a hundred thousand dollars’ worth of property, only

keeping the power of attorney for himself The bracelet is lost? Very

well It’s just a routine matter for the company. They investigate, come
back to the husband, and tell him, "Your wife did not lose this bracelet,

she gave it to her lover who was broke.’ Yoy, indignation^ ‘My wife,

a lover*? My respected spouse, mother of children, who shows me con-

stant affection and proofs of loyalty? My dear wife, my beloved of

years'?’ Nevertheless her can has been over a barrel, she has spread, or

equivalent This poor man Heart-shattered^ How could it be! Imagine

his pam and bewilderment that she should have such a secret from him.

What a failure of life when he worked so hard that there should be a

certain, guaranteed reason that life might last longer than from Thurs-

day to Saturday If anything deserves tears this does. However, he

mustn’t take the word of the insurance investigator, so he comes to me
and I get him a private eye. He comes back with the same facts, that

this lover is a bum with a prison record for pimping and dealing in

hot goods They show the poor husband a photo, even, so he can

describe this character. Thick nose, long sideburns. You know the

type. Well, the poor fellow is going crazy. And now he finds that in

the whole suburb where he lives he’s the only one who didn’t know
about it. They’re seen in the car, parked all over the vicinity The

woods, the bushes. It comes down on him like a busted house. ‘Who is

left among you that saw this house m her first glory? and how do ye see

it now?’
”
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Oh, the poor guy. My heart broke for him.

“People start to tell him, Throw her out, man! Don’t be a damn
chump. This other guy has been ramming her and been her fancy-man

at your expense.’ So not able to stand it any more, he accuses her.

Why, she denies everything Every single thing He brings out names,

dates, places, therefore, and there’s nothing she can say. All is true.

Then she says, T won’t leave this house and the children, they’re mine.’

He comes to me and asks advice All the law is on his side He can

throw her in the street if he wants But does he want‘d No^”

Like the wife of Hosea who fooled around, I thought: “Thou shalt

abide for me many days
”

“And I’ll tell you something else She loved her husband too That’s

how clouded the situation can be. She gave up the fancy pimp. And
then the neighbors saw her and the husband in the movies holding

hands and kissing like young lovers
”

I was glad it had turned out like that, and they forgave each other.

My heart gave a happy bound that they had made it

I said, “You have to pity the wife'^also
”

“You have to pity her more,” said Mintouchian, “because she had
to do the lying and lead the two lives This secrecy is what the real

burden is You come home still panting or dripping or dizzy from an

encounter And what’s here? Another world, another life; you are

another self. You also know exactly what you are doing. Exactly as a

druggist when he goes from one prescription to another Just the right

amount of atropine or arsenic. There’d better be. There’d better’”

Mintouchian said with kind of personal barbarism or force of heart.

He couldn’t stop it up. “You come home ‘Hello, husband or wife
’

‘What was in the office today?’ ‘Just the usual’ ‘I see you changed the

sheets
’

‘I also sent out the insurance premium,’ That’s good.’ So you

are another person Where are the words you spoke an hour before?

Gone’ Where is Central? Oh my dear friend, Central is listening in

from Mongolia. Do you say a double life‘s It’s secret over secret, mys-

tery and then infinity sign stuck on to that. So who knows the ultimate,

and where is the hour of truth?

“Of course,” he said, “this has got nothing to do with you ” He
grinned and tried to get brighter, but there was some sort of darkness

at this time in the supenlluminated little sweat room. He went on after

this effort, as follows “But just for the interest of it I give you another

case. There was a rich couple I had before the war. Husband hand-

some, wife gorgeous Connecticut, Yale, and so forth background. The
husband goes to Italy on a business trip, meets an Italian lady and has
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an affaire de coeur, and then he indiscreetly corresponds with the lady

after he comes back. The wife catches a letter of love he kept in his

back pocket Not only did he keep it, March, but where the words of

the dear hand were faded by his perspiration he restored them with

his own pen Then the wife comes to me with blood in her eye Now
I know for a fact that while he was gone she had herself a ball with

someone, a man friend But now she wants the husband punished Be-

cause she caught him^ She wants to go to Italy with the husband, con-

front the Italian lady, and have the husband deny before them both

he ever loved her. Otherwise, divorce Naturally I can’t tell the hus-

band what to do, and he goes Seven-thousand-mile trip to perform

this necessary act They then come home, and what do you think?

You’re an intelligent man, you know what then.”

“He finds out about her Listen,” I said, now smelling a rat, “how
are these stones supposed to apply, just now, before my marriage?

Are you saying that I should put the shoe on to see if it fits?” The
thought made me boil

“Hup’ Now don’t take it personally I never said these stones applied

to you. They probably apply only in general. Would I say anything

against Miss Chesney"? Not only is she Agnes’s friend, but I wouldn’t

be a killjoy and interfere with genuine love, which I see all over you.

“You may be as interested as I was, though, in what a clever fellow

once said to me about the connection of love and adultery. On any

certain day, when you’re happy, you know it can’t last, but the weather

will change, the health will be sickness, the year will end, and also life

will end In another place another day there’ll be a different lover.

The face you’re kissing will change to some other face, and so will your

face be replaced It can’t be helped, this guy said. Of course he was

a lousy bastard himself and a counterfeit no-good mooch, and he was

in and out of Bellevue, and women supported him all his life; he de-

serted his kid and nobody could depend on him. But love is adultery,

he said, and expresses change. You make your peace with change.

Another city, another woman, a different bed, but you’re the same and

so you must be flexible. You kiss the woman and you show how you

love your fate, and you worship and adore the changes of life. You
obey this law. Whether or not this bum was right, may God hate his

soul! don’t think you don’t have to cbey the laws of life
”

My strange teacher, for he certainly was teaching, said further,

“Erratic is nothing Only system taps the will of the universe.”

“I want to obey those laws,” I said. ‘Tm not trying to get out from

under. I never did try.”
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By BOW the sweat was running very fast down both our faces, and

his carnival towel, which had fallen from his fat chest and armpits

down to the everglades moss of his belly, was like the robe of a sage.

I would never agree that love had to be adultery. Never! Why, imagine!

Even if I had to admit that many lovers were adulterers, such as Paolo

and Francesca or Anna Karenina, Grandma Lausch’s favorite. Which
led my mind toward suffering that got mixed with love As eating the

damaged fruit so as not to offend the gods, for whom pure joy is re-

served.

He looked as if he were grinning, with great, bland, pouring-faced

kindness, like a sage, prophet, or guru, a prince of experience with

his jewel toes. I wanted him to give me wisdom.

‘'Why do you have to think that the thing that kills you is the thing

that you stand for? Because you are the author of your death. What is

the weapon? The nails and hammer of your character. What is the

cross? Your own bones on which you gradually weaken. And the

husband or the wife gets the other to do the deed. ‘Kind spouse, you

will make me my fate,’ they might as well say, and tell them and show

them bow. The fish wills water, and the bird wills air, and you and me
our dominant idea.”

“Cai^ you say what is your dominant idea, Mr. Mintouchian?”

He answered readily, “Secrets. Society makes us have some, of

course. The brotherhood of man wants to let us out of them by the

power of confession. But I must beget secrets. I will be known by

secrets at my death, like St. Bias who was killed by wool combs and

was made the patron saint of woolcombers.

“Complications, lies, lies, and lies!” he said. “Disguises, vaude-

villes, multiple personalities, diseases, conversations. Even in a few

minutes’ conversation, do you realize how many times what you feel

is converted before it comes out as what you say? Somebody tells you

A. Your response is B. B you can’t say, so you transform it, you put

it through the coils of your breast. From DC to AC, increased four

hundred volts, filtered. So instead of B there comes out gamma sub

one. The longer the train of transformation, the worse the stink of

gamma sub one. Mind you, Fm a great admirer of our species. I stand

m awe of the genius of the race. But a large part of this genius is de-

voted to lying and seeming what you are not We love when this man
Ulysses comes back in disguise for his revenge. But suppose he forgot

what he came back for and just sat around day in, day out in the

disguise. This happens to many a frail spirit who forgets what the dis-
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guises are for, doesn’t understand complexity, or how to return to

simplicity. From telling different things to everyone, forgets what the

case is originally and what he wants himself How rare is simple thought

and pureheartedness! Even a moment of pureheartedness I bow to,

down to the ground. That’s why I think well of you when you tell me
you’re in love. I appreciate this durability, and Fm a lover myself,”

God bless Mmtouchian! What a good man! He really paid attention,

and I returned him love for love.

“You will understand, Mr. Mintouchian, if I tell you that I have

always tried to become what I am But it’s a frightening thing Be-

cause what if what I am by nature isn’t good enough?” I was close to

tears as I said it to him. “I suppose I better, anyway, give in and be it.

I will never force the hand of fate to create a better Augie March,

nor change the time to an age of gold.”

“That’s exactly right. You must take your chance on what you are.

And you can’t sit still. I know this double poser, that if you make a
move you may lose but if you sit still you will decay. But what will

you lose? You will not invent better than God or nature or turn your-

self into the man who lacks no gift or development before you make
the move. This is not given to us.”

“That’s right, and Fm grateful to you,” I said. “I owe you much
for this explanation.”

This took place on the fifty-eighth story of a building in midtown
Manhattan, behind sliding glass doors. No use being so blase as not

to mention it.

“It is better to die what you are than to live a stranger forever,” he

said.

After this he concentrated in silence for a while, as though he were

counting drops from an invisible dropper. What were the drops of,

of pure essence, or of gall?

“I thmk you will be interested in a matter that’s bothered me the

last few months.” Gall. I saw that now. His large eyes grew heavy and

sad.

“The reason why I told of a bracelet before,” he said, “is that I

have jewelry on my mind on account of a diamond ring that Mrs.

Kuttner, Agnes, lost several months ago. She said she was mugged in

Central Park while walking the dogm the evening. It happens of course

that people are mugged.”

“But why wear a diamond ring while walking a dog?”

“That is explained by the fact that we had a date. On her throat
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fingermarks Good enough evidence, huh*^ Also, she was found lying

on a path between the Met and the children’s playground. The cops

took her home Pretty convincing, isn’t it*?’’

“It sounds absolutely
—

”

‘'She collected the insurance of five thousand dollars And now I

tell you m strict confidence that she did it all herself.”

“What?”

“Choked herself unconscious The marks on her throat she made
with her own fingers.”

“How could she!”

*‘She could
”

The vision of the Vienna beauty choking herself in the night park

Uupefied me “How do you know?”
“Because one of her friends is keeping the ring for her.”

“But what is she trying to put over?’'

“That’s the whole thing I give her all the money she needs. Plus

sending a check to her husband in Cuba. So what does she want this

extra swindle for*?”

“Maybe it’s just social-security money, hke*? Have you provided

for her?”

“She IS very managing about property. That’s my best hope. Pro-

vided‘S Of course I gave her a house on the Island. But what if it isn’t

that? You get the pitch? She has secrets from me, she’s double-Mmg
me.”

“It might turn out to be something very ordinary, like a brother

in trouble she doesn’t want to tell you about. Or she’s tired of just

being handed money and wants to make money.”

He was aware that I was trying to comfort him.

“There must be easier ways No, what if it’s to pay off somebody*?

Ah, law practice makes me very suspicious. But don’t you see where

Fm at?” Mintouchian asked me. “With my outlook?”

Sometimes on short acquaintance you can get very closely knitted

to someone. And Mintouchian and I now were.

On this particular Saturday, Stella and Agnes not showing up be-

cause of a misunderstanding about the arrangements, Mintouchian

became very nervous as we waited m his office for them. Dinner houi

with his wife was approaching, that was why. Finally he sent word by

his chauffeur to Stella’s apartment that we’d join them at half-past

nine, and then took me home with him in a cab, across the park.

So I met Mrs. Mintouchian. I couldn’t figure out her complaint She

was dressed m a quilted blue robe and her hair was gray. She was
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dignified, if not haughty; I felt her conduct like a kind of touching

athletic prowess*

She gave me a very upstage reception.

“Harold, the martinis have to be mixed in the kitchen,” she said to

Mintouchian. So he went out, and as soon as he left she said, almost

with violence, “Who are you, young man?”

“Me'^ I’m a client of Mr. Mintouchian. You see, Fm just about to

get married.”

“I don’t expect you to tell me anything,” she said. “I know that

Harold has his secrets. I mean, he thinks he has. I really know all about

him, because I think about him all the time It isn’t so hard if you

spend all your time thinking about somebody. I don’t have to leave

this room ”

I was astonished. I felt my eyes get wide.

I said, “I haven’t known Mr. Mintouchian long, ma’am, but in my
opinion he’s a great man.”

“Oh, you realize that? He is great, even if he’s all too human.”

It awed me that when this liofl, Mintouchian, sobbed in the brakes

of, he thought, most solitude, this invalid was standing listening be-

hind him.

But then he came carrying the glasses and the conversation was
finished.
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As drugged with love as I was, why, nothing could deter me from
marriage. Fm not sure whether Mmtouchian was trying to do that,

but if he was he didn’t stand a chance, because I wasn’t hospitable to

suspicions. However, he acted the part of a good friend. He arranged

with the catering service for the wedding lunch and bought roses and
gardenias for everybody. By City Hall the air was blue, and there

seemed to be trembles of music. When we came down in the elevator

I remembered how more than a year before I was standing on top of

County Hospital, Chicago, and reflecting how of all our family, includ-

ing old Grandma, Simon was the only one who had managed to stay

out of an institution. But now I didn’t have any more reason to envy

him. Envy? Why, I thought I had it all over him, seeing I was married

to a woman I loved and therefore I was advancing on the only true

course of life. I told myself my brother was the kind of man who
could only leave the world as he found it and hand on the fate he in-

herited to any children he might now have— didn’t for sure know
whether he had any. Yes, this was how such people were subject to

all the laws in the book, like the mountain peaks leaning toward their

respective magnetic poles, or like crabs in the weeds or crystals in the

caves. Whereas I, with the help of love, had gotten m on a much better

thing and was giving this account of myself that reality comes from

and was not just at the mercy. And here was the bride with me, her face

was burning with happy excitement; she wanted what I wanted. In her

time she had made mistakes, but all mistakes were now wiped out.

We came out on the steps. The doves were walking around, and

Mintouchian had arranged for a photographer to be there and make a

picture of the wedding party. He was very thoughtful and acted kind

to everyone.

I had graduated from Sheepshead the day before and had my new
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rating in my pocket. My smile was changed, because they had given me
some lower teeth gratis to replace the ones I lost in Mexico. I have to

confess that in addition to passionate love and the pride of the day I

had a bubble m me like the air bubble of the carpenter’s level. But I

was shaved and combed like a movie actor and dressed m the new
high-pressure uniform, which lacked only service ribbons and stars

I would have liked some, and to have married a beauty as a hero of

the service of his country I promised myself that I would have been
modest However, you wouldn’t have been able to tell how nervous

I was, I think It wasn’t just because I had to ship out soon after the

wedding that I was nervous, but also because Stella was bound the

week after for Alaska and the Aleutians with a USO show. I didn’t want
her to go

Of course I wouldn’t say anything to spoil the occasion. We had
pictures taken of the wedding party, which included also Agnes and
Sylvester I looked with changed eyes on Agnes since hearing of her

self-strangulation She was wearing a fine gray suit that showed off

her hips, and a collar sweepmg upward as if to keep you from seeing

her throat
*

Anyway, turkey, ham, champagne, cognac, fruit, and cake were
set up on the buffet m Stella’s apartment It was very grand Robey
and Frazer had showed up m town together, and I invited them, so

I was well represented Frazer wore a major’s uniform Robey’s beard

was fuller and he had put on weight down in Washington He sat by
himself in a corner, clasping his knee in two hands and never saying

anything There was enough conversation without him
After a few glasses of champagne Sylvester broke out in grins He

was a funny, melancholy guy, Sylvester, He wanted to be taken senous

and straight, but gave himself away m his dark-imed grins, and the un-

thoughtful part of him fought its way out In his double-breasted pin-

striped business suit he sat by me. I held Stella around the waist and

stroked her satin weddmg dress

“What a dish!” said Sylvester to me. “What you’ve fallen into! And
when I think you used to work for me^”

This was when he had owned the Stai Theatre on California Avenue,

below that dentist who tormented Grandma. Sylvester was no kid;

he was getting on. He said he was off politics now I wanted to ask him

about Mexico, but the weddmg day was no time for that, so I passed

the question over.

The man of the hour at this party was not myself so much as Frazer,

in a way.
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Frazer had just come back from the Orient He was in the Intelli-

gence and attached to a mission to Chungking

He was talking to Agnes and Mmtouchian about the East I still

admired Frazer a whole lot and looked up to him He was a mighty

attractive and ideal man. There was a lanky American elegance about

him, m the ease of his long legs and his cropped-on-the-sides head

which from chin to top showed the male molding on the strong side

of haggardness, his gray eyes on the cool side of frankness All the

markings of his face were strong, with creases beginning to deepen

from world pressure And there was something else about him—as if

he were in the barber’s chair at the conclusion of shaving, the witch

hazel drying, the fine Western shoes stuck out He knew so much too.

Suppose that you said something about D’Alembert or Isidore of Seville,

Frazer would have been ready to discuss them. You couldn’t find a

subject that stumped him. He was going to become an important per-

son. You could see how he was flying at the highest, from one peak

of life to the next And yet he looked relaxed But the more ease and

leisure he achieved the more distance and flashing there were, he talked

about Thucydides or Marx and showe*d pictures of history-like visions

You got shivers on the back and thrills clear into the teeth. I was real

proud to have such a friend come. He gave tone to the wedding and

was a great success.

But as you listened to this brilliant educational discussion it was
somewhat scary too, like catching hold of high voltage.

Declarations, resolutions, treaties, theories, congresses, bones of

kings, Cromwells, Loyolas, Lenins and czars, hordes of India and

China, famines, huddles, massacres, sacrifices, he mentioned. Great

crowds of Benares and London, Rome, he made me see, Jerusalem

against Titus, Hell when Ulysses visited, Paris when they butchered

horses in the street Dead Ur and Memphis Atoms of near silence,

the dead acts, that formed a collective roar. Macedonian sentinels

Subway moles Mr. Kreindl shoving a cannon wheel with his buddies

Grandma and legendary Lausch in his armor cutaway having an argu-

ment in the Odessa railroad station the day the Japanese war broke

out. My parents taking a walk by the Humboldt Park lagoon the day I

was conceived. Flowery sprmgtime.

And I thought there was altogether too much of this to live with.

Better forget it, in part. The Ganges is there with its demons and lords;

but you have a right also, and merely, to wash your feet and do your

personal laundry in it. Or even if you had a good car it would take

more than a lifetime to do a tour of all the Calvaries.
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Whether I was ail I might be troubled me as Frazer held forth,

but much less than it would have done before my conversations with

Clem about the axial lines and with Mintouchian in the Turkish bath

It gave me great comfort that Mintouchian was here. And m the end it

was marnage-day tribute—all that happened. The champagne being

at an end, the white meat eaten, the two pinochle players of the cutting

table opposite putting on their jackets to depart, our company bowed
out too Farewell all, and many thanks

“Isn’t my friend Frazer smart'^” I said

“Yes, but you’re my darling,” said Stella and kissed me So we went
to the bridal bed.

Two days of honeymoon were all we had
I had to ship from Boston Stella went up on the tram with me the

night before And separating of course was tough I sent her back m
the morning

“Go, sweetheart.”

“Augie, darling, good-by,” she said from the platform of the tram

Some people can’t bear a tram departure at any time, and how crush-

ing these departures were in the stations during the war, as the cars

moved away and left throngs behind, and the oil-spotted empty tracks

and the mounting, multiplying ties. “Please,” she said, “be careful

about everything
”

“Oh, I will,” I promised her “Don’t worry about that I love you

too much to go and get sunk, on my first tnp out. You take care too,

out there in Alaska ”

She made it sound as though it were somehow up to me, as though

I could make my own safe way over the Atlantic waters of wartime.

But I knew what she was trying to say

“Radar has licked the submarmes,” I told her. “It says so in the

papers
”

This piece of news was improvised; it did a lot of good, however,

and I went on talking, so extremely salty you’d have taken me for an

old sailor.

The conductor came to close the door, and I said, “Go on inside,

honey, go on.”

Till the last moment I saw her big eyes at the window. As she bent

forward from the hips in her seat, the prettiness and grace of it was

a killing thmg to have to miss during months on the water.

So the tram went and I was left m the crowd and felt low and bleak.

To add to it, the weather was gray and windy and the ship, the Sam
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MacManus, was old. Black machinery beside it, at the wharf, grim

gimmicks on it, grease, darkness, blues, the day itself housed in iron.

The ocean was waiting with grand and bitter provocations, as if it

invited you to think how deep it was, how much colder than your blood

or saltier, or to outguess it, to tell which were its feints or passes and

which its real intentions, meaning business It wasn’t any apostle-

crOssed or Aeneas-stirred Mediterranean, the clement, silky, marvelous

beauty-sparkle bath in which all the ancientest races were children. As
we left the harbor, the North Atlantic, brute gray, heckled the ship

with Its strength, clanging, pushing, muttering, a hungry sizzle salted

the bulkheads.

But next morning, in the sun and warmth, we were steaming south

with all our might I came on deck from an all-night bout of seasickness—^the Mothersills pills, even, hadn’t helped—and being tom by longing

and worry about Alaska.

The middle-aged ship was busting through the water so as to make
you feel great depth and the air was sweet, radiant. It was pellucid.

Even the sooty MacManus in the flush, like a kitchen insect escaping

into the garden at dawn. The bluey cieck rattled underfoot with the

chainhke drag of the radder engine A few confused resemblances:

clouds or distant coast, birds or corpuscles, fled across my eyes

I went to investigate my oflBice and duties Nothing much, m fact.

Dmggist and bookkeeper setup, as I’ve already said Green old filing

cases. Lockers of same color. A swivel chair and fair light to read by.

I squared myself away for the voyage

& there were several days of mechanical progress over the water,

the horizon sea nsing to grip after a cloud like a crab after a butterfly,

with armored totter, then falling and travailing. Plus the sun’s heat and

the patriarch wake, spitting and lacy.

In my pnvacy I read books and wrote an endless letter chronicle

to Stella which I hoped to send from Dakar, our first port, out to Alaska,

Of course there were guns and a radar ring to remind you of danger,

but the time was very pleasant.

Before long the word got around that I was a listener to hard-luck

stories, personal histories, gripes, and that I gave advice, and by and

by I had a daily clientele, almost like a fortuneteller By golly, I could

have taken fees! Clem knew what he was taUang about when he urged

me to come into the advice business. Here I was doing it free of charge,

and in dangerous conditions. Although all seemed tranquil enough. Of
an early evening, say, red and gold, with the deep blue tense surface,

the full-up ocean, and some guy came darkening between me and the
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light, as if to a session of spiritual guidance. I can’t claim it annoyed
me. It gave me a chance to learn secrets, and also to sound off on the

problems of life. I was on fine terms practically with everyone. Even
the union delegate, when he saw I didn’t intend to be hard-nosed and

difficult about the company’s interests. And the Old Man—he did

correspondence courses in philosophy at a bunch of universities, it

was his hobby, and was forever wnting out assignments—^he took to me
too, though he didn’t approve of my leniency.

Anyway, I became ship’s confidant Though not all the confidences

gave hope to the soul.

More than one guy dropped in to sound me out on a black-market

proposition or fast buck on foreign soil.

One planned to become a hairdresser after the war, he told me,

because then he’d have his hands on the head of every broad in Ke-

nosha.

One who had washed out of paratroop school and still wore his Fort

Benning boots told me frankly when the matter of his beneficiary came

up that he had three legal wives in different parts of Pennsylvania and

New Jersey.

Some wanted diagnosis, as if I were a professional head-feeler and

not the humble understudy’s understudy of the cult of Asclepius the

Maritime Commission had made me.

“You think I maybe have an inferiority complex, do you think?” one

of them asked me.

Indeed I saw many ravages, but I never said.

Beside-itself humanity, hurrying, hurrying, with liquid eyes.

“Suppose you was the guy in a fix like this . •

“There was this certain fnend of mine . .

“He said, ‘You support the old man for a while and see how you

like It’
”

“He ran away for a Carnie.”

“Now this girl, who was a cripple in one leg, she worked in the paint

lab of the stove factory.”

“He was a Rumania-box type of swindler, where you put in a buck

and It comes out a fiver.”

“If he floated down the river with a hard-on he expected them to

raise the bndges for him, that’s how he was an egotist”

“I said, ‘You listen here to me, fart-blossom, you chiseler . .

“Though I knew she was so sweet and we had the kids, the

time just came when I couldn’t keep the multiplication table out

of my head, and then I knew, ‘Bitches is all you deserve and should
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be With. Let them rob you and kick you around That’s okay!’ **

Lasciar le dome? Pazzo! Lasciar le donne^

‘T was trying to have one night with this girl before I shipped out
We both worked m the shipping department But I couldn’t swing it

So for weeks I was carrying a safety m my pocket and couldn’t get to

use it One time it was all set and then my wife’s grandmother died.

I had to go fetch grandfather to the funeral He couldn’t understand

what It was ail about We sat in the chapel where the organ played.

He said, ‘Why, that’s the music the old dog died to,’ and made one

]oke after another Then he recognized her m the cofSn, and he said,

excited, ‘Why, there’s Mother^ I saw her yesterday in the A and P.

What’s she doing here? Mother, why, Mother!’ And then he under-

stood and bust into tears Oh, he cried Me too Ail of us Me with the

safety still m my pocket What do you think? Everybody is some kind

of tricker. Even me
“Then my wife and kid took me to the station. I still hadn’t made it

with that girl and probably she forgot all about it and started with

another guy. My little daughter said® ‘Daddy, I got to take a pisst.’

She’d heard the boys talk. We had to laugh But then, good-by. My
heart weighed* a ton So long, honey She was crym’ away by the train

window, and I felt the same And meantime that safety was in my vest

pocket. I didn’t throw it away ”

This man’s face was flat, slender, rosy, bony-nosed, gray-eyed, and

his mouth was small

I passed out advice in moderate amounts; nobody is perfect I ad-

vocated love, especially.

Some terribly strange personalities came forward

Griswold, for instance, one of the stewards. A former undertaker

and also zoot-suiter and cat, A light Negro, extremely handsome and

grand, short beard full of graceful glitters, hair rich and oiled; a bum
on his cheek gleamed with Unguentme. His pants flowed voluminous

and stripy down to a two-strap shoe He smoked tea for his quiet recrea-

tion and studied grammar m a number of languages for kicks. Griswold

handed me the following poem of his own writing:

How much, you ask me, do I suffer

Now, baby, listen, I am not a good bluffer.

My ambitions and aspirations don’t leave

me no rest,

I am born with a high mind and aim for

the best.
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His knee went up and down rapidly while I read this, and his eyes were

dark and anxious.

If I dwell on these individual members of the crew it’s in the nature

of a memonal For on the fifteenth day out, when we were off the

Canaries, the Sam MacManus was sent down by a torpedo

It happened while I was hearing one of these unofficial conflteors,

in fact It was night, and we must have been making twelve knots,

when suddenly there came a crushing great blow on the side, we were

flung down. There were bucklings and crashes and then the inside stun

of an explosion We rushed for the outer deck, fast Already hairs of

fire came up through the busted plates, and the superstructure was
lighted clear by th6 flames. Patches of water also burned close by, and

the bright water approached Hungry yells and steam blasts, plunges,

the huge rafts swooped over the side, released, and the boats crashed

from the davits. We scrambled up to the boats, this guy and I, and

started to wmd one out. It hung caught and crooked I shouted to him
to jump m and see what was foulmg He didn’t seem to get this, his

eyes looking wildly at me ‘‘Get m there!” I yelled, weirdly hoarse with

the terror. Then I hopped in myself to free the boat, whereupon, the

winch lettmg go, unbraked, the boat slammed fast and hard on the

water, knocking me overboard My thought when I went under was

that the ship would suck me with it as it sank. The fear squeezed and

milked the strength out of my arms and legs, but I tried to fight, hearmg

grunts and Orpheus pulls of string from the deep bottom, and then all

the consciousness there was to me seemed a hairlash in the crushing

water umverse.

I came up wanting to howl but unable to, my jaws tore open only

to breathe And where was the lifeboat‘s Weil, there were boats and

rafts here and there m the water-fires I was spitting, vomiting up sea,

weeping, and straining to get distance from the flaming ship from which,

in the white of the fire, men were still jumping.

I made for a boat that floated a hundred yards or so off. I labored

after it in terror lest it pull away. However, I saw no oars out. I couldn’t

have hollered after; my voice seemed to have gone But it only drifted,

and I made it I grabbed the painter and called to Vvhoever might be

lying inside, for I was too beat to get m. But the boat was vacant Then

the MacManus went down The sudden quench of the white light was

how I knew it. Fire still burned all over the surface, but the current

was carrying fast. I saw a loaded raft in the torn light of flames. Then

I had another go at climbing into the boat. I worked my way to the

middle, where the gunwale was lower. From that position I saw a guy
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who held on to the stem, poor bastard. I yelled to him, thrilled, glad,

blit his head hung back. I frantically swam behind him to see what was
wrong

‘‘You hurt?” I asked.

“No, bushed,” he muttered.

“Come, ril boost you over and then you give me a hand We’ve got

to see if we can pick up any other guys
”

We had to wait until he had the strength to try. Finally I gave him

a hand-stirrup, and he made it.

I waited for his assistance but it didn’t come. He let me trail for I

don’t know how long. I hollered and cried, cursed, rocked the boat. No
soap. At last 1 threw a leg over the side and toiled and dragged myself

astride the gunwale. He was sitting on a thwart, there, hands between

his knees. Furious, I drove my fist down on his sodden back He lurched

but otherwise didn’t move, only turned up a pair of animal-m-the-

headlights eyes “Le’ me drown, you sonofabitch? I’ll bash your brains

out!” I yelled. He didn’t answer, only covered me with his cold eyes

and his face twitched. •

“Grab an oar and lefs go pick up survivors,” I said.

But there was only one oar to grab. The rest were gone.

There was nothing to do but sit and drift. I gazed and called over

the water in case there should be someone carried out this way. But

there wasn’t anybody. The fires were receding and going out. I half

expected the sub to surface and take stock, and I half wanted it to. It

was around, all right, beating it down in the sea. What did I think

—

that I’d get a chance to holler and give them a piece of my mind? No,

they went away, no doubt, continuing their supper perhaps, or playing

cards. And by the time night fell completely there wasn’t the light of

boat or raft to be seen anywhere.

I sat and waited for daylight, when I hoped there’d something show

on the horizon.

Nothing showed. At dawn we were in a haze like the swelter of an

©Id-fashioned laundry Monday, with the sun a burning copper-bottom,

and through this air distortion and diffused color you couldn’t see fifty

yards. We sighted some wreckage but no boats. The sea was empty, I

was awed by tlie death of those guys and the disappearance of the sur-

vivors, swept away. Down in the engine room they couldn’t have had

much of a chance.

Glum and bitter, I started to take stock. There were smudgepots and

flares for signaling, and there was no food or water problem for the

time being, since there were only two of us. But who was it that fate
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had billeted on me? This guy sitting on the thwart whom I had beaten

last night, as far as my strength permitted, what trouble would I have

with him? He was the ship’s carpenter and handyman, and from one

point of view I was in luck, having no manual skill or ingenuity myself.

He rigged up a kind of sail by stepping up the oar, and he claimed we
couldn’t be more than two hundred miles west of the Canaries, and that

if we had any luck at all we’d sail nght into them. He told me that every

day he’d gone and looked at the charts, and so he knew exactly where

we were and what the currents were doing. He figured it out with great

satisfaction and self-confidence, and he seemed absolutely untroubled.

About my beating and cursing him, not a single word.

He was of broad, stocky build, carrying a judicious big ball of a

head, cut close. Many of his bristles were white, but not with age; he

had a dark mustache that followed the comers of his mouth calmly

downward. His eyes were blue and he wore specs. A pair of bleached-

at-the-knees overalls dried slowly on his wide calves

I took a fliei of imagination at his past and saw him at age ten read-

ing Popular Mechanics.

Even as I sized him up, he did me, of course.

“You’re Mr. March, the purser,” he said at last He commanded,
when he wanted to, a very cultured deep voice.

“That’s right,” said I, surpnsed by the sudden viola tone

“Basteshaw, ship’s carpenter. By the way, aren’t you a Chicagoan

too?”

Basteshaw, after all, was a name I had heard before. “Wasn’t your
dad m the real-estate business? Around Einhom’s, back in the twenties,

there was a man named Basteshaw.”

“He dabbled in real estate. He was in the produce business. Baste-

shaw the Soupngreens Eung ”

“That’s not what Commissioner Einhorn called Mm.”
“What was that?”

It was too late now to back out, and so I said, “He nicknamed Mm
Butcher-Paper.”

Basteshaw laughed. He had broad teeth. “Thaf^ great!” he said.

Imagine! Over this trouble, solitude, danger, heartbreak of the

disaster, there blows suddenly home-town familiarity, and even a faux

pas about the nickname.

He didn’t respect his old father. I didn’t approve of that

Respect? Why, it came out how he downright hated him. He was

glad he was dead. I’m willing to believe old Basteshaw was a tyrant, a

miser, a terrible man. Nevertheless he was the fellow’s father.
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Ib beauty or doom colors, according to what was in your heart, the

sea and skies made their cycles of day and night, the jeweled water

gadding universally, the night-glittenng fury setting m. The days were

sultry. We sat under the crust of the canvas, m the patch of shade.

There was scarcely any wind for the first few days, which was lucky.

I tried to master my anxious mind, which kept asking whether I’d

ever see Stella again, or my mother, my brothers, Emhorn, Clem. I

kept the smudgepot and flares by me, dry. Our chances of being picked

up were not bad in these parts It wasn’t as though we had gone down
in the extreme south where there wasn’t much shipping then.

As the heat fanned over you, you sometimes heard the actual salt

in the water, like rustling, or like a brittle snow when it starts to melt.

Basteshaw was forever watching me through those goggles. Even
during a nap he seemed to watch, his head backed off, studious, vigilant.

Cousin Anna Coblin didn’t look more persistently into mirrors. There

he sat, with his thick chest interposed, ponderous He was built hke a

horse, this Basteshaw. As if hoofs, not hands, were on his knees. If he

had hit back at me that first night there’d have been real trouble. But

then we were both too weak to fight. And now he seemed to have for-

gotten all about it His poise was that of a human fortress, and you

could never catch him off balance He often laughed. But while the

sounds of his laughter went out into the spaces of the sea his eyes, blue

and small, never lost sight of me through the goggles.

“One thing Fm glad of,” he said, “is that I didn’t meet my end by
drowning Not yet, anyway. I’d rather die of hunger, exposure, any-

thing else. My dad, you see, drowned in the lake.”

“Did he"^” Ah, then, farewell Butcher-Paper. This was when 1

learned of his death

“At Montrose Beach during his vacation. Busy men often die on

their holiday, as if they had no time for it during the busmess week.

Relaxation kills them He had a heart attack.”

“But I thought he drowned?”

“He fell m the water and was drowned. Early in the morning. He
was sitting on the pier, reading the Trib. He always got up before dawn,

from years m the market. The coronary was slight and wouldn’t have

been fatal. It was the water m his lungs
”

Basteshaw, I discovered, loved medical and all scientific conversa-

tion of any sort,

“The guards found him when they came on duty. The afternoon

papers carried a story of foul play. TOere was a wad of money in his

pocket, big thick rings on his fingers. That infuriated me. I went down
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to Brisbane Street to give them a piece of my mmd. I thought it was
scandalous Trading on people’s emotions like that. There was poor

Ma, horrified. Murder‘d I forced them to pnnt a retraction
”

I know those small paragraphs of retraction on page thirty, in tmy
print

However, Basteshaw announced it with real pride He put on his old

man’s best Borsalmo hat, he told me, and he took the Cadillac out of

the garage and smashed it up He drove it into a wall on purpose. For

the old man never would let him have it and kept it like a Swiss watch

The late Butcher-Paper had had a thing about breakage When he

had a violent fit and was about to smash something, Mrs. Basteshaw

would cry, “Aaron, Aaron, the drawer!” Old pie tins were kept in a

kitchen drawer for him that he could fling and stamp on. No matter how
enraged, he always used these pie tins, not good china

Basteshaw laughed as he told this, but I was sad for the old man.

“The car couldn’t be used in the funeral because it was in smith-

ereens That made it a Vikmg funeral, after a fashion. After he was

planted my next move”—I flmChed m advance
—

“was to break off

with my cousin Lee The old man made me get engaged to her on the

ground that I trifled with her affections After he mixe4 m I never

intended to marry her.”

“Trifle? What did he mean*?”

“That I was m the sack with her. But I swore I’d never give the old

man the satisfaction.”

“You might have been in love with her, old man or no old man ”

He gave me a sharp glance I didn’t knew what sort of person I was
dealing with

“She had pulmonary phthisis, and people like that are frequently

highly stimulated. Increased temperatures often act on the erogenous

zones spectacularly,” said he m his lecturer’s tone.

“But was she m love with you?”

“Birds with their higher temperature also lead a more intense emo-
tional life I see from the way you speak of love that you don’t know
a thing about psychology or biology. She needed me and therefore

loved me. If another guy had been around she would have loved him
Suppose I had never been born, does that mean she wouldn’t have loved

anyone? If the old man hadn’t interfered I might have mamed her, but

he was pro so I was contra. Besides, she was dymg. So I told her I

couldn’t possibly marry her. Why string her along?”

Brute!

Pig!
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Snake!

Murderer^

He had hastened her death I couldn’t bear the look of him for a

while

“Within a year she died. Toward the end her face was absolutely

mealy, poor girl She was quite pretty originally.’'

“Why don’t you shut up^”

He was surprised at me. “Why, what’s eating you'^” he said.

“Listen, drop dead’”

He would have let me drown too, or be eaten by sharks

Nevertheless the conversation was resumed by and by. Under the

circumstances, what else'^'

So now Basteshaw told me about another relative, an aunt She slept

for fifteen years And then one day suddenly arose and went about the

house as if nothing had happened “She dropped off when I was ten

years old She woke up when I was twenty-five, and she knew me right

as soon as she saw me She wasn’t even surprised
”

Til bet.

“One day my uncle Mort was coming home from work—^this was
out in Ravenswood. You know how they build the bungalows there?

He was gomg around to the back, between two houses, and as he

passed the bedroom he saw her hand reach out to pull the window
blind He recognized the hand by the wedding band, and he came close

to filling his pants He stumbled in, and sure enough, she had cooked

supper and it was on the table She said, ‘Go wash’’
”

“Incredible! Could it really happen‘d Why, it’s a regular sleeping-

beauty story. Was it sleepmg sickness*^”

“If she had been a beauty she wouldn’t have slept so long My own
diagnosis is some form of narcolepsy. Etiology purely mental. It may
account for Lazarus For Miss Usher of the House of Usher and many
others. Only my aunt’s case is extremely illuminating. Deep secrets of

life Deeper than this ocean. To hold tight is the wish of every neurotic

character While she slept she ruled. In some part of her mind she knew
what was gomg on, as evidenced by the fact that she could resume life

after fifteen years with accuracy. She knew where things were, and she

was not surprised by the changes She had the power achieved by those

who he still.”

I had to thmk of Einhorn in his wheel chair, lecturing me about

strength.

“While battles rage, planes fly, machinery produces, money changes

hands, Eskimos hunt, kidnapers sweep the roads—^that person is safe
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who by lying in bed can make the world come to him, or to her. My
Aunt Ettl’s whole life was a preparation for this miracle.”

“It’s something, all right,” I said.

"‘You bet your sweet life. It’s of the utmost significance too. Do you

remember how the great Sherlock Holmes doped things out in his

room on Baker Street'^ But compared to his brother Mycroft he was
no place. That Mycroft! There was a brain, March’ He never budged

from his club, and he was a real mastermind and knew everything So

when Sherlock was stumped he came to Mycroft, who gave him the

answer. You know the reason? Because Mycroft sat tighter than Sher-

lock Sitting tight IS power. The king sits on his prat, and the common
folks are on their feet Pascal says people get m trouble because they

can’t stay in their rooms. The next poet laureate of England— figure

—sprays God to teach us to sit still You know that famous painting of

the gypsy Arab traveler sleeping with his mandolin and the lion gazing

on him? That doesn’t mean the lion respects his repose No, it means

the Arab’s immobility controls the lion. This is magic. Passivity plus

power. Listen to me, March, that old Rip van Wmkle conked out on

purpose.”

“Who took care of your aunt all that time'?”

“A Polack woman—-Wadjka And let me say that after the miracle

was over my uncle was in a hell of a spot. Because he had arranged his

life around my sleeping aunt She slept, and he had his card parties

and his honeybunch After she woke we all pitied him.”

“As far as compassion goes,” I said, “what about some for your

aunt? She put m all that time, a chunk of her life like that. Like a long

prison term practically
”

A smile began to draw Basteshaw’s mustache. -

“I once was bugs on the history of art,” he said. “Instead of bemg
on the hustle in the summer, as my old man wanted, I’d slip away to

the Newberry library where I’d be the only lad among eight or ten

nuns at a reading table I picked up a book hy Ghiberti once, anyhow,

and It made a great impression on me He told about a German gold-

smith of the Duke of Anjou who was the equal of the great sculptors

of Greece At the end of his life he had to stand by and watch his mas-

terpieces melted down for bullion His labor all in vain He prayed on

his knees, ‘O Lord, creator of all, let me not follow after false gods.’

Then he went mto a monastery, this holy man, where he cashed in his

chips and checked out for good.”

O blight! That the firm world should give out at the end of life.

Blasted! But he had God to fall back on. And what if there had been
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no God for him? What if the truth should be even more terrible and
furious*^

“So what was Aunt EttFs sickness but a work of art*> And just like

this poor German fellow, she had to be prepared for failure. That’s

what they mean by the rums of time

—

Or go to Rome, which is the sepulcher.

I suppose you know Shelley

—

Go thou to Rome—at once the Paradise,

The grave, the city, and the wilderness.

So works of art aren*t eternal So beauty is perishable. Didn’t this saintly

German wake up many mornings inspired, with joy in his hearF> What
more can you ask'? He couldn’t be both happy and sure of being nght

for eternity. You have to take your chance that being happy is also

being right.”

I was with him there; I nodded with answering intelligence. I had a

better opinion of him. There was something to him, after all He had

some nobility of heart and was a gooci guy in some mysterious respects.

Though what a mixture!

Meanwhile the boat sauntered through glassy stabs of hght and

wheewhocked on the steep drink.

And then I had to bring to mind how many times, thinking myself

right, I had been wrong.

And wrong again.

And wrong again.

And agam.

And how long would I be right now?
But I had great confidence m my love of Stella and her love of me.

And then again, perhaps all matters of nght and wrong would finish

soon, as we might not survive

Points and crosses of diamond dazzled from the slopey blue ever-full

waters. Fish and monsters did their busmess within. Some of our

drowned were near, maybe, and passed beneath us

Now he talked of his aunt Ettl as an artist and sounded pompous.

Here it wasn’t so many days ago that he was scarcely able to fiddle his

legs, and shrunk down to nothing with fright, and now look at him,

astride his mental powers, sweatmg and round-headed, sitting there so

sturdy.

“Why does an educated fellow like you ship out as carpenter*?” I

said, asking the question that had puzzled me for some time.

And then it came out that he was a biologist or biochemist; or
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psycho-biophysicist, which he liked best of all Six universities had
canned him for his strange ideas and refused to look at his experimental

results. With all this scientific training he wasn’t going to be an infantry

man. So he shipped, and this was his fifth voyage. At sea he could keep

up his scientific work.

Why did I always have to fall among theoreticians f

He started m to tell me of this work of his, beginning with a survey

of his life.

“You know how there are things every child wants to be For in-

stance, when I was twelve I was very fast on the ice and could have

become a skating champion. But I lost interest. Then I became a stamp

expert. I lost interest m that too. Next a socialist, and that didn’t last. I

took up the bassoon and I quit. So I went through a large number of

interests and nothing suited me. Then when I was in college I caught

an extreme desire to be—or to have been—a Renaissance cardmal.

That was the one thing I’d have loved A wicked one, smoking with

life, neighing and plungmg Yeah, boy! I’d put my mother in a nunnery.

Fd keep my father in a gunny sack I’d commission Michelangelo to go

beyond the Farnese and the Strozzi Spontaneous, I’d have been. Vigor-

ous. Without embarrassment Happy as a god Ah, well, what can you

do, impose your ideas on life? Everybody wants to be the most desirable

kind of man.

“And how does it start? Well, go back to when I was a kid in the

municipal swimming pool. A thousand naked little bastards screaming,

punching, pushing, kicking The lifeguards whistle and holler and pun-

ish you, the cops on duty squash you in the ribs with their thumbs and

call you snot-nose Shivery little rat. Lips blue, blood thin, scared, your

little balls tight, your little thing shriveled Skinny you. The shoving

multitude bears down, and you’re nothing, a meaningless name, and

not just obscure m eternity but right now. The fate of the meanest your

fate. Death’ But no, there must be some distinction. The soul cries out

against this namelessness And then it exaggerates It tells you, ‘You

were meant to astonish the world You, Hymie Basteshaw, Stupor

mundi! My boy, brace up. You have been called, and you will be

chosen So start looking the part. The generations of man will venerate

you as long as calendars exist!’ This is neurotic, I know—excuse the

jargon—^but to be not neurotic is to adjust to what they call the reality

situation But the reality situation is what I have described. A billion

souls boiling with anger at a doom of insignificance. Reahty is also

these private hopes the imagination invents. Hopes, the indispensable

evils of Pandora’s Box. Assurance of a fate worth suffering for. In other
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words, desiring to be cast in the mold of true manhood. But who is

cast in this mold? Nobody knows

“I did my best to be as much of a Renaissance cardinal as one can

under modem conditions.

“After much effort to live up to a glorious standard there came
fatigue, wan hope, and boredom I experienced extreme boredom. I

saw others experiencing it too, many denying, by the way, that any

such thing existed. And finally I decided that I would make boredom

my subject matter That Td study it. That I’d become the world’s lead-

ing authority on it March, that was a red-letter day for humanity. What
a field! What a domain! Titanic^ Promethean! I trembled before it. 1

was inspired I couldn’t sleep Ideas came in the night and I wrote them

down, volumes of them. Strange that no one had gone after this sys-

tematically. Oh, melancholy, yes, but not modern boredom.

“I did a fair amount of research in literature and among modem
thinkers. The first conclusions were obvious. Boredom starts with use-

less effort. You have shortcomings and aren’t what you should be?

Boredom is the conviction that youican’t change You begin to worry

about loss of variety in your character and the uncomplimentary com-

parison with others in your secret mind, and this makes you feel your

own tiresomeness On your social side boredom is a manifestation of

the power of society. The stronger society is, the more it expects you to

hold yourself in readiness to perform your social duties, the greater

your availability, the smaller your significance. On Monday you are

justifying yourself by your work But on Sunday, how are you justified?

Hideous Sunday, enemy of humanity. Sunday you’re on your own

—

free Free for what‘s Free to discover what’s in your heart, what you

feel toward your wife, children, friends, and pastimes. The spmt of

man, enslaved, sobs in the silence of boredom, the bitter antagonist.

Boredom therefore can arise from the cessation of habitual functions,

even though these may be boring too. It is also the shriek of unused

capacities, the doom of serving no great end or design, or contributing

to no master force. The obedience that is not willingly given because

nobody knows how to request it. The hamiony that is not accomplished.

This lies behind boredom. But you see the endless vistas.”

Did V I was stupefied, I watched him climb around like an alpinist of

the mountains of his own brain, sturdy, and with his calm goggles and

his blue glances of certitude.

“And I wanted to approach it scientifically,” he went on. “So my first

project was to study the physiology of boredom. I looked into the mus-

cular fatigue experiments of Jacobson and others and that led me into
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biochemistry. I knocked out myM A in record time, I may add, in cell

chemistry. Keeping rat tissues alive in vitro, after Harrison and the

technique improved by Carrel This drew me on to von Wettstem, Leo
Loeb, and so forth. How come the simple ceils wish for immortality

whereas the complex organisms get bored? The cells have the will to

persist in their essence . .

There ensued certain descriptions which I don’t command the physi-

cal chemistry to repeat, the kinesis of enzymes and so forth. But the

upshot of this was, that as he investigated the irritability of protoplasm

he discovered some of the secrets of life. ‘T’m sure you’ll find it hard

to believe what happened next. Nobody else has believed it.”

“You didn’t create life!”

‘Tn all humility, that’s exactly what I did. Six universities have

thrown me out for claiming it.”

“Why, It’s crazy! Are you sure that’s what you did?”

He said stiffly, “I’m a serious person. My whole existence has been

intensely serious. I don’t intend to jeopardize my own sanity by making

wild claims. I get the same resuljs time after time—^protoplasm.”

“You must be a genius.”

He didn’t offer to deny this.

He’d better be one. If he wasn’t a gemus I was in this boat with a

maniac,

“I stumbled on this,” he said, “I am not God.”
“But couldn’t they see you had done it?”

“I couldn’t get them to And then the first cells I made lacked two
essential powers, the regenerative and the reproductive, and were

sterile and fragile forms. But in the last two years I’ve made a special

study of biological organizers. I’ve been in embryology, and I’ve made
some further discoveries.”

He had to take a swig of water, for he had talked himself onto dry

spittle. Huge-headed, huge-chested, stalwart, calm, he was like an

enormous case of the finest capacities. Like one of those Egyptian

mummy cases that follow the outhnes of the bodies they enclose. And
also his resemblance to a horse contmued very strong.

“But still you haven’t explained what a man of your ability was doing

as ship’s carpenter on the MacManus/*
“Continuing my experiments.”

“You mean there was some of that protoplasm aboard?”

“As a matter of fact, there was.”

“And It’s floating in the ocean now?”

“I’m sure it is.”
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“And what’s going to happen?”

“I don’t know. It’s one of my later forms, a great advance over thai

earlier, penshable form.”

“What if a new chain of evolution begins?”

“Exactly. What if^”

“Something terrible maybe. Damn you guys, you don’t care how
you fiddle with nature'” I said, feeling extremely angry. “Somebody is

going to burn up the atmosphere one day or kUl us all with a gas.”

He conceded that it was not impossible.

“Why should one man have the power to damage all nature or pol-

lute the entire world?” I asked him.

“I don’t think there’s much chance of that,” he said And then he

wouldn’t continue the conversation but fell into fascinated thought.

Often Basteshaw seemed to be thinking over my head, and he

would be in a strange humor m which you could see him make an

observation, both grim and amusing to himself. It made me wonder

what he was up to. And for long spells, though he patrolled me stdl

from the side of his eyes and knew my every move, he sometimes sat

as heavy as a piece of foundry brasS". I became very uneasy.

A couple of days went by and not a single remark was spoken. This

was a strange thing, first to be overwhelmed with talk and then to be

utterly isolated. Speak of boredom! Why, I began to feel as stiff as the

boat Itself But I took some of the blame for this. I said to myself, “You
have only this one person, one soul to deal with here—^what’s the

matter, can’t you do better? It’s enough like yours, this soul, as one lion

is pretty nearly all the lions, and there are just the two here, and some

of the last things of aU could be said. You’re not domg so good, if you

want to know the truth.”

I had a very strange dream on the boat’s bottom that night, which

was this, that a flatfooted, in gym shoes, pug-nosed old woman pan-

handled me. I laughed at her. “Why, you old guzzler, I can hear the

beer cans clinking in your shopping bag!” “No, them ain’t beer cans,”

she said, “it’s my window-washer stuff, my squeegee and Bon Ami and

such, and for the love of God, must I wash my forty-fifty windows

every day of my life? Give us something, won’t you?” “Okay, okay,”

I said, me the bighearted, grinning. Among other things it made me
feel good to see the West Side of Chicago again. I put my hand in my
pocket, and I meant to give her only chickenfeed. Being not downright

stingy, but-a little close on some days, to tell the truth. But to my own
surprise, instead of giving her the price of a beer I gave her one coin

of each kind—^half a buck, a quarter, a dime, a jitney, and a penny.
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All these were lined up in my palm, ninety-one cents, and I dropped

them in her hand. The same instant I was sorry, for it was far too much.

But then I began to feel clean proud of myself. And Ugly Face, she

thanked me; she was almost like a dwarf, with a wide behmd. “Well,

there’s a few wmdows free,” I said “I haven’t got one I can call my
own.” “Come,” said she warmly, “and let me treat you to a beer.” “No,

thanks, mother, I’ve got to go. Thanks all the same.” I felt kindness

in the depth of my breast. In kindness, I touched her on the crown of

her old head and a great thrill passed through me from it “Why, old

woman,” I said, “you’ve got the hair of an angel!” “Why shouldn’t I

have,” she said gently, “like other daughters of men?”

My bosom was full of stormy surprises and dark bursts of happiness.

“God send you truth,” said the window-washer dwarf. She went

toward the shadow and the cool of the beer cavern.

I gave a long sigh and unwillmgly woke The stars were restless

and fevery. Basteshaw was asleep in a sitting position, transversely.

I regretted he wasn’t awake so I could immediately start to talk to

him.

But instead of bosom fraternity, what took place next day was a

battle.

Basteshaw claimed we must be close to land, he said he had seen land

birds and also seaweed and floating branches. I didn’t believe him.

Also, the color of the water was changing, he said, and was a yellower

green. It didn’t seem so to.me. He pulled his scientific authority on me.

Because, he said, after ail, he was a scientist; he had seen the charts and
studied the currents and made the calculations and watched all the

signs, so there couldn’t be any two ways about it. But the reason I

resisted believing him was that I was afraid to encourage my joy and
increase the heavmess of the opposite if he should be wrong.

However, the trouble didn’t start until I thought I saw a ship on the

west horizon. I began to shout and leap and wave my shirt. I was
frantic. And then I rushed to put a smudgepot into the water. I had

taken good care of the signaling equipment and had read the instruc-

tions for using it fifty times if I’d read them once. So now with sweaty

hands and anxiety-crippled fingers I started to get the pot ready.

Then Basteshaw, with that calm of voice that was his specialty and

made me doubt I heard right, said, “What do you want to make signals

for?”

Damn! The guy didn’t want to be saved! He wanted to pass up a

chance of rescue!

I turned my back on him and lowered the pot on the water. The black
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smoke began to rise against the pure color of the air. I went on flagging

my shirt. I could almost feel Stella’s arms slip round my waist and her

face touch my shoulder. And meantime my heart filled with black

murder at this lunatic Basteshaw, who sat m the stern with crossed

arms. It was maddening to see him.

But now there wasn’t anything on the horizon, and I had to think

my imagination had pulled a stunt on me. I was deeply graveled and felt

my fatigue and weakness for the first time; with just that dong of hope
departing that I had been afraid of, and sunken darkness.

'‘I’m sorry to tell you you were hallucinated,” he said, while I was
covered with weak sweat.

“Why, you blind bastard, there is a ship out there, just over the

horizon!”

“My vision is corrected to twenty-twenty,” he said. It was just that

kind of pedantry that made me hate him wildly.

“You damn four-eyed fool, what makes you want to croak out here?

Do you think you have a built-in compass'^ Maybe you believe you can

navigate, but don’t expect me to have the same sublime confidence. I’m

not passing up any chances.”

“Now take it easy. Nobody’s going to croak. I had a careful look at

the course a few hours before we went down and I know we’re close

to land. We must be, we’ve been going due east. We’re going to land

on Spanish territory and be interned Don’t you be a damn fool. Haven’t

you had enough war yet*^ But for dumb luck you’d have been burned

alive or become shark food. Now,” he said, getting severe, “listen at-

tentively. I don’t like to chew my cabbage twice. I’ve been figuring this,

and I believe luck is on our side. I’m going to land in the Canaries and

be mterned. For the rest of the war I’ll just stay there and do my re-

search. Which they wouldn’t exempt me for at home though I went to

Washington with an appeal. Now. I have plenty of money in the States;

my old man left me close to a hundred grand and we can work here.

I’ll teach you. You’re a pretty smart fellow, though you have all kinds

of cockeyed ideas about yourself. In a year you’ll know more than a

Ph.D. in biochemistry. Think of the opportunity you’ve fallen into. To
understand the birth of life and be m on the profoundest secrets. Wiser

than the Sphinx. You’ll gaze on the riddle of the universe with compre-

hension!”

He went on with his oratory, I was fnghtened and awed. Not just by

the storming of his mind, great as that was, but by the appearance once

more of the sign of the recruit under which I had been bom.
“I say to you this is a great chance for you, not simply to rise to
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eminence, not just to give your intellectual powers the very highest

development, but to assist in making a historic contribution to the

happiness of mankmd. These experiments with cells, March, will give

the clue to the origin of boredom in the higher organisms To what

used to be called the sin of acedia. The old fellows were right, for it is

a sm Blindness to life, secession, unreceptivity, a dull wall of anxious,

overprotected flesh, ignorant of the subtlety of God or Nature and

unfeeling toward its beauty. March, when liberated from this boredom,

every man will be a poet and every woman a saint. Love will fill the

world. Injustice will go, and slavery, bloodshed, cruelty They will

belong to the past, and, seeing all these horrors of past times, all man-
kind will sit down and weep at the memory of them, the memory of

blood and the hornble life of monads, at misunderstanding and mur-

derous rages and carnage of innocents. The breasts and bowels will

melt at this vision of the past. And then a new brotherhood of man
will begm. The prisons and madhouses will be museums. Like the pyra-

mids and the ruins of Maya, they will commemorate an erroneous de-

velopment of human gemus Real freedom will manifest itself, not based

on politics and revolutions, which never gave it anyhow, because it’s

not a gift but a possession of the man who is not bored. March, this is

what my experiments are leading toward I am going to create a serum

—a serum like a new River Jordan With respect to which I will be a

Moses. And you Joshua. To lead an Israel consisting of the entire

human race across it. And this is why I don’t want to go back to the

States.”

I was wrought up, choked. The very air that passed over me was m
if from the mouth of prophecy Meantime the pot went on diffusing

smoke. He was watchmg it like an enemy.

*Tm not passing up any chance to be saved. I don’t want to be

interned. Fve just gotten married. So even if I was sure you knew what

you were talking about I’d still say no.”

“You think I don’t know what I’m talking about?”

I should have been more tactful. He saw that that was exactly what

I thought.

“I’m offering you a great course of life,” he said. “Worth taking a

risk for.”

“I already have a course of life,”

“Indeed?” he said.

“Yes, and Fm dead against doing things to the entire human race.

I don’t want any more done to me, and I don’t want to tamper with

anyone else. No one will be a poet or saint because you fool with him-
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When you come nght down to it, I’ve had trouble enough becoming

what I already am, by nature. I don’t want to go to the Canaries with

you. I need my wife.”

He sat with his big arms crossed and his face devoid of expression

while the smudgepot sent silky, oily curls into the sea freshness of morn-

ing. The early red was still on the water from the east fringe of the

sky. I kept glancing toward the horizon.

“I assure you I don’t think your answer is frivolous,” he said “I

think it is sincere, but it is minor. Life has a much greater scale. Tm
sure you will agree with me later on, after we have worked and dis-

cussed, in the islands Which I understand are charming.”

“We may be passing a hundred miles to the north or the south and

never see those islands at aU,” I said. “You want to put it over on me
that you’re such a great scientist you can steer by the power of your

brain. Well, go ahead, but I’m getting rescued if I can.”

“It is my conviction that we may see land at any time,” he said. “So

why don’t you extinguish that smudge‘s”

“No, I won’t!” I shouted. “No, j^nd that’s final!” The fellow was

really out of his mind. But even then, in anger, I thought, what if he

really was a genius too, and I was lacking in faith.

He said quietly, “Okay.”

I turned to give my full attention to the horizon, when suddenly a

heavy blow descended on me and knocked me flat. He had clobbered

me with the oar. He was getting ready to hit me agam, with the loom

this time, having hit me with the blade before That Moses, Savior and

Messiah! He raised up on his heavy legs. More of a look of a task to

be done than lust was on his face. I tried to roll away from this blow

and I yelled, “For Chrissake, don’t kill me!”

Then I made a rush for him, and the minute I got my hands on him

I felt I’d kill him if I could, that much rage was in me. I wanted to

strangle him. He dropped the oar and gripped me round the ribs The

way he grabbed me I couldn’t use my arms. I butted and kicked while

he put on more pressure, till I couldn’t breathe.

He was a maniac.

And a murderer.

Two demented land creatures struggling on the vast water, head to

head, putting out all the strength they had. I would certainly have

killed him then if I’d been able. But he was the stronger man. He threw

his immense weight on me, he was heavy as brass, and I fell over a

thwart with my face on the cleats of the bottom.

I made ready for the end.
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The powers of the universe should take me back as they had sent

me fortL

Death!

But he didn’t mean to murder me. He was tearing my clothes off

and binding me with them. He twisted the shirt into bonds for my
wrists. My pants he tied my legs with. Then he tore off my skivvies to

wipe the blood from my face and the sweat from his. He yanked the

painter off and reinforced my bonds.

Then he doused the sraudgepot, and he stepped up the oar again with

its piece of canvas and sat looking eastward for the shore he was so

sure of while I lay naked and gaspmg, still on my side as he had left me.

Later he picked me up and set me down under the tarpaulin because

the sun was burning on me. When he laid hands on me I flinched and
heaved. “Anything busted?” he said, doctorhke, and felt my person,

my ribs and shoulders. I cursed him till my throat was raw.

When it came time to eat he fed me; and he said, “Better let me know
when you have to go to bathroom, otherwise there’ll be a problem.”

I said, “If you untie me, I give my word of honor I won’t send any

signals.”

“I can’t take chances with you,” he said “This is too important.”

Once in a while he’d chafe the arms and legs to help my circulation.

I begged him now. I said, “I’ll get gangrene.”

But no, he told me; I had made my choice. Besides, he said, we’d hit

those happy isles soon. Late in the afternoon he declared he could

smell the land breeze. He also said, “It’s getting hotter,” and took to

shading his eyes. And when evenmg came on he stretched out. He did

it with heaviness, and, while I watched and wished him the worst,

stretched out those doughty big legs and that bowl of tireless contempla-

tions from which the instructions had come to lam me and leave me
tied for the mght, and which might direct him to do worse yet.

The moon shone, a damp fell, and the boat crept; it scarcely budged

on the water. I wore out my wrists trying to pull free, and then I thought

that if I could crawl that far I might find a comer of the metal locker

on which I could saw myself free. I turned on my back and began to

work toward it, usmg my heels. Basteshaw didn’t wake. He lay like

that great painted mummy case, his feet cocked out and his head like

stone.

He had made a big welt on my back, and this I scraped as I crawled,

^nd I had to stop and take it out on my lip with my teeth. It didn’t

seem any use. Terrible deep sorrow came on me, and I wept to myself.

So as not to wake him.
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It took me half the night to reach the locker and work my hands

loose. But finally the shirt tore off and I flaked away at the painter,

soaking it to make it expand. At last it came off. I crouched there and
licked my raw wrists My back was flaming from the beating it had
taken, but there was one cool place m my body, which was where I

kept murder in my heart toward Basteshaw. I crept over to him; I

didn’t stand up because he might wake and see me standing in the

moonlight. I had my choice now of pushing him in the water, of

strangling him, of beating him with the oar as he had done me, of break-

ing his bones and seeing his blood

I decided as the first step to tie him and take off his goggles. Then
we’d see.

Well, as I stood poised over him on my toes, full of revenge, holding

the painter, I felt heat rising off him I lightly touched his cheek. The
guy was burnmg up with fever I listened to his heart. Some kind of

gunnery seemed to be going on there, hollow and terrible.

I was gypped of revenge. For as a matter of course I took care of

him. I cut a hole in a piece of canvas to make myself a poncho, my
other clothes being ripped to tatters' and I sat up with him all night.

Like Henry Ware of the Kentucky border and the great chief of the

Ohio, Timmendiquas. He might have stabbed Timmendiquas but he

let him go.

I felt sorrow and pity for him too. I realized how much he was barren

of, or trying to be barren of in order to become the man of his ideas.

Didn’t he, even if mainly from his head rather than from his heart, want

to bnng about redemption and rescue the whole brotherhood of man
from suffering?

He was off his rocker all the next day. It would have been the end

of him if I hadn’t sighted and signaled a British tanker late that day. It

would have been the end of me too, for it turned out that we were way
past the Canaries and somewhere off the Rio de Oro. This scientist

Basteshaw! Why, he was cuckoo^ Why, we’d both have rotted in that

African sea, and the boat would have rotted, and there would have

been nothing but death and mad ideas to the last. Or he’d have murdered

and eaten me, still calm and utterly reasonable, and gone on steering

to his goal.

Anyway, they dragged us aboard, both in a bad way. Naples was the

first port this Limey ship made. There the authorities stuck us in a

hospital. And it was a few weeks before I was afoot again, and I met

Basteshaw in the corridor in a bathrobe, coming along slowly. He
seemed himself again, confident and proud-headed. But he was de-
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cidedly cool to me. I could see he was blaming me for frustrating his

great plan. Now he’d have to ship again. No Canaries His research,

so essential to human survival itself—^that was no small thing to post-

pone.

“Do you realize/’ I said, driving it home, still indignant at what

might have happened, “that you missed, you great navigator? I might

never have seen my wife again if I had listened to you/’

He heard me out and meanwhile took my measure. He said, “The

power of an individual to act through his intellect on the reason of

mankind is smaller now than ever
”

“Go ahead’ Save mankind’” I said. “But don’t forget if you had your

way you’d be dead now.”

He wouldn’t talk to me after that, and I didn’t care. We snubbed

each other in the corridor. All I thought about was Stella anyhow.

It was six months before I saw New York again, for they found one

reason after another to detain me at the hospital.

So it was a night in September when the taxi let me off at Stella’s

door, which now also was mine, and she came running down the stairs

to me.



CHAPTER XXVI

If I could have come back and started to lead a happy, peaceful life I

think very few people would have the right to complain that I wasn’t

ready yet or hadn’t paid the admission price that’s set by whoever sets

prices Guys like the broken-down Cossack of the Mexican mountains

and other spokesmen would at least have to agree that I had a breather

coming. Nevertheless I have had alin^ost none It probably is too much
to ask.

I said when I started to make the record that I would be plain and

heed the knocks as they came, and also that a man’s character was his

fate. Well, then it is obvious that this fate, or what he settles for, is also

his character. And since I never have had any place of rest, it should

follow that I have trouble being still, and furthermore my hope is based

upon getting to be still so that the axial lines can be found When striv-

ing stops, the truth comes as a gift—^bounty, harmony, love, and so

forth. Maybe I can’t take these very things I want.

Once I said to Mintouchian when we were discussing this, “Wherever

I stay it has always been on somebody’s hospitality. First on old

Grandma—it was really her house. Then those people in Evanston, the

Renlings, then this Casa Descuitada in Mexico, and with Mr. Pasla-

vitch the Yugoslavian ”

“Some people, if they didn’t make it hard for themselves, might fall

asleep,” said Mintouchian. “Even the Son of Man made it hard so He
would have enough m common with our race to be its God ”

“I had this idea of an academy foster-home or something like that.”

“It could never work Excuse me, but it’s a ridiculous idea. Of course

some ridiculous ideas do work, but yours wouldn’t, having so many
children to take care of. You’re not the type, and Stella even less.”

“Oh, I know it was a goofy idea that I should educate children. Who
am I to educate anybody? It wasn’t so much education as love. That
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was the idea. What I wanted was to have somebody hving with me for

a change, mstead of the other way around.”

I always denied that I was the only creature of my kind. But how
seldom two imaginations coincide! That’s because they are ambitious

imaginations, both. If they meant to be satisfied, then they would coin-

cide.

I saw one thing and Stella another when we thought about matters hke

this academy and foster-home. What I had in my mind was this pnvate

green place like one of those Walden or Innisfree wattle jobs under

the kind sun, surrounded by velvet woods and bright gardens and

Elysium lawns sown with Lincoln Park grass seed However, we are

meant to be earned away by the complex and hear the simple like

the far horn of Roland when he and Oliver are being wiped out by the

Saracens, I told Stella I was keen about beekeeping. Hell, I thought, I

had got along with an eagle, why not get along with different winged

creatures and there be honey instead'^ So she bought me a book on

beekeeping and I took it out wtfh me on my second voyage. But I

already knew what she thought the academy would look like, a beaten-

up frame house of dead-drunk jerry-builders under dusty laborious

trees, laundry boiling in the yard, pinched chickens of misfortune, riot-

ing kids, my blind mother weanng my old shoes and George cobblering,

me with a crate of bees in the woods.

At first Stella said it was a lovely idea, but what else was she going to

say in the emotions of reunion when I told her how the ship went down,
and the rest. She cned, holding on to me, and her tears fell on my
chest, almost spurted. “Oh, Augie,” she said, “the things that happen

to you! Poor Augie!” We were in bed. I saw her round smooth back

by the Italian mirror, a big circular one that hung over the mantel.

“Well, to hell with this war and falimg m the water and all of that,” I

said. “I want to get this place where we can have a settled hfe.”

“Oh yes,” she said. But at that tune what else could she say?

However, I didn’t have the least idea of how to go about it. And of

course it was only one of those bubble-headed dreams of people who
haven’t yet realized what they’re like nor what they’re intended for

Pretty soon I understood that I would mostly do as she wanted be-

cause it was I who loved her most What it was that she wanted wasn’t

clear for a time. You see, there was all the immenso giubbilo of home-
coming and being saved from the sea and this Basteshaw, a romantic

survivor and escapee; it was appropnate there should be cries of

Thanksgiving as if written down by Franz Joseph Haydn and sung by
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the Schola Cantomm, and so on. And after all Stella did love me, and

we had a honeymoon <till to catch up on. So if sometimes I saw she was
preoccupied I considered that probably her preoccupations were with

me. That was the intelligent thing to consider. Yet it wasn’t really I

who absorbed her most. What do you think it is, to drag people from

their preoccupations, where they do their habitual toil! At first you
wouldn’t think anything in such a connection with a woman who looks

as she does, with those endowments, not light but solid, her body rising

toward a delicate head with feathery dark bangs. Around some people

the space is their space, and when you want to approach them it has

to be across their territory so that how you are to behave to them is

mainly under their control, and then it is always astonishing to leam

that they suffer, and perhaps worse than others, from their predominant

ideas. Now my foster-home and academy dream was not a preoccupa-

tion but one of those featherhead millenarian notions or summer butter-

flies. You should never try to cook such butterflies in lard So to speak.

Other preoccupations are my fate, or what fills life and thought Among
them, preoccupation with Stella, so ^at what happens to her happens,

by necessity, to me too.

Guys may very hkely think, Why hell! What’s this talk about fates?

and will feel it all comes to me from another day, and a mistaken day,

when there were fewer people in the world and there was more room
between them so that they grew not like wild grass but like trees in a

park, well set apart and developing year by year in the rosy light.

Now instead of such comparison you think. Let’s see it instead not even

as the grass but as a band of particles, a universal shawl of them, and

these particles may have functions but certainly lack fates. And there’s

even an attitude of mind which finds it almost disgusting to be a person

and not a function. Nevertheless I stand by my idea of a fate. For which
a function is a substitution of a deeper despair.

Not long ago I was in Florence, Italy. Stella and I are in Europe now
and have been since the end of the war. She wanted to come for profes-

sional reasons, and I’m in a kind of business I’ll soon tell about. Any-

way, I was in Florence; I travel all over; a few days before I had been

in Sicily where it was warm. Here it was freezing when I arrived; when
I came out of the station the mountain stars were barking. The wind

called the Tramontana was pouring in. In the morning when I woke,

in the Hotel Porta Rossa, just behind the Amo, I felt cold. The maid

brought coffee, which warmed me some. Some light shell of old metal

in a church tower rung in the swift glossy rush of the free-sight moun-

tain air. I washed with hot water, splashing the wooden floor. It was a
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comfort on an icy day to go out in a rubbed body, wrapped in a warm
coat.

I asked the clerk, “What’s a good thing to see that I can go out and
see in an hour? I have an appointment at noon.”

I knew this was a very American question, but it happened to be the

truth.

I won’t conceal what the appointment was about. I was acting for

Mmtouchian in a piece of business and had to contact a man who was
arranging to obtain an Italian import license for us so we could unload

Army surplus goods bought cheap in Germany. Vitamin pills espe-

cially, and other pharmaceutical goods Mmtouchian knew ail about

this type of speculation and we were making a lot of dough. There was
this Florentine uncle of a Rome bigshot I had to pay off, and he was

one of these civilized personalities with about five motives to my one

However, I have got the hang of dealing with them by now, and when
in doubt I talk to Mintouchian on the transatlantic phone and he tells

me what to do

The clerk at the Porta Rossa said, “You can see the gold doors of

the Baptistery with the sculptures of Ghiberti.”

I recollected that that lunatic Basteshaw had spoken of this Ghiberti

and so I followed the man’s directions to the Piazza del Duomo.
Horses were shivering from the cutting wind, Down the cold alleys

flames tore from the salamander cans of the people selling chestnuts

far in the stone angles of walls and cobblestones.

There were not many people by the Baptistery, due to this cold, only

a few huddlers with teary eyes who offered souvenirs for sale and

were flapping packs of postcards hinged together. I went and looked

into the gold panels telling the entire history of humankind. As I stared

and these gold heads of our supposedly common fathers and mothers

burned in the sun while they told once and for ail what they were, an

old lady came up to explain what they represented, and she began to

tell me the story of Joseph, of Jacob wrestling with the Angel, about the

flight from Egypt and about the Twelve Apostles, She got everythmg

balled up, for they’re not well up on the Bible m Latin countries. And
I wanted to be let alone and moved away, but she followed She earned

a stick down which her pocketbook was sliding by the handle and she

woie a veil. At last I looked at her face beneath the veil, this aged face

of a great lady covered by mange spots and with tarry blemishes on her

lips. The fur of her coat was used up and the bald hide broken and

crustlike. What she had to say to me was, “Now Fll tell you about these

gates. You’re an American, aren’t you? I’ll help you, because you’ll
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never understand things like these without help.J knew many Ameri-

cans during the war ”

*^You’re not an Italian, are you*?” I said. She had a German sort of

accent.

^Tm a Piedmontese,” she answered “Many people tell me I don’t

speak English like an Italian I’m not a Nazi, if that’s what you’re driv-

ing at. I’d tell you my name if you knew something about distinguished

names, but you probably don’t, so why should I pronounce it*^”

“You’re absolutely nght. You shouldn’t have to tell strangers your

name.”

I walked on, with my face stung by the Tramontana, and applied my-
self agam to the sculptures of the gate.

She was after me agam on her sprawl feet, but quick

“I don’t want a guide,” I said, and I took some dough out of my
pocket and gave her a hundred lire.

‘What is this?” she said.

“What do you mean? It’s money.”

'What are you giving me? Do you know I have to stay in a convent

in the mountains with the nuns and that they put me in a room with

fourteen other women? All sorts of women? I have to sleep with four-

teen other people. And I have to walk into the city because the Sisters

won’t give us the bus fare.”

“Do they want you to stay up there?”

“The nuns are not very intelhgent,” she said. She wasn’t able to stay

up there and do dull tasks and escaped into town. She was full of rebel-

lion. But her bones were showing through, her teeth were mixed up,

her veil didn’t quite hide the quavery hairs of her chin and mouth, this

unfunny joke on former lady smoothness.

I wanted to look at the doors and thought, Why can’t they let you

alone in this country?

“This is Isaac going to his own sacrifice,” she said.

I looked, and doubted if that could be right. I said to her, “I don’t

want a guide. I understand how it is, but what do you want me to do?

People are coming up to me aU the time. So why don’t you please take

this money and—” I was beginning to be in pam over it

“People! But I am not other people. You should realize that I am—

”

and she was voice-stopped, she was so angry. “This is happening to

met she said. She seemed to crowd her heart with her elbow and came
up close and started it again, that queer begging and demanding

O destroying laws!

What was the matter, hadn’t this thing taken long enough, wasn’t it
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gradual enough? I mean, the wrinkles coming, the gray choking out

the black, the skm slackening and sinews getting stringy? Did she stiM

have fresh in her mmd the villa she had lost, the husband or lovers, the

children, the carpets and piano, the servants and money? What was the

matter that she still was as if in the first pain of a deep fall?

I gave her another hundred lire

“Give me five hundred and Fll show you the cathedral and I’ll take

you to Santa Maria Novella It’s not far, and you won’t know anything

if someone doesn’t tell you.”

“As a matter of fact, I have to meet a man right away on business.

Thanks just the same.”

I took off. I might as well have, since Ghiberti didn’t have much of

a spell over me anyhow just then.

This ancient lady was right too, and there always is a me it happens

to. Death is going to take the boundaries away from us, that we should

no more be persons That’s what death is about When that is what life

also wants to be about, how can you feel except rebellious?

Yes, Europe is where Stella ^d I went after I made three other

voyages in the war.

I have written out these memoirs of mine since, as a travelmg man,

traveling by myself, I have lots of time on my hands For a couple of

months last year I had to be m Rome. It was summer, and the place

broke out in red flowers, hot and sleepy. All the southern cities are

sleep cities m summer, and daytime sleep makes me heavy and tasteless

to myself. To wake up in the afternoon I would drink coffee and smoke
cigars, and by the time I came to myself after the siesta it was well-

mgh evening. You have dinner, and it’s soft nerveless green night with

quiet gas mantles in the street going on incandescent and making a long

throbbing scratch in the utter night. Time to sleep again, so you ^
and subside thickly on the bed.

Therefore I got mto the habit of going every afternoon to the Cafe

Valadier in the Borghese Gardens^on top of the Pmcio, with the whole

cumulous Rome underneath, where I sat at a table and declared that

I was an American, Chicago born, and all these other events and no-

tions. Said not in order to be so highly significant but probably because

human beings have the power to say and ought to employ it at the

proper time. When finally you’re done speaking you’re dumb forever

after, and when you’re through stirring you go still, but this is no reason

to decline to speak and stir or to be what you are.

I try most of the time to be in Paris because that’s where Stella works*
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She’s with a film company that does international movies. We have an

apartment on Rne Francois a pretty fancy section near the Hotel

Georges V. It’s the ornamental and luxury quarter, but the joint Stella

and I rented was ternble. It belonged to an old Britisher and his French

wife. They took off for Mentone to live off the high rent they soaked

us, and here all winter the ram and fog never let up Fd pass days trying

to get used to this moldy though fancied-up apartment, somewhat ob-

stinate, seeing that it was now my place. But there was no getting any-

where with the carpets and chairs, the lamps that looked as if grown

on Coney Island, cat-house pictures, alabaster owls with electnc eyes,

books of Ouida and Mane Corelli in leather binding, smelling like spit.

The old crook of a Britisher who was the locataire had something he

called a study, which was a sort of closet with a nasty piece of carpet,

a set of Larousse’s encyclopedia from way back, and a green table

The drawers of this green felt table were full of pieces of paper covered

with figures on conversion expounds and francs, dollars, pesetas, schil-

lings, marks, escudos, piasters, and even rubles. This old man, Ryehurst,

practically dead, sat here in a suit like for bunal, purple flannel without

lapels or buttons or buttonholes, and he calculated about money and

wrote letters to the papers on the Fall of France and how to get the

peasants’ gold out of hiding, or which passes to Italy were the best for

motorists In his youth he had broken the speed record from Turin to

London, There was a photo of him in his racer. A little Irish terrier

sat m the cockpit with him.

The front rooms were bad enough, but the dining room was too

much for me. Stella would leave early to be on the lot, and even though

there was a bonne a tout faire to fix my breakfast I couldn’t always

bring myself to sit down at the yellow red-embroidered Turkestan

cloth for my coffee.

So I would go out to a little cafe for breakfast, and here one day

I ran into my old friend Hooker Frazer. At this cafe, the Roseraie,

which was a jazzy kind of place, there were round tables, wicker chairs,

palms in brass tubs, candy-striped fiber carpet, red and white awnings,

steam of a huge coffee machine of hundreds of gimmicks, cakes in

cellophane, and all that kind of stuff. After I set up the coal stoves

—

this maid, Jacqueline, was very nice but she didn’t know a thing about

getting coal to catch; I was an expert from way back—^I’d go to break-

fast. Thus one morning I was ordering coffee at the Roseraie. Old

folks in slippers, as if in their own lace-veined parlors, walked in the

street, with horsemeat and strawberries, etcetera, coming from the
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market on Place de FAlma All at once Frazer came by I hadn’t seeft

him since my wedding day.

“Frazer, hey!”

“Angie!”

“What brings yon to Paris, old pal?”

“How are you? Same healthy color as always, and smiling away!
Why, Fm working with the World Educational Fund I think I’ve seen

everyone I ever knew here durmg this past year. But what a surprise

to run across you, Augie, in the City of Man!”
He was feeling very grand, the place inspired him, and he sat down

and gave me a sort of talk—^pretty amazmg^—about Paris and how
nothing like it existed, the capital of the hope that Man could be free

without the help of gods, clear of mind, civilized, wise, pleasant, and
all of that. For a minute I felt rather insulted that he should laugh

when he asked me what I was doing here It might be incongruous,

but if it was for Man why shouldn’t it be for me too'^ If it wasn’t, per-

haps that wasn’t one hundred per cent my fault. Which Man was it the

City of? Some version agam. It’s always some version or other.

But who could complain of this pert, pretty Pans when it revolved

like a merry-go-round—^the gold bridge-horses, the Greek Tuileries

heroes and stone beauties, the overloaded Opera, the racy show win-

dows and dapper colors, the maypole obelisk, the all-colors ice-cream,

the gaudy package of the world.

I don’t suppose Frazer meant to hurt my feelings; he was merely

surprised to see me here.

“I’ve been over since the end of the war,” I said.

“Is that so? What doing?”

“I’m connected in business with that Armenian lawyer you met at

my wedding. Remember?”
“Oh, of course, you’re married. Is your wife here with you?”

“Naturally She works in pictures. Maybe you’ve seen her in Les
Orphelines. It’s about displaced persons.”

“No, as a matter of fact I don’t see many movies. But I’m not sur-

prised to hear she’s an actress. She’s very beautiful, you know. How
are things working out?”

“I love her,” I said

As if that was an answer! But how can you blame me if I was un-

wUling to say more to Frazer? Suppose I started to explain that she

loved me too, but loved me m the same way that Paris is the City of

Man, or with what she brought to it, given her preoccupations—^love
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being the victory of love over preoccupations, or what Mintouchian

called dominant ideas that afternoon in the Turkish bath. I wasn’t

going to go into ail this with Frazer. When I took it up with Stella,

and once m a while I did, or tried to, I seemed to sound like a fanatic,

and maybe sounded to her as other people had to me, sounding off

about their idea that they were trying to sell or to recruit you for. This

made her a mirror, like, where I could see my own obstinacy of yore

and how it must have looked when I balked. She was right when we
took cover in the garden of the Japanese villa in Acatla and she ob-

served that we were very similar. So we are.

However, even if I am not the honestest type in the world I don’t

want to lie more than is average. Stella does. Of course you can call

it lying or you can call it protection of your vision. I think I prefer

the second description. Stella looks happy and firm and wants me to

look the same. She sits down by the bird-breasted stove in the salon,

on the chair the old English gent Ryehurst warned me—^having dam-
ages in mind—was a genuine Chippendale, and she’s calm, intelhgent,

forceful, vital, tremendously handsome, and this is how she wants to

put herself across. It’s the vision. Naturally it often takes me a while

to know where we’re really at. She talks about happenings at the studio

and laughs with her clear, bosomy voice about the jokes of the day.

And what have I been doing? WeU, perhaps I had a meeting with a

person who used to be in Dachau and did some business with him in

dental supplies from Germany. That took an hour or two. After which

I may have gone to the cold halls of the Louvre and visited in the Dutch

School, or noticed how the Seine smelled like medicme, or went into

a cafe and wrote a letter, and so passed the day.

She sits and listens with crossed legs under the batik house-wrap she

wears, with her heavy three-way-piled hair and cigarette at her mouth
and refuses me—^for the time being, anyway—^the most important

things I ask of her.

It’s really kind of tremendous how it all takes place. You’d never

guess how much labor goes into it. Only some time ago it occurred

to me how great an amount. She came back from the studio and went

to take a bath, and from the bath she called out to me, “Darling, please

bring me a towel.” I took one of those towel robes that I had bought

at the Bon Marche department store and came along with it. The little

bathroom was in twilight. In the chauffe-eau machine, the brass box

with teeth of gas burning, the green metal dropped crumbs inside from

the thousand-candle blaze. Her body with its warm woman’s smell

was covered with water starting in a calm line over her breasts. The
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glass of the medicine chest shone like a deep blue place in the wall, as

if a window to the evening sea and not the ashy fog of Pans. I sat down
with the robe over my shoulder and felt very much at peace For a
change the apartment seemed clean and was warm; the abominations

were gone into the background, the stoves drew well and they shone,

Jacqueline was cooking diimer and it smelled of gravy. I felt settled

and easy, my chest free and my fingers conafortable and open. And
now here’s the thing It takes a tune like this for you to find out how
sore your heart has been, and, moreover, all the while you thought you
were going around idle tembly hard work was taking place Hard,

hard work, excavation and digging, mining, moling through tunnels,

heaving, pushing, moving rock, working, working, working, working,

working, panting, hauhng, hoisting. And none of this work is seen

from the outside. It’s internally done. It happens because you are

powerless and unable to get anywhere, to obtain justice or have re-

quital, and therefore in yourself you labor, you wage and combat,

settle scores, remember insults, fight, reply, deny, blab, denounce,

triumph, outwit, overcome, vindicate, cry, persist, absolve, die and rise

again. All by yourself! Where is everybody? Inside your breast and

skm, the entire cast.

Lying in the bath, Stella was performing labor It was obvious to

me. And generally I was doing hard work too. And what for"^

Everybody gives me a line about Paris bemg a place of ease and

mentions calmer ordre, luxe, et volupti, and yet there is this toil being

done. Every precious personality framed dramatically and doing the

indispensable work. If Stella weren’t bound to do her hardest work
we wouldn’t be in this city of calm and luxury, so called. The clothes,

the night clubs and entertainment, the supposed play of the studio and

the fnendship of the artists—^who strike me as bemg characters of

pretty high stomach, like our buddy Alain du Niveau—^there’s nothing

easy in it. I’ll tell you about this du Niveau. He’s what the Parisians

call a noceur, meaning that it’s always the weddmg night for him or

that he plays musical beds. That’s just about the least of it.

Anyway, I would have preferred to stay in the States and have

children. Instead I’m in the bondage of strangeness for a time still. It’s

only temporary. We’ll get out of it.

I said that Stella lied more than average, unfortunately. She told

me a number of things that weren’t so; she forgot to tell me others

that were so. For instance, she said she was getting money from her

dad in Jamaica. There was no such party in Jamaica. She had never

gone to college either. And she had never cared anything about Oliver.
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He wasn’t the important man. The important one was a big operator

whose name was Cumberland It wasn’t she who j&rst told me about

him. I found out from someone else that there was such a man. And
then she told me that this Cumberland was a crook. Of morals, that

is; in business he was not only respectable but great. In fact he was

one of these powerful characters whose pictures don’t even get into

the papers because they’re too strong to be named. And gradually this

man, with whom she had taken up while still a high-school girl, built

up to be about like Jupiter-Ammon, with an eye like that new telescope

out at the Mount Palomar observatory, about as wicked as Tiberius,

a czar and mastermind. To tell the truth, I’m good and tired of all

these big personalities, destiny molders, and heavy-water brains,

Machiavellis and wizard evildoers, big-wheels and imposers-upon,

absolutists After Basteshaw clobbered me I took an oath of unsus-

ceptibility. But this oath is probably a mice-and-man matter, for here

the specter of one of this breed was over me. Brother' You never are

through, you just think you are'

The first I heard about this Cumberland was from Alain du Niveau,

who was in New York during the wm, in the movie mdustry. Min-

touchian knew him, and Agnes. He was originally a friend of Agnes.

When we met he told me he was a descendant of the Due de Saint-

Simon. I’m always a sucker for lineage, but this du Niveau didn’t really

look very good. He had blue whiskyish eyes in his tight-packed heavy

face with its color of bad good-health. Although he probably meant

no harm by it he had a very msolent expression. Thin and sandy, his

hair was combed like a British officer’s, neat and bleak. His shoes were

fleece-lined; his long overcoat was all beautiful suede, down to the

ankles; his body was thick. He was a chaser and wolf after girls on

the subway He’d tell you himself how he picked up women, and as

he described it these poor weak birdies when he got them alone were

like confronted by a fiery god, etcetera.

When he mentioned Cumberland to me we were in the lobby of the

Paramount Theatre waiting for Stella. Oliver’s name came up, and

du Niveau said, “He’s still in jail.”

“Did you know the guy"^” I said.

“Yes. And what a comedown for her after Cumberland. I knew him

too.”

“Who?”
He didn’t realize what he had said. He hardly ever did I felt as if I

had been trapped in a shaft by a sudden fall of dirt. Terrible despair,

rage, jealousy, burst out in me.
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"Who? What Cumberland?”

Then he looked at me and realized that for some reason my eyes

were burning and I was in pain. I think he was very surprised and
tried to remove himself with digmty from this trouble.

Actually I had been aware for some time of something peculiar

that would sooner or later have to be explained People were dunning

Stella constantly There was trouble about a car She didn’t own a car.

And there was litigation about an apartment uptown What sort of

apartment had she had uptown? And as it would have been inhuman
not to mention it, I guess, she had told me about a seventy-five-hundred-

dollar mink coat she had had to sell, and a diamond necklace. Business

envelopes came in the mail which she wouldn’t open There’s some-

thing about those business envelopes with the transparent oblong ad-

dress part that my soul runs away from.

And then, was I supposed to overlook what Mmtouchian had said

to me in the Turkish bath? How could I?

"Who is this Cumberland?” I said.

Just then Stella came down from the ladies’ lounge and I took her

arm and hurried her out to a cab. We tore back to the apartment and

I blew my top. ‘T should have known there was something dishonest!”

I yelled at her. "Who is this Cumberland?”

"Augie! Don’t carry on,” she said, pale. "I should have told you.

But what difference does it make? It proves that I love you and didn’t

want to lose you by telling you ”

"He was the one that gave you the coat?”

"Yes, darling. But I married you, not him.”

"And the car?”

"It was a present, honey. But, sweetheart, it’s you I love.”

"And all the things in the house?”

"The furniture? Why, it’s just stuff. It’s only you that matters.”

Gradually she calmed me.

"When was the last time you saw him?”

"I haven’t had a thing to do with him for two years.”

"I can’t stand these fellows being brought up,” I said. "I can’t take

it. There shouldn’t be these secret things jumping out.”

"But after all,” she cned, "it was rougher on me. I was the one that

actually suffered from him. All you suffer from is hearing about it.”

Now that the subject was open it became very hard to put an end

to. She wanted to talk about it. To prove that I had no reason to be

jealous she had to tell me every last thing that had happened, and I
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couldn’t Stop her—a gallant, active flashing temperament like that,

you see, you can’t control her easily

‘‘What a dog!” she said. “What a coward* He didn’t have a single

human feeling He mainly wanted me to help him entertain his busi-

ness friends and show off because he was ashamed of his wife
”

It didn’t absolutely square with her attitude toward the things she

had enjoyed, lil^e the summer house m New Jersey, the charge ac-

counts, and the Mercedes-Benz automobile, which was an extremely

hardheaded attitude. She was very well informed about the tax situa-

tion and the msurance and so on. Of course it’s nothing against a

woman that she should understand these things Why shouldn’t she

understand them? But I was afraid I’d have to give up on an ideal

explanation of her past life. Oh well, there didn’t have to be one

necessarily.

“He wouldn’t let me be independent. If he found out I had a savings

account he made me spend the money. He thought I should be help-

less Once the president of a lumber company whom I knew was going

to open a big gambling joint on Lon^ Island and offered me ffiteen

thousand a year to be hostess. Cumberland was furious about it when
he heard.”

“He found out everything?”

“He hired detectives. You have a lot to learn about such people.

He’d rent the moon if he had any use for it.”

“I already have learned all I want to learn.”

“Oh, Angle* Please, honey, remember that you made mistakes too.

You went to smuggle immigrants from Canada. You stole. A lot of

people led you astray also.”

Okay, but why couldn’t she be satisfied that I loved her and stop

this talk? What id she mean, about the lumberman? Had she really

intended to become a hostess? I would meditate over all this and sit

there feeling terrible. The very arms of the chair seemed about to

stab me through the sides, and the playful flowery Bavarian bed and

the knickknacks and stuffed orioles, and all were a drag on me. Was I

going to be wrong again? It was the thought I had in the boat when

I was adrift wii Basteshaw that I had been wrong again and

again.

Nevertheless I believed we would make it, finally. I don’t want to

give a false impression of one hundred per cent desperation. It is not

like that. I don’t know who this saint was who woke up, lifted his face,

opened his mouth, and reported on his secret dream that blessedness
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covers the whole Creation but covers it thicker in some places than
in others. Whoever he was, ifs my great weakness to respond to such
dreams This is the amor fan, that’s what it is, or mysterious adoration

of what occurs

There is a certain amount of simple-mindedness in Stella as well

as deception, a sort of naive senousness She cries very sincerely and
with utmost warmth But it’s not a simple matter to get her to change
her mind on any matter. I’ve tried, for instance, to get her to wear her

nails shorter; she grows them very long, and when they tear they

tear into the quick and she starts to cry. Then I say, “Good heavens,

why do you let them grow like that!” and take the scissors and trim

them, which she submits to However, she only lets them grow long

again. Or, in the case of the cat. Ginger, who’s very spoiled and wakes
you up at night by turning over lamps and dishes so that you’ll feed

him, I only made myself look foolish arguing that he ought to be shut

in the kitchen at night. I couldn’t get anywhere.

She’d repeat continually how she had wanted to be independent.

“Naturally. Who doesn’t want that?”

“No, I mean I wanted to do something that was my own idea. It

wasn’t Just a matter of money.” He oppressed her, that was what,

practically with wrung hands, she had to put across to me. “Every

time he promised to let me do something he’d go back on his word. So
jBnally I made a break and went to California, I knew someone there

who once offered me a screen test. I took a wonderful test and got a

part in a musical But when the picture was released all my lines were

cut out. I looked like such a fool, just smihng and getting ready to

say something, and I never said it. After the preview I was sick. He
used his influence to make the producer do it. I sent him a wire and

told him I was through for good. Next day I had an attack of ap-

pendicitis and went to the hospital, and in about twenty-four hours he

showed up by my bedside. I said to him, ‘What excuse did you give

your wife for this trip!’ I was done with him forever.”

I always wince when I hear husbands and wives talking to each other

about past marriages and affairs. I’m unusually sensitive in this respect.

Of course I knew this was Stella’s hard work. She wasn’t done suf-

fering from it, not by a long shot. She had to harrow his memory over

and over, and in so doing she dug me up considerably too.

^AU right, Stella, now, please,” I said at last

“AH right what?'* she said, angry. “Am I supposed not to talk

about it at aU, ever?”
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‘"But you talk about it all the time, and you talk about him more
than anyone else

”

“Because I hate him. I’m still in debt because of all these obligations

that were his fault
”

“We’ll get nd of them.”

“How^”
“I don’t know yet. I’ll take it up with Mmtouchian.”

She didn’t want me to do that. She was seriously opposed, but I

went to see him all the same.

He already knew ail about Cumberland, which isn’t in the least sur-

prising. We talked it over m his office on Fifth Avenue “Since you
bring it up,” he said, “excuse me, but she’s been a nuisance to him.

He was unfair to her, but he’s an older fellow now and the whole thing

is over. It’s difficult for his family His son is now head of the firm

and he says she won’t get anywhere by threatening them. She wouldn’t

have much coming legally
”

“Threatening*? What threat? You mean to say she’s bothermg him?

Why, she told me she hasn’t had anything to do with him for two

years!”

“Well, she hasn’t told you the truth—strictly speaking.”

I was overthrown by this; I was very ashamed. How are you sup-

posed to proceed*? If you don’t defend yourself you can get murdered,

and if you do defend yourself you’re liable to die of that too.

“I’m afraid she’s impatient to go to law,” said Mmtouchian. “She’s

very restless
”

I said to Stella, “You’ve got to quit this. There isn’t going to be any

lawsuit. You always know where this man is and what he’s doing. You
haven’t told me the truth. It has to stop immediately. I have to ship

again in a week and I don’t want to be mulling it over for months and

months. If you won’t promise to stop I can’t come back.”

She gave in She cried with bitterness that I threatened her, but she

promised. She has a warm, easily coloring face, Stella. When she starts

to cry the pink of it begins to darken and darkens up into her eyes,

which seemed so amorous the first time I saw them in Acatla. Her
features rise very slightly from the surface of her face, as if she had a

Javanese or Sumatran inheritance. I sat both hurt and comforted as she

wept. Crying is further stubbornness with some women, but with Stella

it’s the truthful moment. She knew she shouldn’t talk so much about

the old man, she confessed, and try to make him take all the blame.

So I sailed in a better frame of mind, and this was when she bought

me a book on bee culture. I studied it with devotion and learned a lot
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about bees and honey, which I knew, however, wouldn’t likely be of

any practical use.

Of course the whole movie enterprise is to show Cumberland that

she could make the grade independently. She doesn’t have any terrific

talent for acting, but that’s how it appears to go. People don’t do what

they have a talent for but what the preoccupation leads to If they’re

good at auto-repairing they have to sing Don Giovanni; if they can

sing they have to be architects; and if they have a gift for architecture

they wish to become school superintendents or abstract painters or

anything else. Anything! It’s a spite. It’s having to prove full and ulti-

mate self-sufficiency or some such monster dream that you don’t need

anyone else to do these things for you

Well, Stella is in du Niveau’s film company, and I am in illicit deahng—^to discnminate against myself, more than half the business of Europe

being the same. It is indeed cockeyed. But there is nothing I can do

about it. It must be clear, however, that I am a person of hope, and

now my hopes have settled themselves upon children and a settled

life. I haven’t been able to convince Stella as yet. Therefore while I

knock around on rapides over falling horizons, over Alps, in steam and

haste, or blast the air in my black Citroen, smoking cigars and watch-

ing the road through polaroid glasses, it’s unborn children I pore over

far oftener than business deals.

I wonder if it’s a phase, or what, but sometimes I feel I already am a

father.

Recently in Rome a whore tried to pick me up on the Via Veneto.

The circumstances were pecuhar; I am a tall man and the girl who
propositioned me was very small, plump, and dressed in second- or

third-year mourning. A sad face. “Come with me,” she said. Now
let me not be a liar and say I was not in the least drawn. You always

are, somewhat. However, it cost no great effort to refuse, and when I

said no, she looked deeply wounded, personally, and said, “What’s

the matter, am I not good enough for you?” I said, “Oh, of course,

signorina, but I’m married. I have children, lo ho bambinV So she

was overwhelmed entirely and said, ‘Tm very sorry, I didn’t know you

had children,” and she was about to cry over this error. To have been

perfectly fair I should have explained this to her, that it was hokum
and that I just had an impulse. But let me say that I am aware where

this deception of bambini came from. It came from that picture of

Stella’s that I mentioned to Frazer, Les Orphehnes, I had to see it

several times, in the course of events, and one part of it made a deep

impression on me once in the cutting room, this boarded, insulated.
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burlap-deadened room where it stunk of Gauloise cigarettes and high-

grade perfume The scene was one m which Stella pleaded with an

Italian doctor for a woman and her baby. They had coached her on
the Itahan lines and so she cried out, *'Ma Maria, ed il bambino, II

bambino^'' And the doctor, who couldn’t offer help, shrugged and
said, ''Che posso faref Che posso fare^'*

I saw this run over and over and was full of sorrow, almost provoked

to an outburst of tears and ripe to exclaim to Stella, “Here, here, if you
want something to cry out about! Right here’ What do you need

theoretical people for and these ghosts of emotions never of this world

anyway?” The grief was about to drop down from my eyes.

It’s supposed to be easier to suffer for hypothetical people too, for

Hecubas It ought to be easier than for the ones you yourself hurt,

for you can see their enemies or persecutors better than you can see

yourself balking someone of life or doing him wrong

Be that as it may, this was why I imagined I already had the bambini,

Simon and Charlotte came to Paris and put up at the Crillon. I

wished that they had brought Mama too, although it would have been

probably lost on her Something big would have to be done for her one

of these days, I thought; I’d have to decide what was appropriate, and

I could now swing it by myself, having the money. It satisfied Simon

that I was now in business. Charlotte thought better of me also, though

she wanted to know more particulars Some chance she had of getting

them out of me! I took them around to the Tour d’Argent and the

Lapin Agile and Casino de Paris, The Rose Rouge and other gaiety

haunts, and picked up the tab. This made Simon say proudly to

Charlotte, “Well, what do you think now? My kid brother has turned

out to be a regular man of the world.”

Stella and I smiled across the Rose Rouge table.

Charlotte, this solid and suspecting woman in her early thirties,

handsome, immovable in her opinions, was full of grudges. Whatever

she had against Simon she formerly would take out on me. Now that

I looked a little more substantial than I used to and seemed to have

a few nght ideas anyhow, she could complain about him to me. I was

eager to know the score. The first week or so there was not much I

could find out, because we were on the town. Du Niveau helped a lot;

he made a big hit with them because of being a genume aristocrat and

the deference of flunkies to him in restaurants and night clubs and

haute-couture jomts. Stella helped too. “What a dish!” said Simon.

“She’s good for you also; she’ll keep you on your toes.” He meant that
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to psx>vide for a beautiful woman is stabilizing; it makes a man earn

money. “The only thing,” said Simon, “is why you keep her in such

a pigpen
”

“It’s hard to find apartments m this section of Paris near the Champs
Elysees Besides we’re not at home much, either of us. But I aim to get

a villa out at St. Cloud if we have to settle here
”

“If you have to? You sound as if you didn’t want to.”

“Oh—^it’s all the same to me where I live
”

Of all places, we were in the Petit Palais at a picture exhibition from
the Pinacothek of Munich. These grand masterpieces were sitting on
the walls. Du Niveau was along, massive, in his red suede coat and
highly polished pointy shoes Simon and he admired each other’s

clothes. Stella and Charlotte were weanng mink stoles, Simon a double-

breasted plaid and crocodile shoes, and I a camel’s-hair coat, so that

we looked appropriately gorgeous to pass in one of those Italian portrait

crowds of gold and jewels.

Du Niveau said, “I love pictures, but I can’t stand religious subjects.”

Nobody was thinkmg much about painting, unless it was Stella who
sometimes paints. I can’t explain how come we were there. Maybe
nothing better was open just then

Simon and I dropped behind for a wHle and I asked him, “Whatever

happened to Renee?”

A heavy red color crowded his blond face—^he had become very

stout. He said, “Why do you have to ask me here, for the love of

God!”
“We can talk, Simon. They won’t overhear anything. Did she have

a kid?”

“No, no, it was just a bluff There wasn’t any kid.”

“But you said
—

”

“Never mind what I said. You asked me, and I’m telling you.”

I didn’t know whether or not to beheve him, he was in such a rush

to get rid of the subject. And how touchy he was! He didn’t want to be

talked about.

But at lunch, when Stella and du Niveau had gone back to the studio,

Charlotte opened up. She was sitting upright m her mink and in a

velour hat which suited her face because she has a very downy skin

which was covered with high color. Evidently Simon’s trouble with

Renee had been all over the Chicago papers, and she took it for granted

that I had read about it. No, I hadn’t heard a thing. I was completely

surprised. Simon kept his mouth shut during this, and perhaps it tor-

mented him that I might add something which Charlotte didn’t happen
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to know Not me; I was silent too and didn’t ask any questions Renee
had sued him and made a scandal. She claimed she had a child by him.

She might have accused three other men, said Charlotte, and Charlotte

knew what she was talking about you can be sure, she was a well-

informed woman If the case hadn’t been thrown out of court right

away she was ready with plenty of evidence. “I’d have given her a

case?” she said. “The little whore!” Simon wasn’t having anything to

do with either of us during this conversation He sat at the table but,

as It were, we didn’t have his company “Every minute she was with

him she was collecting evidence,” said Charlotte “They never stopped

at a place but what she didn’t take a pack of matches and wnte the

date inside. She even had his cigar butts for evidence. And all the

time it was supposed to be love. What did she love you for?” said

Charlotte with a terrible sudden outburst. “Your fat belly*^ Your scar

on your forehead? Your bald spot'^ It was the money. It never was any-

thing except money.” I wanted to duck as this came down; my shoul-

ders flinched Down it burned and beat on us. Simon nevertheless didn’t

seem much disturbed, only thoughtful, and continued drawing at his

cigar. At no time did he answer anything Maybe he thought that as he

himself had wanted money he couldn’t condemn Renee for wanting it,

but he didn’t say.

“Then she’d phone me and say, ‘You can’t have children, you

should let him go, he wants a family.’ ‘Go on, take him away if you

can,’ I said to her. ‘You know you can’t get him because you’re noth-

ing but a little tramp. You and he are both no good ’ But she got out

a summons for him, and when they tried to serve it I phoned him and

told him he’d better get out of town He wouldn’t leave without me.

‘What’ve you got to be afraid oP’ I said ‘It isn’t your kid. It’s three

other guys’.’ I happened to have the flu then and was supposed to stay

in bed, but when he wouldn’t leave alone I had to come to the airport

to meet him, and it was a rainstorm. Finally we took off, and we had

to make an emergency landing m Nebraska. And he said, ‘I might

as well get knocked off. I’ve wasted my life anyhow.’ And what did I

do, if he wasted his life? What was I there for? What was in it for me?

As soon as it got bad he came running to me for protection, and I pro-

tected him. If he didn’t have such an abnormal idea about being happy

in the first place it wouldn’t have happened. Who told him he had any

business to expect all that? What right has anybody? There is no such

right,” she said.

In the back the musicians were smoothing their bows away over their

instruments.
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“Now she’s married. She married one of those guys and disappeared

with him somewhere . .

I wanted Charlotte to stop. It now was too much, flying in the rain-

storm and about wasted lives, while he looked more and more indif-

ferent, which he could do only by making himself abstract like this.

I started to cough. I had a long coughing fit. Shall I explain why? Be-
cause many years ago when I was a kid and went to have my tonsils

out I began to cry when the ether mask was put on me A nurse said,

“Is he crying, a big boy like that?” And another answered, “Why, no,

he’s brave. He’s not crying, he’s coughing.” And when I heard that I

started to cough in earnest. This is the kind of coughing it was, of

great distress. It stopped the conversation. The maitre d’hotel came
to see what was the matter and gave me a glass of water.

Lord! How much of this did Simon have to hear? If she didn’t stop

she’d turn him into stone. He’d have turned into stone long ago if it

hadn’t been for these Renees. What are you supposed to do, lay down
your life? That’s what she wanted from him and what she meant by
“right.” Sheer murder. If she meant that you have to die anyway and
might as well do it sooner than later, it’s criminal murder.

He was ashamed, stony with shame. His secrets were being told.

His secrets! What did they amount You’d think they were as tower-

ing as the Himalayas. But all they were about was his mismanaged
effort to live. To live and not die. And this was what he had to be
ashamed of.

“You’d better do something for that cold,” said Charlotte severely.

I love my brother very much. I never meet him again without the

utmost love filling me up. He has it too, though we both seem to fight

it.

“It sounds like the old whooping cough you used to have,” Simon
said and looked toward me once again.

Just then I thought that the worst of it for him was not to have the

child.

I couldn’t spend much time with Simon in Paris. Mintouchian cabled

me to go to Bruges and look up a guy there who had a big nylon deal

on his mind, and so I started out I had Jacqueline the maid with me as

passenger. She has folks in Normandy and was going to pay them a

Christmas visit, and as she was bringing a couple of suitcases full of

presents I gave her a lift.

Jacqueline was referred to Stella by du Niveau. When he first knew
her she was a waitress in Vichy just after the French defeat and he
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was OR his way out of the country. They must have become friends,

and It is hard to conceive because she looks so grotesque. Though this

was some time back and then she might have been seeing the last of

her best days. At the outer comers Jacqueline’s eyes sink down
queerly. She has a large, crooked Norman nose, fair hair not in very

good health, veiny temples, a long chin and a disciplinarian mouth
that lipstick doesn’t do a great deal to change. She is highly painted

and has a sweet odor of cosmetics and cleaning fluid. Her manner is

very busy She pounds the floor very rapidly and hard as she walks,

but she is a person of sweet temper, though gossipy and with all kinds

of incomprehensible social ambitions. In addition to doing housework

she also is employed as an ouvreuse, or usherette, in a movie, which

is more of du Niveau’s influence. Therefore she has a lot of social

history to relate of the movie and the tough night life after closing time

when she stops at the Coupole for a cup of coffee She is always being

offered violence, like holdup and rape, Arabs hitting her or trying

to force their way into her room at night. Her hips are big and legs

varicose for all that she moves so briskly, and this with her sharp face

and breasts that have gone out of shape; and yet what is it that dismisses

a person from desirability? Fm not the one to say. She has unkillable

pride in her sensuahty and adventurous spirit, and if she has these out-

rageous colors and parrot bite, what about it?

It was a big holiday deal when we started out. She removed some

stains from my camel’s-hair coat with tea, which she claimed was just

the thing, and then I carried her jammed cardboard valises with their

tin locks down and stowed them in the trunk of the Citroen.

It was cold; a ha*d cold with snowflakes. We circled the Etoile and

roared off toward Rouen. I should have gone by way of Amiens, but

it wasn’t too much of a detour for her sake. She’s a kind, grateful, and

by and large docile woman. So we went at this hungry speed through

Rouen and then bore north toward the channel. She was telling of Vichy

in the good old days and of the celebrities she knew there. It was her

cunning way of getting the conversation round to du Niveau, for she

never missed a chance to discuss him with me, and what she really

wanted was to warn me to be on guard, that he was unscrupulous. Not

that she wasn’t grateful, you understand, but she also was beholden

to me and she hinted at various cnmes he was guilty of. I realized that

she was simply romancing about him. He represented some great ideal

to her which her spirit was hungry for.

We were getting close to her destination, and I wasn’t too sorry, even

though it was a sad, dark day and Fd have to continue to Bruges
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alone. The ride by way of Dunkerque and Ostend is a terribly melaii-

choly one through mins and along the grim Channel water

Only a few kilometers from her uncle’s farm the Citroen’s engme
began to miss and inally we stalled, I picked up the hood, but a lot

I know about motors. Besides, it was freezing. So we started to walk

toward the farm across the fields. She was going to send her nephew
to town for a mechanic when we got there. But we had a good long

way to hike, three or four miles across the fields, which were brown,

turfy and stiff, these fields where battles of the Hundred Years’ War had

been fought, where the bones of the killed English were bleached and

sent back to be buried in churches, where wolves and crows had cleaned

up. The cold, after a time, made you gasp. The tears were cutting

tracks over Jacqueline’s face, which was flaming through the make-up.

I was stung and numb too, hand and foot.

‘‘Our stomachs may freeze,” she said to me after we had gone about

a mile. “It is very dangerous.”

“Stomach? How can the stomach freeze?”

“It can. You can be ailmg for life if that happens.”

“What do you do to prevent it?” I said.

“The thing to do is sing,” she said, desperate in her thin Paris shoes

and trying to stretch her cotton muffler over the back of her head And
she started singing some night-club song. The cold blackbirds flapped

out of the woods of rusty oaks and even they must have been loo cold

for noise because I heard no grating from them. Only Jacqueline’s

poor voice which didn’t appear to get far over the thin snowy pockets

and furrows, “You must absolutely try to sing,” she said. “Otherwise

you can never be sure. Something may happen.” And because I didn’t

want to argue with her about medical superstitions and be so right or

superior wising her up about modern science I decided, finally, what

the hell! I might as well sing too. The only thing I could think to sing

was “La Cucaracha.” I kept up La Cucaracha for a mile or two and

felt more chilled than helped. Then she said, after we had both worn

ourselves out trying to breathe in the harsh wind and keep up the song

cure, “That wasn’t French that you were singing, was it?”

I said it was a Mexican song.

At which she e^^claimed, “Ah, the dream of my life is to go to

Mexico!”

The dream of her life? What, not Saigon? Not Hollywood? Not
Bogot£? Not Aleppo? I gave a double-take at her water-sparkHng

eyes and freezing, wavering, mascara-lined, goblin, earnest and dis-

ciplinarian, membranous, and yet gorgeous face, with its fairy soot of
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pink and that red snare of her mouth; yet feminine; yet mischievous;

yet still hopefully and obstinately seductive What would she be doing

m Mexico"^ I tned to picture her there How queer it was! I started to

laugh loudly And what was I doing here in the fields of Normandy?
How about that*?

“Have you thought of something funny, M’sieu March*?” she said

as she humed with me, swinging her arms in her short jacket of leg-

of-mutton sleeves.

“Very funny’”

Then she pointed ''Vous voyez les chiens^'' The dogs of the farm

had leaped a brook and were dashing for us on the brown coat of the

turf, yelling and yapping “Don’t you worry about them,” she said,

picking up a branch “They know me well” Sure enough they did.

They bounded into the air and hcked her face.

The trouble was with the spark plugs, which were soon repaired,

and I cut put for Dunkerque and Ostend. Where the British were so

punished the town is ruined. Quonset huts stand there on the rums.

The back of the ancient water was \iike wolf gray. Then on the long

sand the waves crashed white; they spit themselves to pieces. I saw this

specter of white anger coming from the savage gray and meanwhile

shot northward, m a great hurry to get to Bruges and out of this line

of white which was like eternity opening up right beside destructions

of the modem world, hoary and gmmbling I thought if I could beat

the dark to Bruges Fd see the green canals and ancient palaces. On a

day like this I could use the comfort of it, when it was so raw, I was still

chilled from the hike across the fields, but, thinking of Jacqueline and

Mexico, I got to grinning again. That’s the animal ridens in me, the

laughing creature, forever nsing up. What’s so laughable, that a Jac-

queline, for instance, as hard used as that by rough forces, will still re-

fuse to lead a disappointed life? Or is the laugh at nature—^including

eternity—^that it thinks it can win over us and the power of hope? Nah,

nah! I think. It never will. But that probably is the joke, on one or the

other, and laughing is an enigma that includes both. Look at me, going

everywhere! Why, I am a sort of Columbus of those near-at-hand and

believe you can come to them in this immediate terra incognita that

spreads out in every gaze I may well be a flop at this line of endeavor,

Columbus too thought he was a flop, probably, when they sent him

back in chains. Which didn’t prove there was no America,
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